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Review of the Proposed Humanities Frarnewnrk
for California Public Schools.

his form esigned to assist you in making your review of the Pro liosea Humanities'
Framework and i helping the reviewers determine what the strengths and weaknesses of the
document are. Whe you have completed your review, please return this form and any ether
appropriate data to the:

Consultant in Arts Education A

California State Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814 "-

Review forms can be returned as late as December 1, 1975, hi order to allow teachers to try out
some of the ideas in the classroom. Please keep this-copy of' the Framework.

L Demographic Data of Reviewer (Check appropriate boxes, and complete the statements.)

1. ' Parent with children in grades 1 .,

42. Student enrolled in grade .,

. .
. .

3a. reacher of
.

K-3 47-6 7-9 10-12 College or universityt
Other (Specify:

teach thege subjects.

7.-----
-1.

0 4. Principal of 0 Elementary' Middle or junior high
. -

High school 0 Other (Specify:

0 5. School' administrator (Specify:

0 6. Member of State Department of Education with this responsibility.
,

7. dollegd or university professor of -these subjects.

-0 8. Other (Specify

.

9. Optional data

,Name

Address.

School district, college, or University (if appropriate)

O
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II. Review of Proposed Humanities Framework
. ,

I. I read (check appropriate boxes): 0 All of the document; or 0 Part I;

0 Part II; 0 Part III; 0 Part IV; 0' Part V; 0 Part.VI; 0 Part VII;

0 Part VIII (see item 5 following); 0 Part IX; 1 0 Other(specify)

2.' I suggest that the following additions be made to the document;

Page
reference Suggested addition

4144

3. I suggest that the following, deletions be made to the document (You may wish to attach
marked pages from the' manuscript.):

< Page
reference ;Suggested deletions

,

a I



4. I suggest that the following revisions be made, td the document (You may wish to attach
marked pages from the manuscript.):

Page
reference Suggested revisions

5. My specific suggestions regarding the educational programs suggested in. Part VIII follow:

.

6. My general reactiln to the content of the Pr7osed Humanities Framework follows:

405

ADD #1DITIONAL PAGES AS NEEDED.'
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Pages 10 - 16 were dupPheates and have been

removed from th5tdOdbment.
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'INTRODUCTION TO THE HUMANITIES .FRAMEWORK

The first meeting of the Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities
Framewcork COmmittee was held in Los Angeles on June 7,1967, At that
meeting, the charge to the committee was given by Mrs. Seymour Mathie-
Sen, then Chairwoman of the Educational Programs Committee of the State.
Board of Education:

The Curriculum Commission has asked that you be charged to
prdpare the f011owing reports for the Commission and the Board:

/
I., A series of reports of educational-program guidelines, K-12,

(frarnewOrkS) in thdlields of art education, drama (perforni-
, ingts) education and music education; such reports to

include comments and recommendations abOut the philoso-
phy and objectives of The program, its scope'and sequence,

( /the procedures for implementing.the reports, and related
1,- appropriate matters. 1 .

A report of recommendations and comments relative to the
state program for supplying texts and instructional materials

\ to the schoolS of California with particular reference to the
`,,____--j-(fine arts subject-matter, fields.

..,,,,-t,'7-
,

A report Of recommendations and findings concerning pat-
* . terns of interrelationships among the various frameworks

being developed In the fine arts, English and the social
.sciences fields to show how the humarfities may be presented
as interdisciplinary studies, along with,recommendations as

.,.. . to preservice and inservice preparation of teadhers4or
humanities courses.

.. ,
.

By the end of 97i, the first part of the charge had been answered:
frameworks in arf, drama, and music education were finally adopted by the
State Board of Education. The.humanities subcommittee of the original
group then became an independent body, the Humanities Framework,Com-
mittee, responsible for 'meeting the requirements of the third part of the
charge. The document being introduc d here the final review copy of the
Humanities Framework is this com ttee's fulfillment of its -responsibility.

.

1111111'



Part two of the charge, /having to do with recommending texts and instrtictional.
materials, will presumably be the province of the Curriculum OevelopMent
and Supplemental Materials Commission after an approved framework has
been adopted by the State Board of Education,.

4.0

In composing the flumanities,Framework, the committee has
treated the following disciplines in.'§epdrate chapters; the visual and tactile
arts, body educations music, drama and the language -arts, the.socia
sciences, foreign languages, mathematics and science, the indtistrial art$,,
the househOld arts, and philosophy an'i religion. The lait three items in the
list appear separately .only in the secondary schools chapters, but much that is
related tO or -derived from them will be found throughout the kindergarten,
eddy elementary, and latex' elementary sections.

A All' chapters areorga.nized according to 'the same plan, except
the, social 'sciences chapters, in which somewhat different schemes have been
p.dopted in order to take advantage of the interdisciplinary character of the
social sciences themselves. Otherwise, the standard format` goes as follows:

I. A brief eneral introduction

2. Recommendations

The are suggestions, for t ac ing a discipline for its own
sake and as part of a humanities curriculum. The two aims
are indivisible from the point of view of this framework;
each 'depends upon the other. Only those subject matters

wand skills that are well "taught and strongly supported are
useful to a humanities prograrn; likewise, only a well
prepared humanities faculty can integrate 'instruction in the

arts and sciences so as to make full use of the resources of all
the 4antributing disciplines.

3; Activities going on in a given disciplinary program

These activities are best understood as answers to the ques-
tion "What's goihg on here?" ,They embody What the teach-
ers and students are really doing every day in the visualand
tactile arts, body education, music, drama and the language
arts, the social sciences,' foreign languages, mathematics
and science, the industrial arts, the hdusehold arts, and . .

philosophy and religion. Since this is the only section of the
framework to be presented-as a verticalleries rather than as
a connected discussion, it may also be seen as a kind of

22
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checklist by:which teachers can measure what might be
going Qn 'their classrooms. Some people may want to
translate it into a set of official "goals" or "objectives."
The urge is understandable, for teachers are under pres-
sure now to produce such Jists. But he real questions remain:
"What is going on In this classroom? What, specifically,
can children and parents expect froM-a good program in this
particulai discipline?"

1

4. Some interdisciplinary methods and.activitieg involving a
given discipline

The wording here should be carefully noted, These activities
are interdisciplinary, serving as examples of integrated
studies and showing the way for classroom teachers and
'subject- matter specialists to become members of teaching
. teams and a true humanities faculty. A:wafter may think
of them askanswers to these questions: "How can I combine a.,

J'given discipline with the rest of the hurnanities program?
What kinds of things can my colleagues and,' do to build an
integrated curriculum?" These questions and answers follow
logically frorn the preceding set of disciplinary activities'.
day when a discipline or field of study is firmly estgaish'ed
in;a.school, well taught by classfoom teachers and specialists,;
and offered to the, entire student body will it bring real
strength to a sclioolwide`interdisciplinary program.

By means of the'arrangement outlined above, the humanities corn-
mittee has tried to satisfy those teachers who still fear for the "integrity of
disciplintieS" in a comprehensive humanities program, as well .as those teachers
who strongly desire interdisciplinary education and aaintegrated curriculum.
The framework exhibits within every chapter, In the introductions to the prin-
cipal parts, in Part Seven (Interdisciplinary Topics), -and in Part.Eight,
(Teacher Education) abundant examples of disciplinary and interdisciplinary
activities, with several models that teachers and planning committees can
adapt to a particular school or a certain level of instruction.

Readers who seek another way of looking at a given discipline,
or who want a"complete" picture of it, should consult the already published
frameworks. The humanities committee was not charged to summarize or
reproduce their contents, but to incorporate ideas from them in"patte hs of
interrelationshipf suited to a full-scale, schoolwide humanities progr m. As
a matter of fact, this framework adds considerably to every field of s4idy it
treats and includes at leak thre'e fields for which no frameworks exis body

;education, household arts, and philosophy,and ieligion:- In addition, drama
.
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and the language arts have been integrated, inthe first five parts, while in
Part Six, Chapter V, the comMittee has combined dramaltheater the lan-
guage arts, and the social sciences in a single grand project. This chapter
also brings in several other arts and sciences, those considered necessary to
the development of the central themes and procedure's.

In organization, the social sciences chapters differ somewha,t
from- the standard forMat. They contain only two parts an introduction and
a long section- entitled "Recommendations,and Activities," in Which the social
sciences are connected with the other humanities under topical or thematic
lieadings, some of them phrased as questions. Thus, these sections function
as examples of interdisciplinary planning on a quite extensive scale, cul-
minating in the senior high school project mentioned above.

The ideas upon which the social sciences chapters are based come
from many sources, oral and printed, published and unpublishecL In Parts One
and Two and the first year of Part Three, the questions (or topics) are taken
from the propoied Social Sciences' Framework (1968).1 In the last two years
of Fart Three, however, and in Parts Five and Six, the principal topics and
study projects have been formulated by members of the Humanities Framework
Committee. This dries not mean that they are "original" in "any, significant
sense of the term, but only that they do not appear elsewhere (to the commit-
tee's knowledge), in the same form or -sequence. Like the ideas, topics, ques-
tions, activities, and projects in Parts One and Two, thLse ip, the following
parts will be familiar to teachers and students of the humanities. They have
been circulating in our culture for .quite~ some time. And like all the recom-

-mendations and activities throughout the framework; wherever they come
and however they are phrased, they stand as examples and stiggestions,

not prescriptions.

X

Almost every chapter mentions certain outstanding texts or con-
tains,a short, practical list 9f books that will be useful to teachers, administra-
tors, and plantfing committees. Most of these books can be employed as -
everyday classroom guides, because they are interdisciplinary in content and
outlook or because theylpresent teaching methods_thaystiongly support humani-
ties education. All of them are recommended foi study in the preservice and
inservice seminars described in Part Eight.

Though every effort has been made to see that all, terms are clear
in their contexts, a glossary. has been appended in Part Nine. It contains brief
definitions of words and crucial to an, undergtanding of this framework,
some of which may not be familiar to every reader. The glossary is thus

'7 strictly limited and is not intended to serve as a general "vocabulary of the
humanities."

See footnote; Part One, Chapter VI, first 'page.
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The committee has also, deliberately declined to issue any state

niene that might be construed as' an attempt to define' humanities education or
"the humanities in general': No single adequate definition exists, and any

'" effort to invent one would have been fruitless. The 'framework is its own
. definition: as it Unfolds, it. tells what this one version431 humanities editta-

don- is or can be, given the will to put it into action.

Teachers shoutd read the entire document from be inning toend,
no mltter which section or chapter they rna'y think-pf

.

as "thei ." They should
then read it again by parts, not by grades (scr-called), and try fit the parts
together to suit the arrangements within a given school or a part lar set of
buildings. There may iddle schools in one place, junior highs in another,
early childhood progr s here, "vertical" groupings there. No one can antici-
p the organizational patterns of schools in a district, and no framework
should pin barriers in the way of creative, independent methods of making-
children comfortable in school and offering them an interesting and useful
educatiOn. If this framework can be said ty have a single commanding airn,or,
prthciple, it is to help make such education possible, beginning with early
childhood and continuing through the twelfth grade and as far beyond as.students,
care to take their studies of thehumanities.

s

?5.
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° A PREFACE TO°P- ARTS ONE AND TWO

Early Childhood Education,

By the time the final review copy of this framework istpublished,
.some school distrietS will be offering voluntary admission,to four-year-olds,,
and official guidelines for early childhood educatiog will have appeared.
A Task Force on Early Childhood Education has already issued:some
recommendations-for extending the (Curriculum to pre-kindergarteners. It
seems clear from the 'signs that statewide programs for the very young are
well on the way.

p

What is nc t 'yet so clear or Certain is the form they will take,.
Parents, teachers, sch I administrators, and public officials still h\ave time
to debate the issues connected with early childhood education in general and
to consider some amendmegts.and additions to the provisionalrecommenda-
tions contained in the publiCation entitled Early Childhoot Education,
Humanities education is obviously .germane to the debate; it`will.have to
figure prominently in any plat to add a "pre-school" year to the primary e
riculum. For these reasons a foreword tb the kindergarten through third grade
humanities framework is a logical place 'to discuss some unresdlved points with
respect to the schooling Of very young children.

The Task ,F'orce on Early Childhood Education is right in assert-,1
big that the first eight years of life are extremely important: many, many
children can profit,froin carefully planned early education prograrns. As the
Task Force says, schools 'should be happy'places; parents and other relatives
should be involved in:educating children; local autonomy, creativity', and
imagination should be'encouraged in every school district. The readers of
Part One of this framework will discover that its recommendations are hos-
pitable to in some instances identical with. those listed in the early child,-
h.*, education task force report.2 ,Yet these readers will be well advised to

,to .hort of fully assenting to recommendation NO. 6: ". . that,California
establish at once for primary -age children a broadly based educational program

1
Early Childhood Education? Repo t of. the Task Force on Early_ .

Childhood Education, Sacramento: California State Department
of Education, 1972. ,

2
pp. 3 -4 (see items. 2 thrpu h, 5).
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that includes children 'at least one<year youngei than those beginning schOol
now., "1. They should:withhold assent until they'consider same possibilities .

beyond the above recommendation and even beyond that implied in the request
for "maximum flexib4.1ity within broad guidelines."2

aradoxical though it may seem to say so, the state should be
asi Pi to go further than the task force has gone in approving flexibility. A
school system should be so flexible that children might enter it at any time
up to grade*seyen, at the ri ht a e for' a iven child; just as children.ltfay now
enter kindergarten voluntarily. ea iness cow be measured by. a child' own
expressed desire and behavior, the considered opinion of his or her parents er
guardians, ,;and the advice of counselors; i. , pediatricians, neurophysiOlor,
gists, early childhood developmeiraspecialias, and the like;

This Will seem to some readers an astonishing proposal,. appar-
ently outside the purview of a humanities framework and requiring drastic
changes in traditional ideas about the relationships among schools, homes,
neighborhoods, 'and the welfare of individual children. Yet experts in edu-
cation have been talking for.decalleg.noW about readiness and individual dif-
ferences. The time has come to'fevi.ve these concgpts and ask that they be
applied to the present- situation. If we all agree that different children (and
their families, have different deeds, we might then be willing to concede that
a variety of choices will be required to meet them. Or we might state the
proposition thus: since all Children (and their, families) do in fact Aiffer, and
children do in fact become ready for formal, adademic schooling at different
ages and in different Ways, the-state should recognize the facts and gladly
consent to provide and permit alternative ways of entering school. Under Such
a scheme, the public schools would unquestionably remain,one of the Chief
agencies of education for the predictable future; Perhaps no other institution
could so well and easily perform the socializing and democratizing services
for pre-adolescent and adolescent children that our society expects from its
schools, in addition to classroom instruction.

However, the existence of elementary schools, and ()teddy child-
hood programs within them, does not logically require fixed entrance ages or
the same. progression for everyone. For example, some families might decide,
after due consideration, that their children would benefit from early schooling.
They would be perfectly free to,choose it. :Other families could just as

.1
Early Childhood Education, p.

Ilm=111=Mfm
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conscientiously decide to conduct their children's earliest e4ucatiofi in other
places: at home principally, but lso in conjunction with neighborhood child-
care centers, recrgation facilitie coot.- ative nursery schools both public and

invented. These families could also avail serves of the. option,to place
yet to be' discovered or

,;
private, and the like, ink:luding some a -

,their children in a public school at a time ce If.idered most suitable for a given
child, the decision having been leaCh1111, as = s been said above, after can- f ,

sultation with qualified advisers,

Many children, might not be thought ready for .formal, academic
schooling until seven or eight Or even older. In the vigorous debate now going
on, some experts are saying that early adolescence may be; the best time for
acquiring academic learning and retaining.it.i. How can anyone pronounce
finally and categorioally. in the face of conflicting opinions about so serious a
topic? Surely one of the safest methods of solvingthe dilemma is to extend
the range of intelligent, responsible choice. This is the method suggested
here. Within its provisions,- some families might co e that their children
would benefit from early'schooling, for reasons like th se:

1. Family organization and work-patterns are changing. It
aVears likely that more and more families will have only one or two children,
and that more and more ri-ipthers will desire, or be obliged, to work outside
the home. Whatever the work7habits of the adults, the children can profit
from. joining an "extended family" for part of the day. If these families can-
not affordoif do not choose to send their children to other kinds ol schools, the
elementary schools should offer programs of the types recommended by the
Task Force on Early Childhood Education and this framework..

. .
2. Single parents, .physicall ors emotionally handicap'pedparents,

or seriously disturbed or' deprived households for example, n may welcome or
need early schooling facilities.

3. The social, aesthetic, and mental development of young
children calls for patient nurture under favorable Conditions. Earlye on
of the types discussed in the kindergarten section of this framework cou dgve
four- and five-year-olds a chanoeb learn something about feeling, perceiv-
ing, and, communicating in,the social environment provided by a public
school. Then they could move toward more systematic development of the
intellectual skills thata humanities educationprOvides.

4

4. When children come quite young to school, it seems natural
for their mothers to come along with them. (Ideally, both parents, and single

1

2 For a four-part discussion of the entire subject, see Raymond S.
Moore, Robert D. Moon, and Dennis R. Moore,. "The California Report: Early.
Schooling for All?" .Karipan (June; 1972), 610-621.
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parents, should.). They can be asked to stay as part of the regular faculty
and as learners, thus helping to bring tome and school close together. Every
parent who has ever lived should have received some type o education".
in the nurture and guidance of the young. Perhaps no othe training would do
more to reduce the miseries that children, parents, and co tnunities suffer as
the result of ignorance about child care. Whereveeparents have combined
the roles of teacher and.learner in experimental programs, everyone con-
cerned has profited by the assooiation.I

5. Children,who enter school with ati,edkational handicap (for
whateyerleason) need a i h, lively; and considerately paced primary edLica-
tion a:S,inuch as, perhaps even more than, others do. Early and good school-
ing will help them discover and cultivate there capacities as feeling, thinking :-
people.'

6. Early maturing, precocious children also deserye special
attention and may want to go to school at age four. Perhaps an older sibling'
is already there and doing well,' and the school has a good humaniti es-program
under way. -The four - year -olds family should be able to choose early
entrance.2

But even though a, family may decide to send a four-year-old to
such a school, it may still want a neighborhoOd center for late afternoon
care and supervised recreation on weekends: Young mothers should certainly
have a place nearby where they can leave their children for two or three hours

day. The children would benefit from associating with others in the
extended* family of, the child-care center,- thus taking the first steps beyond,
their homes and the often isolated and lonely nuclear family. The mothers
or other guardians would gain time' for household chores, self-improvement,-
outside jobs, and the like,t, and some freedom from the constant presence of

_young children. In well:managed facilities of various types, all these needs
could be'satisfied. They do exist,' and they shdUld be met but not &ail we
think about some dangers thatmay be foreseen if a year is added to the pri-
mary curriculum and if academic work beplisLhen.

For some examples; see Jean Murphy, "Mom Also Learns at
Child Care Center," Los Angeles Times, January 10, 1972, "View" Section;
Jack McCurdy, "Two Special Programs: Low-Income Pupils Show School
Gains," Los Angeles Times, January 15, 1972, ,Part I; and George Dennison,
The Lives of Children (New York: Vintage Books, .1969), pp. 268-269 and
280- 282.

)* 2
See Jack McCurdy, "New Plan Rings School Bell for Four-Year -

Olds," Los A2geles Times, March 30, 1972; Part II, pp. 1, 8.
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To state the matter bluntly, them. is a strong tendency in our
society to push children too early and too hard into inappropriate competi-
tion of, several kinds. The urge to .drive the young at accelerated speed
toward the fulfillment of their elders' aspirations has caused trouble wherever
its force has prevailed: in sports, in recreational and social activities, in
the consumption of goods, in preparation for employment, in the choice
of friends, in the struggle for status and public approval and, especially,
from the point of view taken here, in scholastic achievement as measured by
grades and promotion:1

1-

This trend has gone so far in many schools that it either starves or
distorts emotional growth. Very young children are given "aptitude" and
"intelligence" tests; parents are filled with anxiety about'their children's
prospects; and teachers are forced, against the, lessons of experience and their
own best instincts, to herd their pupils along toward college or an early choice
of vocation all in the service of very narrowly conceived notions of intellec-
thal achievement and worldly "success." Nothing would be more likely tp
subvert the aims of humanities education than encouraging,this'philosophy.

Yet a corrective, life-preserVing force exists within h urnanities
education itself. All humanities progranis can be patterned to meet the needs
of all learners within any given environment elementary and high school
Such _programs should resemble mosaics rather than strictly linear, single-
outcome fdrms. One child, the irreducible integer in the mosaic design, will
naturally command attention as a vital element in the whole; because by
definition, as this framework attempts to show, humanities education from
early childhdod on means that humanities teachers look at children one by
one as they become acquainted with their classes in the first days of a new
term. Then the teachrs can begin to guide, and ofiten to follow, the chil-
dren into srhall groupslfor-different kinds of learning. By adopting suchineth-
ods, teachers, maintain a/balance between the general aims of a curriculum
and the particular requirements of their seudents. And thus, by exterisioric an
entire school system can resist pressures toward over-accelerationand turn its
energies toward fulfilling the-promise in they life of every child.

A coherent, flexible humanities program for children froth four
through eight can help give substance, energy, and direction to the earliest
years of schooling, filling them with pleasure and accomplishment.. Whether
or not another year is soon added to the curriculum, 'teachers can aim at the
goals in the following chapters as desirable outcomes for early childhood edu-
cation. "Kindergarten" is a capacious term, a metaphor as well as a place-
name, Adaptable to circumstances. Here it means early childhood or the first

1.See Colman McCarthy, "On Tampering with Childhood's Pace,t)
, arJanuy, 30, 1972; andWanda Garrity, "AreWePushing the .auction? I.LosAngelesMmes, November12, 1972, Section J,oung to

pp. 1, 6.
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two years of schooling,( without narrow or exclusive definit on as to age. The
guidelines presented urider the kindergarten headings can extended up and
down the age-scale according to local conditions and futurejleeds. Where
local conditions may have to be improved, the guidelines can function as
reference points for constructing new programs. When future requirements
are being assessed in any school, the recommendations here and elsewhere
in parts One and Two can serve as checklists and as bases for Change.

-
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PART- ONE

Kindergarten

CHAPTER I .

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOALS

A kindergarten that lives up w its name is a kind of paradise for
children, a place where learning.is synonymous with being ally& Such a
classroom promotes pleasure and fosters the growth of every faculty a child
possesses. It appeals to the senses, --the imagination, and the mind to.
every expressive and responsive part of the human personality.

... .

All sorts of things go on inside this kindergarten classroom:
manual, sensory. imaginative, intellectual, physical, academic, vocational,
artistic, and ath etic activities. Its curriculum and'its pedagogy integrate a

i

wide range of the arts (and increasingly the sciences)einto programs that make
children happy to be learning. Thus, good kindergartens can serve, and
*should be studied,. as models for humanities -schoolroomS. A kindergarten is,

4 in fact, a humanities classroom.
a

What characterizes a good kindergarten? What salienLieatures
does it pogsess that recommend it as one model for humanities education?

3e following paragraphs deScribe its most important characteristics. These
characteristics are stated in general terms because they should be viewed'
as suggestions, as ideas to be considered for adaptation to other settings in
which the arts and sciences are brought together in a unified curriculum.'

Recommendations: General Characteristics
of a Good Kindergarten

A kindergarten is a small community, which hospitably receives
the diverse assortments of children who attend California public schools. The

or-r.s"
Ri

1
For help in every aspect of planning a good kindergarten, see

Stanley S. Madeja and_Nancy Richard, The Develo ment of a Learning
Environment for Aesthetic Education: An Interim e 'ort on an Ex erl-
menta Kindergarten St. Louis: CEM EL, 1970 .



Class, wherever located, is as heterogeneous and as-cross- cultural as possible;
it is composed of a variety of pupils with wide-ranging abiliilos. Instruction_
in such a classroom is in harmony With the emotions and minds of the pupils
in all their demanding individuality.

The Classroom itself, whatever its size and shape, is inviting;
childIen and teachers enjoy being there. It is-decorated with handiwork of
all .kinds, usually chosen by 1-,he children. for display. It is furnished with open
bookshelves, general and individual storage units, counter space, plantet
boxes, movable tables and chairs, quiet nooks for reading andother private .

occupations (including just sitting by oneself or day dreaming), a playhOuse
0 or special corner, a record player, tape recorders and cassettes, typewriters,
cameras, wall space" for mounting exhibitions, bird feeders at the wimilikws,
washable floor eaerings (surfaces that can be sat on, acted on, marched on,
danced on, ,A,nd slept on comfortably), simple laboratory facilities, hand tools,
wheeledyehicles, 'games, balls, stationary and movable instrumentianci
equipment for practicingthe arts and sciences, maps, a globe, aerial photo-
graphs of various terrains, and a safe #nd.decent bathroom with stall doors'for
privag. In addition, such a classroom should house reptiles, insects, flip,
and mammals.

The place stimulates and-satisfies curiosity; it is large enough to
encourage freedom of movement. Everything in it may be studied or touched
or tested in some way; everything can 'engage the mind and the imagination.
The whole environment welcomes people, exhibits its capacity, to answer a.
variety of human needs, and °opens itself to use and exploration. le looks and' .
sounds-- and occasionally even smells very attractive.

In a good kindergarten or other humanities learning place, pupils-'

and teachers are doing things, quietly or noisily, alone'or with others.; The,
pupils do not have to sit meekly for long periods of time', hands folded (when °
not busy at assigned tasks); ranked in rows, lectured at and "given the facts, "
They participate in educating themselves, and they are assumed to haVe the
power to help educate their parentS and teachers."

See Joseph Featherstone,' Schools Where Children Learn, llew
York: Liverlght, 1971. This boo} contains' information about and t valua-
tion of recent developments in British infant and eletnentary,schools, induct
ing many descriptions of interdisciplinary teaching.", See also Elwyn -

Richardson, .11fithe Early World,. New York: Random House, 1964. This
book is recommended in the highest terms foi all humanities teachers:-
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The' prevailing tone .f conversation is civil and good tempered.
Pupils and teachers are gentle wit e another. This courtesy does not pre-

. vent the expression of lively, even p .nate, felings; on the contrary, it
establishes a ground for the beneficial exercise,pf the ernoiions, a type of
education children 'need. But this courtesy does f rbid the rudeness between
teacars and pupils that can poison the air of a c assroom, and it constantly

. provides alternatives td verbal and physical violence.

Kind manners form the basis of good social relationShips.': They
have a practical foundation' and a social utility; they are aestheticalty.
appealing. Children who are treated courteously and who behave cans00-
ately tov.iardtheir classmates and teachers will come to feel pride in their
scho..-.4, in their classrooms, and in themselves.

'S'mall- group activities and informal seating and working arrange-
ments are the daily rule, whether indoors or out. Good instruction demands
that children be free to move around 'from one activity or study table to
another.' But inore than one setting must be available for clearning; for exam-
ple,',a seated or standing audience is essential to many kinds of performances
and demonstrations. The audience participates in the event and learns frorn
it; no One is conflned to a single function as actor or spectdtors.

, . Anothei advantage of small and flexible groUpings and changing
--', i.pattern,S is that they help to in roduce th. new Child, the loner; the outcast, :, ,..

' theoddball,-lhe shy one to society of the classroom. It is regrettable
that, some teachFrs manage put the best-dressed, the "nicest" children, or
some other favored group at the same table; still other tevhers, following
a deplorable schoolwide practice, start sorting out Brights'Yrom Dulls, Fasts
from ,SI.Ows, and so on. Most of the time the decisions are Made on insuffi-
cient evidence or according to inadequate tests, and they can do harm to
Brights and Fasts as well as Dais and Slows, so-called.1 But humane and

:democratic methods of teaching an give every caild a happy start in school.

4' .6

Provision should als be made within the corrimunity.for a private,
,1,Inshared, silent world, for a pl e to be alone, and for opportunities for

5

.1 ,

For examples,' see the following: James Herndon, The Way. It
Spozed Tod e (New York: Bantam Books, 1969), pp. 17-24; Sunny Decker,
An Em t oon (New Fork: Harper and Row, 1969), P. 26; James Moffett,

Student entered,Lai_ -1L, uage Arts Curriculum, K-13 (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1973), p. 55 et passim; gi.ln Bprscheid and Elaine Waister, "Beauty
and the Best," in Psychology Today, V (March, 1972), 42-46, 74. i

r

4.



para el play. Children should be able to choose which table or activity to
join or not 'to join within the limits established to prevent cliques at one
extreme and too-intense withdrawal or isolation at the other.

Young children and their teachers should eat together -frequently,
outdoors as well as indoors. Eating in company prombtes goied fellowship; it
is a civilizing activity. (This does not mean that teachers riiust lunch with
pupils as a °duty or patrol cafeterias.) Quiet conversation should be allowed at
shared meals; chattirig while eating is a ,nataral recreation. The children
should not be nagged about messiness; they should be allowed to use their
fingers when necessary. And they can help clean up after the meal.

So-called "good" children should not constantly be held up' as
instructive examples to' the "bad" ones; and the quietness, composure, or
passivity that some girls may manifest should not be used as a standard for all .
the children. Neither should the girls' sex be,vsed agaitist them in the guise of
inculcating' "ladylikeness." Boys are lesS'often lectured about "gentIerrianli-
ness.". All human beings have passiye and aggressive strains in their natures,
uniquely mixed every child, and provision must be made for the exercise
of a range of feelings' and talents:.

Every hild.in the classropm should be able td express an ideas or
an emotionvithout key adverse comment from anyone. It is absolutely essen-
tial that teachers listen to their pupils. Children. need to feel that their opinions
are 'respected.

The kindergarten curriculum is extendable,- adaptable, open to
change. A teacher may introduce new methods and materials without feeling
unduly constrained by red tape or rigid courses of study. Time and space

;arrangements in the school day and the curriculum are flexible and thusallow
for the needs of pupils and te- chers. These arrangements are regulated to
accommodate the variety of ac ides that are characteristic of hutnanities
programs, including consultation, iz aiming, and conference time for teachers.

Children in a good kindergarten help teach one another, and the
te.eher welcomes assistance, lay . professional. The object of instruction
is successful, learning at each child's own rate a. rate that will vary from sub-
ject to subject and from task to task.

Parents are invited into the sc lroom as paid or volunteer teach-
ers, consultants, or aides whatever role suits a.mother or father best. Grand-
parents and other older, people may also serve as paid or volunteer assistants.
Everything is done tobring home and school, youth and age tpgether in corn--
modpursuits and learning. ,"'

0
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AccoMplishment is evathated by conferences with and short writNi
reports to'parents and other teachers. Evaluatiort means' considered judgment
of the ranges of a child's participation in, the life of the class. Children can
be hurt for life by an, abstract grading system devised to produce a certain
percentage of "failures" or I"low achievers,"

No false distinctions are madd between one person or group and
another or among the kinds of things that individuals make or do Or like or
learn best. This means that no special tables are appropriated by c,ertain
exclusive cliques. it also means that no child 's language, dialect, ,accent,
or other feature of speeth is eArer mocked, nor is it "corrected" unless the
child and his parents have agreed that the teacher may do so. No one type of
person, activity, wc*k.,.. talent, subject matter, or style of living automatically
receives more praise aqd honor than another.

Aesthetic education coordinated instruction in the practice and
theory of the arts is inextricably bound into the curriculum. It is also recog-
nized tharthe life df the mind is neithersexL nor status-linked. Girls and
boys are treated a§ human beings first of all, human beings who are capable
of developing a number of innate and acquired abilities. They are not assigned
a limited set of gender roles and thus "tracked" for life into certain occupations
and attitudes considered "feminine" or "masculine" .or "vocational" or "ac k7
demic" in some special Or pejorative sense.

P. Benefits can accrue from both coeducational and segregated .

\arrangements and from many variations of these basic patterns; the most impor-
tant thing is that each child have access to everything

In a good kindergarten boys and girls can pound nails, dance
singly or,in groups, gently handle any kind of creature without shrieking at
insects or reptiles, act any .part in a play, eat, get dirty, .cook, sculpt, paint,
Weave, and embroider. They can exercise the body quietly or vigorously,.
shout, weep, whisper, laugh, play hard, take a place in line witholgt wonder.
ing if girls or boys "ought" to go first, proteCt the weak (whether male or
female), and study any object or subject that seems interesting. They Should
be allowed to dress in all kinds of costumes,' peacock in front of mirrors, .

whistle, giggle, use tools and instruments, plan and execute experiments,, put
an arm around a friend, show affection toward a male or female teacher, and
take care of plants, animals, and artifaCts. In short, kindergarten children
should be encouraged to .cooperate freely in every activity that keeps the place
alive.

36



Goals: What pupils Can Ex ect from a. Good
Kindergarten or Otgherl-maillities oossr rri.

,
A happy'introduction to school life

Acceptance as individuals

Aesthetically appealing, well-equipped learning places

Teaching staffs trained in up-to-date methods of humanities
education

,

Parents, grandparents, and older students among the cogperat-
ing teachers

. ,.

Bilingual l teachers and instruction wherever needed or helpful.
II

An integrated curriculum planned to provide a rich and ,,i

varied education for all children , I

., Practice in several modes of communication, both nonverbal I

and verbal

I

I

1 °

Opportunities to enjoy privacy and quiet

'Guidance in becoming courteoak gentle, and considerate of .
others 1 "-%?---)

Growth in self - respect and indeDendence
. ,

o

Individualized and small-group instruction on a flexible basis,
free from the stresses of harmful coMpetition

.Opportunities to become acquainted with reading, "printing,
--Writing, and scientific and mathematical operations oppor-

tunities that can be tailored to each child's desireoind readiness

Take -home and school-record folders assembled as part' of a
continuous autobiographical project

Evaluation by written reports from the staff aid conferences .1

with 'parents or guardians, and elithination of A- to- F grading 1
e
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. Differentiated, individualized placement according to per-
formance and personal need rather than

any
simple "promo-

tion" to or retention in a "gra,de" or by any form of tracking

Organization of the school and the curriculum to foster such -
'practices as ungraded classes, cloistering of age groups in
many kinds of activities, experiments with "vertical' or
"family" groupings; and the like.'

(1.

I

a

. '38
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CHAPTER II

VISUAL AND TACTILE ARTS

41A

A good kindergarten is an art yvorkshop and demonstrates that
aesthetic education and the production of works of art fit naturally into a
hums'anities program and into the lives of children. Instruction in the'visual
arts shows children how to use their Sight, to see what they look'at. This
act alone, if it becomes habitual, can transform experience. Trained view-
ers perceive more of the world around them and judge their perdeptions more
intelligently xhan do passive observers.

Evdry Operation that requires a vision sharpened ,by practice will
come easier to children who are being talight to see like painters, drafts-
men, scenic designers, weavers, tile setters, gardeners, and. printers. A
young reader decoding a page in a storybook will call' upon early experiences
in the visual arts just as surely as he will when deciding what colors to *use in
a painting or how to relate figure to ground in a mosaic design.

Instruction in the tactile arts helps children to develop the sense 4.

of touch, which must be used in a.variety of situations if its full powers are to
be realized... judgments about volume, Weight, plane 'and solid dimensions,
surface detail, .grain, texturei and the like are made every day in classes
wherp children sculpt and mold in several kinds of materkais. Because many
occupations require dexterity in manipulation and sureness of touch, school's
should refine these skills in boys and girls and demonstrate how to exercise \
therti safely.

Even quite young childvan livein a °crowded and demanding
aesthetic environment that bombards them with sensations. Before they can
read, electronic advertising urges them to look, to touch, and to possess
objects whose worth they havb no way of ,estirhating. They have neither the
experience nor the personal expertise nor the vocabulary'forrnaking complex
judgments. Their early schooling should int) Auto, them to the. tools. f
aesthetic discrimination and show them how 1,) loot critically at what presses
upon their vision. Then, over the, years, the ,1; will ,have a' strong chance to
become informed observers of their world. an ,-)mmonsense critics of the
art objects and other things their culture prod I And along the way they

p.
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will have innunierable opportunities to make, fine-things for themselves to
decorate their rooms at home andschool, to show their parents, to give to
friends, to keeras treasures for years to crime.

Recommendations

Kindergarten pupils should be engaged every day in 'making things
that _delight the eye and excite the touch. Everything in the schoolroom and
the outdoor space within their reach should help develop visual acuity, extend
the aesthetic range of vision,, anti cultivate seeing as an art in itself and one
of the'chief instruments of education.'

A kindergarten should provide a large and significant variety of
objects,..artifacts, fabrics, combinations and arrangexnents. of living and non-
living things; and oddities to examine visually and tactually. The children
will find and prodiAce most of them and should be allowed to change and
regroup them from time to time, thus discovering new relationships as they
experiment with textures and with small and large visual patterns.

Morally and psychologically, children need release from the pro-
hibitions against touching that many of them have to endure elsewhere. They
should be shown how to adjust their touch to various objects and become adept
at handling them. When they examine things in order to describe them, when
they help tend the'clasiroom animals and collections, they are developing
manual judgment just as 'surely as when they cut or .carve objects or pound nails
with obviously instructive tools.2

The therapeutic valUes of art will make themselves felt unobtru-
sively in many classroom situations. The visual arts can put harsh reality at a'
distance, thus protecting observers from a new, untried, or dangerous activity
and permitting them to learn from repreSentations or mediated, experience

0

1

Elwyn Richardson's In the Early World shoWs abundantly what
teachers and children can do to create a visual environment that encourages
and rewards many kinds of seeing. The book itself speaks for Richardson's
methods: it is filled. with examples of children's writing and is illustrated
entirely by reproductions of their other artwork.

n

A

. 2 $
see Ashley Montagu, Touching: The HumanSignificance

of the Skin (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972).

4 -sop 4o
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befdre or even instead of direct contact with the thing itself. Pantomimes
and other dramatic work, TV, films, photographs, and other reproductions of
works of art should be used to stow children ways of expressing their own emo-
tions, of dealing with peOonal and group, conflicts, and of observing how,
people in other cultures manage their lives.

The plastic arts can help satisfy strong human desires to press
materials into shakes, almost as if we were divine creators achieving tlie-first
forms. Children should squeeze, punch, press, knead, and level resilient
materials, all the while discharging aggressive energy In the process. Teach-
ers need not lecture them about digging into clay to make a bowl instea&of

.
luttng other children, but pleiy of receptive materials should be provided fot
energetic shaping.,

The household aits sh6uld also be introduced into the curriculum.
Parents and others representing the ethnic make-up and resources of the corn-
munity should be invited to demonstrate stitchery, cooking, 'household detora

,

tion, planting of kitchen gardens,, and the like.

Outside the classroom, on carefully planned excursions into the .

schoolgrounds and the community, pupils and teachers should ask questions
about the visual envitonment. The Categories of color, shapes light, texture,
and position should be explored within their contextual unity in natural and
man-made forms. When it is safe to do so, the children should run their fin-
gers over the forms and surfaces they encounter. Their attention shmild also
be called to the "street art" around them.

Daily activities and expetiences in art should be connected with
other learning that takes place in the schoolroom, They should also be 'Made' <,

significant to the home and community life of the children.

The visual-andplastic arts should be brought into the ethnic.st4e§.
programs that begin in kindergarten; so should the observations ap4 comparisctns
upon which they are in part based.

And what about skin color, an observable feature of thIbody
surface? HOW do we want children to respond to it? First, from tape point r'f
view of manners and the social organization of the class, not at all: skin ".
color and everything associated with it in this country ought not to be ma.
the cause of improper distinctions among children. But from the aeathetiel,
point of view, the observation of differences in any surface is a natural activ
ity, entirely 'proper, to be expected as an.outcome of looking at people and
and things. Among thernselves, children do talk about skin color, sometimes
quite ignorantly and cruelly; sometimes just curiously, with exemplary
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aesthetic detachment. They should be encouraged to discuss it in class, and
if the subject does not soon arise out of general conversation, teachers should
raise it by using themselves as examples, all human skin being to some degree
pigmented and all people being .colored in this sense. The chief goal is that
we should be "easy" in our skins and able to talk about their color in a number
cif ways without giving or taking offense.

Activities Going on in the. Visual and .

Tactile Program

Painting in tempera and watercolor with a wide selectiOn of
colors and brush sizes available

. Drawing with chalks, felt pens, and crayons on pieces of paper
of various sizes

Modeling in clay, papier-mache, wet sand, flour dough, .saw-
dust mixed with wheat paste..

Making containers and other forms of pottery, with some
decorating or even glazing if facilities are available

Weaving, stitching, simple embroidery, beadwork, patchwork,
and appliqué ,

Composing Collages out of any materials that appeal to the
artist in three-dimensional as well as flat forms

is
Contributing to the En going decoration of the classroom by creat-
ing single works for display and cooperating in joint projects with
classinates

Carpentry: building with blocks and other units, combining
wood scrap with glue and then painting the object created,
making simple musical instruments

Printing letters, numbers, and other symbols singly and in
-designs

Planting fanciful, ornamental, and practical gardens

42.
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Arranging flowers and plants in simple compositions

Combining artistic materials e. g. , chalk with starch; water-
color with crayon;- earth, plants, and stones in a terrarium;
stitchery With paint; vegetable food-coloring with dough

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities
Involving the Visual and Tactile Arts*

Time should be reserved almost every day for Close visual examina-
tion of some object in the schoolroom. A child may choose a subject and
describe it only to the teacher; or the exercise may become a social-dramatic .
event in which an observer or a team of observers describes something for a.a--t1/4
audience. A variation on this procedure tcThniarge the sensory range is

'recommended in'the DramaLTheater Framewolk in rela ion to sensory and emo-
tional awareness: "The stuZent holds a rearaject a flower) and
congentrates on all the senses.ul ,The demonstrator ma begin with the object's

visual properties and continue through all the other characteristics that he
can perceive.

o

7/

Storytelling should grow out of the sight-seeing excursions planned
for a, class. Children can dictate their tales to the teacher for possible inclu-
sionin a class publication or for addition:to their take-hom and school-
record folders. Particular attention should be paid to the differences in the chil-
dren's ways of seeing and of reporting and to culturally influenced ways Of observ-
ing. Some members of the class will be ready to illustrate their stories by cut-
ting out- and pasting as well as by drawing, painti,%, and the like.

Some art materials can be used in measurement. Sand, clay, flour,
blocks, simple maps' of the school and neighborhood, foodstuffs-.: all can
introduce the children to the Juts of measurement and informed approximation..
These .activities can be combined with spacing, counting, and other mathe-
matical operations. Some simple equipment can be made in the classroom:
beads on a string, tapes of various colors and lengths, sets of objects for sorting

See also the other disciplinary sections. The arts are incorporated
with the wh l e curriculum.

1

Drama/Theater Framework for California Public Schools (Sacra-
mento: California State Department of /Education, 1974),, p. it.

4s3
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and some types of containers for them, shapes cut out of paper and cardboard,
and modules made from the mathematical-sets and the boxes of blocks and
scrap' wood that should be available in every classroom. 'The class can work
together in laying out lines for rows and other patterns in the garden. (Not%
The teacher should watch for culturally determined ways of planting gardens;,
variety is desirable.)

To sharpen tactile discrimination, the children can try to tell
and describe differences between such characteristics as grades of sandpaper;
depth of pile in velvet, plush, .and chenille; direction of patterns in knitted
goods; fineness of fluting in spa shells; surface texture in rocks; veining in
leaves; texture of soils; and Softness in skin, marshmallows, and foam rubber.
They can play variations of blindman's 'bluff. They could also take blind-
fold,tours of specially arranged sections of the schoolroom, moving as neatly
as cats through a chair-maze.

The teacher might ask such questions as the following: The toes
and the soles of-the feet are very sensitivehow many tactile tests an be
invented for them?. Are the hands ala.ys the most efficient and r s onsikre
tactile instruments? How do the schoolroom animals use their senses and
organs of touch?

Masks can be cut or molded and. decorated for use in the miming
and other dramatic activities going on every day, in dressing up and pretend-
ing, ingdisguising or enhancing the self.' Interesting fabrics can be gathered
on wide drawstrings and made into cloaks. Crowns, coronets, miters, and
cocked hats to be used in miming, marching, and parading can be cut from
paper or thin cardboard and decorated with pasted-on ornaments. Many city,
university, and private,museums contain collections of costumes and masks
that will give the children ideas. All movies used in the social sciences
curriculum should be observed to discover objects of art, decoration, clothing,
domestic architecture,, preiailing color schemes, and the like, which are such
important features of many anthropological and travel films.

To introduce the arts of domestic life into the curriculum; to
extend the range of aesthetic activities, and to suggest ways in which chil-
dren's home customs may enrich the life of the schoolroom, teachers should
make use of such things as marzipan, fondant, doughs, dried fruits and nuts,

I
See Creatin from Man Cultuies (Santa Clara, Calif.: Office

of the County Superinten ent of Schoo s, 1970), pp. 6-15, 'for pictures of
masks made by school children in kindergarten through grade eight.
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and cooked glutenous cereals as'art materials. Some Japanese children, for
example, ,watch sushi, a portable-meal in Japan, being molded from cooked
ric6.and other inFarents. The parents of these children might agree to
demonstrate the art at school. The shaping of fondant and marzipan into
holidiy delicacies is just as easily shown in class; parent and small com-
mercial bakeries can provid;the materials and expertise; As for bread dough,
it is still made in some houAolds, comes ready-rnade in cans, and may be
bought by the pound from some bakeries. Why shouldn't a baker teach.chil-
dren the arts of braiding and twisting? Why shoulan't girls.as well as boys
thisk of becoming first-class professional cooks?

Tortillas can be patted out at school and either be coked at
school or taken home' between sheets of paper to be cooked on a griddle.
Chopped nuts, edible seeds, and dried fruits can be rolled into balls or
pressed. into molds to make nutritious desserts. Sturdy placemats of paper,
cloth, or other inexpensive materials can be made to brighten and protect
the tables. And While these activitiesproceed, the children are measuring,
counting, dividing, and spacing; cutting and decorating; sorting and- choosing;
sliaring tasks; swapping materials, chatting while they work; and, finally,
sitting down to eat with their teachers and guest demonstrators.

4 5
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CHAPTER III

BODY EDUCATION

0

One of the praditional goals of 'humanities education is expressed
in the old mcetto, "A solind mind in'a sound body:: What, therefore, has a
humanities framework to say about the body? So far it has said a good deal,
both openly and implicitly, in the course of de ribing what children do in a
well-run kindergarten. They are using their les in dozens of natural and
artful ways utiself-consciously, as they pitch i to all the daily activities of a
busy classroom; consciously, as they strive to- inc ase control of their nerves
and muscles. They are also continually observing a. d testing their bodies,and
are becoming aware of them from several points of view. For example, they
dance and act in front of mirrors, count their pulses, -measure their rates of
breathing before and after exercise, imitate some of the bodily movements
of others and of the classroom animals, talk about foods and their effects on
bodily health, read symbols on eye charts, take hearing tests, and play both
indoor and outdoor games.

Body education is the descriptive term used here to bring such
activities Under a formal heading. It comprises the things that children need
to do to enjoy their bodies, keep them sound, extend their powers, understand
some of their functions, and develop healthy attitudes toward them. A kinder-
garten, is an excellent place for initiating body education and for connecting
it with everything else the children are learning.' Later on, in their high
school years,,. these children ,will study, some of the relationships between the
mental and physical operations of their bodies, so that in adult life they will
continue to take pride in them and maintain them in good health.

Teachers should combine the following instructional categories in
any plan for body education within a humanities curriculum:

1
. See Stanley Burnshaw, The Seamless Web (New York: Braziller,

1970), especially Part I, Chapter 1, "The Body Makes the Minde."'

27
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Movement and dance education,

Music

Drama and the language arts, in some of their aspects

Athletics and physical education
1

Bi Ogy, physiology, anthropology, and the health sciences
as they apply to the growth and development of the human
body and to children's attitudes toward their own bodies

Even in the kindergarten years (and certainly during the early
elementary years) scientific knowledge of the_hunian Jt3ody can be incor
poratcd in a humanities curriculum. It should be remembered that honest
questions deserve honest answers, so teachers should be prepared to respond
clearly and in simple language to all the questions that children ask about
themselves'.' In addition, a considerable amount of useful information can
be exchanged ..en the operations of the Otis cles are discussed in relation.,"
to dramatic, hletic,* and dance events; as comparisons in structure and fun
tion are bein made between human beings and animals; or when films of life
in other cultures are shown. .Teachers 'who know something about body .edu-
cation will turn all such tncasions,to advantage; the conversations and activi-.
ties they direct will encourage the natural abilities of their pupils and will
help children regard their bodies, with admiration and Jespect.

By means of tdance, drama, music, and the other arts of bodily
communication, children learn to take an. aesthetic and social view of their
bodies, and they do this entirely without a false self-consciousness. Boys and
girls get to know who they are in a special way when they move rhythmically
with others or alone before a mirror; they feel their rriuscles c8miftg to life,
responding more and more to conscious control. r They gain confidence in ")

their individual powers to direct their bodies in purposeful, graceful efficient
v.movements. They learn to respect themselves.,

o rIn schools were danOng is taught regularly,,Jeaciers notice that
children walk better: they streteh-upward, for instance, and they become
increasingly neat 'and trim in their .,rpovements, Dancing and drama: united'
in dance-mime will increase the range of expressiveness, lin th.4 activity,
emotional sensitivity to situations and awareness of the expressiveness of others
is added to physical aplomb. Marked improvements in verbal cohnmunication
often occur when children are thus free to use b language inventively. -

4'7.
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Recommendations

4

Lr

Children id the kindergarten years have one primar interest--
Me. Who am I? What an 1? What can I do? Children's im ges of them-

. selves and the ways in which they understand and use their bodies staffect and
mirror all aspects of their.developinent and ability to learn. Body education
should integrate the intellectual, social, physical, and emotional growth of
children as they.begin to define their relationships with themselves, their
physical environment, and their society. For young children, the body is a
natural tool for expression, and bodily movement is one of the natural lan-
guages. The b*.is the self of which feelings are a part.

. r.

WhA fortoo long a rime, they lose opportunities for
large-Muscle op6rations,- and their bodies become separate and impersonal
objeCts.,'What understanding of and sensitivity to the body can occur in these
circumstances? Does a 20- to 30- minute physical education period help
children develop healthy concepts of body and mind? No. And this is why
body education, programs should make use of psychomotor,experiences in which
rrintal activity accompanies bodily movement. The erriphasis in body educa-
tion should be on equal training of the senses, perceptions, -and -energies of
children.

29

Understanding and believing tha activities for the body and con-
cerned with the body are,vital daily experi ces, kindergarten teachers must
prepare for body education programs by:

1. Learning something about basic movement concepts

2. Building a reference library and Study manuals

3. Being willing to relate movement activities to every other
part of the curriculum

-Enjoying movenient activities themselves

. Respecting their own bodies

iarienovement and dance activities should provide an outlet
for kinesthetic expression of all that enters a child's life. Teachers can make
constructive .use of children's innate desire for individual movement b letting
bodily expression become part of the learning process.' Children will mo e

1
Betty Rowers,- Learnin Throu h Movernent (New York: Bureau

of Publications, Columbia University, 196 ), p. 1.

48
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in response to all kinds of images and sensory data (e.g. , shapes, smells,
colors), rhythms (e. g. , pulses,: clocks, machinery), music, emotions, and
ideas. Rhymes, storiei the.children have written, and study-trip,experiences
take on new meaning when the children express them in movement. This (t`channel of communication, often*neglected, is opened up as the pupils share
ideas and feelings with each other and with teachers. The potential for
developing a positive self-image through kinesthetic expression is 'high because
children can feel their ow_ recess with increasing confidence: Teachers
should encourage movement responses and then carefully observe' creative
responses and progress.

Some principles for teaching movement activities should'be
observed:

1. Directions should be brief, and the lesson sho Id begin with
'enthusiasm.

2. As much activity as possible should take place within the
allotted period.

One activity should be continued naturally from day to day.

4. One idea at a time should be explored.

5. Movement should take place in a cleared area of the room,
in a gym, or on a smooth lawn area.

The central dance concepts of space-time-force should be the
basis of creative movement programs. All movement requires space, is per-
formed at a definite rate of speed, and takes a certain amount of force. The
understanding of space expands as children use space and become aware of
the dimension's of their own bodies, of the bodies of those around them, and
of objects.' Children have to be encouragdd to use the space all around them.'
They learn to use the space in front of them because of the familiar pattern
of "facing" the teacher or parent.

z.

A sense of time is expresse bk-rhythms that are either natural
(e.g.,"heartbegt, pulse-) 7F metric.. Ac vities that emphasize time can begin
with contrasting quick and slow movements. It is easier for young children to
move quickly rather than slowly because their body control and balance

1

Geraldine Dimondstein, Children Dance in the Classroom (New
York: The,. Macmillan Co. , 1971), p. 16.
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development are limited. By alternating slow with quick movements, chil-
dren will learn increasingly difficult movements.

The force concept develops as children use contrasting energy
levels (e.g., heavy-light, strong-relaxed). A variety of forces can be
experienced in such movements as kicking, punching, and pressing contrasted
with smooth movements, such as gliding and floating..

Teachers should encourage children to explore and improvise
individually at first, then with partners, and soon after in small groups; they
should also have opportunities to walk, run, skip, and the like in individual
rhythmic patterns. As the teacher directs individual exploration, discipline
in movent will, develop, Simple pattern-changes fromyunning'to walking,
skipping to stopping, leaping to crawling, for instance, will encourage self-
control in movement. With appropriate signais from the teacher (e.g.,
playing the piano or drum, or clapping), the children can stop and start their
Movements with improved awareness of the location of their bodies in the
room and where they can go hen without bumping into other children,. They
must learn to react visually and kinesthetically to find a space in which to
move.

Evaluation. and progress should be based on the children's, develop-
ment of communication through movement. Teachers and children should
communicate ona bodily level, which calls for a willingness on the part of
both teachers and children to move together.

In a-basically extroverted society, it is perhaps difficult for,
the non-verbal, non-quantifiable to be accepted: Clearly,
the problem calls for the refinement of tools of evaluation,
yet, at the same time, it throws, into relief the danier of
subjecting intuitions, appreciations, and attitudes to inap-
propriate measuring processes.2

A progression in activities-from self-contror to object-control will
provide children opportunities to explore their bodies in motion before they
attempt to explore the properties of and eventually control such items as.a

Vera Gray and Rachel Percival, Music, Movement, and Mime
for Children (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), p 2. .

2
Geraldine Dimondstein and Naima Prevots, Development' of a

Dance Curriculum for Young Children (Washington, D.C.: Central Atlantic
Regional Educational Laboratory, 1969), p. 5.

A
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ball or a hoop. Bean bags, scarves, balloons, yarn balls, stretch elastic
hoops, and plastic bags are easily manipulated objects. Experi ents with
these things help build coordiriation for later ball and rope con ol, Great
care should be taken to provide opporturiities for ample experi entation:
with balls of all sizes before p' ttink.a child in a game situatiory(involving
ball control) based on the succ ss-or-failure principle. Chil n in the mid-
dle elementary years who ate earful of and threatened, by g es have 4 his-
tory of limited initial success "n movement activities.

0

tument with various ways t move their bodies,
nities to explore such ngs'as tires, inner
cooter, hoops, balls, parachutes, and play

activities c llenge the young child.
er tubes develop .roader perceptions of the

they also help p76mote,courageous attitudes
4

As children experi
they should have many opport
tubes, stilts, balance boards,
ground apparatus. Stunts and
Airborne activities using truck
body at various levels of space
in' young children..

The primary ethod of present fig a new piece of equipment
should be by challenging he children to,use it in many different wayS. "Can
you do this?," "Can yo change your 'direction'," "-What happens if .you add
this?" These questibn will stimulate the childrear to Create and experinient
with the object in qurtion in accordance with their individual capacities to
do so.

Selected Elementary School Physical Education Activities' should
be the basic guide to daily playground and equipment experiences. It suggests
exploration activities and games that are suited to manykinds of eqiiipMent
and marapulatiVe objects. The Physical Education Framework for California
Public Schools lists the basic motor needs of four- to seven-year-olds and
gives some examples of appropriate movement activitie,2

.. Kindergarten teachers should be careful to discriminate between
healthy and damaging skills-training for young children. Initial experience
'with any sia. should be exploratory, and instruction should be. individualized
"'so that each child "tries out" a skill at his own level of readiness. 4 child
should not be.led to view a skill (e. g.,, hopping, jumping) as a goal he must
attain just as successfully or as quickly as his .classmateS..

By Jack Capon and Jack Evans (Hayward, California:
the Alameda County Superintendent of Schools, 1971).

2
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973),

rpp. 11-12.

c;
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Unfortunately, most schools do not budget fundsa-f2r,important
movement equipment. If a class has only one to three balls, it is almost
futile to try ball-exploration activities. Each school should have 30 35
seven-inclirubber utility balls in addition to hoops, ropes, 'room balls, and
the like for recess use. Since children learn by doing, they must spend their
time participating rather than in observing or waiting for a turn. The impor-
tariceof individual pakticipation in body activities cannot be overstressed.

Using literature as a movement stimulus is an excellent. Way to
combine the language arts and body education. The following criteria for
chOosing children's storybooks are recommended:

Do they give a movement stafting-point?

Do they Contain" fresh ideas and vivid images?

Do they appeal to the imagination?

po they arouse curiosity?

Do they present worthwhile ideas?

Are they childlike rather than childish?

Will they sharpen the child's capacity to see, smell, touch,
hear, and taste?

Do they appeal' to the emotions and arouse a variety of moods?'
O.

The combination of movement and poetry helps develop a rhyth-
mic flow of movement to match the flow of speech: With encouragement,
children will create their own "poetry in movement." The teacher can- ini-
tiate such experiencesby giving a "leading line" that the child can complete
in speech and -movement. For example,; "If I had longer arms [teacher],"
"Pd reach for the cookie jar on the top shelf [childi."2 Finger plays are also
excellent for combining rhymes and body movement.

sq

1 . 1

1 COnversation with Virginia Tanner, Director of Creative Dance
Center, University of Utah Division of Continuing Education, Salt Lake city,
Utah, 1972. +

Grace C. Nash, Verses and Movement, Music With Children
(Chicagp, Illinois: Kitehing Educational Division, 1967),. p. 4. .
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Activities Going on in the
,Body Education Program

Moving naturally to different sounds; rhythms, and songs

Expressing ideas and emotions in movement

Exploring the movement possibilities of bean bags, scarves, '
balloons, elastic hoops, and the like

Moving on, under, and aroikid the playground apparatus found
in the play area

Performing tumbling stunts on mats

Bouncing on and off innertubes

. Consciously relaxing the body during nap time

Studying the relationship of various body parts with respect to
size

, I

Weighing oneself and keeping a class record of individual
weights

Vieyving films about positive health practices .

Measuring rates of breathing before and after exercising

Comparing animal and human movements and body structure

Seeing dance performances and athletic events'',

Dancing freely to music and 'songs of various cultures

Moving in many ways through an obstacle course

Making body bridges with a partner

Moving to the rhythms of words, such as names, months, and
animal sounds (e. g. , 'meow)1

1
Layne C. Hackett ahct Robert G. Ienson, A Guide to Move-

ment Exploration (Palo Alto, p Peek Publications, 1967); p. 49.
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Pretenting short dances about a favorite subject, holiday, or
special event either alone, with a partner, or in.sMall groups

Rolling a hula,`' hoop to a partner; jumping into a hoop held by
a partner

. Walking, turning, and balancing on a Wince beam or.walk- .

ing. board
o

. Combining various motor skills learned in games

Moving with varying amounts of force in, accordance with
appropriate image stimuli (e.g.*, sliding on ice as compared
to running in sand)

Exploring ways of using a specified amount of space (e. g. , the
area under a" desk, around a piano, or-in a tgped-off section
of the floor)

Finding new ways to move body parts in.front of a mirror

Solving problems in movement ("Can you run backwards toward
the wall a.nd stop before you touch it?").

Some Interdisciplinary Methods'and Activities
Involving Body Education*

Opportunities for learning about music should be abundant in body
education.activities. Music and movement experiences are to be lived and
felt. Together they are good fun and' stimulating. "Music is organized sound-
making; with body sounds, mouth sounds, 'found' sound,s or instruments."1
The folloWing activities in music and movement can be teacher-initiated:

*
See also the other disciplinary chapters. Body education is

incorporated with the whole curriculdn.. ' ,r,
- Miriam' B. Stecher and Hugh McElheny, Music and Movement

Improvisations, New YOrk: Threshold Division; The Macmillan Company,
1972, p. 11. This book contains many suggestions for Music-movement

. activities. 0



Learning traditional songs (e.g., holiday and cultural) and,
dancing freely to them

. ,Learning songs relating to the curriculum (e.g., songs about
science or family) and creating a "dance play" from them

Creating original musical expression

Creating rhythms for emotional or energy release

Making and playing Instruments
.e

Expression through sound-making can arise sp neously in
movement experiences and should be encouraged. Group chants, hums and
improvised music can be creative. Teachers should use their own ludgment
as to when to support this kind of music or simply share in the fun of its
spontaneity.

Science, Health, and Body Education is

Positive health practices should be emphasized throughout other
body education activities in addition to being studied indepepdendy or as
part of science units. Appropriate stories, films, pictures, study,trips, art
experiences, and the like can help broaden understanding of foods, illness
prevention, Sleeping habits, grooming, and personal hygiene.

'Part of caring for the body is developing an awareness of tension
and relaxation in the muscles. Nap time offers an opportunityro introduce
some conscious refaXation techniques. When the teacher suggests such images
as a rag doll or an empty coat sleeve, the children :learn to induce the state
of passivity in the body.. By alternately tightening and relaxing the various
muscle groups (e.g., those of the legs, arms, neck, and so on), Children c,91-1
become aware of tensions in their bodies. Breathing deeply and slowly should
also be emphasized.

Good posture should be encouraged in all activities. As children
learn to stand_easily and with correct alignment, the difference 'between°
erectness and tenseness should be stressed. By-means of a projector and a
movie screen, children can trace OA other on butcher paper. Through,the
study of their. own bodies, awareness of size, of the relation of body parts to
each other, and of postural lines will increase.

Balance activities should include experimentation with move-
ments that make it necessary: to shift body weight to maintain bali.nce.

4
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Experimentation witivwdys to\test and compare
parts (e. g. arms, hands, head; and torso) also
is fun. \

Cultural Studies

the weights of individual body
increases'uriderstanding and -

Children of.various cultural, groups can see aspects of their heri
tages positively through study of nationa dance styles and rhythins, games,
and sports. Films, perforiners, parent-p it demonstrations, and teacher-
directed experiences can help promote the- multiculture concepts:. (1) that
each culture is unique and Important; and ( that valuable, information is
gained from the study of traditions,'ancfritual Activities can includ:
exploration. of the music, instruments, and cos umes of a culture. '.ervi...r
tion of and participation in various cultural mo ment patterns c -fro ote

40-` positive relations among individuals and groups.

Language Arts

.0"

Refer to the criteria for. choosing children's toiybooks and to the
guidelines for 'combining poetry with.bOdily movement, oth presented in this
chapter. Refer also to Chapter V of this part of the framework, "Drama and
the Language Arts," for other ideas,

Number Concepts

`.`When children are first learning to write numbers,, using them as
designs on the floor to follow in their movement can make them more-aware
of their shape."' The children can follow the-shape of the number in, a march,
walk, skip, and so on, feeling the Curves or angles of the shape in their bodies
as they move along. Using rhythm instruments in patterns'of counted beats,
moving in.tirne to rhythms, and repeating a simple movement for a speci-
fied number of times car, mike the learning of arithmetic both active and
stimulating.

Ii

1
Rowen, p. 44.

1

'C.



CHAPTER IV

MUSIC
r,

oA good, kindergarten sounds attractive. The music heard in such
a classroom is an essential quality of the-environment, helping to set,the style
of instruction a'well as constituting part of what is taught; Music. that merely
"goes on," however, deserves no special praisekit does not satisfy the aestheti.d
needs of children or the requirements, of music or humanities education.. In fact,
"background" music homogenized and insipid or blaring outttoo loud to b,e,
heard so pervades our culture that a kindergarten ought t/) provide shelter from
it so that children may have their powers of hearing restored to therh. Shelter
means periods of recuperative silence the quiet limes -that everyone needs to
stay rheaithy'and a curriculum that presents a ariely of music frequently,
both for performance and listening purposego.

Even in young children the act of listening to music is not simple,
and by kindergdrten time it has been colored by cultural traditions. Somq chil-
dren's ears have been well-tuned at home; some have been numbed in a .sense
by overexposure to incessant loud background music and household noise. Still
other children are alert and receptive but relatively undiscriminating, ifor ape
families do not think, of training their children's hearing by answering their
questions, reading to them, playing music or singing, or taking them. on e)Zeui-
sions where they hear all kinds of things sometimes no farther than outside e
door to listen to a cricket. 1

The Level 1 materials in Chapter II of the Music Framework illus-
trate the breadth of music education recommended for the kindergarten and .pri-
mary years. Note the cognitive-and affective domains and,the skills that young
children_are expected to learn.2

See "Active and Inactive Silence," in Orff-Sbhulwerk: Design
for CreStivity (Bellflower, Calif.: Creative Practices Council,"Inc. 1968),
p. 103.

2
. Music Framework for California Public Schools (Sacramento:

California State Department of Educ tion, ,1971), 'pp. 9- 1,
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No one expects all kindergarten pupils to master all of these skills
or to define in words those they may acquire, but the whole array is'presumed
to be within the teaching range of resourceful kindergarten 'and early elementary
grade teachers, aided by music specialists. If this assumption is valid, then a
well-trained teacher in a good kindergarten may serve again .as a model for
other humanities teachers and may begin a program in music for all children.

C

\ Recommendations

Music' education should be made available to all children as an inte-
,gral part. of a humanities curriculum.

Kindergarten pupils should have many opportunities to perform and
listen to music with older children.

Classroom teachers can function very well as guides to learning in
music., Many of them already have enough knowledge to do .a good job of
teaching music; inservice, training seminars should be held regularly to assist
those who need and want to learn more.

Because listening to sound in a conscious, focused,mannerds essential-
to understanding and appreciating music, a schoQlroom should be a world in which
the exploration of listening is a planned daily activity. In addition and as a con-
trast to these planned occasions, each child should be offered opportunities to
move out of the groupand,find a place to listen to a favorite recording. Also,
the class should help choose its own "background" music when it is amiopri-
ate. Not all listening needs to be intent and focused; in this activity as in others,'
no one can be perfectly sure how learning occurs and what satisfies another per-
m's needs. Children should therefore be given freedom to be playful, inventive,
and experimental with respect to music,

;'Teachers should take Pains to present as many kinds of music as
possible, a splection representing various instruments and voices (and combina-
tions of.these), styles, 'ethn'c and national idioms,' and genres. All the music
introduced should be of hig quality. No one type or level should predominate;
because an important object ve of all aesthetic education is to extend and diver- '
sify experience rather than c annel it into a few limited forms. With the record-
ings,and tapes now available verywhere, chamber music and nursery rhymes,
lullabies and folk songs, symphonies and vocal solos, jazz and country music,
and patriotic and-religious music, can be brought to class by teacher's and pupils.

Performers should 15e sought out,,in the faculty and in the community,
and their performances should bereinforced-with recorded ones. Parents and
older children who sing or play instruments should be invited frequently to class
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and asked to talk about their music, exhibit their instruments, and give per-
,

formances. Small Choirs and instrumental groups from churches, fraternal organi-
zations, and ethnic societies should also be invited to perform f6, and occa-
sionally with, the children. . 1

2
Some elementary rules that govern listening to new or unfamiliar

music also apply to some degree to familiar works:

0

It is necessary to hear any musical offering as often as possible,
including performances by live,goups,,, Here musicians have a
secret advantage, for they cannot help repeating as they practice.

Teachers should present a musical selection as often as necessary
to achieve the .desired learning. A composition can be heard
only passively the first time, because the first part Is always .

related to the unheard last part. Once the broad outlines have
been grasped, teachers should direct listening to specific instru-
ments or patterns within the composition. Further details can be
developed at other tittles. to reinforce an understanding' of. the work..

The amount of preliminary explanation and description should be
kept to minimum so as not to tire a young audience or undul'y
prejudice their response. But the teacher need not feat, to direct
children's attention to those features of the 'Music that should be
stressed. .Sufficient time should be reserved for discussion after
likening.

The children should be ape to sit, stand, lie down, or move
quietly about as they listen. All postures haVe historical
precedents.

Formal or organized experiences in listening should be followed foy
(or occasionally combined with) other types of expression painting, molding,
dancing, singing, miming, composing pdetry, and body education exercises,. ;

The reading alotd of poetry certainly belongs in a program. of listen-t
ing to music; music, and,pdetry both are rhythrriic and melodic arts. Great care
must be taken, however, if teacher considers uniting the two arts in some way..
Neither the poetry nor the music should be wrenched into a "programmatic" 'role
in relation to the other. The poetry may not "explain" the music or vice versa,
and nothing is gained by promciting awkward or sentimental alliances between
arts. Reading.poetry for itself Is a fine thing; so are singing, xeading, and dis-
cussing the lyric of a song. But reading a "blue" poem or viewing one of
Picas,so's "blue period" paintings after playing "The Beautiful Blue Danube" is
an unfortunate practice if the implied relationship is false.
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8ixteenth-centuzy England was described as anest of singing birds,
so widespread were the arts of composing and singing among the relatively small
population% A good kindergarter should embody this metaphor Although no
uniform practices are propbsed in this framework, every teaching day might'.
well begin with several minutes of singing, with or, without accompanimeht.
The sheer pleasure-of the occasion and the social feelings it engenders bring
the class together. Thus,' tfie day beginsehappily.

4

Teadhers should ook for songs that do not stereotype individuals
and the_ ir activities. Ethnic songs are fine; cute, patronizing songs aboht ethnic
groups are not. Children shbuld be encouraged to sing songs in more thail one
language, especially in bilingual, and multilingual schools. The natural,intona-
tion of a language should be maintained. Music in the minor mode should not
be changed to thp major. Children like tossing about animals and imitate their
voices;, but these creatures, also deserve to be rescued from careless and ignorant
representation.

Gender-typing in songs and in assignments for part singing is just as
detrimental to human development as any other harmful generaltzing. Girls
and boys should be allowed.to sing every role, and the songs chosen should pre-
sent both sexes in ,a variety of situations and capabities.t, ,

.. ,
Children,should compose songs,too words and music, according to

their desires or put their oven words to familiar music. Teachers should pub
lish these productions along with the children's stories, so that they may be
shown and sung at home aria elsewhdre:1

Both rhythmic a d tonal instrumehts'should be used every day in sey--
eral kinds of activities that a e conducted in 41.dition to specifically musical "I"

instruction. Every schoolroom should have a piano but lacking that, some`'
u 4..

type. of keyboard instrument: The classroom should also have whistre;: Ornbals, e

song ,bells, resonator bells, gongs, tonettes, a.ntoharps"; pipes; flatapfiones"; har-
monica's, drums, tambours, and tambourines, as Well as gourd; bamboo, and..

i::)bones. 1
,

I
. .

"Nonmusical" or improvised items should be included in the list of
rhythmid instruthents hands, feet, cans, sticks, washboards and thimbles',,
fringed, thil, and beanbags, pebbles in cans, and other rattles. In addition,

- some attempt ,shohld be made to acquaint the children with ankmals that make
musical sounds. i

. . . J C. .
°Instruction in reading and writing music may be attempted in kinder-

garten.if some children are already printing graphic symbols and receiving ---
3 . .,

1, ,

,
James ,Moffett, AStudent-centered Language um K-13

(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1973) ,:'pji. 123-124; and Or ff-Schulwerk,:pp.
,_ ,105-118.

GI
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preliminary instruction in reading ks. The general contour of a melody can
be shown on a staff, and some musical symbols can be added to the children's
vocabulary of images.

Activities and experiences in music should be related to every other
part of the curriculum. Children should begin to see relationships between music
and drama, speech, dance,- games, and other bodily movement,lconcepts of
measurement, personal and family recreation, and festival's and `ceremonies,
both secular and religious. Bodily movement in response to. music' should be
considered an integral part of music education.

. The following- general resources should be made available to all
teachers: ",

--,

Recordings

. Tapes

Television programs

Radio programs

Filmstrips; 8 mm and 16 'mm films

Ali kinds of pPrformances by students, parents, and other groups
and soloists from the community, both lay and professional

Music experiences through Young Audiences, Inc. , and field trips
to suitable* concerts, operas, and rehearsals

The music specialist, an indispensable resource aide

The Orff-SchulMerk curriculum should be made available by the state
to every elementary teacher and music specialist, and it should.be studied in regu-
lar inservice seminarktMusiC teachers and classroom teachers should work together
with Orff'methods and instruments. Classroom teachers with little background in
music will find that music arises out of speech and movement, so, they must
encourage thp linguistic and rhythmic inventiveness of children. Direction and
training are certainly required, but these are not difficult to come by when the
m,aterials are provided.'

E.

"A 'complete `music program andTractical guide for the elementary
school i based on the Orft curriculum, is contained in the Music with Children
Series (I, II, III) by Grace C. Nash.(Scottsdale, Ariz.: SwartutrrEtrcerprtsus7f970)..
A teacher's manual , a record, and films are also available. Teachers with sub-
stantial music training will be able to use these materials on their own; those
with less training and experience will need considerable help from the school
music specialist. See also the references in Chapter V of this Part 'to Ora-
Schulwerk: Design for Creativity. t
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Activities Going on in the Music Program
Or.

Listening, formally and informally

Singing, composing songs, and putting words to familiar music
Playing rhythmic and tonal instruments,

Making music with "nonmusical",and improvised instruments
Making and decorating simple instalments
Playing musical games

Dancing

Miming

histling

Marching, skipping, running, and jumping
Counting and measuring

Reciting poetry

Imitating conversations with Musical instruments

Doing rhythmic body exercises, indoors and out
Watching and discussing films about animals that make music ormusical sounds

Discovering rhythms in the behavior of the schoolroom animals
Imitating the rhythmic movements of animals
Testing the hearing and aural discrimination in a number of ways

Some Interdisciplinary Methods, and
Activities Involving Music *

During listening times teachers should watch the' children as they attend
to the music, because their bodily attitudes can express feelings that will be inter-esting fora number of Pedagogical reasons. Some involuntary or unconscious danc-
ing and miming may occur, and teachers can talk to ithe children about them and
bring the activities to a conscious le'vel. The music should be repeated for impromptu
dancing, and some feattlres of the music should be acted out, including ;the sensory
qualities of the instruments. In order to sense the meter 'in the music, the clash should
alto make sounds with "nonmusical" instruments. They can shuffle a broom, tap a
chair, "soft-shoe" the floor, or clap hands, varying the effects after listening carefully.
They can play listening games blindfolded to sharpen their aural discriminations,
just as they test and perfect their touch by guessing what kind of surface theyare stroking. Teachbrs can play the sound-effect guessing-game with

See also the other, disciplinary chapters. Music is- incorporated an
the whole c\urriculum. ,
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a blindfolded audience, making familiar sounds in unusual ways and with unlikely
equipment, in the manner of the radio sound-effects experts.. This is also a use-
ful testing procedure. It shows children something about themselves and pro-
vides valuable information for teachers and patents, but it is not frightening or
loaded with penalties for failure.

Art projects can include the Making of musical instruments-- invent-
ing or improvising unique ones, copying or.adapting familiar models. Simple
stitcher* is sufficient to produce decorated bean bags, whin can be painted;
pebbles, clay pellets, shells, or hard seeds in painted cans or gourds will aug-
ment a rhythm group; photographictdispth.ys-of rattles and stringed and percussion
instrume its will provide exotiq models from the cultures studied i n social sci-
ences projects; clay whistles can be fired if the class has access to a kiln. When

cihe children make molded masks, the capacities of the masks as sound projec-
tors and resonators should be explored land applied to dramatic activities.

The_role that music can play,, in body edtkation should be emphasized
in every physical activity. Even calisthenics to'music are being revived as
indoor and rainy-day exercises and in outdoor exhibitions of gymnastic skills.
In the social sciences chapter of this frameWork, note the .possibilities in imitat-
ing.the rhythmic movements of the 'schoolroom animals and those encountered
in nature'walks, urban as well as rural.' The children should be deVeloping a
broad enough acquaintance with recordings so that they can choOse suitable ones
for miming,, dancing, skipping, and the like. They can also compose works
that are directly related to their body education simple melodies for dances
to be performed by the fingers alone, for example; heel-stomping or finger
snapping:patterns; melodic phrases that move up or doWn to accompany reaching
and stooping movements; rhythmic sequences to suggest variations in speed.
Marching slowly while balancing a book on one's head is still a good exercise 0

*for achieving a graceful, erect posture. Bending and swaying in response to
melodic patterns will also encourage a supple grace in bodily movements. ,

Movement to sound is an important part of education in the language
arts.2 Children shOuld,be shown the relationships between expressing themselves
rhythmically and-vocally in music, 'dance-rhime, and speech. The connections
between music .and poetry are obvious, but those berg ,,een music and everyday
speech may not'be so well understood. A melodious voice and expressive phras:-
ing in speech are attractive and will enhance a child's self-imagp. Chanting,
warbling, imitating a wide range of human and animal Sounds, singing ballads

1

See In the Early World, p. 77, for an example :of dance-mime
based on bird-watching,

2
See'Chapter V; "Drama and the Language Arts"; Moffett, pp.

37-41 (esp. pp, 37-39); and Orff-"Schulwerk, pp. 61-62 and r05-118, for
further diScussion and numerous examples.
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with refrains, singing rounds and canons, using musical instruments: to imitate
(even to,eia.ggerate and be playful, with) the phrase -patterns of speech, making
up and chanting sequences of nonsense syllables and words all these activities
canillustrate the affinities between music and speech and Provide easy, '-
unpressared exercise in verbalization. Some difficulties in reading silently
and aloud might be prevented or reduced by practice in melodit phrasing.
Everything that refines aural discrimination will eventually help children express

(themselves well in anginge.
A

Listening to the rhythmic sounds of the:environment can be allied
with severarother activities that increase sensory awareness., Repetitive sequences
are prodUced by service station compressors;carpenters nailing Aiingles on a roof;
cobblers_ repairing shoes; a winch hauling up cargo; cods crowing and other birds
soundikpneir calls; jack hammers on pavements; food choppers; church bells
tolling; cable car bells; tap dancers practicing; churchgoers clapping out a hymn
tune; bokers'skipping rope and punching bags; mimeograph machines and other
presses slapping out paper; skates clicking across cracks in a sidewalk; the buz-
zing, droning, and chirping of insects; the lap of waves on a rock, and the polind-
ing of the sur.f.. Children can be taught to listen for patterned sounds, ("near and
far, and encouraged to describe them as accurately as possible in several media

.speech, song, dance-mime, and musical game.

Some principles of repetition and spacing can be illustrated and
extended ill counting and measuring, stiedhery and beadwor,k, incised decoration
of pottery, 'alliterative poetry, chanting of alphabets, onomatopoeic syllables,
riddles, charms, grdup and solo dancing, and so on. In "Active and Inactive
Silence,".GertrudeOrff describes methods of using "the dimensions of silence"
instructively, following periods of rhythmic activity.' After exploring some of
the possibilities of one sense, the children can move to the others,' one by one,
before attempting .multisensory observations.

1

Orff-Schulwerk, p. 103.

r



CHAFFER V

DRAMA AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS
0'

Speech and bodily action are so closely related that the discussion
of drama and the languige aims can be combined. A comparison of the first five
headings in the "Drama/Theater Curriculum" (apart of the Drama/Theater
Framework) with the headings in Chapter 3, "ActingOut," in James Moffett's
Language Arts Curriculum Grades K-13, will illustrate the point'

Drama/Theater Framework

Sensory and Emotional Awareness

Rhythm and Movement

Pantomime

Oral Communication

Moffett

Play with Objects ,

Movement to Sound

Relation of Physical Move-
ment to Language

Combining Movement and
Speech

Improvisation' Free Improvisation

The similarities between these outlines suggest that experts can agree .

on a general progression and association of learning in the dramatic and linguistic
arts as they ge acquired. bjr,thildren. Statements in both publications strengthen
the assumption. Moffett says, "A slow gowth through the activities I have
described, fostered by 'a watchful but patient teacher, will promote the most
effective learning in drama."' The authors of the Drama /Theater Framework

1
Drama Theater Framework for California Public Schools (Sacra-

mento: California State Department of ucation, 19 p. vii et passim.
See also English Language Framework for California Public Schools (Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Education, 1068), pp. 29-34.

Moffett, p. 36.
3

p. 44.'
47
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regard play-making and improviiation as "sound tool(S) for enhancing and revi-
talizing learning in the language arts, and social studies."1

Drama and, language merge naturally in early education, especially
im that of preliterate children, ,because.bodily movement and physical play are
natural and necessary precursors of speech development, By ones and twos and
gradually, in larger groups, children play their way into sociability, talking to .

themselves, their toys, their families, and their friends as they go. Anyone
who'listens to them attentively,realize's that they are dramatizing much of the
time and that their verbal "productions" can be given 'technical labels
monologue., soliloquy, dialogue (among voices assumed by one child and among
children), and chorus, tJnless they ate in some way handicapped, children
create, stage, and actin their own spoken dramas,before the age of three; And
by the time they arrive in kindergarten, they can advance fairly quickly,
according to their individual natures, to dramatic play in larger groups.

Bra !7 no matter how closely drinia and language are connected in a
child's life' outs:de-the classroom, their coordination in an instructional program
does not occur automatically. Teachers and aAninistrators must first under-
stand the essential, developmental relationshipsThetween drama and language
and be willingto provide for all children in every school the conditions in which
the dramatic and linguistiC arts can ,flourish. From early childhood on, body
language and the spoken and written' word should remain allied. In the words
of James Moffett: .

Though movements to sound and pantomime .do not seem at first
.; glance to.relate directly to the development of speech, they in

fact lay an important base for it. For small children, speech is
only one physical activity among others (as indeed it really is),
and not a preferred one.. As a specialized mode of communica-
tion and expression, speech only gradually singles itself.out from
movement and gesture until, in print, it becomes totally separate.
For children generally: and boys especially speech accompanies
other action and justifies,itself only when it can do what other
actions cannot. Movement to sound and pantomime permits the
child both to develop his powers of nonverbal modes of expres-
sion and to run up against their limitations.' Too often schools
,attempt to make speech abruptly supplant these modes, forcing
the child off native ground onto strange territory. The fact is that
the two realms blend without a seam, and the nonverbal expression
can*provide the best pathway to speech development. The sheer
socialization of school helps to promote speech or can, 'if the

Drama/Theater Framework, p. .
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activities permiii socializing. The teacher can insure that speech
grows out of physical play and bodily movement by extending non-,.
verbal expression into he verbal.. _More .conctetely, the teacher
orchestrates play withtobjects, movement to sound, and panto -
mime into full - blown improvisation, which in this curriculum
will be the major method of learning to use langup.ge.l.

, The Humanities Framework makes use of all the concepts embodied
in/the parallel outlines presented at the beginning of this chapter, describing in
considerable detail an environMene'designed to foster the arts of communication,
both nonverbal and verbal, along with teaching methods appropria,te to the set-

. ,ting. In the schoolrooms that have been described in this publication, children
4" are constantly engaged in activities that improve their native ability to manage

gesture and speech,

Recomthendatioris
7.1

The following conditions should prevail in every schoolroom to
encourage a love of books and the desire to read and write:

1. A wide variety of books ". chosen for three purposes for
the teacher to read aloud, for children to read individually,
and for children. to read in common. The only necessity for.
buying class sets of the same book is to facilitate choral read-
ing, group discussion, and dramatid wore2

2. Attractive bookshelves and stations; comfortable libiary alcoves

3. Reading aloud by teachers every day, in a lively and interest-
ing fashion

4. Evidence that teachers find out valuable things from reading
books and share them with the class

5. Actiag out every day of stories composed by the children or taken
from books

Presentation of a large, unlined notebook and a smaller notebook
(to be used as a private dictionary) to every d

Moffett, p. 41.
2 Ibid., ppr12-113.
3
Featherstone, Schdols Where Children Learn, p. 15.

88
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7. Ample supplies of pencils, crayons, and paper

8. Sets of letters and numbers to trace or otherwise copy

9. The ma,king of take-home books of stories dictated by the
children

10. Flexible seating arrangements that bring readers and non-readers
together sluring the day fob mutual instruction

. Conventional grade levels should be abolished, or at the very least
readjusted. With respect to development in drama and speech, young children
should mix more than they do. now in most schools. The smallest ones can learn
a great deal from being in the same rooms in which older pupils are, moving to
sound, acting oUt Itories, making inventive use of costumes and props, gesturing,
and talking. Everyone needs as broad a speech community as a given school'can
provide, where more than one dialect of English may be heard or bilingual
instruction may be going on. Young children who are just getting into books should
have older readers at hand to whcim they can turn for help. in the schools that
Featherstone discusses,

. . . children learn from each other: they hang around the library
corners long before they can read, handling the books, looking at
pictures, trying to find words they, do know, listening and watching
as the teache& hears. other children's reading. It is common to see
nonreaders stullying people as they read, and then imitating them,
monkey 'doing what monkey sees. Nobody makes fun of their grave
parodies, and for good reason.

A very small number of schools in two or three authorities have
adopted what they call "family" or "vertical" grouping, which
further promotes the idea of children teaching children. In these
schools, each class is a cross section of the whole school's popula-
ion, all ages mixed together. The older children, to61,1/4 bene-
't from a classroom environment where they can occasionally be
abyish; they also learn a great deal from the role of teacher they

adopt.'

Classes should be heterogeneous. For tracking and streaming
should substitute ad hoc groupings based on the kinds of learning that are
at a given' time.2 Efficient instruction in drama and language requires
aLINMIG

1 ,

Ibid. , pp. 13-14.

2Moffett, pp. 5-6; Featherstone,
work, p. 5; and Richardson, Chapter 1;

pp. 39-42; Drama/Theater Frame-
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childreMcome togethe in a variety of patterns that will change according to the
task, the child, and t e stage of development 'the child has reached. It is.prob-
ably best to begin with total-group activities to minimize exposure and self-
consciousness.. Later the children may gather by twos and in small groups to act
out stories ordooperate in other activities pantomimes, for example and then
go of alone o'r regroup for another large-scale activity.

SChoolroorns should contain enough space to permit ,vigorous and
expansive movement when the chairs and tables are pushed' back. An alcove
in a'single room is a godsend; a suite of rooms shared* several classes will allow
ra full array of acting sites, seating patterns, and'work places. Space here and
there along the walls should be reserved for tables that remain as specialized
stations and resource centers. The low-partition "pod" design in some schools is
praised by many teachers; it provides more spate and, freedom of movement than ',
do box-shaped iooms. However, children seem to want some solid wall'space,
periods of relative quiet, and freedom from interruption and distraction as well as
,liberty to move about and look beyond walls: Perhaps flexible solid screens could
be used to close and open up space as needed. Some activities can and should
spill over into hallways or the outdoors.

The best early childhood teachers are well-trained humanities teach-
ers, lay and professional, but even they can use the services a drama and-language
specialists. (See introduction to Part Three, and Part Four, Chapter III) In
bilingual schools and those in, which "nonstandard" dialects of English are spoken,
the language specialists should be able to. speak at least one language in addition
to English and have taken courses in modern grammar, the history of English and
its dialects, the teaching of English as a second,linguage, and the teaching of
English in schools with minority students.

Drama specialists should have studied body movement and be ble
to demonstrate. the interdisciplinary possibilities of body education. Thee ,,hould
also receive intensive instruction in oral interpretation to improve thek own
ability to read aloud and to help them teach children.to read wells Voice pro-
duction and control, elbquent phrasing, sensitivity to- literary styles, and a reading
knowledge of more than one dialect of English are among the talents that drama
specialists in particular need to cultivate for humanities teaching,

. ;
Knowledge of the speech community in the blassroom and recent study

of the English- language are essentiol for humanities teachers. The school Ian-
." page specialist serves as a consultant rather than as an everyday aide; thus, the

regular teachers must set the tone of language instruction, realizing that insistence
on "correctness" and uniformity in speech will cause great distress to the children
and will delay or prevent their becoming fully literate.- Teachers sshould follow
'the advice of Ralph B. Long and Dorothy R. Long:

1

Featherstone, p. 1
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. . Of first importance for anyone concerned with the use of lan-
guage is a conscious understanding of the ways in which good' sen-
tences are put together. There is no reason to be horrified by bad
sentences. In conversationincluding very good conversation
carelessly constructed sentences are frequent. Even in careful writ-
ing' everyone produces unsatisfactory sentences, and it is partly for
this reason that usually those who write well put their work through
careful revision, and welcome editing by others. Except in' courses
whose purpose is to improve it, other people's spoken English should
ordinarily. not be corrected. Written Fnglish,too shouldThe dealt with.
gently in most cases. Correcting other people's English is a yery
delicate business, Anyone who undertakes it, whether as "a teacher
or as an editor, should know a great deal -of grammar and at the
same time should keep in mind tine realities of the situation in'Nyhich.
he is working. Grammar should not be used insensitively as a clith
with which to beat those whose English is, to whatever degree, "non.-
standard. 1

Anxiety about leaining to read and write should be minimized as, much
as possible. Children who are enrolled in a good human' ies program will be mak-
ing their first attempts to read and write between th es of fiveand seven, but
any formal goal fot an entire age group should be avoided. Teachers can expect
to find considerable variation in the children's deSires or needs to become literate.

The experts cited in footnote 2 below suggest thdt literacy will
be achieved rather easily by most children in an environment yhat makes it natural,
easy, and useful to do so. Children want to read and write. This is one'reason
why they will imitate the pefformahce of older readers and writers, hopirk thereby
to take on the traits and powers of literate people.

Reading and writing should not be taught as separate "subjects," and
thus, removed from the drama of the schoolroom, nor should they be caused to t

la-TT-over-systematized and abstract, 'or uncommonly hard to
master.2 Teachers and administrators should resist all pressures to make children

1The System of English Grammar (Gleriview, Ill.: Scott, Foresman
.

& Co.) 1971), pp. vi-vii. Reprinted by permission of publisher. a See also
James Sledd, "Double-speak:" Dialectology in the Service of Big Brother," in
Colle e English (January 197;), pp. 439-456; and Bradford Arthur, TeacAin
Englis to jpe ers of English 'New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovic
Chapter-5., 0

2
" Featherstone,

6, in which methodologies
chapters 2 and 3.

a

pp. 13-16; Moffett, pp. 16-24 and Chapters 5 and
and material are discussed at length; and Arthur,

a

0
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learn to read and write before they are ready neurologically, psychologically,
and socially. Of course, the same philosophy of teaching will allow teachers
to offer instruction to children of any age who show their readiness.'

Activities Going on in, the Drama/ Language
Arts Program

Playing with many varieties of objects, some of which the chil-
dren bring to school or make themselves

Playing house in a permanent structure or in one the children
help build'

0 Touching things and people as they play and move around the
room,' thus developing sensory awareness and discrimination

4 Tending the classroom animals, watching theif behavior, and
imitating their sounds and movements

Using the body and musical instruments to:p roduce sounds

Listening attentively to music of, many kinds ti

Singing and-domposing son&s__

Dancing

Listening toestories being told and.reports of personal experiences

Dressing up or putting on bits of costume while placing, dancing,
moving to sound, and acting out stories or imitating characters
from them

, i'

Becoming aware of emotions and learning how to express them and,
deal with them-- part of the acting-out process and of normal -

socialization

1
Some parents and teathers will not 'agree with so e of these recom-

dnendations. They may prefer a "performance-contracted" clan oom and formal,
trills, for example, to the freer, more individualized arrangements suggested
'al?ove. In the end, such philosophical differences will have to be, resolved in
parent- teacher conference and community councils within school districts.

6-84929
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I i Talking while working-and plaYifig

Telling stories And acting out some parts of them
_ .

f .

. Dictating stories to the teacher and listening to them, when they
)are read back / ..

, ,
/

Looking in mirrors; gestuhg and acting in front of mirrors

Tracing letters and num' bei.
0

Looking at books

Watching and listeningtd classmates read

Asking for help to begin reading or writing

Taking up personally selected schoolroom activities if these are
preferred to formal instruction in reading and writing

Some Interdissi. plinary Methdds and Activities
Involving Drama and the Language Arts'

Teachers should now be given time to return to the guidebooks already
recommended, and to study in them the passages cited below, which treat in
particular the relationships between drama and the language arts:

Chapter 1, "Infant Schodls," in Schools Where Children Learn

Foreword and Chapters-5__and 9 (esp. pp. 127 ff.) in In the Early
World

Chapters 1, 2, and 3 in A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculuni:

Pages'15-63 in the Drama/Theater Framework

Pages 105-118 in Orff-Schulwerk 'should be added to the list.'

*
Please note the activities under all the

Drama and the language arts are incorporated in the
1

.

Orff-Schtilwerk: pesign for Creativity,
eel. (Bellflower, Calif.: Creative.Practices Council,

73

other disciplinary headings.
whole curriculum,

Martha Maybury Wampler,
Inc., 1968),,

4



Moffett and Richardson should be provided by the state to all humani-
ties teachers as auxiliary materials to the kindergarten through grade six sections
of this framework' and as study materials for curriculum workshops, inservice,
training seminars, and teacher preparation.

.4.

Richardson, being the most general of the recommended works and,
dealing with an entire curriculum, should be read first, and the discussions of
reading and writing should be marked To applicatidn to drama and language
instruction. Moffett's language arts program should -be envisioned in the setting
that RichardSon opens to view. In the_Early W;c4rld will be particularly useful to
teachers of literate children, for Richardson drew out of his own pupils an
astonishing variety of writing and dealt bravely with the question of value in the
arts, a question some leachers are afraid to approach. (See in particular Chapter
14, "The Place of Values.in the De,velopment of Chtldren.") Teachers of children
from about age six on will also benefit from reading another excellent book,
written by the teacher-poet Kenneth Koch Wishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teach-
ing Children to Write F'oetr .1 The pupils of P. S. 61 in pi ew York City are listed
as coauthors, and they deserve the credit. Koch's methods harmonize with those
that Richardson and Moffett describe. These methods will be discussed later on
in this framework in Chapter V of the Early Elementary section.

Moffett's way of teaching children to use language seems at the
present time the pest available for integration with a hdmanities program: Its
use of ,music ,and drama and its emphasis on free improvisation, will help teach;
ers.to open up their classrooms and employ the natural. energies of young children
imaginatively. Moffett's method also offers a large"supply of practical sugges-
tions to support the everyday Work of a schoolroom.

The Drama/Theater Framework should be consulted for its control-.

ling philosophy, which is strongly humanistic, sand for the numerous specific sug-
gestions it presents for achieving the same ends toward which Moffett and
.Richardson lead.

The Orff-Schulwerk philosophy of teaching, with the practical bent
of its .curriculum and its insistence OIA appealing to the
force' the lessons tolpe learned from the other guidebooks and will supply new
vantige-points-of its own. The pedagogy of Carl Orff, 'the German composer and
music educator, stresses-the-naturaLrelationships.ofspeech, 'body movement, and
music in the development of children.

.
Children express themselves unself-consciously in ,words, gestures, and

sounds. They respond with delight to rhythm and rh, me in language and to rhythm,
and melodyin music. Their natural inventiveness th words and their

1
(New York: Vintage Books,. 1970).
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uninhibited body movements are preserved an nurtured through Orff.methods.
Emphasis in the program is on leading childre to create tpeir own'speecii-

'sounds and rhythms, gegtures, rhythmic movements, and musical accompani-
ment. American adaptations of Orff's curriculum have been published, and
teachers have be :n trained in their application.

, , .
The schoolroom should be seen as a, acting ground, 'with the childrfen

as a resi nt company of players who are building a repertory of dramatic and
linguistic productions. When they come together to sing, for example, they can
remain in the large group and begin to move responsively to music,: Large-
muscle movements to limber the body and release its expressive energies can fol-
low the rhythmic patterns of a piece of music or seek to interpret wordlessly a
theme in a song. The children should hold'hands in circling and undulating move-
ments as well as move independently within the larger patterns.

Some children come from subcultures where young and ad dance
together and improvise on traditional patterns; they may be talented enough to
show others how to dance alone; in ,couples, ankin'groups. 1-10Wever, this kind
of activity should probably be encouraged. only after the class members have
become acquainted in other ways. Musical gamed that vary the pace of walking,
funning, and skipping should also be used as large-group dramatic exercises in
which the children are showing how they ply and what the playing may mean to
them. All these activities should be conc...,:ved as cumulative and ongoing, a
part of what alcindergarten offers throughout the year.

If the children have observed real bitds and fish or have seen nature
films, they could act out swimming, flying, courting behavior, and the gestures
of challenge ,and recognition, gradually stylizing these movements into an artful
dance:. 'They should be encouraged to imitate the sounds of the creatures they -.
have seen and to move directionally as the teacher calls out prepositions, such as `
behind, around, ovel, toth=t3, and the like: 'Ululating cries, warbles,
whirs, clicks, and other ono oeic sounds can be suggested at times. In addi-
tion, song and dance can "occasionally alternate and merge. Performing as a part
Of the whole 'oup ill prevent embarrassment and show:in-off for an audienter
but-i-t-need-no inhib -personal interpretation-,2

Wordless or spoken dance7dsamas can grow out of ristening to stories.
Vivid, dramatic reading by teachers will stimulate the children to acrout a
sequence; imitate a character, or create a similar fiction gesturally and verbally.

1

See Chapter IV of this section for additional references.
2'

Moffett recommends movement-td-sound sessions two or three times
a week, and discusses herd movement individual invention, and small-group
interaction (pp. 38-39).
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Nursery rhymes are easy tO ri;emorize, economical to act out, and a pleasure to
sing; so are folk songs from all over the world, As show-and-tell activities pro-
ceed, and the children grow more confident before an audience, they should
occasionally thime short narratives and make their classmates .guess what they
are "telling" in, gestures. They should also act out sensations or emotions with
their own gestural-vocabulary, not (knowingly, at least) basing their movements
On stale conventions. Recollected as well as imagined events can be narrated

o to the `teachers for the take - home folder or the class publication, with emphasis
on the feelings elicited by the events.'

The playhouse, play corners, or-dress-up corn rs can serve as infor-
mal stages where real life and imaginary dramas merge.2 atching the play that,
goes.on here is, of course, highly, instructive sociologically o teachers. For the
children who do the playing, the combinations of miming and speaking, recol-
lecting and inventing are highly pleasurable, for these activities call upon a
_considerable range of expression and allow a great,deal of role-changing. Mof-
fett speaks of the power and protection a child assumes when putting on borrowed
dress,3 while Featherstone discusses the benefits of playing house.4

Arts instruction can develop skills as the children build props and, orna-
ments.for the playhouses, deborate portable screens to be used in setting ff an act-
ing space, and make some dolls and other toys in class to be added to tht, playhouse
equipmOnt. A collection of masks made by the pupils would be a valuable addi-
tion to the art ansl drama prOgrams. -

Miming should 'call upon the small muscles as well as the larger ones.
Some good activities of this kind would be the finger-dances mentioned as one
of the music activities, ,mincing steps, walking on tiptoes, darting the tongue out
and in, moving the wrists and ankles consciously, and varying gait,' direction,
and speed in small increments. Such exercises can reinforce concepts of scale,
degree, and intensity; modulation of voice and gesture; imaginative exploration
of af gamdt of feelings and movements; and physical skill and social tact in mov-
ing among objects and people. These 'aptitudes in turn reinforce many others
from which linguistic expressiveness is growing.

Puppet dramas, which combine speech and physical movement on a
small scale, can be enacted by one or two children for themselves alone or .

Occasionally presented to groups of classrhates. Older elementary-age children,

'1
Note: Car should be taken to avoid probing into situations or feel-

ings that may arouse fear, anxiety, grief, or embarrassment in any child,
? -
6eatherstone, p. 12.

3
Moffett, p. 16.

4
Featherstone, p. 12.
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members of the "touring companies" that every school should have, can bring
puppet shows to the younger pupils to show them some of the genre's possibilities.
The older children might well revive certain Traditional styles, suth as Punch
and Judy. TV programs will provide-further Models, some better than others,
and films will show how peciple in other cultures use puppets. With these exam-
ples small children can learn to set up a booth, make and work- their own hand-
puppets, invent 'dialogue, and speak parts. z

Q

Play with puppets may occur in domestic dramas enacted in the play,
house. Manipulating a creature that can be made to talk moving it while speak-
ing through it and for it can release poWerful creative impulses and instill con-
fidence

..
in children. There is also an immense therapeutic value in such activities.

If the class is bilingual or multilingual, the puppets should speak more than one
tongue, and shoUld be encouraged to mix languages, as Kenneth Koch's poets do in
writing) The puppets should speak both poetry and crose, 'sing songs, and talk
nonsense once in a while. Portraying ridiculous, charactere;and making up non-
sense Words and sequences will develop the natural strains of humor aid mimicry
that children possess, thus further ex cising their creative imaginations. (Ofex cising
course, this must never be done in a c elly per...ial manner or at the expense
of classmates.) These activities also a y language with 'the playfulness, spon-
taneity, and wit that all the arts evoke when they ate practiced freely and for
"Leasure,

0

Teachers should plan to draw upon private a public festivals of all
sorts for combined activities. A simple birthday celebra ion becomes a drama if
the pupils form a procession to honor the occasion, Why noc have a coronet or
wreath for the birthday child? A confection made by t class? A song or a
round dance.? A puppet to recite an aptnsentimerit? T e birthday child's family
should be invited to tell the teachers about special cust ms attached to the birth-
day feast and to attend on that day, Children need to ow that we are happy they
°were born, and- an attractive ceremony is a kind of gi

Religious festivals of several kinds shdul4 be considered for their
dramatic relationships to children's lives. Example: of the tales that can be
represented by kindergarten children who have hear& religious and rn3khOlogical'
,stories are those of a child found by a pharoah's da7a ghter, 9brought gifts by wise men,
promised a blessing ander certain conditions, sen out on a quest, put in charge of
other children, given power to heal, selected in er cradle to become chief
.priestess, or revealed after having been hidden i infancy.

Vegetation and animal creation m hs from American Indian,' Asian,
African, and other cultures should be read to t e class and included in the drama-
tic repertory. Such stories help children see otherrelationships than those pre-
sented solely from.human adult male points of view.

1
. Wishes, Lies, and Dreams, pp. 282-298.
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CHAPTER VI

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

d O

Children come to school in unself-conscious possession of treasures
they will spend a lifetime assessing and trying"to put to productive use: their own
distinctive natures, no two quite alike;, family and silbcultural affiliations already ;

strong and complicated; and membership in the national community of Aped-
cans with its accompanying relationships with the world at large. The elements
alone take in so much territory, literally arid figuratively, thht they.affect whole
sections of the curriculum. It public education is to reach all children (if itois
to survive, some would say), it must be responsive to the full implications of
the above facts. The author's of the proposed Social Sciences. Framework (1968)
recognize the obligation. They describe the social sciences program as "a single
interdisciplinary structure for the studies of man" and suggest several ways of con-
necting it with other parts of the curriculum so as to meet the needs* children
from "culturally diverse backgrounds,"1

A dominant concern of the Social sciences Frarnework iswith .

ti011, because of, the human need (as the authors see it)' to derive laws from what we
exp erience as social beings. Directed exploration the technique of discovery ,E

sometimes called the inquiry method is therefore understandably "central to the ;

kind of education propoged in thisframework.

This is not the only method,required in a humanities peograrn, but it
is entirely compatible With the others. All human beings shpuli:1 be encouraged to
explore their situations and acquire knowledge through diligOnt questioning, They
should also engage in divergent, imaginafiive thinking as orie especially Productive
means of m%).king discoveries, Children ho are" shown how tb proceed .in these
ways, and who are alSo led to analyze the discoveries they. make, will feel at
home 'in all the domains of learning.,, They will noccoMpartmentalize .her ideas
of themselves as early as many students do now, thus cutting off valuable pgs of
their natures from further development, nor' Will they humbly assume that they can
think or feel' or imagine in only one or two of the several modes:available to mem-
bers of our culture. Courage of mind and iMagination, like other desirable 'quail-
tie.s'in human beings, de,velops as a result of being valued 'arid exerted.

41'
.

. 1 Social Scienc/es Education Framework for California Public Schools
opeosedl (Sacramento: 'California State Department of Education, 1968)=. 26,
-35. The principal settings and topics in the kindergarten and early eittnentary

years of this 1 68 framework will serve as an organi2ing scheme in Parts One and
Two. Parts T ee, Five, and Six, however, will-draw on several other sources as
well.. 59

7S-
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a

Recommendations and Activities*
f

From here on, this chapter will be arranged differently from the others
in this section. for the.following reasons;

It uses the Social Sciences Framework outline, which presents ,

the materials for kindergarten through grade two in a single
section.

. It offers an extended example of "mosaic" structure showing how
,a teaching staff can organize several parts of a humanities program
around a series of questions or topics.

It takes advantage of the jinterdisciplinary character of the social
sciences and emphasizes the "variety of resources they contain.

This chapter is based on the five questions that follow, in which the
term human being 'has been substituted for man:

1. What is a human being? -4
1 a

2.., How dp human beings and animals adapt to and change the land
they live on? ; D

. ,

Why, do things have names?

4. Why are there rules for everyone?

5. How are people .alikeland how are they different?
t. ti

Young children can deal at their own left's with. all these° questions,
but the potential range is very broad.. ° Therefore, this ohdpter can be used through-
out the elementary years, with additions to be found in .Chapter V,.. Part Two. The
questions will be taken up one at a time to form subsections of the chapter., Before
considering the questicins,. however, teachers should heed thtwarning:

(6
In adult form, the knowledge to be yielded by these studies takes the
form of verl2al answers (to the questions). ,'Adults and older chil-
dren can come, through study, to accurate and brief verbal answers.

In these early grades, however? it better "answer" may evi-
denced when a child "tunes out" the teacher and otherchildre for a
brief space, and looks off into the d stance in. his preoccup on.while.
a new idea takes root, In whatever 'childlike form and hp ever unut-
terable. It is not suggested that successful learning is unmeasurable

C * .
'See also' the other disciplinary chapters. The asocial scienceSare

incptporated with the entire curriculum.
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in these social realms and in these grades, but it is not to be measured
solely by .a, child's facility with a.dultlike, verbal answers. . . 1

The implications of this pedagogy are particularly strong for kindergar-
ten and primary teachers. It is they who introduce children to the social sciences,
setting the tone of instruction and affecting more decisively than any other teach-

. ers the attitudes of childien toward themselves; their schooling, and their society.

The inquiry-discovery techniques andthe prominence, given to question-
ing in the Social Sciences Framework may lead some teachers to expect "right"

%mow answers to rather narrowly conceived questions. This temptation should-be anti-
cipated and resisted. Questions should be seen as rhetorical devices' that uncover
prospects Worth examining; they should acquaint children with new ideas and new
ways of leaning. They should not be used as goads to "participation" or as
impromptu oral examinations.2 And the children's questions must be respected
and seen as points of departure for further study, thus becoming, part of the curri-
culum. To dignify children's questions is one of the functions of philosophy.

What is a. Human Being?

The chief focus of instruction is on individuals and human social
behavior: "Other poncepts (classificatio s such as 'reptiles,' mammals?) are intro-
duced only because the concept 'human b ing' is better understood in a cbrnpara-
Live context."3 A kindergarten is an esp cially favorable place to esta' '*sh such
contexts; it contains enough individuals, animals, and artifacts to support the
comp-arison-and-contrast methodology upon which classification skills depend in
the early years. And bec.ausethildren ike to learn abotjt animals and do not erect
barriers between themselves and the other inhabitants of the earth, teachers can
combine the processes of classifying animals and persons.

TheSe processes branch out in rnany directions., Some possibilities
have already been outlined in this'framework in the chapters on the visual and tac-
tile arts, music, drama,and language arts, and body education.

Whenever 'classification skills are being taught; ambiguities in the
verbs "discriminate" and "type" should be noted. They carry antithetical mean-
ings that all teachers 'should discussin appropriately simplified terms as occasions
present themselves. Kindergarten pupils may already know something about unkind

1

Social Sciences Framework, p. 35.
2
Moffett, Language 46.

3
Social Sciences Framework, p. 36.

a
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discriminationarid-stereotyping; some of the,m will haveinade friends across eth-
nic boundaries,' and others may come from culturally or religiously mixed fami-
lies. The teacher should listen to their stories and respect their experiences, but
should not ask probing personal. questions about farhily relationships, a to chy sub-
ject or many children.

The teacher should present the classification "human" on the sis
of data gathered in class by comparing and contrasting und6r the safeguar men-
tioned earlier. The classification may then be extended by means of film with
and Without natural sound and with other kinds of pictures that include as any
members of the human family as possible adults and children of several e nic
groups, especially those related to the. class. Also included should be the arent"
or historical cultures behind the American groups; e.g. , Asians, Europeans, Afri-
cans, Central and South mericans, Eskimos, and Indians of more than one con-
tinent. These represent tions can be combined with 'displays of artifacts,' re 1 or
pictured, and with films that show the ability of all human beings to make;objects
of use and beauty. (This is one way into ethnic studies, `to be combined with\ myths,
st Jrytelling, and other activities suggested in this chapter.) The children can look
to these artifacts as nodels and as inspirations for their Own artwork. \--/-

The teac r should read aloud and tell stories about people of many
ethnic backgrounds. T e children can be asked to tell stories and sing songs they
have heard at home anda.t special gatherings, both religious and secular. They
should be introduced to folk tales and beast fables from many cultures.

There should be a story for every kind of animal in the classroom,
including the flies; and tales of other, animals with whomathe children might not
yet .be familiar, both social animals and lone hunters. The selections read should
include nonfiction as Well as fiction.

The children should practice with another concentrating device
discussing one animal or person exclusively, even though briefly, and then going
on to at least one more before turning to other activities.

Precise observation of people and animals can be combined or kept
dis tinct, according to, the classifications the teacher wants to organize. For obvi-
ous reasons, the category Of-death must be included. It is a biological fact and a
concept essential to the study of, science, philosophy, and religion, not to men-
tion such phenomena as war, plague; and famine. Children may report that a pet
is very sick or has been killed or that funeral services have been held for a bird
found dead in the garden. Through specific instances like these, the general topic
will enter class discussions natura1137. The teacher should encourage the children
to ask questions and talk about death intelligently, with due respect and awe for
endings and beginnings and for the links as well as the discontinuities between .

generations. Such discussions will reduce ignorance and superstitious fear.
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Great care must be taken not to injure or oyerhandle the classroom '
animals, although children do need to touch, stroke, weigh, and cuddle as they
examine. They should learn that we have to work out a code of manners to guide
us in our dealings with the other inhabitahts dtho earth. It is a personal as well
as an ecological necessity.

Having regard for the bdsic,conditions of instruction that have been
presented here, teachers can undertake some exercises fn classification that lead
in more than one direction:

I. Identify as many visible characteristics as posible that human
beings share with the animals in the classrooni.

2. Point out and discus internal likenesses (digestive, excretory,
reproductive, pain-registering, and the like), as far as the
knowledge and interests of the deldren will take thein.,

3. Observe and discuss sex-linked characteristics in the classroom ani-
mals. In what ways obsprved by the children Or otherwise known
to them are the females and males alike and different? What
activities do all participate in? Which, if any, are peculiar to
a single sex? Apply these questions to human beings,= remember-
ing that sex-linked characteristics are not the same as gender
roles in a given society and chat both men and women partici-
pate in c,ild rearing,

Name as many observable characteristics as penxible thatc-the chil-
dren possess in common with each other their human features.

. Discuss how the animals in films, pictures, and real.life care for
their young. Infant dependency, especially prolonged in human

0 beings, is important to several themes in the Social Sciences
'Framework. it should not be taught in kindergarten' as an abstract
concept, but preparation canbe made thefe for more explicit study
later on.

. . .. 4-
Imitate and discus animal sounds.) What do the Children know from
T\ progfams about communication among animals? ,

q

7. Extend the disc4ssion to human speech. Take special pains to
show how much the children already kpow about speaking often
in more than one language or social dialect and how capably
they express themselves. It should be remembered here, however,
that if children have real trouble with speech, the t acher should
refer them to the district therapist. Watch the boys .es sally;
see that they have, and use, as many opportunities to spea as the
girls. Try to avoid the competitive "quick answer" style that

8.2
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spoils the atmosphere of many classroomt and often causes boys
to fall silent or to begin counter-displays of noise to cover their
lack of ease, Speech should be seen as an expressive instrument
that is uniquely human, and every child's speech should be
respected'and listened to courteously.-

8. Display and demonstrate4art forms based on or representing human
bodies adult, juvenile, and infant clothed and unclothed. Do
not edit out of National Geographic, for example, pictures of
naked persons' If we believe that the human body deseryes respect
and reverence as a unique personal possession and as the temple of
the soul,. then we should accustom our children to looking at repre-
sentations of it without embarrassment and without`-feeling a
necessity to make silly or lontemptuous remarks. The easy objec-
tivity of artists and naturalists should be the standard of discussion;
it is one of the best proteccipns against prurience that we know of.
The exhibition of various styles of dress.and opportunities to wear:
costumes in class can also be instructive. Children like to dress
up and "become" someone else. Masks and borrowed garments
make'them feel powerful.'

g

Remember the value of foods in making. all classifications interest-
ing. What is the diet' of every creature in the schoolrOoml. How
many specific,words can the children organize under such headings
as chili, sushi, soul food, fish, sausage, cheese, soup, greens,
fruits, cereals (including pasta), desserts, drinks, bread, snacks,
breakfast, lunch, and dinner? Accept all examples impartially.
Ask the children to describe with as much sensory detail as possible
their favoiite foods or those that their classmates may not know about.

.+1.

. 10. Rhythmic expressions of human and animal activities follow natti-
rally. from direct arid mediated visual observation, story telling,
and class discussion. It is suggested that as many resources as pos-
sible from usic and dance be.brought together to create dramatic
situations yhich the whole class participates, For social and ,

pedagogica reasons, many different kinds of grouping should be .

tried out, and the schoorroom space should be used imaginatively
as an arena for the bociy-rnovement patterns the children will create,
The chief focus is always on persons and their behaNhor and on the
growth of the children as human beings. The point is to discover
something of what it means to. be human in groups and as, indi-
viduals using comparison and contrast as methods of classification;
Only a few examples of interrelated activities are presented here,
because others are provided in the chapters on body education and
.drama/language arts with constant reference to the value of music
in. carrying forward such education.

performan'ce
mance," in New

'Moffett, p. 36. For an excellent discussion of "dressing [a.sj a kind of
. ," see Anne Hollander, "The Clothed, linage; Picture and Per- .

Literary Histou (Spring, 1971), 477-493.
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11, Haw the pupils watch what thettish do, in groups and as indi-
viduhls; and imitate their movements. What kinds of sound
and rhythm will best express these movements and evoke apt
responses from tip children? Note' differences in speed and other
aspects of movement; and try to reproduce them in sound and .

gesture. Note that hands and arms are capable of a variety of
weaving movements and that fingers can trace patterns in the
air, Have the children imitate a school of fish and move in
patterns slow and lazy, agitated, in several directions suc-
cessively. Then have them invent variations of fish "acrobatics" '
(based on close observation of the classroom aquarium) and act them
out singly and in small groups.

12. To extend observation of flockirig-patterning, have thechildren
watch birds in feeding groups and in morning and. evening flights
(some birds are daily.conimuters). Provide the- pupils opportu-
nities to observe birds on farms and rangelands, in city parks and
on lawns, overhead from the top of an apartment building or hous-
ing project, along a river or seashore.

Encourage the children to watch snakes and caterpillars. °Then
have thefn practice serpentine movements with the fingers, the
hands, and the whole arm. Have the pupils slide sinuously along
the floor, over, Low obstacles, and around chairs and tables.
Remember to keep reinforcing the children's sense of direction and
position; so that they know how to locate themselves spatially and
have the appropriate prepositions at their command. Note also
,that snakes and other reptiles are not "slimy," as many people
mistakenly believe; the acting out of animal and human behavior
should never misrepresent the models being used,

14. The children shduld imitate the expression of a feeling in an
animal happiness, curiosity, surprise, fear, fatigue, welcome,
suspicion. Ask the children to observe, in and out of the class-
room, how animals deal with aggression.. They do not always
."fight back," and many. species have developed conciliation and
avoidance techniques for survival. See how man the children
can name. It should be emphasized that/refusing o be tempted
into dangerous situations and 'running way from d nger (both
moral and physical) cannot auto aticaily be in preted as
cowardice in human beings. Ha the children heard the word
"machismo"? ,If so, what meani s does it have for them?

15. Show some ways in whic imals and people do things differently;
. e.g. , walk, swim, eat jump, lie down,_get up, sleep, move
around objects, show affection, warn of danger. Compare' and
contrast animal and human warning techniques. Draw upon what

8
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the class' has learned from watching TV films and school movies
about marine and terrestrial animals.

16. If at all possible, obtain one or more of the2ational Geographic
films that show how certain primates behave as.parents and rela-
tives.' "(Jane Goodall is one authority on this subject. See also
George Sc,haller, The Year of the Gorilla,) Discuss likenesses
and differences between our methods and theirs.

Having laid some such groundwork as this, the class will move easily
to consideration of the ways, in which human beings and animals relate to the land.

How Do Human Beings and Animals Adapi to
and Change the Land They `Live On?

The basic settings remain the same for all topics members of the class,
selected animal groups, and unfamiliar human groups. Actual and potential net -
works of associations among them, in study as in life; must always be assumed.

If the schoolroom stores and exhibits maps, a globe, aerial photographs,
and landform models, it has enough resources for the teacher to begin the study of
geography as a social science. Skills in "reading" photographs should be culti-
vated. This activity can be made into a detection - interpretation, game that can
move back and forth between features of the real landscape and the graphic sym-
bols that geographers and others use to represent these features; e.g , hatching,
shading, color coding, and symbols for capital cities, towns, buildings, rational
parks, mountain chains, temperature zones, and special featureg or products of ari
area.

From such games and exercises, a technical vocabulary adequate to
describe natural surface features will develop. It will contain such word as plain,
hill, plateau,. valley, mour,tain, river, lake, ocean. For California, add arroyo,
canyon (with their Spanish mnunciations, too), creek (and the variant, crick),
wash, and draw.

For education in visual perception, the class should have continuous
experience in both mediated and diredt observation, comparing models and photo-
graphs with landscape features in the immediate vicinity. Excursions now become
absolutely necessary, for they can fulfill several functions:

,a.
(1Monkeys,

Apes, and Man," produced by the National Geographic
Society in Association with Wolfer Productions, Inc. See also W. Jesco Von
Puttkamer, "Brazil Protects Her Cinta Largas," in National Geographic, CXL
(September, 197)), 420-444.
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1. Comparison of representations with observed realities in local
topography

2. Observation ,of.natural and man-made forms

. Establishment of connections between school and community
life, including civic functions. (Some children do not get out
of their own buildings and immediate neighborhoods; they need
to learn of the existence of a larger environment and of a variety
of enterprises and institutions. The teacher should stress those
that make sccial life possible and interesting.)

4. Beginning of study of local history as it is revealed in street names,
monuments, old or otherwise noteworthy buildings, historic sites,
commercial centers, and the like

.Laying of foundations for aesthetic judgments of the environment.
(How does a placer look [and smelll as a,consequence of being
inhabited by people or animals? This Category applies to such
places as grazing and timberlands, mining country, chickens
ranches, beaver 'dams, animal feedlots, communes, cemeteries, '

and recreation areas, as well as to cities, towns, suburbs, shOpping
centers, and industrial corhplexes.)

6. Encouragement of informed discussion of direct and mediated
observations

7. Opportunities for sight reading of signs and graphic symbols

8. Opportuniiies for individual observations and ttie storage of impres- [
sions for later use

9. Experiments with taking and estimating measurements on small
and large scales (e. g. , inches on a tape or string, miles on'a bus
ride); beginning of comparisons between plane surface and three-
dimensional measurements and measuring techniques

10, Beginning of study of adaptive capabities in people and animals;
taking advantage of local geography, fauna, and flora as, resources;
attention to habitats shown in films

8 6
,
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Why Do Things Have Names?

. .

Many activities involving names and symbols begin with the first day
of the school term, naturally associared'with other parts of the curriculum. The
children are classifying persons, animals, and things; acting out patterns of human
and animal behavior; comparing and contrasting themselves with, others; becomes
ing aware of verbal language as a process of exploration and as a set of observable
features; and dealing with other symbolic systems of communication (i. e. , drama,
mathematics, games, artwork, and exercises leading up to reading and writing).

Teachers should recognize the skills in the decoding and interpreta-'
tion of sign systems that children acquire long before they come-to school. All
teaching should build upon what'children bring to a task, what they already know
and do more or less well or want eagerly to try. Praise from adults and a sense of
mastery growing out of successful-encounters'with a variety of situations will
motivate any child to continue learning.

Observing and imitating the gestures.of persons and animals should be
directed toward developing the ,children's ability to deal with symbols and sym-
bolic actions not to define or discuss them irkeducated terms, but to employ
them with increasing skill and'pleasure. c.Opportunitieg to improve human com-
munication are available in every classroom. .

<.!o-P O

Bilingualism Throughout'California there are native and foreign.='
born families who speak atsleast one language in addition to English: Japanese,"
Chinese, .Armenian, Spanish, Italian, Yiddish, or gone of the Slavic tongues, for
exam le. In some schools the number of bilingual, or multilingual children is
14 e enough to constitute an important resource for teaching. InStead of ignoring

eppising this attainment as has happened with distressing frequency in our
ctipols teachers .should follow the practice of enlisting children as language instruc-

.,, tors. Young-nativspeakers of Spanish and English,. for example, have proved
in a Los Angeles school that they can teach one another to communicate in the
second language. ,Imagine the rise in self7confidence that this feat alone must

. 'producenot to mention mutual improvement in language skills, pride in being
; a tutor, 'growth 'in social tact and the ability to cooperate, and increased respect
for each child's cultural traditions.

In every class containing bilingual or multilingual pupils, some part .of
the instruction should.be conducted in a language or languages other than Englistie
For example, members of a class in which speakers of Chinese or Spanish pre-
dominate should carry on most of their affairs in the majority tongue, with the
native speakers of English attending to concurrent instruction in that tongue. But
whatever the linguistic composition of a given group, their already formidable
powers of verbal .communication must be put to constructive use.
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The children should soon be able to name accurately every object and'
creature in th room in English or in another language and with growing confidence
in the use of nglish by , nonnative speakers. All the classifying activities will I

reinforce the practice of naming things. "Scientific" terms e.g., mammal, ------A
insect, reptile, names of landforms and other geographic featuresShould be
added to the common. vocabulary, but without special emphasis or ostentation.
Children who know a Latin-based language can often supply cogn;stes; others

a

should be encouraged to translate terms into their mother tongues.

,L. How many names for mouse, cockroach, dog, cat, fly, bee, toad,
flea, turtle cap the class discover?. Howmany for child, boy, girl, baby, mother,
father, man, woman? How many for geographical terms like sea, river, lake,
mountain, hill, canyon, desert, swamp, sand?

Graphic Symbols. The visual arts chapter mentions some of the edu-
cational properties of. the signs and other graphic symbols to be found in any com-
munity. How many of them can the children already translate? How did they ,
learn the meanings of certain.signs before they were /able to read discursively?,
Are there graffiti on the walls and `sidewalks in thec vicinity? Can the children
interpret them Are posters sold in stores visittd by the children, or do older
members of their families decorate with posters? Does the classroom display .them?
If so, what meanings do they convey to the children?

The claSsroom should exhibit pictures of letters and numbers in English
and, from time to time, in other writing systems roo. Non-En fish writing systems
represented could include Arabic, Japanese, Chinese, Hebrew, Greek, anti.

Exercises in preparation for printing -and cursive writing. can begin as
artwork the copying and adapting of letters, riumbers,- and words as aesthetic.
objects. Young children like to recite and sing alphabets and. numbers in their 'own
and in' foreign languages. Many kindergarten pupils can recognize single symbols
and,whole words, thanks to television commercials and education programs. They
also like to crack codes, which is one of the talents they drav, on when they learn
to-read. Practice in dealing with symbols of all kinds will help later on to make
reading instruction what it should be: child's play.'

The schoolroom clock is a symbolICP-object. Can the children read its
'face? What connections do they make between'the visible clock and the division
of the school day? Are some children able to anticipate recess' or times for special
activities by checking the clock? c7

Note: Concepts of time differ from one culture and subctilture to
another and even from one person to another, Work in a field, factory, office,
laboratory, studio, ctt house is conducted within different temporal "cliMates." -

Teachers should discus timeiwith the children and understand its place in their
cultures. White middle-class temporal standards are neither universal nor perfect,

c7-84929 ...
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though they are supremely useful in many situations and must be learned by those
who, want to get,along in our country.'

Gesture. In the present contexts, the sociological significance of
body language show be related to the life of the class. Children need to become
aware of the ways in which their gestures may be interpreted by others. The
awareness should be neutral, so to speak, paying attention at first to what is actu-
ally being done rather than judging the moral or aesthetic implications of the
actions, which may come out later in discussions.

How are the children using their hands and faces to express feelings
and opinions about themselves and others? Are there significant differences in -

their tendencies and -capacities to display friendship and affection? What signs. do
they use?____Do all the children interpret all the signals equally well? Do the
teacher and the other adults the children deal with at school? For example, are
.some gestures of friendship or rejection misread? Is the class developing differ-
ent attitudes of body that may express the same sets of feelings?

Note: Subcultural differences do exist and must be understood by
everyone in the classroom, For instance, some children learn at home not to
look straight at a person (especially an adult in authority) who is speaking to them.
Such an aversion of glance can seem rude or indifferent to an uninitiated observer.
Some cultures teach children to gesture expansively with the hands and to let '
emotions show in the face, while others inculcate masking and serf-control at
early age. ,Many children use verbal and bodily expressions that may shoe
teachers a a children of other subcultures. Sometimes these expressio are made
unself-co sciously, having become part of an everyday repertoire communica-
tion. At other times they are used even. by quite young children to proVoke atten-
tion or ,to stir up miSchief. Teachers must understand the- finances, in the delivery
as well as the content of these signals. Helpful in thig'regard'is the literature on
"playing the dozens,"2 and on machismo. '

,

i

\;.

g

f

Teachers should be realistic about the latitude allowed girls s' well as
boys in certain subcultures and individual families, some of whom give hildren
considerable domestic responsibility and allow them to mix rather freely in adult
gatherings. Every teacher should be a student of his pupils' gestural beh vior rather
than an uninformed censor of it. He must see-what they are trying to co municate
and help them convey their feelings and thoughts to others as considerat y as
possible, no matter what their style of delivery. We need to know a gre t deal
more than we do about- the sociology of bOdy language. A kindergarten is a good
place to begin fieldwork in this area, and children are marvelous reporters.

and Co. ;

(Chicago:

1

See Edward T. Hall, The Silent Lan t.jag. (New York: Doubleday
1959).

2
" Roger D. qibraharns, Deep Down in the Jungle, 1st revised edition

Aldine Publishing Co. , 1970).
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Local Resources. When children know, how to read and print or write,
the beginning study of history and geography can be related to place names, street
names, and the children's own names. The history of settlement in a given
region can often be traced in the types of names to be found on a map that is
detailed enough to include small towns and hamlets: The class can observe how
many languages may be represented and in what distribution; the synonyms for
the word "town"; changes in the types of names from era to era; and tendencies
in naming new suburbs, shopping centers, and resorts. Which categories are
most heavily represented: 'persons (mal.--,7female, historical, religious, locally
eminent), trees, flowers, -local geophy? For whOrnc.ate,parks and public
buildings named? To whom havestatues, plaques, and other memorials been ,
dedicated?

>

Street names come closer to home. Has a skrong historical tradition '
controlled their selection, at least in the oldest parts of the community? In
selected Subdivisions, what.naming patterns, have the land developers followed?
Are Spanish-names correctly spelled, and do noun and adjective endings agree in
grammatical gender? Have any streets in the community been named for'Asians,,
blacks, Mexican Americans,, Portugues American Indians, Jews, Scandinavians,
Armenians? How far away from their o n home can the children name the streets
In correct order?

How many foreign words do they know for "street," "road," "highway"?
What kind of street pleases them most? How would they improve their own street
if they had a chance ?, teacher might have the children draw,-paint, or
describe words a street they know well. Do any df them participate in street

'dances o .}lock parties? Are there any street or open -air markets in the
community?

Discussions of the childen's own names can cover wide arias, thlturally
and geographically' To begin with, what dOes every child know about his or ,her
name? 1 What may have directed the choice: a,family name or tradition, religion,
literature or another art, some special circumstance,,' invention,. combination?
Can every child spell (if the clas.Thas learned to spell) the- names of all his class-
mates? Is, more than one version of a name represented (e.g.', John, Juan,,. Jean,
Joao, Sean, la.n, Jan, IVan, Oiovanpi)? "What ferninine versions of masculine
names can the class discover? How many children; bear pa.tronymics (e. g. ,

-ich, up- Fitz,, Mc- or Mac-,° -ian, bar-, ibn-)? What other naming
systems are represented in the class? ,Are there any that include the mother's.
name? Do surnames always come last? Have/some names been Americanized?
Do the children have opinions about- name changes?

1
For further suggestions, see Orff-Schulwerk, p. 117.
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Note: Names are extensions of the self, so children should be pro-
tected against mockery, cruel name-rhymes, and the like. Every childs name
should appear on at least one work or project on display.

Why Are There Rules bpi Everyone?

The idea of role is first encountered by young children in school as
"rules'' or expectations that are often quite,mysterious.l. To meet, these require
ments (for that is what they are), to figure out the rules and live up to the
expectations, requires talent and effort. Teachers who want to recapture the
sense of having to come to terms with a new environment might try answering
these questions:

1. What were the first days and weeks of practice teaching really
like? What about. the first whole year of your new job?

How did you learn the gouhd rules?

3. What were you expected to do?

4. How did yoU find this out?

5. Who did the explaining?

6. How much was left for you to discover for yourself from the
shifting patterns of event around you?

7. What expedtations did you bring to teaching?

8. What has become,sif them?

9.° How did your superiors in rank or length of serrice.7 supervising
teacher, coordinator, principal behave toward you?

10. How did yoU feel at first about being a-teacher?

11. What is your present conception of your role?

12. Can you develop this conception into a set of rules and xpecta-
tions for people who want to become kindergarten to hers?

r Social Sciences Framework, p. 43.
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13. If you were to classify, compete, and contrast teachers accord-
ing to what they do, which is another way of defining their
.roles, how would you describe and evaluate your teaching?

Now tra:nslate,your answers into terms applicable to the chi en in
your care. You can do.this'because you have outlined analogously s me of the .

conditir they face andsoine of the ideas they areAparning to han . Also, .

you wil have based your answers on a review and examination of yo own expeth
ence rather than on lectures or abstract pronouncements delivered y a remote
authority on teachers in general.

To discover why there are rules for everyone, the children shotld,
concentrate on observing what various members of various groups do, day .in and
day out. They can begin with the classroom zoo and go as far as the available
books and films.will.take them-. Discussion group, of not more than six children
can center on one kind of animal or fbcus on a single subject. Discussion wilt
result in a detaileddescriptiori or report, delivered orally.

Talking is probably the single most important activity going on in the
schoolroom. It absokutely.must be seen as a life-giving medium of education, not
as a distraction to be quelled,', Verbal comparisons dan be augmented by other

-artistic means. When the children mime, sing songs about, or otherWise repre-
sent the actions of familiar animals, and when they see films of selected animal
groups, they.are continuing theii irivestigations of roles a_ nd. habits, ,providing,
materials for discussing such matters as these:

O

1. Behavior of arents and offs rin . The children can observe
househol pets as well as the fish, insects, birds, and small
mammals in or near the school.

,,
0 4
,.., . Division of labor, TA. thriving ant box or-glassed beehive, is a help

.here, and: scientifically accurate nature films are indispensable,
esped.ally'those that show contrasts in roles according to age

gand sex. ... .

. .
$ . , .

3. ,Authority. The children shoulnry to discover any patterns of
/pow& in the animallaehavior they obserVe. They'should.,deter-

mine how authority is exercised in any given'group.- k variety .,

of animals must be provided, however, or, the, children will be
taught a bad lessori in generalizing from insufficient evidence;

4. Infant dependency.° The class should have many opportunities to
observe the offspring of Small mammals: to see films Showing

-. . ,,

1

framework.
See Moffett; pp, 45.=66 and Chapter V of this section of the

92
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differences in the maturation rates of several species of animals,
and fo draw upon their own experiences as little children.

5; Community. The biOlogical value of cooperation and commu-
nity life needs to be strested. Anthills and beehives have so long
been used in thiS context that they may have been overworked
as instructive exarhples for older student's, but kindergarten pupils
are snot blasé- they can still learn from the ant.- They can dis-
cover much about family life' and child rearing from seeing
films about the primates and other.large mammals.

Some group nouns from the family and community organization of ani-
mals should be added.to the. children's =scientific vocabulary- words such as school,
herd; pride, flock, pod, him band, and pack. The teacher should discover what
values the children place on shelter,. protection, cooperation; -mutuality, and ties

°between, generations.

1.

Discussion of human behaviOr is a natural outcome or concomitant of
the animal studies. The children theniseles will be comparing and contrasting all
the time, and thus shoidd beIed to consider questions like these:

What divisions of labor and authority do the children see in the world
around them? (Home,- school, anel community should be cowred in discussion.
Who does what and When? Who may not be "allowed" to doccertain things, for
whatever reasons?

How are thQ, children beginning to see their own roles? The Social
Sciences Fra ework asks them "to look at themselves.in the group contexts to
which they be ong- classroom, family, playground peer group, and immediate
cam unity."

,Do they talk about the future? If so, what do they seem to expect
their lives to be like? What occupations do they talk about? What do they say
abqut tie past? u

The teacher must try to discover what rules the children think are
operating in the clasaoom and in the school at large, as far as their observations
can take them. They should have plenty of time to. consider the subject and cam-
pare impressiOns'w4h their classmates. Some surprises may be in store for;teach-
ers who believe that the children's vision of- the classroom corresponds with that
of the teacher or the-administration.

As the school year advances, the teacher should continue these dis-
cussions, noting developinents in attitudes toward self and society. -Whenever

1Social Sciences Framework, v. 43.
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possible, materials from films and from the children's own experiences should be
brought together in social life. The children can descrje festive occasions when
their families and friends get together. ethnic groups all dyer California still
hold feasts at which the food, dances, speeches, religious obServances, -and the
like continue to have special meanings.

Note: Here as elsewhere, one must proceed with some Caution where
families are Concerned.. Orphans, adopted children,. and children with only one
parent, for 'example, may need to be protected at first with unobtrusive tact.
With respect-to'parental occupations, snobbish or otherwise offensive remarks
should be dealt with frankly and firmly. All children need to respect their
parents' efforts to provide for them. ,Working mothers should not be disparaged,
nor should'any parent who has had to accept public assistance. In addition, it
should be remembered that there are many communities in this state where whole
families myst work in the fields, where husbands and wives run small businesses,
and where unattached men and women must do their best to care for children,

the civic community, how does authority: touCh the children's
lives? Are firemen, policemen, and crossing guards invited to visit.,the class,
to share a holiday celebration or a meal? -What do the children conceive the roles
of such persons to be? When they question a policeman or policewoman, for
example, what effect does the officer's remarks have upon the children's idea .of
the police in general? In other words, how far have the children been able to go
in comparing groups with individualsq the general with.the specific?

How Are People Alike and How Are They Differe

As this last question implies, the children ha:4e moved into advanced
territory, one in which many adults appear unable to maintain a proper relation-
ship between generalizations and specific instances. That very' young children
should begin to do so is a remarkable accomplishment and one to which they '
earlier activities described in this clia ..ter will have contributed.

All the previously developed concepts ar.e.tut to use in this last topic
and are related to the children's own experiences. Groups and indtviduals should
be compared. Outstanding men and women Should be.discussed,ast:::ippear. in
the myths and other tales the teacher reads, the films the class set an the

must

,

.everyday lives of the children. A conscious effort p.e.made.to present a con-
siderable number and variety of "outstanding" people, women and Men,, some of -

them close to home and still lividg. The examples,ohosen should not be so remote
from the children's experiences and life expectatibOthat they cannot serve to
some degree as models. "Outstanding"-need not be taken as a synonym for

, "famous," because quite ordinary people may stand out in ways that deserv,e admi-
ration and respect. MythOlogital figures, culture heroes, and fictional charaCters
ma9 also serve as gbod models.

4
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The connections between this topic and others in the humanities cur-
riculum ale obvious,' particularly with respect to ethnic and historical studies.
In fact, American and California history might very well be introduced impli-
citly, and informally by.lneans of stories and discussions about remarkable men
and,women from all classes, regions, and cultures in our nation and from the
various peo*s who have settled in California, including .the children's ancestors.

,,I\lote: A demonstration of the responsible uses of classifying should
''be r(roviad. Teachers must lead':the children away from racial and ethnic
stereotypitik into discussions of the contributions of specific men and women to
national and local life. They should tie this in with all the other suggestions
about ethnic studies provided in this frameWork. The arts should be usedh to show
the accomplishments of various peo and ethnic groups.

Lt,

Tools and their histor is a r lated subject that may be within the
means of some schools, again a an ntroduction. to a study that Will continue
through high school and into adult lif .1 The children are using many tools from
their own era and culture, and the scho 1 may have access to collections of
implements from prehistoriC times to t present., Such objects will help .to make
individuals and their-occupations vivid concrete, and impressive to the children.
And the tools will dignify the cre'ative -constructive work that they symbolize.
They should not be restricted to those associated, with technology.

The children should be encodraged, to ask, their parents and other adults
about the tools of their trades, including mathematioll, scientific; and artistic
implements as well as those of other,crafts.and occupations, What tools do the
adults use to make a living, to keep; up a dwelling, to pursue a hobby or avoca-
tion, to create works of art, to beautify the land, to find pleasure in recreation,
to make or repair other tools, to sc4ve problems, to save labor? How far can
one take the definition of a tool? ". Do animals use tools? What dOes the tool,
Making capacity of human beings imply as a classifying concept? How are tools
and social roles related? Are there connections between`the tools individuals
use and the clothes they wear? ,

The teacher, should move freely back and forth in time and space in
these and similar discussions; the children will follow easily. ,Prehistory does not
daunt them, nor does interstellar space. They sge dinosaurs and moon walkers ,
in comic books and on TV and probably acquire some ideas about relative time
and space in the process. -

Unless children have been unusually restricted, they will know the
block they live on pretty well. They have been observing their families and
immediate surroundings since birth, and they will report about them infletail
toy anyone who will listen,

Social Sciences Framework, pp. 45-'46. .
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A child can become a historian very'early in his life, and his auto-.

biography will encourage a great number of supporting activities, many of which
are incorporated in this framework. In addition, it will help the child learn to
value his past and to relate past to present. This project has been designed to
encompass as much of the children's` education as possible.

Beginning in kindergarten, every school in California should estab-
lish a new.kind of cumulative record, one that consists of an annual portfolio or
folder for every student. 'two portfolios or folders should be made up during
each school year by every student and his teacher. One of these will be taken
home at the end of the year and the other will be. filed with other official records,
The school- foldeis Would be transferred routinely along with other records if a
student should move to another school anywhere in the state or country. The pur-
pose of the folders would be to provide a selective, portable, year-by-year his-
tory. of a'stude,rit's life and achievements in the principal activities undertaken
during his public school career.

. .

Adults whose families have kept photograph albums, report cards,
samples of writing, painting, and other artwork, certificates of merit, athletic
awards, class pictures, or the like can testify to the powerful feelings that aro
aroused when they look back over their childhOod and youths In the expansive
process of recollection, they often reacquaint themselves with theirpersonal his-
tory, or ate aided in understanding their growth and development, or recapture
a sympathy with. youth that may help them in dealing with...their 'own or other
children;

But few if any families can maintain extensive records of the physical
and academic growth of their childrep, and comparatively few adults in our
mobile society can acquire a deep sense of roots or coherence in their lives,
because they ladk (among other things) the materials from which to construct
the outlines of an autobibgraphy, a prospectus of the.if situation in space and time.
No wonder, then, that Some young people and adults find it hard toidevelop
strong attachments to a community, .a itaditicin, a, c e, a national history.

The pOssession of a set of 1'3 folders W Tibt overcome feelings of
detachment, uninvolvement, and alienation in delay- who. do not have a Sense
of history and community, nor does everyone ave a humanist's passion for
relatedness';. However, one way to satisfy the basic human needs for identity,
self-respect, and continuity is to compile and preserve some record of a person's
life, beginning with his early childhood and continuing through the twelfth grade .`

(and beyond, of course, if the stUdent wishes to add °to the collection). A

The benefit to the schools of such a sequential, representative, and
varied account is that it bedomes a truer '`eport card" than anything we now use
or a large scale. Though necessarily select4ve, the folders are concrete and
illustrative: they.contain specimens of an individual's work; they present in anec-
dotal form the judgments of many teaehers a ut a student's character and
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achievements; and they accommodate a variety of ezchibits. They snyu &be con-
,ceived as the opposite of the check-off list and the cold compendium tract

letter grades.

Because most writings,, paintings, and other akcistic creations are not
produced in duplicate, a student (with the teacher's help and advice) will have
to choose two examples of every kind of work to be included in the folders, along
with photographs of objects unsuited to flat storage.

Every take-home folder should contain the following items, and the
school version should contain all butthe first two:

1. 'A class picture, including teachers and paraprofessionals

2. A picture or pictures of parerit(s) or guardian, so that the growing
child may look back and realize that adults were once young,
tender, and physically appealing and that they have a history of
their own, of which children are but one part

3. A picture of the student (A Polaroid portrait camera is not expen-
sive and can be used year after year to provide a history of a stu-
dent's physical appearance A photograph at the beginning and

'end of every year would be) most desirable. but is perhaps too
costly.)

. A tape of a narrative told by the child or of a conversation with
another child Or of the student reading aloud or singing a delight

' to hear later, very moving, and instructive to teachers (especially
with respect to reading and speech)-

-5. One example for each ofthe folders of the student's painting,
drawing, dictated stories, and the like and photographs or perhaps
student drawings of objects 'too large or bulky for inclusion, ,

One photograph for each folder of the student- acting in a play;
performing an experiment, running for office, dancing, taking .

part in athletics, demonstrating a skill, or the like

7. Examples of written work in mathematics; sciences language arts
(English and foreign), history, and the like

t.

8. Photographs or other reproductions of work in woo d a metal, ,

. . cookery, industrial arts, architectural drafting:, or the like as the
student abdvances in such skills.

productions9. ,D(Iplicates or reproductions of awards or other citations for espe-
cially fine work, conduct, or service to the school
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10. Written reports by the teachers and the paraprocessionals who \
have had extended opportunities to observe the student (These
evaluations should be discursive and anecdotal and should include
a brief account of any conferences with parents or guardians.)

The type of written report just described should be standard practice
through grade six and should be considered for adoption through_grade twelve.
To the common objection that 'College admissions officers demand A-toiF
giades on a transcript, one may reply that Xerox copies of written evalua,tions
are as easy to handle as any other transcripts. And they say more, if they are
honest and carefully worded, than does an array of alphabetical symbols, all of
which 'must be interpreted in relation to the applicant and his or her preparatory
schooling.

MoreJver, the supposed convenience of college admission staffs is not
the only standard to observe. If the public schools can offer improved means of

judging their students' characters and achieveinents, the colleges should adjust to
the new methods. Getting ready for" College or for . on-the-job training is not
the sole motivation nor is it sufficient reason for ed44Kg oneself. through the
twelfth grade. Even in an articulated, cumulati ,am like the one out-
lined iwthis framework, the subject matters, actiaties, ettikciologies sub-
Sumed in it have intrinsic values and an integritrOf-th"eit n vu 1,dirmaka tnem
important for every student.. X hurriane method of f$itttlienvispq9.,.
of these values.'

As for the kudy of history; the children, enter-upon it in a numb of
ways, not all of them formal or explicit.' By means of this ongoing autobi a-
phical project,' they will learn to collect documents and evaluate them with
respect,ro preservations to look in more than, one place for evidence and
resources; to think about continuities; to realize connections between their lives
and those of others; and (perhaps most important of all) to feel t*mselves a part
of history as they become progressively more aware of its characteristics as a
formal discipline and of its,fascination as a record of human experience.

Finally, as a contribution to the autobiographical project and the
decoration of the sohoolroom, every loom should have a timeline made by the
children and relatable to their autobiogra:phies.It could be a paper mural run-
ning around the walls a time-place sequenceif photogaphs, drawings; quota-

,

dons, .and she like; .-

1 .

Some colleges have already begun to experiment with such pro-,

-7, . Angeles Times.,, June 10, 1973, Part VII, p. 6. ,,;,.

cedures: See, for example, "College Policy on Admissions Eans-an A," Los

% . ,



PART TWO

Early Elementary Education

C1-IAPTER

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOALS

The best, elementary school classrooms will look and feel so much like
kindergartens-that these two types of classrooms will be virtually indistinguishable
as settings for hunYanities education. FroM theirest years, children need to
have around them the variety of beautiful and useful resources that typifies the
good kindergarten an environment that remains the Model for the humanities
program.'

Given-the security and continuity that this model provides, children
wily not be put off cace.by disconcerting changes in the environment. With
appropriate adjustme:Is for the physical and mental growth of the pupils, the class-
rooms 'continue year after year to be reassuringly comfortable, lively, interesting,
and attractive, and the teaching staff and curriculum stay responsive to individual
needs. Children who have not attended school before, or who enter late for any
reason, can be more easily absorbed into such surroundings than into a strictly
linear or stratified organization. After taking part in parent-teacher conferences
and, if pdssible, visiting the school as observers the newcomers simply start to
get acquainted with their new classmates and the classrooms.2

A new pupil may choose to settle into a corner with a book, sit down
at a worktable, paint a picture,, join a dance, watch a group of actors or readers,
play house, lend a hand in a science project, Sort objects into sets, .write 'a poem
or astory for the class publication, show a teacher how well he can do one thing
or another, ask for help in getting into something new, or just walk around sizing .
the plate up. Before very long, he will have become part of the life of the class.
This.prOcess of introduction and infiltration goes on Constantly during the first Q

years of schooling, and teachers learn 'a great deal from observing the children.
as they go through it.

1 .

. See Part One, Chapter I, of this framework.
2
If these pdbils have started their `autobiographical folders at another

California school, they will present them to their new teachers. See"Part One,
Chapter VI, final section, See also Elwyn Richardson, In the Early World,
pp. 31-32, for a good example of ,introducing newcomers to a humanities
classroom. 19
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The various and often subtle differences among kindergarten pupils,
first graders, and other elementaryschool pupils prevent wholesale definition
of any one group. Grades, levels, 4tracks, staAines, percentiles, and4.Q.
scores, as derived from "standardized" tests, have turned out to be less reliable
sorting instruments than the judgments and evaluations of a patient and watch-

,fur teaching staff.

When these facts are fully realized, teachers are liberated from
stereotypes: they can meet with their pupils as human beings. Informal Testing
may be used judiciously to assist teachers in arriving'at or cont... ..ing individual
judgments, but decisions' must be based on classroom experience with each
child. And such decisions are alWays subject to modification.

In the guidelines that follow, die early elementary years are treated
as a whole.. They are now 'seen as such in many schools and will be'so regarded
everywhere if early childhood education programs are adopted throughout the
state. The disciplinary chapters in this part of the framework cover three to four
years of work, while the interdisciplinary activities are designed to fit into an
integrated curriculum from kindergarten on; Fof additional depthand,variety
of examples, the guidelines continue to depend on the books recommended in
Part One for staff planning and inservice seminars' and on the subject area frame-
works that have been published, by the State Department of Education.

This passage from the Foreword to In the Ea_r1y. describes what
a good school can do for children:

In -this school too there was a proper recognition of the making
propensity. Homo faber and homo ludens were together in the
child who thought and'felt. Studies and activities grew naturally
out of what preceded them. New techniques were dlc,overed and
skills practiced as eaCh achievement set ,new standards.. In such
an "integrated" curriculum the integrity, of persons is preserved

'even more than the integrity of topidscThildren recognize them-
selves in and through'the things they make. Froin their paintings,
their prints and their pottery they learn answers to the question
"Who.am I?" They are then free to respect others for their
achievements and their insight because they themselves, standing
amid the work of their hands, take a solid pride in their own
craftsmanship or altistry.2

1
See Part One, Chapter V, of this fra'mework.

2John Melser, "Fgreword;"
New York: c© Pantheon Books, a Division
-Reprinted by permission of publisher.

Elwyn Richardson's In the Early Word.
f Random House, Inc 1964, p. v,-
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Recommendations: Characteristics of a
Good glementary School

83

Kindergarten children should take on increasingly advanced work in
the easiest manner possible, without ceremonies too mark a passage from one loca-
tion or, type of activity to another; and they shod proceed into the later elemen-
tary years in the same simple,way. This styes will help diffuse a sense of unity .

and coherence throughout a scflool. It may also help reduce difficulties at
points in the curriculum that have been Jihtimiciating or too sharplk identified ,

with the acquisition of certain skills.

Learning to read and to do mathematics, for ti may. turn into
just such uneasy occasions. Far too much hard work and rn,...1:y for all concerned
are connected with learning'to read and learning to think mathematically in our
schools. Both teachers and children haTe been made to feel anxious about achiev-
ing literacy or competence at a certain grade level. Again, Moffett and Feather-
stone can provid:e help and assurance. Theyshow what can be done to bring read-
ing, mathematics, and writiag (among other things) into a natural relationship
with the rest of't'he curriculum. In a humanities program these accomplishments
are acquired along with, and partly as a consequence of, becoming expert in
other arts. This point can hardly be overemphasized.

Moving around, feeling, imagining, talking, and thinking skills
and capacities that all normal young children bring to school with them are
the chief prerequisites for reaching some degree of proficiency in any type of
learning. Schools can help provide the conditions that keep these activities
gcing.. Children who are encouraged to use their muscles, senses, imaginations,
tongues, and. brains are children who also learn how to-manage written numbers
and words'and other symbolic systems as well. Natural curiosity and the normal
processes of maturation, will supply plenty of energy for the task.

The same qualities prepare the children to go deeper into the terri-
tories beyond the classroom, Asthey grow in patience and stamina, their study
trips should extend farther and farther into the community and its environs.
Short expeditions can be thought of as nature walks, Whether they occur in rural
areas, suburbani,districts, or cities. The object of such trips should be to
acquaint the children with the places that have been preserved or created for them
to enjoy. They shotild imagine themselves explorers sallying forth from their base
in the school, with their teachers and older students as guides.

Every environment,can be sensed, examined, and described in many
ways by many means-. Ana children-as-observers can be illuminating critics of
what others.may take for, granted (beauties as well as defects). The main part
of a humanities program should grow out of the capabilities our culture gives us
to know the world around us, including the part of it that is manifested in works
of art.

10
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When a school functions as a "'community of artist-scientists,"1 it can
concentrate remarkable powers on the search for knowledge. Six-, severi-, and
eight-:year-olds, working together much of the time, should be involved in com-
bined artistic and scientific activities. These should be conceive y teachers
and pupils in such a manner that the arts and the sciences are accep ed as
equally creative, imaginative, or expressive; And so that both are u derstood
to be concerned with the real or 'outside world.2

Projects and field trips can reveal the irnportance'aof connections
in the children's own academic development with the realms of experience they
are exploring and testing and rendering in works of art.

.,

Mathematics, the sciences, and all the arts can be studied both
together and as separate subjects in a humanities classroom, which is one reason
why this framework is arranged under disciplinary And interdisciplinary headings.
To quote the'Mathematics Framework: "The powerful, interrelated ideas of
mathematics can be found in the eneriences of young children. -These early
experiences provide intuitive background essential to the development of later
mathematical content."3 With respect to early stage's of developn-ient, the
Mathematics Framework goes 'on to state: "Early informal experiences are
dif cult-to categorize. In kindergarten and the early primary grades, the child
buil , with blocks and other materials, handles objects of different shapes and
notes characteristic features, sorts and classifiesAbjects, fits objects inside others,

'\ arranges objects in order of size, experiments with a balance, recognizes positional.
relationships, recognizes symmetry, searcheS for patterns, and reasons out ideas.4

Every one of these activities can be made "artistic," "scientific," or
"mathe,maticaltLand also given other attributes in a humanitids program. Chil-
dren who dance or try gymnastics are experimenting With.balance; so are those
who weigh lumps of clay for potting. Children who design, build, and furnish
whole towns with blocks and other materials are involved in a wide' range of cal-

- culations and inventions.. Every child whospeaks coherently knows "positional'
relationships" without being aware of the existence of grammar and syntax and
also practices rhetoric, the complex art of convincing and persuading an audience.
Children who recognize symmetry (and asymmetry) and search for patterns can be

TIn the Early World, p. vi.

2Ibid., pp. v-vi.

3Nlathematics Framework for California Public Schools: Kinder-.

garten Through,Grade Eight: The Second. Strands Report. Prepared by the
Statewide Mathematics Advisory Committee. Satramento: _California State
Department of Educatidn, 1972, p. 18.

4
Ibid., p. 26.
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doing so while looking, listening, touching, tasting, painting, molding, sing-.

ing, dancing, weaving, measuring, and talking activities that should be going
on throughout the school day.

By the end of the early elementary years, we should expcft children
attending".good schools to be doing most of the things on the following list of
goal% though always according to their own natures and rates of \growth. These
and the kinderggten/goals1 may be taken as a single, continuo,uSstatement of
ends toward which the first four or five years of formal schooling should be
directed.

Goals: What Children Can Ex ect from
a Good1 rogram

°

Thinking and speaking in an increasingly clear and collected
fashion

Expressing their feelings openly in a wide range of situations and
by a variety of means

Using their bodies competently and happily in a large number of
`indoor and outdoor activities

Growing mole,and' m'ore able to stow regard for others and to
engage in joint enterprises

c9

Developing a sufficient sense of autonomy to withstand unhealthy
pressures from others andp support a private life 4

4/7 4 r ,

Cooperating with theWfainilies in running the household and with
their teachers and ot in running the classroom

/
,

- .\, ,

Expanding their ac uaistance with environments outside
faMilies, homes, and schools

.
1 Practicing artistic and scientific skills every day,.

. ,"Exploring differentisystems and
communication

\ Moving toward, /and achieving,
\Cal and musical literacy

their

styles of social and artistic

literacy, Including mathemati-

8--84929

See\Partbne, Chapter I.
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Using several kinds of mathematical knowledge

Extending their knowledge of symbolic systems in the-arts and
sciences

PI

Continuing to enjoy learning

Continuiqg to use their imaginations



6

. CHAPTER II
r)

VISUAL AND TACTILE ARTS
. c

Some children entering first grade will have had little if any formal,
instruction or organized experience ih the arts. Others may have had quite a
bit more up to three years of early childhOod 'education that included music,
dance diama,.and the visual and tactile arts. To add to the variety that first-
grade teachers must deal with, all young children exhibit the individual differ-
ences to be7observ44 in every age group, differences that contribute to the
charm of human relations but at the same time pose certain problems for the.
staffs of primary schools..

Most teachers know from experience how to meet this situation.
With respect to the visual and tactile arts, as with everything else to be taught,
they take pains tp preserve gt to create an environment favorable to the kinds
of teaching and learning recommended in this framewor1 and by the authorities
it quotes. Good art teachers alternate individual and al-lath-group instruction
with . whole-group activities that bring the class together as a body of friends
and collaborators. They find out unobtrusively, by patient obServation, what
skills their pupils bring with them and what others they need to acquire. Then
the children can be guided to do review or advanced work, depending entirely
on demonstrated need and capacity.

Review carries no odiUm with it in aft education: for children like
to return to activities they may have first tried long before: they reacquaint
themselves with a techniquevor a medium, or just enjoy themselves with a
favorite kind of artwork. The newcomers can join the more experienced artists
in these sessions and learn ,from them as well as from individual.instruction. At
the *same time, especially talented children and those who have been to good
'kindergartens will hav daily opportunities to go as far as they.can in several
media. Some six- and seven-year-olds grow quite rapidly in hand-eye coordi-
nation and small-muscle control. They may want to spend most of their spare
time in artwork, sand will turn out three paintings to another (just as happy).
child's one, or ask to sculpt in slay all morning long, .or demandoto learn more
about carpentry or weaving, These childien can be satisfied and kept busy in
the same schoolroom where others may still be making plain`-weave mats or

r;spending a good deal of time with finger paints and peg-boards.

87
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It is also true that artistic talent is not evenly or uniformly distributed
in the same individual; so the advanced carpenter may be somewhat slower at
painting in watercolor, and the-large-bead stringer may. be slow at embrdidery
bUt quite competent at glazing pottery or composing flat collages. Watchful,
teachers know this and try to see that individual preferences are accommo-
dated while new techniques and media are being presented to the class.

Given tim9 to develop at their own 'rates of speed, and offered the
variety of resourcemrecommended here''and in the Art 'Education Framework,'
early elernentary pupils will eventually be able to do most of the things liste4
under "Activities" in Tart One of this framework. What they have not mastered
by age eight or nine will almost certainly come to them later, when developing
tastes and, normal maturation may put previously neglected or unattainable skills
within their reach. In any case, young children should not be hurried toward.
accomplishing a lilt of goals or be measured against unyielding norms in art edu-
cation or in any other kind, for that matter. What the children and their schools
and our society need is an art education from the earliest years on into adult life
that will show us all how to enjoy objects pleasing to the creator.

Recommendations

'

For the first few months of a term, or even for aslong as at.year, the
kindergarten guidelines can serve six- year -olds very well if their activities are
supplemented and adjusted in accordance with local eonditions and individual .
needs. Once the children have become acquainted with the art media recom-

' mended in Part One of this framework, some projects should be based on the
nature walks and other expeditions discussed there.

Teachers will have to take the local "nature" as they find it: the
point is that the children are observing it, getting into.it, and making use of
materials, and forms derived from it? If ants, sowbugs, water beetles, flies,
and cockroache, for example, happen to be among the easiest-to-find insects
in A locale, they should become subjects for .artwork and scientific inquiry. So
should the environments that favor them, The same goes for worms, snails, and
gardens; tidepool creatures and rocky coves; small rodents' and their habitats; ,
ci y, country, suburban, and shore birds; local vegetation, including weeds and

1Art Education Tramerork For_ California Public Sctools: Kindergarten.
Through Grade Twelve. \Prepared by the Art- Framework Subcommittee of the Fine Arts
and, Humanities Framework Committee. Sacramento: California State DepartMent of
Education, 1971.

2For examples, from "city nature" and "countiy nature," see Herbert
Kohl, 36 Children (New York: Signet Books, 1967) in which the compositions and
drawings of Harlem children are printed without alteration. See also George
'Dennison, The Lives of Children (New York: Vintage Books, 1969), pp. '56-58, 234 -
245, 260-262; and In the Early World, Chapter 1 et passim.
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grasses; some "found objects," or junk, so-called; bark, ledes, and driftwood
and other timber; shells, feathers, small rocks, and seed,pods, and the like.
If there are nearby sources of potting-quality clays, they shoalckbe'investigafed,
too, as should-reeds and pliant twigs for, basketry, It should beconie a challenge
and a game for teachers. and children to think of ways to make Use of what they .

haire seen and found, and even photographed; if they have cameras and jp. °

how many guises theycan,intrOduce a form, an object, a material, a sight, A_
or a pattern into their schoolwork.

medium or media in which a teacher or members of the commu-
nity may .be unusually talented or interested,. local materials in great abi.indance
and artistic traditions and techniques still.vital to the community should be used
to give intensity, deptt, and continuity to a single activity.or a special pioject.
More than one kind of learning can occur when child ._ concentrate on doing
one thing for quite a while. They, become good at it, or at some part of its a
special process or technique perhaps and they:Legin to branch out into related
subjects and operations.' Teachers might ask themselves: how Many activi-
ties can we get going with applique and collage, gardening, molding, print-
making, or potting, for example?

/1) In the course. Of theSe projects, the children should have many oppor-
tunitierted'enlarge and to reduce the scale of a process, \a. set ofproportionS, or -

the applications of a medium or technique. That is-when the development of
the eye and the small mu cies of the hand. permits them to do so safely, chil-
dren should be encourage to paint in dots and stipples, to bring quite small
objects together into collage or'press them into clay, to incise controlled repe-
titive designs on a pot or a cla plaque, to cut fine details into linoleurn and
wood-blocks, and the like.: They shoUld be given just as many opportunities to
enlarge these effects and to,work alone or in small groups on such enterprises
as creating wall-length murals, doing large posters and easel paintings, decorat-
ing a whole area of the classroom for a holiday or other special event;
embroidering a robe or c9stume for dramatic play, building and decorating a
puppet theater. Teachers shoultl also suggest and show examples of ways i
which, large and small elements are brought together and of how all the s ce
in,a given format is -Consideted,2 even though it may not all be. used. The
aesthetic value of empty.space and of bare and natural surfaces should also be
examined and brought into the- art program during the elementary years.

As the children continue to develop the skills and 'readiness for three-
dimensionality, it should be explored in as many ,::,c.'media as possible,

1
See In the -Early World, Charter 2, in which Richardson talks

about potting and what he 'thinks it did for his pupils.
2See

Art Education. Framework, pp. 15-16.
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including photography, flower arrangement, embroidery, king, and relief
printing, as well as painting, constructing mobiles, sculpting, molding in 1,1w
and high relief, 'and building. In how many media can the pupils produce
three-diniensional arrapgements? How can thesd productions be related to
the study of mathematics and to the arts of measurement?

Several media in addition to words should be opened to use for pur-
poses of description.' The ,children's imaginations will be stimulated by discover-
ing new means of describing what they see and do or by moving from a familiar
mode of expreision to an unfamiliar one. Many will find the visual or tactile
arts more congenial, more expressive, or more accurate at times than gpeech.
And most children will enjoy combining oral or written description witlyanother
aremedium. The production of illustrated storybookq is an impOrtant part of
langu'age and art education.

Paper cutting and folding of an increasingly detailed character can be
done when the children's mall hand muscles and hand-eye coordination rndture.
The range of such activities is wide- -from making the familiar garlands and -
chains to'constructing snowflakes, paper birds and flowers, mobiles, and kites.
A class might set itself the goal of decorating a part of the schoolroom entirely
with paper objects, ,perhaps for a festival or other grand occasion or perhaps just
because the children want to see how far the jr can take one medium.

A continuous concern with ethnic and folk arts should be related to
every activity in which models, traditions, wand media can be brought together.
An active effort should be made to recruit the children as guides to community
resources and to bring their families into the 'search for and production of folk.
art.. Products of cla4y, paper embroidery, weaving, beadwork, wood, leather; .

a.hd metal (painted and unpainted) can be found in almost e *ry California .

community..

The domestic arts should continue to be regarded as' part of the
humanities program. A .good deal can be done with them in elementary schools,
where they can remain in .the general curriculum; Almost every art and activity
mentioned in this.section has its.domestic applications;a11:can bring boys and
girls together naturally in cooperative enterprises that will carry over Intolmer
schooling and adult life. The realms of experience in all ,the arts should be kept
open for both sexes, according 'to individual interests and talents, and should be
valued for their power to enrich public and private life for us all:

The so-called applied andindiistriat arts should alsd be part of the
humanities curriculum. Theyare neither more nor less "vocational" than any It

1

For some examples, see Richardson, pp. 49-70; and Moffett,
"Writing Captions, pp, 120 -121.
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other art, for human beings shape their lives and make their livings by means of
or in Connection with a variety' of arts. It is hard to maintain exact boundaries
in the adult world; they should therefore be equally fluid Witte school.

The discussing of art is an Important element of aesthetic education;
it should occur continually and informally wherever'the arts are practiced.
Teachers. should use technical terms whenever they are appropriate, so as to
incorporate them in the childrdn's everyday vocabularies and to promote accu-
racy in description and referTnce. Guessing games should be pldyed frequently
to identify art forms according to type, era, cultural derivation, and the like.
These exercises should always retail'. the character of a game or friendly corn-
,petition. The air of a formal examination'or art history quiz should be avoided.

Activities Going on in the Visual
and Tactile Arts Program

.

IP

U

All the activitie3.listed in Part Qne, Chapter II, of this frame-
work (These activities form the fthridation of early education
in art.)

Extensions of the kindergarten activities as the children grow
in readiness, experience, skill, .capp.city; and personal interest

Activities recommended in the Art Education Framework,
pages 1-3 to 18

Fording and cutting paper and metals into a variety of forms;
tlesigniutg and executing three-dimensional forms in paper, foil,
and wire

Combining the visual and tactile :arts with otheis in single and
group projects and relating these arts to such disciplines as
mathematics, body edUcation, the social sciences, household
arts, and horticulture .

Identifying and discussing the emotional content and expressive
.qualities of art

Acquiring an art vocabulary by using technical terms informally
in classroom discussions

Identifying and comparing, works of art in all niedia studied and
of several cultures and eras

Studying and developingtopinions about the natural and man-
made art forms in.the school and surrounding donimunity
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Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities
"Involving the Visual and Tactile Arts':

If sufficient 'ground is. available near the classrooms, the children
should design, plant; and maintain a small, manageable garden of flowers and
flowering shrubs native to the leedlity, a vegetable garden on a similar scale,
or a mixed plot of ornamental and edible species. Taking dCie notice of sub-
cultural differences in laying o,lt gardens, ,,,the children should consider geo-metric and other shapes as well as straight lines and should handle some of the

" mathematical operations involved in using space. These operations might include
calculating areas by approximation and by close measurement, estimating the
cost of necessary supplies, *dieting the three-dimensional effects of the plant-

, ings, and considering the exposure-of the plot in selecting suitable species.

Gourds should be. grown for use in art activities, everilf_they mature
so late. that the children whii tend them do not- get to deCorate therri or make
them. into rattles. Drawings and watercolois,:as well,' as photographs, of the
garden (as projected and in various stages of growth) should be encouraged to pro-
vide a visual record of its development. The products.of the garden should
decorate the 'classrooms or be cooked there, and .occasional samples should be
taken hom6; If. no planting earth is available in a schoqlyard, the children can
try hydroponic gardening inside, a fine activity for combining the construction
of planters, hydraulics, plant chemistry, measured feeding, the keeping of
growth ,charts, and the like. Several activities 'associated with the gardening
project as a whole can be tied in with botany, the social sciences, and local his-,
tory whenever the :class is ready to make the connections.

The decoration of the schoolrooms, corridors, and patios or of cor-ners or sections of them can be related to the ethnic stu1ies program through
the representation of many cultures, both native and-exotic. The following list
of decorations by no means exhausts the possibilities:

1. Baskets', mats, and wall hangings of woven vegetable and animal
fibers

2. Masks and visors from many eras arid.cuitures, including a photo-
graphic or other display of types in use now in the United States
(e.g., surgical, welding, sleep, Halloween, fencing, baseball,
and industrial)

See also the other disciplinary chapters for kindergarten through.
grade three. The visual and tactile arts are incorporated with the entire
curriculum.
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3. Smallreplicas of Mexican and Central and South American arti-
facts, such Is candlesticks, the Mraican "tree of life," coin
banks of clay in, fruit and animal s pes, moldedrbread dough.,
sculptures, dolls, decorative plaques, beads, kitchen and
dining utensils, holiday ornaments.

4. Drums,- rattles, tambourines, and other rhythm and percussion
instruments

5. Banners and other wall hangings of Considerable size

6. Articles suited to a particular season, national day of celebration
or festival, family custom, or cultural tradition

7. Articles made of paper, newsprint, cardboard, raffia, metal foil,
wire, felt, scraps of cloth, beads, feathers, and yarn

Mathematical forms and concepts can be allied with art instruction
without straining analogies or misleading the children about' either mathematics
or art. Baskets, string constructions (e.g., eats' cradles) f all three-dimensional
objects and plane surfaces, architectural designs and'other work with modties,
and all enterprises that use measuring, graphing, and statistics can, be connected
easily in a humanities program. The Mathematics Framework suggests many
ways in which the visual and tactile arts may be allied with the study of mathe-
matics the number line, map construction and study, and drawing% to name
a few.'

ChWdren who are leaning to use microscopes, telescopes, and other
optical glasses can derive designs from the objects they are studying and observ-
ing. For example, the abundant life in samples of pond and sea water, cell
structures, birds' feathers, fish scales, seeds, insect"carapaces, and the like will
suggest single-fouri,and clustered designs. ,At.the other extreme,- the sight of
the heavenS in photographs, telescope vie*ing,or planetarium displays will
require imaginative 41justments of large:-scale phenomena. Frorn such observa-
tions, the children can evolve designs for fabric printing, incised and otherwise
decorated clay objects, continuous-line drawings, imaginary landscapes, science
displayS; and so on. The schoolroom plants and animals will also supply some

-materials for close scrutiny.

The children -shoUld be given, opportunities to abstract from as well as
to represent realistically what they see and to engage in operations that enlarge.
and reduce proportions as they occur in nature. Sun and moon symbols, for
insta2ce, can be.fashioned from many materials, and cell patterns can be adapted
for nsaics.

1

See Mathematics Framework, pp. 9-11, 26-, 27,. 37, '86-87, et,passim,
for Many examples, some of which can be related or adapted to more than one art.
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A teaching staff might consider buildin$ a kiln to serve their whole
School. The design and construction of the facility from local materials and
with the cooperation of teachers, pupils, and,parents is an education in itself)

. The kiln should be one of the foundations of .pottery production on a large scale,
° including flatwork as well as three-dimensional forms. The extensions of this.

.activity are far-reaching: they range through several sciences and the decora-
tive and applied arts. The products will attest to the children's talent and indus-
try and can be feptured in exhibits throughout the school and community.

"What in the World? " a game from the early days'of TV can be
revived to give children playful practice in identifying art forms; conventions,.
of decoration, placeand time of production, and ,the like. The teaching staff
can gather a broad collection of artifacts to represent several dUltures, both
domestic and foreign a collection that can be supplemented by films, photd-
graphs, reproductions, and other aids. When the children are gathered in circles,
the teachers can hold up or otherwise present in succession the objects chosen
for identification that day. Drawing upon its experiences in art and the social
sciences, the Wass will consider what the object is and "where in the world" it
was produced. .

Small-to-mediumeglrobjects that can be held in the hand and
turned around easily work best, but photographs, slides, and filmS can provide
interesting additions to the supply of exhibits. Once in a while something made
by a member of the class should be introduced, and the same standards must be
used in its identification as in that of the other objects. While the game goes
on and the decisions are being made (and afterwards/when the teachers open out
the discussion), the children will be gaining practe in the skills of compari-
son and contrast, in the ability to assess a whole pr a configuration o traits that
they may analyze later, in deductive reasoning, and in cooperating with class-
mated to arrive at a judgment that must be defended in reference to observedfacts.

1

Richardson, Chapter 2, et passim, is an excellent source of pra c-
tical wisdom. in his discussions of the uses of potting at Oruaiti School.
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CHAPTER III

BODY EDUCATION

As children continue to study their bodies and to use them in,all kinds
of exploration and movement activitiks,- the emphaSis should remain on develop-
ing respect and admiration for the body, on building good health praciices,' on ,

refining movement and efficiency skill oh communicating through bodily
movement, and on enjoying movement f all kinds. The attempt to combine
mental wOrk.and bodily movement in an interdisciplinary humanities curricu-
lum continueslust as consciously through the'early elementary years as it did
in_kindergarten." Elementary teacher's can improve their teaching by keeping
in Mind the young child's innate sense of movement (the kinesthetic sense) when

..,planning many kinds of classroom activities. . .

Just as the language arts should not be allowed to degenerate into
something called "English" and departmentalized away from.their origins as
expressive arts, so the education of the body in all its capacities should be saved
from becoming so ething called :`13.E." This subject is faritoo often separated
from the imaginati e, affective, and intellectual lives of children and .is con-
fined ;to the school and and to ph sical competition.. Physical education at its
best goes 'beyond t e coaching of a few physiological paragons, the superirision.of
the outddor play o overlarge gro ps of children, the instilling of a "Little
League" spirit -in he young, and the taking on of the so;-called,,"disciplinary
problems" of a school.

Properly conceived, 'physical or body education is'a civilizing
experience for all human beings. It provj.des enjoyable - outlets for' physical and
psychic energieS, and it channels aggressions into manageable, socially tolerable
activities. In the art foims called gmes, body education calls upon and satis-,
fies a variety of human needs needs for rule-making and patterning, for con- .
structing codes of conduct, for acting out old rituals'ofhunging and battle in safe
forms, for imagining new ways of working with 'received conventions; for
stretching and testing one's body, for achievi....g a goal alone or in company with
Others, and for paving a good time.. a .P

i)

o
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Recommendations

Chi a are curious about their physical world and enjoy the-,``here-
and nom.". a well-conceived body education program for the early elementary
years should therefore provide opportunities for a multitude of experiences that
make use of emotional outlets and interests that are important to the pupils. -Doing things, going places, exploring, collecting, feeling these are the activi-ties that/early elementary age children enjoy most. Capitalizing on all thege
interests should be one of the-aims of body education.

_. Children should take part in the planning of their daily programs
with the teacher. They will become increasingly independent and better able

. to guide their' own learningexperiences as they plan activities from day to day.
Body education provides endless opportuni4s for planning by both children and
teachers, -

Pupils in early elementary school are gradually learning to become
part of a group, to enjoy organized:activities, to. make friends, and to extend
their worlds beyond their homes, Body education experiences should encouragethe socialization provess by offering group and leadership opportunities.'

BoLilly exPression'and dance should be a major part of the curriculum.
During these developmental years, 'children are inc easing in ability to express
and communicate new ideas and exciting occurrences in movement, The cen-
tral dance concepts of Space-time-force2 provide the basis for expressive and
communicative programS. As an example, -activities to develop the concekof
force could progi.ess like this:

Grad One: ExploratiOn of sudden actions of the whole body and
parts the body; exploration of sustained actions of the whole body
and parts of the body

Grade two: Exploration of ways of using sudden Sand sustained action;
exploration of ways to combine the actions

,Grade Three: Development of the use of sudden and sustained actions
small groups

In the beginning children explore space, tithe, and force as separate
concepts. ,And even though teachers must be aware, that these elements are

, . ,.

Gladys Andrews, Creative. Rhythmic Movement for `Children (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.F.: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1954), pp. 3-7.

2
See -Part One.o this .framework,. Chapter III.



interrelated, it is po ible to explore them separately so that the characterisiics
of each can be "inwardry felt." With increased movemerg,c,xperiences, children
will gradually become aware of the interrelationships and unity of these basic
cohcepts. 1

An aesthetic awareness of movement Lequires a kind of sensitivity
that develops gradually from experiencing; and feeling. Through
the infinite uses of space-time-force, children come to realize
that hands, feet, and head are capable'of moving at different
speeds and with different intensity, that the torso can show heavy
and light movement, and that the whole body can speak for them
as an expressive medium'. Just as no two children talk in the
same way, with the same inflection, intonation, or use of language:,
se no two children move alike, . . the success of a movement
Operience'depends upon a child's unique ability to conceive of
space- time- force in relation to his own body, and to control these
elements imaginatively, Irk so doing he learns that he can impose
an order upon his environment and that he can speak through erno- c.

tional forms that have a larger scope than self - expression,

Imagery is a powerful catalyst of children's bodily responses. The
richest sources of images are the children's own experiences because these offer

most meaningful associations.

Calling upon a child's iimagination to bring forth 'his own ideas
opens his growing sensitivities to a new level of awareness. Direct,

. immediate experiences in everyday living also proihde sources
which are, in manlways; riches than vicarious experiences derived
from books. By allowing a child's imagination to be the focus' of
imagery, we can introduce broadly defied situations which leave
both the problem and its exploration up to him. . suggest sea-
sons of the year, because, .having both sensory and narrative con
tent, they may enrich a social studies program. . 3

Images presented by the teacher can be used as a point of departur
for the (ildren's own ideas, but they should be carefully chosen td. stimulate
is?the de red kinds of movement, Imagery should encourage a variety of bodily
activity, stimulate emotional responses; and encourage a varied use Of space.

1

Geraldine Dimondstein, Children Dance in the Classroom (New'.
York: Oc Macmillan Co., 1971) , pp. 17- . eprnrRThTferbjter -inn publisher.

2
Ibid., p. 22,

3
Ibic1.4 p. 222.
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Questions should be posed which allow for the widest' imaginative
possibilities, such as, What are the special qualitiei of spring?. .

Fall? What are the very special things that happen in: winner.?
Summer? Whether one season is chosen by diet, entire group or
whether each child selectg the. one that has particular associations
for him, the story or dramatic aspect emerges from within the
improvisation of the movement itself. I

Bodily and verbal languages should be combined inventively in
"dance plays," poetry-mime activities, and interpretivelwesentaticins of chil-
dren's stories. Teachers should interrelate all the forms ofhuman Communica-.
tion in such activities, ,,Childreti can choose,a favorite story and then select
some favorite passages from it andb-egin their individual interpretatio,ns in
body language. Dance plays can be composed in smalLgroups an4 performed
for the rest of the class.

Pantomime gives pupils a chance to portray a character through
gestures, And if children have a rich store of movements to draw fton-j,. their
interpretations will be original. If they have' not had much opportunity to --
explore movement, they will copy their, classmatesin their attempts to please
the teacher.

`a/

.
By using poems, songs, stories, and pictures, the tz,aclier can point

out many ways to represent one thing, si chats a butterfly, a tree, or a .giant.
However, it is important to avoid building stereotyped images and concepts,
To, help solve this problem, a. game can be played in which the, children guess
what is being imitated. This will encourage precise movements.as well as
provide opportunities for ob4ervation, Pahtomime based on imitation and pre-
cision can be an easy transition from conventional gestmte, Whereas dance activi-
ties involVe 'self- expression abstraction.

. when a child "acts out" a character in a story, his.interest is-
to simulate that,chara.cter as closely as possible. In so doing, he
is ,attempting to repreSent someone other than himself. Move- .

ments ih this case are designed for storytelling and the focus is
on their narrativ,idescriptiive aspects. 'Thus, pantomime deals
with, the spec nature of 'a role or action Which must be commu-
nicated and understood by .an audience in terms of, what is being

'don6 and who or what is'doing it.3

Ibid. , . p. 223.
2
Vera 'Gray and Rachel Percival, Music, Movement and Mime for

Children London: Oxford Press, 1962),. pp-. 37-42.
4: 3

Dimondstein, p. 219:
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Movingto rhymes requires body control and helps build children's

verbal vocabularies. Rhymes will elicit movemel., responses if they provide
mental images that are familiar to the Children.

99

Round your back oVer and Lounce like a ball.
Lift' your back up and sit up so"talli
-Put your hands on the floor . . look back at the wall.
Take hold of your foor . . curl up very small,
And that is all! OH NO . take a FALL!'

Children can folloW a teacher-,initiated pattern to this rhyme and find a creative
--way to "fall",at- the end of the piece, or the entire rhyme can be interpreted

in individual movement patterns.

The rhythms of words, phrases, and sentences provide riurnera,ble
patterns for body movement. Everything we say has a rhythm pat era. The
sound patterns of the children's names and of the names of months and days of
the week or of children's own phrases can be clapped out, tapped to on the , 0

flooi with fingers or toes, and' marked out in the air; The children can be
'divided into two groups and take turns, or they can sit in a circle and pass from
cne child to another with eachZhild using a different body part in marking the
time. The acting out of the pattern, can move to the feet in walks, hops, and
jumps; or part of the 'pattern cane be acted out by the feet while the other part is
done by the upper torso" and arms.2,. As children move rhythmically, they should
he aware of different uses of spa levels, and body shapes.

MuSicarrhythmS, tempos, and melodies should be explored and
respc -ded to in movement. It is important fof children to feel rhythms and
respond to them naturally with their bodies. The teacher should guide (though
rick pre'soribe) these rhythmic responses to promote muscular control and coordi-
nation! These experiences will lay a foundation for later learning in music
about meter, dynamiCS, and structure.3

Certain observable, behaviors of children who are engaged in crea-
tive body activities provide significant insights that will help in evaluation.4'

i Virginia Tanner, Come Clarice with Me (Waldwick, New Jersey: 0
Dance Records,Inc. , 1964), pp. 2-5. Reprinted by permission of the author.

2Ibid., pp. 12-13,

3Se Music Framework for California Public Schools (Sacramento:
California State Department of Education, 1971), pp. 22-25.

4Ger dine Dimondstein and Naima Prevots, Development of a
Dance turricl.i Children (Washington,. D: : Central Atlantic

\ Regional Educational Laboratory, 1969), p. 4.
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teachers should .use the-information gained from individual evaluations to deter-
'mine 'how the children are feeling about.their bodieS. and for further planning of
movement activities in which the pupils need additional experience?. Too often,
simply asking the questions is the end of, evaluation.

The following is a sample evaluation questionnaire that may be
helpful to teachers involved in body education:

1. Emotional involvement (Evidence that a child is motivated)

a. Does the. child continually participate in movement
activities?

b. Is the child increasing in ability to initiate ideas for
movement exploration?

Focus on a problem (Involves concentration in using imagery
and lesson concepts to structure movement)

a. Is the child persistent in exploring many ways of using his
body in an activity?

b. Does the child give a wide variety of movement responses
to a problem?

c, Is the child increasing in ability to sustain an activity in
relation to his age and psychomotor development?

g3. Development of an idea (Creating movement forms based on
space- time- force concepts)

a. Does the child demonstrate an ability to respond to new,
movement ideas?

Is the child increasing control and coordination of large and
small body parts when expressing himself in movement?

c, Is the child demOnstrating the ability to evaluate his own
movement responses?

Each child responds to Movement problems according to his own
ability and will reveal in such responses all kinds of attitudes to himself and his
understanding or misunderstanding of his body. .Evaluation should sensitize the
teacliq to the aildren's attitudes and feelings about themselves and should the
done in relation to each child's physical maturation level, self-image, and
movement abilities.
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The problem-solving technique can extend to apparaius use, small
eqUipment activities, and development of ball-handling skills.' The movement
problem for a particularslesson is established by the teacher, but there is no
standard method for solying it. Problems should be stated so that multiple
solutions that cover a wide scope of ability levels are possible. This will enable\
each child to solve the problems to some extent. IncreasinglY complex ch,t1-
lenges and problems will encourage progress and will maintain interest and
motivation. Selected Elementar School Ph ical Education Activities' should .

continue to be the basic guide for object control activities and games.

When children perform various activities, such as work on apparatus,
stunts and tumbling,' ball-handling games, relays and running games, parachute ;
and trampoline activities, and rope activities, the emphasis should lie on
developing their body perceptions and feelings, balance skill, and gross and fine
motor coordination., Obstacles to learning should not be placed in front of 'dna-
dremby emphasizing rote learning of a skill,, for this jeopardizes the building' of
children's confidende in moving and the development of positive self-conCepts.
The learning 'environment should encourage children to attempt new object-
control experiences without fear.

Take, for example, the concern of both the adult and the child
because the child is a "one-footed" skipper, Such approaches
as teaching the child to hop first on one foot and then on othe
other focus attention on technique, and he becomes self-conscious
and more removed than ever from the goal-. Skipping has to do
with the, feeling of lift in the body, reaching to the sky. If the
adult focuses on this, and takes the child by the hand; skipping
with him and taking attention away from his feet, pit isn't.long
before he becomes a "two-footed" skipper.3

Children's own concepts of what they are, ready for are much more
_valid than any prescriptions found on. a,grade-level chart of physical development
characteristics. Pupils who are motivated have'a ilself-teaching flamer that should
never be underestimated.

Constant reevaluation and observation of children's movements is
extremely important. By the end of the third grade, pupils should hasie I

1
See Part One, Chapter

2
I33. Jack Capon and Jack Evans (Hayward, Calif.: Office ofthe

Alameda County Superintendent of Schools, 1971).
. 3

Emma Sheehy, Children Discover Music and Dance (New York: /0
Teache'rs College Press, 1968), p, 1b6. Reprined by permission Ofpublis r

D-84929
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positive body images, the courage to attempt new activities, and honest
ideas about their own capabilities;

Activities *Going on in the
Body Education Program

All those activities listed in'Part One of this framework,
Chapter III. (These activities form the foundation of early
elementary body education activities.)

Activities recommended in the Drama /Theater Framework,
pages 30 to 46, and in Parts One and Two of this framework,
Chapter V, "Drama and the Language Arts"

Activities recommended in the Physical Education Framework,
1973, pages 15 to 17.1

Vigorous activities conducted for short periods of time alter-
nated with periods of conscious relaxation

Testing the bodies of classmates foi relaxation of muscles

Balance awareness activities involving balance:beams, appara-
tus, 'and 1ocoMotpr movement (e. g. , hopping, jumping,
leaping)

Posture exercises While sitting, standing, and moving (e, g.,
balancing with various parts of the body touching the floor,
sitting cross-egged)

F.

Measuring body heights, weights, : ates 4.II

, .

Learning some- of the basic' functions of the m n body organs
and some human.anatomy

Studying the body-gesture patterns of Vatic) s cultures

Learning simple-folk dances and studying the impordnce of
dance in various cultures

Learning some dance movements of various native American
peoples

Working alone and in small groups in movement exploratipn
activities with music' or accompaniment

H . \
1Physical Education Framework for California Public Schools:- Kinder-4

arten Throuj&h Grade Twelve.' Sracramento : a ornia a e a epar en o Nil .
tiOn., ..I.2o
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Using basit locomotor skills learned in individual movement
sequences (The children should progress to the combining of
two or more locomotor movements.)

Evaluasing personal creative movement patterns and those of
classmates.

Creating dance plays and poetry -mime presentations (includ-
ing prsentation of nursery rhymes) for other classes and. for
parents

Moving with cohtxolsto sound patterns in words and phrases

. Pantomiming the work activities 6f various occupations p

Improvising movement patterns with concentration on one idea,
emotion, or concept that is to, be' communicated to others

Exploring the dance concepts of spacg-time-force separately
and combined in a movement problefri,`Can you put as much
force in your arms as a strong man does who is pushing two
pianos.apart?")

Learning how to accompany classmates' movements witii
percussive instruments

40)

Nature walks, weather films, discusSions of how'plants and ani-
mals move, and trips to the zoo to increase awareness of moye-
ment in nature .

Studying the importance and role of body movement in human
life (e.g., in work and leisure)

Drawing, painting, and sculpting some movement_patterns of
__human beings; plants, and animals

r. Using body mcvernenc as a way to enhance learning in all
subjects

Bilateral moto activities, such as bounding a ball with two
hands or hoppi g oneach foot'alterriately

MOving With skill on all playground apparatus

. -Kicking, throwing, rolling, balancing, and catching balls of
various sizes an&progressing to simple ball ,games
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Rope actiVities,, progressing from jumping, hopping, and the like
over stretched ropes on the ground to skipping rope with one foot
and then with two feet

Participating in relays, running and tag games, and cirde
games

Playing "Sirnon Says" using body parts individually

Some Interdisci linar, `Methdds and Activities .

Education*

The concept that man rhoves from various purpc es in life as 'well as
in V rious ways has many implications for body education s dies. Human beings
hav alwayS used their bodies for three basic reasons: (1) to _work, to accomplish
som thing thus, it is important to move skillfully and.efficiently; (2) to
exp ess ideas and feelings this expression must be clear 'and controlled and
must recognize the expression of others; and (3) for ,recreatigin fun, celebra-
tion, hythm, corripetition, and aesthetics.

I
0

The ddea that individuals must use their b es to accomplish some-
(thing can be assimilated throug,h movement exploration: Work in the home, such
as' building, washing, cooking, gardening, and cleaning, Can be clearly under-
stood by children who act out the movements needed to perform the activity. In
addition, a child or a small group may perform a work movement, and,the
class can guess vhat is being represented. The common second grade unit,
"Community Helpers," can be exciting when small groUps of children present
what they have learned about a community helper through amovement
dramatization.

Developing a broad perspective of various cultures is a concern of
the, humanitie that can be accomplished through ,bodily at.ttivities. The study
<>f Movement variations (in dance, sport _gesture) among cultures can take
3advantage of styles tha culturally different children bring to school. For many
of these children, there is no, between cultural life and daily experience,
And while middle-claOs ildren generally holrE; the oppOrtunity to participate in
dance or Music classes, cultural minority children-in low-income areas make upSongs and movement games that are .based on whatever material is available intheir environment. - Brick w Us, sideWalk cracks,. brdom handles, and tin cans
can be their drums and their oys., It should also 'be remembered thati. because

See also theother disciplinary chapters. Body education is incor-
porated with the entire curriculum.
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of cultural traditions, some children are free in their physical style while others
control bodily and,facial expression, The variety of attitudes toward the body
should be considered in all movement activities.'

Having briefly studied same national dance styles in kindergarten,
children can learn some simple folk dances from other countries. La Raspa
(Mexican Hat Dance), the Hora (from Israel) and Three Meet (from England)
ale appropriate for second and third graders. Native American dance styles
can also be explored in cultural studies.

Health

It is important to develop children's awareness that good health
depends partly.on,clean air and unpolluted water. This concept can be inte-
grated with,social science units on community and family living ps well as
with ecology studies.

,
It is more critical than ever in our age of tension to help children

acquire the power to relax. This power gives the body the ability to move
easily and economically. Children must develop respect for ale needs oftheir
,bodies just as they learn to handle musical instruments with care. Playing soft
music will helpin beginniiig experiences, but the ultimate aim should be relaxa-
tion thrOugh the feeling in the muscles themselves rather than through any
outside stimulus,

In a reclining position on the floor, children can test body parts
for relaxed muscles. Legs and arms can be individually lifted just slightly
and then gently dropped. Then the whole body is turned from side to side,_ let-
ting it rest with.a feeling of weight against the floor. The children can test
each other to judge degrees of relaxation.

Relakation begins with the physical being and extends to the mind.
As Children advance in body relaxatiOn, a short, daily period becomes not just
a break from work but also a time to gather thoughts and gain physiological
and psychological foree.1

Science

Teachers can help children understand some of the basic. concepts of
science by encouraging imaginative play and dramatization. Laws of motion

Ann Driver, Music and Mover Tent (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1958),p. 16.
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can be,demonstrated through movement. Therprinciple of action-reaction can be
developed by childien who are pietending to be riding on scooters by.pushing back
against the ground with their feet in order to move forward. This activity can
extend to study of how a.roct(et pushes against the launching pad with terrific
force.'

The game of "statues" often played on the playground illustrates
the principle of centrifugal .force. A child holds one hand of
another child, and spins him, around several times. When he lets
go, the second child flies off into "space " and must remain'in the
position he stops in. The child who spins the others must do this
for, each member of the class.' Then he must choose the best
"statue" to be it. If the teacher makes use of this activity to
explain centrifugal force to her class, they will easily relate this
principle to other areas where it functions.2

Body joints can be compared to hinges in the motion that allows us to
"close" and "open." We "open out" to stretch our Muscles and spines, and "close

'in" like sow-bugs, balloons that have slow leaks, or folding chairs.

All kinds of animals that children. see in visits to the zoo or farm and
read about iq their basal, readers and librey books are fun to use as images for
movemeRt_siudy. First and second graders are fascinated with animals. Teach-
ers should therefore fqcus some attention on the ,qualities of the,animals and
their movements fox study and interpretations. Moths and butterflies_emerAng
from cocoons can be dramatized the gradual opening of the.wings,' the soft slow
movements as the wings are dried, and finally the taking off in flight.3

the intent As not to move like-an elephant, a swan, a giraffe.
Rather, children must sense in their bodies the qualitative aspects
of, the movement by exploring the shape of the animal, then weight
of its body as it moves through space, the use of body parts .for
different types of locomotion, and the feeling of moving in a
special way.4

1

Betty &men Learnin Throu h Movement, (New York, Teacheis
college Press, 1963), pp. 4 -4

° 2
Ibid p. 49.

3Ibid , p.. 53 .
4 .

Dimondstein, Children Dance in the Classroom, p. 219.
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC

E(Terything that was said in the kindergarten-section of this 'frame-
work about music holds true for the elementary years as well. The physical §et-
ting, the place of music in humanities education, the attitudes of teachers
toward teaching. music, the spirit and organization of the classroom all are
governed by the same principles and-have the same goals. Indeed, in good
schools there will be 12w discernible outWard differences between kindergarten
and early elementary school music programs, for .the children will already have
come together for many activities and will have heard and performed music from
their first days in school.'

The classrooms will continue` to sound attractive. The,music.tteard
them is an essential quality of the environment, helping to set the style of instruc-
don as well as constiming part of what is being taught. As the children move
deeper into the curriculum, music accompanies them into every area of study.
Not a single .subject matter covered in this part of the. framework can be taught
without'Some help from or,reference to music, and this includes Mathematics,
on which music, itself is partly based.

The services of a full-time general music teadher will be required to
accomplish all that should be done with music in:a humanities piogram. Instruc-
tion in listening, singing, and playing instruments in classes, in small gidups,
and individually should increase year by year for all*pupils. Children who really
get into an art and master some of its techniques ar.d processes Will learn more
from a humanities program,,than children who are kept at a distance from the
instruments and materials used by artists. Six-, seven-, eight-; and nine- year-
olds are more capable than some of their_elders may realize of playing instruments
and singing with an increasing awareness of musical structure .2 If their natural
talents and their eagerness to learn are encouraged, these children will go into the
later elementawry years and high school with a.solid preparation in Music and with
the desire to keep on With their musical education.

See Music Framework for California Public Schools (Sacrarmato:
California State Department of Education, 1971), p. 56./

2
See the .Music Framework, pp:' 49-54, fora discussion of the wide

range of activities suitable tor young children.
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.Recommendations

The kindergarten guidelines presented in Part One, Chapter IV of
this framework should be used as an operational base for the years that follow.
AU the activities Suggested by those guidelines will suit most six-year-olds, and
the interdisciplinary projects described have a potential life span of several years,
because they can be ,extended and varied as the children mature,

-The Level I recommendations in Chapter II of the Music Frame ork
and on pages 49 to 54 of Chapter IV of that publication should also be cons to
by planning committees, cldssroom teacthers,.. and music specialists. The
recommendation Orff-Schulwerk: Design for Creativity be provided to all
teachers bears repeating 7&e. This chapter depends in part on the principles
and activities outlined there,' especially on pages 81 to 94.

6

In the early elementary years, the `range Of specifically musical
instruction can be broadened while music is being integrated with other kinds of
learning. The children, should be encouraged to try out the musical instruments
available to the class-and to become proficient at playing one or more of them.
This process should continue through the later elementary years. A child does
not liave- to be unusually gifttd to play capably on simple rhythmic' and tonal
instruments and to progress to more sophisticated instruments as the hand Muscles
develop' in strength and reach. Performers learn a.=, great deal about music as a
result of playing it themselves more than they can discover through any other
type of instruction.1 They also come to recognize the value of music as an expres-
sive art, and as a' vehicle of the imaginations, They learn that music; can be
source of pleasure throughout life. _

, .

A 'Singing and vocal education should follow a similar line of develop-
ment, with due attention from teachers to the recommendations and warnings pre-sented in the. Music Framework.2 Group singidg that involves the Whole.class andsubsections of it' should occur almost daily and should go beyond the worthwhile
purposes of recreation and entertainment. This activity should promote musical
learning as Well by showing the children how to listen to what they sing, how to
understarid,the structure of a song, and how to appreciate the relationships amongthe voices in group singing. Part singing is especially suited to the vocal skills
and social development of young children because it provides opportunities'for

dividuals `to sing alone at tunes and yet to retain the support and comfort Of the
chorus.

1

See Music Framework, p. 52.
2
Ibid. , 50-51. 0
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An integrated curriculum 'can draw upon the full resources of music
and extend them to every child in a wealth of activities, implicitly teaching the .#
children and their families to regard music as a necessary, natural part of a
general education, rather than as a special treat for a highly talented few. Such
expectations can supply a motive force for\maintaining continuous instruction in
music, and elementary teachers can develop methods of interdisciplinary instruc-
tion that will influence curriculum planningc,through the sixth grade and into
high school.

An equally conscious effort should be made to continup,-involving the
children's families and the musical community in the school program. Amateur
and professional musicians should visit the school frequently.' They should serve
as occasional aides and instructors in their specialties, in addition to giving per-
formances for and with the children. Small groups, should be sought out, with-:
the children themselves acting as guides to community resources. And after a
performance, the members of such groups should be asked to tell the class how
they learned to work together while keeping up their skills as-individuals. In
fact, every visit from outsiders can be planned to include informal discussions
with the class. It is exciting to talk to real performers,' to experts. These people
can bring their art into the lives of the'children, thus helping.to reduce the dii
tance between skilled adults and beginners. f

High school and 'college groups are another, community resource
mariachi bands, jazz combos, pop music singers, small brass, woodwind and
string ensembles, glee clubs, and the, like. These students cad bp wonderful .

aides, flattered to be asked to help and capable of getting close to young children'.
Since they ate oftpn composers andadapteth as well as performers, they can help
stir up or keepalive the children's creative abilities.,

The informal composition 'of vocal and instrumental music occurs .

naturally i early; childhood wherever creativity is valued and the conditions that
support re maintained. A humanitieS classroom provides innumerable occa-
sions for musical inventiont Teachers should anticipate opportunities for musical
expression-in such areas as dramatic play, the language arts,. and body education
and should give the .children's music-making talents an,dutlet and a chance for
application in many different contexts. Musical composition can also 'be
encouraged in relation to puppetry. Singing, playing, and making rhythmic pat-
terng through, another creature will often bring out a shy child by providing a mask
or a projector that ,the.ch* d may need,

Dancing shquld continue, to be a prominent feature of music ethic-a-
tion, and the children ould feel free to engage in the dances,they learn at home
andoin their neighborhoods. "Social" dancing of an artificial, formal kind is to

For examples, see Orff-Schulwerk, pp. 64-70,

12r
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be avoided, but the solo, couple, and group dances that some children learn in
many subcultures should be introduced to the whole class. Again, the children's
families may produce talented adult instructors and aides. Some talk dances
still performed in California require a good deal of skill and practice. Hence,
a parent or a grandparent may be more accomplished than a younger person And
may be used to teaching and dancing with children at home or at fiestas and
other celebrations. Light-footed grandmothers, and grandfathers taking little,
children through intricate steps, clapping out the rhythms, and singing the songs
that sometimes accompany the dances make a beautiful sight, one that we should-
see more of in our schools,

Although the pupils will be trying out new things, they should also
be allowed to return to familiar activities that have given them pleasure and a
sense of accomplishment. They should have time to repeat and practice: favorites
songs and dances, tcr recall what they did when they' were five and six and are
now doing.muchomore capably. -Ti O kind of "going back" is a Way of reinforcing
a skill and of building self-assurance for the next surge ahead.

A child who breaks spontaneouSly into song, or sings, a line in a
refrain, or plays an instrument alone, or has the'poise to show a ,dance step to the
class is an example Of the warmth and freedom that exist in a good §Chool. But
such actions are quite different from reqUired solo performances that may embar-
rass or threaten a shy child or that may encourage showing off in one who is already
inclined In that direction. Therefore, for a iltimber of social aiid'psychological
as well as musical-reasons, sustairied solo pformances should be kept to a healthy
minimum in the elementary years,

4

Activities Goin on in the Mus-ic Pro am

All the activities listed in Part One, Chapter I, of this framework.
(These activities form the fOundation of early education

9
in music.)

Extensions of the kindergarten activities as the children :grow in .

readiness, experience, skill, capacity, and personal interest

\ Activities recommended in-de Music Framework, pages 9 to 31
and 47 to 56, and in theOrff-Schulwerk ,sections already "cited

Exploring the sound ranges of the classroom instruments and mak-
ing increasingly inventive use of their possibilities

Seeking out
instruments

Learning to
collections

new ways of making music; inventing and constructing'

play one or mbreinstrunients in the cfassroon)
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Listening and performing ocdasionally with older children, adults
and artists from the community

,
Learning about the rhythmic probesses of, the human body; for
example, finding the pulse-points on the body, listening to
heartbeats on a stethoscope, and observing rates of bre4hing
before and after exercise

Attending musical events that allow for some participatiOn of
young children and that arc within their attention span

Attending and participating in events at which the arts are brought
together;, for example, community festivals and pageants,
"pleasure fairs" for children, puppet showt, and special, enter
tainments at public parks

Acquiring a vocabulary of musical terms by using such terms
informally in classroom discussion. _

Some Interdisciplinary Activities
and Methods involving Music*

_Every feature of daily' life in a cl4sroom provides materials and occa-
sions for musical invention.' Songs, chants, instrumental improvisations, rhythmic
movements, and combinations of vocal, gestural, and instrumental elements can
be created. from the study of nature and literature and from the artwork prodticed
by the children.

Repetitive sounds and, cadences made by, birds, insects, whter,, and
Wind will suggest patterns for poems and chants,, one sequences, songs
with incremental choruses, instrumental rrfimicry, and the,like. When the chit-
dren go on nature walks, they should listen for newby and distant sounds and then
weave these sounds into songs, both when they first hear thein and later on.
(Creating art, from remembered stimuli as well as from Immediate observations
is important in aesthetic education.) The children may want to collaborate on a
chant that they can march to for a while or add a line at a time to a nonsense
song as they walk along, tapping, finger snapping, heel stamping, imitating
a windmill with the arms, and other rhythmic movements should accompany the.
singing whenever such actions add to the spirit of the occasion and help to release
physical energy. (,

See also the other disciplinary chapters for kindergarten through
grade three. Music is Incorpoiated- with the entire curricalurn.
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In Orff-Schulwerk, "magic play" is recommended for its power to .

stimulate the imagination, engender musical composition, and unite several kinds
of activities.1 The authors note that in Mother Goose "many rhymes begin with
such opening lines oT invitation to magic, as. 'If I . . .'; 'When I . . 'As I

"2 The possibilities for "ritualized magic play" are considerable miming;
dancing, chanting, and counting, and improvising songs, stories, and poems.
The mnemonic devices built into such creations will help strengthen, the memory
and reinforce the several kinds of learning that are,occ ing together.

In WiShes, Lies, and Dreams: Teachin,,, Children to Write Poetr ,
Kenneth Koch presents dozens of poems written,bcf, children who learned from him'
how to use "open lines of invitation to magic" as organizing deviCes. His meth-
ods can be adapted for children who are tclo young, to write down their compositions.

All poems produced by a class should be'considered potential lyrics
for individual and choral singing. By age eight some children will be, able to
read, and write simple musical notations, arid they should be encouraged to
include some of their own songs in, their take-hoine folders.

The tonal'range and the appearance of musical instruments offer
"N many possibilities for imitations of human speech, dances, characters in stories,

. and sets of contrastive features, both phySical and metaphorical. Following are
some examples:

1. Orff-Schulwerk siggests "tonal-painting of moods" with different
types of instruments and contrasts between wooden and, metallic
sounds and natural and mechanical imagerss

2. The use of instruments to'create "conversations" will increase as
the children become skilled in suiting wooden and metallic instru-
ments to a "character" or "speaker." Small groups of seven- and

s.eight- year-olds can begin to orchestrate little dramas by this
means, gesturing and playing their instruments to create story
and character.

The instruments themselves are excellent subjects for descrip-
tive.and imitative songs, nonsense rhymes set to music, char-
acters in dance-mimes, and symbols in artwork.

1

Orff-Schulwerk, pp. 67-68.
2

p. 68.
3
Ibid. , pp. 68-69.
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4. Contrastive sets with implications for instruction in the language
artsR mathematics, and body movement can be'.exhibited musi-
cally. Contrastive sets might include high /low, shrill/mellow,
long/ short, loud/ soft, hollow/ solid, metallic/ wooden, near/ far,
single/ cluster0d, staccato/ sostenuto, before/ after, and unit/
series; .

Seven- and'etott-year-olds can combine the arts and sciences in pro-
ductions of their own Creation. Depending on the. natural and man-made environ-
ments accessible to them through films, photographs, reproductions, and personal
'experience and observation, the children can find a sdene or a series of events
that will evoke a,danCe-mime to music. The following-ere examples of interest-
ing environments and. what can be.done with them:

1. A tide, pool or an aquarium. The children can study such a place
'in-life or in films and recreate or represent it in some way with
props and other materials. They Should observe and recall the
coloration, forms, habits, and movements of the plants and crea-
tures and' mime them. They can select or invent music that har-
monizes with the tidepool or aquarium world and with the drama-
tized actions based upon it. Note: the aesthetic possibilities of
silence' 2nd stasis ought also to be considered. How can a child
"be" a rock? What might a rock say if it could speak or sing?
How might it move if it could? What combinations of sound and
silence can express the movement of water? What blends of
paints can represent its, various colorations? What causes water
to take on the colors, we see?

2. A supermarket or neighborhood store. The pupils can mime the move-
ments that they notice in such,a store; the production should be
built from their perspective. They can engage in such activities
as finding a parking place, following c helping their parents,
pushing baskets, or doing the marketing themselves. They might
select or compose music, songs, and rhythmic sequences built
around the characteristic sounds, both human and mechanical,
that they have noted. The teacher should develop any contrasts
between ,the actions of adultS and children that the children have ,
observed. Also,, have the pupils notice hOw manymusical instru-
ments or toys are sold in the markets frequented by the class.
There can then be a discussion of the ways in which other objects
for sale might be; used musically.

3. Any place where children 'la school and
lot, city street, or sidewalk. The class can
characteristic sights, sound4 games, and ioci
according to age, interest, expertise, and a
of these elements can be developed into pant
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individuals and groups? Which games are pre ed by or based
on songs? Which can the children create so f r? How many
counting rhyines do they know? Can they mime a ceremony like
choosing sides for a baseball game? If the class is ethnically ,
mixed, what varieties of games, chants, songs, rules, and other
codes of behavior are represented? Does every child know the
words to the singinggames? When the children are seated
quietly in a circle and blindfolded, -how many musical instru-
ments can they recognize by sound alone? How many instru-
mental families do they recognize?

Chart- and graph- making can be based on first-hand observations and
measurements of bodily rhythms.' The children should be taught to find their
pulses in wrist and neck, to time them accurately by the teacner's counting or by
the clock, to dictate or write dowh the correct results, and to cooperate in draw-
ing a chart that shows the pulse rate of every child in the class. The process should
be repeated at agreed-upon intervals ,throughout the term. Measurements, can be
taken before and after exercising and at different times of the day if the class
decides to enlarge the project. The children can also be shown how' to find and
count their heartbeats by means of a stethoscope and to measure their rates of
breathing:before and after exercise. These results, too, can be entered on a chart
or used to construct a graph. Some of the relationships between singing and
breathing clan be discussed, and some instruction can be given in the proper phras-
ing of songs, in production and control of sound, in careful use of the voice, and
the like.

1

See Mathematics Framework, pi). 74-77, for other suggestions
and examples.

/
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CHAPTER y

DRAMA AND' THE LANGUAGE ARTS

Early elementary instruction in drama and the language 0.rts pursues
,the course laid out in the kindergarten section of this framework. it proceeds
from the basic assumption that since there are reciprocal relations between
dramatic action and language and between reading and writing, 'praCtice in one
will increase competence in another:1- InstruCtion of this kind therefore requires
interdisciplinary activities that involve Many forms of gestural, spoken, and,
written communication.

When children her books read every day and make upitheir own stories
and poems, tell them to others, 'act them.out, dictate theM to teaqiers and older
students, sing them, print them in class,readers, and take them home for further

- exhibition, they must constantly cross the lines between "specialties," Theyare
moving among modes and from oral to written expression. as if all 'of these were
parts of one terrain with no psychological or institutional barriers to separate

_them. Doing this in. the normal run of the school day, children gain confidence
in their abilities to communicate, using their bodies or books or writing instru-
ments according to need and. aesthetic choice.

To young children with this attitude, literature and literacy mean
action. They expect school to be aplace where they can keep im doing and per-
forming. To them, being read to and learning to read are, essentially dramatic
events that Mean interpreting language, projecting a narrator, ving.voices to
characters, engaging an audience.' They employ dramatic pla and miming as
silent languages. By means of printing and.writing, they turn unds into readable
marks a code. When they read,' they reinterpret these symbo s into speech.
One thing becomes another and then reverses itself again, with the children in
command of the changes, Nio\wonder they look forward to goi g to school: they
expect to perform- marvels there. And when conditions are right for them, they do,

b

A

1 1

See Part One,s, Chapter V. of this framework fo b$ckground and /
supporting evidence for this statement,
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Recommendations

The teaching staff should continue to study the books recommended
in Part One, Chapter V of this framework, For combining drama and the lan-
guage arts and for teaching .children to read and write, Moffett offers as com let
guidance as can be found in one source. The first two chapters of his bo4k
should be reviewed, especially if new teachefs, parents, and aides h e entered
the program; Aid all of Part One (pages 35 to 157) should be discusset by the
entire staff before school, begins. A mere listing of chapter titles is itself
instructive: Acting Out, Speaking Up,-Becoming Literate, Reading, it,ing Out,

6 Writing Down, Writing Up, Playing. Games of Language and Logic.

In the Early World will' prove usefulfin language arts instruction; it is
loaded with suggestions for interdisciplinary projects that involve reading, drama-
tization, and writing. Like Moffett and Koch, RichardSon presents many e)pmples
of children's writing, with clear descriptions of the circumsta_.nces in which the
writings Were produced. Teachers in bilingual classes will find some good ideas
in Koch for `Combining languages in a poem).

Chaptpr 2. in Schools Where Children Learn (Featherstone) has some
important things to say about language arts instruction in British schools. The
author's remarks about the teaching of composition, grammar, and spelling
deserve special attention.

,z

All these authorities agree that the language arts program most likely
to be successful iS one in which instruction proceeds conversationally between
individuals and within,smal groups. At the early elementary stage, the tech-
niques that support such i action should be well understood by teachers.and
pupils.. The children shou d be showing increasing skill in listening and convers
ing, which do so much to help prepare them for literacy,? In developing good

7 habits of participation, attention,, and interaction as speakers and listeners,, young
children grow more considerate in their relations with others and acquire the self-
discipline needed to practice reading and writing.

To make reading attractive and to encourage attentive fastening;
teachers should read aloud daily from the best of children's literature. The -more
skillful and eloquent the reading, the more the class will learn from hearing it.
Preliterate and literate children ,respond to phrasing, intonation, and dramatic

,emphasis as they listen to poems and stories and as tfiey act out what they have

1

See pp. 39-48 and Chapter, 5 in Richardson, and especially p. 46
on judging children's compositions. In Koch, see pp. 22, 282-283, 297-298..

2
See Moffett, Chapter 4, "Speaking Up.".
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heard. All children are deeply affected by the oral and gestural languages of the
adults around them. In fact, they often imitate their teachers' reading styles.

Children who can read should follow in their own books the material
being read aloud, sharing copies if necessary. Eye and ear thus reinforce each
other, allowing novices to "learn unconsciously as,those children do who climb
on their parents' laps during story time and follow alongin the book. "1

Parents, grandparents, older children, and other teacher aides should
also be trained to read aloud expressively. They can alternate with the teachers
to extend the range of styles available to the .class. Or they might read to small
groups of pupils who prefer certain subject matter or who need extra attention.
These aides can also function as coaches by listening to individual readers and,
helping them rehearse for reading to their classmates.

The value for pupils and teachers alike of using aides cannot be
exaggerated. It gives children daily opportunities to demonstrate progress, receive
'additional instruction, ask questions, or discuss problems with a sympathetic tutor.
It shows teachers where a child stands and what may be needed for his further
development. It provides more, evidence for judging performance than a "stan-,
dardized" test can be expected to yield, for the daily practice is blith cumulative
and discriminating; it lets a number of trained listeners evaluate a range of per-
formances over a considerable period of time and in conditions generally favor-
able to'the learner. As a consequence, problems can be met before they reach
dangerous proportioris, and prescriptions can be directed to the specific needs of
individual children.

For the teaching of reading and writing, Moffett's program can be
supplemented and expanded with materials' from cdmpatible sources according to
the teacher's discretion.2 However, the program should be followed fairly strictly
if its full benefits are to be received.

Moffett's discussion cannot be summarized in a few paragraphs, and '
his program cannot be isolated, from the rest of the curriculuni. However, the
following passage froin Chapter 5, 'Becoming Literate," will serve to introduce
the two main ideas of his philosophy;

O

The first idea is that literacy is a two-way street. When we go
from speech to print, we call ti at writing; when we go from print
to speech, we call that reading, The teaching of literacy must

1
Ibid., .p. 91.

2
For an 'example, soe chapters 3 and 4 in Teaching 'English to

apakers of English.
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,do equal justice to both, whatever that may require. ,It is neces.-
nary to say this because literacy instruction is traditionally biased
toward reading, to which writing is attached as an adjunct.

The secondldea is that read.inzner2ciecng..nt intoo
eech, and writin. is mere transcri tion of eech into tint.

Speech is the given, the base, which chil en acquire before
school and out of school. With speech goes a stock of mean-
ings that has no necessary connection with reading and writing:
that 'is independent of both, as indeed it must be for, illiterate
people. At the outset, then, I would distinguish, in reading,
between decoding and comprehension, and, in,writing, between

.trankription and composition. This distinction"between literal
and conceptual levels is obvious but easy to lose sight of . .

In this view, then, reading and writing.are matter's of getting
between one symbol system and another, between some sounds
and some sights that one learns to pair off letters with vocal
sounds, and punctuation'andother typographical signals with 5
intonation. Comprehension and composition, on the other hand,
are' deep operations of mind and spirit, concerning the relations
between symbols and those complexes of perception and concep-
tion that we call meanings. There is no way simply to pair off
meanings with symbols by rules of regularity. So the two-way
street between speebh and print is a symbol-symbol relation involv-
ing an essentially perceptual learning that for most children seems
no longer developmental beyond the age of about first. grade. I
cannot imagine what-the future.maturation of a student can cop-
trihute to the problerris of decoding and transcribing if he has not
already learned'by 'then to do those things. The rest isremedial..1

The methodology that Moffett constructs to carry out, his basic prin-
ciples should be studied as he presents it in the first ten chapters of. his book.
He has boiled it down about as far as it can be reduced.- The point that needs to
be brought out here is that the methods he describes and the classroom organi-
zation they require for their implendentation are perfectly suited to a humani-

, ties curriculum.
. .

,7-,^ 'Before teachers finally decide which books to use, they should read
Moffetes "Brief Survey of Literacy Materials" and "Recommendations," which

0 cover the principal research and publications to 1968.2 They should then review
the current textbook adoptions for the state of California, including auxiliary

Moffett, pp. 67-68.
2
Ibid. , 4. 79-92.
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..materials. Having surveyed their resources, teachers .should choose ds broad an
array of textbooks as circumstances allow)

Preliterate and literate children are best served when they have free
access to many different kinds of substantial, attractively illustrated books, among
them collections of the songs, poems, and stories of all ethnic grOups represented
in the community end studied in school. Children learn little of value frorri. .

insipid, unimaginative primers displaying a narrower view of human experience
than most pupils bring with .them to school.

1\cle reading will strongly influence the oral and written composi-
tion of young children. -The literary imagination feeds on books, finding in
them materials that can be used in writing. Therefore, reading and composi-
tion should tie cldrsely related in language arts instruction. Teachers should
encourage writers who want 'to imitate, adapt, of improvise on the forms in which
they have been reading. By age eight, some highly talented children will begin..
to compose novels; between the ages of six and_nine, any child who reads and
listens will be able to produce imaginative literatui..3 iri several modes.

Writing workshops, such as those Moffett describes,2 should gkOw out..,
of the small group instruction already in operation in the early elementary grades.
The children will print or write out their' compositions, including songs, dialogues,
and short dramatic pieces in prose and poetry, for circulation among their peers.
And within their small groups, they ewill serve as editors and critics, helping one
another to improve their writing. Teachers should guide discussions to achieve
these regults:-

1. Appreciation of original work

2; 'Experience in writing for a wider audience tban a.teacher or
parent

3.. Thoughtful discussion of the work'andipctibal suggestions for .

improVing its content and execution"

4. Informal instruction in the mechanics of proofreaOing;k. e. , '-

dealing with sentence construction, punctuation,: spellirig, and
usage as they appear in the children's own,Writing

5. Sharing of editorial tasks by group member \kip have become
used to one another's ways

1
See also the English Language Framework, ,pp. 27-28, "Criteria

for Sel4ting Literary Materials."
2
Moffett, p. 125.
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6. Reduction of reliance on teachers for criticism and-eValuation.

7. Beginning of lessons in judging the luality of written work in
its original andvised versions'

When the children are fairly comfortable with printing or writing
as manual arts, they.can meet as a. whole_group to compose poems. Teachers
who use Kenneth Koch's book will discover how to keep the class going while
attending to individual writers.2 Here Koch tells how he tried out "wish poems"
on a primary class of six- to.

eight - year olds:

I had really been delighted by these [fourth gradersq poems,
but the response of the primary graders was even wilder and
happier than my own. There were about forty of them, seated
at their deSks arranged in a large U-formation, all' looking up
at me andvonderingwhat was going on. They hadn't seen a
"poetry teacher"_ before. When4 statted to read the fourth-grade
Wish Poems, it was as though they' couldn't believe what was
happening. Their secret thoughts and dreams, cast into verse,
and being read to them in school by a smiling man! FlOw could
anybody have found out such things? 3

Changes in the size of-the audience are beneficial, so long as teach-
ers watch out for children who may feel overwhelmed at'first.by reading their own
work aloud to the whole class. If this uneasiness should occur, the teacher can
read the poems until the authors gain confidence. The children Koch taught
either had no fears of public reading or soon overcame them.' A few sessions of
whole-group instruction will prepare the way for poetry writing in srrialler groups.

The reading, reciting, writing, singing, and acting out of poetry should
be included in all drama and language arts education. The intrinsic value of these
activities is beyond dispute; their instrumental value as aids in language arts instruc-
tion should be more fully appreciated. Teachers should read through pages 105
to 122 of Orff-Schulwerk: Design for Creativity for many good examples of poems
that are suitable for early elementary pupils. Music and bodY movement are
always a,lied with literary composition in the Orff curriculum.

1

It takes time and practice to achieve these results, but such a pro-
gram can get under way with seven- and eight-year-olds. See Richardson,
Chapter 14, et pdssim; Moffett, pp. 125-126; Kocii, pp. 30-31, et passim.

2
The introductory essay, pp. 1 -54, should be discussed by the staff

before they begin this activity.

Koch, pp. 32-33.
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Early elementary teachers in almost every community will sooner or
later find themselves involved in the debate about standaid and non-standard
English. To prepare themselves to deal with this ques 'on, the staff should
consider the following activities:

1. Setting aside several sessions of an inservice seminar for study
and discussion of the problem

,

2. Preparing for the seminar .by reading Chapter 5, "Language
Attitudes, Language Variation, ,and Standard. English," and
Chapter 6, "Effects of Dialect Difference in Reading and Writ-
ing," in Teaching En ,liAitcers of English (If a school has
not yet organized official inservice seminars*, language arts
specialists arid classroom teachers should form a group to discuss
this reading and the suggestions presented here.)

3. Sampling the litemtUre (The Naonal Couricil of T_ eachers of
English.publishes gdod bibliogr4hies.)

/

-4. kecognizing the problems that may be expected to arise in hetero-
geneous classes /

5. Trying re listically and considerately to meet the needs of all
the childr /ho attend heterogeneous classes

Bringing pare\ii s and other adults into the study group and seek-
ing their gui nce and cooperation

7. Trying to set/ up a schoolwide policy (Children use language in
every activity, so the entire teaching staff'must participate in
discussions that lead to adoption of a policy.)

Teachers, langitage arts specialists, and parents should attempt to
reach an understanding about the teaching of grammar; syntax, word usage,
spelling, and pronunciation in the language arts program. Again, teachers must
be given time to read some of the literature.'

The distinction between teaching hciw and teaching about2. should
-be presented to the children. Young writers want to know' how to, express them-
selves well; they will ask for help in the mechanics of composition and editing
if their teachers make it easy for them to do so. This kind of instruction means
more to them than formal drills and lessons about language.

e.g. , Arthur, Chapters 1, 5, and 8; Featherstone, pp. 15-16,
51; Moffett, pp. 14Q15, 92-97, 132, 270.

?Arthur, Chapter 1 and footnote 3.

4
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Yet some parents may be reluctant to abandon faith in lengthy, expli-
cit study of the parts of speech, sentence patterns, and the like. Many teachers
may find it easier to test children for mechanical "correctness" than to judge
their entire writing performance over a considerable perfodfif time. So-called
objective examinations, weekly spelling tests, and check -off workbook exer-
cises will often take precedence over instruction specifically related to the chil-
dren's own oral and written language. In the most unfortunate circumstances,
talking, reading, and writing will dwindle into something called "English,"
and that means "grammar"--:and that means "mistakes." When this happens,
many children lose hope of ever doing anything right or of understandirg how to
apply the instruction they receive to the language they thought they .kn Ay how to
uses and do use competently and vividly idthe world oaside the school. Their
natural fluency dries Cip (at least in class), and they begin to think they are "no
good, at English."

t Much of the dropping out that occurs in the,later eletnentaDy years
can be ;raced to pod nguage arts education. A program that embraces the
philosophy, materials methcAs, and attitudes recommended here can help pre-
ventsuch disasters, can also do a great deal to repair damage that. has been
done elsewhere, to i duct late starters and transfer pupils, and to accommodate
individual learning habits. Writing must be regarded as a "studio-art," quite as
much as the other arts. It should be taught in the style of a genial and accom-
plished master who holds up good examples to his apprentices, talks sincerely to
them, and shows them how to stand.back from a work and judge it, thus doing
everything possible to increase the learners' skill and enjoyment.

From a humanfties point of view, the arts of communication are
inseparable, so instruction in drama should be coordinated throughout the ele-
mentary curriculum with ins truction in reading and writing. In the primary
years, children advance from herd movements and large group activities to
scale and independent efforts. The aim is to encourage children in personal inven-tion and to ,enable them to participate in small-group actions that require some
expertise and sophistication.

Both the Drama/Theater Framework and Moffett reiterate the warn-
ing that every child must be allowed to find distinctive ways to engage in this
developmental progression. Some children will be able to'do more. at 1:.,evel II
in the Drama/Theater Curriculum than others; a few will need to recapitulate
certain introductory exercise's; newcomers' will have to be helped to find place
in the class performances. Teachers will be choosing activities from Levels I
and II, according to their assessment,of the children's readiness, Pantomiming
should be extended to combine movement and speech in many types of dramas.'

Moffett, "Acting Out," pp. 38 ff.; Drama/Theater Framework,'
pp. 16-20 and "Originating and Performing," pp. 22-73.

1,10
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Literary materials abound in any classroom: stories so well-known to the chil-
dren that they have probably imagined scenarios for them already; tales read
aloud by the teachers for the first or second time and then immediately
enacted; and short dramas invented by the children, with parts, ritten out for
members of small acting groups. By age"nine, children can begin to write
simple dramatic parts around either comic or serious themes, and they can
specify props, costumes, and musical accompaniment when desired., all to be
produced by the members of the clas§.1 .

Free improvisation can be expected of seven -f, eight-, and nine,-
year- olds who have had plenty of experience in miming and inventing and who
are at ease befOre an audience. Acting.alone b&ore a mirror can serve to bridge
the passage from group activities to work with, a partner andssolo 'performances.
It also helps children develop a sensitive awareness of their bodies and leads them
to invent sequentia1'movements. The Drama Theater Framework suggests using,
films to bring professional pantbmimists to the class. The viewing of such expert's
performances might be alternated with individual and group practice before
mirrors.

The subject matter of free improvisations shoLikl be taken from life
and art. Music can be used frequently as a source of ideas for dramatic inventi
both the sound's themselves and the instruments that make them. The children/
own paintings and drAings will also reveal imaginative possibilities for acting
Dance-mime in groups, strongly emphasized in the kindergarten section of this
framework, should have given the children a beginning "vocabulary of move-
ment" for responding to real life and artistic stimuli. To increase this repertoire
and to show children how to invent on the basis of what they already know should
be two of the principal goals of drama education.

Activities Going on in. the Dra.t
Arts Program

All the activities listed in Part One, Chapter V of this frame- .

work (These activities form the foundations of 'early education°
in drama and the language arts.)

. Extensions of the kindergarten activities as the children grow in
readiness, experience, skill, capacity, and personal interest

. Activities recommended in the Drama/Theater Framework

. Activities recommended in the E gush Language_L..amework

Drama/Theater Framework, pp. 65-66.
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Listening to stories read aloud by the teachers every =day

Listening to recordings of professional poets and storytellers

Reading silently and aloud, thus learning to decode and
comprehend

Printing and wilting (transcribing and composing) .

-Using printed and written symbols artistically

Composing in a variety of literary forms for audiences at school
and at home

41

Acting in pantomimes or spoken dramas every day

Combining 'literary and Aramatic activities; combiriing other
arts with drama and literature.

.

Viewing films of professional pantominlists

Watching live performances by older schoolchildren

Attending appropriate professional performances

Some Interdisci linar Methods and Activities
2y2 ving rama lua e ATE'

A project based' on transformation and metamorphosis (i.e. , becoming
someone or something elie) can bring many kinds of performances together. The
following activities are suggested:

1. Drama: Dressing up, using masks, exchanging roles, staging
puppet plays, "becoming" an inanimate object, modulating the
voice up and down, making faces in a mirror

2., Music: Changing keys and modes when singing familiar songs,
singing canons, becoinirg another person by assuming a "new"
voice, playing one melody on various instruments

See also the activities under all other disciplinary headings. Drama
and the language arts are incorporated throughout the curriculum.
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3. Dance: Moving the body rhythmically in imitation of a natural
or mechanical object, becoming another creature by imitating
its movernents, performing group folk dances in which patterns
change, inventing kaleidoscopic shifts for groups lying on the \
floor, "growing" as tall and as short as possible

Language arts: Reading and listening to myths about metamor-
phosis (from .Ovid to the present),, making up tales involving
metamorphosis, writing down .words derived frorti mythological
Characters and from Greek and Latin roots, discussing what one would
like to change into and then writing about the wish or the meets,-
reciting a nonsense poem ,. making up nonsense stories and poine,
saying every letter of. the English alphabet in as many tongues as
possible, baking an alphabet or one's name in dough, deciphering
pictorial codes

5.,* Visual and tactile arts: Experimenting with camouflage and with
geometric patterns that shift perspective, mixing colors to product
new shades, molding clay and other malleable materials into
many shapes, baking popovers, pressing flowers between'sheets
paper or glass, putting Japanese paper ,floweit, in water, making
colored sand paintings on a table or outside in a playground dis-
play area

Science: Growing plants froth seeds in a glass or clear plastid con-,
tainer; raising moths, butterflies; and,silkworms; watching snakes
shed their skins; changing the appearance of gases and liquids by
heating them

_ Comedy should be explored in several .art.forrris, beginning with litera-.,
.ture. Some of the oldest and best folk stories, myths, and fairy tales depend for
their success on jokes and comic reversals of one kind or another riddles, puns,
witty sayings, spells and incantations, minor disasters; deflation of pomposity,
triumph of the wealcover the strong, the outwitting of adults by children,, surprise
happy endings, and so on. Seven- and eight-year-olds like to collect jokes, and
sdme of these can be illustrated and acted out, Comic episodes from literature
and, class experiences-should be used in dialogues; diathatic -improvisations, and
slapstick pantomimes.. Children should be able to express high .spirits-in class
by this means and to indulge in a tolerable amount of funniness. Comedy. and
wit in the visual and tactile, arts can be metaphors; thus, it may be hard to cap-'
ture them in a set of instructions: But the children cah experiment with unlikely
materials and juxtapositions in collages, mixtureg of graphic sYmbipls, and
optical illusions, and they can-sculpt grotesquely comic forms., It should also be
remembered that the musical literature of comedy includes riddles acid songs,
exchanges between strongly or incongruously contrasted instruments, staccato
dialogues between instruments, and accompaniments for comiedanceS.

r
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Printing and writing should occasionally be related to instruction, in
the other graphic arts, and children should be shown many examples of clear,
graceful handwriting. Instead of always doing penmanship exercises between
the lines of rules paper or in workbooks, the pupils should be encouraged to-fill
other kinds of space with cursive writing (from their own and other alphabets),
make arabesque designs based on letter forms, discover' in how many ways they
can compose pictures from single letters and whole words,, reduce a, enlarge
the size of letters, combine printing and cursive writing in visual .4s pritiuc-tions, stitch their names on samplers, and make posters to decorate the oorns.

Sensory writing is widely, used in beginning composition to connect-the.
private concerns of children with the reality they observe, and to help them ren-
der these observations in clear and connected prose. Before attempting this kind
of instruction, teacherS should ponder Moffett's expefiences. He iS honeit about
his failures, and he prescribes instruction on the basis of classroom trials, adjust-
ing his original scheme to the abilities of second and third graders)

With young children, the classroom becomes the theater of observa-
tion. Being involved with long-term projects in the arts and sciences; tending
animals and plants, listening to sounds, measuring and testing things all can
provide honest, natural occasions ,for recortlinrsensory,.data and expanding them
in fictional and nonfictional writing, including poetry. Kenneth Koch's primary
graders wrote poems about noises and colors, listened to music and then composed
poems, mixed up their impressions inadvertently and then consciously (as in the"Swan of Bees" series), and were stimulated to bring their senses to life in all
their writing.2

1
Moffett, Chapter 8, pp. 127-138. See also the suggestions for

these grades in the English Language Framework.
2
'See Koch, chapters entitled "Noises," "A Swan of Bees," "Colors,"

"Poems Written While Listening to Music," etpassim.
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CHAPTER VI

1 - SOCIAL SCIENCES

This chapter takes up the last of six topics selected from the pro-
posed Social Sciences Framework (1968) for inclusion in the kindergarten
through third grade humanities curriculum:

Why Are Particular 'Animals Founci, Onl in Certain Kinds of
Environments, While Hum n Beings 4

Live 'Almost An her ?

One of the crucial processes to be mastered over the early elemen-
tary years is behavioral definition. The topic that will be discussed here takes
children `several steps toward this goal by having them compare and contrast
some observable behaviors in animals and human beings, with increasing empha-
sis on human culture.'. Behavioral definition must be taught gradually but expli-
citly from the beginning of early elementary school," so that the children become
aware that they are "observing, defining, comparing, and seeing the relationships
among aspects of particular cultures, rather than classes of behavior that may be
seen in many cultures."2 'Although the subject of biological and cultural adaptta-
don is an extensive one, children between the ages of seven and nine can handle,
many parts of it.3' One way for teachers to begin is to examine the following
concepts, which underlie the topic, and see how they might be brought into,the

See the proposed Social Sciences Framework (1968), pp. 41-48,
for a discussion of the importance of behavioral definition in the study of human
societies. Please note also that this chapter follows'the special organizational
form set up in C"hapter VI, Part One. See the footnote on the first page of that
chapter. .

2.

Ibid., p. 48.
3
See the discussion of "Teaching Strategies and Thought Processes,"

by Hilda Taba and Freethan F. Elzey, in Retrieval:- A Social Sciences Hand-
book for Teachers (Sacramento: Publications and Curriculum Development Com-
mittee, 1972), pp. 60-67.

127
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humanities curriculum: (1) natural environment, (2) scale, (3) biological
adaptation, and (4) cultural adaptation.1

1. Natural environment.' Since kindergarten the children have been
studying their immediate surroundings home, school, and com-
munity and reporting their observations formally and informally
in several media. They have also been looking at films and
pictures of near and distant scenes and have talked about the
surroundings in which animals and human beings have learned
to survive. How can this intricate notion environmentbe
understood and illustrated further as the children become more
expert observers? Through the essential habit of diligent obser-
vation, of course, and also by reading, listening to teachers
and other experts, looking at good, up-to-date science films
(the same ones more than once to allow for concentration on
details), collecting and drawing specimens; shiring findings
with classmates, and so on. The specific goal now is that the
children should come to realize how many and how various are
the environments that support life. Later, they will take this
knowledge much farther as they study the adaptive capacities
of human beings and animals. They should also be gaining
some idea of the delicacy of the relationships-within 'all environ-

s ments and of the fragility of many that look so reassuringly solid
to the untrained eye. Such activities will help the pupils learn
new- words: The children should use their expanding scientific
vocabularies_in everyday conversation. Terms like habitat,
biosphere, food web, adaptation, ,and even the famird
animal should b%understood precisely in their scientific appli- 6
cations. Language arts instruction can, do a great deal, to reduce
the abstraction of these concepts. ,One of the simplest 'methods
is to stress plurals (e. g. , habitats, animals) by offering several exatripl
under every general heading. Another is to show that the use of
plurals forces the user of language to be concrete and specific.'
Teachers should avoid speaking in an unconsciously `.`allegorical"
fashion about "the" environment, "the" food web, "man," and"ani-
mal," for _instance, as if a single term were the best way to repre-
sent a host of particulars. Instead,--they should strive in these
beginning studies of science and language to show the important
relationships between singulays and plurals and items and cate-
gories, and among individuals, species, and genera.

The teacher's linguistic behavior will be influential at this stage
of the children's development. Speech is a continuous exhibitiOn,

1

Proposed Social' Sciences. Framework (1968), p. 49.
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comparable in some ways to shows of artifacts and to science'
films; but we are so used to speaking that we tend to cforget.the
aesthetic qualities of what we say (even when overestimating
the power of suggestion and exaffiple in the speech habits of '-
adults)). In working with science and art specialists on humani-
ties projects as well as dur g -ordinary classroom procedures,
any teacher can use langii ge instruction to build and reinforce
specialized vocabularies This is an extremely important func-
tion of a humanities,cu iculum. When children learn how to
use new words or to e ploy familiar Ones in new contexts, they
acquire ideas along ith these new abilities, thus educating them-
selves in more tha one direction.2 When the pupils learn the
term "environme, tal limitation," for example, they will,start to
appreciate the ffects of this limitation on the distribution of ani-
mals in space/and time. They will observe the many kinds of
environments and` the many tip_es, of,limitations that exist all
around theth. And they, will realize, that these environments can
be specified, enumerated, defined, lillustrated, and quite often
examined by the naked eye or with the aid of other instruments.
A careful use of language is one.,of the instruments always at the
children's command.

2. Scale. Relief and flat'mapsi, aerial photographs,' globes, celes-
tial charts, and the like.are assumed to be standardsequipment in
a humanities classroom because they are used in a variety of
activities from kindergarten on. Exact and approximate measur-
ing with appropriate iriktrutnents is!done in projects involving gar-.,.
dening, music,. science, mathematics, art,, and body education.
The cumulative autobiography builds a personal and family history
and a sense of the past that is reinforced .by time charts on the
schoolroom walls. Block Construction with modular units and
several different geometrical shapes provides daily experience with
matching and contrasting scales. The use of optical lenses for
close and distant observations; visits to a planetarium, observatory,
or amateur astronomer; and frequent practice in 'translating from
small to large and <from near to far have all become familiars
occupations that are pursued in many interdisciplinary projects.
Henbe, the children know more than theTmay realize about spStial
and temporal relationships and about territories, and boundaries.
They can therefore erigage in activities like these:

See Bradford Arthur, Teaching ng2lisp, to Speakers of En ish, pp. "27-
28, on the latter point as applied to teachers.

2
See Arthur, p. 27, for some cautions about vocabulary "drill."
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a. Taking a census of selected animals and persons in a given
"L location (having agreed upon the range of observation,, the'

limitations of the project, and the division of labor among
the investigators)

b. Charting the distributions and relating. them to the concept
of environmental limitation

C. .Discussing some of the observable sonnections'among the
environments chosen tor study andiamong the persons and
animals who inhabit them

Locating' accurately the habitats of various animals on maps
and on the globe

e. Playing games to help exercise skillsSuch games as placing
animal pin-ups on flat maps, naming as many animals as
possible for a given continent or island, guessing why certain
animals could not be expected to live in certain -environ-
ments, and comparing the animals of Austra,lia with those of
continents.

S

f. Locating accurately the habitats of specific groups of human
beings; e.g. , Eskimos, bedouins, bushmen, pygmies,
nomadic reindeer herdsmen, copper miners, pearl /fished, J
cattle and sheep growers, and cultivators of grains

g. Beginning to identify innate and learned behaviOrs exhibited
by the animals and hurpan beings under obServation

h. After,considerable discussion, Choosing two or three tribal
societies to study now and into later elementary classes

3. Biological adaptation. Human beings and animals should be stu-
died with increasing emphasis on the flexibility of human response
to environmental change. The term "biological- adaptation"
needs preparatory discusSion if the children are to "distinguish
the adaptive characteristics a ong classes of animalS, and between
animals and rnen."2 By what leans within the children's own-
experience 4ia.ve human beings, basically weak and defenseless
when compared to many other creatures, survived as long as they
have? What physical characteristics account for the adaptive

1

Social Sciences Framework (1968), p, 51.
2
Ibid.
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ability of the human Beings the pupils can observe in life and in
films? How have human beings adju,cned to the climates about
which the children may know something through direct or medi-
ated observation?

During discussions based on questions like these, the meanings of
the term "failuise" should be considered in many contexts. For
example, saved species of animal have been placed on the
"endangered" lists of the International Wildlife Federation, the
Audubon Socfet.y, and similar organizations. In what sense, if
any, 'have these creatures "failed" to adapt to environmental
change? In.what circumstances might human beings appear on
such a list? (And what creatures might be keeping the list, if they
dbuld write?)' How long 'lid the dinosaurs dominate their ranges
before they died out? How long have the tortoises been around?
When did the rise of the.mammals begin? What biological features
fav,Ored the survival of the mammals/ Why did some mammals
become bipedal? Which mammals returned to the sea and how have
they adapted to their marine environments?'

The children should learn that the means of adaptation and survival
are extremely varied, often quite subtle, and in most cases not
suited to illustration by Crude metaphors of battle, confrontation,
and bloody competition. Field trips to natural history museums,
archaeological digs, small parks such as La Brea"Tar Pits in Los
Angeles, and places where the remains of extinct animals and
hurrian beings can be studied should by now be firmly incorporated
into the curriculum.

The visual and tactile arts 'should also be employed to extend scien-
tific learning. Children of early elementary age can learn to chip
stone tools and to make fish hooks of bone, for example; they can
also weave and plait vegetable fibers for.fishing lines and food con
tainers. They can begin to sketch in pencil, crayon, and colored
inks what they see on location or in regional museums. Equally
important, they can be helped to imagine and act otit what it
mug have been like to be an Ice Age hunter, a shaman or priestess
conducting ceremonies in a sacred cave or grove, a woinan in a
food- gathering group, one of the first tillers of the soil, or a child
learning how to use the tools of his culture.

. Adaptive niche. The word "niche" should be understood in
the sense of the usual daily activities required to maintain
life, as well as a physical location. Many types of niches
should be presented through mediated and direct observation
of animals from the protozoa on up, 'including some parasitic
and symbiotic relationships. The children must learn to

rt
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s, 6

appreciate the complexity of an animal community, 'Vhich
.far exceeds that of a human one. They must also develop
respect for the bonds, often invisible to our eyes, that hold-
every community together.

o-

Depending on what the local environment has to offer, the
children can see for themselves the niches'occupied by several
species of common animals. Some of their nature- excursions
should center on such observations, and at least one should
take them to an environment where land and water meet
seashore, slough, lake, swamp, pond, or stream.

IndoOrs, the class'an spend full year studying a balanced
aquarium, which will provide opportunities for concentrated
viewing of.a small ecosystem and for experience in the physi-
cal-maintenance of the tank. One of the outcomes of this
project should be increased skill in reporting in several media.
If the children have established-gardens, they will have daily
opportunities to learn about adaptive niches in a small terres-
trial system. What influence do the gardeners themselves.
hAye upon the, environment they are observing? How many
animal specids, resident and visiting, are to be found there?
If crickets live in-the garden or near the schoolroom, the chil-
dren should time their chirping on both cool and warm days
and chart the effects of temperature changes on this activity.
What has the class -decided to do about the niches occupied by
"pests" like aphids, earwigs, and snails and by "predators" like
b,jYds; rabbits, and raccoons? What do the children know about
the adaptatiOn of certain insects to certain pesticides? Does
the gardeb support moles or gophers? Have the children made
a scarecrow and glittering mobiles to frighten the birds? Do
the birds seem to be afraid of them?

b. °Adaptive. characteristics. Protective soloration is one of the
easiest adaptive Characteristics to observe and one of the most
fascinating to small children. The examples to be found of
this phenomenon in life and in science films are ;too numerous
to mention. This feature of biological study lends itself well
to education in the visual arts from pattern-perception and
figure-ground relationships to paintings that involve camou-
flage and other types of imitation concealment.. iqoaumal
species should be studied in films. How have these creatures
adapted to hunting and foraging in the dark? Can the children
imagine what they themselves might have to do to adapt success-
fully to a nocturnal existence? They should make up stories,

-poems, and songs about possibilities like this. If they were
told to prepare gradually for the coming of the next Ice Age,
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what would they do to guarantee physical survival? What
would they want to take along for pleasure and education?
What would they want or need to preserve of our culture in
order to make survival more certain; attractivec) or interest-
ing? How much could be saved?

At this point the children can turn to the adaptive character-
istics that. have caused human beings to increase their num-"
bers in almost every region on earth. Eight- and nine- year
olds should by now have learned enough about-their own
physical-intellectual capacities fo begin to understand why-
we have adjusted so successfully to changing conditions of
life. The wonder of the commonplace, of the "standard
'equipment" we use without thinking, should be brought home
'cto the children in everything they do. o Body education and
scitene.et sppcialists can join the classroom teacherdiscuss-
ing such adaptive features as a.short pelvis, erect posture,
arched feet, Iront-focusirtg eyes with bifocal vision, hand
structure, omniverous appetite, temperature control, differ-
ential dentition, and finally, development of.the brain.

New ways of looking at themselves and their genetic heritage
can inspire pride in girls and boys. An erect posture and a
buoyant walk, aesthetically pleasing in both sexes, may come

, (tobe viewed as distinctive marks of the human being ra.her
than as abstract goals mysteriously prized by parents, dancers,
ane1-13. E. .instructors. The children's hands may suddenly
look different to them,- the opposed thumbs appearing almost
miraculous in their power to aid the fingers,,in fine manipu-

. latiOns. Now perhaps the class will find new teasons to be
proud of their handiwork and the front-focusing vision that
assisted them in creating it. And in becoming literate as
well as dexterous, they.should be inspired above all with
respect for the human brain and the creative imagination
"standard equipment" in every child.

67

4. Cultural adaptation. In its sociological sense, curture is the sum
total of the ways of liVing that have been built up by a group of

1
From Man's Rise to Civilization as Shown by the Indians of

North America from Primeval Times to °the Comin of the Industrial State.
Copyrig t 0 gy Peter Farr. Reprinte .y permission o t e tpu lis ers-,

E, Ir. Dutton & Co., Inc., New York. 'See pp. 18-22, for a brief discussion
of the word "culture," and esppciallY p. 20 for an estimate of the number
of elements in a culture like our own.
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human beings and transmitted from generation to generation.

Areview of the social science materials presented in Part One
of this framework will show in, how many-settings the children
have been studying specific behaviors and ways of living in their
ow" and other cultures. At, the same time, they have been
observing and discussing numerous examples of adaptation, includ-
ing instances of both success and failure.* Although they are not
yet ready to define the cultural adaptation process. in abstract .

° terms; they are prepared.to understand some of its workings.

What is the "sum tottg4f ways of living" built up by the various
social groups that have been studied so far? How ,;an this sum
total and the specific elements comprised in it ix seen as adap-
tive? Some further attention to terminology May be necessary
here. The adjective "adaptive" in Its biological- cultural mean-
ing is-harder for some children to understand than are the words
."adapt" and "adaptation." The implicit dynamism in the term
"adaptive" and the idea that adaptive behaviors or mechanisms
can mean life or death to a species must be brought out in class
discussions and visual demonstrations. Several means of doing this
for kindergarten children are presented in Part One, Chapter VI
of this framework. These suggestions can be followed more
explicitly here, however, under the subheadings "Technology"
and,"Division of labor, social organization, and roles.".

a, Technology.. The children have already, begun the study of
tools in museums, films, ,and books. and have asked adults at
home about the is of their trades.' The class should also
be making some ple tools based on models from prehistoric
times to the pres t and ranging from the early stone and bone
tools to the mu al instruments discussed in the art and music
chapters of this framework.' Hand-crafted and machitu.:-
tools should al.63 be included in the',"What in the World?"-
game suggested in the art chapter of this part of the framework.
As the children-become more adept at forming conclusions
based on body of evidence, they should be asked to speculate
on the relationships between certain selected cultures and their
tools, and they should be shown, many photographs and films
of individuals using tools. The idea of a culture as (among
other things) a body of interrelated sets of activities should be
reinforced in all the examples presented in instruction.

1
See Part One, Chapter VI of-this framework, pp. '26-274 See also

Eric Sloane, A Museum of Early American Tools (New 'York: Wilfred H. Funk,Int., 1964).
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The next step might be 'to discuss groups of tools in several
cultures in California; What may be inferred about the ways

\ of life of the tool users? How did their tools make it possible
for them to thrive in their environment? What relationship\ exists between the environment and the materials,of which the'

\toolsire made? What aesthetic qualities do the tools pos-
8 ss3 What is meant by a technology? What levels of social,
p. itical,.and economic development are implied in the
ter , ? Is the word "technology' ever used to de8cribe the tool-
usin practices of preindustrial cultures? These questions
shoul not be put to, the children in any fOrmal way, but they
underli: some of the comparisons to.come in the later elemen-
tary ye- .

Finally, th class should choose two`or three California Indian
tribes for co centrated study. Henceforward the dhildren will
focus their in iries on these groups as examples of the " 'sim-
plest' form of map social organization:'1 Local circu.m-
stinces will det- me at least one of the choices, so as to
enrich the childr 's associations with their own communities
and td provide re-ources for immedigte observation.

The web of connections between the natural environment and
the human, community should be made visible whenever pos-
sible.? The children should see how.human beings haye cre'-
ated their communities by using the physical environment
both wisely and unwisely. .Field trips to sites where tools have
been or are being excavated; visits to natural history, ethnic,
and art museums; opportunities to handlereplicas of Indian
tools; study of the decorations found on many implements;
authentic stories about California Indians; recordings of Indian
music; some information from the teachers and other experts
about the languages of the tribes being studied; dramatization
of rituals and historic events; cultivation of some Indian herbs
and ,vegetables, in the school garden; perhaps a meal of authen-
tic. Indian style and ingredients in these and other, forms, the
arts and sciences can be combined to illtlistrate the forces of
cultural adaptation. 'The controlling theme should always be
centered on bow certain ways of living contributed to assuring
a people's survival or on how they proved inadequate when
the environment changed.

Social Sciences Framework7(1968), p. 50.
2
In the Early World will prove useful here in showing hoW the natural

environment can be related to the society, of a school.
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b. Division of labor, social organization, roles. A good
deal has already been said about these sub'ects in the kin-
dergarten section,of this framework.1 In ly elementary
school, the children can be asked to a what they know
to the social organization of,the Indian tribes2 they are
studying and discuss such questions as these:

c .

How does the tribe make its living?

In what specific ways has the natural environment deter-,.
- mined the tribe's economy?.

How has t
economy?

awironment been affected by the, tribe's

Which tri 1 activities are influenced by the natural
environme t? ,Would one or more be much the same no
matter wli re t e tribe lived?

What are th tribe's main sources of food hunting, fish-
ing, trapping, foraging, agriculture, animal husbandry?

Are any foods stored for the, winter or treated to,preserve
Them?

What do the tribes-people wear? Are there distinctions in
dress between men and women, old' and young, important
and less important individuals?

Does this tribe trade with other tribes? If so, what articles
are traded?

What are the tribe's dwellings made of?

What is-the tribe's religion?

How are use and ownership of land, dwellings, crops, flocks,
and the like dqtermined?

Who performs the functions named or implied in the
questions presented above?

art One, Chapter VI.

he children should learn that "tribe" is an outsider's word, a con-
venient term of classification. The original inhabitants of this country usually
called- themselves "the people."' See -Farb, pp. 3-4.
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. Is every task, function, or role reserved for either men
or women, older persons or younger tribe members? Are
some of these tasks, functions, or roles shared? Does
the whole community participate in some of them?

What rules and rituals govern association between the sexes?

Are _both parents responsible for rearing children? Does
the community playa. role in this activity?

. Are social roles clearly defined?

. W flat tools and instruments are used in every occupation,
including the practice of ieligion?

Whit art forms. does the tribe produce? How are they
used?

How has the' natural environment affected their, composi-
tion and.style? Have trade and other kinds of communi-
cation influenced their artwork?

. Who practices medicine in the tribe? With what mated-.
als and instruments?

When the class is shown silent films depicting life in an unfa-
miliar tribal culture, can the children identify those types of
behavior that are influenced by the natural environment' .

Can they infer something about social Organization and roles
frOm the same body of evidence? What divisions of labor do
they observe?

After considerable everience with the inquiries just described,
the children should attempt some compaiisons of various
tribes and try to explain why each tribal group developed its
own way ()ile in adapting to its surroundings. The children
will eventually learn to predict how a people might adapt to
a given set of conditions, (Guessing-games can be played to
reinfothe this skill.) They should also begin to see I-low failures
to adapt might occur. What causesinatural and cultural
might contribute to one group's success and anothees failure,
in similar environments? .This subject can "be examined in the
light of the questions just listed, simply by. shifting the empha-
sis from success to failure.
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Some classification of adaptive means should be undertaken
when the children appear ready for it-= probably at the
beginning of the later elementary curriculufn. A list should
be kept of every cultural adaptation noted and discussed by
the class during its study of this topic. The adaptations
listed should then be grouped under the headings of "com-
munic-ation," "technology," and "social organization."
(There will be some overlapping.) Asisoon as the first sort-
ing is completed, the children should be given time to
review the items carefully. Se' th4t the review may be a
genuine "re-seeing," the information under consideration
should be made visible on hand-lettered placards or charts
hung in the schoolroom.

,Two reviews will be occurring simultaneou The-first will
determine that every item is the right plac the second
will justify each placement. The teachers who supervise this
project will soon learn if the concept of cultural adaptation
is understood and will select areas..in which further study may
be advisable. The children will be able to undertake qn-
trastive analysis only when they have learned how to clf*ify
accurately and easilyalmost as if it had become second
nature. Thus prepared, they will be well equipped, try pro-
ceed further with the study of human societies.

9



CHAPTER VII

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

,11

-Learning thoroughly at least one of the languages that other
people speak is still considered by many Americans to be a desirable goal
of education, even though this goal has not been achieved-on a large scale

'in
the public schools. The pleasure speaking and reading a foreign tongue

and the sense of mastery that results m knowing it well are reasons
enough to include foreign languages in a humanities program. But there are
others, too, extremely important to a ation settled altnost entirely by immi-
grants.and now reaching out in friendship, tradel and diplomacy to the wcirld
at large. Foreign language study is a .reminder of our racial and ethnic
diversity, an instrument of commercial life, and an indispensabledid to
diplomacy. Many more Americans are traveling abroadhan ever bef;ird;
they realize that speaking the language of the country in which, they are visiting,'
residing, or doing business is a practical necessity and a'gesture of friendship .

and understanding. When they return, they want their children-to maintain
fluency in the new tongue and to become stddents -of its literature. For many,
American's who reside at home, a 116-manifies,progratn,rnusCitlelude foreign
language instruction, because these'peOple-:-tlafge groups of themspeak
native language other than 'English. They have.a.fight'to see their children
grow up with the feeling that they are a respected part of the American nation,
and with pride in their ancestral language and cultural background:, This right
can be made a reality only if most, if not all, speakers of English and thOse
whose native tongue is Other than English-:- Spanis, Chinese, or whatever- -
are able to talk to one another.

,PT

The CalifornitState Legislature has declared bilingual-bicultural
edudation to be public policy, and has passed legislation so.put it into effect in
the schools. In this 'humanities framework; 'foreign - language instruction is
considered an integral partOf humanities education, to the.end that all chiRlren
should grow up bilingual and bicultural Whether or not they coind from a neigh-
borhood where foreign languages are spoken.

However, it, must be understood by all Concerned that to attempt
to achieve such fa goal will place a severe strain on the resources of most
school districts. Perhaps at firsf only a few of them, forced by parental and
other pressui.es toward early compliance with the Legislature's-poiicy-statement,

o

will'be able to hire and retrain enough teachers to carry out bilingual - bicultural
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programs from kindergarten through high school. This effort is the heart of
the problem. Unless (or until) a school can gather 'such a staff and find the
books -.and other materials they will need, fully bilingual-bicultural education
simply cannot be accomplished. A school in this situation, or one in the
process of moving toward a complete program in foreign languages and cultures,
will be well advised to follow as many of the recommendations below as it
possibly can. But parents, teachers, and administrators must realize what is
entailed in any proposal to integrate at least one foreign language with an
entire curriculum, K-12.

Rabrnmendations

Anyone who has taken young children to live in a foreign country
can vouch for the truth of the statement that they have the ability to absorb a
second language almost effortlesSly, including a whole vocabulary of new
gestures. The younger the children, the easier it is for theth to learn a new
language: they acquire it in much the same way as they mastered their first- -
through unconscious imitation. Professor Bradford Arthur, in Teaching English
to Speakers of English,1 says that the capacity to learn language reaches almost
full maturity in the first five years of life and persists at a high level until the
onset of puberty. For this reason alone, he makes a strong argument for begin-
ning foreign language instruction early, and a very strong one against delaying
it until high school. His book should be read carefully by those who will be
teaching foreign languages in early elementary classrooms, with special atten-
tion to the correlation he notes between the motor and language development of,
young children.

Experience has shown that children who are well instructed in a
second language from their earliest years will progress steadily from mere
linguistic manipulation to easy peisunal communication. However, this will
happen only when the language program is continuous, for children (and most
adults, it must be said) do not retain a second language very long after daily
practice has ceased. Their mastery thus depends upon a well-organized
sequential curriculum beginning in the early elementary grades and continuing
through high school and upon frequent communication among those who are
coordinating and teaching at every level. If language teachers are given the
time and encouragement to get together and talk about what they are doing, it
is more likely that their/students will be able to make continuous progress in
the foreign tongue. 2 0

1(New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973), pp. 15-28.

2See Chapter 2, "Nature of the Foreign Language Program, " and
Chapter 3, "Effective _Articulation, " in Foreign Language Framework for
California Public Schools, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento:
California State Department of Education, 1972).
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In addition to Ar-thur's work, the following books will be most
useful when teachers are planning foreign language humanities programs:

Theodore .Andeisson, Foreign Languages in the Elementary School (Austin,
Texas: University of Texas Press, 1969).

Nelson Brooks, Language arid Language Learning (New York: Harcourt
Brace and World, 1960).

Marguerite Erisson, et al., Foreign Languages in the Elementary School
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-H1

Mary Finocchiaro, Teaching Childre Foreign alquages (New York: McGrav;
Hill Book ompany, 19.4

Robert Lado, Language Teaching (N6w Yor
1964).

Craw Hill Book Company,

James Moffett, A'Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1973).

Children should first learn a foreign language through listening too
and speaking it; this is the way that people naturally learn the sounds and
meanings of any language, native or foreign. Young children should not be
expected to read and write in a second language until they can do both compe-
tently in their first. To teach with this aural-oral method, teachers must have
a good command of the spoken language and a near-native accent. Young child-
ren imit9re quite accurately, and a poor accent learned in their early years
will not be easily corrected as they grow older. if the teachers are not native
speakers, they should arrange for their pupils to hear native speakers often,
by inviting them to visit the classroom frequently or to seise as regular class-
room aides. Recordings, tapes, and films of high quality must also be used
constantly. Through inservice training, university courses, travel, and friend-
ships with native speakers, teachers should be able to maintain their language-
speaking skills. Districts should hire foreign languagespecialists as teachers
and consultants whenever the speaking abilities of-ate regular teachers need to
be improved.

Children require daily practice in learning a second language, but
since their attention span is short, fifteen- to twenty-minute periods are suf-
ficient. Vocabulary can he developed through singing, counting, acting, cooking,
playing games, and dancing, as well as through drills that are carefully planned
for a particular.age group or individual pupil. Artificial exercises should be
avoided. For example, it is not useful for pupils to learn the names of objects
unless they are going to use them in everyday conversations. They should learn
how to greet, ask and respond to questions, and converse about everyday activi-
ties at home and at school. They should alsobe shown some of the gestural
language of the other culture. Communication between people should be the
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main goal of all language instruction. By imitating teachers' gestures and
facial expressions, pupils can learn how people of another country communi-
cate non-verbally.1

'Children learn to translate- -a skill that develops slowly over the .
years--by learning to retell in their own language stories and poems that areread or told tar them in the foreign language. Pictures and illustration's Can
accompany the telling of familiar stories, and the children can point to them
during the retelling.- Foreign bookstores and publishing companies are a.
valuable source of appropriate material prepared for young native speakers.
Teachers should be very cautious about using translations that are specially
prepared for beginning language learners. Many of them are over-simplified,
condescending, or inane. Stories, poems, short plays, myths, and legends
originally written in the:native tongue and forming part of the authentic litera-
ture of the countries where the language i P. spoken should be the source of
whatis told to the children and retold by them. They should alsolearn the
traditional songs and dances of a foreign country, and hear the stories that
are related to them. Parents and grandparents can be asked td help with these
activities.

One of the most important things a school can do for children is to
help them feel comfortable in their own cultural skins and to retain the self-,
confidence and sense of dignity to which every person is entitled. Some of thefinest, most siccessful second-language programs are to be found in schools
where native speakers of English and native speakers of another language are
members of the same class and share in the teaching. Such an arrangement
produces very rapid learning of the less familiar tongue, raises the self-
esteem of the teacher-learners, and prevents loss df fluency in the native
tongues. The aim of such programs should be to make native speakers of,
say, Chinese or Spanish able to_ speak good English, and native speakers of
English to speak at least one of the other tongues well. Many California child-
ren speak a language other than English as their native tongue. While these
children must learn to be fluent in English, they need notl. and Should not,
become so at the expense of losing their native language. z

Teachers of bilingual children have a wonderful opportunity ta
help them appreciate being bilingual and bicultural. These children should
always see the opportunity as a blessing, as a great gift, not as a social disad-
vantage; they should be proud of their heritage and cherish their native tongue.
One of the richest benefits that an'interdisciplinary humanities program can
confer on school children is the grateful recognition of diversity. Who really,
wants to be thought of as a lump of matter to be dissolved in a "melting pot"?
And why should.people think of themselves as a national amalgam or brew of

I-See Edward T. Hall, The Silent Language (New York: Doubleday
& Co. , 1959; Premier Books/Fawcett World Library, 1963).

2See Part One, Chapter V, pp: 68-72.
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uniform appearance, flavor, and consistency? If metaphors are sought to
express the sense that Americans have of being members of a federal union,
teachers should think of some that preserve the image of diversity in unity,
of various strands composing a fine strong fabric. In this respect, as in
many others, the aims of humanities education are identical with this one
expressed in the Foreign Langua e Framework:

.The general recogniti of bilingual education as a way of
helping children whose mother tongue is a language other
than English is now being considered as a major means
of helping uii children- including those whose first: language
is English--to understand and appreciate better what each
has to offer ,the other.'

The inescapable conclusion must now be drawn from the recom-
mendations set forth in this chapter and in the frameworks for foreign languages
and for bilingual-bichltural education: all California teachers should be bilingual
and capable of offering instruction in a second language. Nothing less will do if
the requirements of bilingual humanities education are to be taken seriously.
In elementary schools thiS goal can be attained more quickly than in secondary
schools, because elementary teachers do not have to go as far into the details.°
their subject matters ,as secondary teachers do, and thus will not need as
extensive and specialized a foreign vocabulary. However, elementary teachers
will do some teaching in the second language in, arithmetic, reading and writing,
the social sciences, and other subjects, especially in the later elementary
giades, where the children should be able to understand,basic terms and simple
discussions. Preservice. and inservice education will therefore have to be
organized so as to enable teachers to achieve this level of competence.2

Since the goal of a complete bilingual teaching staff will take some
time to reach, an intermediate gbal should be` set. By means of hiring and
retraining, schools should have a number-of teachers on their staffs who are
capable of instructing in a second language. In one elementary school, this

.group might consist of the language art.'s, music, and body education teachen;
in another school, a different combination. In secondary schools, 'the presence
of a number of bilingual teachers would give student's the .ppportunity to study,
for example, the art and architecture of Latin Atnerica in Spanish, the hjstory

. of the Chinese in the United States in Chinese, and current developments in
Common Market countries in French, German, Italian, and English. Where

'Foreign Language Framework, p. 14'

-2See Part Eight of this framework. Special training programs in
the use of foreign language as the second language orinstruction will have to be -
establisheck.,,So far, the State has set up requirements only for special training
of teachers in culture. and'history: School Staff Preparation in the History, Culture,
and Current Problems of Racial an&Ethnic Minorities (Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1973).
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Russian or Japanese are taught, like opportunities exist. Schbols having
large populations from a subdominant American culture--and in.California
this is .likely to be Spanish-speakingshould Se well staffed by teachers who
are fluent in the language of that culture; but it does not follow that these
teachers must have, been, born into it. While it is essential that minority
students have teachers from their own cultures who symbolize achievement
and status, it should not happen that odly teachers of Mexican-American
background teach' about Mexican-American culture,, and that only Black
Americans teach about Black American history. Bilingual and bicultural
education should not result in a kind of segregated biculturalism.1

Humanities planning committees must play a partin seeing that
instruction is conducted appropriately ,and sequentially in one or more foreign
la,nguages, particularly in the language of the largest subdominant culture in
a given community, and that information-about the various cultures in the
community is'brought into the entire instructional program. When planning
community-related programs, committed members should study the sections
on Point of View, Goals, and Prograin Design in the Bilingual-Bicultural
Framework. 2 They should also participate in meetings with parents and
others to help ,decide which languages should be taught in the school anchow
extensive the bicultural humariities program should be.

Activities Going On in the Foreign Language Phlram

7

Describing their own actions= and the actions of others
with the foreign language vocabulary the children have at
their command

Listening to stories read or told aloud daily by a teacher,
native-speaker, or aide, or on a recording, accompanied
by.visual material

Retelling these stories in the children's native language
ti

'Acting out these stories, first in pantomime and later with
improvised dialogue in the second language

Improvising simple dramatic situations from everyday life,
using the second-language vocabulary

.1-This danger is pointed out in Lawrence Wright, "The Bilingual
Education Movement at the Crossroads, " Phi Delta Kappan (November, 1973
pp. 183-186.

O

2B
ilingual-Bicultural Education: A Framework for the Elementary

and Secondary Schools of California.
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. Listening to stories told in their native language about the
culture of the country where the foreign language is spoken

Singing songs and learning dances of several peoples and
cultures

Celebrating national and ethnic holidays of many kinds

. Meeting native speakers who will talk to the children about
their countries frequently and at.length

. Viewing the arts of other countries directly and by mediation;
creating works of 'art inspired by them

Expressing their sense of other peoples and cultures in
$ Various art media, including dance and descriptive narratives

in their own tongue

"Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities
Invp ving-Foreign Languages

The chapters on drama and the language arts thrqughout this frame-
work contain many ideas that areapplicable to a second-language program.
Young children should bejaught their second language, as well as their first,
in as natural a manner as possible. The combination of language, body move-
ment, music, and drama activities will aid this process. In fact, they are
absolutely essential to good language instruction in anytongue. The Drarna/
Theater Framework' is a useful source of ideas fOr adapting and conitahrig
drama/language arts education in a foreign language. ,

Foreign
Moffett's plah :for in
that pupils can panto
and write the vocabul
As their skills, increa
theme suggested by t
Moffett suggests man

nguage teachers will profit greatly from reading-James
rporating drama with the language arts, K-I3. He argues
ime the literature they hear long before they can read
ry contained in stories, myths, poems, and short dramas.
e, they can begin to create improvised dialogues on a
teacher or by other-children in their small groups' ,

drama activities that foreign language teachers can
easily adapt to a second - language program. Short dramatizations offer an

,

*See also the other disciplinary chapters. Foreign languages and
ethnic studies arp incorporated with the whole curriculum.

.

(Sabriamente: California State Department of Education, 1971).
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excellent way to bridge the gap between male and female "roles" as they are
conventionally seen in some cultures. For example, in acting out a domestic
scene where one person goes to a job'away from home and the other does the
housework, all parts can be alternated between girls and boys. The children
should feel free to describe work-patterns in their own families and neighbor-
hoods; sub-cultural differences, if any, should be noted and-discussed thought-,
fully. The social sciences chapters in Parts One and Two contain many ideas
suitable for small-group discussion and dramatization. Indeed, whole sections
of those chapters could be integrated with foreign language instruction: 1

From their earliest years, children should cook in foreign languages,
so to speak. California has inherited several fine cuisines from. the people who
have settled the state, and every humanities teacher should Make an inventory
of the cooking resources represented in the class:2 Chief among these will be
the children's families. Many young parents are growing much of their own
food, baking several kinds of wholesome breads, and resurrecting traditional
ways of cooking. They enjoy exploring various types of cookery, and shouldbe
asked to school on a regular basis to join the teachers and the class in plan-
ning and cooking Sc ne simple, authentic meals. Many older relatives, male
and female, keep old-country customs-- alive in their kitchens; some 'still use
recipes in their-native languages, weigh ingredients, grow herbs, make their
own noodles, tortillas, ravioli, and won ton, and use interesting utensils In
their daily cooking. Such artists--for so they are--should also come regularly
to participate in international dookery projects. Those who speak the languages
in use at school should plan with the classroom' teachers to prepare simple and
clear oral directions and explanations in the foreign tongues; to increase the
children's vocabulary of useful words, including those for counting, weighing,
measuring; and reading clocks and thermometers; and to eat and clean up
with the children, talking all the while in their native tongue.

More should be done with puppetry in foreign language instruction
than is customarily the case. Puppets are a form of masking, ,so they'allow
young speakers to shield themselves cleverly as they try out new words and
accents: the puppet can functio as a scapegoat for mistakes as well as a
projector of special effects. M y of the best myths and other short tales in
any language are excellent sod. s of dramatic action, brisk dialogue, and
imaginative sound effects; and they also lend themselves to vivid characteri-
zation in speech; staging, and puppet design.

1-James Moffett. A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum,
Grades K-13 (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin, 1973)..

2See discusSion of art and cooking in Chapter II, Recommendations,
above.



THREE PART
Later Elementary Education

CHAPTER I

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOALS

As a general process, humanities education admits no divisions or
abrupt demarcations betoeen one stage of a person's life and another. It should
be seen as a progression flowing from kindergarten through high school, but the
flow will necessarily stop and start at certain intervals according to the ways in
which schools are organized. These interruptions are probably unalterable facts
of academic life, depending in part as they do on social customs beyond the
schools' contral. However,(pnew kinds of organization and scheduling are being
adopted in districts all over the state, and specific patterns are now falling
more and more within the command of localities and even of individual prin-
cipals and school staffs. So it is not-too much to expect that unnecessarily dis-
ruptive or downright harmful breaks betWeen "grades" or "levels" of instruction
can be prevented if school and district staffs really think they ought to be.

One 61 the most troublesome of the common disjunctions is that
between early and later elementary levels, usually between third and fourth
grades. Around fourth grade, as many parents .(and other people) have noticed
when they visit the schools, a disappointing change often occurs: The first out-
ward sign to the visitor is almost always the look of Otlassroomo: subtly or
obviously, it will proclaim the end of the kindergarten-primary style.- Bulletin
boards and walls dO not display colorful, direct evidence of happy and varied
activity. Desks are likely to be deployed in ranks'and rows. There is less floor
space availableqor dancing and acting, and very little "interesting messiness,"
though in ill-kept, understaffed schools the roorns may look grubby anq untidy
and Tar from interesting. The little clusters and circles of chairs,the full shelves
and handy resource tables; the scientific instruments, the art materials, and
the play corners; which personified the spirit of the class even in the children's
absence, have altogether disappeared from many schools and are strikingly
diminished in others. -

Again, in many though certainly not in, all later elementary class-
rooms, the imaginative, . affective, and physical qualities of human life stiffer
a reduction; the life of the rpcd begin's to be detached from the life of the _

creative imagi6ation and the senses; and the free exchange of ,thought and feel-
ing that characterizes the best humanities education subsides or tends to be
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regularized into question-and-answer teaching, often under the falsely assumed
name of "inquiry" or "guided< discussion." Whatever the name, the method is
deadly.

None of this need occur. There is nothing in the nature of things that
requires a sudden shift in the-way we teach one age group and its-immediate
juniors and seniors. The' transition from early to later elementary classes should
be made so easilTthat the chi! iren do not feel an unsettling shock of change.'
Nine- and ten-year-olds are not radically different from children just a little
younger' than they.,, Some of the changes commonly to be found between, early
and later elementary or middle schools may be well meant and instituted for
potentially good reasons the children are growing up, or reaching a higher stage
of developmeht, or looking forward to more advanced work, or (i'f sixth graders)
getting ready for junior high school. There is nothing intrinsically bad in any of
these ideas; Little children do indeed grow up, develop, look forward, and yearn
to be like older ones. ;They certainly should be encouraged to assume firmer.con-'
trol of their actions, to take on new tasks, to test their various capacities, to be
proud of their growth, to feel and think and do new things.. If this were what
ordinarily happened between the-ninth and twelfth years of a child's life, we might
all be grateful. For inappropriate childishness would then be left behind, replaced
by a sturdy independence; petty egotism would adjust to the legitimate demands
of sociality;_and talents would bloom'.

In the best later elementary and middle schools, such things do happen
all the time. "Fourth grade" is very much like-kindergarten and primary school
as far as the look and sound and tone of the classroom are concerned. ,Quite often
it will be taught jointly with a "fifth grade" class or in a set of "ve 'car-group-
ings that include eight-to-twelve-year-olds. Sometimes the teact.,6 are assisted
by trained aides both volunteers and paid paraprofessionals. A classroom may
have a laboratory 'corner and will certainly contain such- equipment as various
kinds of lenses, instruments for weigldng and measuring, number andilogic games,
puzzles, more complicated block sets and other building materials, three
dimensional maps, globes aerial photographs, fish tanks, a terrarium or a window
garden, an ant.boxand a worm box, some,sMall mammals and reptiles kindly cared
tor, changing collections of botanical and mineral specimens, and other things
gathered by the papirs.2

The shelves and reading tables will hold good books, magazines, and
newspapers of several kinds; there will be many well-illustrated reference works
in the.arts.and sciences among them.7Every room will contain an up-to-date

1

Ear a related discussion of this point, see the introduction to Part TWo.
2
ElwynRichardson's 'the Early World shows how to accomplish all

this and more.
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dictionary on a stand; which anyone may quietly consult at any ti me, without
special permission. The cupboards hi these good classrooms are abundantly stocked
with 'art materials, with everything that will sustain a full program in the visual
and tactile arts, including wood and metal-working equipment; and thebwalls will
be hung with the pupils' work. There will be plenty of paper and pencils and
felt pens and crayons, so that begging, hoarding: and going without need not be
endured. Thoughtful care of supplies, equipment, and exhibits will be taught as
one of the habits of curatorshy and good housekeeping,. in which boys and girls
should cooperate as a matter of course. Children do not deface, smash, or burn
the places where they enjoy themselves and where the work of their_hdnds and
brains is proudly displayed.

In good schools, music is sung, played, danced to, and studied every
day. The children will bring their favorite records to class, so safe storage must
be provided and the record player kept in repair. Popular, easily-played instruments,
some made.by the pupils themselves, will be available for informal concerts and
for accompanying group-singing, dramatic presentations, and dancing. All the arts
and sciences will be taught impartially and made available ini understandable ways
to all the pupils, simply as part of normal, everyday education. None of them will
be reserved for a special few, although advanced instruction will be available for
all who want it. Democratic education does pot require the abandonment of
talented children to boredom, nor does it impose tight restrictions on our defini-
tions of talent; Teachers who look for ability and eagerness to learn will usually
find them.

The household arts will continue to be part of the. general curriculum
for both sexes. The production of Whole meals can be carried out by ten-to-
twelve-year-olds: whose work Is'planned and supervised. Parents; grandparents,
and other aides should help' in projects like these, which require coordination of
many activities. No teacher can be expected to manage thorougilgoing arts and
crafts instruction of any kind all alone, and no teacher should be expected to pay
for the supplies and equipment necessary for such instruction. Par too many have
to do so now,

The industrial and technical arts should be coordinated with other
instruction and made an integral pact of humanities education. Work with woods
acid metals is well within the capacities of later elementary and middle school
pupils, girls as well as boys.' As the children improve in manual ,dexterity, they
should be shown how to take care of the things they use. By age twelve, .most
boys and girls should be able .to make simple repairs of common household and
ihobby equipment. They will be proud to show off-these skills at home.

1,
See Chapter IX, Part Five, for ideas that can be adapted to later

elementary education.
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Above if it is proper to elevate one essential practice above
another reading an writing and arithmetic must not be detached from the regu-
lar humanities curriculum and loaded with some kind of moral pre- eminence or
awefal threat. They are neither less nor more important than they were when the
children first set About learning them. If reading and writing and mathematics
have been taught well from the beginning and securely integrated with the other
arts of our civilization, most of the children will do them competently. A
smaller number of very able children will do them remarkably well. Every
child should by this time feel honest pleasure in dealing wirii letters and numbers.

Those who have not been successfully taught how to manage these
basic symbolic systems should receive individual and-small-grdup instruction
within their regular classes. They should not bgr relegated to So-called remedial
classes.'

Bilingual should continue throughout the elementary years;
existing programs should be strengthened and new ones introduced, depending on
the needs of a school population. If all California children could speak and read
school- English and one oilier language either native to them or widely used around
them, and do so fairly competently by the age of twelve, they Would be on their
way to really fine educations, which Would immeasurably extend their prospects
in life.2

Teachers of preadolesceni children have .tnuch to be grateful for.
Although not every nine- ten-: or eleven-year-old is enjoying a blissful 'latency
period," and even though many children in these age groups do collie to school
deeply troubled and sometimes driven to distraction by their home lives, they are
.generally very engaging. The youngest can still express' open affection for a beloved
teacher; the oldest will find ways to do so too, though perhaps more diffidently.
They are usually full of energy, humor, and imagination, eager to learn, bursting
with curiosity, savvy in some ways but trustingly innocent in others, closer to their
bodies than most older children will be, and physically able to do many more
things than they could manage earlier.

At the beginning of these later elementary school years, teachers
should look back over the kindergarten and early elementary education their
pupils have received. As faz as the teachers' informa unches;and-inquiries
go, what have been its strengths and .weaknesses? What happens in the primary

1

See Chapter V, Part Five, "Recommendations," for an extended
di ussion of this matter.

2 ,

See the foreign languages chapters in Parts One, Two, and Three
for further discussion.



schools of the teachers' own district? What skills do the entering classes bring
With them? How can the years ahead be planned to improve what the children ,

-already possess and to introduce new studies and activities into the program?

A te,reading of Parts One and Two of this framework will help in
this retrdspective survey and will shed light on the chapters to come. An acquain-
tance with district and school pblicies will offer some clues about what to expect
of the pupils educated nearby, though friendly conversations with kindergarten
and early elementary teachers wilbprove more useful than any official handouts.
Professional reading of the kinds of books recommended throughout the frame-,
work, discussions with other members of the staff, and participation in the
inser vice seminars described in Part Eight will be of greF assistance in planning
for both locally educated and transfer pupils.

The kindergarten classroom and the self-contained classroom that
succeeds it are the ,models for the organization of humanities education in the
elementary (and secondary) schpolst and one-teacher-for-one-class is the basic
staffing formula derived from this!organization.* This framework assumes that
in early and later elementary school, 'tine teacher will be in charge of one group
of children at a given time,' and that this teacher will be a hinnanities teacher.

What: humanities teachers are and what the)/ db should become clear
to anyone who studies Parts One and Two. They will be responsible for teaching
the subjects of this framework as single disciplines arid-in combinations. There-
fore, they will need good liberal-and fine arts edudation at the undergraduate
and -graduate level, improved teacher education, greatly expanded opportunities
for inservice training, and sufficient time during school hours to study, plan, and
coordinate humanities instruction on a schoolwide scale.

Readers should no/ conclude that humanities teachers in elementary
schools need simply to know and to do more. Indeed, one .of the most intimidat-
ing problems they may face is that of deciding what to discard or alter in the
traditional curriculum before they can organize a genuine humanities curriculum
;o replace'it. These teachers will also have to acquire new skills and discover
how to use time and space in different proportions. The security of doing things
in set ways will have to yield to the uncertainty of'trying new but eventually

more effective methods, -Chilthen-will-not be using basal readers and workbooks
in the drama/language arts program; but they will be improvising and'acting in
plays, miming, using their bodies to interpret literature, and learning how to
talk, read, and write for and to each other in small groupi. Teachers will have
to know how to integrate mathematics add. science,instruction and to relate therse

1
The length of time that one teacher stays with the same group.

vples. For example, in non-graded schools teachers may stay with the same
groups for longer or shorter times than a year.

40,
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fields to the arts. They will have to show children how to listen t musicand to look at works of art. 4
'k 0

Classroom teachers cannot, h -ver carry out a humanities curricu-
lum unaided: School districts must employ additional, specially trained teach-ers in drama-language arts- reading, the visual and tactile arts, music, body.
education, mathematics, and science in short, ,in every subject contained in
this framework. Teachers of these subjects will serve as instructional and resourceassistants to classroom teachers, participate in team-teaching, and also regularlyteach classes in their specialties. These teachers are not specialists in the sensethat their only 'work is to go around demonstrating new methods to classroom
teachers, nor should "they become the nuclei of separate departments. Rather;they will teach their specialties whenever it is appropriate to do so as part of thehumanities program. Their technical expertise will be essential in many situa-tions: for example, teaching instrumental and choral groups, dance, special artskills, extended science projects, and the like. They should be, guided in theirefforts by the frameworks of their disciplines and the humanities frainework."
The ratio of these teachers to a school population right be based on that suggestedfor music teachers in the Music Framework; e.g. , one teacher in each of the
above categories for every 600 children..

Hiring policies for elementary schools should be brought into 'line withthis formula. In times of financial crisis, staff should be reduced on 'a proportional,not a selective, basis, because no school can be said to function well unless it hasits full complement of the specially trained' teachers 'mentioned above. Schoolboards must adopt policies declaring the arts to be fundamental subjects in thecurriculum, no more to be abandoned in hard times than reading, physical edu-cation, mathematics, or science.

Planning and organizing humanitieS programs for elementary schoolswill take time, care, thought, and cooperative effOrt; for teachers and_administra-i
tors must prepare themselves and their schools fdr the new kinds ofgeaching andlearning discussed in this framework.,A. Humanities Planning Committee, such asis proposed for junior and senior tiigty schools, plus ornaller humanities planninggroups will be needed when an elementary school itaff undertakes the professionalstudy and inservice training required to impiemen this framewdrk.2

Unfortunately, elementary teachers have not been accorded the sameprestige within the teaching profession or the lay community*as high school teach-ers. Tire aura of academic specialization surrounding the latter often Makes

1

See recommendations on subject matter, staffing, and teacher 'edu-cation in the Art, Drama/Theater, and Music Frameworks.
2
Teachers and administrators are asked to stud y Part Four, especially

Chapters II and III, and adapt the ideas discussed therZ to the needs of elemen-tary school staffs.

I
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people uncec '.sciously regar theme with greater respect. This attitude has had
some cruel consequences, dne of them being the notion that elementary teachers
do not need privacy and pla ning time during the school day so that they can
step"back from their close a ociation with children and discover where they are
going. Elementary,teachers do not enjoy the "right" to a daily planning period,
as secondary teachers do; in many districts they must stay with their pupils all
day long, including lunch and recess, 'and they have no teachers of "Veciar
subjects to relieve them. Yet the problems of planning and teaching humanities
programs in the elementary schools are quite as complex and time -consuming,as
in the secondary schools. The "working day" of elementary teachers must there-
fore be reorganized to meet the realities- of teaching. The folldwing reconimentt-
tioh from Part Four, Introduction to Hurrianities Education in junior and Senior.
High Schools, applies with very little alteration,to elementary sehoOls:

The school schedule should be organized so that all teachers will
have adequate and regular time for the groupca.nd"individual plan-
ning that is necessar)T fongood teaching of any kind to occur, and.
absolutely vital.for interdisciplinary humanities Programs. At
least two hours a week si- %.ild be scheduled for every teacher who is
involved in planning humanities,programs. Such planning time is in
addition to the regular daily planning period that most secondary,
teachers are allotted. A common planning peridd is indispensable
for the team that is teaching interdisciplinary programs or courses..

When they are at last given the time to do so, elerhentary school,
faculties must consider another typical. situation: how teachers in self- contained
classroOms can find new ways to handle all the subjects they now teach and yet
meet the demands for interdisciplinary and cooperative teadhing that this frame,-
work proposes. Most-elementary teachers are already "interdisciplinary" in a
rearsense, though this is not the same as saying they are automatically ready for
schoolwide humanities *grams. They already have charge of all tile subjects
their pupils Will be taking. While most, of these teachers, particularly in the
later elementary schools, organize the instructional day into separate, discrete
allotments of time for reading, writing, spelling, arithmetic, music, and so on,
(most administrators require them to),. many teachers combine subject matte s so
that children may write their science paragraphs during English time, practi e
library skills during a social- studies project, and the like. This disposition t ward
combining activities and assignments giveS elementary teachers a head start
toward achieving the integrated curriculum and new methodology `essential for \
humanities teaching. However, there is no denying that the separateness and self-
sufficiency of elementary classrooms'also breed isolation. It is very hard for ma::ty-
elementary teachers to discuss opehly with other teachers the common experiences
they want their pupils to'have in the humanities, and to consider how team teach-
ing and other cooperative ventures might extend the,range of what can be taught,
allow arts teachers to work closely with classroom teachers, bring science and
art education together, and So on. Elementary children can gain a great deal
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when the skills 'and talents of their teachers are put to good advantage, For thesake of these children, and in order to make teaching as rewarding as possible
for themselves, humanities faculties must recommend action on such matters asthe following:

P.

using tht special knowledge, skill, and 'artistic talents, of staff
members for 'the benefit of many classrooms, not just one

exchanging classes or groups within classes so,,rhat teachers can
concentrate oh a singleactivity from time to time, rather than
assume.sresponsibility for all things

determining the kinds of humanities teaching teams that are needed
to put some of the provisions of this framework into full effect

involving the. specialist teachers in the ongoing programs of class-
room teachers

bringing in parents, grandparents, volunteer and pa aides, vis.
ing lecturers from the community, and older student..., to help-
extend the teaching resources of the school

scheduling the school day" so as to allow blocks of time for inter-
classroom teaching and team-teaching with arts-teachers, of er
classroom teachers, and the paid and volunteer aides mentioned
above.

flexible grouping of children in same -age; cross-age, special-
interest, and other kinds of arrangements

It must be noted that flexible grouping of children in later elemen-
tary, grades does not contradict the basic pattern of one-teacher-for-one-group.
As long as elementairy children are secure Ln their relationship with a "parent"teacher and know they are part of an established clasgroom group, they like tobe under the guidance of other teachers from time to time and to associate withchildren in other classes.1

1

See, for example, discussion of organization and grouping in John I.Goodlac, School, Curriculum, and the Individual (Waltham, Mass.: Blaisdell
passim; and Robert H. Anderson,

Bibliography on Organizational Trends in Schools (Washington, D.C.: NEACenter for the. Study of Instruction, -1968). See also Joseph Featherstone, SchoolsWhere Children Learn (New York: L iveright, 1971), Chapter 2, "Junior,
-Schools." 4
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Goals: What Children Can Expect from a
Good Later Elementary Program

tt

. Continuing their-educA.tion in a school with enough space and
indoor and outdoor equipment to provide comprehensive instruc-
tion in the humanities

A teaching staff trained in up-to-date methods of humanities
education,1 assisted by-paraprofessionals, volunteer aides, and
specialists in the arts and sciences

Safe, comfortable, and aesthetically pleasing classrooms that
continue to resemble kindergartens

Thinking, speaking and writing in an increasingly well-organized
fashion

. Participating gaily in Well-conducted small-group discussions
. .

Understanding and usin a substantially enlarged vocabulary

Expressing their feelin s openly in a wide range of situations'
and by a variety of verb a I and non- verbal means

Learning to understan their' emotions anal to direct them toward
productive personal d social ends

'Using their bodies c mpetently and happily in a large number of
indoor, and outdoor activities and taking increased responsibility
for the health and aily care of their bodies .

Showing increasi g regard for others; developing'a sense of respon-s
sibility for maki g the classroom and the school interesting and
desirable place in which to live and learn

Extending their knowledge of _their communities, their nation, and
the world; 'becoming acquainted with some of the basic features of
their culture

Practicing artistic and scientific skills every day

Expanding their knowledge of and their skill in 'using various sys-
tems and styles of social and artistic Communication

Moving toward complete literacy in the language arts, Mathe-
matics, music, and other symbolic notational systems
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Reading widely idevery field of study; learning how to evaluate
their reading, including newspapers and magazines .

Improving in the use of cooperative procedures for governing class
meetings

Learning hew to use leisure time satisfyingly at home and at
school

Continuing to''enjoy learning



CHAPTER II

VISUAL AND TACTILE ARTS

a

The success of a humanities program in any school will depend to a
great extent on the degree to which the arts flourish there: The climate is
likely to be more, favorable to the humanities in elementary than in junior and
senior high schools; even 'go, the regular teaching staff.and the, specialists will
have to cooperate frdm beginning to end-in order to keep the visual and tactile;
arts involved,iii everything that is going on'in elementary. school classrooms..

,

This is fairly easy to do at first, 'because a long and generally
respected tradition approves the inclusion of these and other arts in the prirriar)r
curriculum and-favors the hiring of teachers with majors and minors in' such
subjects. The danger point- seems to occur between the third and fourth'grades
(or the equivalent level in a school orianization), yor a variety of reasons, the
place of art in the general program 'grows less secure at this time. Instruction
may be curtailed or even departmentalized, or the number of specialists may
be sD reduced that classroom teachers and a beginning humanities program lose
vital support, And by the fourth grade in fai`toO many school districts, classrooms'
change for the worse. They cease to look like workshops, living museums, and
exhibition centers combined and assume a drab and-,,humdrum air a sure sign
that the influence of aesthetic education has diminished and that itualues are
receding.

It is beyond the power of a few' individuals to arrest such a decline
but a whole school or district may be'saved from it if aesthetic education is
made an integral part of a schoolwide ct.irriculum. Liveliness there equals life
in the student hOdy, in the teaching staff, and in the school itself.
o

Later elementary art education should have as one of its principal
aims the desire and the wilPto send irrepressible energies along into the
secondary- years. Great importance attachei, therefore, to the ways in which the
visual and tactile arts are taught from the beginning. Good examples are con-
tagious, and it must be remembered that im?rovements in aesthetic education
are more likely tq, originate in the elementary schools and move along the line
than they are to filter down from above.

The best art education hag always furnished such good examples. This
kind of education is associated in.the minds of most children with creativity,
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imagination, freedoin, absorbing work, variety of experience, and products that
a person is proud to exhibit. It also giVes families abundant proof of accomplish-
ment, because children take things home from a good art workshop and talk
happily about what they, do there. Community resources are reflected in them;
the generations meet in the practice of an art or craft. Certainly such values
deserve to be disseminated throughout a school system.,

Recommendations

If upper elementaly teachers, and art specialists were to be limited to
a, single book as.an instructional guide, they would be well advised to choose-
Elwyn Richardson's In the Ear1022111.1- It has both the philosophical depth and
the abundant specificity required to support- a schoolwide arts curriculum.

Richardson and the children at Oruaiti School yvorked with just about
everything they caught sight otand could lay, their hands on. After a while, the
products of their seeing, touching, molding, and decorating made their school
rooms look like folk museums. What Richardson and his assistant teachers and
the children did in a New Zealand country school can surely be attempted in
the state of California. ,"City nature" and "country nature" can be explored by
aecommunity of young artist-scientists wherever their teachers are prepaied to
lead them,2

Children between the ages of eight and twelve have reached one of
the best stages of life for education in the visual and tactile arts. If their primary
schooling has included anything like the programs recommended in the Art. Educa-
tion Framework and in Parts One and Two of this one, they will have dealt with
or been introduced to .many of the principal art media. The only limitations Will,
have been those dictated by a proper' regard for their rates of growth and'hand-
eye coordination, different for every child..

Now they will be ready to go on morning-long expeditions'to places
worth; taking some time to study. "They should carry their sketchbooks with them
in some kind of back-pack bag that can also hold, specimens they may be .

(New York: Random House, 1964).
2
See Part Two, Chapters I and II, for further Aiscussion.
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allowed to bring back for classroom use,' But indoors oar out, in the schoolroom or
its immediate neighborhood, the children's art educatid should influence every-
thing they do. It is nearly impossible to think of a hum n endeavor that does
not require some operation f the sight or touch or a uni n of the two and some
application of aesthetiejud ment.

1

With respect to the visual arts, teachers shou d always keep in mind ..0

the basic necessity of seeing , in the sense of noticing, and arPange for their
pupils to haVe daily, specific practice inlearning how to \use their eyes to their
full powers. Some adults assume that children see object, patterns, designs,
or deqils naturally, without any help from outside. As a 'matter of fact, the
rhajority learn very slowly to see in a conscious fashion. They need training
and practice in using their eyes with perception and appreciation.

A fiegular program to develop visual acuity and visual memory can
be an important part of education not only in art but in many other kinds of school-

, work as well. Teachers must encourage children to use what they see in their
everyday lives as a source for designs, descriptive writings, social science
projects, nature studies, mathematical calculations, and so on. Teachers will
also discover that vocabulary develops easily when children are encouraged to
discuss what they see, to ask challenging questions, and to receive informed
answers on the spot not "later on". or "when there's more time for discussion."

When they are doing their own artwork, children need to be taught
how to use what they see. For example, a science lesson may deal'with the
stamens and pistils of a fuchsia. The children will make detailed and enlarged
drawings of the pang of the floWer, but they should also be - encouraged to create
abstract designs based on the flower's shape.2

With proper safeguards, the conscious analysis of art objects can
become a. valuable ,part 9f language and art .lessons in these years. The work of

1

Even in the largest Japanese cities, which are very crowded, one
finds young children making sketches in public parks and gardens and along
quiet. 'streets. In the summetAapan is alive with schoolchildren of all ages,
accompanied by their teachers or'other leaders. They are taken to admire
the National Treasures within busing distance, to view a famous prospect, to
visit a temple or a theater, or just to see the sights and play in a park. In
Richardson's school, the children were encouraged to gather leaves, glasses,
stones, and other natural things upon which to base some of their artwork, And,
of course, every walk became a science field trip. (See Chapter 11, "Nature
Study.")

2
See Richardson, Chapter 11, "Nature Study," for further. exarktres,
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the pupils themselves and of famous painters and sculptors.can be described and
analyzed. In the Early World is especially rich in examples of the good results
of such discussions. Richardson shows'in detail'how his pupils increased their
sensitivity to,their own, work and that of others as they learned to make aesthe-
tic judgments.'

Painters such as Paul Klee, Juan Miro, and Pablo. Picasso used
processes of abstraction and organization similar to those found in the :work
of many. children. Discussing these professes can help pupils underltand their
own 'work. Classrooms, lobbies, hallways, offices, and other school spaces can beenlivened by the children's productions. Community buildings,such as libraries .and banks will also cooperate. Through these displays, the children can become
involved in the humaqizing of their own visual,environments.

It is not necessary for the children to study a great many paintings.
Once they have learned how to look at art objects and have practiced their skills .
of observation andanalysis, they will see in an entirely new way: .they will be
acquiring aesthetic vision. If they carefully examine only three or four paintings
in a year's time, they will have laid a foundation for a useful vocabulary in appre-
ciation and criticism.?

Ibid. , Chapter 14.

o

1

2
A number of published programs include sets of art prints for classroom

use, background in rmation for teachefs, and a guide for involving studerits in the
study of art prints, eachers should evaluate these programs very carefully and
use them only to th extent that they facilitate the children's observation andenjoyment of art. The fo a.tion in these materials should not be used to load
pupils with a mass of facts and details, justify the assignment of so-called "thought"
questions for homework, or supply cut-and-dried questions for identification andrecall tests. (See Cautions about using printed texts and materials in Chapter IV,
R ecomthendations, )

Twa programs that could be adapted for humanities classrooms are:
Clyde M. McGeary and William M. Dallam, eds. Learning Through Art (Balti-
more: Burton-Cotton, Inc. , 1970); and Robert J. Saunders, ed. , Teaching v.Through Art (New York: American Book Co, , 1971). The Barton-Cotton printsare desk size (approximately 6" x 9") and thus drastically reduCe the scale of -the actual painting, In the American Book Co. Series, the prints'are made from
the Abrams print collection, are 19" x 23" on the average, and are of excellent
color quality. TheseTrints are large enough to draw a group of children into con-
templation and discugsion of a painting, The teachers' manualS ard.designed to.help teachers guide children in looking at the prints, discussing what they see, and
expressing their feelings about the works. The visual arts and the language arts arebrought together constantly.
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Collections of favo*rite objects should be part of every classroom.
Smooth round stones to hold, plastic blocks or forms for building, parts of
machnes,, photographs 9r drawings or paintings, well-designed toys, and the
best of the pupils' pottery, sculpture, and painting must all be on show, avail-
able to beadmired, held, or described in writing.

Parents and others should be encouraged to bring a 3w. treasured
'objects to share with the children. A group of Japanese block prints,. Eskirtio
soapstone carvings, China teacups, or Mexican woodcarvings, for example
things that some adult has cherished will develop the minds and imaginations
of the ptipils as they admire and discuss them. Some appreciation of curator-
ship should also be instilled in the children as they care for the classroomg,
collections. 4

4 -3

Most school districts have reproductions of artworks available for teach-
ers to borrow, and some districts own small collections of original artworks or
hand-crafted items. In addition, every humanities teacher can help the' class
build up a collection of art objects, setting an example by bringing personal
favorites to class. 8u6h a collection madepbver a period of time, will Become
a symbol of the group's identity.

Several kinds of painting and drawing should be taught in the later
elementary years; whatever the children have learned in the past should be used
as a foundation for these activities. The principal goal should be to achieve some
real, skill in using one or more of the media available. Review sessions in particu-
lar techniques can be scheduled to bring newcomers into the. art program, to repair
gaps in earlier instruction, and to reinforce certain that everyone will need
for more advanced `Work. The pupils should have several opportunities every' week
to use watercolor, gouache, and oil paints, so that they may learn which is the
most appropriate medi m for a given conception and how it may be applied to
best advantage., 'Wh
encouraged to sketch
of their classmates at
tempera paints on a f

4

they are not otherwise occupied, the children should be
nything they choose, and they should attempt portrait studies

rk. Those who are especially quick may enjoy trying
y large scale; everyone should learn to.sketch in water-

colors and to do complete works in that medium. Watercolor sketches to accom-
pany written descriptions can make a vivid record of an excursion,or a place; the
combination of sketching and_writing should be seen as a valuable instrument in
several vocations. In the proper circumstances 2- i.e., if teachers and pupils have
enough time and supplies to. do a good job-- art and applied science can be com-
bined to allow the older children to grind colors and otherwise prepare materials
for classroom use, including slips for 'decorating clay. Some principles of physics
and cheinistry can be taught informally during these sessions, with perhaps some
appropriate preliminary instruction in optics. Sooner or later every painter must
learn something about the relations between colof and light.

179,
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Drawing should be done with pencils and pens of several types, includ-ing charcoal sticks, goose quills, baMboos, and reeds if they are available; etch-ing tools; points for incising clay, including chipped stones and sharpened bones;and fine brushes. The drawing media should include wax, pastels, graphite,
sepia, colored inks, charcoal and ground colors mixed with fats, slips, water-colors, and oils.-

. ContinUous;-line drawing should be developed extensively in these
years, when hand-eye coordination is improving and an appreciation of closedforms, both simple and intricate, may be growing. Abstract drawings can bemade of the creatures arid natural objects being studied in science a huddled
mouse, a swooping bird, a fish, a flower, an oddly-shaped stone.

These lessons in 'painting and drawing should lead to discussions about+conventions in the arts, about the ways in which people in all cultures are taughtto see the world around them. All that we see (or will accept at first) as art is"stylized" and "conventional" to some degree; and t9 illustrate this point, as
many different kinds of art as possible should be shoOn to the children. They are
great "code cracker?' at this age, so they knowhow to pick out the salient featuresof a visual scheme and how to compare one kind of patterning with another. 'orexample, how dogs the sea look in Japanese paintings? How are rocks, trees, -rivers, or buildings arranged with respect to their distance from one another and,their relation to sky and land in certain Chinese paintings? -Compare Qdeentoria in a Winterhalter painting with a wooden statue of that monarch by a WestAfrican sculptor. Why is her. head "unnaturally" large in the latter work? How :do we learn to recognize examples of calligraphic systems we cannot, read a vjoidof? And why, nevertheless, is one persdn's handwriting within a given syst,
almost immediately distingdishable from another's? What conventions do faShionillustrators folloW in depicting men's and women's bodies? 1

Learning to interpret visual conventions will help the children to lookat their man-made environments more,-keenly than most adults usually do.2 Ontheir field trips they should study the decorations on buildings, capitals on
columns, gravestones in cemeteries, outdoor advertisements, and statuary' to see,fOr example, how use is made of plaiit forms and marine forms. Inside theschool, ,they should examine fabric designs, jewcs' ,y and other personal ornaments,hair- styles, clothing, and the arrangement of the classroom itself for clues to theartistic conventions they embody as well as the originality they may express.

1

The guessing-game "What in the World?" described in the finalinterdisciplinary topic in PartTwo, Chapter II, should be enlarged for theseolder children. It is unexcelled for teaching recognition of art, styles in apleasurable way.
2 ,

`The innocent eye sees nothing": Ernst Gombrich. Quoted in Stan-ley Burnshaw, The Seamless Web (New York: Braziller, 1970);

7

9
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In any project where children look through lenses, they should be
asked to draw and paint what they see/. Reduction and expansion, changes in
scale and proportion, inversion, and other distortions of images can inspire
remarkable conceptions in Several media. Child7en who like to 'draw with com-
passes and rulels, or who are good at making constructions in string, colored
threads, or wire, should be allOwed to express their imaginations in those forms.
Some instruction in mathematics cad actornpany all such artwork and can be
helpful in solving problems in three-dimensional:1'y. Arts and mathematics
teachers should plan joint lessons several times a semester; the symbolic systems
they are teaching can help illuminate each other.

The tactile arts should be taught with the same desire to use several
media and to build respect for good handiwork. Later-elementary pupils have
sufficient muscular strength, dexterity; and control to make a variety of large
and small pieces in clay by modeling, carving, press-molding, and other tech-
niques, as Richardson's illustrations prove. By age eleven, girls and boys can
begin to do portrait heads in terra cotta, and nicely modeled animal figures,'
in addition to more skillfully executed examples of/forms they tried in the primary
grades: carved beads, graceful pots and bowls, tiles and plaques with incised
and pressed designs of considerable elaboration, holiday decorations in.traditional
and fanciful shapes, botanically correct flowers and leaves, high-relief garlands
and wreaths for hanging on walls, and so on. Some. of these objects can be left
plain, if the artist likes them so; others can be decorated with acrylic and oil:
paints.

Molding in papier-mache should continue. Many attractive articles
are made by serious artists in this medium; the children should be shown a number
Of them in folk art displays and local stores. Puppet heads can be modeled also
in historic and contemporary styles; finishing these will give practice in poly-
chrome painting and varnishing.

\ All operations that depend upqn small- muscle control can become
more sophiSticated now. They make a long list: stitchery in many patterns;*
beading, weaving, three-dimensional and relief carving in soft woods, linoleum,
and clay; wood- and linoleum-block printing on cloth and papers jewelry-
making in ceramics, wood, papier- ache, wire, and shells; scientific illusfra-
tionsz and calligraphy: Q

Cookery should be related to the arts and other studies, just as it is in
good primary education. Dough is a practical, pleasurable medium to work in:
the children should be allowed to do some baking at school on special occasions
and should learn how_ to make painted toys, figures, and ornaments of bread and
bread doughs. Confections of cereal's, 'nuts, seeds, and dried fruits should be
eaten during nutrition breaks; whole-grain flours should be used as often as possible;

Richardson, Chapter 4.
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and the children should learn the most nutritious combinations of cooked grains
ta,serve at family meals.1 Corn husks, straw, nut shells, fruit pits, and colored
varieties' of dried corn and beans can be used to make sturdy toys and fashionable
jewelry, These activities can often be related 'to ethnic studies and social sci-
ences projects. A class might like to start a collection of dolls,"some of then
based on models from our own and other cultures and produced from the
cheapest, most abundant materials at hand, including sticks, rags, paper, bot-
tles, cartons, and cans.

Fabric-printing should be started by the sixth grade and continued
throughout the secondary years. Several artistic skills enter into this operation,
and both boys and girls can make garments from the finished yardage. Con-
temporary fashion encourages imaginative expression in ,clothing and-is not
inhibited by rigid gender-stereotyping, so the pupils can go on to ornament a gar-
ment with embroidery, beads; feathers, bits of mirror, tassels, and the ike..
Tie-:dyeing and batik dyeing are likewise aesthetically satisfying and practical
ways of enlOening one's clothing.2

The dame- kind of informed critical discusgion that has been con-
ducted about paintings should establish the class style for discussing all artwork.
Technical terms should be used whenever they are needed; they should always be
connected with what is going on in the classroom. Making children learn long
lists of words for their own sake is simply a waste of time, 6 By the end of the
elementary years, children taught in this fashion will be speaking easily in
thoughtful, precise'terms about a considerable number of art forms. At
the same time, year after year, they will be learning what they like and why
they like it; so they may never have to take refuge in the illogical statement,
"I don't know anything about arts but 'I know what I like." Cali-Iran going into
secondary schools should know a great deal about art,.ibecause they have touched,
seen, made, discussed, and judged enough examples of artwork to know -what they
are talking about.

Activitiess the Visual and
Tactile Arts Program

All the ,activities listed in Parts Onesand'Two of this framework
(These are roots from which skill and understanding grow.)

1

See, for example, Frances Moore Lappe, Diet for a Small Planet
(New York: Friends of the Ed.rth/Ballantihe Book,. 1971).

2
See Part Seven, interdisciplinary topic on clothing, for more ideas.

3
For helpful advice about teaching new 'words, see Bradford Arthur,

Teaching English to Speakers of En ish, pp. 24-27.
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Activities suggested in the Art Education Framework, pages 13-22

Daily exercises in closing the eyes and trying to recall visual
impressions of what was seen on the way to school, what a
classmate is wearing, what is on a given page that has been
studied,. or of pictures in the classroom

Frequent exercises in verbal description of a remembered painting,
design, sculpture, building, or fabric and corriparison of the
remembered description with another close look to check the accur-
acy of the memory

Making 'quick sketches of images stirred up in the mind while
someone reads aloud

Examining leaves and flowers of plants to study their structure and ,

to learn to use them in designs and decorations

Looking at decorations in public places to note what use has been
made of plant forams and other natural motifs in decoration

Looking at leaves, flowers, and grains of pq1len through a low-
powered microsCoae, drawing what is seen, 'and using ,the drawings
as the basis for designs and decorations; doing the sadie with sam-
ples of pond and ea water, and using more powerful microscopes

Studying after-images produced in the eyes after staring fixedly for
30 seconds at large patterns put from brilliantly ocontra.sting papers;
comparing the results with classmates

Studying fabric design and analyzing patterns of cloth and styles
of clothing to sharpen perception of the artistic, historic, and
symbolic significance of everyday things

Writing cursive letter, fortrIs greatly enlarged, with fejt pens, crayons,,
or paint brushes and using these forms as bases for designs that
incorporate circles, scallops, waves, and.other lines fundamental
to vaiting and drawing

Studying alphabets from other parts: of the World'

Looking at the classroom and the school neighborhood through
enlarging and reducing lenses, prisms, binoculars, and other devices
that change the visual images; comparing and contrasting these
images in both oral and written work

.10
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Studying the work of illustrators of books for young. people to see
how crayon, watercolor, collage, pen and ink, and oil painting
are used, and then comparing and contrasting these illustrations

. Studying the illustrations in textbooks and manuals.to discover
what purposes they serve

Collecting and discussing magazine illustrations used in stories
and advertisements

Studying the work of selected modern painters to investigate the
processes of reprentation and abstraction they have used

Building collections of reproductions of memorable paintings,
buildings, sculptures, and other artwork

Learning to identify art objects and to locate their point of origin;
continuing the "-What in the World?" game

Building a vocabtIlary of technical terms

Discussing personal creations and those zlassMates, with specific
reference to what was intended and the methods used to, achieve it;
discussing how intentions may change as a work progresses

Watching, photographing, and sketching classmates at work, to
see how the hands work, how the face looks when a person is deep
in concentration, and how the whole body expresses involvement
in artwork

Modeling figures or making puppets to act out stories

Building with many kinds of blocks

Going on field trips near and far to gather materials for artwork,
to look at people, places, and things, and to discover the aesthetic
resources of the community and the people who live in it

Visiting artists in their shops and studios; inviting them to visit the
class
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An interdisciplinary activity may be based on any study, such as
nature (e.g., plants, animals, insects, minerals, ecology), a manufacturing
process (e. g. , dyeing, weaving, carpentry, machines, clothing, food proguc-
don, cooking), a phenomenon (e. g. , work, family, crowding, city planning-,,
language and commuhication, peace, generation gap). A useful model for.inter-
disciplinary learning is the "active" or "open" classroom itself, in which the
pupils learn in accordance with their individual abilities and interests.

The term "found history" has been coined to express a conviction that
history can be discovered in any contemporary community. This idea is helpful
in answering such &question as "What happens when different groups of people
come in contact?" Pupils and teachers must become alert to evidence of the
various groups who,have influenced the community or.the state. For example,
they should examine the street names on the town or city map. What nationali-

,ties are represented in their names? Were any named for American Indians or
blacks? When did the streets get their names? ,

In addition to-street names, the following _characteristics of a neigh-
borhood or a community can be examined, photogrdphed, or sketcl-ked to discover
what groups have been influential in the commtinity's developmeht:

Building styles (What influences do they show? Spaniph, Mexican,
Oriental, Italian; Aussian, 'and so on)

Building, paving, and landscaping styles 'and materialS

. Religious, patriotic, fraternal, heraldic, or historic symbols and
flags

. Places of amusement

. Public parks, ,gardens, recreation centers, statuary, and memorials

Attic or basement artifacts (This might lead to a flea Market
search.) ,

Cemeteries

See'also tile other disciplinary chapters. The arts are incorporated
in the entire curriculum.
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Thrctighout the later elementary years, pupils should have been oorn.\\
paring works of art from all over the globe. The list below provides examples of
the kinds of things the children can learn to identify by area and culture:

. Dahomey bronzes

43trese block prirys .

Luristan bronzes'

. Persian miniatures

Aztec granite serpent sculptures and bitildings

Han Dynasty horses

Egyptian tomb paintings

Stained glass windows from Chartres anti La Sainte Chapelle

Eskimo soapstone carvings

Scrimshaw work of American whaling men

Carvings, paintings, and fabric designs from India

Delft ,tiles

Inca pottery, woVen'articles, and gold objects

Greek vase paintings.

Navaho sand paintings.
f

The study of the cultural achievements of the United States should
include some of the outstanding American artists, designers, and architects.
Learning how to use a library catalog and other reference tools to locate repro-
ductions of selected artworks should be part of an art program.

An interdisciplinary study of costumes and clothing can lead children
to see evidence of th,:, many influences at work on what they wear. The class
should become famil:ar with the deriyation of the Japanese kirndno, the Austrian
dirndl, the Mediterranean caftan, the work:clothes of several cultures (our, own
included), beaded and fringed jerkins, and whatever fashions are being worn at
school. The survey should also touch those cultures in which women wear
trousers all or most of the ,time,_ and those in-which Me wear long robes, gdVtin,'
or kilts all or part of theitime. th differences betweerCrnartial and peacetime

(/
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clothing in several eras and countries should be considered, as well as the relation=
ships between occupations and forms of dress. Perusal of dictionaries and ency-
clopedias will produce an amazing assortment of names for various kinds of cloth-,
ing; some of them have .very interesting histories. Illustrated works on the history
of costume should be available in the classroom or the school library. Identifi-
cation games and'other 'forms of play will enrich vocabulary and lead the chil-
dren .to an increased awareness of the cultural variety of clothing. They might
even try to 'adapt some piece of historic or foreign clothing to their own uses.

Art education can be allied in many others ways with the social sci-
ences. Classroom teachers and art specialists should cooperate in choosing from
the social sciences curriculum at least two "points of concentration" 1 every
year for intensive study in several art media. Both social sciences and art teach-
ers should reinember, however, to keep the projects pleasurable and within the
reach of the class. These studies should not be made into disguised art-history or
social-sciences "term" projecth requiring large amounts of encyclopedia. copying.
One or more of the following "points of concentration" will serve as examples:

I. The Arctic Eskim4 of historic times'

2. Fifteenth-century Japan under the Ashikaga Shogunate; or the
reign Q.F. Hideyoshi The first Western contact withjapan occurred .

in 1543.)

3. The West African Sudanese empire of Songhay and the city'of .

Timbuktaduring the reign of King Askia Muhammed Askia, who
seized power in 1493, one year after Columbus reached the
West Indies

4. Brazil in colonial times to the middle of the eighteenth century;
or the reign of Dom Pedro II, 1840-1888

5. The Khmer Empire from the tenth to the twelfth centuries, cul-
minating in the building of Angkor Wat (first half of the twelfth
century)

Indo-China from the battle of Diem Ben Phu to the present time

7. Ancient West Mexico (the present Mexican states of Nayarit,
Jalisco, and Colima), coeval with the Late Pre-Classic and
Early Classic periods of Central Mexico.

1

See Chapter VI below.
2
See Part Seven, interdisciplinary topic on Maize.

8
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8. England 'during the lifetime of Chauder; Italy dUring the life-
time of Giotto; or Turkey during the time otSuleiman the
Magnificent

4

9. The Canadian-U.S. border from early settlement to the present

Having selected the tithes and places to be studied during a semester
or an entire year, the class would consider, but not be limited to, the fpllowing:

. Briefly, the geographical-historical Settings

. The cultural'settings, including religion, in which the principal
works of art (including music, dance, textiles, etc.) were produced

Political and economic institutions as they influenced or dictated
the production of art

Sources of patronage for the arts, including royal, ecclesiastical,
guild, or individual

Principal styles of architecture, including domestic, 'academic,
and mortuary

Ornamentation of buildings

.' Technologies affecting the arts

Principal styles and especially noteworthy Works irr the visual and
tactile arts

Horticulture

Te.x tiles and clothing styles (lay, courtly, military, -and
ecclesiastical)

. Cookery and other household arts, if Anything is known of them

A few works considered by scholars to be superb examples of a school
or. period

Biographical literature (if it exists) about principal artists of the
period

Evidence that women produced or were patrons of artwork of any
kind

186



Special relations, if any, among the arts; 1. e. , religious archi-
tecture and ornamentation, vestments, music, drama,' dance,
sculpture, literature, Mortuary buildings and complexes, gardens

. The status and treatment of children in the socfety and as subjects
for works of art

Several modes of instruction must be employed in studies so concen-
trated and yet so extensive: Hardbound textbooks, anthologies, superficial sur-
veys, or standardized study-guides cannot accomplish what should be intended
by integrated projects like those suggested above and elsewhere in the frame-
work. The, knowledge and in erests of the humanities faculty, fortified by every
kind of instructional aid, are he best resources that students can draw on. ,Then
faculty and students study and learn together, with specialized.teachers leading
the way into the various activities; A year's concentration will require a judicious
mixture of most of the following methods of teaching: <,

. Thorough advance planning by the humanities staff

Basically, a studio-workshop situation Where artwork and discussion
go on constantly

Instruction ih artwork related to the times and places being studied
and to skills that should be taught in these later elementary years

Reading and writing suited to the project, of considerable scope
and variety

. Team-teaching and individual conferences with pupils

----.\
.

Teacher aides and visiting artists and lecturers from the community
and nearby colleges and universities

Lecture-discussion sessions to establish backgrounds, proVide reli-
able information, make relationships among subjects clear, and
respond to student needs and suggestions

. S all work- diScussion groups changing in membership as tasks
d interests change

. Demonstrations in several audio-visual media,, including lecture-
demonstrations by students, films, 'film- strips, maps, photographic
displps, artwork by members of the class, -record albums (i. e. ,
reh:tious music, Chaucer's poetry read aloud, dance tunes, court
music, street-vendors' rhymes and cries, and the like)
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z

, Independent study

, A wide variety of reference works of high quality, profusely
illustrated

0



CHAPTER III

BODY EDUCATION

The child at the age of four seems to possess tremendous
creative energy, but by the age of nine seems to have had
it-so dimmed that it is no longer a source of rich fulfill-
ment. Could it be true that through,unitnaginative teach-
ing methods and lack of vision, hours of unguided television,
stereotyped toys, we are stifling the very thing that will bring
to each one his greatest moments of happiness? 1

Children who have participated in body education activities extensively
during the early school year will most likely come to the later elementary grades
with an urge of body and mind to reach out for new learning, solve problems
in more than one way, and express and understand their feelings about themselves
and their environknent. Through sound and comprehensive body education progra

. we can help repair the split between mind and bOdy that some children may have
learned from social and educational conditioning. Body and mind are inseparabl e,
-and teachers must educate the `,`whole child" through interdisciplinary classroom
experiences.

c Children should, enter the later elementary years already knowing a
-dedt deal about their bodies and possessing a body awareness. They should know
that their bodies are a relation,ship of bones, muscles, and breath andthat when-.

ever,they move, the movement has to begin'or be felt in one of those parts of the
human anatomy. The bones and joints suggest images of shape; the muscles suggest
the sensations of effort, tension,, and force that any movement requires. "Breath

.suggests life itself and sensations of rhythm, Children should,,become more alert to
these feelings within their bodies.2

-

Virginia Tanner, Come Dance With Me (Waldwick, N. J.: Dance
Rec.ords, 1964), p. I.

2
Jack Wiener, Creative Movement for Children (New York: Van

Nostrand Reinholdto:, 1969), pp. 26-27.
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Recommendations

When teachers plan body education activities, they take into
consideration the unique and distinctive growth patterns of every child. There
are tremendous differences in the social, mental, and physical growth patterns of
children entering preadolescence, including the tendency to becomp restless and
easily fatigued. Heavy, tall, or skinny children, often referred to /by their peers
as "Fatho," "Shorty,'4 or "Beanpole," can feel miserably out of place or become
physically withdrawn.,. Poor posture, lack of self-esteem, and refusal to participate
in movement activities carp; result. Body eduction, including frank class discus-
sions, should be planned to help children undeistand and respect the perfectly natural
differences in their physical constitution.

Activities in which'boys and girls participate together will improtve
their attitudes towards their bodies.2 With very young children, body contact "is not
a problem, because gender differences do not bother them. By the later elexnen-
tary years, however, they, have become conscious of "acceptable" sex roles and
begin to adopt them,. Circle and folk dances, which holding. hands is required,
can help eliminate some of this unfortunate self-consciousness. The conversations""
that teachers direct shoUld encourage pupils to discuss their attitudes towards their
bodies and try to discover how they learned these attitudes, 04

0 r

Unfortunately; niany teachers do not b lie',.e that boys need any power
of bodily expression other than that which is comp titive and athletic. Most
boys and girls know very little about their aesthetic natures, and many boys will be
surprised to learn that.they possess such a thing. This ignorance implies that any
such need or desire is considered detrimental to the image of manliness.3 Humani-
ties teachers should challenge this view from the beginning., Athletic skills and
sports should be encouraged: they give children great pleasure. 'But a larger scope .
and breadth of bCxly experiences should be offered to both girls and boys during their
school years: (1) boys as well as girls need to express and understand themselves
through their bodies; (2) girls as well a:, boys require vigorous physical activities ,
and should not be restricted to "lady-like" body movements; (3) combative activities
promoting "male aggressiveness" should be de-emphasized.

1.
.GladyS Andrews, Creative Rhythmic Movement.for Children (Engle-

, wood Cliffs,. N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1954), p. 7. .

Geraldine Dimondstein, 'Children Dance in the Classroom, p. 47.
3
Ann Driver, Music and Movement (New York: .Oxford Univ. 'Press,

1958), p. 61.
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Teachers must expand their understanding of themselves as "body edu-
cgtors" and broaden their knowledge of their own bodies. Body education teachers
Can offer inservice workshops to classroom teachers, designed to develop methods
of using movement in al disciplines. Faculty seminars can show teachers how to
use the natural tendencies of children to invent and imitate movement. Teachers
need not feel apprehensive about conducting movement education because they
larkthe propel training. With thelelp of specialists, workshops, and good
reference materials, they can develop the following skills;

starting the children's flow of ideas for movement expression

O

getting the children to share and cooperate

determining how and when to use imagexy to stimulate an activity

relating movement to other classroom subjeCtsi

In creative movement activities, these later-elementary children will
go beyond the exploration-improvisation level of basic movements (such as walking,
running, leaping, jumping, skipping, hbpping, and galloping) and will begin to
create their own patterns. The three basic concepts of space, time, and force, the
foundation of all movement studies, should be presented to .the chiliiren in a simple
and directrvocabulary. Terms such as "space," "time,"- `force," "rhythm," "per-
cussive," and "floor patterns" should be used frequently. Sometimes the term can
be written on the board for the children to read. In addition, they need opportuni-
ties to talk about movement and evaluate one another,'s performances, in order to
become more familiar with movement terminology.2

If children wear. appropriate clothing for movement activities, such
as long or short pants or leotards, they.can move easily, comfortably, and without
self-consciousness. Children can leave a pair of pants at school for movement and
dance sessions. Security in dress will allow for free body movements and should
help de-emphasize clothes so that children can focus on movement.3 -

Images can inspire many creative responses from the children and
should lead to better understanding of their movements and of the basic

Conversation with Leigh Shannon, Dante S ecfalist, ChicO, California.
2
An excellent film showing elementary pupils exploring space- time-

force concepts,is,,Children'Dance (Berkeley, Calif.: Univ. of California, Exten-
sion Media. Center, 1970)-

3
Geraldine Dimondstein., Children Dance in the Classroom (New 'stork:

Macmillan ,Co. x 1971), p. 47.

,
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space-time-force concepts. Teachers should be aware of ways to use images:

1. Images can led to movement; Le, "Make your back round
like an orange."

2. Images can arise from movement; i.e., `,`You're in a round shape.
What else do you know that is round?".

3. Images'can be a basis for movement; i.e., "What kind of move-
,ment might an orange make?",1

The movement concepts of space -time -force should be as familiar to
the teachers as they will become to their pupils. Visual aids such as pictures,
objects, and films will help clarify abstract ideas.. A 1-..,sson about "stretching" and
"collapsing7'movements will become more concrete if the teacher brings feathers,
crag, and rubber balloons to class and begins 'a short discussion about the propertiesof these objects. The, chikdreft c_,47$111.,,7d then be guidedQ by questions to show different

.kinds of stretching and colli$44;norP9Pti!. The lesson could be expanded toinclude collapsing and sttet'chin..A(differ*speeds,. altering the size of
canmoVerrients, and taking thtp9e!Serfit.On. yfexent directions, Children can restrict

stretching and collapsing, rnoverner4,0;0(*13art-pf ,- stretch and
collapse the leg, then the arms,' head, torso. ,,

Individu6.1 exploration, leads to creating patterns with a partner, in asmall group, or,individually. Stretches'and collapses can become a short dance-study. Occasionally the children should be able to observe ore another's creations
and discCissthem in an open but kindly way." If some children-are shy and cannot
perform well when they ace observed, they should return to wholelroup danceactivities.

Teachers must be careful not to create images of themselves as"models"
that children will-feel they mustimitate in a "follow me" spirit. If children dobegin to imitate the teacher, they will expect to be judged In terms of how accu-rately they copy the, teacher. ,,Children should be exploring ways"to express their ownideas and feelings In bodily language instead of slavishly,following other people's.

Later-elementary bOdy, education should include instruction in someof the traditiong American and international dance forms; i.e.1 square dance (and
the European quadrille); rourd dance, 'contra dance, mixers, and various national,
folk dances. These dances car' 'be easily related to several other classroom studies.-
Students can write down the-directions for a dance in proper sequence as a language"avtivity. As a math activity, the tJass can make a'wall chart showing every

W

1

Reprinted from First Steos in Teachin
Mary, Joyce, by permission o May lel Publis
National Press Books, Copyright by Mayfield
pp. 23-24.

. 19,4

Creative Dance, by
4.ng Company, ormerly

Publishing Company, 1973,
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geometric shape in, the dance styles. Folk dance and music can lead naturally into
discussions about how songs and dances are handed on from generation to generation.'

',The basic dance steps shuffle, two-step, polka, schottische, waltz,
and mazurka are found in all of the traditional dance styles. Teachers can present
these steps as a movement exploration experience before teaching an actual stylized
dance., Several methods may be needed so that everyone can learn the steps. One
method is to have the children first listen.. to. the music, clap out the rhythm of the
step, and see the step written out on the board.

Schottische: Lee Step Step Hop

L R L L

-Or teachers can demonstrate the step and walk through it with the children before
using it in a sequence and then in the dance itself.

Ballroom dancing should not be taught to children in the, later elernen-
tary grades. Folk, square, and creative dance activities allow boys and girls to'
cooperate and dance without the stress of having to choose partners. As boys and
girls get together in small groups, the emphasis is on working out ideas. For'e2cam-
ple, a fifth grade class might be asked to divide into groups of four to six to work
out a sequence combining the two-step and waltz step in a new way. They have
choices to make within a .framework, and the emphasis is not on the boy-girl\rela-
tionships but on the problem.F

Dance techniques such as Ballet, jazz, or modern dance should not be
taught by the later elementary teachers. If the body education specialist has had
training in a dance technique, learning some of the warm - up exercises Can be fun
for the children and safe. But progression into a "turn-out" position (outward leg
rotation at the hips), the five feet-positions in ballet, or more advanced toe-dancing
should be strictly avoided. It is not the Intent of the schooL dance curriculum to
prciduce dancers (although some students might .desire outside instruccion). ,Children
should explore the art form of dance by practicing a variety and range of Movements
without undue emphasis upon technique.

Children should move and dance .freely, to various kinds of rhythns and to
classical, 'folk, and popular Music, doing so in their everyday clothes. Music

1 .

Fresno Unified School District, Basic School Sub'ects Com lemented
by the Humanities, P t Three (Fresno, Calif.: Office of the Superintendent of
Schools, 1973), p; 3 ....

.

2
Gladys Andrews, p. 12.
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stimulates improvisational and physical responses that can help reduce inhibitions
and awkwardness. Later elementary teachers should provide some of the free and
joyfUl movement activities that are abundantin the kindergarten and early ele-
mentary grades. Children should be encouraged to bring their favorite recordings toschool.'

The goal is to make dance a part of the child's xpression
a complete and fulfilling experience for him. He should
dance because it-feels good, because he wants to Move in his-
own way. 2

A good foundation in movement skills is essential if children are .to enjoygames and sports in these years and throughout their lives. The movement-
exploration technique continues as a basic method for teaching movement aobject-control skills. This should not be discontinued simply because team. sportsare introduced in the later-elementary'body education program. The work should
progress through rudimentary ball skills of catching, throwing, and" kicking to the .team sports that demand refined motor skills. Sport instruction should be well-planned
and determined by student readiness. The enjoyment that children derive from relayraces, group games, and sports should not be spoiled by repetitious and tedious 'practicedrills or by demands for high levels of achievement. Team play is necessary and
exciting, but 'teachers should take great care to create constructive competitivesituations in which children do not view winning as the all-important goal. Althoughbenefits are derived from healthy competition, children must learn to. distinguish
between using their bodies only to win the game and enjoying theogame as a sport.
Excitement and good feelings can result from games in which both teams have par-ticipated happily. Teachers must not allow the "star system," in which only the
winners succeed, to rule these games. When teachers perrnivtwo team leaders tostand in front of the class and choose team-mates (of course according to athleticabilities), only humiliation can result for the less physically skilled students, A rota-tion system in w.hich all students have,the opportunity to be team leaders is a far '4better method of forming class teams.

O

In exploring movement with children, teachers should first dernonstrate
the particular movements and skills to be_learned'and then introduce activities thatincorporate them in interesting ways. For example, "Can you walk around theroomwithout touching your classmates?" is a challenge every child can respond to imme-diately, and is far.more fun than routine exercises. Tedchers should make movementchallenges progreFsively more difficUlt-and should extend theM over a longer fleod

11.
1 \1/4 .,.

Reprinted from First *Ste s in Teach'in Creative Dance, byMay Joyce, by peimission of Mayfield Publishing Company, formerly
_National Press Books,. Copyright by .Mayfield Publishing Company, 1973,pp. 4 -50. ,
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of time. The ways in which the teacher introduces activities'and presents verbal
challenges should encourage the Children to devise individual variations of move -
ments. As they do so, teachefs can silently observe the responses and record their
progress by using simple chwk-lists or other methods of evaluation.' As teachers
encourage. and praise chOdren in their attempts to solve movement problems, they
will gain the confidence to attempt new movement activities.

.

The body education program' in the later grades will include study and
discussion of eleMentary ptlysiology .(firscintroduced in the early grades),, physical
and emotional changes taking place in the children th( ,rves, sound habits of
bodily care'and conditioning, feeling secure about one,) own sexuality, and respect-
ing the privacy of friends and family members. ,Understanding their current stage of
development is particularly important -for these children because they will soon be
entering the more difficult period of adolescence. They can easily form unwhole-.
some attitudes from inaccurate information unless teachers encourage and respect
their questions by answering them honestly and directly. Teachers should encourage
discussions about the feelings and problems of grOyving up and the value of wholesome
friendships with both sexes. Children will chiefly associate with members of their own
'sex in these years; they should not,be pressured'into a premature social life.

Br about the end of the fifth grade, children should,be independently
practicing good body posture and alignment. Teachers should help those cnildren,
who have problems with posture: remedial exercises' can be given after consultation
with the school nurse or, the family doctor. Supinated or pronated feet should receive
specific attention; but, again, the teacher should consult a specialist for proper
exercises. In all conditioning exercises, teachers should avoid those involving knee
bouncing and strain. Attention should be fo'cuseri on any of the following signs of
physical strain:. ankles rolling in, knees rolling in, hyperextension of the baCk,
shoulders lifted up, tension in the hands and, toes.

Activities. Going Or in the Body Education Program

All those activities listed in Part Two, Chapter III, of this framework

Activities recommended in the Physical Education Framework2
p

Openly discussing differences in body structure and physical growth
patterns of boys and girls

1

See Jack Capon and Jack Evans, Selected Elementary School Physical
Education Activities, pp. 89-93, for evaluation methods.

2
Physical Education Framework for California Public SchoolsKinder-

garten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of E,duca.7
Lion, 1973), pp: 21-24.

rf.
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. Studying human anatomy and bodily functions including facts, of
reproduction and the emotional changes of pubertyl

. Honest and forthright discussions concerning emotions surrounding
sex and sexuality and sex roles in our society2

Visiting community health and family-planning centers and discussing
their purposes

. Inviting professional medical people to talk to the class

. Taking personal responsibility for body health and ptopex nutritional
practices

. Testing physical fitness and performance

Conditioning exercises, stunts, and tumbling on mats

A daily period of conscious relaxation

Playing games involving team cooperation and ballhandling skills

. Running, jumping, and climbing to increase endurance

. Playing fine- motorgames; i, e. , Ping- Fong, 4-square, lumni
sticks, Tiriikling Filipino bamboo-stick game)

. Creating non- verbal movement plays from favorite stories

Performing creative dances and folk dances for parents and for other
classes,

. Swimming whenever possible

1

A recommended book for these, studies is Siv Wid rberg, The Kid's
Own XYZ of Love and Sex (New York: Stein and Day, 1972).

2
Some recommended books: Julian May, How We Are Born (Chicago:

Follett, 1969); John Navarra, Joseph Weisberg, and Frank Mele, From Generation
to, Generation, The Story of Reproduction (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1970).
For more recommendations, see Cheila Cole, '"What's Wrong with Sex-Education
gooks for Kids," Ms (May 1973), p. 70.

.
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Participating in sport days

181

Combining in patterns the lo omotor movements of walking, .runnin,
jumping, hopping, skippingand the .like to rhythmic accompaninaetit...-

Discussing the importance bf.,,movemeiit within various societies at
different times in history (includi g the histdry of the Olympics).

'Compiling a special class dictionary of dance terms and illustrating
every tent in as many media as'possible

Combining body-education activities with all other classroom--,experiences.

n
Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving Body. Education*-

Bodily, verbal and written forms`-of human communication can be
interrelated and explored. The/class can organize a movement game in which small
groups of children are given an action word like "swinging," "turning," or "falling."
Each group "chooses an adverb (i. e. , "quickly," "sadly," or "sloppily") and panto-
mimes Its action word according to the adverb it chose ("falling lazily" or "falling
dreamily"). The Observing children can gtiess the group's action words. 'File
teacher should point out before or after the activity that the `.ting words" tell "what
I am doing," while the "-ly words" describe "how I 'am doing it."

topic/of study on weather can include activities such as making/
barometers, visyting a eatherstatibn, painting"and writing about clouds, storms,
winch etc. , and movement dramatizations about the weather.' Astronomy and
space studies involve complex ideas that can beome clarified by movement activi-
ties. "Rotation," "revolution," and "orbiting" ar meaningless terms without some
visual aids or movement demonstration.2 .Why n t ask students to demonstrate the
order of, the planets orbiting around the Sun tri ad ition/to giv,ing an oral prese.ntation
of faCts concerning the planets?

tap

See the other disciplinary chapters. Body education s incorporated
into the'entire curriculum.

1 .

Betty Rowen, Learnin .Through Movement(New York; Teachers
College Press, Colunabia University,- 963), pgy 507517

Ibid.

. 14-849
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Principles of baltice and body weight can be investigated when teachers
guide children to create human statues. Working in pairs, pupils "carve" their
statues by moving the body parts of their partners into shapes that they like. The
partner mist move, and yet remain balanced while the "sculptor" slowly pushes,
.bends, then pulls his other partner's body into a particular shape. 'When the sculp7
tor is finisheu, the "statue" must remain frozen in the final position while other
children view them. The concept of balance should become clearer tq,children
when theY experiment with altering their centers of g?avity as they shift their bbdy
positions and weights.

In movement activities, teachers guide children to explore space within
and around their bodies, equipment.they,may be using, and the environment (-class-
room, lawn area, etc.) ill which they are ArnoVing. Space is taught first as the per--
ception of one's own body in space and then the space which other people and objects
occupy. Children can also becorhe aware of space, shapes, and sizes in art activities,
using such materials as paint, clay,- collage, stitchery, wood, wire, plaster, and
styrofoam:' The Children's art creations can be used'as catalysts for creafiye move-
Inent sessions in which spatial concepts are explored. For.example, a class takes a

. walk to collect natural objects such as leaves, pine cones, sticks, acorns, rocks, '
and so forth. When they return to the classroom; the children make collages in which

Should

sizes, shapes,' and textures of the objects can be recognized,. feachers .
Should point out the various spatial concepts (sizes, shapes, designs) in the 'collages
before exploring these concepts in movement so that the children have an opportunity
to see tangible examples Of each concept.

Throughout history, body movement has played a variety of roles.within
hu an societies. Children in the later elementary years can begin to comprehend-
the importance of healthy bodies for various daily physical and mental activities, as
well as why bodily movqrhent is an essential ingredient of life. The rc-Je of move-,
ment and dance can be traced, beginning with early societies in which human beings
devoted most of their time to teaching various movement tasks and transmitting .

their culture to their young. \ The ability to fight aggressdrs, to hunt, and to carve
stone tools was vital to their survival. Dance movement was used as a,means of
°prayer, for celebrations, and in education. Dance also established a sense of tribal
unity an social identification.

ti-
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A principle stated in the early Elementary. chapter on music bears
repeating here: "An integrated curriculum can draw upon the full resources of
music and extend them to every child in a wealth of activities, implicitly teach -

ti .
ing the children and their families to regard music as a necessary, natural part of
a'general educatiop, not as a special treat for a highly talented few."' Classroom
teachers who are not music, specialists' can do many things to Make music an

. important pad of their pijpls' lives. This is a crucial time for giving children ,

the confidence to become users and makers of music in the broadest sense.

These general classroom teachers, like their colleagues. in the early
grades? Will plan musical .activities as part of the interdisciplinary humanitie§
program, drawing upon their own musical interests and those of/their,,,pupils.
As:they cooperate with music specialists and study the recommendations in the
Music Framework;? they will discover that:they can teach children to love and
understand music,

To many children in later elementary, grades, it comes as a revelation
that they can acquire musical skills such as fingering woodwind instruments, bow-:
ing and plucking stringed instruments, carrying a tune independently, singing in
two-part harmony, reading notes, following detailed directions in folk danting,
and learning to move to many rhythrhs. gight-to-twelve-year-blds are intellec-

3 tuaily and emotionally capable of perceiving musical patterns and styles. They,
are more capable of listening to new music and expanding their whole awareness
of all music than is,senerally supposed. Humanities teachers can capitaliie on
this readiness.

Older children are able to listen to music more attentively and criti-
cally than younger children, and they derive pleasure from developing this faculty.

Part;Two, Chapter
2
Music Framework for California Public SchoolsKindergarten Through

Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of Edutation, 1971).
One of the recommendations is that at least one resident music specialist for every
600 studend be employed by the district. A music specialist is absolutely essen-
tial. to support the wqrk of general humanities teachers, .who must be relieved
from anxiety about technical instruction.

183
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Humanities teachers can learn to guide the listening activities of pupils and in
this way exert a most important influence on their musical development. The
'record and phonograph will be' as much a teaching tool of the humanities teacher
as the art pririt or story book.

Many of the activities suggested in the music chapters in Parts One
and Two will be continued and expanded here. Later elementary children will
be:

.

making and decorating their-own instruments with increased
dexterity

conducting experiments in the physics of sound

. learniflg how people of different cultures produce music

talking about the- social and political uses to which music can
be put

. discovering that historical periods can be, characterized as much
by their music production as by other accomplishments

All of these activities are important anthwill give teachers and pupils great
satisfaction. t

Recommendations

The-environment and organization of humanities classrooms must be
conducive to the enjoyment of music. Specific times for listening and playing .

must be set aside in the weekly schedule, but there should' also be unscheduled.
time for music-making. A piano in the classroom will attract,many pupils;
guitars and recorders can be at the ready on shelves or wall bracicets. Listening
stations should be set up so that individuals or small groups can listen to records,
tapes, or the radio. Earphones make it possible not, to disturb others in the class.
At times the whole class should listen attentively together to a piece of music,
but there are times when background Music is appropriate.'

The acoustics of a room can .be improved inexpensively. Area rugs
reduce sound reverberation, they afso serve as good reading or listening

1

Background music can'contribute to setting aclirnate or mood,

during which other activities are more pleasurable, but it can be distracting
wen pupils' attention shoUld be directed fully to something.else. Music
should not be playing when it is being completely ignored by everyone.

20'2
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locations. Walls can be hung with casement (monk's) cloth-or burlap. Gathering.
the material into folds approxithates the effect of drapes. A, wooden framwcan J.)
affixed to the wall with material stretched tightly over it. The class can note,
the effect that sound inhibiters have on the acoustics of the room.

Q.. ,.....r.
Children should bring music to floor -- anything having to do with

music as as freely as they bring newspaper clippings and pictures or as theyreport ..,
on items from TV. There Should be a section of thesbulletin board set aside
exblusively for the arts, and items of mu i9.1 interest should form a part of it.

,.
...). The chapter on music in Part One contains suggestions that are essen-

tial for good listening in all grades. Older children should have more planned .,

listening activities than younger ones:- but a balance must be struck between .

focused and non-direttied listening. A piece of music mustdDe heard -several times
and in a variety of ways.. For exainple, if a selection .,,, introduced to the whole '
class, there should be opportunitiesfor individuals or small groups to listen to it
at their leisure. Requiring children to sit up straight with hands folded on the
desks does not encourage then to listen attentively. In the words of the kinder-
garten chapter, "All postures haVe historical preCedents." Above all, the empha-
sis should be on listening to music, not on discussing it.. A good length for a .

listening period is twenty minutes, though of course it will vary according to the
attention span of .the' group. It is better to have short listening periods fiver day
than long ones on j;ust a few days. .

r 4

. .. .
Children should not be asked to listen to a piece of music tiecause it

is.a great work by a famous composer; rather, they should be led gradually. to per-
ceive the ways in which composers combine the elements of music into different
patterns of tone and composItion. Children need to hear a great deal of music.
By the end of sixth grade, they should have listened extensively.to different types
of music, such as classical,, folk, jazz, and rock; to music of different periods
of history, such as Renaissance and modern;' and to the music of different cultures,
such as Spanish, Slavic, African, and Chinese.

Teachers should deVelop methods for conducting listening activities
which'enabl children to enjoy the total effect of a. piece of music as well as
learn to pert 've its elements,' Teachers Must take great care in phrasing ques-
tions and con ueting discussion, so that children do not respond to the music in
ways;hey think the-teachers viant them to. There are no "incorrect" responses

1.
Rudolph Saltzer, Associate Vrofessor of Music, California State

University, Hayward; is one of a numbef.of professional musicians who are
interested in developing methods for teaching teachers who do not have special
music training to conduct listening activities with children., He has tried out
some of hi'S ideas with classroom teachers-in Contra Costa and Alameda Gounties
during 1972.73 and with students of music at Hayward.

203;.
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to music; however, there are more and less discriminating ways of listening to it.
If permitted, children will respond to music with their own words and gestures,
identifying melody, rhythms, beat, dynamics, instruments, Snood, dnd other
elements. Some children will pick out elements that others don't hear, thus
creating an opportunity to repeat a selection. The first playing and'the first
replaying, at least, should present the whole piece of music.' Subsequently,
parts of the piece can be played to reinforce the recognition, of certain elements
or to allow children to hear the particular parts that please or disturb them.

Teachers should not ask the question "What does this music remind
you of?" Children make almost any kind of answer, 'because it.is.possible to,fiee-
associate anything with music. Children often express themselves metaphorically;
for example, "That music sounds like thunder." But they are saying that music
arouses feelings that are similar to those aroused by thunder. Music aroused emo-
tions in listeners because of the way the composer has created tonal patterns in
time and because of culturally-determined ways of responding. These feelings
are nonspecifiC, and powerful:. Children should be able to build vast worlds of
private thoughts and feelings as a result of listening to music.2

When students become" fairly capable listehers, they can safely st,udy
the program or story of a piece, if it. has one When-listening to Bedfich Smetana's.
The Moldau, for example, they shoUld read abput the story Smetana had mind
onlyatter.tv the music as listeners. They will then disCOVer,
probably to their surprise, that Smetana intended to desCribe places and events ,

along phe route of the Valtava River. Children will Continue to be surprised and'
delighted in comparing their impressions of musical compositions4listening to them
as pure music first, then with the programatic intent of the composei in mink ,

Some recorded and filmed perforrfiances should be heard and seen `by all children;
forsexample, rokofiev.'s Peter apd the Wolf, Saint-Saens' Carnival of. the Arii-
nials, with the marvelous verses composed for it bypgden ash, and Walt Dis-
ney's film: version of Paul Dukas' The Sorcerers-Apprentic s well as the rest

1 %

This does not mean, for example, that a.wholemovement of a .

symphony should be played' in order to presentthe main therne. A section con--;
taining the theme is sufficient. The point is tfriat music is an organizedtsotatity -,L
of sound in movement, note separate bits and snatthes. ...

2
Ro nii

,
get SeSsio offers an explanation of how' music affects people:

"[Music.] communicates iri a,.mirvelously vivid and exact way the dynamicsand
the abstract qualities pi emotion, lilt any specific, emotional coneent the corn-
p2ser wishes to giye to it must be furnished, as it were, from without,,,by means '.
oan associative program. . . . What the music does is to animate the emotion. A

. . Its realm is that of emdtional energy rather than that of emotion in the
specific` sense." Roger Sessions, The Musical Experience of Composer; Pen. ,

former, Listener (Princeton:. Copyright by. Princeton University 'tress, .19s0; \

Princeton Paperback, 1971j , pp-. 23-24. Reprinted by permission of Princeton .

University Press.

C.
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of the animated stories set to classical music in the movie Fantasia. Teachers
could have children discuss the kind of music they think wou cnit various moods
and events or have them sing or hum improvised pieces of music aonvey dif-
ferent moods, maybe' combining these with spontaneous movements. Relating ,

music to events that affect the lives of many people could be achieved through
Such a/question as.What kind .of music might convey the feelings of your
parents if their 'son went off to war?" The music that Johann Sebastian Bach
composed at the time of his brother's going off to war to Sweden might be
played:-- Capriccio Departure of His Dearly Beloved Brother;

The thimanities classroom should be a place where pupils have fre-
upent informal opportunities to perform instrumental and vocal music. In
fourth and fifth grades, many children start to take lessonS'on'instruments, either
with private teachers or in small groups at school. Music teachers oftn estab-
lish beginning ensembles; bands, and orchestras. The humanities classroom
should be a music hall for theSe students and- for those who'play such instruments
as harmonica, recorder,, guitar, and accordion: The playing of.these and other

_

popular instruments should be encouraged, and if enough students want lessons.;
the school should provide them. General music education-will grow in impor-
tance when students realiz&that all kinds of instruments and music are welcome
in school.

Parents and volunteers who have musical interests and skills should
be invited into the school .to, help in developing the classroom music program.
They can perform on instruments, coach children, conduct listening activities,
and arrange for classes to attend concerts, operas,' and film musicals. Parent
organizations can bring soloists and ensembles to the school. Children enjoy live
performances and like to talk to the performers about their work.

Rhythmic expression in music, body movement and dance, and in
poetry, drama, and other forms of literature should continue without interruption
throughout the entire elementary curriculum. The sense that children begin to
get in kindergarten that the body itself is air instrument capable of communicat-
ing sound, gesture,, rhythm, and meaning should grciw steadily in later grades.
Such growth will be greatly encouraged by combining the disciplinary and inter-
disciplinary recommendations and activities in this framework' and in other
sources.2

The Orff- Schulwerk curriculum should continue in later elementary
grades. The tonal and rhythmic instruments that are part of the Orff program can

1
See the chapters on Music in Parts One and Two, and Body Educa-

tion and Drama and the Language Arts in Parts One, Two, and Three,
2
See, for example, Moffett's A Student - Centered Language Arts o

Curriculum and the Drat na,rlieaterk`minework.
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be used very imaginatively by children of this age. They will make increasingly
inventive combinations of language, rhythmic, and instrumental patterns, and
they will become more expressive physically.'

4 Music education can contribute to reading and speech development.
Reading the words while singing familiar songs reinforces word recognition.
Children develop aural'acuity as they listen to themselves and others sing. Ears
can be trained to discriminate musical pitches, consonant and (rowel sounds, and
phrase patterns. Musical notation can be compared with printed words as another
way of decoding synibols.' Vocabulary can also be enriched when teachers make
sure that children understand the meaning of the words and phrases they sing.
What do "spacious" and "alabaster" mean in "America the Beautiful," for
example? 2

Group singing should continue. Teachers should find out what songs
children will sing with pleasure. (They may not like to sing thelatestbit tunes,
even though they may know them.,) Some folk, patriotic, and humorous songs ,

have many verses that can be memorized. A class should be able to build a
repertoire of favorite songs and know the words to Several verses.

Children shOuld be encouraged to compose songs, just as they are
'encouraged to create in many other art forms. They should not be educated in
the adult notion that creating music is an esoteric art attainable only by the gifted.
They.can.compose instrumental music. One way is to use the Orff method of
composing and improvising on instruments as a .group. .The.musio specialists on
the staff can help students write the notation of a song or add harmony to it.
Musical compositions can be sent horde on tapes for parents to hear.

Classroom teachers must learn how to make discriminating use of
textbooks inmusic. Humanities planning committees.must put evaluation of
`textbooks highn the list of inservice activities. ,State,adopted textbooks in

1

See the discussion of Orff-Schulwerk in Part One, Chapters IV and
V. In addition to the references cited there, teachers should consult the follow-
ing: Orff and Kodaly Adapted for the Elementary School by Lawrence Wheeler
and Lois Raebeck (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown -and, Co., 1972); Musica
Viva and Play-Sing-Dance (An .introdtictiOn on phonograph recordings to Orff
activities and instruments:- Children's Music Center, 5373 West Pico Boulevard,
Los Angeles, Ca); Melody, Movement and Language: A Teacher's Guide to
Music in Game Form for Pre- school and Priinar Grades (R. tlz E. Research Asso-
ciates, 484 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94112); Orff-Schulwerk Associa-
tion [California], 16703 South Clark, Bellflower, CA 90706; Arrierican Orff-
Schulwerk Association (Executive Headquarters), School of Music, Ball State
University, Muncie, Indiana 47306.

2
See an article on this topic by J. M. Anderson, "Improving Read-

ing Skills Through Musical Experiences for the Non-Musical Teacher," Claremont
Reading Conference, 35th Yearbook, 1974.

0
t .
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music .contain many-good features; wide and varied selection of music, represen-
tation of many cultures and,ethilic groups, recordings of good quality that accom-
pan.y textbook series. On the negative side, hpwever, directions to the teacher
and pupil sometimes stress formal analysis rather than appreciation responses.
Children are required to read about how they are to listen, rather than allowed
to form impressions from listening to the music first; and too much information
about music and composers is given, which reduces the time and energy that
can be given to listening and performing.

Several publishers include selections of art and literature in music
textbooks. The topics, themes, or relationships which supposedly govern these
selections are often too difficult for pupils to understand; sometimes they are
forced or eve* false.- Great works of art are distorted in size and color. In one
textbook, for. exartiple, El Greco's View of Toledo is squeezed into a quarter
page. 'Should The Moldau be similarly compressed into three minutes of playing
time? Teachercarefully examine literary selections.. Do they have liter-
ary merit? Are they truncated, garbled, or taken out of context?. Are teachers
and pupils asked to spend as much time with the literary and art selections as they
are with the music? Answers to these questions will show teachers that one text-
book cannot serve for a humanities class in music.

Activities Going on in the Music Nogram ,

Activities listed in the music chapter of Parts One and Two of this
framework, many of which can be used in the later elementary
yeah a

Activities suggested in the Music Framework', pages 9 ;31 and 47-

Listening to music in private or small gro.u(ps with earphones
while doing art work or enjoying a quiet time

. Celebrating composers' birthdays by featuring their music, inviting
. other classes to listen, broadcasting music over the PA, having

cake and ice cream

Identifying women composers and performers and playing their
music

Listening to songs while following a printed text

Listening to the music of a favorite TV show to see low it fits the
action; .discussing the uses of music in social,,political, recrea-
tional, and other situations

207 .
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r.

Learning to ,play a zither, autoharp, harmonica, small xylophone,
tuned bells, or other classroom instruments; having a classroom
collection of such instruments, which can be signed out for practice

Listening to sounds and'music in order. to discriminate between
them; making tape recordings of sounds; holding taped "sound
concerts"

Memorizing a patter song from a Gilbert andSulli'Aran operetta or
any other comic work,

a

Acting out songs and stories from musical productions that are
interesting to children of this age

Attending musical productions that are'app ropriate'to this age

Inviting local musicians to perform for and with the children

Discussing musical perfoimances (students' and others') in order to
establish standardc<judging performances

. Learning songs in foreign languages from records or from natives
of the country; learning the music of ethnic groups in the
community

. Playing music of countries studied in e social sciences as exam-
ples of tht creative activity of men and ,women around the world

Learning the music and customs of /family festivals in different
world cultures and holding "festival days" at school

Singing and dancing spontaneouily and as part of plan4ed
activities

Developing a repertoire of movements of arms, hands, feet, heads,
and bodies to a specific piece of music

Learning the steps to different danCe rhythms: waltzes, schottisches,
gavottes, pavanes, foxtrots, allemands, do-si-dos, blues, and rock'

Following directions on square danqe and other folk records

Recording heart beats before and after dancing, and charting the
results

. Practicing breath control in order to sing a whole phrase or a
sustained tone
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C

Chanting instructions and responses for.arithmetic, science, art,
. or any subject

Fitting the words of arithmetic problems or .dictionary definitions
to music

Cho6sing words from a dictionary that fit any one of a number of
musical rhythms

Some Interdisciplinary '

Music that is "foreign to the ears", of children and teachers can be the
object of mutual listening and study. When they make their first acquaintance
with Japanese., Chinese, Polynesian, or Indian niusic, they Will begin a proCess
of cultural borrdwing. By comparing Japanese music, for example, with music
of their native cutturre,' children will,be.comparing differences and likenesses,
and making generalizations. If they grow tv like Japanese music, they will be
adapting themselves to part of anOther culture and integrating it into their, own.

If pupils and teachers select Japanese music for study, they can plan
liStening activities that, gradually increase the amount and kinds of music to be
considered. A starting point is learning to listen to the Characteristic sounds of
Japanese music and in truments.1 Pupils maybe impressed by the sound of the kotd,
for *example. It has z ther, mandolin, and harplike qualities and yet possesses its
own distinctive tone. It is a thin; rectangular, boxlike structure that can be con-
structed in the classro m or at home with plywood,. lathing, wooden spools, screw
eyes, and guitar strin s. The koto-iS to Japanese children what the piano is to
American children. merican children can learn something of what it is like
to kneel for long periods of time as Japanese children do, because the koto is

v.

,

See- also the other disciplinary chapters, kinderga rten through sixth
,grade. Music is incorporated with the entire curriculum.

1
(

Teachers having access to the state-ccioptedo,classroom music series,
Exploring Music, by Eunice Boardman and Beth Landis. (New York: Holt, Rine-

and Winston, 1971), could start with the song"Tankd Bushi" found in Book 6 "
and' on Record 12, .Side A, Band 3. "Variations on Sakura" in Book 4, and on
Record 9, Side B, Band 1, .is an interesting contrast.. This is ad example of a

. popular folk song that has been composed for the koto...

us,
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played on the floor,' Over a long period of time, pupils and. teachers can become
acquainted with different kinds of Japanesemusic, a number of Japanese composers,
and a variety of Japanese 'instruments._

Music can be one of the main topics in the cultural and geogratihic
study ccf,a region. For example, the folk music, folk lore, and literature of
.southeastern Europe, so much'hegleeted in the curriculum and yet so important
for the settic.,nhent"of the United States, could be opened up for children. A point
of concentration in social science could be built upon topics and settings taken
from the' ultural, economic, and political history of Southeastern Europe.. Nam-
ing ju a few activities suggests some possibilities: Czechoslovakian, Hungarian,
and, rmetiian cooking; Easter egg decorating; costume making; recreating folk
arts; ,studyingpatterns of migration Magyar, Slovakian, Russian; the routes of
the cfus,ades; 'Viking 'trade in the Caspian Sea; invasion of the Turks and attacks
on Budapest, Prague, and Vienna;, the epics of Wallenstein and Don Juan; and the
heritage of gypsy music, legend, and customs, Pupils could locate the Valtava
River in an atlas and sketch a pictorial map of the places that Smetana intended
1is musicato describe after they had become familiar with Th.p Moldau as listen-
ers. Listening to Dvorak's music might 8timul.ate interest in listening to other com-

. posers in the tradition of Slavic music; e.g. , Brahrhs, Liszt, Kodaly, and Goldmark.,

The music of everyday life in different periods of time is one evidence
. of history that textbooks do not,,,usually treat." Pupils can sing' and read about the

history of a period in the common or folk music of the time.. For example, the
spirituals of Afral-Americans before the Civil War expressed.their oppression and
longing for freedorn,and a better life, often in terms of the life hereafter. The's'e
traditional songs, ,brought ,us.7to-date by contemporary Black Americans, :express
similar: goals but in terms bf the concrete here and now. They are rallying songs
for freedom inaidhes., Such songs as "We Shall Overcorne," "Ain't Gonna'Let
Nebody Turn, Me 'Round," and "Oh Freedom," use melodies and words fr3m the
older spirituals. "Icecp Your Hand an the Place," through a change in lyrics;

. becomes "Keep You Eyes on the Prize," and deals with jail, bail,. and bus. '

integration.2

1 .

For 'one source of directions on how to build the koto, see Unpub-
lishqd Report (Orinda Union School District, 1972) by Orinda .Edu'eation Associa-
tionL. Music Study Group, "A! Suggested Outline in'Musie.for Grades 4, 5, 6,"
pp. 17-19. For directions on how children can make many kinds of musical
instruments see Muriel Mandell and Robert E. Wood, Make Your Own Musical
Instruments (New York: ,Sterling Publishing Co. , 1959),.

,/
°

Orinda Education Association Music Study Group, "A Suggested.
Outline in Music in Grades 4, 5, and 6," pp. 24-26.

0

2
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Is.'get.a sense of medieval and RenaissaM:e life through perfovga-
'ing the everyday. usie of those times. They can combine listening, singing
in simple harmonies,. moving, and playing on recorders, percussion instruhient
and brass when performing this music, much in the manner of the Orff-Sehul-
w-eit program. Some of the music even suggests activities: "LaBallette de la
Reine d'Arril," "Tappster, Dryngker, "The Ape, the Monkey,. and the.
Baboon,". and "Of All the Byrdsthat IDo KnOw.14 The "War Calls" is.a piecp,
for. solo trumpets that could be the contribution of one or $veral class merrthers
to a study of chivalry, heraldry, tournaments, and the Crusades.- When these
time's are under consideration, there are may chances to bring in well activi-
ties as p4ntomime the court-jester), fraymaking (e. g. , morality plays),
ballad reading and writing, costume-Making, food preparation, games,. and.
amusements.

There are many times when teachers will lead students to consider
the relietionships among music,. mathematics; and science. In physiology, for
example; there is a theory that the human sense of 'rhythm is'clerived from the
pulse .beat. Experiments have shown that a marching band increases the pulse
'rate di spectators. Dancing increasesthe pulse rate and circulation. Pupils
could conduct their' own experiments by recording pulse rates before and after
listening to various kinds of music, after listening and clapping to rhythm, or
after dancing... .

Sirriple experiments in the physics of music` bring sciences and the
industrial arts together. One example is constructing a basic stringed instrument
to demonstra;e that different musical ones area, function 'of the vibrations of
the length of a wire stretched betwee two points. Pupils cut lengths.of wire and
attach equal weights to one of the' ends. They attach, the other ends to a row ..:

,of nails pounded along one'side of "a piede of, board and place a long fret under the
`strings at the opposite edge of the board. The weighted wires are allowed to hang
'freely over the side. Separate frets.(small blocks of wgod) are placed under each
of the wires between the" long fret at the edge' of the board and each of the nailsb
Someone hams the notes of an octave while another person tunes the strings by
moving the small fret to various distanCes between the nails and the long fret.2

Music in Medieval and Renaissance Life: Antlyilogy_21 Vocal and
Instrumental Music, 1200-1614, ed. Andrew Collier Minor (Univ. of Missouri

'Press, 1964). This is a collection of records, texts, and printed music.

2
See ChapterVIIIforsuggestions about the relationship of Mathe-

matics-and music, and Part Five, Chapter VIII, for additional activities,

. 2 11
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-, CHAPTER V

o

O

DRAMA AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS

The dramatic and lin uis is arts can mpart solidity and connec
ness to the entire "arly curricultAri, K-6., if the methods of teaching themrin
the lat`er elementa y years conform apprOpriately and stay conessent with those
Initiated in Parts ne and Two. ,aThese arts cover. very broad sweep of the means
of CoMmunication: the literacy program is Centered on 'theri-i; body education draws
freely from movement, mime,, and improvisation; dramatic readings by teachers
and aides serve atirmodels of expressiveness, hoyling the =children together as .
an dience of attentive listeners. The dramatic aspects of reading and,writing-.
ar

4u
emphasized here because. later elementb,ry pupils"cannot be expecred to .

behave like docile captiveS., They are physical in their responses much of the
time, brain and muscle,s increasingly able tooperate in a coordinated fashion;
and they can discharge'strong burSts, Of energy in a disciplined manner after a
time of recuperation or abscirptibn in adesk task. This delight and release in. ,

activity, acting out, taking a pda,, assuming a rote, projecting for the classroom
audience, gettAig into, the aCtion heve'and there, which characterize nine-to-
twelve-year-olds,. are encoura,ad in ',a combined drama /language arts program
'and can be directed toward beneficial'ends. Liveliness of re'sponthe'in speaking,
listening,' writing,' \reading, abd dratnatizing is a blessing--greatly to be pre-
ferredover the politely concealed boredom th-igi.the open indifference or hostility
that afflict so m fifth and sixth graders. Alternated-with silent, reading,
listening to musi revising an,essay or writing a poem, fainting at an easel,
continuing with a dicraft.prOject, cir,wo'rking at a maptable,°dramatic action
and the sniati-group i ssioil can liberate children, from the fears of awkward-

0,..ness and the self-cOnsciousneSs of expression that begin to crouble Some girls
and boys entering puberty. (. ,

llased on small groups that hatige membership according to task,,the
curriculurn,proposed in this chapter is therefore still an active one; lit includes
a great deal of improvisation in several arts; writing and dramatizing related to
reading; and much discUssion of books`, ,ideas, class activities, and projects under

'See the introduction to Chapter V,,Part Two,. for further.di'Scussi9n
of this point.

195
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,
. way and to come. -No droning along in unrehearsed reading to bored classmates
is encatraged, not writing set exerciscg, nor lisEen,..g to book reports and current
&Tents read .too`the class at large. Drama and the language arts are still td be
taught in an environment where the other arts are practiced; because'children
do better at reading and writing in a cla,sroom where they are doing other interest-
ing things as'weil. Even though more and more silent 'reading will be done as the
children mature,, the social. and public side of the arts of communication are gn
the, attention they deserve. Language itself may have begun when our distant
ancestors sat with a circle of family and friends around a fire and taught them-
selves how to reach out to one another in speech; literature probably, began-with
the recitations of Story-tellers to just" such small, attentive audiences; western
drama, began in religious rituals enacted in public; systems of symbolic notation
just as obvioUsly satisfied a social need for expression, precision, recollection,
and continuity, Adapted to the realities pf modern public schooling., these methods
of education in the arts, of spoken, written, and gestural language ill have their
place in the.education of the young.

0

Recommendations

Teachers of later elementary children should view their work part of
a connected whore that begins with the early'childhood years. They should-know
what the programs are in the primary and early elementary grades and what methods
are most successful in giving children a pod start in formal learning. This is par-..

ticularly true for drama and la1gtiage arts education as it is presented in this franie-
work, which admits of no drastic breaks or changes in philosophy, and environment
between one level pf instruction and another. ,The ability of childrh to express
themselves well in language and gesture, and to read and write with increasing
accuracy and ease, develops at different rates for different children over a span of
years; (but every child does best in classrooms where learning in general is a pleas re
for both pupils and teachers; and where every single learner matters to the teaching
staff.

Furthermore, an environment that fosters expressiveness in many arts*
encourages responsiveness in many activities, and rewards achievements.of many kinds
is as deSirable for pupils aged nine to eleven as for younger ones; and' this environment,
will berentarkably like that in' Which the children's formal educahon began, a kinder-
garten workshop with the capacity to extend the range of instruction as pupils'mature.
By, familiarizing themselves with Parts One and Two of this 'framework and looking
for opportunities to connect their teaching with that in the earlier grades, later ele-
mentary teachers calif do a great deal to preserve this model. Of a humanities class-
room and to demon trate its usefulness for older children. At the same time, they
will be resisting in most dramatic and convin cing manner the tendency in many

.schools toward dep rtmentalizing instruction.

2 1 ;3 . -
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,There are no valid reasons for suddenly boxi .up the disciplines from the
fourth grade on. Later elementary teachers, assisted by specialists and ai4s, are

ti perfectly Capable of conducting humanities education in a single classroory, and in
team-teaching arrangements in a ichoolwide program. They stand in far gieater
need of the undergraduate and post-graduate education discussed in Part Eight
below than they do of a university-style .concentration into specialties and depart-
ments.. For the dkdaw of departments is to become deaf and .dumb: They do not
communicate wittiOne another and they lose touch with-the school at large. This
is the last thing that should be inflicted upon language study which ought to be
kept flowing along in every classroom arr' be connected with every other part of the
curriculdm. The acquisition of linguistic skills and improvement in their use are
encouraged when the language arts are so taught; that, is one of many reasons why they
are united wish drama throughout this framework and included explicitly or implicitly
in every interdisciplinary project.refore, later elementary teachers should con-
tinue to be humanities teachers, well-ducated generalists who keep 'on reading and
learning and extending their range of information; they should 'consciously and sys-
tematically try to 1.ceep elementary education all of a piece.

A most useful device for achieving this end is the inservice seminar
described in Part Eight, which brings teacherslogether for study, discussion, mutual
enlightenment, and action. With respect to the concerns of this chapter, later ele-
thentary teachers in every school should organize one or two such groups for study-
ink the professional readings recommended in the drdma/language arts chapters of
Parts One and Two,. These workb were deliberately chosen for their applicabiliv to
the full span of elementary education and beyond in most'instances; they should
furnish the course of study for the first seminar.

15-84929

1. Bradford Arthur, 'Teaching cers of English (New
York: Ilarcourt. Brace, jovanovich, 1973).

2. Bilingual-Bicultural Education and. English as a Second Language:
A Framework for the Elementary and Secondary Schools of Cali-
fornia (Sacramento: California State Department of Education, \,
1973).

3. Drama /Theater Framework for California Public Schools
(Sacramento: California,State Department. of Education, 1971).

4, English Language Framework for California Public Schools
'(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 4968).

5. Joseph Featherstone, Schools Where Children Learn (New York:
Liverigllt, 1971);

6. Kenneth Koch, Wishes, Lies, and Dreams : .Teaching Children
to Write Poetry (New York: R andom 1-iduse, 1970). ,

?14
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. Where Did ....yaLgetttiatRed? (New York: Ran-dom House,, 1973).

8. Herbert, Kohl, 36 Children (New York: New American Library,1970).,.
i

,9. James Moffett, A Strident - Centered Language Arts Curriculum, 1

,. K -13:., A Handbook for Teachers (Boston:' Houghton-Mifflin Co.,
1,973), .

10. Orff-Schulwerk: Design for Creativity, ed. Martha Maybury 1.Wampler (Bellflower, Ca if.: Creative Practices Council, Inc. , I1968).

11. Elwyn S. Richardson, In Thy Early World (New York: Pan-theon Books,'1964).

12. Parts One, Two, and Three of this framework.

As Moffett says in the introduction to his later elementary section:
It is assumed that teachers of grades foui through six will haveread the preceding chapters on kindergarten through third grade.Many of the language activities to be proposed here are merely
continuatiOns'of earlier ones in more mature form. . . .Teachers whose classes are new, to the curriculum would need togive the1 ir pupils an adapted version. of some preiious assign-ments.

These remarks support the recommendation here that kindergarten and early ele-mentary teachers be asked to join.or Visit the seminar as fellow students, consul--. tants, or lecturers, whichever role best fits the circurn/tstances: their cooperatibn isindispensable. Even if they have to come from another location for the weekly me t-ing, ,they shOuld be allowed' to do. so as part of the inservice education program. None is more familiar than they with the basic requirements of drama/language arts,.education; and no one can be of greater assistance in planning for its extensionthrough the sixth grade in a humanities setting. Teachers have a great deal toteach one another, yet they seldom have the chance to sit down together as learnerWhat they need is a shared ,place and time for exchanging ideas, disci!ssing the too sof their. trade, and making plans that will allow them to lookr forward and backwar.,tong several years of a curriculum. Joint seminars establish this kind of\perspective.

0

Moffett, "Grades Four Thiough Six," p.,l159.

215'
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The first rule of the seminar should be that every participant reads every
book on the list. A "book report," oral r written, is as bad for teachers as for
pupils: it conveys little to the person wh has not read the work: To guarantee a
genuine study seminar, the agreed -upon list should be hand d out at least one
semester (or summer) in advance, and an enrollment sheet s ould be circulated.
Late-comers would of course be allowed to catch up, but noVia reports, sum-
maries, or outlines; They would have to read -fast and b prepared wo discuss the
topics for each discussion, a process that speeds learning or adults as well as for
children.

In The' Early' World should be read first. Richardson's school is a fine
model for humanities education, especially so for the later elementary years,
where' the majority of his examples originate; and itshould be better known to
teachers and administrators than,it is. 'The book illustrates beautifulry one way of
creating,,a kindergarten-workshop setting for regular classes in a heterogeneous school.
(The children were' of Maori and European ancestry in the one that Richardson
describes. Chapters 5 and 9 deal principally, though never to the exclusion of the
sciences and the other arts, with the developmeht of language expression and its
extension in many forms of writing. Dramatic work is an integral part of this
process,. but it is not elaborated into a complete pedagogy as it is in Moffett.
If the latter is read directly after Richardson and the two works compared in detail
wherever they coincide with or complement-each other, which they often do, the
study.serninar will have enough materials for discussion to last at ]east one gemester.
The other recommended works will apply at point or another along the. way.
At the end of the study session, the seminar(s) shoUld consider reorganizing into
small curriculum-.writing groups, charged to integrate K-6 drama/language arts edu-
cation with a humanities carricultim: "After that effort is completed, the early
childhood teachers and the later elementary, teachers could establish inservice train-
ing seminars in the schools where they have diet (if that is where they all work) or
in their ,parate schools (if that is how their district arranges K- 6 instruction) for
the purpose of showing each staff how to frni3lement the general plan.

Bilingual-bicultural education should be accepted as a regular feature of
The curriculum, and the foreign language chapters in the framework should be
studied as part of-the Language arts' guidelines. 'it is distressing to have to say that
children for whom English is a second language begin to drop out of school by the
sixth grade, but it is true; and the problem must be solved not just noted and
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talked about .some more.' It is unrealistic to propo'se in present circumstances that
every elementary teacher be bilingual; but in a great number of schools in this state,
several members of the faculty shouted know Spanish or Chinese, fok example, aswell as English. In every school where even a few children speak only a foreign
tongue; or where English A's a second language for few..or.rnany, special classes
should be opened, .with bilirtgual, teachers, aides, and study materials,. Finally,
every elpmeritary classroom shOuld have books and newspapers in the leading sub-.
dominant languages on its shelves And resource tables, and all the children should
learn something about the variouspeoples who have settled our country and the West:2If state-adopted texts are inadequate in this idgard, then teachefs and librarians willhave to bring in auxiliary books, ask bilingual parents for help in stocking theshelves ind tables, and consult foreign language specialiSts for advice and practicalassistance. Teaching English to.Siers of English contains some very helpful
suggestions about the learning problems of ethnic minorities in schools where the
standard white middle- claSs dialect is 'dominant. ChapterS.1 through 7 should be dis-
cussed by all members, of .the semi,nar,.With reference to Moffett on the same topics;
Chapters 5 through 7)will have ackted meaning for the later elementary teachers.
The whole book is aimed at relieving the anXieties of English teachers and promotingthe growth.of-the natural linguistic abilities possessed by all children, no matter whattheir native language or dialect of English. Success in these endeavors will greatly
increase the chance for .success in every subject matter in the curriculum: Failurewill just as surely increase the number of early drop-odts. 3

1'For a succinct discussion of the plight of Spanish-speaking children,
see. a letter from Rodolfo Medina, principal, Allendale Elementary School, Pasa-
dena, -"Testing Spanish-Speaking Children With English Tests, " Los Angeles
Times, May 11; 1974, Part Ii., p. 4. Mr. Medina says in part, 'More Spanish-
speaking children havebeen labeled, placed, tracked, grouped and guided on thebasis of various test'scoresgiven in English than any other single factor in the
classroom. There are considerable statistics to document the failure of the
public school system in educating Spanish-speaking children. The 'push-out'
rate begins with a standardized test of some sort.... The best way... [to] assist
these children is through-development of bilingual-crosscultural programs from
pre- school through twelfth grade. The student should be allowed to achieve
mastery in his dominant tongue before introducing a formalized reading program
or testing in EngliSh."

2See the social sciences chapters below and in Part Five for suggestions.
Sixth-grade children can enjoy many of the studies and activities discussed in Chap-,ter V, Part Five.

336 Children is applicable' to the topic. It also demonstrates the
ability of SO-ca ITErdisYlvantaged children, to express themselves memorably in
writing if their teachers know how to encourage written expression.. See also Lois'Mark Stalvey, Getting Ready (New York: William Morrow, 1974), which is sub-
titled "The Education of a White Family,in Inner-City SchoolS. " It describes how
radial stereotyping hurts black children and caus,es'them to give up hope of becomingeducated in school.

21
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A Student-'Centered Language Arts Curricullim should be kept as the-prin-
cipal guide for classrotirn organization in general and drama and language arts instijic-
Lion in paiticular. This book is another unifying agent, consistent in methodology

sand outlook in both' the elementary and secondary'years. Moffett'.§ advice about
literacy programs is sound; later elementary teachers should review it in chapter
5 and make preparations to take care of children new to the.program or unablb to
read and write as well as most other nine-year-olds: The subject of remediation is
as painful to contemplate as any that teachers of young children must consider and
all the more painful beCase it is tied to most of their daily concerns and hence.
cannot be dodged or pushed off onto some ether agenCy, 'Moffett says, in Chapter 5:

. . the two-way street between spfech and pain is a symbol-
, symbol relation involving arf,essentially perceptual learning that for

most children seems no longer dev'elopmental.beyond the age of first
grade. I Cannot imagine what the future maturation of a student can
contribute to the problems of decoding and transcribing if. he ha. not
.already learned by then to do those things. The rest is remedial.'

Teachers may want to compare these opinions with \those of other experts on this
matter, and they of course realize ,that "mogt" children are ript,all children. How-
ever, if fourth, fifth, and sixth graders are still having trouble with reading and writ-
ing, they must be given special attention:- in regular cl ssrooms.and by- regular
teachers. They may need a course in sound-letter corre ondences, as Moffett 'says
(p. 159), and they`may be assigned within the regular cla tc; a, reading group suit-
able to their stage of reading maturity, but they should not be turned over entirely
to specialists, except perhaps for remedial decoding (Moffett, p. 99). Specialists
ought to be consulted for advice and assistance; -andAm cases of severe impairment of
reading ability, they may have to do'much extra work with the children, -sec up a
class'for them, and train parents to cooperate in tutoring.. The specialists should also
orgahiZe inservice seminars to help classroom teachers work with children who have
reading problems.

A classroom that is run in-the manner, described and recommended in
this framework will prevent new troubles from arising'and can help ease those that
come to it from\outside. The liveliness of a humanities classroom and the one- to-
one and small-group teaching that it makes possible are a tonic for young readers
arid writers. Their interest in learning is stimulated by all the activities in which they
can take part, while_ their deficiencies can be remedied in daily sessions with teachers
and aides Who circulate from group to group, lisi.ning to individual readers, confel
ring with those who need added help, and otherwise giving selective attention to all
pupils, including slow readers The reading groups will break up and reform into
-new constellations of pupils fo artwork, sCience.experirrents, oral matnematicS,
foreign language recitation, nusic, acting,. and so on,, where the tasks are varied,

Moffett, p.
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and slow readers ale not always at a 'disadvantage, where indeed they may shine in
certain situations. "If literacy does not equal stupidity: This assortment of possibilities,
which is available as a usual thing in-a kindergarten-style humanities classroom,. can-
not be,offered in anything like the same abundance in departmentalized schools or in

q? chose where standardized testing; schoolwide tracking, and separate remedial pro-
:_,,.ams have been installed. `, , ,

, .
. Moffett's chapter 6, "Reading," show's how co organize a favorable envi-

ronment for,learning and how to begin and maintain,,
a successful reading program.It

is recommended for later elementary teachers; much oft is meant for their pupils.
It also demonstrates how!to combine dramatization and discussion" so as to enhance
the work of the leading groups and make silent reading more enjoyable, with the
important a'dded benefit of providing,a superior alternative to the customary corn-
prehension quizzes and book reports that children dislike so heartily and with good
reason. The ultimate-ioal of the-literacy program should be to awaken and rein-
force in the children a desire and capacity to read on their own, book after book.2
This is Still the key to education and is likely to remain so for a long time to come.
For further discussion of the conditions that predispose children to love books and
enjoy many types of literature, teachers should review the drama/language arts
chapters in parts One.and Two. Thert, they should make sure tift the school libraryo contains a wide selection, of reference works, illustrated bboks on all subjects in the '

curriculum, an leisure reading, and that every classroeR holds the various array of
books, magazi es, and newspapers that arrecommended for later elementary children
Children of this age have a respect for authority and like to "look things up." They

will browse through encyclopedias and other works illustrated with color plates; they
Will consult manuals and dictionaries', especially when teachers incorporate such
works casually with the other activities in reading and writing.

. \> -,-

All reading should be selected with careful, informed regard for the gage,
gender, racial, 'ethnic, and linguistic composition of the school. For example, the
shelves and tables should contain works that:

are fine examples of the arts of bookmaking and ,princing, along
with paperbacksi pamphlets, magazines, and newspapers

appeal to the imaginations of girls and boys in dramatic and non-
dramatic literature

show boys and girls and men and women of all races and several
nationalities doing equally interesting things, including work inside
and outside the home, and engaging in significant adventures, both
intellectual and physical

show these people dressed in a; variety of historically accurate/ways
as they goabout their work and recreation

1

See also Chapter 3, "Acting Out and pp. 267-269, "Speaking and
Listening?'

2 Moffett, pp. 103-105.
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represent the full linguistic and dialectal range of the Student body,
and include formal; -informal, ccilloquial,, and slang diction

vary froth l'ess to more difficult in content,. vocabulary, style, etc.
but 'fever speak down to a reader at any level or contain stilted
diction ir. any 'dialect.

contain wit and humor from" many sources in English, American,
and foreign literatures, and show that girls and women can use witty,
lively language as well as boys and men

give boys and girls many fictional and non - fictional models of chil-
dren and adults worth emulating, including religious and lay figures
from our own and other cultures, and people who go off the beaten
track

include fairy stories, folk tales, myths and legends, science fiction
tales, fantastic adventure stories, and the like

challenge the best readers in the class and provide them with litera-.
ture as advanced as they have theability and desire to read

Reading and writing go together in any language arts curriculum,
Moffett's five chapters on writing, Which make up' most of Part Two, are very good:
the methodology, is spura; the example's are numerous and-interesting. These chap-
ters should be studied at length, from."Principles of Teaching Transcription" 4o
"Unrecomrnended Writing," because if _their message is heeded; children will learn
how to "render graphically, 'with only a few 'misspellings, anything [they] can speak
or' understand orally" (p. 173),, and "develdp intuitions through authentic writing
:and thorough discussion > so that [they] do not need viVisections and post - mortems in
order to understand and respond to literature" -03:7255). Some teachers do not care for
negatively phrased recommendations, but they shoUld.suspend disapproval'in this one
instance atleast and contemplate with an open Mind Moffett's three kinds of "Unrec-
orrimended Writing"book reports, reference papers, and literary analysis. Reporting;
referring; and analyzing are good activities in their 'place, but the kinds of composi-
tibrishat Moffett deplores are unsuitable for young* writers,* as he. derrionstrates in "Cri-
teria-for Judging a Writing Assignment" (p. 253). These should be copied and pasted.
in th4 teachers' notebooks.

,
To acid further depth to Moffett's recommendations and to see once more

hOw children can learri to write authentically about many types of subject matter,
teachers should look into RiChardson again, and then go on to Kenneth Koch's two

In both of them the old rhetorical doctrine of imitation is revived in easy-to-
e forms of topics, ready figures of speech, line-patterns, opening-word formulas, \

e like. These devices are prescriptions, really, for getting writers started on
th, makirig of a poem. tntelligently, administered by a teacher who understands how
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to use litdrary conventions, they can become vehicles of the creative imagination.
moving children into original composition 1.

Koch gives many examples of poems
using Spanish words,1 a type of macaroni verse that can be adapted to any languages
the writers understand. Koch's books ma offer too few examples of the poetry of
.observation to please teachers who like to base sojne writing on a sharp-eyed scrutiny
of things. Bpt many of his patterns can be modified to this requirement, and Moffett's

band Richardson's excellent examples will expand the repertoire of poetry and prose
inspired by the sight and other senses. As often as possible, Music should be united,
with poetry: some verses should be qet to music for playing and singing in class;
some writing sessions should be held while music is playing or after an exhibition of
dancing.

Film- viewing is another activity that can be combined with language arts
instruction to stimulate discussion and lead otherwise indifferent children to look into'
books that have meant little to them before. To take an- example, from a fifth-grade
class for children who had been labeled. as "culturally disadvantaged" Pacifio 231, a
train film by Jean Mitress, was followed immediately by a discussion In'which the
children expressed wonder and excitement about steam power. This resp9nse sur-
prised their teacher, who took steam energy and its many uses for granted. Before.the
discussion ended, the children had talked about the development of steam auttpr;nobile
to combat pollution and recalled the inventions of James Watt and Robert Fulton.
The teacher was amazed at their knowledge, because the inability of Most of the
class to read any but the' simplest books had led her to infer a general intellectual
inferiority.. So where had her pupils got most of the information they shared that day?
From films and television, a language of sound and image that they had learned to
interpret with considerable skill.2

'After this experience, the teacher changed her methods: /for the rest of
the term, she opened every session with a short film andan informal discussion
period. The children then did some pertinent reading, followed by More discussion
and sometimes by writiprg in small groups only a few sentences, or,perhaps a para-
graph, of personal resPonse, further reporting, or whatever they had to say. Then anoth
well-chosen film. Since film-viewing, by its very presentation, allows for informality,
the environment became more open and sociable. than it had been; ,discussion attended
every phase of the activities; reading, oralreporting, and art projects came to be asso-
ciated with the subject matters of the films. Toward the end of the.semester, a boy
revealed that his father had beep an engineer on the last of the steam engines to --'
operate in California. Father and son presented a talk before the crass, which they
illustrated with still pictures taken by the father during his years in railroading. No
such event had ever occurred before in this class. For children like these fifth
graderS, book experience istemote from their life experience. /Sitting with a textbook
in a group, competing in a sense with those who are more- comfortable with'printed
wordq than they, many children feel a sense of embarrassment/and isolation that will

1Wishes, Lies and Dreams,
2 Teachers should consider playing a recording of Arthur Honegger's

locorriotive tone-poem "Pacific 231" (1924) after the first showing and discussion
of the film and 'see how many children recognize the music on the sound track.

p. 282-298.
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cause them to withdraw further from class activities and so on to the predictable
end, unless better methods of instruction bring reading closer to their own lives.
Film-viewing sessions', when well-'conduCted, can certainly heln.1

Live dramatic work can also have a remarkable effect on reading
instruction, as has beetvpointed out many times in this framework. Although not
the principal reason for keeping drama aid the language arts in close touch with
one another, it is one that administrators and teachers should'bear'in mind. Acting
means action; it is physical,. concrete, immediate, and illustrative. Almost any
kind of reading will yield a scenario for presentation to a small group or the whole
class a myth, a short 'story, a lyric poem, a folk song. In the process of inventigg
dialogue and action, the group arrives at a 'better understanding of the piece of
literature and can offer interpretations of it orally or in mime: There are things to
watch and do and talk'about that urge the children back' to the printed page:for
additional insights or to settle arguments. They get involved with the text they are
brifiging to view and find additional, practical reasons fox wanting to read\it well.

The habit of reading aloud by teachers and aides continues to be empha-..
sized in this framework. Daily reading aloud of some really significant book ovei
quite a long period of time six weeks or so can give a class a real knowledge of
the vocabulary, ideas, characters, and setting of the work. The children become
immersed in a time and place'in which scenes and episodes demand to be acted out;
so they move from quiet listening to lively motion and then back to the book again
to check a scene °or pick up a piece of dialogue.

Drama in the later elementary years must be approached for the most
part as an educational process rather than as an academic discipline. Sensory and ,
emotional awareness, rhythm and movement, pantomime, oral communication, and
improvise ion must be taught every daly, as the Drarria `'llea.terF,m recom-
mends, in''a style jat cpnnects them With all otheFritiCs7. 'Some

SI,children should begin at Level I and at a corresponding phase in Moffett;".they will .
need tolearn how to co municate with their bodies and tdi combine gesture with
speech.. The .Level II activities in the Drama/Theater Framework are suitable for
most nine -to- eleven - year-ol1s, but all the children should be accepted where they
are in a particular skill and shown .how. to build real competence in it. Self-
motivation is strong in this age 'group; so is'team spirit. These impulses can corn-
bine to make small-group dramatics very satisfying to the children astheir facility
in movement and vocabulary improves, a sense of phrasing develops, and clarity of
gesture and body-shaping increases. Posture very often gets noticeably better as .

body movements become more disciplined and the children bear themselves with
greater assurance and ease. Drama work is a very important part of body education;

1'
See the interdisciplinary topic in this chapter on filmitaking by

elementary pupils and the discussions of film in the senior high school chapter.

1
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it should be combined frequently with dance,and music. The older children, shouldalso learn something about their muscle systems in drama, body, education, art,and science activities. Acting is more `than skin deep; feeling, thought, andkinetic energy combine in every response to a dramatic situation.

"Role playing" is an overworked and frequently misused term thatnonethelesS,stands for valuable activities in a drama prociram for later elementary
pupils and in everyday social life. Teachers should reaCh an understanding-withthemselves and their colleagues about role playing beiore ateempting to use it withchildren. Role playing as therapy in a professional sense, is not the task of classroom teachers. The technique does unquestionably produce therapeuticbenefits
when properly employed, but.' its Jasic classroom purpose is educative in a moregeneral sense: it provides opportunities for group'discussion and aCtihg out in manyclassroom situations. And like every other process. of disguising and 'projecting, itpermits people to shelter within a role or a persona, to try on different personalities,to look at another person or mode of behavior from a new point of view, and to- testfantasies by acting them out.

Children in grades four th rough six wi ll be deepening their understandingof theater processes by continuing the work started in the ea-flier years. Opportunitiesshould be provided for group and individual work with the dramatic elements Of con-flict, action, situation, climax, atmosphere,' and characterization. M their skillsin playmaking progress, children will develop a sense of continuity through dramatic .action, in contrast to' the experience of an 'assortment of sequences or episodes thatis typical of work at the first level of expectancy., Emphasis should be placed ondramatic 'structure as the form of a play takes shape. -The pupils.will gradually'learn the, essential ingredients of character, dialogue plot, conflict, themes: cli-max and anticlimax, and ending. The children may make 4p plays entirely on their
own'or base them on existing drama'.s. If the procedures suggested in the Drama -Theater Framework are followed, pupils will be involved in dramatic processes thatwill provide them opportunities for experience with contrasts in mood and movement,in legitimate aggressive'ction, and in the creation of various sound effects.

While the teacher may provide the stimulating source for much play-making, other sources should,also be used. For example, children may create theirown endings to. unfinished stories, or they may be given a middle section or conclu-sion and asked to writ e missing parts. When pupils create plays, even brief ones,they have reached t first level of playwriting. This is an especially valuable
exercise during grad s fou through six, when the capacity for and interest in writingincreases significantly. ramas at this age may be suggested by such subjects as apiece of children's writin , a picture, or an event.

When' intro ucing a picture, teachers should stimulate their pupils' dra-
matic imaginations by sking such questions as What is happening here? What arethe 'Subjects doing? here is the action taking place? When they want to encour-age the develdprnent of a drama around an object, the -teachers will build up theatmosphere and situation in a similar way by asking' provocative questions.

22,1
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In addition to these stimuli for playmaking it is suggested that work
by individuals, partners, Or small groups include incidents, scenes, ancievents that

;children have experienced or observed &are able to imagine with ease.4 As a result
of continual training in adcurare observation and in reflection on what has been
observed, children will increase in ,their development of the "seeing eye" and the
"hearing ear" and in their perception of relationships and associations. This cievef-
opment is reinforced by the verbal recording of these observations and reflections,,
particularly through such rhetorical devices gas simile, metaphor, and other images.

Such activities as cleaning house, exploring a haunted mansion, flying
a kite in a stotriv having a picnic that includes,an ant invasion, walking on'the
Moon, or-having a nightmare are suggested as a few examples of the vast resources
available for playmaking. Large groups or even the .whole class could improvise
actions that take place at a circus, a fair, a bus depot, a supermarket; or an airport.
For developing characters'the children can create a variety of personages to meet'in
different situations. Practice in characterizatio'n can lead to the expression of many
feelings fear, excitement, surprise, and so on.

This exerciEe fre,quently leads.to aggressive action or a fight of some sort
"on stage." However, fighting and'violence can be handled productively; they can
be disciplined, timed; and-patterned.'-"fhey can be, performed in slow motion to
create various effects (e. g., a magical atmosPhere, the feeling of being in space, the
idea that(3he enemies have an obstacle in between them, such as a river or a wall).'
Fighting can also be an effective lesson in movement if it is staged to the accompani-
ment of a drum, and the action includes moving.away from, around; .past, and
beyond an-opponent, To prevent the action from getting out of hand, the pupils
must relate the fighting to the story and must come to understand the many differ-
ences between dramatic and everyday reality.

The drama activities suigested here should occur in a classroom where
anything can happEtb, Drama in the classroom does not depend on the availability of
a stage or a. hall; it can be conducted in ordinary circumstances. Transfering a drama
-that has been practiced in a classrooth to a stage alters a great number of factors;
not the least of which is the intent performing for an audience rather that simply
sharing the experience with classmates. A word of caution is offered regarding the
notion of <sharing.. Drama can be shared most effectively in the space in which it
was originally conceived.% Sharing should not lead to "showing off," the,demanding -

of exhOrbitant amoi.n;its of time and energy, or undue competition, stress, and strain.

)43rian
Way asserts that "Many of the most valuable qualities of drama are retained

during the- experience of sharing if the shape of the 'laying area is right that is on -

the floor space, with the-audience sitting informally around the action."1

p. 281.

1
Brian Way, Development through Drama (London: Longmans, 1967),
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The drama activities proposed in phis chapter place little emphasis
performance; the, major focus is'on the dramatic process.' The sharing aspect sh9uld
reflect some of the learning that takes place during the year. And if some scripted
material is used, the work of the pupils should be .presented. It is recommended
in general that performance of printed scripts lie deferred until junior high school.
If later-elementary-age pupils do work from .a printed script, improvisational

-techniques' should be used to keep ttit dialogue fresh, the situations live/ g., and
the characters well, developed.

Activities Language Arts Program

. All the activities recommended for this level of instruction in,the Drain
Theater Framework, the English Language Framework, and the Bilin-
gual-Bicultural and English as a "Second Language Framework

'Those activities that can be adapted from the other drama/language
arts chaPters, bcith elementary and secondary

.-e

Listening to stories and books read aloud.,by the teachers every day ?'
in the languages spoken by the children in the clas$room

.. .

ristening
to recordings of professional poets, and storytellers in the'

languages spoken by the children in the classrooM
.

Reading aloud in the,small reading grciups and alone to teaChers and
aides .

Doing more and more silent reading inmany types of literature
6 ,

Learning to make efficient use of the scnocil library and reference
works
Writing every day in the wating workshops; composing in a. variety_ of
literary forms,:

Contributing to, And helping edit; an anthology bf class writings

Gaining skill iri handwriting`and printing

Participating in drama wor ops every day; preparing and acting
out scripts for the classrogfn audience

. . Continuing to unite pantomime with music and dance
.

. ,

Combining the other arts with drama and literature

4,
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Viewing films of professional pantomimists and other actors and
actresses el

Making films from their own 'scripts

Helping to create a "Word Show" or a ",Numbers Show"

Attending appropriate professional performances in children's,and.
adult theater:

Some Interdisciplinary and Activities
Involving

Teachers should review the interdiSciplinary sections of the other drama/
'language arts chapters, .'including that for junior high school. For example, the one
about humor in Part Two could be enlarged. This category of literature seems to
be neglected in some later elementary clasSrooms, perhaps becauSe the other read-.

ing grow "harder" and takes more time to understand; so the children begin to think
that,fun is inappropriate in reading, and that,`,`literature" is too solemn for comfOrt.
In the other arts, there is often a similar re&iction of liveliness, wit, and surprise,
as if they were not aesthetiC categories like all the others that are being taught.
To keep. hurnor in the curriculum, teachers should make a point of reading aloud
from 'folk -tale collections that include Reynard the Fox, Coyote, Brer Rabbit, and
other tricksters and rascals; they should search out stories, short Plays, and American
"tall ": tales with witty dialogue and comic reversals. The children should be encour-
aged to invent puppet plays with funny contemporary characters, both male and female
not just the stereotyped buffoons, witches and termagants of traditional scripts. They
can compose or find music to fit some of the.comic scenarios they act out

Another way of playing with words and language involves body contact
with toy-tools; later elementary pupils are still young and "physical" enough to'
respond to this method. The prototype described, here is "The Word Show," pre-
dented in the spring of 1974-at the Los Angeles Municipal Arts Department,s.junior
/tilts Center in Barnsdall Park.1 A school could design a similar play-place, adapting

See the other disciplinary chapters. Drama and the language arts are
incor ated in the entire curriculum.

11

c,
The show was organized by Ron Labyorteaux, curator of exhibitions,

and Cath rinecHeerman, artist. "Together they saw the program as a participation
featuring etters in relation to the human body as well as:the mind, and so the
appeal' to children is compounded." Los Angeles .Times Home Magazine, March 3.
1974, pp. 38-39. All subsequent quotations and descriptions are taken frOm these
two pages.
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ideas and matetials to Its own population. Since so many of,the arts are represented
in the project, the whole faculty could participate in planning. Older children
could contribute literary materials and might help with the carpentry, painting,
lettering, and other jobs.

The point is that words can be played with, and more. . . [The
children's] toy-tools are words in riddles, puns, tongue twisters,
crossword puzzles, hobo signs. There are sound-words like "chop -chop"
and "hiss," together with the tactile words of Braille and the abstract
hand-signs of the deaf.

This personal involvement with words is further stimulated by exam- ,

yles of fantastic old lettering, testaments to The evolution of alphabets,
ancient and modern pictographs, calligraphy and hieroglyphs, and the
decoding of secret messages. Further, there are letters to climb on and
slide down, and there is a beautiful old printing press that must be worked
by hand.

A "Numbers Show" might also be attempted with mathematical games
and puzzles; coded messages based on nu_ mbers: exhibitions of the history of numerical..
systems; ingenioUs comparisons between "standard" and `metric system\vaeasures;
numbers to play with and on; and the like.

If an elementary school decides to include filmmaking in its curriculum,
some practical decisions about cost of materials, teacher-training, and use of class
time will have to be reached by the faculty. Such a project is worth considering,
however, because many children can be led more easily into reading and language
study by means of camera and film than through the printed page alone. Teach-
ers can begin with hand-,drawn animation as early as third grade; eight-year-olds cap
understand a simple explanation of thp theory of persistence of vision, which makes
all film media possible. Given strips of blank film, pens, and crayons, the children

'go to work. For example, if a child wants a dot to move across the screen, the
teacher will draw a strip of film on the board, divide i1 into frames, and show the
progression of dots from one side of the diagram to the other. To answer the que-
don "How long will it take the dot to move across the screen?" the class can be
shoNkn how to calculate on the basis of 24 frames per second. Similar computations
are frequently required and just as quicly perforthed by the children, because they
have a genuine interest` in finding answers and getting on with their dwwing. Older
children will do More elaborate artwork and make very clever uses of language.
Visual and verbal humor are often combined with genuine style. Perhaps the greatest
importance of primary exercises in hand-drawing is establishing early the fact that
film goes beyond the traditional telling of stories. Once the basic sense of the medium
is acquired, teachers can show how film is used as art and documentary; then they can
introduce students to the camera and the mechanics of filming.
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The animated spell-out makes a game of film activity. One group of
pupils writes or scratches letters on a succession of frames; another tries to guess the
word as it builds past them. In a Variation of this method, children' write words and
draw illustraltions on strips of film, place them in a basket, and then choose at ran-
dom. Using a splicer, they reassemble the film into some kind of pattern, regular
or irregular. The next step in, the spell-out involves the first use of the editor (or
viewer). Running pieces of film back and forth in this device, the children con-
sciously select relationships and create an ordered structure, acquiring at the same
time the ability to preconceive and visualize in filmic terms.

Now that the children know something about motion pictures and cameras,
they can take a "word trip;" Three 8mm cameras are sufficient for a group of fifteen
pupils No elaborate field trip preparations are necessary. Exploring the neighbor-
hood around their school, the children look for street art signs, posters, and graffiti.
To the amazement of inexperienced obser'vers, children who "cannot read" in first
grade books will identify the words, that have surrounded them all their young lives.
On the first trip, every child discovers a word or a word-grouping that becomes his or
hers. Later, the, teacher can organize the class into filming crews assigned the task of
-elaborating On the single sign previously shOt; again, many children show great ingenu-
itx in this process ©f extension. The previewing session in class will be lively, and a
great deal of cross- teaching will occur. The children tell about "their" words, articu-
lating the significance of the abstraction. Containing the elements of the reading
chart, show and tell, and creative storytelling; this preliminary exercise further
helps to define each student as a personality, as an active, interesting, contributing
member of the class. At one inner - city elementary school, the following signs were
among those the children discovered:

Playground
Washington Elementary. School
Liquors .

Cross- walk
Fly to New York
Police Department
No Dogs AlloWed
Safeway
Wait
One Way
Teachers' Parking
Food Stamps Accepted
Only' YOU Can Prevent Forest Fires
Get Out of Viet Nam
The "peace" symbol
Suppdit Your Local Police

o 2 2-8
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The next phase is elaboration, during which the pupils are guided
from oral to written expression. They are now encouraged to write their own
Stories, using the results of the field trip but not limited to them. 4nd--an
essential part of the projectthey.are promised another filming session based
on their own scripts. Grouped into crews, they return to the "word/ trip" loca-
tion and shoot the film. Editing in the Classroom follows. children take turns
at the editor, .cutting film apart, making notes. Activity is fierce, /concentration
intense. Everyone is working toward the crowning achievement: the presentation
of the finished,films.

The teacher puts up the painting easels, and the pupils/ create their
titles, painting backgrounds and lettering the wordg. Some may choose to
animate the titles and the credits, using the single-frame mechanism on the
camera and adding letters successively. Proofreading is taken sriously now, .,
for misspelled words and misleading punctuation- can mar an otherwise well-Made
film. Just as in the writing workshops, the mechanics of transcription improve
noticeably because the class has becom,e a- group of editors, and they care about
the finished product. In filmmaking and in writing, appearances, really matter.

Once the technique's are introduced in the manner suggested above
filmmaking can be combined very successfully with drama instruction. Fifth-
and sikth -grade pupils should.have learned how to follow narrative lines using
film and to Work outdoors; many are mature enough to accept responsibility for
the equipment. A crew may decide to edit "a script., find a location, direct the
actors, and.film a story. By this stage of instruction, editing and filming can be
done at home and in the neighborhood, cameras ar J. editors being signed but to
pupils who can complete the project away from the class/born./ A series of show-
ings can be scheduled for'ttie entire class, so that the children may learn from
one another's finished projects."

4 \

1-Classroom filmmaking requires considerable organization and' time
if it goes beyond.the elementary stages described here. Tealchers should take
care that filmmaking does not result in their having 'to impo e too much control
on children of this age. Extensiye use of still and motion pi ture cameras also
demands a degree of coordination, steadines,s, and patience that children of later
elementary age often do not\yet possess.

I.

Teachers must take some training in filrnmakin before they enter
any large projects. They must also have 'school funds to k uy cameras, if neces-
sary (used ones that teachers, parents, or children can supply will suffice);''film/
including the cost of developing and printing; and otherequtipment such as editors
and splicers. .Filmmaking can become expensive, arid children from less affluent
neighborhoods cannot affard the . outside costs that Inevitab arise.

, . 1
I

-..
Ili this framework, still photography is recommended as a reg9iar

1

part of the curriculum in junior high school and filmmaki0g in senior highSchool.
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CHAPTER VI

THE.sp6IAL SCIENCES

The first year of the curriculum presented in this chapter takes up
where. Chapter VI, Part Two, left off. No real division in methodology or subject
matter exists between them, and none should be invented. As a re-reading of.
Part Two will emphasize, the principal theme or study, under which many topics
are ranged, is the flexibility,of human adaptation. Three or four California
Indian tribes can be chosen to serve as illustrative examples "and considered in
some depth, and two or three other tribal communities may be selected for brief
comparisons. °Then will come the Spanish-American and Anglo-American cul-
tures. The familiar reasons for concentrating on California at this stage of the .

'curriculum are still valid, and the proposed Social Sciences. Framework expresses
them clearly:

Three considerations Suggest the choice of California settings:
(a) their greater immediacy to the learners and the availability
of artifacts; (b) the advantage of studying successive adaptations
in a single natural environment, particularly the same environ-
ment to,,wInch the learner's own culture is still another adapta-
tion; and (c) the se ondary advantage-of building knowledge for
historical integrate.

All three of these matters will be stressed in thischapter so as to
gife depth and substance to beginning studies of state and local history, and to
relate-those studies and the general processes of historical learning to the his-
tories oother societies in other parts of the world. Perhaps the California Indians
can thus be rescued from the parochial. m and lack of scientific 'depth and accur-
acy that have made'some textbook accounts of them ,-,seem trivial and urtinterest
ing to young readers. At the same time, the children will be learning about
cultural adaptation in a way that brings past and present together in their locali-
ties. The "layering" of settletnenis, the succession of human 'tenancies, the
various means of adaptation, and the ,process of culturaFevolution are .powerfully
stimulating ideas that will run through this framework from nov on. If they are
introduced succeSsfully in this first examination of our native cultures, they will
help biild all subsequent studies of human societies_ into a comPrehensible scheme.

pp. 50-51,
18-84920

Sacramento: California State Department Of Education, 1968),
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The next stage of the curriculum, lasting for about two years, is
entitled "The Habitation of the Globe." During this period the children will shift
'their attention away from hOrhe toward other parts of the earth, pursuing ideas
and events suggested by the title and .focusing on selected "points of concentra-
don." These points are places and times-in human history that teachers,and
pupils consider significant and exciting enough,for close examination, All the
humanities4ill be enlisted in aid'of these projects in a proportion and-a manner
appropriate to each set of circumstances.

The "points of concentration" should be seen.as interdisciplinary
clusters or areas of study.- They may be organized in courses_ lasting a semester
or a year, ,or in groups of short courses,, but they should not be thought 'of as
the conventional "units" that some lesson plans contain. In choosing them,
teachers and pupils are not bound by chronology or by a Survey outline: they may
go to any human settlements that interest them, anywhere on earth, at any stage
of their habitation. Once they have la'hded on a given spot, they should ask
some questions about the tectonic forces that shaped it, its geology, botany,
,zoology, demography, 'history, and so on, and some more questions about the
peoples who have lived there or pa wed hat way. But no attempt will be made
in the following pages to impose a pattern on the search, only to suggest possibili-
ties for making it enjoyable and productive.

So as to take advantage of the interdisciplinary nature of the social,
sciences, this chapter is arranged like those in Parts One and Two. Like them, .
it is a-set of suggestions and, opportunities, not dependent on any one course' out-
line, source of ideas, or textbook series. During the first year; California studies
will be treated as a whole. Then several "points of concentration" will be offered
as examples for the next two years; under the heading of "The Habitation of the
Globe." A general methodology'accompanies their!, showing what teachers might
consider when planning any course of instruction. In some.instances, more speci
fic suggestions will be made. Given a sufficient number of these points, a plan-
ning committee could work out an integrated two-year curriculum. It would
provide one.of the best ,foundations that young people could desire for later studies
in the sciences Of human institutionv and the life of our kind on this earth.

Recommendations and Activities*

First Year: California

It should go without saying that t American Indians and their cul-
tures* from primeval times to the' present ought :3 be accurately represented by all .

Seethe other disciplinary chapters. The social sciences are incor-
porated in the entire curriculum.

O
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teachers and in all teaching materials, including leisure reading and reference
works on the classroom shelves. Yet,Tektbooks and the American Indian' Was
published in 1970, only a few years ago; it is hardly likely that the ethnocen-
trism, -prejudice, and misinformation cited there have disappeared from our
schools,

With regard to the-California. Indians, they.and their history have
suffered 4forn many forms pf the ignorance and condescension visited upon. so-
called "backward," "primitime," or "childlike" people. One example is
mission-and-padre romanticism, which is just as false a stereotype as the more
obviously biased attitudes toward Indian foods, clothing, living arrangements,
and social habits still to be found in some textbooks. However, a remedy exists
and' is always available : the application of the truth,, so far as Scholarship 'has
determined it, to any subject taught in school. Teachers will have to bring them-
selves up- to -cjate in Indiah studies, to review very carefully the books and films
they may be expected to use, and to take into their classrooms only those'that do
justice to .native Americans-,and- indeed to any other people, whoever they may be.

This' will often mean conducting independent searches for reliable
information and seeking out community resources in the arts and sciences to sup-
port a year of solid study. The California Indians. will take on interest for a class
Only when the places they lived in, the things they made, and the social institu-
tions they developed while adapting to the land are presented vividly and con-
cretely,. with a scrupulous regard for accuracy. Only then will they enter the chil-
dren's imaginations and be restored)to life; and only then, against such a badk-
ground; can the circumstances of their descendants- if a tribe has left any- be
fairly judged...

r For the sake of geographical distribution and cultural variety, at least
three tribes ought to be studied-- one northern, one central; one southern. Six are
suggested below:

1. Northwest coastal- Hupa; Yurok

2., Cential- Porno; Yokut

3. Southern- Luiseiio; Chumash

The Hupa, Pomo, and Luisetio are a practical choice for teachers looking to Spen-
cer and Jennings, The Native Americans, for guidance. Their survey of these
Tribes -runs from pages 229 to 264 and includes-brief discussions of every principal
feature of each culture; the large bibliography lists other works on the same tribes.

1

-Full citati s of all books referred to in this section will be found
.inthe bibliography belo

`-232
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However, there is plenty of available material on the, Yurok, Yokut, and Chu-
mash, and on Many other people just as rewarding to study; so teachers need not
feel bound to one book.

. A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of California, ought to be
in every school reference library. It is a highly respeCted standard refererice
Work. Heizer, California Indians, contains several scholarly essays under each
of these headings: -General Surveys, Archaeology, Historical Accounts; Eth-
nology Material Culture; and Ethnology: Social Culture.

blications of the Southwest Museum, Los Angeles, are valuable for
their treatment a f the American Southwest and for their select bibliographies.
Farb, 'Man's Rise o Civilization . ., has one chapter on the patrilocal bands
of Southern California and an introductory chapter, "A Laboratbry for Modern

Man," that advanceS a number of valuable ideas for all Indian studies.

-,4California. Indian arts and crafts are well illustrated in Charles Miles's
Indian and Eskimo Artifacts of North America over 10 citations in the index
under "California culture" alone, and ddZens More under Chumash, Mission,
Porno, and Yurok-Hupa. Many of the beautiful objects and designs picturbd in this
book would be good models for art instruction.

National Geographic Socieky maps on the Indians of North, America
($3.30 on plastic) should be ofdered in duplicate So that both sides may=be
played; they are handsome and full of information. Although the settlement of
the Americas will not be taken up until later, the California Indians should be
'situated in coRtinental :history, and the earth sciences should be related to the social
sciences whenever the connection is instructive. In every cultural study, it should
be standard practice to keep land and people closely' tied and to give the children,
realiStic accountsof.tribal life in as much detail as possible. . Religion, the arts,
relations with other Indian peoples (and with white")',, e0ono.0...cicircumstances,
attitudes toward war and peace, child - rearing practices, 'alict`the:like must.be
examined. 4:*.:::40

The following very brief bibliography lis the books referred to above
(plus a few, others) for background reading, critical discussion in thq, inservide
seminars, and general classroom use wherever they are thought, suitable.]:

r? ,

1 . 4.. f
°Teachers living within driving distance of one of the California mis-

sions should find out if it has a library and archives. The Sapta Barbara Mission,
for example, possesses thousands of original documents covAing the Hispanic
and Mexican periods of California history. Thege documents are.available to allbona fide researchers. .



1. Peter Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization° as Shown by the Indians of North
America from Primeval Times tote Coming of the Industrial State (New
York: E. P. -Dawn & Co: , 1968).

2, R. F. Heizler and M. A. Whipple, eds. The. California Indians, A' Source
, Book (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 1960),

Jeannette Henry, Textbooks and the Afrkerican Indian (San Francisco: -Indian
Historian Press, 19 0),

4.' Jesse D. Jennings and EdwardNorbeck,, eds. , Prehistoric Man in the New
World (Chicago! Univ. of Chicago Press,--1964).

5, Bernice Eastman Johnson, California's Gabrielino Indians (LosAngeles; South-
west Museum, 1962).

6. A. L. Kroebet Handbook of the Indians of California (Washington; D.C.;
Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin, No. .78, 1925). Reissued by
California Book Co. , Berkeley, California.

7. Theodora Kroeber, Ish (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1961),

8. Theodora Kroeber, Ishi, Last of His Tribe (Berkeley; Parnassus Press, 1964).
For grades 4-10. .

9. Leif C. W. Landberg, The Chumash Indians of Southern California, No, 19,
Southwest Museum Papers (Los Angeles,: Southland Press, 1965).

.'10, Charles Miles, Indian and Eskimo Artifacts of North America (Chicago:
Henry Regnery Co.,

11, Elman R. Service, Primitive Social Organization (New York: Random
House, 1962).

12. Robert F. Spencer, Jesse D. Jennings, et al,, The Native Americans (New
York:- I" rper & Row, 1965).

13, Maps: Indians of North America; North America Before Columbus (Washing-
ton, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 1972). Supplement to National
Geographic (December 1972), 0. 739A, Vol. 142, No. 6. .

As part of their preparation, teachers should re-read Chapter VI; Part Two,
of this framework, where the topics of biological and cultural adaptation are first
raised. Unless the children are confident aboUt these matters, some reviewing
should be done. Sub-topic- 4, cultural adaptation, fits in perfectly with the sub-
ject matters of the present year. For example, the questions under "Divisidn of
labor, social organization, and roles" ought to be considered as'bases fOr

/
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discussion and as occasions for science and art projects. When the children begin
later to study the contacts between Indians and Whites (Spanish and Anglo), the
questions can be rephrased to apply to the White cultures.

The implications of this last point are.important and should "be put to the
childre; in terms they' can understand: their own culture is another adaptation to
the environment the aboriginal Indians settled first. In other words, we can be
looked at anthropologically, too, the same as any other people; and we can learn
to look at ourselves from a distance. This cah be an enlightening ..exercise if it is
carried out in a scientific spirit.

It will be difficult to settle on tWQ or three other tribal communities
for comparison and contrast. They should certainly be quite distinctive and
should probably be located on different continents perhaps, such tribes as these:

The Pygmies of the Ituri forest in Africa

The Tuareg, a nomadic S haran tribe

The Bedouin of Arabia

The Ainu of Northern ja ian

The Lacandones of Central America (connected with the Maya)

The j ro§ of the Eastern Andes

A E pean Gypsy tribe

A Maori tribe of New Zealand

A Sanioan tribe

The Montagnardslof Southeast Asia

Comparisons between Indian, Spanish-American, and Anglo-American
cultures in California should deal extensively with culturaland geographic rela-
tions. The proposed Social Sciences Frameworks offers two examples of such
comparisons. They are reprinted kere as a service to teachers.

Pp. 162-/165.
mode" have been omitted.

0

The technical terms "analytic mode", and "policy
They are not essential to the study.
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Why do different groups of men develop different ways
of living in the same or similaj environments?

A

A number of communities should be contrasted with-Specific attention
to the environment, natural resources, technology, social organization, division
of labor, and other aspects of -culture. The main objective is to examine the ,

flexibility and diversity of human adaptation dde to the peculiarly human capacity
for culture. In the course of studying cultures in early California that have suc-
cessfully occupied the same or similar environments, students may claSsify* them
as tribal, peasant, and rural-urban after they have discovered and defined the
characteriStics of each type. How each group had direct links to Spanish-Amurican
or Anglo-American cultureshould be considered. Inquiry into the acippti've charac-,
teristics of the. cultures should include attention to, values, e.g., individual enter-
prise in the case of Anglo-Americans.

Illustrations of the many activities that might. be used in studying dif-
fering adaptations to the California environment are the following:

Gathering and organizing information on various parallel activities
in California Indian and Spanish- and Anglo-American communi-
ties, such as producing food, shelter, and clothing, use of tools and
ideas in agricultural activities, recreational activities,~ and artistic
expression

Summarizing data on charts or in other forms to highlight contrasts
among the communities selected for study

Identifying and describing instances of cultural borrowings and adapt-
ing of ideas to ope with problems encountered in the California
environment

Gathering data on the roles of leaders, various workers, and other
individuals,- and making charts that contrast roles in the communi-
ties under study

Summarizing the kinds of support that the Spanish-. and Anglo-American
communities received from the societies from which they came

The teacher might refer to pictures which depict an Indian commu-
nity, a Spanish mission-rancho, and early mining and agriculture communities.
The children could be asked: "What do the pictures telhus about life in each
community?" After detailed analysis of the pictures the question could be raised:
"What other data are needed to understand life in each community?" Representa-
tive symbols may be pinned to the California map to show where. the comTunities
were located.. Some of the children or the teacher may have visited a. restored
mission which they can describe to the class and thus provide additional data.
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The study of a selected mission-rancho community may result in explor-
ing life at the mission, the rancho, and the, pueblo or presidio, as the case might
be.. Data should be classified and recorded on the chalkboard or a chart for easy
access when the claSs is ready to analyze it. 'Information discovered could be
claisified under such headings as people (where they came from reason for corn-.
trig), homes (kinds and construction); supplies, transportation, resources, family
life, education, recreation. ClassifiCations may represent an extepsion of those
used xiiththq Indian community; however, children will be able now to compare
those communities in terms of the addition's. 0 .

Three needs of community life should be considered: rules, division
9f labor, and technology.

After selecting and inquiring into Anglo-Americ n agricultural and
mining communities in a similar fashion, further contrasts n be drawn and
adaptive characteristics of the various cultures identifie Children can summar-
ize common and distinctive features of the tribal, peasant, and rural-urban com-
munities and consider contrasts to their local community.

Posing the question, "Why do the three types of.communities differ?
children will respond in different ways, with different.hypotheses,, and at different
cognitive levels.

Why do different groups of men develop different ways
of living in the same or similar environments?

In the Contrastive analysis of the Spanish Ranchero era, the Anglo-.
American settlers, and gold miners, the children ,became aware of the conflicts
over the ownership of land. The children had learned that the rancheros received
land grants either through the,Government4of Mexico or from the Kin&of Spain,
The boundaries of these land grants were determined by the use of such devices
as the number of reata lengths involved or by the pl,acpthent of cow skulls.
Obviously, the ravages of time had destroyed whatever landmarks had been estab-
lished. Irrespective of, these facts, the rancheros continued to observe the Spanish
law and recognize theiegality of the land grants.

The children also learned that the American settlers and the gold
miners brought with them a different type of legal system particularly in the use,
description, and sale of property. The Anglo-American system described property
in much more accurate terms, relying primarily on actual surveys and linear
measurement.

Children dramatized-the lives of both the rancheros and the Anglo-
American immigrants. =They portrayed not only the rancheros, but the jobs of
the Indian vaqueros who worked almost as slaves, with the cattle and with the

' 23 7.*
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little farming that was done. As the children began to portray American settlers,
immediate conflicts aroseas to the use and ownership of thp land. The children
who were the Spanish 1-and-grant owners vigorously protested against the invasiOn
of their .properties. They are equally vociferous in their opposition to the ways
in which.the American settlers wished to use the land...,1 The type of farming
done by the Anglo-Americans, requiring property acquisition and usually barring
others from cattle ranching in the.same area, readily, came apparent to the
student. At the same time, the aura- and the charm an graceful' iving that the chil-
dren enjoyed portraying in the life of the ranchero wa threatened by the new-
comers from the East..

In the evaluation periods following several oft these dramatizations,
children discussed the obvious problems which had developed. :The question of
which group was right was argued by proponents of each side. Various hypotheses
were suggested as to the resolution of these problems. Each hypothesis, however,
was, attacked by the "rancheros", or by ihe "Anglo-Americans" according to the
valUes'of each system as these were perceived and studied by the *students.

Manychildren were loathe to see the Spanish system with its charm, its
, way of life, and ,imprecise laws overturned by Anglo-American settlers with a

different set of laws and a seeming disregard for the rights' of the Spanish settlers.

The example of John Sutter was particularly distressing to some chil-
dren, while others decried the apparent wastefulness in the Spanish use of the
land, the demands on the Indian vaqueros, and the irregularities:of a legal system
which could not be counted on from one day to the next.

The children became aware of how their own personal values influ-
enced, their decisions. In some cases, children learned that they had made state-
ments with .few if any facts to substantiate their point of view, statements that
were highly slanted according to the students' values.

In evaluating this series of lessons, the children agreed that values,
developed from their own way of life, had a great deal to do with decision-
making. They also recognized the necessity for 'searching out data dorior to reach-
ing conclusions. The children talked about the importance of recognizing the
background of different groups of people who might-be in conflict and the need to
analyze the value system which usually determines the position of each group.

The following books dealing with the Spanish-American and' Anglo-
American settlers of California will be helpful in- the classroom and the. inservice
seminars:

236
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1. Hubert Howe Bancroft, et al., History of California (San Francisco:
The History Company, 884-90).

g

2. Warren A. `Beck arid David A. Williams, California, A yfistory of
the Golden State (New York: 'Doubleday, 197.,

3. . Robert Glass Cleland; prom Wilderness to Empire, ed. Glenn S:
Dumke (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962).

t4.. Francis P. Farquhar, listoryafttie Sierra Nevada: (BerkeleSr, and
Los Angeles:. University of California Press, 1966).

. . Julian Salomon Harris, The Book of Indian Crafts and Indian 1.4re
(New York: Harper & , -1928),

Robert Kirsch and William S. MUrphy, eds. West of the West
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. ;1967).

7. AndreCN F. Rolle, California,. A History (New York: Thomas Y.
Crow ea-Co. , 1963).

8. Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land:, The American West as Symbol
and Myth (Cainbridge, Mass.: Harvard Univeriity Press, 1950).

9. Kevin Starr, Americans and the California Dream: 1850-1915 .

(New York: aiNiairUniversity Press, 197a)7----77
e

Second and Third Years: The
Habitation of the Globe

These two years are intended to offer later. elementary pupils the,
chance to study in sorrie depth several points of concentration-= dramatic exam-
ples of the variety of human cultures. The word "dramatic" is used advisedly.
It does not always signify the "highest" achievements or "finest" hours of a
people ora society. It applies to them, of course, as it does to others leis
-admirable; but it is meant to convey some rather complex feelings about the
many, many ways in which human beings come to terms with their environ-, ments,, express themselves through their cultures, and do things with the ele-
ments of civilization that they inherit and adapt, borrow from others, or
invent.

239'
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i o Therefore, these dramatic points of concentration cannot be thought
of as links in a survey of something called "world history,"; and they cannot be
taught'from standard texts. They must be. Chosen after due deliberation the
first points by teachers, because young childreh cannot be expected to know
immediately what they want, but later ones by pupils and teachers together, after
they have gather d experience and thought of some more times-and places they

.would like to stu y. At the end of their first year, the pupils might .very well
make out a list f suggestions `(and warnings) for the children who will be .entering
the class in September, and they will probably lay out some choices in advance for
themselves. This will give their teachers a chance to prepare, two or three new
points during the summer. Local public libraries might be willing to feature out-
'side, leisure reading on the selected subjects; a summer reading program could be

. developed too.

The curriculuin for these two years can'be completely integrated in
the manner of the-final interdisciplinary project in Chapter II above (Visual and
Tactile Arts), In that project the inquiry is limited'to conditions deterffiining the
production of art (which, of course, are often economic and political), but during
the two years covered_ in this chapter, when the children are examining several
societies in differ6nt parts of the earth, the context must be enlarged and adjusted.
The pupils should begin to learn something about e6oilomics, political science, and
their inter-relationships. The year of California studies, with its examination of
Indian and competing White cultures, will already have raised several queStions
about
diced

th ways in which these peoples governed themselves, made their livings, pro-
ced a d exchanged goods, held property, dealt with money or its equivalents, and

so on. So. the children are aware of this kind of idea, even though they have
received no formal instruction in economic, political,, or sociological theory.

Economics can now be taught by name,. though not in any formal,
"disciplinary" sense; so' can political science. By the end of the later elementary
years, the children should' have built a considerable vocabulary of economic
terms, which they should be able to use neutrally as descriptive words applying to
particular practices and institutions, not as rallying cries or as terms of opprobrium.
The aim is to learn by comparing and contrasting and by reasoning carefully from
a given set of data to a tenable'conclusion. As a' help to teachers and planning
committees who want to construct 1a complete model, the project description at
the end of Chapter II is reproduced below. It is followed by an adaptation of that

will provide one example of a context for the social sciences:
Teachers will have to work out details of subject matter, sub-topics, and metho-
dology to fit the points they choose and the children they are teaching.

Project Description from Chapter II

Art education can be allied in many other ways with the social sciences.
Classroom teachers and art specialists should cooperate in choosing from the social
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sciences curriculumcurriculum at least two "points of concentration" every year fry intensive
study in several art media. Both social sciences and art teachers should remember,
however, to keep the projects pleasurable and within thereach of the class. These
studies should not be made into disguised art-histOry or social-sciences "term"
projects requiring large amounts of encyclopedia copying. One or more of the
following "points of concentration" will serve as examples;

1. The Arctic Eskimos of historic times
2. Fifteenth- A;ntury Japan under the Ashikaga Shogunate; or the

reign of Hideyoshi (The first Western contact with Japan occurred
in 1543.)

3. The West African Sudanese empire of Songhay and the °city of
Timbuktu during the reign of King Askia Muhammed Askia, whO
seized power in 1493, one y -ar after Columbus reached the West
Indies

Brazil in coldnial times to th middle of the eighteenth century;
or the reign of Dom Pedro II, 840-1888

5. The Khmer empire from the tenth to the twelfth centuries, culminat-
ing in the building of Angkor Wat (first half of..the twelfth century)

6. Indo-China from the battle of Dien Ben Phu to the present time '-.

7. Ancient West Mexico (the present Mexican states of Nayarit, Jalisco,
and Colima), coeval with the- Late Pre-Classic and Early Classic
periods of Central Mexico'

8. England`during the lifetime of Chaucer; Italy during the lifetime
of Giotto; or Turkey during the time of Suleiman the Magnificent

9. The Canadian-American border from early settlement to the present
10. The 1930's in an industrialized nation
11. Chicago from the fire to Mayor Daley; Venice (Italy). since World

War II; Nagasaki before and after the atomic bomb; Calcutta from
its founding to the present; Alexandria fionn its founding to the death
of Cleopatra; or any other considerable city over a stretch of time

12. The island of Gotlund in the Baltic Sea from Viking times to the
present

13. The Republic of South Africa since World War I
14. One of the great river basins of the world at a selected stage of history
15. Iran since the accession of the present Shah

"Having selected the times and places to be studied during a semester or
an entire year, the class would consider, but not be limited to, the following:

Briefly, the geographical-historical settings

I
See Part Seven,, interdisciplinary topic on maize.
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The cultural settings, including religion, iri which the principal works of art
(including music,, dance, textiles, etc.) were produced

Political and economic institutions as they influenced or dictated the
production of art

Sources of patronage for the arts, including royal, ecclesiastical,
guild, or individual

Principal styles of architecture including domestic, academic, and
mortuary

Ornamentation of buildings

. Technologies affecting the arts

. Principal styles and especially noteworthy works in the visual and tactile arts

. Horticulture

Textiles and clothing styles (lay, courtly, military, and ecclesiastical)

Cookery Wand other household arts, if anything is known of them

A few works considered by scholars to be superb examples of a school'
or period

Biographical literature (if it exists) about principal artists of the period

Evidence that women produced or were patrons of artwork of anytcind

Special relations, if any, among the "arts; i.e., religious architecture
and ornamentation, vestments, music, ,drama, dance, sculpture,
literature, mortuary buildings and complexes, gardens

The status and treatment of children in the society and as subjects
for works-of art

Several modes of instruction must be employed in studies so concen-
trated and yet so extensive. Hardbound textbooks, anthologies, superficial surveys,
or standardized study-guides cannot accomplish what should be intended by inte-
grated projects like those suggested above and elsewhere ill-the framework. 'The
knowledge and interests of the humanities faculty; fortified by every kind of
instructional aid, are the best resources that students can draw. on. Then,faculty
and students study and learn together, with specialized teachers leading the Way into
the various activities. A year's concentration will require a judicious mixture

2.4 9
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of the following methods of teachingf

It

Basically; a studio-workshop situation' where artwork and discus.;
sion go on constantly

Instruction in artwork relatei to the times and places being
studied and to skills that iioUld be tatight,in these later ele-
mentary years

Reading and writing ited to the project of considerable.scope
and variety

Team-teaching nd individual conferences with pupils °/Teacher aides and visiting artists and lecturers from the commu-
nity and nearby colleges and universities

Lecture-,discussion sessions to establish backgrounds, provide
reliable information, make relationships among subjects clear,
and respond to student needs and suggestions

.Small work-discussion groups changing in'mernbership as tasks and
interests change

Demonstrations in several audio- visual media, including lecture-
demonstrations by students, films, /BIM-strips, maps, photogra-
phic displays, artworeby memberS of the class, record albums
(i.e. , religious mUsic, Chaucer's poetry read aloud, dance tunes,
court music, street-vendors' rhymes and cries, and the like)

Independent study
, .

A wide variety of reference works of high quality,. profusely
illuStrated

For the sake of illustration (necessarily little. more than a skeletoii Of
a plan), let us suppose that a class has chosen the Canadian-American border as a-
point of concentration,', The following adaptation of the arts project would be
one way of organizing a course of study:

Geographical setting; The ocial sciences staff should present the pre-
.

history of the area in a series of shott illustrated lectures enlivened by every audio-
visual aid at a school's dispo'Sal. Outside experts shOuld be called in whenever they
are needed and are available in a community. These sessions should always be
preceded and followed by class discussions. The fundamental geology, including
plate tectonics, should be woven into the narrative, along with enough archeology
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Northwest coast, the plains, the Great Lakes area, the Northeast woodlands, and
the St. Lawrence Valley are important, for this study. The sixteenth -century
Europeans entered Eastern Canada along the corridor ofthat river;, they and their
successors confronted the eastern face of the Rockies and the steep mountains along
the Pacific coast when they pushed west. All along the way, the aborigines showed
the first whites how to survive on fish, game, and native plants.

Depending on such variables as the resources of the school and faculty
and the time allotted to the topic (which will never be quite enough), the history
can be eXtended or abridged. The period between about 3000 B. q. and the first,
penetration by Europeans is so interesting, and so little known to most Americans,
that teachers can be forgiven for lingering over it. In studying the earliest
exchanges of goods and other items of culture between Whites and Indians (in

_which theThidians were as usual the losers), the children will combine history with
economics, political and social organization, religion, and technology, in addition
to. the disciplines already mentioned.
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and paleontology to set the physical scene. Information about the Ice Ages, and
especially about the latest, should be directed toward the effects otglaciation
on topography and thus on routes for animal and human migration. Tne whole
length of the Canadian-American frontier exhibits the evidence of four.mount
folding revolutions that have shaped the land and periodically changed;the cli-
mated' These intrOductory lecture-discussion-demonstrations should be brought
up to the time of firsthuman settlement, when anthropology, art history, and
technology will enter the ongoing story, along with all the natural science the
faculty has facilities to provide.

Historical Setting; This includes the 'pre-history of'sopthern Canada
and the northern United States. (to use their modern names). The successive waves
of migration across the Bering,land bridge to North America, which have already
figured in the history of the California Indians, should, now be mentioned with -

respect to settleinents in the future border region. The remains of the Old Stone
Age huntersand their descendants have been studied sufficiently to provide informa-
tion about the animals they hunted, their °tools and other, artifacts, the foods they
ate (and cultivated after 'they learned agrirulture), their dwellings, their religions,
their burial customs, and so on. 'Closer tO historic times, the cultures of the

For a while now the olass.should look at this border region from the
north, the upper boundary, a viewpoint seldom taken In American schools. The
connections with the immediate present, will be apparent at once, for the Cana-
dians are now causing our gOvernment and the rest of 'us to consider the cross-
border traffic of goods, money, ideas, and cultdral attitudes from their standpoint.ausui.
And they do not like everything they see or receive.

, The connections among the aboriginal peoples and the French explor-
ers, priests, and colonists should be discussed. Here the foreign language teachers,
or a district specialist in French should be asked to take over some of the instruc-
tion, French-Indian relations are interesting in themselves and as elefnents of
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the. three-way relationship to corne, wben the Indians will be caught up in the
colonial wars between the French and the English, which lasted froni the begin-
ning ofthe seventeenth century to the defeat of Montcalm before Quebec in 1760.
Some very important work can be accomplished in even a short historical study
of ,these 160 years. For example:

An incomparable, introduction to early United States history
from `a perspecive not usually assumed in standard surveys

Contrasts between the political and cultural traditions of the
French and English empires in the New,World

Effects of European politics on the North American history of
this period

An introduction to the subject of colonialism as it concerned early
United States and Canadian history

Many opportunities to teach history as a dramatic narrative
involving a very large number of persons and places that will
appeal, to the imaginations of the young

Establishing many connections with the other arts and sciences

Since not every period in the history of ,the border can be lingered
over, teachers will have to decide. how long they can- dwell on
the disputes leading to the Webster-Ashburton Treaty (1842) and the Oregon Treaty
(1846). Perhaps economic history can be emphasized from now on; with some
attention to the changes that have occurred in very recent times to aster economic
relations between the Unitpd States and Canada.1

4

Political science. The 49th parallel is a political boundary, not
coinciding with any geographic or economic division, and it took 90 years and'22
treaties to define and mark the 3987-mile line between the two countries. (The
physical laying-out of the markers is an interesting matter in itself, which many
children would enjoy investigating.) -The-politics of the Webster-Ashburton and

S)regan treaties would form a manageable topic at a center point in the history
of the border. So-would the tensions of the Civil War period in our history, when
the Fugitive Slave Act, the Underground Railroad, fears of annexation, and,/ . British government ,Opposition to the Northern cause, for example, made L.J.$.-

4.

The omissiOn of events concerned with the Revolutionary War is
deliberate: they will be treated in another year in this curriculum.
However, if school policy favors a longer look at pre-Revolutionary history in
the,later elementary years, this project will accommodate such a study very
nicely and will introduce some Canadian-North American history into eighteenth--
century-American curricula.

.2 4 5
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Canadian relations very touchy. The famous "undefended border" was fortifiedjn
various places between 1861 and 1864. Later on, the class might want to 'dom-
pare the politics of the U.S. -Canadian border with those of our boundary with
Mexico.

Economics. The seventeenth-century fur trade between Indians and
Europeans influenced almost every aspect of economiclifeiin New France, New
England, and New York. Political and military decisions often depended upon
the exchanges between Indian trappers and government-designated traders; and
explorations by the French and English adventurers were "more often undertaken
to discover new sources of fur than to tap other resources that rmight diver4ity
the economy. The ensuin'g clash of two expanding commercial empires con-.

tains plenty of material for economic interpretation'. In addition, the tragic con-
sequences for the Indians will certainly command the attention of later- elementary-
age children. The introduction of alcohol and firearms to the Indians, should be
noted, as should the differences between the traders and the French Jesuit priests
with regard tb this traffic. The children already knOw something about Indian-
Spanish-Anglo relations in California, so they have the resources to go into a,
larger situation. If a class has time, fur-trading can be followed west- to the.
Pacific coast, where Astor and the Russians and more border disputes beconie part
of a regional history close to home. Another important matter connected with
the economics of the fur trade should be? discussed its effect on the beavers..
Here is an ecology project that the whole class could work on; it will produce
some surprises.

The Arts Activities under this heading will depend upon thee locale
and period studieddied; Some possibilities follow:

17-84929

The arts of the Northeast Woodland Indians from A. D. 800 to
the period of the European'Inirasion and colonization should be
studied for their intrinsic worth and for, what they show of Euro-
pean influences. Many kinds of Indian artwork can be used as
models, and instruction can be coordinated with the art educa-
tion curriculum suggested in Chapter II above. Pottery, carv-
ing in several media, beadwork and embroidery, facial paint-
irtg, clothing, masks, tools, and the like are welt illustrated
ikreference 'works and can be brought within the range of
Young children. The use of pottery and basketry for the dating
of cultures should be discussed.

The.artistic'products of the Northwest Coastal Indians sh6uld be
, included in every study of Indian art,, and should be compared

with those at other points along the border. The carving and
sculpting of these peoples are particularly interesting. A con-
tinental sweep 'will give background for many later periods of
our history,
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The vario us styles of dwellings built by indians and European .

colonists can be showp in elides and photographs. Adaptations
of.European styles and techniques to meet local circumstances
should receive special attention.

An effort should be made to find recordings of the songs of
Northeast Woodland and other border legion Indians and the
French coureurs de bois. The children should also hear church
music-of the kinds that were played or sung in FpnCh and
English churches.

A time-line should -run around the walls of the room, showing '`
in color the chief events of the era being investigated and any
other facts the children may want :to record or illustrate.

A three-diikensional map is a necessity for almost any oint of
concentratidn. Cartography:is an art that should- be mor stressed ,

than, it usually is, because it unites several of the sciences with
the visu.l and tactile arts, and can illuminate historical-
geographical studies.

The topography of the borderlandS i's diverse and dramatic, well-suited to relief
molding, painting, foreSt and rock miniatures, mirrored lakes, and so on. A map
of the latest glaciation and its results on the landscape would be very striking.
Children need to see ?Mat the weight of advancing and retreating ice did to th

- land, and how glaciations has affected human existence. Or the canal systems
of upper New York state, )or example, so important to the American economy of
the nineteenth century, might be laid out in relief, with Models of locks, barges,
and wayside buildings. Some very good songs and dances are connected with
that phase of our history.

Language arts Teachers of French and English should continue to
cooperate in this project. Primary sources in both languages journals, letters,
autobiographies, proclamations by religious and governmental bodies, printed
music (both tlassical and popular), songbooks, hymnbooks, 'and primers for dal-

ciren
can be used by teachers as backgrOund materials and in some cases by pupils

as reading exercises. /How did French Roman Catholicism' and Puritan Protestant-
ism. influence this early literature, especially that for children? ..Stories about
the inhabitants of the border regiOns from coast to coast are easy to find; they
-should 'be included in_the classroom library:Weil-written narratives and advA-
ture stories about French, English, and American explorers make excellent
leisure reading; they can reinforce the ongoing instruction in history, geography,
sociology, religion, and politics. Folk heroes like Paul Bunyan afire very attrac-
tive to children of this age; so are the Negroes and whites who ran the' Underground
Railroad. Fenimore Cooper's Indians,will also appeal to able readers who can
tackle a whole novel. It should be remembered that there are different kinds
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.of Ihdians in Cooper's work, not just "noble savages" and'devoted friends of
white woodsmen. It is also worth notice that the border regions contained many
people of mixed blood black, white, and Indian; their stories, along with
the others mentioned, will help bring ethnic history and literature together in
a natural wag.

Present times. This heading might not serve for every single point
Of concentration, but it should be considered in every teaching plan. Wherever
it is possible to do so, the past and the present should be related to each other,
because children afe curious about both ends of a narrative or a process, How
did it begin? How did it (or might it) turn, opt?_ 'These are proddctive ques-
tions, which the social sciences are partieWxly suited to explbre. Not every
question will have a definitive answer, hut the hard questions must be 9tcempted;
With respect to the American-Canadian border, something should best id about
the. shift in eponomic and cultural relation8 that is going on right noW. And the
"underground railroad" metaphor must be brought up-to date :. uncounted numbers
of American young men have crossed the border and taken up residence in Canada
to avoid the draft and to protest the.waor in Viet-Nam. Their story is not yet
finished.

Teaching methods. Those listed at the' end of the Chapter II project
description are recommended fot every subject matter and point of concentration

'in the framework: Pedagogy stands as mucti in need of renovation in -the social
sciences as elsewhere in the humanities, and teaching methods are going to have
to change considerably in most schools if the humanities are to be taught well.
Indeed, pedagogy it elf, one of the oldest of the social sciences, should become
part of the curricula froM now on, brought out in the open for teachers and
pupils to discuss. C ldren betweaages of nine and twelve are old enough
and certainly experie ced enough as school-goers= to be told what their teachers
are aiming at and by what means they hope to reach their goals; to cooperate in
bringing about successful teaching;-. and to be asked for advice- before, during, and
after any course of study,



CHAPTER VII

F REIGN LANGUAGES

Iri tart Two, Chapte
language instruction begin in the
better--and continue uninterrupte
dation is restated in this chapter wi
native language is not English. Bilin
them in the first grade, so that by th
school, they will be using their native
fluency. Bilingualism will be, an accom

VII, it has beeivroposed that second-
arly elementary years--the sooner the
through high school. That Trecommen-
hout qualification for children Whose

al education must commence for
time they reach later elementary
ngue and schbol-English with equal
ished fact.1

Ideally, the same should be e pected of students whose native
tongue is English- -they should be using a second language (and their native
tongue) well by the time they reach later elementary school. However, while
bilingualism is a goal for everyone in humanities education, it mus t be recog-
nized that chi-idien whose native tongue is not English have to learn English. so
they can compete with native English speakers in finding jobs, building careers,
getting promotions, and sharing in the opportUn\ities of our society.

While it is most desirable that children begin to learn a foreign
language at an early elementary -age, it is true that,children of later elemen-
tary age-are still young enough to learn another language without difficulty.
They must have the opportunity to do 'so, getting started no later than the fourth'
or fifth grade;2 for one 'mark of a good humanities program is the inclusion of
foreign la7guages and their literatures in the language arts curriculum. A

1However, see Lawrence Wright, "The Bilingual Education Move-
ment at the Crossroads,1' Phi Delta Kappan, November 1973, pp. 183-186, for
warnings about inadequate programs. There is no cheap, easy road to good
instrUctiotrin any language.

2.Teachers,who have not yet read Part Two, Chapter Vit and
acquainted themselves with the reference books listed in it, should take time
now to study them and the evidence suppoiting the recommendations Made there
and here. Foreign language education in the early and later elementary grades
must be regarded as a unified program, requiring the closest coopei-ation among
teachers.
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great deal of cross-learning goes on in clas§es with equal enrollments of
native speakers of English and native speakers of another language. The
ability of many of these pupils to speak and read their, mother tongues can be
expected to improve as the new language is picked up, perhaps because the
enjoyable activity of learning a second language in the company of other '
teacher-learners, stimulates children's innate power to manage language'. A
second language conies to be almost second nature in such circumstances,
with a very good chance of surviving into a student's adulthoOd if practice is
faithfully maintained throughout adolescence.

In California and the rest of the United States, the tent bilingualism
usually means competence in Spanish and English, not some other combination.
Perhaps because of recent history, Asian languages are gaining ground, Chinese
and Japanese, in particular. Curiously, native Amei-ican Indian languages are
not usually thought of,under bilingual education:- Efforts are now being made to
correct the biased view of Indian history and culture that has prevailed since
this country was' settled by Europeans, and part of the social sciences curric-
ulum of this framework is devoted to the study of the origins of American Indian
culture. Partly because Americans have never thought it necessary or Worth-
while to learn Indian languages and because there are so many of them, it is no
doubt unrealistic to think that they will be regularly taught in school. However,
if students or parents show an interest in California Indian tongues, schools
should open a class with Indian teachers.

Reoommendations

2

The study of foreign languages by means of the methods described
here and in Part Two can add remarkably to the aesthetic attractions of a later
elementary classroom. Every resource of scktool and community should be
levied on to bring appealing colors, sounds, and smells from several cultures
into the children's daily lives. Foreign posters, foreign recordings, foreign
objects of art, foreign alphabets, foreign booksall should become part of the

s. standard equipment available to' every child. So should their counterparts
produced in the United States by so-called ethnic minorities--"so-called ethnic"
because all but a comparatively few Americans are of immigrant stock, and all
have brought to this country some folk art worthy of attention. I

The,aural-oral method of instruction should be used exclusively .

at the beginning of the later elementary foreign language program to ensure
that pupils do not become dependent upon written symbols for comprehension.

iSe the' introduction to Part-Three andthe chapter on the visual and
tactile arts for more detailed descfiptions of good humanities classrooms.

5f1
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Teachers may want to employ this method for as long as a year before
introducing reading and writing. ,To speak and understand the language Must
always be the basic goal of instruction at this level. When the children do
begin learning to read and write, they should start with material they have
already mastered orally. Fourth'grade children who have participated in
second-lpguage programs during their early elementary years may be given
instruCtiati in the written language, but it should be introduced gradually.1

When pupils have developed good listening and speaking skills,
they are ready. to begin reading in the foreign language. Their first books
should deal with familiar subjects in a familiar vocabulary, and they should
be printed in easy-to-read type. For a-more detailed discussion of the teaching
of reading in a foreign language, teachers should see Part Two, Chapter VII,
of this framework, and Chapter Six of James Moffett's book, 2 making'the neces-
sary applications to f9reign language teaching.

Books in several langd'ages--even those not* taught in a given school- -
should be available on shelves and tables for leisure inspection and reading.
Whenever possible, the array should include bilingual editions of high quality,
like the Bilingual Stories for Children Today.3 Reading with a parallel trans-
lation in another book is not cheating; it, is one very efficient way of getting into
a book that one has always wanted to read or that arouses one's curiosity for
some reason. Since the children will not be examined on such reading and can
do it because they really want to, the translation functions-as far more than a
handy glossary--convenient though that feature certainly is for rapid compre-
hension. When the translation is well-phrased, it educates its readers.; it
exemplifies the art that some_ later elementary pupils will be trying for them-
selves in the second language. In addition, bilingual texts in'Romanic languages
not taught in the classroom will tempt very able 'children, or readers who are
merely curious at first, to try another tongue, perhaps Portuguese or Italian,
if Spanish is already known. Leisure readings in other alphabets than Roman
will have to be chosen, after consultation with pupils who want to read Arabic,
Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, or Japanese, for example. The books should be
colorfully and accurately illustrated if possible; and beautifully-drawn letters,
numbers, characters, and alphabets in many scripts, should be on display in
every classroom. Calligraphy is an art in many cultures; it may help some

1-Chi Wren in thesegrades have not yet had-enough time and practice
with a new language for teachers to judge accurately an individual pupil's apti-
tudes and interests. Therefore, ability grouping is not appropriate for these
children:

2A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum: Grades K-13
(Boston: Houghton rif in,

3Julian Nava et al. , Bilingual Stories,for Children Today (Walnut
Creek, Calif. : Aardvark Media, 'Inc. , 1974).
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American children 'to know this even if they 9r e not now taught to write withSpencerian flourishes.

-A second-language program must include an appreciative 'studyof cultural differences and similarities. Children can accept differencesbetween cultures without judging them "good" or "bad." They may thinkcertain customs strange, but they are not predisposed to consider them inferiorjust because they differ fron(their own. Much of this comparative study willnaturally find its way into the program as children practice dialogues and learnvocabulary. For example, even beginning students quickly discover that theinflection of nouns for gender, and the use of,formal and informal terms ofaddress, resstiltstight variations of meaning and attitude in differen't languages.Gesture, facial expression, and intonation, are still other means that people of agiven-culture use, often unconsciously, to convey nuances of thought and "feeling.These should be studied too; in fact, they had better be noted w4h some care ifthe children do not want to make unfortunate mistakes in dealinewith nativespeakers. If the teachbr is not a native spea.ker, for-ign nationals\should-be
invited to help demonstrate these less tangible features of a language.

Teachers should make a special effort to instruct the children\l\ri
the customs and history of the foreign culture. 1 They can suggest interestinbooks, show films, and tell stories, using English at first, then the foreignlanguage as the children's understanding increases. Whenever teachers speakdirectly about another country's culture, they must take great care not to \that "different" is in some way inferior--or mysteriously superior, either.Generalizations about any country's people should lie avoided, since thes'e mayeasily lead to stereotyping. Also, too much emphasiS on trivial aspects maysuggest"quaintness" and result in a negative impression, or may promote senti-mental attitudes about the other culture. It is vita' that-teachers, especially ifthey are not natives of the land they'are teaching aboutohRriestly admire andrespeCt that country's people and culture, for'children arequick to sense evena well-hidden feeling of condecension.

Dramatizations are excellent vehicles for language practice; theyhelp keep pupils from .becoming inhibited in their use of the language. Children'
enjoy creating-short plays; improvising dialogues on themes suggested at4school;greeting one- another, and talking about their weekend activities. They mightalso like to set up.a. "store," taking the roles Of clerks and customers, or use

1Terms like "foreign language, " "other culture," "foreigner, " and"native speaker" sometimes sound condescending and suggest invidious compari-sons. Perhaps to avoid.trouble, textbook writers have invented terms like "targetlanguage" and "speakers of the target language." It 'does not seem likely that aperson Whose native language is not English would feel coMplimented by being
, called a target rather than a foreigner. The term "foreigtt language" is usedneutrally throughout this framework, and is meant to say '6 ily; that a person'snative tongue is not English.

o
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their new vocabulary in simulated everyday situations. These dramatic
situations should be short, allow for as much participation as possible by
every member of the class, and be clearly understood by all. A teacher
should not make memorize prepared plays and act them out for the
class or outside audiences. The children are too young to act to an outside
audience in arty, language, and thy gain absolutely nothing from having to
learn parts by:rote and go through motions that donut originate in their own
experience of nature and art. With just' a minimum of guidance," they can
invent their oW situations and dialogues.. Thiel type of exercise is profitable
for children in Grades and at all vocabulary levelk; it should be a regular
part of the program.

Translation skills develop as pupils listen-to sk,oxies told them in
the second language and then retell them in their own words in their native
tongue.? After the children have algrasp of the spoken language and possess
a usable vocabulary,, reading writing will,further tileintranslation
The teacher,e4he classroom aides, or the pupils themselves should read a
short story in\34e foreign language to the class; then the children should write
it down in their native language. Wherever possible, visual media should be
usedito aid comprehension And give Varriety".tto instruction. Teachers can make
it- clear that the pupils areJlot expected to rep6at the Cory word for word, hor
to translate from English into the second language, f4 this leads to.grOss
misuse of the lattertAnivage at thisSge level. It is best to begin with familiar
stories,, moving on to unfamiliar ma terials'only when ,the children's abiility to
understand spoken language permits. In every situation, the authentic litera-
ture of the country being studied should be used, not material. translated from
English to cater to a market in seiconcl-language programs..,, Simplified versions
of folk stories, legends, historical tales, and the like may be gathered by
teachers; this kind of reading is a valuable and 'son-lean-les neglected source.
of 'nformation about a country history, social Customs,. religioqs, and people.

The _quality of teaching has more to do with the success of a foreign
language. piogram than any other single feature. ,It'should go without saying ,

that teachers must be competent speakers, readers, and writers of the tongues
they teach; otherwise they cannot retain the respect and confidence of'their
pupils. And they must also have had a= broad general.education, possess Speci-
fic knowledge of the'foreign country's history and culture, and exhibit a genuine'
love of the language, culture, and people of the country.

ISee"Moffett,- pp. 35-44 and 165-172, for further 'suggestions abdui
..dramatic work suited to later elementary children; and also the Drama/Theater

Framework.

2 The discussion on this topic in part One, Chapter VII, applies also
to later elemntary pupils and should be reviewed before the present section is

a

studied.' .
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With respect to classroom methods, all teachers, whether native-
or foreign-born, must understand the philosophy and practices of the best
American elementary education, which is the type advocated in this framework.
Some foreign-born teachers may have to make a special effort to do so, for
the relationships between teachers and students recommended here and prac-
ticed in some American schools are not common in some foreign educational
systems. Conflicts may arise between foreign-born teachers who believe in
systematic:, rigorous, and formal learning of a language and children who are
accustomed 'to informal methods and varied activities. Such misunderstandings
can reduce the contributions that native speakers and teachers can make to a
foreign-language program. Inservice seminars of the type outlined in Part
Eight of this framework can help to harmonize the methods of a teaching staff.
For their part,. American-born teachers must try hard to acquire a near - native
accent, and must remefnber that.children learn a foreign language Chiefly
through imitation. Teachers' should encourage their district administration to
employ native spea ers cf the language as aides and provide many opportuni-
ties for`children t hear t e n tive sounds of a language through recordings,
tapes, and films. The class should also be told about foreign language programs
on radio and television; many of these are well-condutted by people who speak a
giVen language with verve and style ,and who keep most of their conversations
at a praCtical level, with occasional flashes of humor. If the children watch
the Spanish and Japanese dramatic programs that can be seen' every evening in
Los Angeles, for example, they should bring them up before the class. They
might also write to the sponsors of a program they especially enjoy, and they
certainly should be encouraged to send intelligent criticisms, both favorable
andounfavorable, to the local stationamanagers.1

Activities Going On in the Foreign Language Program

All the activities listed in Part Two, Chapter VII of this
framework

All the activities listed in Chapter VII of the Foreign Language
F Tame work _

. Singing native:folk sqngs and learning about the mu_ sical
heritage of the foreign country

Listening to native speakers' stories about interesting aspects
of their countries' culture and hi-story, and asking theme questions
in the foreign language as their ability permits

'In the San Francisco. Bay Area, such programs are listed in Foreign
Language Folio: A Guide to Cultural Resources and Field Trip Opportunities in
the Bay Area for, Teachers and Students of French, German, and Spanish (Hayward,
Calif: Alameda-County School Department, ^ 1973).

2rii
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Hearing stories told daily in the foreign language and retelling
them in their own language to the degree that their compre-
hension permits

Improvising situations about everyday life, using the foreign
language in the dialogue

Participating in native holiday celebrations in school and in
the community where possible'

Cooking and eating foods from foreign countries

Looking at the art of the foreign country and discussing the
impressions they receive from it

Using their "foreign" names or near equivalents when
practicing the language

Corresponding with children frOm the country whose language
they are studying

Learning to read simple texts in the foreign language

Writing with the words, phrases, and sentences already
mastered orally

Collecting and comparing cognates in several tongues; listing
them on charts or chalkboards

Some Interdisciplinary Activities and Methods
evolving, Foreign Languages*

Later elementary pupils will enjoy corresponding with children in
der countries,and 'mac for-them to exchange letters -and
art work. Two teachers might choose a common theme for the children to
express in a simple-art medium. A discussion of the foreign 'students' inter-
pretation of the theme' can be a valuable way of learning about another culture.

"As an example, teachers may wish to have children celebrate the
Chinese Moon FeStival as they do at Jefferson School in Berkeley and Lincoln
School in Oakland. See Newsletter of the Bay Area Bilingual Education League
(BABEL), October 15, 1972,

*See also the other disciplinary Chapters. Foreign languages and
ethnic studies are incorporated with the whole curriculum.

2 5.i
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Since the letters will be written in the students' native language, this corres-
pondence offers a good reason for expressing oneself well in English. The
project could be worked out with the cooperation of the language arts teacher.
Teachers should take the time-to translate'the answers; they will benefit
the whole class.

Puppet- making readily lends itself to language activities. The art
work involved creates the opportunity to learn a special vocabulary in a foreign
language, in this case one concerning art materials, clothing, professions, etc.
But more importantly, children who are too shy to speak up in class will often
find their voices through puppets. Moffett's ideas about how children can be
themselveS by being something else are applicable to puppetry.1

Children enjoy combining foreign language study with special
interests and hobbies. For exam le, if some children are especially interested
in animals, the teeter cad bring foreign language books on animals toclass
for them to read or scan. A group working on a nature ,project should learn
something about plants native to the foreign country. Teachers need.to .keep
themselves informed about the students' interests and find ways to integrate
these into the foreign language program. Could there be a "Spanish" or "French"
garden at the school? Does singing have a special attraction for some? What
about listing the names of local places, streets, and buildings that are derived
from other languages?

I-Moffett, Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER VIII

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

In the early elementary years," pUpils have learned simple
additipn and,subtraction, some division and multiplication, and regular
habits of observation and classification. These skills should develop in
liter elenientary study until pupils can perform the four basic arithmetic
operations (algorithms) with ease. They should 4Iso learn how to trans-
pose operations and to state them in algebraic equations; how to form hypo-
theses prior to observation and to test them through observation and con-
trolled experiments; and how to apply and develop mathematical skills in
their scientific experiments. When mathematics and science are studied,
in integrated programs, pupils should not only enjoy their work more but
also verbalize 'both scientific and mathematical concepts more readily,
move without trauma betyveen tpe'concrete and the abstract, and absorb new
attitudes in'the process.

Participants in the Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of
Science and Mathematics in the Schools express the general goals of their
program in language that can be' applied to the humanities:

Because of the comparative simplicity with.which.they, can
go beyond the superficial, science and mathematics lend
themselves to the development of attitudes of lifelong and

'general value. Among these are:
tl

A: healthy skepticism regarding accepted knowledge
and a willingness to abandon Ideas which are demonstrably
erroneous.

2. The humility inherent in the realization that our
understanding can never be complete, coupled with the
optimism of conviction that, nevertheless, our understanding
can always be increased.

3. The realization that understanding, while Indeed.a
means to.power, is a joy and.an end in itself.'

,In skepticismaccord, however, with the spirit of healthy skepticis envisioned
by the Cambridge Report, one must also keep in mind that later,elementary
pupils are expected to learn a great deal in a comparatively shOrt time. Taking,
only the first strand of the Mathematics Framework ("Numbers and OpFrations"),

1 Goals fOr'the Correlation of Elementary Science and Mathematics:
The Report of the Cambridge Conference on the-Correlation of Science and

at ematics ostop: ckg ton V i in, p.
241'
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for example, pupils are to understand such concepts as rational, real, and
irrational numbers; denominators, computations; sand number systems and
their bases, along with all the vocabulary accompanying these concepts.1
Whit prepared for in early elementary and augmented in junior high school,
the ajor development of this strand of the mathematics curriculum should
QC ur in the later elementary 'years, when pupils can be expected to share a
co mon mathematics and science progrdm4. .

0

In writing about the first strand, which they call the "central"
one, the authors of the Mathematics Framework are realistic about,tlie
necessity of maintaining continuous development practical skills while
introducing pupils to.underlying concepts:

It is doubtful that either sound kn ledge of underlying
structure and principles or facility in computation can
stand alone. One enhances the other, not only in its
usefulness but also in its attainthent. Skills gained in
the absence of understanding are soon lorgotten and

`not readily transferable to different situations, and
concepts attained without the support of skills are
f requently not operational. The learner should have
experiences that will enable him to develop a deree of
facility in computation that gives him confidenc2 in his
ability to deal with numbers and their applications. Since,
much of the arithmetic of daily life ins)olges estimating

' and computing, without the use of pencil and paper, these
are important aspects of computation. 2

.

(g, Adult experience indicatesthe kind of computational skills everyone
must have. We need not be able to compute in our headS the product of 237
multiplied by 13--though to be able to estimate the product would be useful--
but ie Mould be able to do it on paper. On the other hand, we should all have
by rote the sums of .additions and subtractions of numbers through ten, as well
as products of their multiplication. It does a pupil little good if he or she can
verbalize mathematicatand scientific concepts but cannot compute. The rote
learning requiredis not extensive and can be lightened and accelerated by
association with absorbing games and exercises.

Beyond the acquisition of these fundamentals, mathematical skills
are developed best by being demanded and exercised in the concrete context Of

'scientific observation and experimentation. ,In measuring, assessing data, and
- testing hypotheses, pupils can reinforce theirbasic learning and develop their

1-The Second Strands Report: Mathematics Framework for California
Public Schools, Kin ergarten hrough rase Eight (Sacramento:, alifornia State
Department of Education, 19705,, pp. 12, 23-41.

2lbid, p. 33.

2)F
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skills in more complex compUtations while working, for solution of problems
that interest them. Such problem§ need not, oFcourse, be limited to tradi-
tionally scientific ones. Pupils can form hypotheses about-and make compu-
tations for any part of their curriculum or anything that affects their lives.
Mathematics and science should pervade the humanities curriculum in the
_later: elementary years. Moreover, when young people consider major
experiments of the past, whose conclusions may now seem self-evident,
they will learn to appreciate the difficulties great men and women have faced
in finding answers to questions that had ,baffled their contemporaries and
preceding generations.

Recomthendations

Pup.ts should become aware of how mathematics and science
pervade their' lives. 'These studies constitute "natural philosophy, "2
considered by thinkers of an earlier era to be the basic stuff of hunian knowl-
edge., inseparable from knowledge about human origins or human nature. 'In
any Society, people, could be asked questions about personal survival, like °

where to go or what `to do during a flood, hulTicane, tornado, or earthquake;
the answers, whether surrounded by magical language or not, contribute to
the basic scientific knowledge of the society, Less alarming but-equally
important are questions of how people protect themselves from excessive heat
or cold and how they nourish their bodies to ensure continued lite and good
health. Cooking, clothing; architecture, sculpture, painting, and dance all
involve scientific.and'fnathematical information or measurements. - In our own
complex society, we can even, consider the idea of a corporation with its inter-
acting "components" as a mathematical design.'

To. show pupils the importance_of mathematical and scientific
knowledge, the,teachers may ask them' to review its role in their own lives and
those of their parents and acquaintances. Where does their water come from
and haw does' their plumbing work? HoW old and how tall are they, and how do

,ljust such an approach is being used by USMES (Unified Science and
Mathematics in the Elementary School), a project developing a series of unics,
based on real. problems. Pupils initiate activities in response to challenges
provided by the open structure of USMES: The project 4s being carried on by
scientists at MIT,and other colleges and Universities, working in close collabo-
ration with olassroom teachers. Financed by the National Science Foundation,
USMES is an example of the interdisciplinary, multi-level, freely-guided explo-
ration recommended in this framework. Information ain't the USMES programs
in many schools and entire districts in the U ited States is available from Educa-
tion Development Center, 55 Chapel Street, wton, Massachusetts 92160.

2This term is suggested as an alternative to "general'science': by
the authors, of the Cambridge Report, p. 7.

"e,
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they know? What scientific and mathematical knowledge 'do their parents
need to get through a week: running and fueling their automobiles, buying
food and household supplies, deciding how to furnish or, repair their house
or apartment? Asking children questions such as these will not alone develop
their sense of the importance of these disciplines if the same questions are
not asked continually in the classroom. When a child has a birthday-and
brings in treats, how should they be distributed to a class divided into three
groups of four and two of five? How many is that in all,, and how may the total
be described in an equation?' What are the sources of light, air, heat, and
water in the classroom? Where does' the paint, paper, metal, or wood come
from for art projects? These are-questiOns to be raised regularly by the
teachers, not as special "science" questions, so that measurement, inquiry,
and the formation and testing of hypotheses become a normal part of class-
room life.

Students may memorize an unlimited combinatiOn of numbers for
their 'sums or products, remainders or dividends. Essential matters com-
mitted to memory, however, must include all the sums, remainders, products,
and dividends of combinations under ten; these must be a matter of instant
recall (without consideration of underlyillig concepts or principles) for any
further teaining 'in Mathematics to occur easily. The procedures enabling
students to perform multiple-digit operations--and hence any of the ordinary
measurements recommended, above depend upon rote learning-of the "times
tables.." Such rote learning can be fun in itself, but it can also be made more
exciting by such,traditiOnal techniques as. addition or multiplication bees, card
game's, checkers, or chess. Once those fundamental' relationships among
numbers are solidly absorbed and the procedutes for more complicated opera-
tions are understood, it is still necessary to reinforce the, students' kdowledge
of procedures for operations with multi-digit numbers by constant practice.
It is fa7r better for children to practice these operations through scientific
measurements and experiments that they undertake regularly than dirough boring
drills. Speed of computation is not necessarily a virtue, though it.is a, help.
While speed ih use of the operations involving numbers under ten may be indica-
tive of whether these operations -- . e e_

be, the imposition-of speed tests on more complex computations may impede
careful students. The larger questions of what numerical_systems are and how
they operate"can only be raised after pupils feel comfortable with the required
operations..

Classrooms should provide an aqractive, well-Stocked environment
for ongoing scientific inquiry. They should differ from early elementary class-
rooms only in providing a more _systematic selection of plants, animals, igames,
and measuring devices; and the pupils' particular interests should help td shape

1For example, (3 x 4),+ (2 x 5) = 12 + 10. 12 + 10 = 22.
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the room. I Their classrooms should be "hands;on" areas where children
may test everything with their senses, provided of course that they accept
responsibility to care for and not to damage equipment and living creatures.
There should be devices for measuring and counting (rules, scalps, abaci,
protractors, calculators); materials for making models; geometrical shapes
to feel, -look at, and become familiar with; and optical instruments for experi-
mentation and precise observation. Outdoors, there should also be classroom
space, either reserved plots of ground or planter boxes. Whatever pupils
can find also become part of the classroom: insects, broken appliances,
plants, etc., with due reverence for any living things.

Since a primary learning objective fo mathematics arid sciences
in the later elementary years is detailed comput ion, care must be taken that
pupils are, in fact, able to,perform arithm operatns, accurately. Compu-
tatiOns should be performed in the classro m, where the teacher may observe
the processes the student goes through; ho, pw mphasizing computation

. should not be assigned. The ubiquitous electronic c lculator--like the helpful
father or mother of earlier timesmay disguise a student's real development.
On the other hand, students ihEiuld be encouraged to experiment with classroom
abaci, slide rules, and calculators in order to understand hoW they, work and to
prepare to use them later. There should be no hesitation, however, in using a

. .classroom calculator in computing data complicated enough to require it.

Scientific experiments should not remain abstract. Pupils should
4 always be able to refer to their original data and hypotheses, correct either.

their impressions or their conclusions,, and suffer little uneasiness about
'moving from the particular to the general or the concrete to the abstract.0 The
process is, after afi, 'what they: have been going through since infancy; they
could not have learned to speak without social encouragement and adult example.
Some mathematical concepts introduced at this level are note so easily checked
against concrete-referents. 'Something akin to concrete referents should be
used, when possible, to aid mathematical learning. . difficult concept, for
'example, is a numerical system based on anything other than 10, our"decimal
sy tem. Suppose We actually lived with a binary or a vigesimal system. Where
do ch systems come from and how have they proved practicable? What would
happ o our coMmunications if we converted to another ,system for a week?
The' best way to find out is for the school to try it out, giving'pupils some actual
experience in another numerical system to reinforce their conceptual knowledge.

Similarly, pupils may be introduced to new systems of measurement,
in [particular, the metric system, by deciding upon an arbitrary unit as the basis
for measurement. When they begin to add or multiply these units, they will
probably use a deciMal system like our numerical-system and will recreate
the metric system. In the process they will also learn that measurement;is
based upon units, arbitrarily designated but universally agreed to.

. 1 Obviously, large rooms with plenty of storage space are anticipated
in this recommendation.

18-84029
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Some pupils are going to have special problems in absorbing the
mathematical and scientific operations and concepts offered, to them at this
age. Individual tutoring from-older ,students can help, along with individ-
ualized instruction from the teacher; special instructional aids, or, perhaps,
counseling. If there appear to be problems related to sex, racial,. or ethnic
origin, or economic background, teachers should confer and find solutions. 1

Activities Going On In the Mathematics and Science Program

Activities in the nine "strands" of learning recommended
by the Mathematics Framework, in particular "Numbers
and Operations, "' pages 23 to 41, and "Measurement, "
page 48

Activities:leading to objectives stated in the Science
Framework,2 pages 25 to 37, and especially the unit
described in pages 127 to 136

Activities sugge`sted in the art, music, and social sciences
chapters of the early elementary section of this framework,
adjusted. for the age level 'and development of individual
pupils b.

Using every possible classroom-activity as a vehicle for:
observing phenomena, forming hypotheses, measuring.
phenomena to test hypotheses, computing results of
measurements, reconsidering or revising hypotheSe.

. Caring for plant§, animals, and fiSh, with particular
attention to measuring aijiounts of food or water they
consume and computing totals and averages for specific
periods

Learning the precise use of scale in building two-and three-
dimensional maps and models

Making cones arid conic sections and observing the curves'
and other shapes formed; trying ways-of measuring these
curve's and shapes'

1FOr a fuller _review of possible discrimina.tion, see the junior high
sdhool mathematics' and science chapter, Part Five.

2Science Framework for California Public Schools, Kindergarten--
Grades One Through we've acramento:
Education, 1970).

°
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Building polyhedra and measuring their dimensions

Examining the games they play in the classrodm, and on
the playground to see what scientific and mathetnatical
principles may be involved

Studying machines and gadgets to see how they work;
building their own gadgets

Determining arbitrary units as the bases for measuring
heat, distance, and weight; trying to rake the units and
form a measuring system s ,

Practicing mental estimation of distances, weights, sums,
differences, dividends, and products

-Graphing measurementssdnine and bar graphs

. Playing mathematical games

Setting up a school weathers station; recording data about
and determining patterns of the local weather

. Observing the stars and planets with telescopes and
discussing what they see.

Experimenting with lenses; iocating focal points and
inverting, magnifying, and reducing images

.J t

Projecting the spectrum of visible light on a wallor other
surface through a prism r

. .,--4

Making pinhole cameras.

. Watching science films and television programs and
discussing them in class

. Reading about great. MathematiCians and scientists
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Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Adtivities

Involving Mathematics and Science*

A pod many ballgarries are played in the Utiited States: tennis,
baseball, football, billiards, bowling--the list is almost endless. The
question of why people enjoy throWing or knocking around spherical objects
is in itself intriguing. The history of these games also deserves study.
Pre-Columbian Aztecs, for.- example, played a formal ballgame called

'using a ball made of, rubber, a native American discovery.
Students may ask where other ballgames originated and, incidentally, the
extent. to which rubber is an ingredient in the manufacture of the balls ..
Indeed, the composition and resulting properties of balls uses for soccer,

Vtennis; football, golf, basketball, bowling, and baseball comprise a fairly
complex scientific study.

fi Any game could be chosen for etailed steady, depending largely,
on students' interest. Suppose the game i basellall. First students should
lay out the field, both in models and on an actual playing surface. What are
the distances between bases and between t e pitcher's mound and home plate,
and what is the ratio between tthose distances? To determine the reasons for
some of the distances, students can do sto -watch experiments to time run-
ning and throwing; they will have to accumyi late enough data to compute
averages and figure probabilities. Moving to the outfield, students can make
similar comparisons between 'running and Throwing time. .Why is,it assumed
that a player on second base will make it home on an outfield single? What
are the odds that he or she will?

Dikances from home plate to the outfield fences and from base-.
lines to bleachers affect play directly by increasing or decreasing the number
of probable home runs or foul outs. Pupils can examine plans of ballparks
now in use to make comparisons. They dan also study the structure of the
parks and stadiums; theAstrodome is a good example of technological archi-
tecture, but pupils may dimply study the stadium nearest their school. What
has determined the design of the structure? Whatare the economics involved?
Who is expected to attend baseball games and how are they expected to get
there? .

The physical behavior of the instruments used in baseball suggests
special investigations. Pitchers are able to throw various kinds of curves.
Pupils can practice throwing curves themseldves,1 perhaps with a little help
from a professional pitcher or high school coach. Then they can analyze the
interacting forces that make a baseball move in one direction or another; if
they wa t to probe further they can study the effects of altitude and weather

\*See other disciplinary chapters in the later elementary section of
this framewOrk. Mathematical and'scientific activities are incorporated with
the whole curriculum.

'Some physicians have warned that regular curve-throWing by young
people of this age may cause damage to elbows. A few practice curves would be
harmless. 26
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conditions on the behaVior of the ball. The bat presents other mysteries.
libw is it made? How do bats differ froth one another? What makes them
unpredictable? When the bat meets the ball, if it does, an irregular cylinder,
is meeting a slightly irregular sphere. The angle of cOntacwith respect tb °

both the ball and the playing field determines whether the batter will get a
hit or not. Balls 'hit into the air form curves that can be graphed, alloWing
pupils to 'study the differences .in the trajectories of a pop-up, a fly ball, or
a line drive. piher subjects f6r mathematidaq, :scientific, or sociological
study can grow out of, baseball if teachers and pupils wish to pursue them. .

,Pupils of this age like to buil4 things for themselves: tree-hOuses,°
special work or play surfaces, private hideaways. They May be ready to
study some of the mathematical and scientific principles underlying construction.
Most work can be done with scale models as pupils test designs for 'buildings,
bridges, furniture, and monuments. o far, as is 'practicable, students should
use the same material's in their models hat would be used in an actual structure.
They can then test the strength of their m dels realistically. A pupil using
picture-hanging cable, for example; may build a suspension bridge. The test
of his or her model is its ability to hold a full load of scale -model traffic with-

_ out collapsing or weakening. After experimenting from their own, impressions
of what suspension bridges look like, the pupils may look at specifications for
the Golden Gate Bridge or the Brooklyn Bridge to See what actuallycholds things
up. (Pupils should also see pictures of suspension briclgeS and learn to appre-
ciate the beauty of practical design on a grand scale; they should read portions
of Hart 3rane's "The Bridge" to see a poet's response to a particular briage.)
Perhaps even more fascinating is the old-fashioned bridge using a heavy super-
structure above the driving surface to hold it up. With its intricate relation-
ships of geometrical shapes, the superstructure offers an elegant pattern' for
study and measurement.

Creating enclosed space will lead pupils to some of the basic
principles of building design; that is, ways to hold up roofs and walls. They
should learn about post-and lintel-construction, the semi - circular arch, the
gothic arch, and the dordt. What forces hold these structures up? What,
countervairing`forces.keep an arch from falling; and why is'th'e top stone
called the keystone? What are the comparative strengths and weaknesses of
walls and roof in these structural patterns? Pupil.; should also try out more
recent concepts like the cantilever and the geodesic donne, the latter offering
chances to study hexagons and pentagons in relationship to one another. Using
styrofoam or other light materials, pupils can make actual-size structures
and get some feeling for the space they create.

The plants and animals in,.rhe Classroom invite another kind of
interdisciplinary study. Experimentatio4p with animals must be strictly limited
for humane reasons, but ,students -can measure their food, and water consump-
tion, their 'food preferences, and,some tempe rature, differences and variations
in ,mammals and reptiles. These measurement s, like all others taken during
the later elementary years should, of course, be used not only to reach scien-

40
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tific conclusions but to increase the pupils' skills in computation.

Classroom plants should be selected by the teacher and pupils
to represent a range of plant 'life, including those used for food, fibers, and
ornamentation'. Experiments can be condUcted to study germination (setting
seeds in varying heat, light, and moisture conditions),.growth of plants from
cuttings, and grafting. Plants can be placed so that they receive specified
amounts of heat and light, with the effects recorded and the differences in
seasonal heat or light noted in the record. Differences in these respects
between outdoor and indoor plants should also be measured. Does the class-
room offer enough fight for a plant to grow well at all times of the year?
Plants should also be observed for their different behaviors in a variety of
soils, including the local soil, pure sand, soil mixes, and water,aione. What
are the nutrients required to supplenient each planting base? By constructing
a hydroponic garden, pupils can measure the intake and effect of nutrients
very accurately, and conduct controlled experiments. They should eat some
of the harvest and share the rest with others.

Plants hasi"e histories and cultural connotations. Pupils should
investigate the natural habitats of their plants, 'find out whether-they were wild
or cultivated, and know what they were used for in their native area. If possible,
food and fiber plants should be harvested and used to make food or cloth . Orna-
mental plants are ornamental by human decision. What-makes us decide that
one plant is beautiful and, another is not? What differences are there among
pupils' opinions of which,plants are-beautiful and which are not? ,Plants have
profoundly influenced art in every culture, serving either as motifs or materials.
Pupils should be aware of this influence and of other cultural attributions to
plants as well. Rice, lilies, wheat, corn, roses, the lotus, garlicall rever-
berate with cultural symbolism, and all have been eaten at some time somewhere
on earth.

2 643.1
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PART FOUR

Introduction to Humanities Education
in Junior and. Senior High School

FOREWORD
3

V

Although junior and senior high school may seem far removed from kin-
dergarten to most secondary ,teachersf a few'`' moments' reflection should persuade
them to reconsider their views. A good kindergarten is in.fact an ideal setting for
interdisciplinary education at any level of instruction, and it is,presenteeas such
throughout this framework. The more nearly a classroom approximateS' in appear
ance and in style of teaching the conditions recommended for a kindergarten,- the
better it will serve as a humane'place of learning. When the kindergarten mode
which may also be seen as a studio-workshop- is applied to secondary schools, teach-
ers will discover possibilities in it that have been lost sight of imthe drift toward uni-
versity models.

A typical kindergarten accommodates twenty to thirty pupils of markedly -'
diverse talents who work and play together for three` to four hotirs a day- and generally
enjoy what they are doing.. They engage in activities that combine several so-called
subjects'ordisciplines, without ever suspecting that one of these might be considered
entirely distinct from another or could be effectively isolated from everything else
that gods on in the school day. '

, In this _workshop atmosphere, time and space are made to serve the
needs of pupils and teachers; they do not assume dictatorial control over the life of
the claSsroom. Teachers, helped by parents and other aides, guide instruction as the
children's pterests change and grow. They never lay out information iri large blocks
for mass consumption, nor do they cramp learning within varying "periods," "sub-
jectsror "units" of this or that. Activities merge; space is created for whatever

,needs to be done; indoors and outdoors axe regarded as parts of the same world,
equally hospitable to learning. ,.

Kindergarten children are doers and makers. They talk a good deal
move around, and make things'- things that go home to be appfeciated and disp., yed,
products,of learning that they may call theifown. In this way children rein-
'force a natural self-confidence and .self- respect that fit them for taking"on new
tasks. ,They' are' constantly, involved with the arts, which they appropriate as means
of expression, vehicles of instruction, and sources of pleasure. Their curriculum

*brings the arts and sciences together in a wide range ofProjects. Physical, mental,
and imaginative activities-= which in other settings are so often treated as if they were
distinct, frorn,:lor hostile to, one another- are combined as a matter of course. -

Language practice connects easily with:drama, dance, and music; arithmetic and
gardening go together; movement and repose follow each'other.throughotd the day.

4
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The learner, the learning, and the thing to be learned are so intimately allied
in these years that it is a marvel they can be so sharply divided later on.

The self-contained organization of the elementary grades allows the
kindergarten example to persist for a. while to some degree. But by junior high
school it has- completely disappeared, usually replaced by copies of university pat-
terns (which are not working well in all universities these days). Desks and chairs
are ranked in solid phalanxes, or at best in shallow tows; most teachers lecture moreand more and listen less and.less; many students doze off.

The question this framework asks is not whether the kindergarten model
can be superimposed on secondary education,but how it can be adapted for ado-
lescents so as to preserve the unity of learning and learner. The question requires anew look at secondary education and new attitudes on the part of teachers, admini-
strators, and parents. The interdisciplinary humanities education adVocated in thisframework is a philosophy, a set of attitudes, and a collection of procedures andactivities ey means of which the separate disciplines and disparate elements of
secondary education may be brought together for the benefit of all students. Tne
recommendations fall far short of perfection; , the state of the art of i erdisciplin,.
education, particularly in junior and senior high school, is not yet exact.
However, they are well-intended and offered with the hope that they will stimulate
thought and produce change.

The first step.toward those goals is to read Part One, Chapter I, very
carefully. While doing so, readers should substitute the words "junior and senior
high schools" wherever "kindergarten" is written, and see if this act does not yield
intimations of what secondary education could be like. Next, readers should
study Parts One, Two, and Three just as thoroughly, keeping in mind that the
framework has been conceived as a continuous and inter= related curriculum frdm
kindergarten through grade twelve.

Readers will note that the separate subjects of instruction are discussed\from two standpoints: their intrinsic value fc,r humanities education and the values
'they can contribute to relationships with other subjects The same format of recom-mendations, activities, and interdisciplinary methods is followed in the secondary
sections as in the elementary; and readers of the entire document are constantly
guided by references to earlier or later chapters. By thus moving among the parts
of the framework, deLying certain conventions of space and time,' readers will geta sense of the indivisibility of humanities education; they will see that it takes
different shapes at different age levels but does not radically change in substance,
style, or ; itention.

Part Four, Introduction to Humanities Education in Junior and Senior
High School, contains three chapters dealing with grades seven through twelve'as a
whole; Part Five resumes the discussion of the separate disciplines for: grades seventhrough nine; and Part Six does the same for grades nine through twelve. Many of
the junior high school recommendations are applicable to senior high and vice
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r, versa. Teachers are the ones to determine the appropriateness of given. activities
for different ages, Part Seven offers a way of approaching interdisciplinary instruc-
tion through topics or themes rather than disciplines. Teachers and students can use
these topics to organize study covering a month, a year, several grades, or the
whole of junior and senior high school.' Some of the topics are designed for the ?-

elementary years; several others can be adapted to instruction at that level.

part Eight one of the most important sections of the framework pre-
sents a complete plan for the preservice and,inservice education of all teachers, with
a special section for humanities teachers. It describes the way in which any faculty
can become a humanities,faculty, the absolutely indispensable instrument for
achieving the education proposed in this framework. The g]ossary in Part Nine
contains brief definitions of words and phrases essential, to an understanding of the
framework.



CHAPTER I

. GENERAL REaOMMENDATIONS

The most obvious aifference between elementgy and junior high school
is that students meet five .OP six teachers ,every day, each Of whom is responsible for
just one "subje.ct." This imitation of a universit del (one that many university
students complain about) is the prevailing enyirai.n.Qent throughout high school, but
the humanities framework assumes that it may not be the only or the best erwiron- ,

ment for young people. For many early.adolescents, the change from closd
association with one or two teachers to an acquaii.4tanceship with many can be
unsettling. Others welcome the variety of teaphers.and subjects. From the stand-
point of humanities education, the question IS 11-ow'to take advantagd of the bene-
fits of separate disciplines without perpetuating artificial `distipa:tionsqbetween them.

Interdisciplinary studies" presuppose disciplinary onesi..and the more
disciplinary study that siiidents do, the more they need interdisciplinary prograrns.
The human mind is profoundly affected by its power to make associations: ideas
are released, imagination is stimulated, subjects are'newly revealed. As students
gain practice in making significant C.onnedtions, ttiey begin to ,desist the narrow
compartmentalizing of knowledge. Every single person bedornes'a resource for
everyone else. Divergent thinking is encouraged: thinking around and through an

. idea, discovering an idea that throws out tentacles, thinking horizontally as well as
vertically. When people go through this process, they satisfy deep-rooted psycho-
logical needs for discovering, fitting together, and completing. As students work..
actively in-different fields of knowledge and search for relationships among them,

. they can also ask the' question,. "What-do these studies do for,rriy
L'

ti Departmentalization -.isproductive when depaltments are used as resource
centers.' They should fundtion as on-going inservice seminars for disciplinary and
interdisciplinary study.' Teachers cap read and study within their own specialties
and learn mays of using them 'in the chool at large. However, humanities facul-
ties must first undertake to rid themselves of the harmful aspects of departmentali-
zation. Investigation usually reveals that'departments,,,when they, neglect self-
criticism and resist change, will :

1

See Part Eight, Section D, and also Chapter II below.
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copy college mOdels without realizing it

isolate the faculty and present good schoolwide planning

encourage provincialism, petty jealousies, and peddntry

protect weak teachers who perpetuate dull, routinized learning
under the banner of upholding the integrity of the disciplines,

increase time spent in cunimportant details: tests, grades, standards, .

requirements, worksheets, and prerequisites
0

From the beginning, humanities faculties must concern themselves
with the appeaiance and atmosphere of their schools, their physical and psychologi-
cal environment. It has been noted in the framework how the appearance of class,
rooms seems to.deteriorate at about the fourth grade.' Wit liTew exceptions, .junior
and senior high schools look like a conspiracy to ignore or nullify the'life of the
senses. ,Faculty inservice seminars should recognize and attack this problem, for
until it is solved, a genuinely humane education is impossible. Students, teachers, .
and adMinistrators should cooperate to this end. The following are some suggestions
for action: 2 .

/,

Tdke a lodk at, the sd-Called multi--6se-pom. To what uses is it
being put in a given school? How can this room be made more
hosRitable for study, relax-ation", and comfort? Perhaps install wires
and turnbuckles to hang mobiles, banners; signs, and art Work; and
deco,rate walls with murals, pictures,and photographs:

Develop a commtins area where seudents can meet when going to
classes and during brunch; lunch, or free periods. A raised platform
can serve as a stage, bandstand, or podium. HoW can such an area
be made visually attractive and kept clean?

Provide places for faculty members to study, work, and relax in.
Eveiy school should have weld- equipped workrooms, seminar rooms,
areas where teachers and students can talk together, and office space
for teachers.

Be'autifysbvildings ana .grounds thrbugh landscape and gardening
. -

projects, erecting temporary large-scale sculptures, painting benches
and tables in attractive colors, and, changing stark cement and wood
to warm and inviting' surfaces. Ways should be found to make litter
codiroracceptable to and practiced by everyone. 0

Part Three, Chapter*II, introductory remarks.
2 For ideas that can be adapted for secondary schools, see discussions

about appearance and setting throughout Parts One, Two, 'and Three:

0 0
271
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Decorate the interior of the school: mount window boxes; insta ll
planters; paint doors, window frames, pillars, trash cans: and other
objects. Design panels, scenes, and displays for corridor walls.

Find ways to make bathrooms safe and decent; they are a scandal in
far too many schools. Perhaps joint supervision by parent-student
teams will have to be established. Certainly there must be doors on
the toilet stalls and adequate supplies of soap and towels.

Establish a permanent gallery for exhibition of student work: paint-
ings, sculptures, engineering drawings, models, photographs, batiks,
ceramics, engines, mathematical computations, physics and chemis-
try apparatus and demonstrations, literary work, clothing, metalcrafts,
woodwork, etc.

Change the appearance and atmosphere of classrooms: bring in posters,
pictUres, wall, hangings, plants, at objects, comfortable furniture,

;i°. rugs; improve the sound; light, and air oflooms; and plan periodic
modifications of the room environment.

o

People begin to appreciate an environment when they have put something
of themselves in_ to it. It is obvious that changes cannot be made all at once, and
they should not be haphazard. Students and teachers, faculty seminars, the Humani-
ties Planning Committee, and administrators must, plan ahead so that changes can
be made-in easy steps. The first step will be to transform the everyday Visual
environment as inexpensively as possible; and the second, to propose permanent
changes.

Humanities eddcation is for everyone, not just for especially gifted or
academically talented students..: This point is basic to the wnole framework and mast
be repeated her.' No schoolwide attempt at tracking or ability grouping should be
made in.any humanities program or course. The hUmanities deal with the full range
of human abilities and activities; they cannot, therefore, be tailored to fit some
special population. Students who are grouped homogeneously get an elitist'view of
themselves if they are of high ability and an inferior view if of Low ability. Track-
ing and'grotiping deny students the opportunity to learn from and associate with all
kinds of people. It is 'the mix of human talent that gives humanities programs their
vitality. All.kindsoof heterogeneous groupings are to be practiced:. cross-age,
cross-grade, high-low ability, parent-student, high school and elementary student,
professional and student; small- group, large-group, individualized study, and the

1
Some humanities programs in California schools owe their existence

to funds for "the gifted." This practice has contributed to the - identification of
humanities education with students of high I.Q. , those preparing for college, and
other such limited classifications.
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like. All possible avenues must be opened up for stu -nts, teachers, parents, and
others to learn from one another; and this includes you ger people teaching
older.1

Very able students'in any line of study des rve attention. ,Every school
must honor excellence and unusual ability and must r lize that these qualities
come mixed in unexpected ways in human beings. For example, there are-manu7
ally gifted and verbally gifted students, and many a goad scientist is a good athlete
as well. Classes ought to be organized to meet their needs too, but such classes ,
should be open to everyone. Their catalog descriptions .hould clearly indicate the
topics to be studied and the work to be performed. Students would then be free tc

for'themselVes if they care to attempt such courses. Prerequisites should not
be used as disguised selection devices to discourage interested students from trying
those classes. However, if a teacher announces that he Or she wants to offer a very
high-level course, the less able students need not be catered to.

Humanities planning committees should examine very carefully the
reasons that teachers usually give for demanding prerequisites. They may be neces-
sary for some courses; they are probably not necessary for most. If a course truly
requires preliminary work, then the teachers should provide ways in which students
can catch up. This kind of process goes on continually in adult work. Why shouldn't
it be tried with students? "Individualization" means meeting the needs of individual
students, whoever they are.

While` there are real differences between early and late adolescents, and
junior and senior high schools should take them ic,r.o consideration, artificial barriers
also separate these school types. One way of overcoming the notion that high school
teachers cannot or should-not teach junior high school students is to arrange for
exchange of positions for a semester or a year. To teach eighth grade and meet the
students again in the eleventh grade is to be astonished by the growth and changes
that have occurred. American secondary teachers should learn some of the method-
ological Versatility of their European counterparts, who teach students from ages
twelve through nineteen as a matter of course. Unusually able junior high students
should be permitted, to take appropriate high school courses. Junior and senior high
students should combine for some educational experiences bands, orchestras, chor-
uses, service projects but be kept separated for others, such as sports and social
events. High school students can act as tutors for junior high students (as junior high
students can for elementary students). Junior high schools are sometimes considered
the "exploratory" or "transitional" phase in Student§' education-, while senior high
school is the time when they should 15e essentially preparing for college or a job.
In reality, both types are exploratory, and transitional, and vocational-, and much
more:

'See Part One, p. 4, and also James Moffett, A Student-Centered Lan-
guage Arts Curriculum, K-13 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968), pp. 51-64, 195-
198, 267-269, and especially the idea of the small-group workshop in the secondary
years, p. 284 et passim.

2"'t ti
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As students move through junior and senior high school°, they come under
increasing pressure to go to college or get a job. They are pushed into making pre-
mature and uninformed decisions about careers. Some are counseled into vocational
tracks before anyone knows.where their talents lie. Such procedures degrade both .

"vocational" and "academic" education, for all education ultimately prepares a
person for suitable work. Humanitieveachers must reassure parents tthat it is
normal for adolescents to change their ideas about careers many, many times.
They must help parents understand how liberal arts and aesthetic studies help stu-
dents develop skills and tastes that are useful. on the job, in further schooling, and
in their private lives. Finding out about different occupations or learning how to
perform tasks that are needed to make a living are as much a concern of the
huma.nities-as of so-called vocational education. In the broad sense, all education
is, vocational.1 ,

Students may be said to have received a humanities education when they
can concentrate on a field in which they are interested and when they can have con-
current educational experiences that satisfy vocational, avocational, and personal
objectives. Depending upon their interests and abilities and upon their personal
frame of reference (which often changes), students may choose to concentrate on
subjects that lead towards a job after graduation or towards college. If they are
uncertain, they will want to aim for both (and sometimes for neither). A humani-
.ties program that fits individual students will be'able to accommodate these con-,
currenve.nd often Conflicting tendencies.

Teachers become humanities teachers when they choose to do so. Any-
one who accepts the principles of this framework, who is interested in the relation-
ships among ideas, and who wants to view the curriculum as a whole as well as in
its parts can call himself or herself a humanities teacher. Teachers are humanities
teachers because of the attitudes and viewpbints 'they hold as much as because of
the training they have had. A teacher with a Master's degree in humanities who
prefers to -each a survey course about Western civilization to college-bound or
gifted students in the style of a college lecturer is not a humanities teacher within
the meaning of this framework. Thachers who believe that there is somethk for
all students in the'subject.matters of the humanities, the.fine and vocational arts,
and the sciences, especially in their conceptual and aesthetic as compared to their
technical aspects, and Who desire to make these subject matters accessible and
interesting to students these teachers cane closer to fulfilling the definition of a
-humanities teacher. Teachers of all subjects. shop, English, mathematics,
physical education, music, or any other in the curriculum can ask themselves:
"What are the ideas and skills in my field that are strengthened, clarified, or
expanded when combined with those from other fields?" or "What are.the qualities
in my subject and in other subjects that can give emotional, intellectual, and
kinesthetic pleasure to people?"

1

Some links between humanities and vocajional education are devel-,

oped in the chapters on Household Arts and Industrial Arts in Parts. Five and Six.
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A .faculty should not think that interdisciplinary humanities programs
mu'st automatically.result in team-teaching. The first,step always is for teachers
to sit down and start talking about what is most ..nportant in their subject; then
they can-go on to consider the affinities that may exist among subjects. Teach-
ers must reach out to each other; they must become interested in what other teach-
ersare doing and in the whole range of activities-that students undertake while they
are in school. Teachers of one subject should spread the word about a good course
that someon& in another department has developed. All must make conscious,
determined effotts to involve themselves in one another's work and in the whole
instructional program of the school.

The second step is to start planning cooperative teaching, w 'el can
.take several forms. For example, teachers of different subjects who ha the same ,

group of students can simply tell their colleagues about common ideas they are
illuminating from different-Viewpointss, or they can engage in a Sciphisticated team-
teaching arrangement requiring the amalgamation of separate classes, a large block
of instructional time, common planning periods, etc. However,. thq necessary pre-
reqtiisite for cooperative instruction,of any kind is teachers thinking together and
reaching out to one another from within their disciplines, A humanities faculty in
a given school comes into being when teachers choose to consider themselves
humanities teachers and agree to study, think, plan, and ultimately teach in an
interdisciplinary mode. A humanities faculty can be a minority of a total faculty
or it can.encompass the whole of it. This framework encourages teachers in what-
ever number to start from where they are and work towards becoming humanities
teachers and establishing humanities faculties. It is possible that in time most high
schools in California will have humanities faculties and a humanities curriculum.
The pioneers will have earned the gratitude of those to come.



CHAPTER II

PLANKING HUMANITIES PROGRAMS

Planning humanities programs for junior and senior high school takes
dine, care, .nd thought, which, teachers, administrators, and students need in order
to prepare themselves and their school for new kinds of teaching and learning. Any
school attempting to introduce a humanities curriculum should understand that a
full' year of study and planning will almost certainly be required.. During this cru-
cial year, faculty ,seminars should be established in accprdance. with the inservice
training recommendations in Part .Eight. These groups must deal with the follow-
ing basic concerns bf every, junior and senior high school:

. The most recent and reliable informatiori about the nature of early
and late adolescence

The way in which the school functions to meet the needs of its own
adolescent population

A pedagogy really suited to the students

..° The proble,m of departmentalization in the entire secondary curriculum

The faculty seminars must establish study topics and r6ading lists that
will center on these schoolwide concerns: Thorough study of such books as the fol-
lowing, and others that the group may choose, is necessary before a humanities
program like the one proposed in this framework can be adopted:

James, Bryant Conant, Slums and Suburbs: A Comm tary on Schools in the Metro-
politan Area (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960)..

Robert J. Havighurst, Human Development and Education (New York: David
McKay, 1953).

Glenn M. Blair and R. S. Jones, Psychology of Adolescence for Teachers (New York:
Macmillan, 1964).

0
Sherman H. Frey, ed. , Adolescent Behavior in School: Determinants and Out-

comes (Chicago: Tcarid McNally, 1970).

19- 84929 261
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By the end of the first semester or study, a.Humanities Planning Com-
mitteefor the school should have been selected,, and small, interdisciplinary study
and planning groups established. The Humanities Planning Committee is a per-
manent body compo§ed of teachers with interdisciplinary interests. Members are
selected for a minimum of two years, and their terms are staggered to assure
continuity. The major responsibilities of the Committee are to:

help de'elop an interdisciplinary humanities curriculum for the
school .
help organize interdisciplinary humanities teaching throughout the,
school C,

help humanities teams plan, review, and evaluate their courses

assess the effect of the humanities curriculum on the students

Members of the committee will need time to meet with study groups, teams, indi-
vidual teachers. They should reserve at least one-half day per month of inservice
seminar time for this purpose. The small, interdisciplinary study groups plan class-
room programs and courses. The size and flexibility of Fhese groups allow them to
deal with many topics: For example, they may study ways to:

incorporate the industrial arts recommendations of the framework with
the rest of the curriculum

reorganize the body- education curriculum of the entire school

replace some conventional methods of teaching English with methods
recommended in the d'rama/language arts chapters of this framework

extend eduCation in music (and other arts) to every student in me
school, not just the talented' few

The Work of the study groups may result in proposals for new courses, teamaciling,-
and flexible scheduling. Members of these groups may themselves becomeMembers
of humanities teams or _teach individual courses that implement the proposals.

The creation of an interdisciplinary progranh requires that,te4hers and
administrators act as curriculum developers, Planning at the classroon-i and school
level determines whether or not humanities program§ vyill succeed.1 (It must be

1 4 1,
This is the urgent message.'that virtually all teaChtis interested in

. the humanities have conveyed to the Framework Committee.

}-41 t^1
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done by the people who will do the teaching, must begin long before a program
gets under way, and must be maintained on a regular basis from year to year.
Curriculum specialists and administrators can offer valuable assistance in develop-
ing hurnanitids courses, but the basic plahning must be accomplished by the teachers
themselves, They should be given clear responsibility for 'this task Rnd have the
power to define content, teaching goals, student needs, and their own roles as
teachers.

The school schedule should be organized so that all .teachers will have
adequate and regular time for the group and individual planning that is necessary for
good teaching of any kind to occur, and absolutely vital for interdisciplinary humani-
ties programs. At least two hours a.week should be scheduled for every teacher who
is involved in planning humanities programs. Such planning time is in addition to
the regular daily planning petiod that most secondary teachers are allotted. A com-
mon planning period is indispensable for the team that is teaching interdisciplinary
programs or 'courses.

For practical reasons, a humanities planning group must be small,
Large groups tend to divide into blocs and make volatile issues of matters that could
be discussed constructively in a smaller group. Probably no more than six,people can
plan a program or course effectively, though they will be Consulting other faculty
Members, curriculum specialists, students, parents, 'and members of the commu-
nity. When the planners meet, they will have to consider questions like the
following:

Are the educational philosophy and the teaching styles of the plan-
ners compatible? For example, .to what extent should they try to
change student attitudes and values? W hat is thei ding philosophy?
What should their personal relationships be? fl

. Can the planners speak frankly with one another? Does it seem likely
that they will be able to work effectively together?

. Can the members agree to examine their own and each other's teach-
ing, seeking to understand the reasons for successes as well as mistakes?'

How much personal time, including outside study and preparation, is
each member of the group able to contribute to the humanities
program?

. ,Does every Jnember of the group believe that his or her discipline can
fit into a humanities COurse or program? Do members of the group
think that their disciplines may be ditninished or.impropedy taught
in the interdisciplinary plan contemplated by the group? '1

How much time is requited for, the work being planned and in what
blocks or modules should it be scheduled?

278
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How complex will the interdisciplinary relationships be? How Many
teachers from how many fields will be' required to do a good job?

For a humanities program that will be offered in September, planning
,should begin not later than the preceding January.. Meeting weekly, the planning
team should have a proposal ready for the Humanities Committee by April. After
a month of review and 'revision, a set of descriptions should be ready. During 'the'
summer, teachers can meet to plan further, gather materials, or do background study.
When the progranri goes into action, the planners will continue to meet regularly
to evaluate and modify it as student needs and-other considerations suggest.

Students should be informed about the nature of interdisciplinary pro-
grams in which they will take part. They should know what they are expected to
learn, how they are expected to learn it, and why, Insofar, as practicable, students
should help plan humanities courses. The simplest way is to ask them what they think
about the program, once it gets under way.' Students who have taken the course pre-
viously can tell planners what's wrong and right about it. Those who will be taking
a course for the first time can give suggestions once they know what the teachers will
be doing. Teachers must review every piece of testimony from students with care
to determine not only what students hive said but also what their comments mean.
Students may ask for things th9y don't:really want, but their requests pay'reflect a
serious concern which their teachers should help th'em articulate. Students who
participate in the planning groups cannot, of course, speak for all students. The
group must take pains to 'scuss itg, plans with many other students and to solicit
broad response and help. No matter how students dre involved in the planning process,
teachers should be carefu to tell them explicitly who makes filial decisions, so that
they will not be misled ab ut or disillusioned with their role in planning. In the
process of planning, the group should keep in mind .practical matters such as these:

Does the program have the full support of the administration and can
that support be.expected to continue beyond the first semester? Does
the administration understand the organization and aims of the pro-
gram?

Are there suitable rooms in which students can carry out planned
activities?-

Are activities planned that may be ,controversial or may bring stu-
dents and teachers into conflict with some considerable part of the
community? If so, planners had better confer with 'those involved
and with parents to make sure that What they,are doing will not be
misinterpreted or become an occasion for bitter debate.

Does the program require any special equipment, supplies, or
resources that the school cannot provide? -If so, where will the school
find them?
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. Will the program involve extraordinary expenditures that go beyond
the budget of the school?

Are funds budgeted and arrangements made for field trips and out-
side speakers or performers?

_Tne eventual product of the planning committee should be publ ished in order that
parents, students, and others may see what the plan is like. The following items
are among those which should be contained in the written description:

Organizing principles and structures of the prograin, including limits
to the study

. Subject matter from the disciplines that will be featured and the kinds
of activities that will be involved. If students are writing, what will

:distinguish their writing from that in a so-called "composition" course?
Will students be paintipg, studying art history,---learning algebra, listen-
ing. to or performing music, dealing with statistics?

Reading lists and'cither instructional resources

Place of the program in the school's humanit curriculum

Scheduled meeting hours and,duration of periods

Responsibilities of the cooperating teachers

Advantages for students taking part in the program'

O

1

The more detailed this information is, the more useful it will be for
parents, administrators, and students. Administrators, for example, may nave ,to
use a humanities course description to determine the kinds of credit to give students
for graduation, job recommendations, college admission, or transfer.

2 80
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CHAPTER III

ORGANIZING, SCHEDULING, AND STAFFING

HUMANITIES PROGRAMS

Organizing

The Education Code of the State of California imposes only minimum
Jequirements and standards on educational programming and places major respom-
sibility for educational development on local districts. The'provisions of the Code
as well as its spirit are favorable to a broad and humane educatYpii.1 !Local school

/ boards and administrators have all.- the authority they need tg-eitablisti interdisci-
plinary arts and humanities programs in their schools. _CoMmunities gan and must
see to-it that all students in junior and senior iigh:,scifool have a full Humanities

; curriculum whether they intend to go to colleze-or enter the world of work, or both,
as is often'the case..

The accompanying charts have been prepared in order to show the variety,
depth, and concentration that students will find in a hurrianities program. Charts 1
and 2 offer an example of how, on the basis of a seven- eriod day, it is possible for
a student to concentrate on a subject field from grades ven through twelve, devot-
ing ten to twelve semesters to it. The field of interest an be in the liberal arts,
fine arts, science', mathematics, household arts, indust ial arts, business education,
or body education. In this example, the student's chos n field is the visual and tac-
tile arts. While concentrating on art, he or she can sa isfy the admission' require-
ments of the University of California and achieve clerical skills, knowledge of
household and family management, and an acquaintance with music, drama, and
film. This shows that intensive study in one field can be complemented by work
taken in a number of others.

The program illustrated in the 'charts could contain the following kinds
of activities. In grade seven the first semester in; the social sciences, for example,

1
The part of the Code known as the George Miller, Jr. Education Act

-of 1968 is historic for education in California. It returns responsibility for curricu-
lum and instruction to the local districts.
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can be devoted to an examination of the reasons why in the seventeenth and eight:-
eenth centuries many Europeans made decisions to leave their homelands a.r4go
to the New World. The language arts teachers, consulting with social sciences 'teachers, can choose literature that tells the personal stories of some of these people.
-This category can be expanded to include literature about émigrés in any time orplace, or about people who strike off into the unknown in an intellectual oi.psycho-logical sense. Irktfie eighth grade there, can be an opportunity for social science and
language.arts_techers to team up for year's concentration on American studies.
The team will call upon the music and art teachers to make contributions from theirspecialties. The drama teacher, who will be viewing the program from the vantagepdint of drama and language, can provide opportunities for improvising, playmaking,and playwriting in the setting chosen for special attention.

In grades 9 through 11 the student in thfs example can study SpaniSh ina context that incorporates sociology, history, and literature-in-translation. The' .Spanish teacher can teach linguistic aspects of cultural undeistanding while thesocial science teacher-deals with customs, family patterns, 'and the like. In ninthand tenth grade the student can -take a semester of Spanish cooking in the household,arts departnient. In the art history class in tenth grade, the student can do an indi- .vidual project on Latin-American art sand architecture, while the music appreciation
class in eleventh grade can feature Spanish music.

Readers-are again cautioned to look upon these charts as examples, not
prescriptions. They attempt to show how one use of time can bring together aca-demi, vocational, and eral; education. These examples are not being offeredto recommend a five-day we or a seven-period day. Nor do they assume that.'every student Will be aiming for the University of:California. The point is that
under existing state and local regulations, 'twelve semesters (60 units) can be taken
between grades 7 and 12 in am' subject field (vocational, -acadetnic, or arts)% Atthe same time, sinificant course work can be taken in the liberal, fine, and voca.--tional arts mathematics, and science.

If a student does nokwant to take the additional coursework in foreign
language, science,- and mathematics generally required for university admission,then he or she can take sixty units in body education, for example, or in business or-in the industrial arts. Along with this concentration, a student, can take all the
music', art, and other subjects included in the college preparatory schedule.
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CHART 1

HUMANITIES PROGRAM WITH ART EMPHASIS
GRADES 7-12

Level Subject-
.

ao

at

0

3-42.)4
O U

0)

cn

b0

bo (1) b0 13) -S
cd C

t-4'
Cr) 3-40 C...)0 cd co

cd 0
C.n Cn Cn

Cr-4

13)

4cn

coW cqw 0
O

1st 5 5 5 5 5 5
, 35,

2nd 5, 5 5 5 5 . 5 5 35'
1st 5 5 5 ''5 5 5 35
2nd E '5 5 5 , , 5 5 5 35

9 1st . 5 5 J (5)* (5)* (5) 5 5 35
2nd 5 4 (5)* (5)* (5) 5* 5 5a 3'5 .

10 1st (5) (5)* (5)* (5) (5) 5 5 35
nd 5r (5) <5)* (5)* (5) (5) 5 35

11 1st (5) 5) (5)* (5 5 5 35
2nd J 55* (5) (5),* (5) 5 5 35

12 1st (5) (5) (5) (5) 5 5 5c 35
' 2nd 5 (5) (5) 5 5 . 5c 35

Total 65 . 25 25 35 30 40 25. 35 25 20 15 60 .20. 420

Notes: .

An asterisk,denotes Cultural Studies Cluster. Arts and humanities courses that relate
in content to a cultural area or tradition can be grouped withih and betWeen subjects
over several semesters or years. Such grouping makes it possible for students to study
culture in depth, and enables teachers to engage in parallel or other kinds of interdisci-
plinary tea-ching. In the above example, courses marked with an asterisk deal directly
with Latin-American language and literature or are organized so that parts of them
Can be devoted to Latin-American studies. P

Parentheses denote University of California requirements. Courses in parentheses
satisfy,the 15 units (each unit is a year's work) of "required" and "elective" courses for
admission to the University of California. Other courses in this program can also be
used for admission credit. (See University of California Undergraduate Admissions
Circular 1974-75, "Admission, as a Freshman, pp. 8-11.)

aDriver Education.

13Problem Solving.

Inside or Outside, Work Experience.

- 2
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CHART 2

SEQUENCE OF COURSES in A HUMANITIES PROGRAM-
WITH AN ART EMPHASIS, GRADES 7-12

Subject Grade Semester(s)' Course 'Title and Description ,.

Art

Music

IDama

9

10

11

12

7

. 8

1st-2nd
2nd

1st
r)

2nd

1st
.2nd

1st
lst-2nd

4

1st

2nd
2nd

1st

2nd
2nd

1st
2rfd

1st

(
Processes of Art
Ceramics and Sculpture

Ceramics and Sculpture (continuation)
PerSonal Design

Environmental Design
Drawing

Architectural Drawing (Industrial Arts Department
Art History: Major European Traditions; (taught

in relation to European history; credit offere
in either art or social science; 2nd semester
project in Latin-American art or architecture
possible)

Individual Art Study: drawing and painting life,
portrait, landscapes, abstractions

Photography
Woodworking (Industrial Arts Department)

4

Individual Art Study: dra,wing and painting
(continued)

Filmmaking
Woodworking (continuation) (Industrial Arts Dept.)

Beginning Glee
Chorus

Folk Guitar
A Capella Choir

11 ' 2nd Music dfNations and Peoples: Spanish, Slavic,

9

1st-2nd

1st

Germanic, Asian, African, etc.
-Originating and, Performing sensory and eyriotiona

awareness, rhythm and movement, pantomim
improviSation, 'play-making.

Individual and small-group writing, reading,
and acting
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Chart 2 (continued

Subject Gra e . Semester(s)

Social
Sciences

12

7
8
9

10

11

12

Foreign '9
Language

10

Language 7
Arts

8

10

11

Household 7
Arts

9

11

Course Title and Description
1st-2nd Drama, as literature: reading, interpreting,

playing parts, and attending plays

European Backgrounds of American Immigration
American Revolutionary Period
Latin-American Family and Society
Governments and Politics of the Americas (U. S. ,

Canada, and selected Latin=American
countries)

. 2nd* Recent Latin-American Political and Cultural
History

1st
1st
1st*

2nd*

1st*

lst -72nd

1 st- 2nd*

1st -2ntl*

1st -2nd*

lst-2nd

Latin-American Culture in the United States

History of American Society Since the Civil War

Spani

Spanish H

Spanish III

c '

umanities English Program-organic relation-
ship of speaking, listening, reading,
writing, and acting

2nd Literature.from and about the American Revo-
0 lutionary Period

1st*
2nd

1st -2nd

lst-.2nd

Latin-American Literature in Translation
Writing Workshops: reading and'writing

literature in several genres; some inter-
relationships with, social science topics.

Household arts and personal development-
investigate changing roles of male and
female with respect to the arts, crafts, and
tasks of the-home; derelopmental character-
istics of adolescents; attitudeth toward self
and others

2nd Ethnic Cooking-Spanish,or other
2nd

1st
Home and fainily Management sex and gender

roles of men and women; economics of the
home; nutrition and health; child rearing

2 8 5
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Chart 2 (continued)

ubject rase e Semester s

Industrial
Arts

Business
Education

8
10
11.

12

9
11
12

2nd
1st

IL
. 2nd

2nd

1st
1st
1st -2nd

.0

Mathematics. 7
8

1st
1st -2nd .

9 1st -2nd
10 lst-2nd

Science 7 2nd
8 1st

10 1st-2nd
12 2nd

Body
Education

Other

7-12 every
semester

course Tit e'an sc lotion

General Shop
Architectural Drawing
Woodworking
Woodworking (continuadon)

'Personal Typing
Office Tyking and/or Note-Taking
Typing, office practice's, and business

machines

Arith. techniques (correlation with science)
Mathematic-al-techniques (correlation

with science) .

Algebra I. .
Geometry I

- Natural Sciences
Natural'gciences
Lab. Sciences: biology, chemistry, physics,etc.
Seminar; Study of scientific and non-scientific

world views (credtoffered in Sci. or phil.

Activities combining physical, aesthetic,
scientific; and kinesthetic education

.?

11 1St Problem Solving - philosophical and psycho-
logical methods of examining personal,
ethical, and social problems

12 , lst-nd Inside Work Experience tyPiiig, clerical,
or other kinds of jobs available in the
Achooroffices - or Outside Work Expe-
rience,

o

The se courses form a cluster dealing with Latin-American
culture. Teachers can correlate seitne of the topics but teach the courses sepa-

srately?. or establisti closer interdisciplinary relationships through exchange
teaching or team teaching. There are many.ways of relating Latin-American
cultural studi&s; for some examples, see the interdisciplinary topic "Maize" in
Part Seven.

.-

Readers will have noticed that the headings under the social
sciences on p. 271 are not the same as the topics that are used as examples in
the-social sciences chapters in Parts Five and Six. The topics on p.,--271 are

A

meant to be general examples only; they are not correlated with the social
sciences curriculdm outlined in Parts Five and Six.

o
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Scheduling
7,

--c ,
6

No one type
.

flexibleexible organization can be said to be m st suitable for
'''..) 'humanities education, but absence of flexibility in the scnedule makes the humani-

..

ties program impossible. Teachers and administrators must decide what kinds of
time-and-content organization best serve students as individuals and in small and
large groups. Current schemes of organization and scheduling have advantages and
disadvantage's for numanities programs. Tne school-witnini-a7school scheme
ajlows.the student body to be divided into small "schools" br."houses" in which
students and teachprs stay together from entrance until graduation. The faculty .can
revisk the curriculum frequently as circumstances and student needs suggest, and
older and yOunger students can be brought together for instruction witnout regard to .

grade levels: Unless strong coordination exists among the schools withal this
scheme, the quality of education will vary considerably within me same building.'
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The principal and faculty of one high school worked out a scheme whereby
on me basis of a regular five-day school week, teachers in each department teach
four days and have one non-teaching day. Students, ,however, have five days of
classes. One department agrees to have students meet in different periods and be
with different classmates diaring the four teaching days. Other departments meet
these students during the same period's on every teaching day. Because class periods
are longer, students receive .the. regular amount of instructional time per week.
The advantages of this plan are that teachers have a full' non-teacning day during
which they can do curriculum work, tutor students, take field trips, and nold
conferences., The day is not used for routine'classroom work; teachers retain their
regular planning periods on teaching days: StudentS like the !.lan because tney do
not study every subject five days in a row; they have more time to Meet
with teachers; and they can elect more subjects. One disadvantage is that students
who do not elect.an additional course will have an extra study hall every day: Such
a method as this creates the planning time that is so necessary for humanities pro -
;grans to .succeed and makes time available for holding sefninars'and other small-
group activities. This type of arrangement should tie experimented wi.tn to deter-
mine how well it accommodates block-time scneduling of one or more subjects during
teaching days.2

r.
Modular scheduling increases the number of time Linits available within

the school day and varies the length.of these units; according to need. For ,example,

i . \
"Letting'Reading Make Sense," Andrea P: Lehner, journal of Real-

" "ing, October, 1968. This is an account of individual-interest reading programs in
the school-within-a-school organization of Meadowbrook juniorluigh School, New=
ton Center, Mass.

2
Details of the plan can be 'obtained from Max W. Templeton, Prin-

cipal, Altrhar Parish-Williamstown Middle-High School, Parish, New York 13131.
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studio art may require more practice time than typing, and different students have
." different needs for independent study, work outside .of school, and electijes. A

large school population can be scheduled into large-group,. sthall-group, and
individual programs with relative ease, and the range of course offerings can be
greatly expanded.1,-

So that the modular schedule does not itself become rigid, the Humani-
ties Planning.Committee must review it at least once a year and re4ommend revisions
when necessary.. It must also 'recommend policies with respect to unscheduled time
for students, and students should have a voice in determining them. Faculty and
students will have to decide how unscheduled time will be used, how it will be
supervised, how "open" or "closed" campus policies affect eunscheduled time, and
the like. They will have to plan the use and supervision of school facilities during
unscheduled time: library, audio- visual center, laboratories,4 arts and thumanities
centers; gymnasium, Shops, etc. The advantages of flexibility in a modular
schedule can be ruined by unplanned and wrong use of "open"- periods. Patents need
.to be reassured, that students are profitably oczupied.

Another pattern block-time scheduling is useful departments, or
for grOups of teachers within departments, who are starting out 4",on humanities or
interdisciplinary prograths. It has the advantage that the whole-school 'schedule
does not need to be altered; hoWevex,.problems arise (not insoluble) in arranging
blocked and non-blocked classes in the central schedule. Some of the things that
teachers can .do in a two-hour block are, for example:

Teach English and social science to the same group of students.

Exchange classes with a teacher who has a parallel block

. ream-teach with two or mare teachers who have parallel blocks,

. Teach a humanities course for two hours on Monday and two hours
on Wednesday

P a means of illustrating the degree of flexibility that can be .
achieved, the seven-periods-a-day, five-days-a-week pattern used 'above to

'Jonas Salk Intermediate' Schobl, San Juan Unified Schooi District,
Sacramento, ,.California, is a good example of a successful flexible modular sclied

.uling program. It was developed during 1970-71, without additional cost to the e

district, under, the leadership of the principal, Frank R; Evers, and with the
cooperation of the staff and the help of parent volunteers. An observer can see
that the goals of the schecliqing prograznire being 'met: less academic pressure
on students, individualizatiO ,and expansion of the instructional program, more
efficient use Of instructional ime, and supervised study for students Who need it.
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illustrate how humanities programs fit into the curriculum,. is recast into a
block schedule and a modular schedule in charts 3. and 4 below. Readers must
keep in mind that the charts presented in this chapter are examples of student
schedules. Teacher schedules would show, among other things, that planning
time must be an integral part of any scheme for organizing instructional time.

It is assumed that teacher§In'the departments involved in the interdisciplinary
programs suggested in these charts will have common planning periods of
adequate number. and duration. 1

Staffing

A humanities program in grades 7-12 requires teachers who are
broadly trained in the arts acid specially trained in one or more of the subjects
covered by this .framework. L Secondary, teachers who waht to form a humanities
faculty must understand a principle more easily practiced by.elrnentaryy. teachers
because of the self ;acontained organizati9n of the elementary school. The arts
and sciences must be incorporated in every curriculum. In time., all teachers
should be making use of the arts in much the same way as kindergarten teachers
do. Teachers with humanities majors will have been trained td do this; others
can learn.

0 o .1

Every school, no matter what its size, must have specially trained
general teachers in music, the visual and tactile arts, body education, drama and
the language arts, the household arts, and the industrial arts. 'These "general
arts"dteachers will be able to help their colleagues in the separate disciplines to
make use of the arts in those disciplines. The general arts teachers will also.
serve on humanities teams as resource persons. They will, of course, regularly
teach classes in the arts for the general school population. In addition to general
arts teachers, there must be performing arts teachers sufficient in numbers and
adequately trained to meet the recommendations of the Art, Music, and Drama/
Theater Frameworks.

It is'impossible to have interdisc-'_linary'hurnanities education without
the kind of staffing recommended here. A school that is moving toward a humani-
ties curriculum must add general and performing arts teachers to its staff. It

c cannot expect everything to be achieved through inservice training of the existing
faculty. In time, every junior and senior high school undertaking a humanities
program should adopt the following staffing formulav

(
1. There shall be on everp.saff at least one "general arts

teacher in music, the visual and tactile arts, body edu-
,cation, drarria and the language arts, the indtkstrial arts,

, and the hoUseho'.d arts.

1Charts 3 and 4 are printed at the end of the chapter.

2 See Part Eight, Section II.
0 0
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2. In addition, there shall be on every staff enough performing arts
.teachers to meet the recommendations of the art, music, and drama/
theater frameworks.

3. Hiring policies should be brought into line with the formula.
No school shall add any classroom teachers to the "regular" or
customary departmental staff positions until it has a general arts
teacher in every category listed under point 1 above. This means
'that a small school would have one teacher. in every general and
performing arts category, a minimum' total of two teachers for every
one of these categories. Large schools would have to work out a
numerical ratio between the general arts teachers and the school
population. The ratio in each category might be based on that
suggested, in the music framework, one to every 600.

Pt.

School boards must adopt the policy that noPpart of the curriculum canbe sacrificed to another part\throgifinbalanced cutting of staff. In time of financial,crisis, staff should be reducedopottional:;. not a selective, basis. The propor-
tion should confirm the stafflpg formula, anit:4rcThis means that.no school shallever be.Without its general anqq*rfoylriing-,teachers,,any more than it would' be
without its so- called regular teachers..:lt51thad,be reetpigeied that curricular offer-ings and staffing are matters close to thei professional, alid.economic interests of
teachers. They have already become matters fot negotiation. When teachers,
administrators, and school boards agree on the need for interdisciplinary humanities
education, then negotiations on curriculuni and staffing can be carried out in
accord with the recommendations of thisframework.
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CHART 3.

HUMANITIES PROGRAM,WITH ART EMPHASIS, GRADES 7-12
BLOCK SCHEDULE, GRADE 8, FIRST SEMESTER

'Period ' Monday Tuesda34. .Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:30- 1

9:10,
Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics Math,

9:15- 2
9:55

Amer. Rev.
Period

Art
.,

Recess
Art

Amer. Rev. Amer. Rev.
..

Art

-9:b5-10:10 Recess Recess Recess Recess
W
10

10 3
50

'Amer./Rev. Amer. Rev. Art Art

11:35 ,

Drama
--.

Drama Drama Science Drama
LITM---unc unc unc unc

12:15- 5
1-2:55

Science Body Educ. Science

Science

Guitar

Body Educ,

Body Educ.

Guitar

a-ama

1:00-
L'
4

1:40
. Body Educe LBody Educ.

Guitar

science

2:00- .7

2:40 7 Folk Guitar Guitar

Notes:
Length of block periods: While block periods do not occur more than twice a

week in any subject, eighty minutes is .a long time for early adolescents to concen-
trate on one subject. In biotic periods, adequate'time should be allowed for piepara-
tion, clean-up, showers, e,tc. Rest periods should be allowed, if needed, and \indi-
vidual study time permitted, as well as time for planning group and individual proj-
ects. Block- time classes must be organized for a balance between physical activity
on the one hand and reading, ,discussion, and desk work on the other: As usual, the
kindergarten model offers possibilities.

Team Teac.-iing: One of the arrangements possible in this example is fdr a social
science and a language arts teacher to work together. During the first semester at
eighth-grade, history and literature can' be combined in suitable, proportions. In both
semesters, teachers would share the task of bringing into Ole coursework the List,
music; arehitc.c.,ture, crafts, amusements, fods., and customs of the historical era.
Art, music, drama, and shop teachers on the staff could help them'.

Block and Modular Scheduling: Although the example of a Humanities Program
with Art EmphasisNshows block scheduling for Grade 8 and modular scheduling for
Grade 1,0, that does not mean that these types apply better to one grade.ievel than
another. The charts Suggest flexible arrangement of time. The keynote is flexibility.
Any scheduling plan that achieves flexibility and = provides for a broad humanities pro-
gram should be considered,

20 84929
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fl CHART 4

HUMANITIES PROGRAM WITH ART EMPHASIS, GRADES 7:12
MODULAR SCHEDULE,. GRADE 10, SECOND SEMESTER

Modules -: Monday
.

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
8:30 1 oreign

Language
Math Art History Sci, Lab. D rama

Lang, Arts
8:50 2 Drama-

Lan:. Arts
,, If II II

9:10 3 Drama-
Lan. Arts

I . .
Lan:. Arts

,4 Math
9: 0 4 , ,

9:50-10:00 Recess - Recess ecess Recess Recess
L.-A;PO1.
& Cult.
Hist. *

10:00 ' 5 Body Educ. Lat-Amer,
Pol & C r,
Hist. *

un Open
-

10:20 ,, , ''"ENTAdy Educ. L-A. Pol &*,
Cult. Hist.

<

10:40 7
I .

Lang. Lab. , II
0

II
,

11:00 8 Spanish II* Art Hist:* Spanish II* Spanish II* Spanish II*
11:20 9 TI T

11:40 10 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch
12:00 11 1' ". " . II ?I ,1

12: 20 12 Sci. Lab. Sci. Lab. Lant. Lab. Art Hist.* Art Hist.*
12:40 13 , TI II 1_,:-A, Pol. & Cult.

Hist.
,,

1:00 14 ,, IT II II Open
1:20-1:30 Recess. Recess Recess Recess ,.. Recess
1:30 15 Open. Body Educ. Open Open Open
1:50 16 Math ,, Math .Math 'Body Educ.
2:10 17 II ,; TT " t t

Latin American Cultural Studies, In this schedule,. the social science, foreign
. language, and art departments can organize interdisciplinary arrangements that include

team-teaching, large-group presentations, _small-group seminars, and independent ,4

study. Thursday and Friday could be thought, of as a block of time running from
modules 5 through 14 in which_ students could freely move among Latin-American
Political and Cultural History, Spanish II, and Art History. These subjects could be
-pursued separately, if desired, on Monday, Ttresd-a.y, and Wednesday. An interdisci-

. plinary topic for this constellation could be developed. Spanish could become the
major language used for reading, -disCussing, and preparing projects; and in schools
with bilingual-bicultural progiarns,, the possibilities are greatly extended. (See A
Frarnework for Bilingual-Bicultural Education, California State Department of
Education, Sacramento, 1973.)

22,
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PART FIVE

Junio; High School

CHAPTER I

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND-GOAT S

When junior high school faculties want to'becorne humanities faculties,
they must undertake ,a serious study of adolescence, One orthe matters that must
engage their attention 's the,physicar and emotional.p-owth of early teenagers, a
topic referred to again and again in this section of the framework)- Students who
have had body education, language arts, music, and other subjects in the humani-
ties curriculum of the elementary school will look upon the differences among

; people as something natural and interesting. Bdt those coming from schools that do
not have this kind of curriculum will need time to learn more about human develop-
ment and become freer in their attitudes toward their own physical and emotional
natures.

Students arriving in junior high school shov great disparity in growth
patterns; -For example, girls grow as much as three inches a year between the ages
of nine and twelve, while boys do not begin their growth spurt until around thirteen
years. By fourteen,. many girls have almost reached theft full height; many boys
reaeh,theirs around sixteen. Puberty begins for many girls at about eleven years of
age; inboys, onset is most common at thirteen or fourteen. In a given group of
thirteen-year-old boys, the tallest may be taller than an average seventeen-yea-old
and the shortest shorter than an average nine-year-old. 2 The emotional life of early
aciolescehts also undergoes a marked change. Inwardly, they feel pushed and pulled
in different dirdctions,, Their emotional state at this time may be described as
moody one moment, laughing the next; easily hurt but casually able to hurt others;
wanting friendships, but not yet knowing what a stable base for friendship is; aggres-
sive, antagonistic, impudent, warm, friendly, sensitive, rude, apologetic, ingra-
tiating, unfeeling , remorseful, easily,moveci to sympathy wthen others are hurt or
unfairly dealt with, idealistic, and at times surprfsingly worldly-wise.

See Chapters. II, III, V, and X.
. 2

See Handbook for Junior High School Education in California (Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Education, 1969), pp. 16 ff, for a good
summary of characteristics of early adolescent behavior and growth.

279
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During the later elementary grades, many children have begun to draw
together in secret clubs, informal gangs, and cliques; this tendency accelerates in
junior high school. The peer group, exerts a direct and powerful influence on early
adolescents, and the authority of equals becomes as important as that of superiors.
By eighth" grade, students openly flout and test adult authOrity. It is a time of verbal
challenge 'to see how far the behavior of adults can be influenced and the approval.
of peers gained. 'Yet when early adolescents choose to antagonize or disregard adults,
they do not really way to be rejected by therrL They .need the reassurance that
adults are friends and/leaders, and that they wi I set safe boundaries for behavioral
exploration.

In the elementary sections of this fra ework, activities are suggested
that lead be .s and girls to become confident of themselves as persons 'without being
type-cast nto tificial.gender roles. In later elementary and"junior high school,
it is even more i portant that children learn to understand and accept their mascu-
line and feminine selves, especially the physical and psychologig0 'development's
of puberty. 1-low u ver, the roles that men and women were formerly expected to
assume witnout question are now being redefined. In the social, political; and
economic spheres, women are pressing for equality with men.. Many occupations
once reserved only for men are now being opened to women. The responsibilities of
marriage, housekeeping, and child rearing are coming to be seen as shared o6liga-
dons, with masculine and feminine, Wife and husband, mother and father roles
often interchanged and combined. An interdisciplinary humanities curriculum" must
enable early adolescents to' investigate these changes in the status of men and women
in our society, so that every boy and girl can better define his or her own' place in it.

Teachers of young adolescents must possess the qualities that mark all
good teachers strength of character, confidence, a sense of themselves as adult men
and women, patience, -firmness, humor, pedagogical skill, and broad knowledge
but they perhaps_need some of them more than teachers at other levels do. They
must establish friendly, firm, and secure relationships with their students; they must
carry their adult role with steadiness and strength, but be ableto make allowances
and change tactics. They may not ridicule early teenagers, embarrass them in front
of their classmates, use methods of control with them that are meant for children,
frustrate thern with endless rules and regulations, invite them to rebellion in order
to demonstrate authority, condescend to them, or treat them-unfairly. Teachers
must work with teenagers to develop mutually agreed -up'on standards of conduct and
politeness. They must speak to young people with genuine politeness not sarcasti-
cally, harshly, or crudely.' (This does'not mean that teachers should not show

One thing the humanities faculty should do right away is ask the staff to
stop referring to young peOple as "kids" and start calling them students. This form
ofaddressis condescending and impolite; it is a habit of speech that teachers and
other adults,constantly use and never examine.

P9.1
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annoyance and anger when they sincerely feel 4hem; so long as they do not intend
to do psy ogical harm tfi a student.) Teachers must have considerable theoretical
and practica knowledge of the deyelopment of eleven-to-fifteen7ye r-olds, and
they must be secure in their knowledge of subject matt and pedag gy so that they
can cbncent ate on adaptinginstruction to fit the varying needs of i d'viduals and

. groups.

The recommendation has been made in this framework that teachers
in junior and senior high schools exchange positions for a semester or a year.' The
same suggestion applies to later elementary and junior, high school teachers. The

'faculty of a junior high school should combine the subject- matter specialization of
senior high school and the self-contained philosophy of elementary school, Junior high
school should not be thought of as a temporary station for teachers aspiring to go on to
senior high school, or a promotional step foi later elementary teachers. The best
situation would be, a planned, continuous cYcling of teachers through later elemen-
tary, junior high, and .senior high school,

Early adolescents, are so deeply absorbed in their personal lives that
teachers can easily assume they are not interested in learning. While their ability to
learn is complicated oby the changes taking place in them, they have great capacity
for learning, and there are many occasions when they are eager and enthusiastic
learners. Some teachers and parexas hold the view that if children have not learned
the "fundamentals" by the time,they reach junior high school, they will not learn
them at al). This view seemsto be supported by some educational theories that' fix
the time of maximum learning in children at the pre-school or qarly elementary leVel.
But there is no scientific certainty about ,how- and when human beings learn best,
Humanities faculties should keep abreast of current research and opinions aboutteach-,
ing and learning, and,,they should also consult teachers, who have, successfully taught
adolescents. There are same in every school, and they have much to tell their .col-
leagues. Junior high school teachers must ascertain the conditions that enable students
to do their best wol

,1

1 See Part our, Chapter II.

A recent report by the Stanford Research Institute 'States that adolescence
not early childhood ay be the best time for,intellectual development. The latest

'research portrhys early a olescence (between ages 10 and 14) "as an extremely fruitful
time for academic learni4g. It is a time when the child finally approaches the full
development ofhis intellectual capacity and, in addition, is'qapable for' the first
time of making independe' t and reasoned decisions. . ." The new view is that
"intelligence is not astatit locked7in.dability.yvith which individual are born and
which changes little.oVer tit e. Rather,.intelligence is a. set of abilities which devel-.

opS over a long period of Li e and which changes its basic nature as it develops." The
report:attacks the practice c ,concentrating federal, state, and local funds on elemen-
tary children to the exclusion\and detriment of junior high school youth. This report
is cited, and quoted in Jack McCurdy, "Research Pats. New Emphasis Oil Teen"-

rn
age Edu-

cation,"Los Angeles Tikse Oebruary,17, ,1974t Part p. 1.

le
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Teachers 1.130 need to study the learning styles of early teenagers.
Chronologies, paradigms, and systems that are .laid out to be memorized and followed
in detail often leave these students frustrated and :bored. Yet they b.re intensely inter!.
ested in ideas, issues, and people, and they like to talk about them,.they become
physically involved in arguing and giving opinions. In most schools dry just do not
get enough opportunity to discuss the way people thick and behave, although they may
be: overwhelmed with requirerents to write about fhese topics. All learning situa-
tions in junior high school'should strike a balante between stationary work and work
that permits physical miVeme.nt,:between 'manual and rental activity, and'between
abstract and concrete information. The Humanities Planning Committee and.faculty
study groups must be on gudi'd to preserve.;Alis balance.

Eakly,teenagers seldom learn in a straight-line, forward-step Manner.
Fhey like to go down byways and move sideways through subjects, dwelling on certain
topics-and,hurrying over others, and they are not at-all concerned about "scope and
sequence." In an interdisciplinary humanities curriculum; all students will be moving
laterally asw,ell as. straight ahead. Paraliexperiences in several subjects are just as
important as cumulative and sequential, experiences in a few. Students should have
the feeling thaf they can pause and contemplate as well as look ahead and reach opt:
Such pausing and expanding builds confiden6e and eventually increases knPViledge.1-'
q'herefore; teachers must always seek to establish relationships among topics and sub
ject 'matters, work together to make these connections clear, and guide their students
in discoveriTtg further relationships.

When teachers understand the value of interdisciplinary education, and
pla9 a'good program together, they frequently assume that their students understand' .it as well as they do. Byt students are nOt likely to learn in any situation unless teach-
ers tell them ahead of time what is propitYsed and how the class: and the teachers
together,will go about reaching the desired goals. It is all tob often taken for granted
`that the students know what is going to happen' because the teachers. do, Or because
textbook writers, for example, have placed one chapter after another in a certain
order. The truth is, the connections can only. be maintained when teachers and stu-

, dents understand the pedagogy underlying a given project. Teachers should therefore
practice candor with students and take them through a series of explanations some-
thing like the following: ,

YTell then they are going to be learning things from several viewpoints l-
and subject matters bearing on a given project or topic. Repeat this
fact in various contexts while the study is under way.

Help them understand the meaning of the term relationships and
encourage them to took for relationships and talk about them a's
they are discovered. \

1

See the interesting point about "plateau" periods in 'adolescent inter:.
lectual clevelopment in Handbook, pp. 17-18.

:
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In parallel-teaching situations, introduce your students to the teachers ".
with whom you have planned.tt-1- 'project. Refer as often as appropri-
ate to those teachers' subjects, pointing out, Connections and 'suggest- ;
ing that studt-nts carry questions benwetr one claks and the,other.,

.. . .

When teachers are in a team-qeaching situation, they must stop fre-
quently in the program and see what they think their students are learn-
ing. Then the teacher's must pay attention to 'wh4t their students have
told them; they must be willing to make clianges in,the,program, if
necessary, or to extend a promising line- of inquiry if the students
havd become interested in it.

In all.actiyiti'es at all levels, involve students in planning and evaluat-
ing, especially the lattei. ,

Even when good relations have been established between the htimanities
faculty and stpdentsi the faculty will nevertheless have to deal with a number of
problems that always seem to need attention in junior high 'schools. First time is
not used properly. These Young,peOple7 by. no means physically matte are fre-
qUently forced' to endure fifty-five to sixty-minute Class periods in an' inflexible seven-
or eight-period day,;with hardily enough time to change classes,i'let gone associate
with their clagsmates. In addition, they must often,endure after-schoOl detention and
other excessive penalties for small infractions of the rules.. (Many administrators are'.
almost obsessed *id; keeping records of tardiness and punishing it.) The students, are
expected to perform demanding tasks fc long periods of time and, to sit still while
doing therii. They are 'frequently saddled with inordinate amounts of homework
of a, tedious nature many math problems pages of ;`thought questions" at the end of
the Chapter, long .bo5kTFports, routine grammatical-exercises, and endless ditto
sheets. In addition to this daily regime, they eagerly participate in strenuous after-
sehool activities (usually withow_ regard to ythe fact that they tire easily because of
their stage of physical growth). The sohool day in many junior high schools is longer
than in elementary or iggh schools, and it is safe to say that more anxiety ancftension
are created by this misiise of time than by any dther. Therefore, the humanities
faculty must help organize the school day so:th,at the physical limitations of ado-
lescents are provided for. Students need variety in. the daily .schedule-L. desk work
relieved by activity, class periods of varying length, adequate passing time between
classes, and sufficient time to at lunch, play, and rest.

Second: homework is a very serious problerriln junior and senior high
schools; and the comments here apply equally to both. With respect. to the younger
students, howeverq the pralemis even more urgent, because homework often destroys
their enthusiasm for learning'before they get to senior high school. School districts
in the United,States might approach this problem in the way that some states in West

,Gerrriany have. In the city -state of Hamburg, for example,,gualelines regulating
the/amount and kind of homework have been issued for grades one to ten. They con-

, tarn such provisibris as these; homework cannot be given for punishment or disciplinary

2 7
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reasons; it cannot become routinized busy-work; and the amount assigned must be
appropriate for the age of the students, the subject they are studying, and the time
they have at theirdi§posal after school to complete it.. Teachers are not allowed
to assign homeworV over the weekends.'

In A'merican'schools, teachers are theories who control homework, and
it is a "right" they jealously guard. There is usually no school policy for controlling
or coordinating homework; few teachers atternlit to regulate it voluntarily. Teachers-and parents Must recognize that excessive amounts of useless homework cause resent-ment against school itself. Because junior high schools are sometimes staffed with
teachers who think that their-overriding duty is to prepare students for academic
studies in high school and college, junior high school students often receive more
homework than those'in senior highfchool. This practice is antithetical to humane
_education anywtiere, and it should be stopped:

How do 'adolescents learn to cherish a private inner life? This is the'third question that the humanities faculty must address itself to. Adolescents crave
peer-group approval, yet they, want to be proud of their private selves. Teachers canhelp them toward this goal by encouraging them to read, listen, look, and reflect.
The arts provide one of the best means for early adolescents to discover unknown
talents and develop inner confidence. Therefore, it is'imperative that the arts shouldbe taught in such a way that everyone can succeed in one or more of them. The arts
are both private and public: they nourish the inner life, they often require cooperativeeffort, and they allow people to get out of themSelves, because in one way or another,all the arts are expressive.,

his as necessary to have attractive environments for learning in junior
high schools as in the elementary grades. Children do not suddenly o. tgrow their needfor beauty. Therefore, junior high" schooi teachers must persuade a&ninistrators and
parentsthat pleasing colors, attractive decorations, comfortable fainiture, and thelike have a beneficial effect on learning. They must convince .these adults that youngpeople wi,11,protect their classrooms and schools if they have an aesthetic and moral
investment in them. Everyone is familiar with the drab, square rooms where desks
are ordered in straight rows, where the walls have nothing on them but fire-drillregu-
lations, and where the bulletin boards exhibit ale*/ pathetic pictures placed, there byteachers at the beginning of the year and then forgotten. Yet the living and working
accommodations of most adult Americans reflect some desire to create pleasant sur-roundings; only in our schools do we seem to think that decoration is unnecessary..Many junior high schools simply look,like a conspiracy to ignore she life of the senses.

One way, to improve the appearance of a classroom is to let students designa suitable learning environment for themselves; There is only dhe pre-condition;

1

"Hamburg is Talking About a Break for Kids," San Francisco Chronicle,
August 17, 1973.
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teachers must' be ready to act upon recommendationsof the students. :An experiment
along these lines was conducted in aninth-:grade class in Euclidean geometry. The
class first discussed at some lengih what they thought was wrong with Most of the.
classrooms they had seen in their schbol careers. They'decided that most were, not-
conducive to learning. Further, the students saw that when people are left to. them-
selves they study infornially and in the manner most comfortable to them. They %/eri.-
fled. this hypothesis in their homes, in libraries, and in officeS. Nowhere, except
school, did theyAnd people trying to study in uncomfortable furniture thanked in rows.
They also noted that desks-in-a-row prevent.eye contact with the teacher and draw
attention to the backs of other students' heads rather than to what the teacher is
doing or saying. 1.

After much discussion, the class said that it 1 ,.rated to remove desks and.'
furnish the room with lounge otiairs,: sofas, pillows, rugs, and other such items. They
notified their parents and began to bring in discarded, unwanted, and donated furnish
ings. The students decided, that the furniture should circle the room so that everyone
could see everyone else. They reluctantly allowed the teachers desk to stay, but
they pushed it into a, corner. To replace desk tops, many broubt cripboards to class
They abolished assigned seating, and sat where they liked. This allowed them to do .

things that people in general like to do: sit in different plq.ces at different tirnes, and
sit near friends.

By the end of the semester, it was obvious to teachers and administrators,
and* to outside observers, that the students' attitudes toward their.classroom and the
subject they were studying had improved. A teacher who,used the room following
the geometry class agreed to accept the new arrangement, although he was dubious
about the whole idea, hloweer, by the end of the'year he was enthusiastic about the
change, and bOth teachers continued this arrangement the second year.?

Goals: What Students Can Expect from a
Good Junior,High School Program

Doing, ving; discussing, building, touching, listening, looking,and
learni mole than is possible as junior high school education is con-
ducted now

A teaching staff trained in interdisciplinary humanities education,
assisted by parents and (Alter aides from the community, including pro-

. fessidnal people, skilled workers, high school and college, students

1

°This experiment in chariging the classroom environmeNtwas conducted
by Mr.. Michael Still, teacher, De La Salle High School, Concord, California,
during the 1969-70 school year; '

c.`
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Sharing power with teachers and administrators to improve ways of liv-
ing and working together in the school.pommunity °

"Helping to change classrooms, buildings, and.grounds into pleasant
places to work and study

. Pursuing hobbies, developing interests, making acquaintances, and
forming friendships

. Becoming more self-confident

Understanding their emotions anddirecting them toWardproduc,tive
personal and social ends

'Practicing behaviors that are appropriate for our times and'applicable
to good human relations everywhere

Speaking and being spoken to with civility

Honoring the masculine and feminine qualities of both sexes

Participating in a well-organized sports program that is an integral part
of the body education curriculum,

Learning to play many sports well and a few of them very well

. Observing the---physical and aesthetic qualities of bodily movement in
spOrts,- dance, drama, and other arts, and in the way people communi-
cate with each other

Expressing their feelings and ideas in a wide range of situations and by
a variety of verbal and non-Kerbal means

Taking part daily in well-conducted sir all- group discpstons

. Reading and writing for pleasure at school and at home; thinking,
speaking, and writing in an increasingly well-organized fashion

. Collecting books, records, and works of art for personal pleasure

Using aitistic `add scientific skills every day

. Viewing the,household arts as a humane subject

. Looking at thp industrial arts and fine arts in new ways

s,
C
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Expanding their knowledge of the formation and settlement of the
western,and eastern hemispheres and the desielopment of cultures in
those regions; applying the disciplines of the social sciences and the
other humanities to this work

Exercising their imaginations in all the symbolic systems open to
thwn, ,such as Mathematics, music, art, geography,_ dance,
and architectural' drawing

Continuing to enjoy learning

a
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CHAPTER II

VISUAL ANDTACTILE ARTS

Children who haVe One througb the elementary grades under a
humanities curriculum will have had an enjoyable and productiye time with
the visual and tactile arts and will have learned so much that they win be
eager to go on. Their expectation's can be met by junior high schools having
interdisciplinary, humanities programs. PrbviSion will be made for those
who have tot had such an environment so that they can make up some of the
lost time and enter fullyinto the art program.

Art is essential in the secondary years, both for its own sake
and for its role in developing the visual perception students need in order
to learn in other classes. It should not be practiced on the side by a talented
few or be treated as a second-class subject, as if it did riot "count" for
college admission or ha'cl no connection with the students' daily lives. Young
adolescents enjoy making things and exploring new art media; they need the
arts as avenues of expression and as ways of giving form to their ideas and
feelings.

As junior high students move thrOugh early adolescence,
will become more deliberate about what they do and, learn:

they

The child's Pimaginative activity is unconscious. The
adult's imaginative activity in its effect is controlled. .

This change in the imagina.:ive activity from the unconscious
to critical awareness, signaled by phpical changes in the
body, is one of the most important chanderistics of the
Crisis of adolescence.1

The process of becoming more self- conscious should lead students to more
satisfying and adult learning. It May also cause some problems. o Students
may become, so selfTcritical of their art productions that they.are afraid to do
anything thee have not already Mastered. For example, Some students at this
stage may assume that, their drawing should be an "objective" rendering of

1 Viktor Lowenfield and W. Lambert Brittain, Creative Mental Growth,
4th Edigon (New YOrk: MacMillan, 1964), p. 215.
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"reality. " Unable to draw-a$ well a's they thinkthey should, they may feel,
.threatened by art and will never take another course in it. "Early teenagers
in particular are quite concerned about acquiring the power to render things
as they really are, but at the same. time, they begin to understand the nature
of abstraction in art and want to make abstract drawings of their own. A
balanced art program will give them the freedom and .the breadth of instruction
to satisfy both impulses.

Some students may also go through a period when their physical
coordinp.tion is temporarily poor: there will be things their bodies simply
cannot do well. Some may be able to deal with abstractions verbally but not
visually; others m_ ay not be able to recall details or perceive differences in
size, shape, and color with consistency:1 These individual differences wilt
be understood by good teachers, who will conduct art instruction so that all
students will continue to develop confidence in their ability to express them-
selves and to think of art as a natural pars of their lives.

In the elementary grades, the visual and tactile arts are usually
learned in a self-contained interdisciplinary setting. This reinforcing value
is lost when disciplines are taught separ ately in junior high school. Therefore,
humanities teachers, faculty'seminars, and the Humanities Planning Committee
must 'look ways in which to retain the unity of elementary instruction while
introducing the specialization in art that will enable students to increase con-
siderably their knowledge of processes, media, and techniques. c)

In seder to show how such goals can be reached; two pitterns
are described in detail in the thiNd section of this chapter. One plan; is in
operation at the Renaissance Junior High School in the Oakland (Cali rp.ia)' 11

Public School System, and the other is a proposal, the school-withi -a-school,
organization, whose curriculum is taken from this framework. Both feature
art-centered programs, and both embody the ideal eicpressed inPart Four, of
the kindergarten adapted to high school teaching. The format of this chapter
differs, therefore, from that'of most others in the framework, so that these

c lengthy exemplars may 'be presented.' However, the first two sections--
Recommendations, and Activities Going On. in the Art Program--are written
in the same form as in the other chapters and serve the same purposes.

Recommendations

A.seminar should be established to review the art curriculum
in jun r high schools. At the end of a semester of study and discussion, its
members should4be ready to make recommendations to the Humanities Planning

June Xing McFee, Preparation for Art (San Francisco: Wadsworth,
1961), pp. 74-75.
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Comthittee and the humanities faculty for an art progrdm that fits into an
interdisciplinary humanities program for the whole school. Members should
be drawn not only from the art department but aiso from the social sciences,
dratlaa and language arts, and industrial arts departments, and from.any.otherS
that, care to send repropentativcs. The seminar members will find many
Tesotirces at hand to aid them in their work, among them the chapters on the
visual and tactile arts in Parts One Two, and Three of this framewcirk. The
recommendations in the latter one, especially,. contain key ideas that may be
applicable to junior high school:

Developing visual acuity and memory

Goinginto nature: sketching, seeing, noticing

Observing art objects and discussing the work of
famous painters and sculptors and local artists; ,
deVO..1-oping a vocabulary in art

Displaying artwork of all kinds in the classroom
and the school

Developineskills in oils, watercolors, sketching, .

portrait, and continuous-line drawing

Sketching somethingaand then writing about it .

'Studying conventions and stylization, including decoratioths
on the inside and outside of buildings

Modeling and .sculpting in several media

Building respect for good craftstnanship

Doing small-muscle work: stitchery, braiding, weaving,
carving

. Cooking and baking

Collecting things

Painting fabric

The section on interdisciplinary methods and activities contains
suggestions for exploring one's neighborhood with camera and sketchbook,
comparing works of art from around the world, and studying costumes and
clothing. The "points of concentration" in the social sciences, a method for
locating oneself historically, geographically, and culturally, is tied into the

304
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art program, and both procedures can be instructive -for interdisciplinary
study in junior high school. The Art Framework' should be discussed in
the seminari and the following topics noted that deal with junior high school
art. educ'ation:

. Objectives in visual pe ception, creative expression,,
art heritage, and aesthetic judgment (pp. 18-22)

. Scheduling of instruction (p. 30)

TeaCher competence in art(pp. 42-43)
..,

In addition, there are many pOl?liedtions that discuss the visual. arts in multi-
disciplinary ,settings. Some books and periodicalS are listed at the 'end of. _ i _ ____ _ __this chapter.

, 1
0

f I

.._.r
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AS. the art' seminar carries forward its study, it should consider
the recommendations that follow, and see how th might be adapted to a
given school. There must be an adequate numbe Wart teachers inevery
junjor high school, both genetalists and speciali ts according to, the formula
described iii Part Four,, Chapter III, "Staffing. They should be able to offer
work in many media and in,,many cultures and historical periods. In addition
to their activities in the art room, they crust be able to enter into cooperative
teaching arrange ents with other members of the staff and help improve the
visual_environmen. of the whole school. They can advise school about
graphic design in 1 of its publications, oversee the artistic design of year-
books, work with rchitects'in designing and remodeling clasSrooms and,
buildings and arr nge for the acquisition and display of work by students and
other artists in cl ssrooms, corridors, and offices.

School buildings should reflect the lives of the children who are
living there.. To the question "Who lives hprestudents can answer with
photographs, drawings, murals, wall paintings, sculpture, and other works
tha? depict their activities, ideas, interests, andumor. Art teachers should
encourage Other teachers to find out who the most capable artists are and draw
upon their talents; but riot in any obtrusive way and not just to put up bulletin..
boards. Students resent being constantly singled out and 9sed because they
have special abilities; yet when approached in the right way, thpsewho are

talented can d'o a great deal to enliVe their surroundings, visually
clarify hard-to-uhderstand concepts (in geometry, for ekample), and help

_other students with class projects. Such`studentS'may be color7,minded,
litiear-minded, and space-relationship-minded, but may not be 'minded" In
ways-th9t enable them to perform to thp teacher's expectations or the demands
of the subject. Teachers might allow and even encourage such :21-_lente,to find
different ways of reportirkg information or expressing themselves in addition to
writing..

'Art Education Frdmework for California Public Schools, Kinder-
garten Through Grade 'Iwe1v7Sacx--:-a.7---nento: California State Department of
Education, 1'971).
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A caution must be stated to teachers who, are not art specialists:
creative art ability can be misused. For example, when students ate asked
to work together to make illustrations or interpretations of events in social

.sciences," ill-feeling can arise if a student who is insensitive-to art tries to'
forde changes in something that the artistic student has designed. NO changes
'should be made without the permission of the originator. The best procedure
is'to give clear specifications to the artists and then let them go their Own way.

!the junior high school humanities curriculum should provide a
numb e f ,cultural contexts (historical and contemporary) ;in which art may

_---be-studied. There should he interdisciplinary studies in vetch students can
learn to.recogni.ze the.values and roles of street, folk, and ethnic art in their
communities and to appreciate the contributions of all groups to more formal
American art. Activities should be planned.so'that students can study the arts
of a 'nation or a culture while they study its' language, science, religion, economy,
politics; -literature; cuisine, or social his-tory. They shoUld sjudy the Ifistor
of art irpthe United'States.and other nations, and by the.end of junior high sch ol
beable to distinguish among several major styles, periods, and cultures, sU
..porting their personal preferenbes with thoughtful arguments.

Teachltig art history to junior.,high-school students must be approached
with care. It should not be made' the occasion of.lecturing about an artist and
period, perhaps showing a few slides,, and anxiously preparing for an "identifi-
cation" test. Slides an'd'reproductions.are most valuable aids when properly
used, but they must be shown in such a way that the audience can see them. That
is, students rtiusthavea chance to look for awhile at every example, listen at

1" ease, while the teacher' or-ti,visiting artist directs attenti n to. important features
of the example; ask'qusfiohs, and contemplate the work of art being exhibited.
Looking arart is in itself-an art, Which must be taught a d cultivated. 1

FUrthermOr talk-ing abqut art cannot 'be done in a haphazard Way.
,,'Teachers must-be,able-to help studenis'scoversfor thern8div'eswhat is in a .

painting, a pieoe,of sculpture, an exam e of. architecture, .or other Works of
.art. They should-move inductively from observed Particulars to a provisional .

understanding of the work as a whole. This process takes-time acid a certain
minimum of mateilials and equipment, and the program ought to providirthem;
but it is the tea4ing that is important--the directed viewing and abundant

,discus4sion--not rush-ifig'thrQugh a fine series'of slides in order to "cover" .18ng-
periods of art' history; Studnts rriust Teel that their comments will be respected,

-that they can talk in laymen's language about what they, see and 'feel, and that
they will not be put dowp-Ifor expressing what may be naive views. Acceptihg,
students commentary in this .spirit,and supplying the' class with a technical

'See also the idea of acquiring "aesthetic " discussed in
PartThree, Chapter II, Recofhrnendatiorrs.

0
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vocabulary in an informal manner, teachers will be showingothc, atuu2nt,b
how-to find significant elements in a work. 'Ibis method allows them co
discover much'more in a work of art than they ever thought was there and
in a way that they can enjoy:

Teachers must give the tactile arts their due; these ore often
neglected after early elementary school. Junior highlschoolostudents sholald
carve in wood, soap, wax, leather, and linoleum; model with all kinds of
clay; build scale models of towns, vehicles, and objects; and construct
dioramas of people and animals in their natural habitats. They should become
interested in'the feel of things--fabric textures, wood surfaces, the contgur;,
of clay and stone and so on. All the senses should be explored in the humana7
ties art progrant; so should the absence of them. What is it like to go for a,
time completely blindfolded, or with the ears plugged or the voice silent?
What might it be like not to be able to touch or _feel anything? How would the
students teach a sightless person to comprehend .a painting or enjoy a piece
of sculpture?

Junior high school is a good time to begin, regular instruction in
photography. Some elementary teachers may already have'had students
taking pictures with simple cameras in art, science, or social science proieet-
making a photographic record of class activities; or just having the fun of cap-
turing one another in snapshots: Some teachers may even have introduced them
to filmmaking. However, handling a still camera requires a steadiness and
patience that most later elementary children do not yet have, and operating a

. motion picture camera requires even greater consistency. Jupior high school
students, especially as they approach the eighth grade, seem to develop the
self-control that allows them to learn basic ,techniques relatiyely easily, follow
directions well, add do independent camera work. But the skill of filmmaking
demands the coordination and control that senior high school students are more
likely to ppssess, although many teachers may feel quite confident teachin
filmmaking to junior high school students.'

Photography should be a course or activity that students may choos
and which they can enjoy. It should not be required. As one eighth grader put
it "If you have to take photography, you'll have to write an essay about it.
The fun is taking pictures. " Having fun does not mean just putting film in th o

camera and clicking pictures. Photography should-be a regular class and a'
serious study, not an after-school club. Students °Soon grow restless with
unskilled teaching'in this as in any other. crafty They really want to learn about
lens openings, shutter speeds, and light settings; the various types of film

"See Part Six, Chapter II, for a discussion of film viewing and`making.
Suggestions there can be adapted by junior high school teacher-3. See also an
exarriple.of the kind, of filmmaking that an elementary class might do in Part lhree
Ch4pter'V, Interdisciplinary Activities, that junior high school teachers could
also adapt. ° .

.3
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,how to develop, print, (and enlarge their pictures. They soon beg-in to`look
ihroLigh the viewfinder for "surroundings," "leading lines," and '''borders."'
'PhOtography allows students to goalkthe way from artistic creation to
technical-production.

Students' perceptions of nature, people, and objects change as
their ability to,use the camera increases. They begin to see landscapes
instead of just trees, sky, and ground. They observe the physical Character-
istics and facial expressions of people more cloSely. And, they'begin to realize
that they can capture on film, not, only what they see but how they feel aboUt it.

L-

As time passes, and students Jearii how to do ,andtmak&more and
more things, their classrooms should come to resemble studios, fairs, work-
shops,, liking museums, and pleasure-ddmes combined, proclaiming the talents
of the school. A humane edikatiori and the civilized life to which. it may read
depend in part upon the realization of these metaphors in ordinary everyday
classrooms. Every school should also have a gallery where objects of any
kind' that studentS,make'can be. displayed and admired by everyone. The'collec-
tion should change continually, with new items coming from the art room, shop,
darkroom, science laboratory,' biology laboratory, or any classroom. Special
works of art and exhibits borrowed rented'from museums, art galleries,
businesses, or private peisons can also be housed in the gallery.

It is true that some problems may arise. which interfere with .the
open diSplay of student work: artwork may be stolen or defaced. jewelry and
small sculptures are the most:lilcely to be lost, while paintings and other two-
dimensional works May be marked.Or cut. HoweVer, certain precautions can
be taken:. small objects should' bedn secured cases and in supervised areas;
glass or plait-lc sheets can colter flatuork. If theft occurs, ethical and
aesthetic atOur;es must be considered'. If someone-stealsart that has little
'or no monetary Value, that Orson may have as one 'motive the enjoyment of the
object or the possesSion of something beyond that person's power tb create.
The vandal, on the other hind, seems to despise, or at'least to feel alien to,
that which is defaced. Perhaps des4-Lictive students are expressing their need
for more opportunity to work, with art so that they can make the things they covet;
perhaps more ways need to,,be developed for students ,td barter objects, borrow '-

them, or buy them. Cheaply; or it maybe.that the existing curriculum does not
deal with qnestions'of morality, ethics, and the students' value systems. The
ethical question--respect fdit the work and property of others--is central and.
Must be the concern of all class6s. They must understanthow- theft and
vandalism: make a school..morallyugly,).and why they should not be tolerated.
The resolution of the problem of ethic's may take weeks, months, or years;
but it is fdadarnental to humanities education that the faculty, administration,
and student body pursue it until everyone-understands the problem and until
there are signs that attitudes are changing.L

'See Part Six, Chapter X, Philosophy and Religion, for ways in which
this problem can be discussed in many classes,

rt
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-... VisitsbrO'galleries, museujps, and arti.,:ts' s4udios are valuable .

experiences for students anci should ocur frequently during the semester.
These field trips should be organized so that sevefal:adults will accompany
the,class, for one lone teacher cannot supervise 20 to 30 adolescents. A
practical way for an art teacher to arrange such'trips,is to enlist the support °
of parents and other interested Volunteers. Most museums have docents who
are helpful as well. No student should be excluded because he cannot afford
admissibn or might not"'behave." Some students surprise their teachers
favorably during such trips.

Depictions of the nude figure, mdle or female, should not be
excluded from-art courses on the pretext that students are too young to look
at.them. They all have access to cheap or degrading treatments of the human
body. How much better that they view it In paintings and sculptuttes.by great
artists, which can teach them to appreciate its beauty without leehng or
giggling. Students may indeed be self-conscious about nudes at this age, but
teachers can helpthem learn to viewoworks of art as aesthetic Objects, properly
distanced from raw erriotions,, to talk about them in-a sensible manner, and to, °

regard all human bodies, including their own, with respect.

Our culture encourages false stereotyped attitudes about art which/ result in sexuardiscriminatiori: art is often spoken of as a "feminine" activity,
just as science is considered "Masculine." These stereotypes have been
reinforced by the makers of certain attitudinal tests, who categorize interestS-
in sexual terms: All such typingmust be avoided in classroom teachingand
vigorously opposed if it appears,of its own acc,ord. lIoys should riot feel any"
pressure to avoid certain art courses because. they are not "masculine; ".and
girls should not be bppressed by the motion that the only proper medip for them
are seWing and watercolor. ,-

. .,

i ,/What is t "right"right" way to evaluate-students in art? This,is another
question that the art seminar must deal with. In at class as in others, some

. students like to be graded to show what they..have -done; 'others do not appreciate'
grades that confirm their, fears of inadequacy. .,A1 the very least, students should
be able to chobse the productions they want graded. But some activities' should
not even be considered for grading: skill-building exercises are one large Bate
gory; indepqndent experimentations may be another. There should be more
flekibility in grading, but it probably should not be eliminated entirely. SyMbols
should not be used at all, however; teachers should.write comments about
students' work and use oral evaluation methods.

. 1

. The rea value of art is the piece of work that is developing before
the eyes of the stud nt and the teacher, and thisis a process,_-a-product-,--and
a relationship. Te chers and students slqould talk together frequently about
the. work: What ar the unique features of the ptece,at hand? How does it compare
with or relate to previou's work'? What choices have been-pade? What grbwth
has been demOnstrated? Giving a letter or number grade to this process will
degrade it in the eyes of many students. Yet evaluating the process, while
reducing the emphasis on evaluation of the product, can have negative effects

. ,
7
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of its own: What if a student's mode of work does not Match the expeciations
of the teacher? What if the student' seems to neglect all of the practice exer-
cises, doesn't seem to finish anything, or waits and does several assignments
all at one time? 1 Some kind of comparison of the end product is probably
unavoidable, but the basis on which it is compared should be defensible among
artists and completdly understood by'students. Ultimately, it is a'matter of
trust between students and teacher. s.

Teachers Fhou Id not let questions of evaluation blind them to what
some consider to be the most important value of art in the education of children
and adolescents; namely, that art gives students the opportunity to exert total
power over'a subject. They can decide for themselves about size, arrangement,
speed of Work,. and so on. The materials they use are tangible, not abstract.
They can actually control the whole creative act with their own thought and
energy. Growth in the power to control media and subject is what art is all
about.

Activities Going On in the Visual and Tactile Arts Program

All those activities listed in kindergarten, early
'elementary, and later elementary art sections of this
,framework,, modified to suit the age, physical develop-
ment, and previous experience of individual students

Activities suggestedfor the intermediate level by the
Art °Education Framework, pp. 18-22

Sculpting in wood, plastics, clay, and other materials
and learning to take advantage of the tactile properties.
of various materials

Learning techniques and processes of casting and
metal' (especially during the eighth and ninth
grades)

Developing proficiency in ceramics; studying the
.properties of clays and glazes and their reactions to firing

1 At least ork,fieaCher is known, in. fact, to haie made the comment
c, in justifying a grade of C on the report card`that the student had several "unpro

ductive days." One wonders how this teacher, would have graded Michelangelo--
whohad some unproductiVe years --or how the students would grade this teacher.,

'
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. Learning to use new media and materials for two-
dimensiona4 'representation: charcoal and pen drawing;
Japanese, brushes and inks; various papeis, woods;
gesso, 'and canvas as grounds; acrylics or oils,
watercolor, and so on

. _Makin& realistic and abstract representations of
natural and man-made objects intwo and three
dithension's: plants, leaves, microscopic flora and
fauna, shore creatures, insects, birds, animals,
landscapes, human beings, buildings, and machines

. Making objects for personal use and adornment:
working with fibers, threads, yarn, and cloth,

(weaving, knitting, crochetift macrame, embroidery,
stitchery); working with stones, enamels, and metals
to make jewelry; learning to shape, tool, and assemble
leather for belts, jewelry, or clothing; inventing and
making musical instruments

Learning specific techniques for creating three-dimensional
effect in two-dimensional work: vanishing-point perspec-
tive, mass and color contrasts, overlap, etc.

. Using linoleum, rubber, and, wood blocks, 'silkscreen,
and other 'techniques for printing; studying graphic
design; helping to design school publicatibns; 16arning
to operate available graphic equipment

Deriving design motifs from natural science, mathe-
matics, and industry,' including the Microscopic and
telescopic views of nature; studying the 'way various
cultures derive design motifs from their environments:

(lily, Sea shells, papyrus, snakes, lightning; beetles, etc.

Sharpening perceptions of color, shape, scale, mass,
and space in many ways

Designing and constructing scale-model buildings and
settings in various architectural s les

Studying and practicing the Art an techniques of photo-
graphy, including basic effects of light, optics, and
composition; being introduced to he photochemical
processes involved

8 14,
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. Going on architectural field trips; discussing
school architecture

Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving the Visual and Tactile Arts*

Presented here are two models of curriculum organization that
make it possible to offer a broad range of interdisciplinary, methods and
activities involving the visual and tactile arts in junior high'schools. The
first is a working model of an, interdisciplinary humanities program that
emphasizes artRenaissance Junior High School, in the Oakland Public
SchoorSystern. The Renaissance School in Oakland is advertised as an
"alternatiVe " school, but many of its ideas point the way toward a reorgan-
ization of any junior high school. It is an example of what teachers and
administrators can do to change a school internally. The second is a plan
for organizing a junior high school according to the school-within-a-school
-scheme. The example uses material taken from the ensuing chapters in this
part of the framework as the basis for an interdisciplinary curriculuM With:
emphasis.on art. The models complement each other, even though they were
conceived independently and for different 'reasons.

Renaissance)akland, California'
The program offilenaissance Junior High is art-centered

and ungraded. A primary school (K-3) was under development in' 1974,' and
a 4-6 ;wade elementary school (Mosswood) had been,operating since 1970
with sithilar goals.

It seeks to integrate the various strands of art, social
sciences, literature, 'mathematics, science, music,
health, etc. into a curriculum relevant to the living
cultures of today, yesterday, and tomorrow, in our

-community and in other places.

The classroom is a large open room created from a former
vocational dry-cleaning shop. It houses a number of "interest" centers and
a lot of equipment, and materials 'for doing thitigs. There are art, cooking,

*See alsoalso the other disciplinary chipters. Visual and tactile arts
are incorporated with the whole curriculum.

'This description is based'on discussipns with the school's chief \
. developer, Mr. Stanley Cohen, Adviser to the Renaissance School and Manager
of Staff Development, Oakland/Public Schools, and from a bulletin prepared by
the staff and students. Indented, quotations are excerpts from the bulletin.
Quotation marks' set off Mr: Coheh's words.
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homemaking, shop, social science, mathematics, and language arts centers.
The "quiet' area" is across the hall; a Shia 11, classroom is available for foreign
language practice. The students often spill over into the hall were charts,
posters, and art work are mounted and where small groups confer on matters
they are studying or planning. 0

.
The teaching/learning style places more emphasib.upon
individual pupils' o.wn responsibility 'and pace rather than
on teacher-scheddled lectures. Although all pupils cover
studiCs Which resemble standard 7-9 grade ourricillum,
the sequences and styles might be expected to vary consid-:
erably.' Rather than.achteving fixed objectives of "learning
factual data, " students will be practicing the skills of
information-retrieval and learning "how-to-learn ".from
the resources available throughout the community. During
the school day, most subjects use the students', art ability
to clarify, reinforce, and sustain learning. ,A'high priority-
for the Aenaissance School is a good climate and morale
for both students and staff, since affective or emotional
learning in this informal setting must play a vital role.
Staff and parents are committed to a philosophy of student-
centered learning.

Students may.apply for entry into Renaissance Junior High from any
elementary or jimior high school in the district. Parents may also apply directly
to the school: Most students go, for the full three years, but some enter at the
eighth or ninth grade. ,They are selected on the basis of recommendations,
portfolios, and performance tests. The art work in the portfolio must show
sustained interest in art, not necessarily outstanding talent. Students must
write a'statement about why they want to attend. Renaissance School and then
do same drawing and writing on the performance test. Recently the screening
has includetha visiting day at Renaissance, during which continuing and prospec-
tive students meet each other and the staff and learn more about the setting. and,
program. There is full range of abilities among the students, a heterogeneous
mix that might be found anywhere in the community. One quality that students
must have or be. capable of developing is the self-discipline necessary to handle
the openness and activity of the program. Absenteeism is less at Renaissance
than at other junior high schools in the community, and there are, perhaps,
fewer "diScipline" problems. The staff has learned that the most stable- students
are those whok parents are vitally interested" in what the school has to offer.,

The student body numbers approximately eighty; the staff comprises
four teachers and a secretary. The-programAs funded entirely from local

-general fuhds, and its costs are similar to tho'se of conventional junior high
school programs in the district, if .the same standards of comparison areused.1

(

1The time that teachers spend on administrative-and counseling
duties is one of,the factors that must be taken into account when determining
.comparable costs between alternative and.cormentional junionhigh schools.
These costs are distributed differently in the two types of sChop16, but that
does not mean: that alternative junior high schools are the more apensive.

O
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There is no principal and no counselors. The teachers perform these
functions as,,well.alimanage the budget, deterrnine policy, plan the program,
°draw up the schedules, and handle discipline. They decided that a full-time
secretary was needed to take care of the many important non-teaching tasks
in the day-to-.day operation and hired.one within the budget allotted to thein.
The teachers at Renaissance originally wanted to take on the managerial .

functions and'combinethern with the instructional, but other.teachers in
similar circumstances might decide-otherwise.' "They chose not to be
protected from managerial, public.relations, and'coungeling functions; they
prefer to integrate these functions even as they try to allow for the integra-
tion of childrens' learning, andit is consistent' with the philosophy of the
school. "

I 0

The teacher's at Renaissance teach all subjects: art, English;
Iscienc _mathematics, social studies, ,physical education,"and any 'other,

subjec s commonly found in junior high school." -All have training in art,
and th ee have been art teachers in, elementary and junior high school'. All
of the taff have taught in elementary, self - contained classes and in junior
high school separate- subject classes in a number of.field's.° Special talents
and backgrounds are represented among.therni such as knosiiledge of,Spanish,
construction work, and-service in the Peace Corps.1

Teachers and students have a lmost t otal cont of over. the time and
place of instruction. The teachers make up scheduloS and diScuss Them with
students. Flexible arrangements of time are a daily and weekly necessity
because of the ever-changing patterns of instruction. No reacher or student
is eVer heard to say: "I wish we'had more time, but there goes the "
There are no bells. Discussion does not have to be stopped because classes
change rooms. The group that is discussing a-problem of dance in phySical
educatiOn can continue in social sciences, if 'it warts to. The teachers meet
together every day of the year to plan, schedule, develop materials, take stock
of progress, discuss problems, etc.

There are no special funds for field trips in the Oakland schools'
budget; but Renaissance-students use the community as a source of learning
probably more than most schools. Their principal means of transportationls
walking; next is riding with parents., Students visit the Oakland Museum,
Oakland Library, Oakland Symphony; Kaiser Hospital, Alameda CountyCourt-
house, restaurants, businesses, newspaper offices, ..and many other places in
the 'neighborhood. There ar some long-distance trips, arranged by parents
'mostly: camping at Pohit Re s Park, touring San Francisco's Chinatown,
visiting Lawrence Hall of Sci ce, etc. No-cost volunteers participate fre-
quently in the school program, 'but there is a little Money for consultants on
technical matters where volunt ers are not available.

1Members-of the 1974 teaching staff are: kathryn Baxt9r, Jim S. Hart,
Patricia Krick, and Larry Martinez. The secretary is Iyo Tamaki.



Now does Renaissance junior High School proceed from an art .

basis and branch out to include other subjects? How does it maintain
'progression and continuity of learning in separate subjects when they are
needed? How does it achieve the'integration of all subjects and topics? The

(40 --7.swers to these questions reveal certainty in many areas, and groping in
'some. But staff, students, and parents all agree that the school is providing
better instruction in art, a powerful teacher-student relationship, and a

- broader general education than other junior high schools, while maintaining
achievement levels in basic skills. Renaissance students, -like those 'in all
Oakland scklools, musttake stare- and district-required achievement tests.
The results shpw that they do nc worse than other Matched heterogenous
groups in Oakland and, in same cases, 'better.

The proper integration of art ancrot her subjects is a goal toward
which the staff is constdntly working. In some subjects, they find it easy to
establish firm objectives from, the outset; one example is language arts and
social sciences. With other subjects, such as mathematics, it is more diffi-cult to achieve integration. "Focus Units" are a means for bringing the
language arts, social sciences, and.natural sciences together with art; some-
times mathematics is drawn in, too. Foals units extend for a period of six
weeks or so and are usual'y announced at the beginning of a semester. These

'are preplanne'd by the teachers, but are discussed ahead of time with students
and parents so that as.much background information as possible can be gathered.
Some that have been conducted are: Your Family, Skill Building (reading, pen- .

omanship, composition, spelling,research), Immigration, Man's Celebrations,
Myths and. Legends, the Great Depression, the City, and Great Religions. All.
students take the focus units (but not all at the same time, of course). During
therh, they do a great delal of reading, , discussing, asking questions, gathering
information, and interviewing people. Students are encouraged to use their
art work so that it will reflect their new knowledge and understanding and
support their written and oral expression. For example, during the family
unit, students traced their origins back as far in histdry as they could, using
mobiles, photographs, constructions, sculptures draw ings, etc., to report
on their work. OnCe they agreed to come to class dressed like their ancestors.
They also did research, interviews, reading, and writing on this topic. Each
student is encouraged to 4evelop hid or her own style of study. Some go directly
to encyclopedias, some to the telephone, and some to "other students or adults.
"The atmosphere at this school is open enough for all students to pick their own
bodies up -and move around to use the resources at hand."

Mathematics-came up quite naturally in the unit on the depression
era. Students were figuring incomes; estimating population growths,, rent, and
food costs; and gath.ertig other statistical data. At other times, art was brought
in through graphing, rendering objects (buildings, designs, 'people) proportionally
on paper, and in the case of a, less advanced group, making individual .check-
books with original designs on them., However, mathematics is the one subject
that is studied on its own by all students ne frly every day fOr about an hour
throughout the year. There is a great spre d between advanced and remedial
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students, and the staff tries hard to-provide challenge and .progression for
each group. Some parents were concerned that their children were not getting
enough opportunity for doing advanced math and 'requested' permission to place
them in an advanced course in a nearby regular junior high school. When
they investigated each school's programs, however, they found that Renaissance
was doing more advanced math, although in a less organized way.

Science combined well with art in planned studies. For example,
when making ceramics, students had to study the chemistry involved and use
mathematics in the following ways:

. Compound their own glazes

. Use scientific methods and procedures'

. Look up formulas

. Measure carefully

Compare results

. Keep retards and predictions
t

.Chart., enweratures and times

The "Rake method of firing was introduced, a method that forces oxygen out
cif glazes and creates different effects from the oxidation caused by the regular
atmosphere.

In th,e small shop (which is part of the classroom), students make
metal and wood sculpture, do.modest cabinet work, mode $ scale (including
constructing architectural models), and fabricate practi al obj:cts that embody°
certain design principals. In homemaking, they make rtistic esigns in cloth
and articles'of Clothing by weaving a sewing. They. b come ore conscious
of each other's dress and show. their ppreciation of an a ctive or novel
style 9r arrangement. All kinds, of °king activities occur. They make art
forms from bakers, dough andido ';cookie" art. They make hristmas,and
valentine cards and color Easter eggs. One of the differences betweenRenais-
sorkce and rs,gu Ear schools is that students are free to refine conventions: they
make elegant Christmas cards, ornate valentines, and intricately deSigned
Easter eggs, which are time- consuming but have strong aesthetic value.

The staff at Renaissance thinks that students learn a great deal
informally and that this is an important kind of learning. From their experi-
ence they believe that "much learning takes place between peers, or occurs
within individuals, at a moment that cannot be predicted or,accurately
dicted." Not all learning takes place with h plan, a schedule, and a teacher
in charge. When interesting events and processes flourish in the classroom,
teachers can influence more learning than they know of or -can organize.
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Humanities junior High School for Ca ifornia School Districts

The "school-within-a-s hoolv plan makes the kind of curricular
and organizations.; arrangements possible that enable existing junior high
schools to institute interdisciplinary humanities programs. I A junior high
school organized in this way and operating under a humanities curriculum
that emphasizes art and uses this framework as the source of interdisciplinary
ideas could be adapted to the local circumstance any, school district in
the state. The' school ein this plan will be called 'Hu ankles Junior High School.

(
The prototype school will be assumed to have a student body of

800 in grades seven, eight, and nine, divided inteVeight schools-of 100 students
each. The schools can be single-grade, or multi-grade, and both types can
exist side by side in the same building. Sixth grade teachers in all the elemen-
tary schools sending children to the'seventh grade in Humanities Junior high
will be asked to report their observations of the students' abilities inart,
music, dance, 'movement, athletics, reading, and writing, and in any other
capacities they deem worthy of note. The faculty will also consult the. students'
autobiographical folders--tlfirportfolios, so to speak--which are public docu-
ments. Students can be distributed among the eight schools so that every school
will contain a mix of talents, abilities, and capacities. No I.Q. or achievement
tests will be given. This philosophy will ensure a genuine heterogeneity in
every school.

When students and teachers visit the elementary schools to tell the
sixth graders what Humanities Junior High is like, they will want to show them
some examples of art work, dramatic activities; and musical performance,
and describe how their classes work. Thpy will be glad to talk about the intra-
mural spbrts program-that is built right'into the daily'' schedule. Friendly
competition among the schools goes on throUghput the year in all sports, and
in--movement, dance, .and the arts as well. At the end of every year, there is
a school -wide Olympics and arts festival. All students, participate in these,
and records are kept of any performance that a student wants recorded. In
time, the schools.will honor the records of their performers, but they will not
allow a star system to develop or the natural cbMpetitive desire of adolescents
to prevent the general participation of everyone.

Humanities junior high schools can be established at relatively
little extra financial cost, but they cannot be created without intellectual expetid-

, iture or administrative risk. Attitudes and ideas about teaching, learning,
organization, and content,must be re-evaluated. For example, space and time

1See the reference to this kind of plan in Part Four, Chapter III,
Scheduling.
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must be used differently. Districts having schools that need furniture
replaced, walls painted, and floors redone are at an advantage, perhaps,
for the space and surroundings of a humanities school are easier to produce
in older than in newer buildings. Schools with empty rooms are fortunate,
especially where large rooms can be made from small ones, work areas and
subject-centers built (with Inexpensive, movable materials), display surfaces
set up,. and tables, benches, and comfortable furniture brought in. Schools
constructed in recent years will have to "adapt their tidy; square rooms as
best they can. At the very least, this means designating three or four adja-
cent or proximate classrooms for each school. Study, work, and quiet centers
will be situated throughout these rooms; and students and teachers will move
freely between them as the Kogram dictates. There will'be no bells and no
regular passSing of whole classes. A large number of desks will have to be
replaced with more informal furniture. Art, shop, cooking, language arts,
Social sciences, and mathematics-science centers should be erected within
each cluster of classrooms- -all modestly, but adequately, equipped.1 Projects
and, activities requiring shop machinery or gymnasium equipment will perhaps
still be conducted in these places. But it is essential that artistic, manual,

, and intellectual efforts be put to use at the time they are generated by the
program and that they not be unreasonably inhibited by space and time.

Each school of 'students will have a team of four teacher's repiesent-
ing the visual and tactile arts, drama and the language arts, the social sciences,
and mathematics and science. At the beginning of the semester and periodiLally
(tiring the year, team members will survey their disciplines and decide which
subjects, areas,, or topics, they want to teach alone, and which are best taught
in interdisciplinary arrangements. Teachers must discuss these arrangements
with their colleagues on the team and plan ways of teaching them cobperatively.
Since every teacher has this responsibilityfor- his or her own discipline,
cooperative planning will systematically take place in each school. This frame-.
work is-a major source of ideas for such planning. It 'aIso contains suggestions
for teaching the disciplines separately. 2 Teachers can also draw upon the state
subject-matter frameworks.

Once teachers have identified the disciplinary topics and activities
that they want their students to learn in a semester or a year, and the inter-
disciplinary topics and activities they consider essential, the task of coordi:
nesting and sctieduling both sets of requirements can begin. Teachers in each
school make out an approximate topic andIime plan for the semester and year.
They then confer with the special teachers, who are responsible for,household
arts, wood shop, metal shop, foreign languages, music, body education, and

1Running water is necessary for cooking, but electric hot plates
will suffice for a stove.

2A shorthand list, for example,
the heading "Activities Going On, in the

is' provided in every chapter under
Tf
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other subjects that the faculty may wish to designate. The special teachers 0
will have determined, in discussions with the faculty, the topics and activities
in their disciplines that they want, all students to learn and will have asked
the teachers in each school to help them teach the interdisciplinary topics And
activities demanded by the special subjects. 9

The term special subjects is possibly a divisivp one, but simply
means those that seem to Iquire special equipment anthlocations, such as
shops, gymnasiums, and rehearsal rooms. Art and science teachers may
need special equipment, too, and it may be desirable to have l5cations to
which they can take students for some projects or experiments, but in. this
scheme of organizatiorlo art and scienceand mathematics -are 'considered
an 'integral part of each school's. program.' Foreign language teachers atso
may like to have students practice conversational drills and dialogues in
separate rooms where spec.4.31 audiovisual materials also can be housed;
however,- it is desirable that foreign languages be taught by members of the
school teams who are bilingual andrhiliterate,,and it Musrbe a goal of j-lumani-
ties Junior High to staff school teams with teachers whp have these skills.

Special teachers will move back and forth betWeen their.classrooms
and those of the individual schools, performing such tasks as teaching their
subjects regularly to students from the different schools, participating on
school teaching-teams, conducting specidl instruction on matters in which
they are expert, working with small groups of students or with individuals
or advising and consulting with teachers. Members of one school team will
also work with membersof another team whenever the course of interdiscip-
linary teaching calls for a particular knowledge or background thatdoes not
exist within one team but does exist somewhere among the whole faculty.

The principal has the job of coordinating the planning and sched-
uling with the schools and between them and the special teachers. The master
schedule for, Humanities. Junior High will result from the work of faculty
groups, not from a predetermined arrangement of time and place which teachers
must deal with as best they can. It will respond to the total school program,
not dictate it. Of course, there will not be unlimited freedom to sthedule, and
scheduling conflicts will arise within schools and between school teams and
special teachers that the principal may ultimately have to resolve. In these
matters, tr will also b cooperating with the Humanities Planning Committ*,
which in this kind of sc ool organization will take on the added function of over-
see.ing all the interdis iplinary programs to ensure that they are neither incon-

.sequential nor too am itious or flamboyant.

l'See th position on integrating mathematics and science instruction
in Chapter VIII, Ir roduction and Recommendations, including this statement:
"Sophisticated 'and expensive laboratories are unnecessary for any junior high
school work." -
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Each school'tearn will have the delegated responsibilfty,and
authority to plan and implement the sChool'i instructional program,4manage
its allotted budget (which is an equal share Of the total school-budget), take

'care of counseling, handle-disckline, and keep parents informed. A coun-
selor or dean may still be required for the whole school, because students
sometimes need the advice and help of someone not associated with them in
the classroom. But teachers within the schools will counsel students about
learning how to deVelop personal study habits as well as about how to get
along with others. Students of this age need patient and firm guidatce in
getting orgahized to study, remembering assignments and deadlines, keeping
track of materials, etc. Students who need personal psychological counseling
will be referred to a district psychologist or social worker. Humanities
teachers must be friendly and helpful to students and should like and respect
them, but they must not attempt to be their personal psychologists or thera-
pists.

It goes without saying;that the teams of teachers will conduct
the affairs of their schools within the policieS of the whole' school, which they
themselves will have helped determine. The administrative -relationships
in Humanities Junior High School are collegial ones, and their success will
depend upon the whole foculty sharing trust, responsibility, and work.

The school-within-a-school organization allows teachers consider-
able 1sta-tide to reorganize time and space during the year,- the semester; and
the day. The school teams have the freedom to use the school day almost as
they .wish-'..including the distribution of teacher planning and study time-,-
subject only.to the limitations necessitated'by sharing special teachers and
classrooms with other school teams. Detailed and flexible planning will:go
on all the time among teachers and students; it will become an accepted proce-
dure that in itself will help carry the program forward. The pre-planning and
selecting ofinterdisciplinary and disciplinary topics cannot provide for every

) contingency. The day-to.-day course of instruction will bring out problems,
suggest new procedures, and cause modifications of pr new directions in the
original topics that could not,trave been anticipated from the outset. This is
the 'stuff of the daily; planning sessions.

v,- The chapters in this framework contain many suggestions for the
interdisciplinary treatment of subjects, and these resulted from the study of
the disciplines themselves. During any given planning session, the teachers
may find, for example, that the language arts link up with the social sciences,
the social sciences in turn draw upon mathematics. and fOreign languages, body
education and music reinforce each other, and shop and science come together;

'" at another time, these subjects wilbalign themselves in different combinations,
There are many times, it must be repeated, when subjects lead an independent
existenceand should. There is a sort of an ebb and flow of interdisciplinary
interest among teachers, even those who work tloselys together, a kind of
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rhythm that they will discover'and eventually find helpful. No subject or
topic should be fOrced upon another. A shared responsibility should be tiv.:
periodic check to.see that the plan is indeed being used. Art, for exapplt.,1,
'is almost a constant thread among interdiSciplinary activities, but there
are times when it is far removed from the topic under discussion.

However, the Humanities Framework can supply a junior high
school with many ideas for linking art with the other discipline's. The
following passages, which contain references to art, have been exerpted
from the other disciplinary chapters in this part of the framevvork. Only
the'headings have Seen added.

Improving the Appearance of Classrooms and the School
`Frorn the first day of class, the drama/language arts

students should work on committees,with other arts
students to transfOrm an ugly classroom or freshen
up a handsome one. Teachers of Visual:tind tactile'
arts and industrial, vocational, and household arts
should be on the committees and help with planning
and executing -the projects... Decorating schemes
should be related to some special interest or course
of study; they can be sketched out for a corner of the
room or a shelf display. Art produCtions of every kind--
including student writing, photography, textiles, masks,
and puppets-should be exhibited along the walls and on
movable screens... (V, C)1

The introduction of pottery, a very important cultural
feature,' can at last bediscussed... Since the Southwest-.
Indians are famous for their pottery, an art they excel
in to the present day, and since 'pre-ceramic' and
'Ceramic' .are essential categories in cultural studies,
the.class should-spend some time on' this subject and

*should see'as many examples as possible of prehistoric
and historic pottery. Basketry is another significant art,
and Tasketmake.r.',,is a title for several successive early
cultures. Also; by the Christian era, cotton is being
cultivated, an advanced weaving industry seems to have
existed, and skill in weaving comes to be a mark of
certain tribes. These three arts can be taught.throughout
the first year of junior high school and as long thereafter
as the art teacher's and students choose to go on. (VI, 6)

I The references ein parentheses after each excerpt contain a roman
numeral, indicating the chapter number, and a letter, indicating the section of
the chapter; The letter,"A" stands for Recommendations, "B" for Activities
Going on in the ..., and "C" for Some Interdisciplinary Activities and Methods
Involving.... There is one exception: Chapter VI has arabic-numbered sections.TSee the able of Contents for the titles of chapters.

(,)
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The Cumujative Autobiography,'

(The cumulative autobl/ographical project) should be\
continued throughout the secondary years, for it does
more than any other activity to bind'a humanities
program together and/ offer some concrete evidence
of its results to the students' families and to school
and college administrator's. The narrative literature
and journal-keeping recommended for junior high school
students, will produce same gbod ekampleS of autobibi
graphical writing... The cumulative autobio0aphical

kk

folders will accommodate all kinds'of wri3Ohg... even
examples of calligraphy (which should be taught as an
art), and elegant proofs in"mathematics....cAll teacher§
on the humanities faculty should help their students
produce significant work for the autobiographical
project, which will be a unique record of accomplishments
for every student. It can be further strengthened by associa-
tion with historical and biographical readings in the social
sciences and language arts, and with the 'artwork the
students will be engaging in. (V, C)'

(

Change

. Junior high school students are forever beinetold some-
thing they can observe quite well for themselvesThat they
are changing and that they live in the midst of change. But
no one shows them in a clear and collected fashion how they
might go about studying these matters and applying their
discoveries to their own lives. .

Change is obviously an exceptionally complex topic, which
might be carried through the three years of junior high school
without exhausting'its possibilities. Even when restricted to
a few of the most important natural and 4ocial. procegses
affecting young adolescent§ and to their expression and
manifestation in some forms of art, it will reqUire.a minimum
of one year of study and the participation of at least six teachers.
The humanities faculty Would have to organize such a venture
on a school-wide basis; with at least the following disciplines
reeresented:

j)rama and the language arts
Body education
The social sciences
The earth sciences and natural sciences
The:visual and tactile arts
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Students should have many opportunities to make sculptures
and paintings suggested by the changing forms they are
studying in this project and by their changing conceptions
of themselves. They might make masks representing the
personal 'selves' they are aware of or may desire to be.
They can also press malleable materials into,a succession
or set of forms derived from any aspect of external nature
or human nature they choose. Mobiles in several media
and a wide range of styles would present interesting
technical problems and would be very appropriate decora-
tions for the classroom. Cubes made of paper, wood, or a
transparent material' could be decorated on every surface
with related but different forms and colors, including
various interpretations of the student-artist's *own face.
Kaleidoscopict trompe l'oeil, optical-illusion, and geometric
paintings and collages can force the eye to deal with shifting
per: ectives on a plane surface. Three-dimensional map-
making should be taught, and a large resource table should
be 'reserved for a 'Rim-of-Fire' map of. the Pacific Basin, for
example, or for a local section of the San Andreas fault.

Any students who show interest in scientific illustration should
be helped to do botanical or zoological series or single pictures
thar.accurately represent the life cycles of plants and animals.
Soft-wood carvings, wire sculptures, ceramic figures, and the
like can also be made to illustrate the natural forms the class
is studying. (V, C)

The Historic Imagination

The capacity to imagine, in the root sense of imaging, must be ,

cultivated by teachers and students of the social sciences as
consciously as it` is by visual artists and poets (among others).. .

Especially in the earliest stages of this.project, teachers will
have to construct in their own minds, a whole gallery of mental
pictures, whiCh must eventually be transmitted to their students. -
Thethe vivid images can be materialized to a certain extent in
the form of maps, charts, and timelinei; illustrated reference
books; reconstructions in several media of geological events,
pathways of intercontinental archeological sites,
early tools, weapons, and other artifacts; and so on. But the
mental picturing, by whatever combinations of methods, s the
only way by which teachers and students can learn about hings
that cannot be brought physically,before them. In additio ,
this exercise of the historic imagination will prothote other
kinds-of learning, including long-range studies in the natural
and physical sciences. (VI)
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...If the students are not familiar with the general-theory
of continental drift, the humanities staff sh6uld explain it
in two or three lectures copiously illustrated with chalkboard
drawings, slides, and animated films. The class should then
study the geology of the Pacific Basin in sufficient detail to
,set the scene for the migrations from Siberia. Map - `display
space and a table with a three-dimensional map of the "Rim
of Fire" should be used throughout this sequence to emphasize
the spectacular nature of the events, along with visual and

'tactile artwork produced by the class. The im Mediate goal
is to visualize the various aspects of the Bering bridge region
toward the end of the glacial age, or Pleistocene epoch'. {VI, I)

...Peter Farb, in the chapter entitled "The Peopling of North
America, " gives an efficient summary of the pre-history of
the Bering Strait bridge. It will move the class into the present
topic. The isolated North American continent that was slowly
unlocked from the most recent glaciation in its upper reaches
was a paradise for hunters, with huge expanses of rich pastur-
age in its valleys and. plainsan archetypal gCme preserve and
zoo, a kind of Eden. (The metaphors should be examined in
social sciences, language arts, and visual arts classes with
respect,to the freight they will carry later on in our cultural
history.) Alaska'was "a gorgeous hunting country, " with "big
game on a kingly scale"; in our now-arid Southwest, "there
was lush tall grass, threaded with streams and dotted with
lakes, where herds of animals came to drink....." (VI, 2)

...With respect to the place of art in Eskimo life, Farb says,
"Anyone who has seen the tools and weapons of the Eskimo in a
museum knows how carefully, and often beautifully, they are
made. That fact has interesting implications for theories
about the beginnings of art. In the far north; where man must
face the constant threat of starvation, where life is reduced to
bare essentials--it turns out that one of theSe essentials is
art. Art seems to belong to the basic pattern of,life of the
Eskimo and the neighboring At habaskari and Algonkian Indian
bands." (VI, 4).

...Most junior and senior high school students can learn very
fast how to talk about prehistoric time, because they like beirg
admitted to the company of archeologists, paleontologists,
anthrbpologists, and others who explore the remote past.
Chronological charts on classroom Walls are there to provide
simplified images or visual metaphors of time; they help locate
students in 'expanses that might otherwise be unimaginable; but

1
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they should not be limited"to black-and-white linear
arrangements suggesting a stern parade of rectangles.
An instructive exercise in mathematics, drafting, and
sculpturing'would be to make spheres of styrofoam or
other easily carved materials and show.what was
happening in certain eras at certain selected points in
the Western Hemisphere. Pin-on symbols would serve
as legends, so the globes could be used as long. as they
lasted. The migrations of continents as well as'of
peoples could be indicated.on these globs;
artifacts from several widespread cultures could be
represented;! language groups or the earliest known
dwellings or the fauna of a given period Might have
their colored symbols too. (VI, 5)

Architecture

The study of architecture links students directly With the
visual environment and is a way of'showing them certain
relationships between social history, art history, and the
history of design and construction. ThroughoUt histbry,
architecture has upited the industrial -and tine arts,
bringing together the arts of engineering, construction,
design, painting,sculpture, and the use of natural resources..
Beginning in junior, high_ and continuing through high /school,
induStrial arts, art, and history teachers, working/in con-
junction with the Humanities Planning Committee, Mu'st be
responsible for planning sequences in the study of arc'ni-
tecture. Junior high schOoLteachers can assume that
students have learned about architecture in humanities
programs in elementary schools, where they will .ave
read about, looked at, and probably built models Of many
kinds of buildings, temples; and houses. By the eind of
junior high school,, they should gain familiarity with Major
world styles of architectUre,and baSic construct* forms.
(DC, A)

Art and industrial arts teachers can dire& studeins'
attention to aesthetics and style, relationship of /form and.
fUnction, design, construction techniques, and Materials.
Language arts teachers can find stories, legendds, deserip-
tions, diaries, and other kinds of literature thatttell how
people think and feel about great works of architecture and

. construction., Students can write descriptions from memory
or from observhtions on the site of what it feel like to be
in a large church or great cathedral, the views of. a sky-
scraper from ground level and from upper stories, or any
of the sights, sounds, and impressions associated with the/
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structure and environment of buildings. Students should
also see, discuss, draW, paint, and write about 'slum.
dwellings, ghetto buildings, decayed housing projects,
and other substandard structures. How can the categories
listed at the head of the paragraphaesthetics and style,
relationship of form and function, design, construction
techniques, and naterialsapply to these examples of
domegtic architecture? Students might be asked to describe
by any means or combination of means at their command
the block they live on, and to comment on it as an environ-
ment for hunian development. No attempt should be made
to direct their opinions, only to provide an atmosphere in
which accurate observations and hOtiest feelings may have,
room for play. (IX, C)

Designing, and Constructing from 'Designs

In elementary school., student's will have had many occasions
to work with the elementS of design; in junior high school,
therefore, they are ready to deal with the principles of
good design in formal coursework. Art, household arts,
and industrial arts classes provide settings in which the
common elements of design can be studied in several
contexts.

To_make' well-designed objects in industrial arts classes
student's must plan ahead, choose appropriate construction
techniques, and use tools and machines with proper regard,
for the requirements of purpose, materials, and beauty.
Industrial arts teachers should stress design .in everything
they do' and encourage students to design and
original objects! Some possible design and production
activities are:

. Study the design used hi toys, recreational implements
and .amusements. Design a new toy that is not sexually
stereotyped.

Design playground equipment for young, children that
uses only inexpensive materials. c).

Design and build a new tool that can be used in everyday
work.

. Make an object with different types of tools; for example,
a pot holder with hammer and chisel, then with a knife,
then with some other tool.
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. Find out what objects can be made with materials that
were not commonly thought appropriate for such objects;
what can and cannot be done with materials hi common
use. (IX, A)

Adolescents learn best to make aesthetic judgments and,
decisions when they make them about things that personally
concern them. - Helping them do this is something that
teachers of art, household arts, and industrial arts can do
together. Iu art class, students can make jewelry for
themselves, discovering in the process that they need to
.know principles of design. In industrial arts class, they
can make objects for use or decoration in their rooms and
homes, learning skills that make wood and metal conform
to principles of design as well as to their own ideas about
beauty. In household arts classes, students can discuss
the design and aesthetic appeal of the clothing they buy -and
make, the ways they'dress and adorn themselves, how they
and their friends arrange and decorate their rooms. They
can pose such questions as how do I see myself in what I
wear and display? how do othersssee rRe? how do I perceive
others from the way they dress? how have people dressed
and adorned themselves in the past and how might they do so
in the future? From such questions, teachei-s can.lead
students to observe the tastes and values that people reveal
in the way they clothe and adorn themselves, and design,
build, and furnish their homes. (X, C)

Studying and Making Tools

The use of basic hand tools is a very important part of
general shop. Some interdisciplinary activities on tools
could expand the students' -understanding of the. importance
of tools.irr human culture and help increase their respect
for tools in the industrial arts. Some examples are:

Art eachers and industrial arts teachers could
c erate in tracing the cld cohnection between art
aid craft .in toolmaking from !arly Harries to the present.
Classes could study paintings, slides, illustrations,
and artifactS and take trips tc t'useums, galleries,
factories, stores, and elsewhe, -a, looking for e,Vidences,
of this connection. Students it', ;.here classes could ihen
paint, sculpt, fabricate, and collect objects that are
illustrativ'e and display then.' in some kind of histdrical
and chronological arrangement. (IX, C)

0
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.In the physical sciences, analogous resources are
available.' .We use tools every, day, and-Al of them
involve physical principles of some kindleverage, d

heat transference, molecular activity, electricity,
sound or light waves, electronic transmissions; etc.
What students use regularly can become laboratory
material for their study, the more useful becausemore
familiar. Broken.toasters, clocks and watches, radios,
irons, hairdryers, light switches, shovels, and other
deviceS are inexpensive teaching resources, and the
fact that they are no longer functional almost auto-
matically suggests problems for study: Often students
and their parents, exercise extensive practical knowledge
about the tools they use and maintain that can-be converted
into knowledge of scientific principles and concepts. XVIII, A)

Sketching

Teachers of industrial arts and art must see to it that
jiinior high school students become, practiced in sketching
objects, shapes, and scenes. Sketching is to art and
industrial art what note-taking and rough drafts are to
writing,- comparable skills of approximating ideas.
Students should feel eqtially free to pick up a pencil in
order to write or to sketch.

Students should begin industrial drawing by making sketches
of objects or parts..otobjects with a .soft pencil. Soft-
pencil sketching gives them the freedom to compose and
'change at will their representation of the object iri front
of them. They are less aware of the tool; it does not "work
against them" as a. hard pencil does.

(Students are able to put shapes and relationshipS into some
kind of proportion wen before learning the rule's of perspec-
tive. They can be in to sketch in perspective in sixth grade,
and this skill can b considerably developed by art and
industrial art teach rs in grades Seven and eight, When
students learn to rim e rough sketches in perspective and
then refine them, the have accomplighed a step that leads
them easily to making si e'working drawings, CompaSs,
T-square, and ruler can besttpserimposed on a good sketch;
then the sketch can be translated into a drawn plan. Building
the object that has evolved from the sketch should be one of
the high poits in a student's, education. (IX, C)
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Raising the Level of Taste
.

Another of the purposes of a.humanities-centered, house-
hold arts program is*to raise the level of taste among: early
teenagers. They shoUld be able to took at the interior
and exterior of a house or a public building with aesthetic
discrimination and be interested in improving the quality
of the immediate environment over which they have some
control, such as theWown rooms and other parts of their .

ouses, or a classroom at school. They should become
a re of different standards of conversation, dress,
perSonal relationships, and appreciation of the arts than
the ones they may have grown up with. By so doing, they
will learn to make comparisons and establish preferences
without denigrating the standards of others. .(X,A)

Making and Decorating Musical Instruments

Makineand decorating musical instruments, performing
on selfrmade instruments, experimenting with the physics`
of sound, and composing music are activities that students
should carry on in music, art, industrial arts, science, and
drama and language arts classes. They should investigate,
instrument-building in' several different societies and thus
bring art, industrial arts, music, and the social sciences
together: These and other methods must be fully utilized
so as to get young people working with their hands and using
their imaginations. Then they will.discover musical prin-
ciples, the quality of sounds thar different materials and
constructions produce, and the arttstic pos`sibiliities iri .

designing and decorating instruments and. maidng music.
When the end-product of building anqnst en't enhatkes
music-making and pleases the eye, s efts receive direct

sknowledge of some of the relationshi between two powerful'
arts. (IV, A) .

eo ;

Painting and Music

Painting and drawing to music are expressive TesOonses as
long as students can paint and draw freely what'" they: feel. It
is wrong to asicthem to make literal interpretations in art
of abstract qualities in music., They should not have-to paint
spring pictures for Schumann's Spring S')mphonyi or versions
of heaven to illustrate Mahler's oF-1.irfhSTFnp c')ngt. In program
Music, hoW-ever, where composers intend some literal mean-
ings, art as illustration may be employed. Seventh and eighth
graders like to illustrate and can develop considerable skill

c
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in this-field. They could Make pictures, posters, or
murals for such program music oa-s Pictures At An
Exhibition, Night on Bald Mountain, or lit Eulenspiegel.
Tschaikowsky's Overturf 1 182irca musical depiction of
a, dramatic time in Russian history. Students can
speculate on why he used religious themes and the
"Marseillaise, " and called for real cannon-fire in the
score. Reading about that period of Russian history
might follow, but all program music should be first
listened to'without the story. .Students should be asked
to4cdescribe the feelings aroused by the music; then their
responses-can be compared with accounts 'of what the
composers said they were describing.

oss

Comparing historical styles in music and painting and
in other arts, should be done with caution, if at all. For
example, discovering such parallels.as may exist among
neo-classical styles of music, literature, and architecture
in the eighteenth century requires a level of sophistication
and knowledge that junior and-senior high school students
Usually do not yet possess. Where there are a few possible
visual and aural similarities, such as in some impression-
istic painting and music, students may gain in,ci-eased
awareness of Impressionism through comparison. They
should first view enurnber of examples of paintings by such;
artists as Degas, Monet, and Renoir and hear a number of
works by such composers as Debussy and Ravel. After he
studenES have had ample time to assimilate these works,
the teacher can ask if they perceive any similarities. They
should not be pressed to identify them; rather, thecteacher
can explain what some 'Impressionist composers and painters
attempted to achieve and how some people find it instructive
to look for resemblances. The'group can then do some
comparing of its own., CIV, C)

)
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The , following books can be used by both students and teachers:.1

Bertel Bager, Nature as Designer: A Botanical Art.Study
(New York: Van Nostrand rieliih75071-9-6-6)

john Canady, Keys to Art (New York:. Tudor Publishing, 1963)

Beverly Jeanne Davis, Chant of the Centuries (Austih, TX:
W. S. Benson, 1969)

,

Kelley Fearing, et.a.l. , Creative Eye, 2 Vols. (Austin, TX:
W. S. Benson, 1969)

-

Guido Gregorietti, Jewelry Through the Ages, (New York: McCraw-
Hill, -1969)

Helen ff. Harkonen, Fine Art Books fr Young People, 12 Vols.
(Minneapolis: Lerner Publications, ).965)

Janet Gaylord Moore, e Many Ways of Seein : An Introduction
'to the Pleasures of Art-(New York. "Vor mg, 1

Jean M. Morman and Norman Laliberte, Art: Of Wonder and a
World (Blauvelt, NY: -Art Education, 1969)

r
/, Art: Tempo of Today (Blauvelt, NY:

Art Educatio-i171769T

Eleanor C. Munrd, The Encyclopedia of Art, revited. (Racine, WI:
Wesiern Publishing, 1964)

Jasia Reichardt,/ ed. , Cybernetic Serendipity: The Computer and
The Arts (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1961)

The following books and periodicals are suggested primarily for use by
teachers:

Books:

Rudolf Arnheim, Visual Thinking_ (London: Faber & Faber, 1969)

Frederick J. Dockstader, Indian Art in America (New York:
Graphic Satiety, 1961)

1 These lists of seted references were prepared by Jeanne
Palmer Rinaldi, Art Consultant, Lafayette, California. She also contributed
some of the ideas in the Recommendations section of this chapter.
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Edmund Burke Feldman, Art as Image and Idea (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1967)

Helen Gardner, Art Through the Ages, 5th ed. (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970)

Gyorgv Kepes, The Visual Arts Today (Middletown, CONN: Wesleyan
University Press, 1960)

June King Mcfee, Preparation for Art (San FranciScoi.Wadswoith
Publishing, 1961.)

Thomas Munro and Herbert Read, The Creative Arts
'Education (Cambridge, MASS: Harvard Univer-sTETPTes7,797/

1961)

1969)

Art, '1961).

4_,adislas Segy, African SFulpture Speaks (New York:

in American

Hill and*Wang,

Harold Taylor, Art and the Future (Blauvelt, NY: Art Education,

, Art and the Intellect (New York: Museum of Modern

Donald, L. Weisrnann, The Visual Arts as Human Experience
(Englewood Cliffs) NJ: Prentice -Hall, 1970)

Periodicals-:

Art Education, National Art Education Association, Washington,
D. C.

Art News Annual, Newsweek, Inc., New York

Journal of Aesthetic Education, University of Illinois Press,
Urbana, III.

Journal of Creative Behavior, Creative Education FoUndation,
State UniverrriR"SiF,7cYciT11Tat tiffa o.

Museum News, American Assoeiation of Museums, Washington,
D: C.

Studies in Art Education, National Art Education Association,
Washington,-0.7CT



CHAPTER

BODY EDUCATION

Junior high schoo'l students need abundant opportunities to learn about
their bodies and to gain confidence in their ability to control and develop their
movements. An interdisciplinary pcogrann in body education, bx providing for a wide'
range of activities throughout the curriculum, encourages students ,to enjoy using their
bodies competently and gracefully, to understand how they function, to develop
wholesome attitudes toward them, and to keep them fit and.healthy. It includes
instruction in movement and dance; development of skills and interests in sports;
participation in organized intramural activities; membership in special interest
groups devoted to a pay,dcular Sport or recreational activity; and study of topics deal-
ing with health, sex, physiology, and the role that sports and athletics play in differ-
ent societies. The body education.program proposed here is coeducational all activi-
ties are open to all students regardless of sex.

While movement education is as impottant for junior _high school, students
as it is, for elementary pupils, early adolescents are likely to feel.more insecure and
embarrassed about their bodies,than pre-adolesce,nts do. A whole class can feel the
agony of the thirteen-year-old boy who stands stiffly in the front of the room giving
an oral book report emotional strain and physical tension written all over the
rigidly lifted shOlders, stiff back, and tense hands. But early adolescents can become
less self-conscioUs about their bodies, freer in their moyments, and able to talk more
easily together, touch each other without,acting silly, and study and work more com-
fortably When they are given time, instruction, and a curriculum that purposely sets
out to. accomplish' these goals. By the end of junior high school, most students should,
be able to do the following:

. practice physical fitness and body conditioning, including posture
exercises

be competent in basic movements and fundamental sport skills

understand how people move

have reasonable skill in at least one sport

understand human anatomy and body functions

321
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. know something about the role'of sport and dance in their own and
other cultures

be aware of the meaning'of sport and dance in their lives and feel joy
and satisfaction in their movements

be able to observe how people express themselves through gestures,
facial expressions, and body postures

recognize artistic elements in hunian movement, such as harmony,
balance, form, contrast, and unity

take personal pride in their bodies

When a sensible balan:qe betWeen sports and all other phases of .body education is
maintained as a matter of school policy, and all members of a faculty are con-
vinced of tile importancerof body education and share in the teaching of it, then
the ancient maxim, a sound mind in a sound body, will be put into daily practice.

Recommendations

When a body education progratn is being established in a school, the
planning'group should include, though hot be limited to, teachers of body education,
the health,sciences, the social sciences, drama and the language arts, and music.
In addition, specialists in such fields as biology, sex education, psychology, dance,
and sports, as they affect young adolescents, should be consulted and asked to come
to the school occasionally as visiting speakers. Such topics as the following must
be considered; others should be added to the.li,st according to local circumstances',1

. Form§)of movement: fundamental movement patterns; instruction
in sports, games, and dance forms

Mechanical principles of movement: concepts of gravity; inertia, forde
and leverage in relation_to body positions and movements that acoorrf-
pliSh certain tasks

Physiology and anatomy:, body structure; effects of diet, age, state
of health, and physical environment on human movement and growth

O 0

See Marlin M. Mackenzie, Toward a New Curriculum in Physical Edu-
cation (New Y'ork:; 1969), p. 17. .

1
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Movement expression: non- verbal communication; aesthetic epres-
sion in sports and dance; relationship between movement' and perEon-
ality, movement that expresses feelings aroused by music, or con-
veyed-by poetry, drama, and other forms of literature

Motor development: perception, readiness, tension, motivation,
coordination, neurological and physical growth

Body health: feelings and attitudes toward the body during adolescence,
adolescent development, family health;.nutrition;,drugs, accidents
and injuries associated with sports; community And environmental
health

. Movement and culture: the social significance of movement and
dance among various cultures; celebration ofseligion, work, war,
family rites, etc., through movement and dance

The body education program must be coeducational, although separate
instruction and activities for boys and girls should be afforded When appropriate:
Discussions about mattersof health, sex, physical and emotional; development, and
family relationships should take place in mixed groups; however, girls and boys of
this age have their own- sensibilities, and teachers must know when it, is best to hold
discussions separately. Sports and athletic activities and events should be accessible
eqhally to boys and girls, but separate arrangements are warranted where physical
development is not comparable. A curriculum that segregates physical education
according to sex will distort the development of normal relationships netween the
sexes.

Physical fitness and body conditioning are likewise of equal importance
to girls and boys, with flue regard for the individual constitution of, every Student.
During adolescence, young people probably need a sustained program of body con
ditioning more than at'ariy other time, because their real sense of themselves, physi-
cally and psychologically, is determined to a great extent by their attitudes toward
their bodies. If they feel ugly and graceless, if they lack stamina, and if they
mope and slouch around most of the time, ihe'y simply cannot getthe most'out of
their schooling. Conversely, if they feel themselves to be-441filling their latent
prothise as fit human beings, they will be helped immeasUraely in self-esteem.
Therefore, their teachers should incorporate the latest researcti in physical educa-
tion recommended here and in the Physical, Education FrameWr4c.i 'Calisthenics
of the boring old kind, "setting up" exercises in military.style; activities that put

1
Physical Education Framework for California Public' Schools: Kinder-

garten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California cnte Departm it of Liduca-
don, 1273),' pp. 24-29, 40-45, and 69.-

a
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undd,e stress on still plastic bodies' are the opposite of physical conditioning in the
modern sense of the term. Girls and boys should be encouraged to talk about their
personal concepts of fitne§s, and teachers should help them ponder what life may
demand of both sexes in physical stamina, The humanities faculty should cooperate
in helping still:ents explore ra wide range of topics dealing with health, sex, and
physical and emotional growth, This shbuld take place in social science, body
education, biology, and language'arts classes. The following topics are some
examples: t.

42.

Boy-girl relationships: friendships, pOpularity, unpopularity; groom-
ing, behavior; sex roles in society

. Dating: why start it and when, attitudes of parents, going steady

Physical growth: puberty changes, emotions, hormonal'influences,
masturbation

_Reproduction: plant, animal, and human, male and female repro-
ductive systems 4

. Heredity: sex determination, twins, blood types

. Social problems: birth control, venerleal disease, moral codes and
attitudes about the human body and about sex

Drug use, and abuse: tobacco, alcohol, over-the-counter and pre-'
scription drugs; marijuana, heroin, and other drugs

A-nother topic is the relatiorrof the psychological aspects of human movement to
personality develof ment. Students are really concerned about how their body
movements' look to others and whether they themselves are as attractive as others.
How do their self-attitudes inhibit or enhance theirphysical movements? What
feelings do they communicate, through their gestures, postures, and facial expres-
sions? The interdisciplihary project on change in the Drama/Language Arts chap-
ter can serveoas a model for proceeding with these kinds of topics.'

_
The question of how deeply teachers should go into the study of sex and

related matters, with junior high school students is one that has to be answered indi-
vidually by every school staff with regard to the community it serves. With a
humanities faculty; this problem is shared by members of different discipline it does
not become the sole concern of one department or one or two teachers. Parents and
other members of the community, especially in the health sciences, should be
invited to help develop a position on this matter. They can be additionally helpful

1

See also Mackenzie, Toward a New Curriculum, pp. 46-64.
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if the faculty has to try to educate the community about the policy it finally adopts.
Teachers must understand that no matter how enlightened they think they are, the
question of teaching about hex in the public schools is a sensitive issue and will
probably remain so for a long time. They can neither take an aggressive, mis-
sionary attitude coward bringing truth to everyone, nor shirk their responsibility to
teach honestly about sex with re7T,ct to the informp,tion'and understanding that
early adolescents require at their stage of development. There is a difference
between what early and later adolescents want and need to know. about sex; but this,
too, varies according to family background and differences between communities.
By and large, extensive teaching about the physical and emotional relationships of
love and sex, what it means to be parents, and establishing a home and family is the°.
province of the senior high school and is so treated in this framework. Teachers in
junior high school should read the recommendatio4s on this subject in Part Six,
Chapter III, Sorhe of the books listed there may b helpful. Joint study and discus-
sion between junior and senior high school facirlty' eminars are of utmost importance
if adolescents are to receive consistent and adequat education in this crucial subject
as they progress through the grades.

It takes time for students to learn movement and dance techniques, play-
ing skills, body-conditioning exercises, team cooperation, and gafne strategies.
They need a lot of time for and supervision of practice, in order that they can really
develop confidence in themselves. The degree of skill that they attain should not
be the exclusive or primary measure of their achievement, for physical capabilities
and growth patterns vary from student to student, regardless of the program. Will-
ingness to take part in activities, and attitudes towards self and others, should be the
bases upon which the students are evaluated. Teachers should not give grades, but
rather provide diagnostic,comments on each student's effort, performance, and atti-
tude in relation to his or her capacity. Students should chart their own progress on
such tests as the Physical Performance Test for California,' and they should be
encouraged to write about their physical development and athletic activities in their
autobiographical folders. They could include_ photographs or drawings of tnemselves
dancing or playing a sport.2

The intramural program is one of the most important aspects of body edu-
cation in junior high school, and intramural sports and competition must be made
healthful and enjoyable for all, boys and girls. Supervising teachers must prevent any
one team or individual from dominating play. Highly skilled prayers should beclis-
tributed among all teams, and all teams should play on a regular rotating basis.

1

The Physical Performance Test for California (Revised), compiled by
Genevie Dexter (Sacramento:,Salifornia State Department of Education, 1971).

2
See Chapter V for .further discussion of the cumulative autobiographi

cal folder, which accommodates all kinds of student work. This project is first
presented in Part One and is continued in Parts Two, Three, and Five.
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There should be no eliminations favoring a few superior teams and allowing other
teams only a few opportunities to play.- Intramurals should be scheduled during the
regular school- day throughout the year. They should not be an extra-curricular,
after-School program. Single -day intramural sports meets should be organized and
round-robin or elimination types of tournaments held. Special groups or clubs can
be formed around a single sport, athletiC event, or recreational activity that will
allow students to pursue favorite interests after school or even during school. Intra-
mural and sport clubs enable all students- to apply and improve the skills they learn
during class instruction; they should not be used as a means to develop special abili-
ties in a few superior athletes. Students can learn to,assist in coaching, supervising,
organizing, and officiating at intramural teams. This increases the range of partici-
pation, particularly for students with physical handicaps and injuries. Students

,should take an active parrin evaluating the intramural program, and changes they
recommend should be given an honest trial. They should help determine guidelines
for selecting team players; then thei should choose teams accordingly. Interested
teachers and parents can provide general supervision of sports clubs, but-students
themselves should direct the activities.

Bicycling, hiking, skating, and other so-called recreational sports should
be included in intramural and club activities. These pleasurable and healthy pursuits
are associated with*the play-time of childhood and the out-of-school part of young
people's lives, and can carry. over into adult life as satisfying leisure activities.. The
spirit of playing just for fun should be fostered in school because it is a positive,
non-competitive way of encouraging the development of physical skills and of
establishing good health habiti. Play should be taught as, a preventive of tension
and frustration as well as for the pure satisfaction of being active.'

Training in sports and athletics should not-be based on seasonal-games,.
a practice which exists even in some later elementary schools and often dominates
the junior high school. Many students .become indifferent and bored when the same
sports are repeated year after year; they Cr et-the idea that major league sports are
the only goal in physical education. In Chartl below, a plariof organization is offered
that avoids this practice; It includes large-team, small-team, individual, and
dual sports, as well as movement and dance.

1

See Mackenzie, pp. 65-69. See also the views of Dr. Robert W.
Shomer, psychologist, who teaches a course in the Extension Division of the Uni-
versity of California, Los Angeles, on how and why people play: "A Serious Look
at the Way We Play," Los Angeles Times, January 6, 1974, Part, IV, p. 1.
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CHART 1
327

BODY EDUCATION PROGRAM: TEAM SPORT EMPHASIS .
I :

Grade Semester General Instruction. pprox. rs. ntramura s
;Instruction Offered

9

First

Second

/
First/

///

Second

First

Second

Basic Movement Patterns
/

Team Sports
Single and Dual Sports
Modern Dance

Soccer Techniques
Role of Competitio
(Study) - ,-
Swimming Techniques
Health Science

Movement Mechanics
(Study and Participation)
Square Dance
Football Techniques
Physiology for Athletes
(Study and participation)

Sports Officiating
Field Hockey Techniques
Social Dance u

Basketball Techniques
,

Recreational Activities
Track/ Field Techniques
Sports Coaching
Motor Learning
(Study and participation)

Officiating Intramurals
Sports (Study)
Folk Dance
Health and First Aid for Athlete

18

18
12
12

12

12
1

1$

18

12
12

18

18
12
1,2

12

18
a
18
1,2

18
12
12
18

Soccer
Swimming
Relays
Archery
Kickball

Valleyball*
Field Hockey
Basketball* ..
Track/ Field
Baseball

Flag Football
Speedball
Badminton
Basketball*

Skating

Tumbling*
Baseball*

-Water Polo*
, Tennis*

Gymnastics
Archer*
Golf
Basketball
SOcoer
0

Voileybal?
Football
Swimming

. Track/ Field
Fencing ,,7.

Note: Explanation of courses:

Basic Movement Patterns: Locomotor skills, such as running, walking, skipping,
hopping, jumping, sliding, leaping; reviewing, extending, and combining skills;
teacber diagnosis of the perceptual motor abilities 'of students ,

Role of Competition: Investigating the nature of competitiveness in human
beings and the place that competition has in sports as well as society as a



Chart 1 -- (continued)

whole; negative and positive, aspects of competition in school, college, and pth-
,

fessional athletics

Movement Mechanics: Understanding the physical laws that affect bodily
movement

Physiology for Athletes: Studying the relationship of bodily structure and ftInc-don to the ytinds of physical development required to perform various movements and.sports,

Recreational Activities: Bicycling, hiking, camping; horseback riding, moun-tain climbing, jogging, survival whatever activities are, available in the community;
safety, equipment, techniques; cost, etc. , of these acqvi.ties

Motor Learning: Understanding how people esta ish movement patterns; neuro-muscular control; perception; reflexes; tension and relaxa on; phySical readiness andmotivation

Sports: Study of individual sports, their histories and their social and economicimportance; career opportunities

*An elective. This term denotes not just courses but also activities and study
topics that students may choose from a range available during a semester, Intra-murals also may be selected, but students are encouraged to participate in many ofthem.

a

cc,
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Flexible scheduling is necessary if body education programs are to be effec-
tive. Within the yearly program, there are a. number of ways of organizing .time
for a semester or part of a semester. Chart 2 offer's an example of time scheduled in
"block" patterns. TI e length of instruction will vary according to a number of factors:
needs and interests of students; capabilities of teachers; kinds of skills to be ,taught;
whether the period is for movement activity, individual or team sports, or study and

-discussion; etc. Some periods will need to be lengthened to take care of showers,
cleaning up,' and changing clothes.

CHART 2

EDUCATION PROGRAM: BLOCK SCHEDULE
GRADE 7, FIRST SEMESTER

chee u e
in Weeks Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

1st -5th
12:'.15-12:55 Team Sports Basic

Movement
Patterns

. Team Sports Basic
Movement

Patterns1:00=1:40 ,

6th*

12:15-12:55 Team Sports Basic Move.
Patterns

Team Sports Basic Move.
Patterns

1:00-1:40 , Intramurals
ffiegt...nningL

Intramura s
(Beginning)

7th-12th 12:15712:55 Modern Dance Team Sppr
Intramurals

Modern Dance Intramurals
Intramurals.1:00-1:40 .

.

13th-18th

12:15-12:55 Individuil/
Dual Sports

Intramurals

Intramurals

Individual/
Dual Sports

IntramuraTs
I

Intramurals1:00-1:40

The sixth, week of instruction is a transition period from basic movethent
patterns to elective and intramural activities. ,

f
Movement'and dance instruction should be an extension. Of what was taught

in the later elementiry grades. 'Part Three, Chapter III, of this framework should be
studied. Students who enterjunior high school without this background will need to
begin with concepts introduced in the, kindergarten and early elementary grades, 1
The various locomotor movements of walking, leaping, running,. jumping, sliding,

,

See Chapter III in Parts One and Two.
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marching, skipping, galloping, and turning should be reviewed and extended. Move-
ments to rhythmic accOmpaniment should be included.

Creative and modern dance instruction should comprise,a substantial
portion of the body education program for both girls and boys.1 Coeducational
modern dance instruction can be one of the best Mind-body activiti3s in the program.
Movement can be explored without adherence to the kinds of set patterns found in
social; folk, and square dancing, and will offer great opportunity for .personal
expression.

Dance is a9total mind-body activity that utilizes all physical and
mental funCtions rhythmically and harmoniously as all muscles,
senses, and mind are brought into play -in every conceivable corn-
plementaty.and rdciprocal combination. Not only does this "whole-
person" response permit a full expression of feeling through move-
ment, but it serve's well as'a method of communication between
people to convey feelings and ideas: It is an expression of one's
nature, culture, and aspirations. 2

Junior and senior high schdol boys have few opportunities to study modern
dance, because most male.physical education teachers know little about it as an art
or instructional form. Since most physical education classes are taught separately,
with emphasis on sports, boys domot get to have female instructors who teach
dancing. These teachers should conduct coeducational dance instruction until male
teachers have educpated themselves. They'must learn to value dance as a tool for
improving body. conditioning, control, and posture, and they must acknowledge the
need for boys to know and understand their aesthetic natures.

An interdisciplinary 'study group should make recommendations to the
Humanities Plannirig Committee about incorporating modern dance in all su1jects..
It will be easy to rclate dance with drama, language arts, and music instruction, but
it will take some ingenuity to bring it into such areas as the social sciences, the
physical sciences, and mathematics. The following resource books are
recommended:

. Margaret-C. Brown and Betty K. Sommer, Movement Education: Its
Evolution and a Modern Approach (Menlo Park, Calif.: Addison-
Wesley, 1969).

Gay Cheney and Janet Strader, Modern Dance (Boston: Allyn &
Bacon, .1969).

1

See Glossary for definitions of "creative" and "modern dance."
2
Carl E. Willgcose, The Curriculum in Physical EduCation (Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 249.
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Lois Ellfeldt, A Primer for Choreolers (Palo Alto, Calif.:
National Press Books, 1967).

Geraldine Dimondstein, Children Dance in the Classroom (New York:
Macmillan, 19(1).

Elizabeth R. Hayes,%An Introduction to the Teaching of Dance
(New ,York.: The Ronald Press, 1964):'

Aileene Lockhart and Esther E. Pease, Modern Dance: Building
and Teaching Lessons (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 1966).

',Betty Rowen, Learning Through Movement (New York: Teachers Col-
s lege Press, Columbia University, Tg6V.

5.

Elizabeth Sherbon, On the Count of One: A Guide to Movemen and
Progression in Dance (Palo Alto, CalifTNationaI Press Books, 19 8).

Dimondstein's book is recommended as a guide for teaching creative dance in the ele--
mentary and junior high school grades. She gives specific lessons in the dance con-
cepts of space- time- force that should be explored at all grade levels.

An after-school dance club should be formed for students who want addi-
tional modern dance tethnique and Composition, and for those who want to practide
folk and square dancing. One of the activities of a club might be to Create 'a dance
production for the body education 'classes, it-might also invite community performing
companies to school for programs and workshops.

As in the later eleinentary grades, junior high students should be allowed
to bring comfortable long or short pants or leotards to school for dance activities.
Clothes that allow freedom of movement and reduce self-cOnsciousness are desirable.
Exhibition dancing, such as ballet, should not be taught in junior high school. Most
junior high School teachers do not know enough about the specialized ballet technique
to warrant its use in school. Young adolescents could develop postural problems
because of poor instruction. The turn-out, the five ballet positions, and more
advanced toe-dancing can only be properly taught by a specialist. Parents who want
their children to have private ballet instruction should seek the advice of their physi-
cian and an experienced teacher of bpdy education. BallrOom dancing should probably
not be presented until the eighth grade.' Basic social dance steps like the two-step,
waltz, and polka will be learned in square and folk dance instruction. When ballroom
dancing is taught, students.should not feel pressured to choose partners; much of the
instruction can be accomplished in large-group fashion.

'Teachers should be alert to the social maturity of the eighth- grade boys
and girls in their classes. If some of thein, especially boys, are not ready for ball-
room dance activities, teachers should postpone the instruction until a more appro-

.
priate time.

3 4 Fs 4'
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Activities Going On in the Body.Education Program

The body, education program includes activities listed in Part Three,
Chapter III, of this framework, those in the Physical Education Framework,' and
such, activities as the following:

. Practicing basic movement skills and recognizing basic movements
in sports

. Learning the skills ftsigying in sports and athletic events

. Participating in intramural programs

Belonging to a sport club

P

. Learning warm-up" activities and "lead-up" game

Learning about injuries In sports and dance, 'first aid procedures, and
life-saving methods

: Bicycling, hiking, skating, and other recreational activities

. Organizing a sports day or dance production,

PractiCing airborne activities on a trampoline or truck inner tubes

. Performing tumbling activities on the mats

. Practicing body relaxation techniques

. 'Inviting athletes, dancers, nurses, artists, and tethers to talk
classes

Taking field trips to athletic events, dance and ballet performances,
theater productions

Viewing films of athletic events to observe the artistic elements of
movement

Experimenting with gravity, inertia; and force concepts

1

Physical Education Framework for California Public Schools--Kinder-
garten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of 'Educa-
tion, 1973), pp. 24-29.
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. Studying various topics about adolescence

Visiting community medical centers and family planning centers

Seein demonstrations and films of dances Of various cultures and
periods fhistory

Exploring ifferent musical meters in body movement

Creating ori nal dance plays

Miming favorit literary characters and scenes

Interdisci linary ctivities and Methods
in Body education*

The skills that students pra tice in body education classes and use in
sports and play are extensions of movements that people exhibit during everyday work
and play, and some of the unconscious movements that people make to sound and
rhythm. can be seen in more sophisticated forms in the movements of professional
dancers. When people talk or show their feelings, their gestures offer further evi-
dences of the pervasiveness of movement. Students can observe these kinds of move-

.
ments, discuss their meanings, and improvise on them in pantomime or dramatic
play.' The gestures and movements of native speakers of English can be compared
with those for whoni English is a second language, A dictionary of gestures can be
compiled and illustrated with pen-and-ink drawings. The ambiguity of certain ges-
tures in a culture can be pointed out, along with the fact that similar gestures may
have different Meanings in different cultures; Such an inquiry might well be
expanded into an interdisciplinary,project combining the language arts, foreign lan-
guages, and the social sciences. Schools and other institutions curtail certain kinds
iof movement and encouraged others: students can. give many examples from the:ft own
experience. Non-movement can Jae compared with movement. Is it possible not to
move a ;muscle in the body? What,is the relationship between non-movement and
contemplation that some religions insist upon?

,Body 'education, drama and languag,e arts, and music teachers should
Consider.the ways in which litdraturep drama, mime, movement, dance, and music
complement one another; interdisciplinary activities will result from.such studies;

, Many ideas Are contained in the chapter on "Rhythm and Movement" in the

See also other disciplinary chapters. Body education is incorporated
in the entire curriculum;
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Drama/Theater Framework). Moffett discusses the effect that' music has on stimu-
lating movement, pantomime, and dance drama.2 Related movement and music
activities are recommended in many places in the early and later elementary chap-
ters of this framework. Junior high school teachers should adapt some of them to
their students' needs. The Orff-Schulwerk curriculum is a ready-Made vehicle for
bringing together language, movement, and music, emphasizing immediate crea-
tive and expressive activity rather than formal training and practice. Orff methods
can be successfully introduced in junior high school (and in high school, college, or
adult education classes>. Teachers of drama and the language arts, body education,
and music can form an Orff study gioup; with some inservice help from an Orff spe-
cialist, they will soop,be able to apply Orff techniques throughout the junior high
school years.3

Body education teachers and music teachers should always work closely
together. A good deal of composedmusic conies from common dance rhythms and
tunes. The music teacher can show how many themes of classical and popular music,
have been borroiNed from fork music. Ballet music should be listened to for its intrir
sic musical value as well as to understand the descriptive and programmatic qualities
interpreted by the dancers. The dance teacher might demonstrate and explain an
example of choreography to a class, and have it plan one of its own, These teachers
acting together can correct some erroneous attitudes about ballet and dance. Why
is it that adolescent boys look upon dance and ballet as'"feminine" or suggestive of
homosexuality, but in college they may choose movement and dance as careers or
as arts that assist another career acting or teaching, for example? Why are some'
forms of darice considered unmanly by some Americans, but decidedly manly by
people in other cultures?

Teachers of body education should value,music for its own sake and \
should choose only the best of every genre for classroom use. Music in physical
education classes is too often selected merely because has an obvious rhythm or
supposedly conveys a certain mood. Body education classrooms should be places
where the music and rhythms of the students' own culture are explored, and where
those of other times and cultures can be enjoyed. Teachers should be knowledge-
able about and appreciate the musical contributions of the popular. composers their
students admire, and the class should hear the music from ballet and dance scores
of several twentieth-century composers, from Bernstein to Copland and Stravinsky.
Classical ,ballet and the folkkiance inusic. of many countries can be made familiar to
students in body education classes. In these and other ways, teachers of body educa-
tion and.music can reinforce each other's work.

1

(S
2

cramento, 1971), pp. 30-39.

A'Stuce Arts Curriculum, pp. 167-169.
3
See footnote in Chapter IV, Recommendations, for., extended citation

of °references to Orff-Schulwerk.
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.
Questions regarding the functions of dance and sport in this and other

societies can be studied from the standpoint of history, sociology, anthropology,
and religion, the topics may heighten interest in the social sciences for those
students who like athletics but have not read widely in history, sociology, psy-
chology, and other subjects, Some of the following questions will provide topics
for interdisciplinary study: .

Why were women excluded from participation in the Olympic Games
of ancient Greece? What is their status in amateur and professional
sports at the present time? Should there be coeducational inter-
scholasticscholastic athletics?

*Why do emerging nations place such high regard on athletic skill?
How do the older nations regard It? Are there striking differences
between national attitudestoward sports?

What are'some of the canons of body *portion that have. been
established by artists of various eras? What "body styles" are popu-
lar at the present time?

. What caused the development of the sports movement in the United
States during the late nineteenth century?

. Why are there so many spectators of rather than participants in .

sports? What implications are there in this for national health?

. ,What kind of careers are possible for males and females in the field.
of dance and movement? How much training and physical condition-'
ing are required? What are the social attitudes toward these careers?

What part does dance and dancing play in your local culture?

What place has dance in religious activities familiar tO the class?

An important aspect of body education is helping students understand the
artistry of human movement in such features as rhythm, balance, and tension.
Dance provides many outlets for creative expression and communication for junior
high students. They can begin to view sports as a 'form of artistic expression.

ofathletes perform record-breaking events, they.usually display a high degree of physi-
cal control, style, and grace. Films of accomplished athletes, and. student films of
themselves in Motion, could be studied with respect to the artistic elements of har-
mony, form, and balance, Among others. Students can study examples of famous
paintings and sculptures that show the human body in motion; they can draw or
photograph athletes, dancers, and Others in motion.' Exhibitions can be set up in
the classroom or gymnasium from time to time,

1.
Marlin Mackenzie, pp. 56-58.

3 4
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Basic folk and square dance steps and patterns, discussed in the later
elementary chapter,' should bp reviewed. Background material and history con-
cerning folk and square dance can be gathered by an interdisciplinary study
group. Words like "mazurka," "waltz," and "schottische" can be traced to their
national origins in language study: In history classes the European quadrille, for
example, can be studied as_the forerunner of the American square dance, or the
Israeli grapevine dance, "Mayim," consideied as an expression of people finding

. water in an arid country. Students should be made aware that many dances
express the beliefs and customs of the cultures from which they come; they are
often performed for communication and celebratipn of people's most important
values and events, rather than for exhibition or recreation.

O
a

1

See Part three, Chapter III.
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC

F(11Music holds a special place in the development.of early adoles
Many possess musical talents and want to display them; many more are interested in

p learning how to play arid listen to music. They.are ready to sample and appreciate
various kinds of music, and to get,their hands on musical instruments of several
types.( In the humanities curriculum, music is one of the arts everyone will partake.,
of every day. The humanities faculty of the junior high school will be especially
concerned that music does not get restricted to the talented few in classes reserved
for perforining musicians. The philosophy and activities of the humanities music pro-
gram in, the elementary school will continue and deepen, and students will have nixe
contact with music than is possible in a strictly departmental music program.

Teachers Should riot read this chapter of the framework without: also read
ing the chaptets on music in early elementary, later elementary, and senior" high
school. The sections on listening and performing (in.the,broad sense) are the heart
of the humanities music program,. and many of the. recorrimendations are adaptable
to several levels of study. Sucti "vertical" reading of the framework shbuld give a
sense of the breadth and depth sought after In the music `educationof every student
from kindergarten to grade twelve. It should also show how music reaches out to
other subjects along the way.,

Recommendations

Music teachers, and teachers of other subjects on the humanities faculty,
should provide the time and setting for junior high students to listen to as-much hr.tsic
as possible. Records and performers that students like shOuld make up a.large part of
the repertoire.' Desks can be placed in semi-circles or grouped irregularly, and

. 1 Two articles in the Music Educators Journal for- May, 1970, present
the case for bringing`Populas music into thEb.classroom: "From Rock to Bach" by
Sidney Fox; and "Youth Music on Their Terms" by Thomas Willis. A thoughtful
work on the topic of listening that should be .read in faculty seminars is William C.
Hartshorn, "The Role of Listening," Basic Concepts in Music Education, Fifty-
seventh Yearbook, Part I- (Chicago:. National Society for the Study of,Education,

, 1958).
337
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furniture and rugs can be brought from home or elsewhere to add comfort. Sitting,
lying, or lounging should be permitted. A section of the room should be cleared
from time to time to allow freedom to move to music.

Good stereophonic record- or tape-players must be on hand, with a
wide variety of recordings,or tapes, and teacheis should have a budget for replace-
ment and new purchases. .Students should be encouraged to borrow records and tapes
and bring their own to school; an exchange system can be set up under suitable
guidelines. A school-wide record or tape center can be established with' listening
places located in music and humanities classrooms, library, commons area, and
the multi-use room (if it is at all conducive to quiet and comfortable listening).

The performing abilities of students are not sufficiently recognized as a
source of listening pleasure and instruction. Many take private lessons or are self-
taught; yet they rarely get a chance to perform for their classmates. Student rock
and jazz groups of junior and senior high school age are often surprisingly accom-
plished musicians. The school should see that they perform ,frequently in the gym,
on the lawn, in the classroom, or over the public addre system. Bands, orchestras,
and choirs should be heard in concert by their own stud t bodies and neighboring
schools, especially elementary. These groups seldon ehearse solely for student
audiences; they mostly prepare for parentaUdience , athletic events, or music com-
petitions. Why do not students as listeners rece' the major attention of students
as performers? ,

Humanities faculty members .hould arrange for students to visit live
musical performances away from schoo and invite professional 'musicians to give
concerts at school. Parent organiszat ns can often give financial support, and
parent volunteers can help out on field trips. Parents, teachers, and students can
listen and perform together in many combinations. Students almost never see teach-
ers or parents playing with a school instrumental groupor singing in the schoOl chorus.

Group-singing should occur in *manities classrooms. Junior high stu-
dents will continue this activity froni_elemeritary school days if it is not conducted
in a childish manner. If starting such 4iprogram seems impossibly hard, humanities
teachers might enlist the aid of foreign anguage students and teachers. Group-
singing in these classes has long been an enjoyable way of learning the language of
another people. There is a wide rat;ge of songs open to a lively group of seventh or
eighth graders. Different times, cultures, and languages can be represented in the

'choice. Songs should be repeated until they are familiar, and second and third
verses should be memorized. Singing along with recordings strengthens group-singing
and gives practice,in reading.'

Making and decorating musical instruments, peiforming on self- made
instruments, experimenting with the physics of sound, and composing music are

See Part Three, Chapter IV.
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activities that students should carry on in music, art, industrial arts, science, and
drama and language arts classes. They should investigate instrument-building in
several different societies and thus bring art, industrial arts,' music, and the social
sciences together. These and other methods must be fully utilized,so as to get
young people working with their hands and using their imaginations. Then they will
discover musical principles, the quality of sounds that different materials and con-
structions produce, and the artistic possibilities in designing and decorating instru-
ments and making music.' When the end-product of building an instrument
enhances music-making and pleases the eye, students receive direct knowledge of
SO TIR17:: of the relationships between two powerful arts.

Projects in which students use'scrap materials to make wood,' metal, or
branch sculpture can be turnedeinto musical sculpture by adding strings and resonance
boxes. Such projects can be initiated by non-musical art teachers or non-artistic
music teachers. Junior high students could make instruments for primary grade chil-
dren and even teach primary -grade teachers how to make them.2

Humanities and music teachers must continue the movement and dance
education that was begun and developed in the eleintary grades. Physical, verbal,
and musical activities carried on in music, body education, drama, and language
arts classes help satisfy the strong desire of early adolescents for physical activity and
bodily expression. Orff-Schulwerk activities are adaptable to teenagers. Students
can devise speech' and rhythm patterns.appropriate to their age. Those who have no
instrumental background at all can compose melodies, harmonies, and rhythms on
Orff instruments. The ensemble possibilities of these instrumentssare nearly endless,
and students can take turns as players and conductors, 3

See, for example, a description of "Drum Ball" a musical game of catch
that grew out of a chance happening in a park and e la -d up as a concert where students
created their own music, using their bodies, self- ade instruments, and a balt; Philip Corner;
Drumball: Paying Respect to Students, ' Music ducator's Journal (Nov., 1970), pp. 43-45.

2 See Sidney Brien, "Music to My E es," School Arts (March, 1971), pp. 30-
31 , and Edith S. Myerson "Listen to W hat I M e! From Musical Theory to Usable
Instrument," Young Children (December, 197D , pp. 90-93. See also, the discussion of
making music and musical instruments iri Part Six, Chaptek,W, Recommendations.

3 See references to Orff-Schulwerk in the chapter's on music and drama and the
language arts in Parts One, Two, and Three, and also the recommendations and activities
in Part Six, Chapter HI. See also the chapters on Body Education. Orff-Schulwerk can
readily be learned by teachers who are not music specialists. However, inservice training
conducted by someone who is expert in the method is necessary. Some practi tioners
of the Orff method are developing materials for junior and senior high school students.
Inquiries can be made to the American Orff-Schulwerk Association (Executive Headquar-
ters), School of Music, Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana 47306; and Orff-Scnulwerk
A3sociation, 16703 South Clark, Bellflower, California 90706. The books cited in
Part Three, Chapter IV, Recommendations, can be used for junior high school work
also. In addition, see Doreen Hall, Orff-Schulweyk: Teachers' Manual (New York:
Baldwin Hills Publishing Corp, 1960), and Lawrence Wheeler and Lois Raebeck,
Orff and Kodaly Adapted for the Elementary School (Dubuque, Iowa: William C.
13ro..972).

3 5 1
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Junior high school students like to learn new skills'that require eye-hand
coordination. They should be able to start or continue playing band and orchestra
instruments,, but they should also have the opportunity to join with classmates and
teachers in 'playing the guitar, accordion, ukulele, recorder, harmonica", ,bongo
drums, and other so-called popular instruments.

. Most junior high schools offer general music classes, but they are sel-
dom popular with students or with music teachersperhaps because they are
designed and reserved for students who do not elect choral or instrumental music.
Those who are musically inclined will choose performing classes, a choice that
automatically exempts them from general music; Such performing classes are
usually directed toward training students for senior high school music organizations
or even for professional careers in music; hence, very little music education of a
liberal arts kind is included in them. This way of organizing the music curriculum
produces several unfortunate consequences:

1.- It perpetuates the philosophy and the practice that have for
decades denied a balanced education in music to all students
in secondary schools.

2. It compounds the isolation of both "more" and "less" talented or
musically inclined students by separating them and their instruc-
tion. These young people never meet in school music classes to
sing, play, hear, or talk about music together.

3. It thus prevents uncommonly gifted.or career- minded students from
mixing in general music classes with less dedicated students who
may nonetheless have a good deal to offer as amateurs, consumers,
appreciatcrs, and critics of music.. It also prevents their discover-
ing what a general music class can give them if it is taugnt in a
humanities context. Like everyoneelsc, performers of music must
learn how to appreciate it and how to extend their knowledge of
musical literature.

4. Finally, a curriculum so organized will reduce the importance, the
reputation, and even the content of general music classes, so that

..they. fail to satisfy either the students or the teachers who partici-
pate in them.

To overcome these tendencies, a humanities program must offer a very
much improved general education in music, which will require a faculty of general-
ists and specialists able to teach it. The aims of general music education are stated
in the Music Framework: increasing aural perception, discovering the tnings that
make a piece of music unique, responding personally, creating and producing, and

t)
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1
developing musical taste. This is a large order; it can form the basis of a properly
serious curriculum for junior high school students vho want to bring music into
their daily lives.

341

There- are many ways of accomplishing these aims. For example,
clasSes in specific kinds of music, incorporating the interests of students and teachers,
might be offered for a semester or part of a semester/ They might comprise activi-
ties that satisfy student needs to know something about the musical elements
involved in a given type or style of music'being studied. Folk, jazz, .and rock
music, classical music, music on records, guitar, banjo, and lute music, rhythms
and movements, dance music., small-ensemble music of several kinds and eras,such
vocal and instrumental literature, in the broadest sense of the term, could replace
the'general music classes now offered'in most secondary schools.

aTo present such a curriculum, music teachers in junior high,schools will
have to be generalists as well as specialists. Their primary task should not,be to
teach performing music in band, ,Orchestra, and chorus from- the point of view of
training students to become serni-professidnal musicians. This may be an appro-
priate goal for some students in senior high school, but junior high'school music
teachers should meet the desire of early adoledscents to learn to play instruments, and
play and sing .in-groups, by organizing many combinations cf. individual, ensemble,
and large-group instruction. They should encourage. students to try several
instrument's and to develop some skill in playing at least one of them. Music teachers-
should be equally concerned with improving their students' listening abilities and
tastes, rhythmic and movement abilities, and familiarity with a wide variety of
music. They should join faculty, study groups and be ready to help other teachers,
particularly those with a -limited education in music, to bring music into their class-
rooms in appropriate ways. Music teachers should function as resource persons for,
and participating members of interdisCiplinary teaching teams. In order to fulfill
these roles, teachers of performing music in junior high school should be Specifically
'trained to teach general music and have a broad.background in the arts.?

Many band, -orchestra, and chOral teachers are sincerely interested in
teaching performance skills. they are seldom trained to teach .general music,
because music schools prepare teachers to. direct bands and choruses, not to improve
the\musical understanding of all students. Public schdols should insist onaving
generally trained music teachers, and music schools should revise their training

e".

2

(Sacramento, 1971), pp. 16-17.

See;Part Six, Chapter IV, for a discussion of the background and
training of humanities and music teachers in high school, and also the Music
Framework; pp. 59 -62.

24-84929
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1
program. When junior high schools do have the good t'o.rtune to find music teachers
who combine special and general capabilities, administrators must not then require
them to teach performing music only, justifying this position, on the ground of
parental pressure, real Or assumed, to mount a marching band or make-the chorus
a contender in regional competitions.2 Neither should they be expected to do jus-
tice to general and Special music when, they pave the whole student body to
attend to. The recommendation of the Music Framework of one music teacher
to approximately 600 students in the elementary schools should be adopted for junior
high schools. 4

As interdisciplinary education develops, teachers will be looking for
more and better instructional materials that bring the arts and *humanities together.
Humanities planning committees and teaching teams will have to spend some time
in evaluating books, films, filmstrips, _multimedia kits, recordings, and other
instructional aids. One constant problem with such materials is that they assume
more background and knowledge than students have, and lead them into disguised
studies of- musicology, art history, and the like. Student textbooks that purport to
Show relationships among the arts are likely to be highly, compressed and necessarily
superficial treatments of huge topics in the history of the creative arts. They
assume that the printed text will carry much of the instruction by itself and that
students will appreciate great works of art simply through rekding about the lives of
artists, elements of form and style, the history and development of art forms, what
notable people think are the values of the arts, and K) on. Teachers can gather
ideas from such books, using them as references for themselves and sometimes

1

The point of view that music teachers should be trained to teach gen-
eral music, and should have a broad background in the arts and humanities is con-
cisely and forcefully stated in California Music Educators Association, A Position
Paper in Music Education: -Guidelines for the Development of Expanded Programs
Utilizin: the Provisions of the Geor e E. Miller Education Act of 1968 (Decem-
ber, 19.8), pp. 10-13. This pamphlet deserves wider currency among teachers
and administrators. It is a far-seeing and forthright statement about the role of
music education in the public schools.

2
Music teachers should examine the practice of having public school

students participate in music competitions. None of the other arts requires this,
and such professional competition is not compatible with humanities education.
The marching band is another public school institution that has no place in junior
high school. It is a non-musical activity that takes up a lot of time and makes
students go through intricate and fatiguing military marching practices and par-
ticipate in non - educational endeavors, such as raising money fot uniforms. Worst
of all, it debases band`music, because the requirements of display and movement
on the open field are not compatible with the cohesiveness necessary, for band music
to be performed and heard properly.

301r
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with students; they should extract, excerpt,, and adapt froth them. But they should
not use them as textbooks for students. There are many texts to be studied in
the humanities, but no textbooks.'

Activities Going On in the MUsic Program

. Activities listed in,Parts One, Two, and Three' in this framework,
"many of which can be adapted for junior high school

Activities that can be inferred from the Music Framework, particu-
arly pages 47-56

. -Having many opportunities to listen to and enjoy a wide variety of
music rd.

Building a listening repertoire of favorite classical, modern, and
popular music

Hearing music as part of language arts, social sciences, mathe-
maticshousehold arts, and other classes

Develbping an interest in music of non-Western cultures

. Finding out which members of the class play instruments and which
like .to sing

. Organizing classroom instrumental and vocal ensembles
II

1
For example, in the Exploring Music series, referred to a number of

times in thiS framework, there are two textbogks published for junior and senior
high school students that are useful as reference books for teachers, when used dis-
criminatingly, and for students, when used selectively under teacher guidance; but
teachers must be aware of their drawbacks., For example, the Junior Book has
many examples of music from past and present,near and far, that can be used in
humanities and music classes; however, some of its sections "Design in Music" is
one are just too complex for most junior high students. In the Senior Book, the
unit on the arts, and the life of man compresses a wide sweep of time and a large
number of artists, musicians, and writers into the brief span of 43 pages. See Beth
Landis and Laura Hoggard, Exploring Music' Junior Book (Teacher's Edition,
1968) and Beth Landis, Exploring Music Senior Book (1969) (New 'York: Holt,
Rinehart :and Winston, rric.). See also the recommendation on evaluation of
textbooks in Part Three, .Chapter IV.
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. 0
Inviting student groups from other schools or places to give concerts
to humanities classes

Inviting parents to perform for and with students

Inventing and constructing instruments and performing on them

Composing simple melodies, rhythms, and harmonies

Exploring how the human body can be used as an instrument to make
rhythm, voiced sound, and expressive gesture

. Listening to music with large groups, small groups, ,andlindependently;
comparing what it is like to listen as a member of an orchestra,
chorus, or chamber group and as a member of an audience

Listening to different kinds of Music for varying lengths of time, at
different volume levels (though none too loud)

Singing and playing recordings and instruments under different acous-
tical situations; noting the effects when music is prayed in the presence
of sound-absorbing material such as drapes and carpets, indoors and
'outside, in large concert halls, and in small sound studios

Investigating the differences between sound and non-sound, noise
and music; formulating a definition of music

Recording natural and man-made sounds in the environment; playing
these sounds separately oT putting them together as collages of sound

Learning about the damage that very loud music can do to the hear-
ing of performers and listeners '

Studying the problem of noise pollution; observing the'effects that
different kinds of background music have on people when they are
studying, relaxing, or working

Attending museum or, art gallery exhibitions on light and sound;
making sound-and-light shows for other classes in schools

1

Some community museums and art galleries_s or sound-and-light
exhibitions; for example,, "Light and Sound Exploration, " Walnut Creek Civic-Arts
Gallery, °Walnut Creek, California, November-:December, 1971. Teachers should
speak to gallery and museum directors and request that such exhibitions ir held.



Some Interdisciplinary Methods and
Activities Involving Music*

When students want to discuss and express thoughts and feelings tnat
arise from listening to music, workshops can be formed that are patterned after'
the writing workshops recommended in the drama/language arts chapters of this
framework. In music workshops, students can express themselves through body
movement, dance, drama, art, poetry, or music of their own creation. They can
discuss performers, compogers, periods of music, and nisicaI cultures. Members
can perform to one another within a workshop group, and several workshops can
combine to form an audience for solo or ensemble players from another group.
Young listeners can discuss standards for judging the musicianship of young per-
formers. Teachers can help students employ the informed comment and criticism
that James Moffett strives for in the writing workshdp.1

Teachers muste very careful about the kind and amount of discussing,
reading, and writing activities they use in connection with the highly personal, and
largely non-verbal realm of music. Writing about music is unimportant compared
to listening to it; however, spontaneous writing may be roused by listening. For
example, students could write sensory descriptions, using Moffett's recommendations,
about how a particular piece of music makes them feel, and read them to the
workshop group.. But junior high school students should not be made to produce
music "reports," a type of writing assignment that inhibits expressive responses to
any art. In the typical music report, students have to come up with a topic about
something or some n the realm of music: the lives of composers,. how instru-
ments are made, the or ins of rock and roll, and the like topics for which there
is sufficient information i an encyclopedia. These ports combine the worst
features of school writing: copied information, padd content, jaded style.
Teachers normally require them because they supply a grade and are believed to
foster "research." 'Reports on musical topics are non-musical exercises and should be
eliminated from, the curriculum as a general requirement. Students who want to
make a special study of some aspect of music should be encouraged to report their
work by performing, playing records, and commenting on music. Writing can also
be employed, of course, if itl,erves a valid purpose.

'Music from the numerous ethnic strains in American life belongs in
humanities classrooins. Greek, Slavic, Italian, German, Spanish, Scotcn-Irish,

Jewish, English, African music from as many immigrant groups as possible should

See also other disciplina.ry chapters. Music is incorporated with the
entire curriculum.

Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, 'K-13: A Handbook for
Teachers, p. 197.
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be heard. Music of regional cultures should also be included: Appalachia, Tennes-
see and Kentucky, American Indian,communities, the West and Southwest.
Ethnic music Is such a rich part of American cultural life that every student in
school can take pride in it. Wherever students have musical skills and knowledge
because of their ethnic backgrounds, they should have the opportunity to perform
for their classmates and for the school.

Students do not get the chance to hear music of ethnic groups often
and long enough td become familiar with distinctive sounds and styles. The
listening workshop can become a means for doing this. Workshopgroups could
put together record, song, orinstrumental concerts of ethnic music for other
groups or classes. Wherever possible, members should sing in the native language`'
or dialect and teach these songs to others.

Music of :American Indian, Mexican-American, and Black-American
cultures have greatly enriched the American musical heritage. Humanities stu-dents should listen frequently to the music of Olese cultural groups, including themusic of their contemporary composers. The part that music has played in the strug-gie of ethnic groups for social rights should be studted.1 Religious music also deservesto be heard in humanities classes. Students should be able to sing the "Doxology"
and 'Shm's Israel," fdr example, and learn some Protestant hymns; music of the
Catholic Mass, Eastern Orthodox music, and Jewish cantorial music, among other
kinds.

Times should be set aside for listening to music of Asian,- Indian, Afri-
can, and other world cultures.2 Not having grown up with the tonal, lythinic and
instrumental systems- of non-Western cultures, students might approach listening tothis music as they \A ould a fore!gn language. They should first seek to become
familiar with some of its chara'cteristics. . To Western ears, Chinese melody may seemtedious and unresolved, To the Chinese, however, Westerners may lack appreciation
for continuous, unadorned melody.3 Indian musicians play long and complicatedmelodies on stringed instruments without employing harmony. Indian tonal
scales are different from Western. Students .learn to feel cultural differences whenthey hear enough of the music of other cultuies. They also get a sense for the

Dominique-Renee DeLerma, writing in "Black Music Now," Music
Educators' Journal (November, 1970), states that when ethnic music is in properfocus in the curriculutn, ethnocentrism tends to fade ". . black sentiment isnot pro-black, but pro-individual; focus will be on people, -not on forms, .

2
Music Framework, p.. 38.

3
Ruth Tooze and Beatrice Krone, Literature and Music as Resources forSocial, Studies (Englewood Cliffs, N. J : Prentice-Hall, 1955), p. 345.

c.
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international character of music when they recognize how melody, harmony, rhy-
thm,' and instruments of variou's nations and cultureS have influenced one another.

Perceiving changes in music is one way of noting changes in historical
time. For example, it is possible to eax changes in the sound of a composer's
music by listening to some works of his early, .middle; and latet years. Changes
in popular music in the United States since the turn of the cqntury can be noted.
through listening to old and new recordings. Students mighticharacterize in their

.own words the differences' they perceive between the melodies of the late 1890's
and early 1900's; ragtime and early jazz-of the 20's; jazz,\ swing, and "big band"
music Of the 30's and 40's; rock in the 50's and 60's; and mixtures of styles in the
present. A musical time-line based on listening might be developed by a class.'

- Students in humanities classes can /earn much about the social use of
music. Folk music, for example, expresses feelings about birth, death, marriage,
love, hatred, war, victories, defeats, religious beliefs, seasons of the year, etc.
Much of composed music has its origins in composers' feelings abOut events in their
own lives and the lives of other people, groups, and nations. Singers and con. -
posers of folk music occupy a prominent place in contemporaiy musical life, and
young people are familiar with the flanks, styles, and "messages" of many of them.
The social and economic discrimination that blacks have' suffered in Northern United
States, for example, is chronicled by folk singers and composers Huddie Leadbetter
and Bill Broonzy, They wrote such songs as "Bourgeois Blues" and "Discrimination
Blues" after they moved to the North.2 Students could compose lyrics and music
to describe events from their own lives.

There are many events going on every day in school's and communities
and recorded on television and radio that are accompanied by vaious kinds of music.
Students might find it interesting to compare the nature of an occasion and the
mood of the music that accompanies it. They can also organize events of their own
and select music to fit them. They can honor the births and deaths of composers,
celebrate special days, and organize music festivals and cultural fairs. Records
can be played in humanities or music classes or over the public address system during
the noon hour, featuring the music of a composer, a nation, or a cultural group.
Students can learn and perform some of'the music; the band, orchestra, and chorus '

can give concerts over the public address system or on closed-circuit television.
Brief biographical sketches and program notes made by students may be appropriate
as commentary and setting. Emphasis should be upon the music Itself, however,
not on the reporting of it.

1
The idea of the art time-line, presented by Mark Luca and Robert

Kent in Art Education: Strategies of Teaching (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Pren-
tice-Hall, 17768), pp. 81-82, could be adapted for a music time-line.

2 Orinda Education Association Music Study Group, unpublished report,
June, 1972 (Orinda Union School District, California), "A Suggested Outline in
Grades 4, 5, 6," pp. 28-29.
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Faculty and students can plan schoolwidb music and arts festivals.
Renaissance fairs are a popular way.of organizing an arts event, but Renaissancesother than the Italian should also be celebrated. Observances of cultural and
religious groups, the,holidays of foreign countries as well as this country, the gods
and heroes of myth and legend, and the worship of the forces of nature .should beconsidered. But schools can hold a music festival simply for the purpose of hear-ing and playing Music that happens to be performable among the members of the'school community students, teachers, and parents. N6 preparation for competi-tion is required, just rehearsal to play and sing for familiar- and appreciative.audiences.

Music is a political factor in the life of a people, and rightly elongsin the, interdisciplinary study of music and th4sooial sciences. When studying
American history, student f should learn about the close relationship of patriotisfn,nationalism, and music. The American. Revolution, Civil War, Spanish-AmericanWar, and World Wars I and II have produced their own music. Music also givesvoice to-protest and revolt. The labor inovement has had its songs, as does thecivil rights movement. The anti-war r ck and folk ballads of the sixties reinforced,if they did not increase, anti-war senti ent in this country. Teachers should askhow many students know the words to " e Shall Overcome!" Junior high soci
science classes might consider the hypothesis that anti-war music helped cause the,United States to withdraw from Vietnam.

Junior and senior, high schools invariably lack a planned,,commons areawhere students can meet informally. In good weather, courtyards are sometimes'available as student gathering- places;, in bad weather, the multi- use room or thelibrary may be open briefly for socializing, usually just during lunch. But rarelyis there a place in the building or on the grounds that has been set aside specificallyfor teenagers to meet, talk, study (in their communal fashion), dance, and listento music. Such a place would have a raised platform that could be used for bands,for rallies and speeches, and maybe even for occasional dramatic play. Insofar aspossible, it would have a casual, non-school 'atmosphere, and students would beable to come to this place any time during the day.

Painting and drawing to music are expressive responses as long as stu-dents can paint and draw freely what they feel. It is wrong to ask them to make literalinterpretations in art of abstract qualities in music. They should not have to paintspring pictures for Schumann's Spring SyMphony, or versions of heaven to illustrateMahler's Fourth Symphony. In program music, where composers intend some literalmeanings, art as illustration may be employed. Seventh and eighth graders like toillustrate and can develop considerable skill in this field. They could make pictures,postN s, or murals for such program music as-Pictures At An Exhibition, Night onBald 4 ountain, or Til Eulensasel. Tschaikowsky's Overture 1812 is a musicaldepicti of a dramatic time im Russian history. Students can speculate on why heused relit ous themes and the "Marseillaise," and called for real cannon-fire in thescore. Reading about that period of Russian history might f011Ow., All program music,
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however; should be first listened to without the story. Students should be asked to
describe the feelings aroused by the music; then their responses can be compared
with accounts of what the composers said they were describing.

Comparing historical styles in music and painting, and in othdr arts,
should be done with caution, if at all. For example, discovering such parallels.
as may exist among neo-classical styles of music, literature, eand architecture.in
the eighteenth century requires a level of sophistication and knowledge that, junior
and senior high school students 'do not yet possess. Where there are a few possible
visual' and aural similarities, such as in some impressionistic painting and music,
students may gain increased awareness of Impressionism through° comparison. They
should first view a number of examples of paintings bysuch artists as Degas, Monet,
and Renoir, and hear a number of works by such composers as Debussy and. Ravel.
After the students have had ample time to assimilate these works, the teacher can
ask if they perceive any similaxities. They should not be pressed to identify them;'
rather, the teacher can explain what some Impressionist composers and painters
attempted to achieve and how some people find it instructive td look for resemblances.
The group can then do some comparing of its own.

361
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CHAPTER V

DRAMA AND THE LANGUAGE ARTS

In the three preceding sections of this framework, the language arts
have been united with drama and treated in one place.' That unity is main-
tained here and in Part Six. Drama as theater branches off and becomes a
separate enterpriSe only in senior high school, where it appropriately makes use
of the advanced techniques and concepts in the Drama/Theater Framework.
The term "langnage arts" appears most often in connection with elementary
schools, and does not have the historic'statuS of "English" as a descriptive title
for junior and senior high school offerings in this field of learning. Nevertheless;
it is the best term available to convey the idea that literature is an art form,
and that reading, writing, and appreciating liteiature are likewise forms of art.
In a humanities program they must be protected against departmentalization into
"English" as a kind of college "subject" taught in isolation from the rest of the
curriculum.

Dramatic literature, recitation, reading aloud, acting, aid script-.

writing also have their origins in language and are vehicles of language. They
must retain their place in the course work usually called "English." Unless they
do, the study of English will lose its vital co nection with its roots with physi-
cal expressiveness, oral literature, and the r hrns of the speaking voice. In the
worst instances, it will become a pale copy of -University English "major."
James Moffett puts the case well: r '

Movement to sound, pantomime, charades, enactments, and
improvisations should all be continued: They are not just games for
kiddies, or "enrichment," but serious business. Teachers should not
feel that the time spent on them is time diverted 'from the tasks of ,
learning about language, literature, and composition. Drama will
definitely further such goals. Furthermore, children of this age are
by no means ready just to sit and work with books and paper, all
day, every day. Many of the problems that begin ai this age
destructive rebellion, alienation from 'school, dropping out,
delinquency can be alleviated if adolescents see school as a place
where feeling and energy can be shaped and handled, instead of a
place where these forces must be stifled until time to meet with the

See Part One, Chapter V, and the introduction to Chapter V, Part
Two. Junior and senior high school teachers should familiarize themselves
with the K-6 materials. This is a cumulative program
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gang again. Many teachers are afraid that drama work will open a
vent and create' disorder, 'but all people who have Worked with it
know that it tends, rather, to lower. tensions and to help students
behave better.'

The means to ally:talking, reading, and writing with draina and
the other. arts are still at hand: they are the same as those which Make a good
kindergarten the. archetype of a htimanities schoolroom wherever it may Yee
housed. The kindergarten model must be taken seriously for junior high 'school
education as a whole and for organizing the classrooms where educatioirai pro-
grams are tran0a.ted into daily action. Drama and the language art' Should bo
taught in rooms that look and. sound much more like art workshops than like
the places where cdriventional, English classes-ale usually held in , most.'
schools.2

Recommendations

Whether they teach alone, on teams; or as members of a humanities
faculty, junior high school drama and language arts teachers should be giyen
released time to organize a weekly inservice seminar for professional study,'
The following texts are recommended as a basic collection:

. Bradford Arthur, Teaching English to S eakers of En lish (New
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 197 ).

. Drama/Theater Framework (Sacramento: California State Depart-
ment of Education, 197g)._

English Language Framework (Sacramento: California State Depart-
ment of Education, 1968).

Joseph Featherstone, Schools Where Children Learn (New York
Liveriht, 1971),

James Herndon, The Way it Spozed to Be (New York: Bantam
Books, 1969),

.11

1

A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, K -13, p. 283.
See also the footnote.

2
See Part One, Chapters Land V.

3
ee Part Two, Chapter V, and the section on teacher education

(Part Eight) fOr further description and discussion.

r),1
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Kenneth Koch, Wishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teaching Children
to Write Poetry (New York: Vintage Books, 1970).

Kenneth Koch, Rose, Where Did You Get-That Red? (New York:
Random House, 1973).

Herbert Kohl, 36 Children (New York: New American Library,
1967).

James Moffett, A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum,
K-13: A Handbook for Teachers (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,

a973).

James Moffett, Teaching the Universe of Discourse (Boston: Hough-
ton Mifflin, 1968).

Elwyn S. Richardson, In the Early World (New York: Random
House, 1964).

, The single-volume (K-13) edition of Moffetts Handbook is the only
one recommended for use with this framework, because the full extent and con-
tinuity of the curriculum must be grasped before a part of it it tried out in, class:::-`-
rooms. The integrated study of drama and the language arts requires a sweeping
view. Teachers who study only "their" section of a handbook or a program will
miss a great deal they ought to know. Kindergarten and elementary teachers
must see what the whole curriculum aims at and what their pupils are expected to

, do along the way. Junior and senior high school teachers need to look back as well
as ahead so as to plan their work intelligently. Long-range, cumulative projects
will be successful only when the planners clearly understand what the effort
requires from beginning to end.

Teachers and specialists in drama and the language arts should there-
fore spend some time on Chapter 18 ("Review and Preview") in Moffett and on
the introduction to Part Three (Grades Seven through Nine). In the former he recapi-
tulates "the main activities that are the goals of the program"; in the latter he
shows how to help studes new to the, curriculum, and' surveys its next stages:

The bulk of the work for these years comprises two main
streams dramatic reading and writing and narrative., reading and
writing. Drama and narrative are understood here in a broad sense
that takes in poetry, plays, and fiction and-overlaps with essay and
exposition, to which new avenues are thus opened. Students read
discourse .of the same sort they are writing. Hence reading and writ-
ing are coordinated in practice and dealt with here under the same
headings. Writing provides a key to reading comprehension and
'literary appreciation, and reading opens doors for writing possibili-
ties. No textbooks in language, grammar, and composition are used.

36 4
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Literature textbook series based on historical chronology, themes,
and most literary critical principles would be irrelevant not'only to
this program but, in my estimation, to pre-college education in
general, though of course teachers may' draw many good reading
selections from them.'

Although it may be difficult in some schoolg to giVe up using text-
books in language, grammar, composition", and literature, a persistent effort.
should be made to do so. Oral and written expression in the broadest sense ofthe terms are the basic concerns of language arts education; they are the curricu-lum. Students and teachers do them together every day; and the only texts
these experienced speakers, actors, readers, and writers require are, in Moffett'swords, an "appropriate array of books "7--- plus the writings produced by the stu-dents themselves.

The reading selections (including reference works'of several kinds)
must be a genuine array, a large land 'impressive assortment of books, magazines,
and newspapers chosen by teachers and students tO satisfy their particular needs.They should be kept on resource tables and shelves hi the classroom for ready
access by everyone. Teachers should pay special attention to an often-
neglected category humor. Junior high school students laugh and crack jokes;they say and do\ funny things themselVes and catch on fast to the wit and humor
of others. Their ebullience should h ve outlets in reading 'and dramatizing comicliterature, including beast fables,''s rt novels, and political satire. At.some
time during every day, and at any Crne when they are not Otherwise occupied,
students should be free to read any election they like. The knowledge and hap-piness that come to young people ho are positively encouraged to read arebeyond estimation.2

/
,

1The misery tharatte ds their having to concoct a report every time
they read a book is also inCalcul ble. Why should they in ur a penalty (or so itseems to them) for performing meritorious act? Studen s are well aware of the
implicit contradictions in this procedure, which they cynically regard as one
more example of adult hypoc isy. Perhaps only the so-c Iled "term paper" is
more universally.detested an less successful than the "biok report" in achievingits advertised aims. Both t es of assignment invite plag arisrn and other, kindsof cheating; both attempt to force an alliance between,r ading and writing quiteout of keeping with the relationships that should prevail uetween them.

1

1
iMoffett, pp. 275-276. Junior high school eachers should also seeJames J. Lynch and Bertram Evans, Hi h School En lish'Textboolcs (Boston!

Little, Brown and Co.,, 1963), especially "Introduction and Summation," pp. 3-16, and "Recommendations," pp. 407-417.
1

2
See Part One, Chapters I and V, and Part 'Two, Chapter V, for fur-ther discussion of conditions that will promote a love cl reading and writing.
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If language arts teachers want the study of English to stay at the heart
of the humanities curriculum where it belongs, they must face these facts and
others just as disturbing. And humanities planning committees must take them
into account when fitting the language arts into schoolwide programs.

English as a "subject" arouses mixed feelings in junior high - school
students. = Those who have been happily introduced to the language and the litera-
ture will enjoy them in a natural; unaffected way. They will arrive in junior
high school able to speak fluently, to read well, and to write capably in several
genres. All they want and need is more of the same considerate teaching, the
same solid, satisfying work that have inspired them from the beginning. As the
e(amples from Moffett, Richardson, and ahers prove, these students will move
confidently and energetically thfough a really demanding curriculum. .They,have
been shown how to succeed; they like success,. they know how to be "good at
English"; so they continue to enjoy spealqng, 'reading, and writing it.

Many students, however, express quit' different feelings some by
dropping out; some by refusing to learn how to "read and write adequately or at all;
some by causing trouble because they cannot .pea,k, read, br write,school-
English successfully and are angered by theirjailure; and others by,saying openly
that they hate English. Hate their mother tongue!= or thek'agopted tongue!
Either way, the modifier connotes a fartiily relationship-, andipillas gone wrong.

How-can this relationship be set right again? Probably never for some
users Of school-,English, though a good teacher wilt always struggle to disprove
the prophecy. For others, a beneficial-"regression" may be necessary. This
Means the adoption of remedial measures. "How6ver, they must be quite different
from those usually associated with the Developmental, ,Special,.Starredt, or
otherwise euphemistidally-named classes that lower the,morale of young adoles-
cents. These measures must not be allowed to fall into-the same old patterns that
caused the students to, fail in the ttirst plaCe. Sterile repetition still plagues lan-
guage, instruction at all levels of schooling, from the early elementary years on..
Wherever it exists, and under whatever name, it signals a "failure of satisfactory
progression."' The'"remedial" and "Subject A" courses in.community colleges
and universities are.costly monuments to` our blunders in.iiteracy instruction. At v
their best, they cannot in one or two semesters repair a young lifetime of failure
or indifference. At their worst, these 'classes themselves offer no 'more than
another: disheartening trip through/2the old maze, The students recogaize the

Lynch and Evans, p. 279, The whole of two sections"Progres-
sion within Volume" and "Progression within Series," pp. 279-287 should be"
read by classroom teachers and textbook evaluation committees.
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well-trodden paths and complain bitterly when they are free to say what they
think about their schooling.'

-To escape re- enacting past mistakes, remedial education in the lan-
guage arts should go back to the classroom arrangements and teaching method's
described in Parts One, Two, and Three of this framework and in Moffett, In
the section entitled "Establishrnent of Learning Processes," Moffett lists once
more the ways in which everyone learns how to produce' and receive language
Since they are essentially the same from early childhood to old age, they can
be adapted for junior high school students: -0

Of most importance are the ways in which ildren have
begun to learn how to produce and receiveslangua These ways
acre: 'dramatic play and interplay, small-group dis ussion, writing
for real purposes and audiences, and actively responding to both
books and the writing of other pupils. Underlying all of these has
been group process receiving and giving feedback, using language
and finding out the results, responding to responses and thereby
sharpening the responses. Learning through group process will not
only continue into college in the very ways e§tablished'in elemen-
tary school but will coptipue throughoyt the learners' lives, for it
is the main means'of "adult education." This process will have
engaged the child with language by letting him learn about it
through\sociality. At the same 'time that the. ultimately social, origin
and function of language has been stressed, an attitude of indepen-
dence and initiative has been fostered, for children have taken over
their own education land learned how to learn from each other.2

-/ "Remedial" instruction in a humanities program should be so mach
like "regular" instruction that small groups of English- haters and English-lovers
can cooperate every day in many kinds of drama and language arts activities.
They should mix in small groups that meet for various purposes, break up. for other
activities, regroup, collaborate on a prbject, and soon, while the teathing staff
is working individually with students whO need to catch up.3 The social life of a
humanities Classroom is educational p itself, a powerful aid to teachers and stu-
dents, and a, training-ground for aUdinces of every kind of performance.

Reading aloud by teachers can be considered a kind of performance
requiring skill and application; and it should be continued throughout the junior

1Only-.... American history (as taught in four disjointed semesters) ranks
as low as English in the opinion of theSe students. The two "subjects" see-saw

'for bottom place.
2
Moffett, p. 265.

3
See Moffett, p. 2,75, paragraph 1..
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high school years. Students of this age group like being read to as much as ele-
mentary childieri do; they are by no means too sophisticated to look forward to
dramatic reading of short plays, novels, stories, !myths and folk tales, and
well-told narratives by explorers, adventurers, and naturalists. The growing
popularity of the weekly literary serial on TV is this decade's testimonial to
the installment novel. It demonstrates once more the human need to partici-
pate as an audience in the re-creationof literature.'

The schoolroom semi-circle resembles the group clustered around
the bard or storyteller. This intent, pleasurable listening, which is no more
"passive" in a bad sense than listening to music in company, will stimulate
other kinds, of reading; to oneself at home and in the classroom library corner,
and with others in choral groups and dramatic presentations. Both individuality,
and sociability will thus be strengthened' by a reading program that brings 'teach-
ers and students together as,interpreters of literature. The quiet, gentle,
unguarded `faces of listening students are among the finest sights a teacher will
ever see. They reflect an inward-opening to the pleasures of language.

ClassrObm writing should also be done with an audience in mind,
specific listeners and readers who will respond immediately to the work and the
writer. EXperimental pieces, remedial exercises, and private journals, of
course, are exceptions to this rule, unless the authors choose to show hem to
teachers and Classmates. But the .lonely business of writing always by oneself and
for oneself and a teacher is not good for young people: As a general practice,
then, writing should be read aloud in a discussion grouppassed around to class-
mates and teachers for comments and suggestions, revised in answer to these judg-.
ments, and finally written out carefully-for inclusionin a folder of the year's,work.
Clear thinking, sincere feeling, daring of imagination, fresh and lively language,
a growing sens'e' of individual style, a continuing willingness to try new forms
these are the traits yot.jag- riters should culti,vate. They require effort and self-
discipline; they repay the itersth profound satisfactionJ In Moffett's wOkcis:

The general principle for handling reading and, literature is
. . that the student does something with what he reads, extending
it through dramatic work, writing, or discussion.` I recommend that
students not be quizzed for comprehension, tested for facts, or
assigned topics to write on about the reading. Instead, I propose that

.°the reading be discussed in small:groups, and that issues raised there
sometimes be taken to paper.2

1

'For additional help in teaching writing, see Ken Macrorie, "To
Be Read," in Teachin Hi h School Com osition, ed, Gary Tate and P. J. Cor-
bett (New York; Oxford U. Press, 1.97 ), pp. 9 .-105

2
Moffett, p. 276. See also his remarks about "Unrecommended

Writing," pp. 252-255,

23-.84929
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Writing should occur when there is a reason for it or a spontaneous
urge to do it, when it serves the purposes it.can accomp ish better than any other
means of communication. Kenmith Koch gives excellen advice for teaching,
young children to write poetry. His attitudes toward chil en and their work canbe just as well applied to the writing of prose. Since his book is built around .examples, he shows how so-called advantaged and disadv ntaged children canlearn to write freely and to discover how much they have to say.'

Richardson's examples and precepts make In the Early World anincomparable guide to the writing of poetry and prose, Ch pters 5 through 9 2
should lbe consulted along with Koch to supplement Moffett's procedures.Richardson is especially valuable for language arts teacher$ in a humanities pro-gram because he bases everything he does on an integrated Study of the arts and \s( ences. He admires exactness as well as expressiveness in language, and he 'knows how toespot and correct the sentimentality, triteness, and highfalutin thatso often infect the writing of adolescents.

-.o

Well-trained teachers know more than enough about language' to answerquestions and demonstrate ways of improving oral and written expression. Neitherthey nor their students need to plod through handbooks of grammar and rhetoric,chapter by chapter, according to same manufactured scheme of steps from oneabstract idea to another. Grammar is being taught all the time in the writingworkshops and other ,groups; it 'is taught every time a teacher speaks or goes to thechalkboard with examples. Educated speech and the ability to write'well-
formed sentences are in themselves instruttive. If we believe that "bad" booksand "bad" teaching can harm young people, then shouldn't we also believethat good models can help them? The books recommended in this chapter willshow teachers how to teach the mechanics of writing without making their studentshate and fear language itself,

Junior high school students are quick to respond to practical sugges-tions. They want to know how to do, things; they will consult reference works;they themselves are tireless experimenters and explainers,. But they simply do notlike-to listen to formal lectures about features of syntax; and routine exercises borethem. Their feelings are shared by most adults, if the,truth were told, and they

Wishes, Lies, and Dreams,. pp. 24-54. The whole introduction,
pp. 1-54, should be used as a training manual for language arts teachers and asan auxiliary to Moffett. Many of Koch's assignments in the body of the book canbe adapted to junior high school. See Schools Where Children Learn, pp. 107 -111, for & brief descriptive summary of Koch's methods.

2
Pp. 71-144. See also Schools Where Children.Learn, pp. 101-107. . Featherstone is largely responsible for extending Richardson's Americanaudienc.
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should be respected. All the evidence supports their desire to be shown how to
write and their aversion to being told about somebody's rules for waling:Ithey
will learn more from hearing themselves on a tape - recorder;- seeing their work
on ditto sheets, and ,discussing revisions with classmates and teachers than from
filling, blanks in workbooks or havingto sit through, a "grammar day" once a week.

Because a ptogram of the type recommended here will certainly pro-
duce a great deal of writing, teachers, will 'lave to reconsider their ideas` about
marking and grading papers. This subject should be discussed in the inservice
seminars. The exaction of "a grade a week " in some schools checked by a
department head or principal has probably done as much as any other single
practice to drive English teachers from the profession, irritate students; and
encourage mechanical testing. Better kinds of evaluation must be adopted. If
a department chairman, a principal, or a hallowed (and unexamined) tradition
requires teachers to "correct" stacks of themes for a weekly grade., and if per-
formance must also be rated every time a student "recites," then the staff should
read Moffett on the role of high school teachers:

So again I remind the reader that the conventional notion
of marking papers does not apply, For some themes the -teacher
writes brief *comments; for some he writes nothing., Grades are based
on perusal of folders. He has lots of time, while groups are reading
and commenting on each other's papers, to talk individually with
students. The response to writing, so important as an enduring stimu
lus, comes from a much larger audience than the teacher. When .he
does respond, in person or on parer, he reacts as a real audience
an adult and cultivated one, to. be sure, for that is what he is,- but
also as a first-person individual.--2

Understandably, it is easier for students to conceive of themselves as
audiences for dramatic' work than as audiences for written composition. Ye
many of the same standards apply to both klAds of activities, especially in umani-
ties classes, where sensitive; intelligent response to many types of performance is
a primary goal of the program. In junior high school; the students' ability to
observe and interpret dramatic exhibitions will be developed prindipally in the
drama periods and within the acting -space available to the class. Public per-
formance should be postponed until senior high school.

See,Teaching English to Speakers of English, Chapter 1; `,`Gram
mar and the Sentence," in Teaching the Universe of Discourse; and Part Two,
Chapter V, of this frimework.

2
sMoffett, p. 386. See also the other books recommended for pro-

fessional reading. They contain additional evidence'and advice about grading.

37
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Moffett's chapters on dramatic work for junior high school students are
among the best in his book. Combined with suitable activities from Level I and
Level II of the Drama/Theater Framework, they make it possible for the regular
English teacher and the drama specialist to cooperate as a humanities team or as
membersof a humanities faculty.' For early adolescents, who are undergoing
intensified physical, emotional, and intellectual changes, it is important to have
the opportunity to play out these changes in a congenial classroom atmosphere,
where "drama is a. central part of English, not an extra or minor specialty."2

Moffett concentrates on two "locations," which can also be cogs idered
categories of instruction the drama period and the workshop.3 Within these
environments, students participate in whole-group, small-group, and individual
work as actors,. dancers, readers, writers, observers, and critics. Teachers should
note, that the Drama/Theater Framework and Moffett give both verbal and non-
verbal expression their due: from warm-up exercises in moving to sound and pan-
tomime, to the enactment of scripts written and produced by pie 'students for the
classroom audience.

Such unstressed interchanges of body movement, speech, and writing
can be of the greatest benefit to students new to the program or otherwise in need
of review or special 'help. They can be reading, talking in the groups, doing
sensory and memory writing on a small scale, and getting into the body education
and dramatic exercises going on every day, while the teaching staff coaches them
in the more advanced procedures familiar by now to the experienced students.4
The staff must discover for itself how far a certain group of young adoleScents are
willing to go in pantomiming to music or even in speaking before the class. Some
are so frozen in their bodies, and have been made so hypersensitive by negative
criticism and their own low estimation of themselves, that they will need limber-
ing-up exercises for their thoughts and feelings before much can be expected of
their gestures. Full-length'moirrors, for example, may fascinate and terrify them
at the same time: they want to check on who they are and how they look; some
may even luxuriate in posturing before the glass; but many will be afraid to observe
their bodies in purposeful, expiessive movement.

The taboos of a culture settle heavily upon young people and are often
misinterpreted by those who cannot communicate easily with sympathetic elders.

1

Moffett, Chapters 19-22, pp. 283-341; Drama/Theater Framework,
pp. 23-119. Some Level III activities are suited to older and especially talented
students.

2 3
- Moffett, pp. 283-284. Ibid., pp.. 284-285.

4
See again Moffett's introduCtion to Part Three, pp. 275 -281.

1
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Drama and language arts teachers must persevere kindly in their efforts to make
seeing oneself possible for these students whether in a mirror, a diary, a lyric
poem, a puppet play, a soliloquy, or a part in a short drama. To catch sight
of themselves through the mimetic arts can be an amazing revelation and will
certainly assist them-in creating and re-creating a "personality," a mysterious
and attractive_ project that takes up a good deal of their time. They Tong to
transform, realize, and "improve" themselves physically and morally: hence
their susceptibility to indirect teaching and therefore to art. The observation of
models in life and literature.; vicarious experience as a safe rehearsal of realities
to come; empathiziFig.with literary characters and measuring oneself against
thetri; puzzling out motives sensed to be controlling the behavior of others; play-
ing with cosmetics, costumes, uniforms, and other kinds of masking in all these
ways, yoting adolescents learn by looking and imitating. They should be encour-
aged to transform their discoveries into the materials of art.

.....

Dramatic writing is one means of doing so. Within a small; self-
contained scene, students can invent characters and dialogue, drawing upon the skills
they are constantly sharpening in their social lives. The closer they stick to speech
as an expression of character an:i a motive force in advancing a dramatic situation,
the less they Will fall back on explanations. Students who cannot yet manage the
essay form can turn out fairly long dramatic passages if they will trust their eyes and
ears. Exposition may follow more easily and logically from success in creating a
plausible scene with speakers than from attempting to write beforehand about themes'
and events that will be handled in the dramatic action.

Certainly, all so-called "remedial" work in composition should build
on observation, sensory perception, verbal miming, and oral discussion of ideas
considered worth writing about. Topic sentences, thesis statements, outlines for
paragraphs, and all the rest can wait. In fact, Socratic dialogue, as Moffett pre-
sents it,' is a far better way of learning how to deal with ideas and preparing for
advanced exposition than the usual method of assigning topics-for three- or five-
paragraph development. So is a dramatic monologue or a soliloquy, which teaches
the .arts of organizing a coherent statement from a carefully focused point of view.

Dramatic writing, like all the other tyl will"grow out of and be
modified by the workshops. These small centers of discussion are as concerned
with writing, producing, and acting short dramas as with improving writing skills
as such. Awkward, Unnatural dialogue, tedious exposition, unclear stage directions,
and the like will not get by the workshop editors and the teaching staff, any more
than Wooden postures, stilted language,' or Uninteresting situations will satisfy the
same people iri their roles as drama critics.

In the last year of junior high school, students should be writing their
own plays and acting them before the classroorri audience. By this means they

1

Chapter 21.
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will learn some of the characteristics of drama as a literary genre and be able to
compare it with other kinds. These natural and appropriate comparisons should
not be converted, however, into formal practice in literary or theatrical criti-
cism, which.almost always takes 'the joy. out of reading, writing, and dramatiz-
ing for young people., Students should, see all the dramas they can, in com-
mercial and amateur stage productions, in movies, and on TV; they should listen
more than they do now to radio broadcasts of plays; they should talk about these
performances and learn to judge their artistic merit. But they should not have
to follow this or that "approach" to literature or drama. All the good procedures
of academic criticism will guide the teachers, who should know a great deal
about them; they are not suitable employments for young amateurs of acting
and writing.

Activities Going on in the Drama/Language
Arts Program

The activities listed in Part Three of this framework that are
. appropriate for junior high school students (These activities form

a bridge between elementary and secondary education.)

Activities recommended in the Drama/Theater Framework and the
English Language Framework

Activities recommended in the publications suggested for profes-
sional reading

Listening to, reacting, reciting, acting, writing, discussing, and
appreciating literature ()tall genres .

a

. Listening to reading by teachers, and aides and to recordings by
poets, actors, and storytellers

F.7

. Reading Co oneself for recreation

.. Reading aloud to another student, to a small group, or to a
teacher; choral reading .
Rehearsed reading of poems, short stories, dramatic monologues,
soliloquies, parts of short plays, and scenes,trom novels

Beginning to read long narrative and dramatic works in poetry and
prose

Reciting short passages of poetry and prose
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Acting in pantomimes and spoken dramas for the classroom audience

Moving to music

Writing while, and after, listening to music

Composing in a variety of literary forms in poetry and prose for
audiences at school and at home

. Continuing to study grammar, syntax, vocabulary, punctuation,
spelling, and other feature& of language in connection with read-
ing and writing

Improving penthanship; learning to see writing and printing as per
sonal art forms

Combining literary and dramatic activities; combining other arts
with drama and literature

Viewing films, attending dramatic performances by professionals
and amateurs, taking part in community festivals

Discvsiing compositions, personal and class readings, public per-
formances, and classroom dramatic activities in the small groups

Using technical literary terms unpretentiously in informal claSs-
room discussions

Learning to make aestlietfc judgments abdut reading, writing,
speaking, .and acting j

. Improving the aesthetic qualities of the rooms where drama and the
language arts are taught

. Selecting examples of writing and photographs of themselves acting,
for take-home fOlders and the cumulative autobiography 1

1
See first interdisciplinary project immediately following.
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Some Interdisciplinary Activitid and Methods
Involving Drama and the Language Arts*

The fifth ,chapters of Parts One, Two, and Three contain interdiSci-
plinary schemes that can be adapted for the junior high school curriculum, oftenby merely increasing their scope and complexity, The social sciences chapterof Part One introduces another such project, the cumulative autobipgraphy,i forwhich all students gather examples of their work in every class, thus creatingtwo folders, one to go home and one to become part of their official records,

This project should be continued throughout the secondary years, forit does more than any other activity to bind a humanities program together andoffer some concrete evidence of its results to the students' families and to schooland college administrators. The narrative literature and journal-keeping recom-mended for junior high school students will produce some good examples of auto-briographical writing; they may also create lines of interest for students to followthrough the twelfth grade. Competent observation, reportage, and narrationshould be practiced in every humanities class not solely in the language artsand writing of these types should be used imaginatively by itstructors in all disci-.plines when they see a real need for written work. The cumulative autobiographi-cal folders will accommodate alikinds of writing', including descriptions of labora-tory work, statements of mathematical ;theory, °project specification's in the house-hold and industrial arts, fictiong inspired by any of the "sciences, even examplesof calligraphy (which should be taught as an art), and elegant proofs mathe-matics. The so-called "book report" and "research paper" should not be assignedin other classes as exercises in "English" to satisfy a humanities writing require-ment or to imply that by these hackneyed devices the language arts have beenintegrated with other studies.?, All teachers on the humanities faculty should helptheir students produce significant work for the autobiographical project, which willbe a unique record of accomplishment for every student. It can be further strength-,ened by association with historical and biographical readings in the social sciencesand language arts, and with the artwork, the students' will be engaging in.
el

Language arts teachers and their students should plan to maketheir classrooms look more like studio-workshops, and fess like the standardroom described in this stage direction from a student play quoted in Moffett:

Spe the other 'disciplinary chapters. Drama and the language artsare incorporated with the entire curriculum.
1'
Chapter VI, final section.

2
See Moffett, 'Reportage and Research," pp, 414 -436, much ofwhich can be applied to junior high school instruction, particularly in thelast two years.
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A group of students about age 13 are sitting in a classroom.
It is crowded with school desks, with the teacher's bigger desk
in front facing the other desks. The walls are filled mainly with
maps. Some newspaper Clippings on current events fill the
remaining sections of the walls. An American flag hangs over the
doorway, and there are twocbookcases.in the corner opposite the
door.' -rr

A place of learning, where teachers and students spend hours every day, surely ,

ought to look more inviting than this; and itLean, if students are encouraged to
decorate their classrooms with their own productions plus some loans froth their
families and others in the community.

From the first day, of class, the drama/language arts students Should " ti

work on committees with other arts students to transform-an ugly classroorh or
freshen up a handsome one. Teachers of visual and tactile arts and industrial; .

vocational, .arid household arts should be on the committees.and help with plan-
ning and 'executing the projects. put.these should not be "art" projects exclu-'
.vely or attached only to the "art" curriculum in any restrictive. sense. They

should concern teachers and students in every part of a human ies program.
Decorating schemes should be related to some special interest oi'course of study;
they can be sketched out for a corner of- the room or a shelf display. Art produc-
tions of every kind including student writing, photography, textiles, masks,
and puppets should be exhibited along the walls and on movable' screens; and
the shows should be changed from time to time and rotated through other class-
rooms. Some items of a more permanent sort may be kept from year to year, but
the students ought to be allowed to take their own work home, and every incoming
class should have plenty .of space for its own schemes.2

In a humanities classroom all chairs, desks, and tables should be mov-
able: writers and actors need as much freedom to arrange their environments as
other artists do. A record player should be standard equipment, so that music
will be immediately available when the class. needs it. The room ought to sound
as good as -it looks. A small budget might be made available to every class
through the Humanities Planning Committee to pay for otherwise unavailable
materials or pieces of equipment. Parents and others 'in the community may be
asked by the students to donate articles of use and beauty, but teachers should
absolutely not be expected to supply them, as so many now do, out of their own
pockets.

While the room is being transformed, an even larger undertaking may
be considered by a single class or by several. Junior high school students are

2

ideas.

Moffett, p. 310.

See In the Early World, from the slip-cover to the last page, for

3i6
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forever being told s'ornathing they can observe'quite well for themselves that they
are changing and that they live in the midst of change. But.no one shows them in
a clear and collected. fashion how they might go about studying these matters and
applying their discoveries to their own lives..

0

Change is obviously an exceptioh'ally complex topic, which might
be parried through the three years of junior high school without exhausting its
possibilities. Even when restricted to a few of the most important natural and
social processes affecting young adolescents, and to their expression and mani-
festation in some forms of art, it. ill require a minimum of one year of study
and the "participation of at least si teachers. The humanities faculty would have
to organize such a venture or a schoolwide basis, with at least the following
ciplineS represented: fl

Drama and the language arts

Body education

The social sciences

The earth sciences and natural' sciences

The visual; and tactile arts
,It may seem strange that the project should begin with the language

arts and drama, and should center on talking\ about the changes that 'Mean most to
the students. One might think that body education, for exaMple, or the natural,
or social sciences would be better places to start, bee use of the marked- physi,
'car; psychological, and social changes the students a e experiencing in'th.ese
years. It goes without saying that all the disciplines isted above must contribute
to the inquiry, but discussion is the essential, bindin element of the vilmle
scheme. Unless students can talk freely,and fully a ut the ideas that will be
raised anywhere in the course of their study, the topi should not be attempted.

Science courses on human reproduction, sociology courses on marrie.g
'and the family, films about future shock, and books about almost every aspect
of change can be found in. junior and senior high schools. Yet informed, intern-
genti productive conversation is rare, even in classes devoted to "inquiry" and
"discussion." Students need time to talk about their thoughts and feelings; they
need a forum where they can speak out; and they must have teachers skilled in
guiding discussions.' As, Moffett says,

See Moffett, pp. 45 -46, 277-279, and 291,293; and "Drama:
What is Happening," in Teaching the Universe of Discourse, especially pp,
100.

377
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The heart of discussing is expatiation, picking up ideas and develop-
ing them; corroborating, qualifying, and challenging; building on
and verifying each other's sentences, statements, and images.
Questioning is a very important part, but only a part, and should
arise oy.t-Of exchanges among ,students themeselves, so that they
lea_into pose as well, as answer questions.'

In other Words, anyone who learns to talk in a purposeful way is learn=
ing to think. Oral discourse of the kind recommended here demands forethought
and discipline. Students should not have to wait for Public c-Sliealcing I in tenth
grade to practice "tkiinking on their feet," or for a course in logic todearn how to
reasoi well, or for a psychology course to learn how to speak freely, about them-
selves. Every humanities classroom should be a place, where interesting discus-
sions occur. Moreover, these' discussions. should encourage both a very generous

o .range of expression antra politeness of address that makes extended discourse
possible. A rhetoric of debate and, confrontation serves no good purpose in high
school education. Rattier, the aim should be to cultivate civilized exchange of
thought and feeling tha brings peOplejogether and prepares boys and girls to
become, conversing men d women who have 'something to say,to one another.

Students complain throughout the secondary years that they almost
never have enough time to talk about subjects that 'really interest 'them- at the
time w':-;n those subjects arise. They always seem to be galloping through a
chapter or a syllabus, or racing to complete a "survey" by a prescribed date. S'o
their teachers are under pressure too. Many of them, keep. saying, "Let's get back
to the subject" When se) or religion or a recent occurrence in public life, for exam-
ple, is the subject: it is the matter the class wants to talleabout seriously and in
the immediate context. Far,too often the students are put off ",till later" or told
t& ask the question again in a biology or a Social science class and the zest goes..
out of learning. This putting-off is the very antithesis ofeducation, which is by
definition leading-forth. As one senior high school student stated her complaint,
"Sex is always iirchapter 13, and you're never allowed to talk about it long
enough."2

Therefore, the grand topip.of change with its related themes of
mutation, metamorphosis, transformation, birth; maturation, death, and the
like should be launched by drama and language arts instructors; and its.develop-
ment in every classroom and laboratory setting should be governed by thq rules of
discourse presented in Moffett and outlined above. With this primary stipulation
kept in view, the following prospectus offers possibilities for exaMining the topic:

1
Moffett, p. 46.

2
'Private conversation, June, 1973.

.
3 7 to

rr
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Drama and the language arts

Narrative. and dramatic literature, which are strongly recommended
for the junior high school years, are well suited to.the topic. Teachers and
librarians can easily compile a select bibliography of works dealing with change,
metamorphosis, and mUtation as natural processes, and with crucial changes in
human lives. For example:

. Poetry that expresses alferati ns in moods; dramatic passages from
an autobiographical poem like Wordsworth's The Prelude

. *Contemporary picaresque. and "education" novels close to the inter-
ests of a given class

. Biographies and autobiograPhies of adolescents and young men and
women who-have faced some of the problems confronting the
students

I .
. Essays from current periodicals, including Natural History, Scienti-

fic American, and Psychology Today as well as teenage
publications 1

Myths and short stories concerned with transformation, rebirth,
comic reversals, triumphs over adversity,, and the like

Dramatic works, including dialogues and short plays written by the
students, showing the effects of change on a. character's life or
nature

5

Narrative and dramatic literature that brings the students' fantasies
into confrontation with their sharpening perceptions of "real"
people, including themselves

Through drama, adolescOnts may project emotion into the realm of
'fantasy and thus come to realize that their fears and conflicts are not unique, that
the individual adolescent is not a monster with peculiar feelings that set him apart.
from his fellows. The projection of the self in play- 'acting and other forms of
fantasy can help satisfy a young person's need for overt expression of inner'feelings.
By writing a dialogue, acting in a drama, or seeing a play and discussing it, stu-
dents can explore questions that trouble them, without embarrassment or fear of
revealing too much aboht their own problems. D amatic situations treated with
wit and humor will also allow the kind of disiui. ,revelatjon that adolescents often
employ as a mode .of communication. They should have plenty of chances to
laugh in safe circumstances about the changes occurring in themselves and in their
relations with others; but any derisive laughter or sarcasm directed against mem.:.
bers of the class should not be tolerated. The study of literature should. help
teach young people a decent respect for the diversity of humankind and an
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awareness of the feelings of other people. Paradoxically, the affectionate percep-
tion of differences can lead.to a sense of human solidarity, Which is a very com-
forting conclusion.

Body education

With respect to changes in the students theniselves, body education
can bring drama, dance, phS?sical education, and the health sciences together in
ways that .allow students to learn more about their bodies and to understand what
is going on in them during adolescence. Perhaps nothing is of greater importance
to young people. Informative short lectures (no more than 20 minutes at a
stretch) combined with carefully selected readings, films, and other audio- 1
-visual aids should be alternated with extensive discussions and demonstrations.

Q

The teachers, assisted by experts from the community when t,heir
services afe needed, shoUld prepare ,some fresh, up-to-date lectures that provide
reliable information and several avenues for discussion, and the class musr help
select the subjects to be treated. They should also be given opportunities to
present lecture-demonstrations; for example,. a lecture-demonstration about how
the human body grows and, its proPor,ions at different stages of development,
illustrated by,pictures and charts.showing relationships. between. length of nose,
say, and thumb -index angle at a certain'stage.1

Dance-mime and other movement activities 'should be coordinated
with drama in order to provide further illustrations of growth and maturation,
birth, regeneration, and death, and also. to improve attitudes toward the body as
an,expressive instrument. The topic of ,death must be included in this curricu.
lum, for young people seldom have a chance to .ask questions and express their
feelings about old age and death.2 Role-playing in drama, dance, and dance-

.
mime perhaps even in puppet shows should also be used to, enact attitudes
to'yard change that students might not yet desire to express in their own persons.

Social sciences
\,.., . .

The problem herb will, be realistic limitation, how to set bounds on
the'rreatment of change. In a one-year study, the topic might be restricted :o.
social attitudes in Westerncultures3 with emphasis .on our own right now, toward

..

1
Froma conversation with-Gary BaCon, a teacher at LoAltos High

School, April, 1971.
2
See Part One, Chapter VI, "What is a Human Being?" where the

concept of death is introduced to kindergarteners.
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pre - adolescence and adolescence. When did these categories first arise? In what
kinds of societies? Why?. What social needs do they serve? What advantages
and diadvant,ages do the concepts hold for the young? The Americarr(and
increasingly worldwide) phenomena of "teen-agers" and their subcultures should
He discussed exhaustively,' and a select bibliography of leisure reading on these
topics should be dittoed and giVen to the class.' Swine attention shduld alscIle/
given to the history of Western attitudes toward human sexuality and the sex and
gender 'roles of men and Women, with relationships always maintained between
past and present times and the.students' own ideas. Classes in foreign languages
and cultdres, philosophy, and religion could extend the study to other cultures and
their value. systems.,

Natural sciences and earth sciences

The topic of change can introducaseventh graders to several impor-
tant scientific concepts, and can take eighth and ninth graders considerably`
beyond the introductory, stages of selected subtopics; All junior, high school stu-
dents should gain some knowledge of the folloWing, presented in ways that cap-.
ture their interests:

The tectonic activity that produced the chief land masses and
ocean, basins,' with emphasis on changes in the. Pacific basin and
the Western hemisphere (This study will tie in with several copies
in the social sciences.)

.' Geological time and the immense extent of earth-building and
human development that it covers; the metamorphosis of solid rocks;
the advance and retreat of glaciation, with emphasis on the most
recent Ice Age (This era will. be studied in the social sciences
with regard to the settlement of the Americas.)

The general outlines of evolutionary theory to the present day, an
the evolution of mammals, with special attention to the adaptiv
characteristics of human beings. 2

The processes of metamorphosis in sea urchins and some amphibians
and insects

1

For example, eleventh graders can learn a good deal from books like
Paul Goodman's Growing Up Absurd and Edgar Z. Friedenberg's The Vanishing
Adolescent as well as from novels about adolescent girl's and boys,

Sec Part Two, Chapter VI, "Adaptive Characteristics'? and "Cultural
Adaptation" for first mention of these matters.
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The relation of alchemy and the transmutation of metals to
medieval, RemaisSance; and modern chemistry and physics

Intelligent, informed attitudes toward science are egsential for an edu-
cation in the humanities and for later participation in national life. These atti-
tudes will be forming very,noticeably in the junior high school years. They are
reinforced most effectively when connected with other learning and with the
astounding events that have helped model the earth and all its inhabitants.

Visual and a.ctile arts

, Students should have many opportunities to make sculptures and paint-
ings suggested by the changing forms they are studying irr this project and by their
changing conceptions Of themselves. They might Make masks representing the
personal 'selves" they are aware of or may desire to be. They can also press

lleable materials into a succession .or set of forms derived from any aspect of
ext rnal nature or hilman nature they choose. Mbbiles in several media and a
wid range, of Styles would present interesting technidal problems and wouldbe
ver appropriate decorations for the classroom. Gel/made of paper, wood, or
a transparent material could be decorated on eve rface with related but differ-
ent forms and colors, including various interpretations of the student-artist's own ,
face, kaleidoscopic, trprnpe l'oeil ,, optical-illusion, and geometric paintings
and collages can force the eye to deal ,with shifting perspectives on a plane sur-
face. Three-dimensional map-makingAould be taught, and a large resourc&
table should be reserved for a "Rim of Tire" map of the Pacific basin, for exam-
ple, or for a local section otthe San Andreas fatilt. ,

Any students who show interest in scientific illustration should be
helped to do botanical or zoologlka.1 ,eriestor single pictures that accurately
represent the life cycles of plats and'animals. Soft-wood 'carvings,, wire sculp7
tures, ceramic figures, .a&I the like can also be made to illustrate the natural .
forms the class is studying. 4

4

cz,
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CHAPTER VI

.THE. SOCIAL SCIENCES

The-secondary curriculum in the social sciences,has been conceived
ag a six-year program. It follows a generdl movement from very large events on
a continental or a species-wide scale to smaller subdivisiotis-of space and time
within a given era,' region, culture, or country. In the course of the six years
beginning with this chapter, students will be investigating many patterns 'of human
activity, guided by the scheme outlined below:

2Q-84929

The formation and settlement of the American continents from the
first crossing of the Bering land bridge to 1492

The diffusion of peoples northward from points of origin in Africa

The settlement of the Mediterranean basin

The movement of peoples westward from Asia into Europe

The settlement of.the Indian subcontinent

Trade routes, prehistoric and historic

Archaic and classical Greek civilizations

Further specializaxion into eras, regionslkingdorns, empires, and
other polities; with emphasis on the growth of nations, languages,
and literatures in Europe

. :Worldwide exploration from the bases in!autope, th\e technologies,
associated with this exploration, and the literature gr,owink out of it

What the explorers found and reported

The development of nation-states in the West, with side studies of
political organizations in Africa and Asia

Studies in English history and literature of the seventeenth cen-
tury, through the Glorious Revoliati9n.

3733 8
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Colonial America and the American Revolution

The European Enlightenment to the French Revolution

Industrialization and the formation of she modern world and some
contemporgry cultures

. Nineteenth- century empire- building

Twentieth-century culture and contemporary history)

This may seem like an impossibly heavy schedule: too long to con-
template, not to speak of planning and teaching. But planners should remember
that six years are a considerable number: 12 semesters containing 18 weeks each,
or 18 qu9sters containing 10 weeks each, and almost innumerable combinations
of hours, days, and weeks in flexible schedules within the six-year plan. Humani-
ties Planning Committees can take further comfort from the thought that this cmr-
riculum will be organized in most districts in the customary jUnior-senioripatterns.
The respective planni,ng committees will have only two to three years of the cur-
riculum to do; yet all will' be Working within the same six -ye .r continuum. This
arrangement obviously and deliberately requires that junior and senior high school
social sciences teachers shall meet frequently and shall bear joint responsibility for
laying out a durriculum.

Thes each'ers, cooperating with the Humanities Planning Committees
in their schoo must be, willing to 'reconstruct the social sciences curriculum so
as to give it a reasoned unity. They will have to do so because there is rig other
way to conduct secondary-school instruction intelligently and economically

. especially in the complex subject matters being treated here--and no other Way to
meet the expectations of ctiildren who have been prepared under the K-6 recom-
mendations, of this framework.. On the whole, these will be well-educated junior
high school entrants, accustomed to lively, various, and interesting work. During
their last two years of later elementary school, they have studied "points of con-
centration" all over the globe; they have been int0auced to almost All the social
sciences and have learned how to manage rather complicated projects. When they
reach junior high school, they should be given the assurance that they will move
right along in the study of human history-and social institutions. ,

,

This necessary' work of reconstruction cannot be,pushed off onto
",history" teachers, even* though "history" may be the only word we have to
describe,certain more or less systematic acconnts of, human affairs. Many, if not (
all; of the disciplines in the social scien es will have to be represented on thp teams
Of classroom teachers and specialists wh will write the courses of study for their
schools. The seventeen divisions listed a the head of this chapter should be con-
sidered as elements in a large-.sale outline,, which will have to be subdivided,
extended, expanded with details,' and made to flow from one area of study to .

another. Such a reasoned unity of content and progression can be achieved only by
- \
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long ;range cooperative planning that shows teachers the way without specifying
erery step they should take. And the committees must aim at something far
better than the typical sequence of California history, United States history
(sometimes including Latin America), civics and government, world history,
a standard United States history course in the eleventh grade, and electives in
the twelfth grade.!! This meager, disjunctive arrangement, with its meaningless
"spirals" and repetitions, will no longer do; it simply cannot accommodate the
several kinds of learning that will be going on in a humanities curriculum and
should be expected of- well-educated high school graduates.

The recommendations in thiS chapter and in the senior high school
chapter attempt to give a continuing impetus, direction, and coherence to
social sciences ethication, to use time carefully and productively and to respect
the capabilities Of junior and senior high school students. For example, in this
curriculum more hours are spent on New World settlement and histbry in one
year than in the old 'repetitive- scheme of Four separate semesters. More time
is spent here on the settlement of the Mediterranean b4n and some origins of
Western culture than in any of the customary courses in world history or Western
Civilization, to which a hectic short survey of the entire ancient world may be
attached. And far more is made here."of the world at large and of the connections
befween a land and a people at a given rime, and among the acts and sciences,
than in most secondary programs now in operation anywhere in the state.

,,.To accomplish such ends as these does not require reintroducing a
uniform, 'prescribed history curriculum in which nothing may be altered or rear-
ranged. Far from it. Teachers will find that many, many variations and side
studies can be developed from the general plan, and they will see that the materials,
offered under "Recommendations and.A.ctivities" are model outlines to be
developed according to the needs of particular schools, not finished courses of
study to be imposed willy-nilly upon an entire district. The-six-yeartsequence,
and the individual models as well, are also flexible in their capacity to bring
past and present together in every phase of the unfolding curriculum. Thus.
they provide several built-in assurances of variety and multiplicity=-'even of
unpredictability within the master plan. When immediate, contemporary
history is taken seriously and not relegated to "current events" reports, and when
its connections with the past are always kept in view as a matter of policy,- a cur-,

' riculum cannot become a straight - jacket. It will have to to the inter-
, j

play of people and events, both past and present. However, if feac ers want an
integrated humanities curriculuth and not a .hodgelpodge of discrete "units", and
private ventures, a certain minimum of foresight, planning, and preparation is

c'reqUired. Changes,should follow from thoughtful decisions of the-teachers who
are doing the planning and,who res iew the prograrri at frequent intervals, not
from caprice or happenstance.

1 ' .:
. Teachers should look in Part Three, Chapter VI, "Project Descrip-

tion from Chapter
,

II,' for side sfudies adaptable to junior and senior high school
0 0 .classes,
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The junior high school social sciences curriculum should include the first
six to eight headings on the list at the head of this chapter, even.if only ,a few of the
chief topics under each can be treated adeqUately. The possibilities are nearly .
boundless; any one of the topics could suppOrt a lifetime of research; so teachers
must prepare themselves and their students for the ,frustradon they are bound to feel
when contemplating the array of projects to choose frbm. But it is always pleasanter
to divide up plenty than to.pad out dearth. The eighth item, fr example further
'specialization into eras, regions, kingdoms, empires, and other "polities, with°
emphasis on the growth of nations, languages and literatures in Europe can be
arranged in sets of studies. These might be taught in several short courses and side
studies concurrer'.. with the main projects, or,serve to bridge the passage from junior
to senior high school with a series of topics running from the late ninth through the
early tenth grade. Or if the secondary years in a district are divided between inter-
mediate schoolS and high schools, the planning committees can adjust the number
of headings to local patterns of ihstr).5tion.

RecommehdatiOns and Aaiinties

In this section, one part of the first item on the list has been written
up in extended form. 1 .This example is meant only to demonstrate how a large
heading can be developed into a sequence that will furnish at least one semester
of work plus any number of ancillary courses and projects. Some readings are
mentioned from time to time, but nothing like a bibliography has been attempted.
One of the tasks of planning committees, and part of the curriculum of\every
inservice seminar, must be the selection and study of books appropriate for a given
subjedt matter. When teachers have prepared themselves through reading and
discussion, they will know vthat instructional materials their students will need.
Since no anthologies, series, or ready compilations exist for the curriculum pre-
sented here, ,readings will have to be selected by the planning committee and
the humanities faculty and provided iir sufficient numbers to the students. Refer-
&Ice works must likewise be available, together with all the other equipment essen-,

tial to a humanities classroom. Suggestions along these lines will be made in
the discdssions to follow,' but nothing can substitute for the judgment of well-s
prepared, concerned teacher who are given the freedom to plan the best instruc-
tion for their own students, ad the resources to carry out their plans.

1

This part covers the prehistoric migrations into the Americas, and
the subsequent settlethent of North America up to historic times. Central and
South America make up the second half of the topic;; they could be treated at
similar length and in much the same fashion.
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The Formation and Settlement of the American
Continents from the First Crossings of the Bering

Strait Land Bridge to 1492

The capacity to imagine, in the root sense of inaaE.aging , must be culti-
vated by teachers and students of the social sciences as consciously as it is visual
artists and poets (among others). Especially in the earliest stages of the project,
teachers will haste to construct in their own minds a whole gallery of mental
pictures, which must eventually be transmitted to their students. These vivid
images can be materialized tb a certain extent in the form of maps,1 Charts,
and timelines; illustrated reference books; reconstructions in several media of
geological events, pathways of intercontinental migrations; archeological sites,
early tools, weapons, and other artifacts; and so on. But the mental picturing,
by whatever combinations of methods, IS the only way by which teachers and stu-
dents can learn about things that cannot be brought physically before them.
In addition, this exercise of the historic imagination will promote other kinds of -

learning, including long -range studies in the natural and physical sciences.

To begin with, this topic demands that three prospects be opened to
view: (1) the geological processes which have molded the Pacific. Basin; (2) the
physical appearance of the Americas before they were entered by human beings;
and (3) the coming of the people from Asia, and, their paths of migration.
Although these prospects are vast, they do not exceed the capacity of young
imaginations and intellectS. Children from ten to thirteen years of age areper-
fecdy capable of following their teaOhets into a thorough introductory explbra-
tion of prehistory of the Americas. If it is set out panoramically, as the engross-
ing narrative it really is, American history will be situated in a context capable
of supporting study for years 'to come. -Our history does not begin with the Spanish"
or the English or the slaves from Africa or even with the American Indians as we
know_thenz----it begins with the meanderings of Paleolithic hunters from Siberia, with

1
The maps first mentioned in Part Three, Chapter VI, should be put

up at the beginning of the year: Indians of North America, and North America
Before Columbus (Washington, D.C.: National Geographic Society, 1972), sup-
plement to National Geo hic (December, 1972), p. 739A. TWo copies, in the
plastic finish,, should be o ered so that both des of the map can be displayed.

Teachers should put the following work, and others like it, on the
resource, table for this topic: Peter Farb, Face of North America, Young R eaders'
Edition (New York: Harper & .Row, 1963). The style is clear and easy, the
explanations ly,cid, the illustrations abundant and informative,
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the diffusion of these Peoples 'and their descendants over two continents, from
the Arctic Circle' to Patagonia, and with the land that opened out before them.

1. Tectonic Forces

If students are not familiar with the general theory of continentaldrift,' the humanities staff should explain it in two or three lectures copiously
illustrated with chalkboard drawings, slides, and animated films. 2 The classshould then study the geology of the Pacific Basin in suffidient detail to set the
scene for the migrations from Siberia., Map-diiplay space and a table with a
three-dimensional map 'of the "Rim of Fire" should be used throughout°this
sequence to emphasize the spectacular nature of the events, along with visual,
and tactile artwork produced by the class:, The immediate goal is to visualize
the various aspects of the Bering "bridge" region during an Ice Age existing'about70, No to 80,000 years ago, as some scientists are beginning to believe, or duringthe most recent glaciation, toward the end of the Pleistocene3 epoch. The latter

1 For information comprehensible to lay readers, see Frederic Golden,
The Movin Continents (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972); and Continentst, ea ings_ om cientific American" (San Francisco; W. H. Freeman,
1973.). Both contain selected bibliographies... See alsd John F. Dewey, "Plate
Tectonics," Scientific American (May 1972). (The word tectonic derives ulti-
mately from the Greek word for carpenter.)

2
In,this framework, the word lecture is used to mean a coherent, rele-

vant, interesting discourse freshly prepared to introduce, clarify, or extend a classdiscussion. It is designed with she learners in mind, and delivers the amount of
information that a young audience can.be expected to assimilate by ear. Nega-tively defined, a lecture is not a- long rambling talk, or a canned discourse readfrom note cards, or an exercise in student note-taking, or a rehash of materials
contained in bOoks assigned for class study,- or a prelude to a true-false or -otherkind of so-'called objective examination. llomiver, focused listening is as impor-tant as seeing, in many classropm activities. Teachers should send for the catalog

-of Audio tap.s19:23,, from alb Univ. of California Extension Media Center,' Berke-ley, CA 94720. Several tapes under the headings of "History, American," "History,
World," and "Science" would be of great assistance in teaching this chapter'',

3Pleisto- (Grk. superlative f much) -1- -cene (Grk. new) = "most recent,"the age ext be w the present. Teaches know 'these-things, but students m4stlearathem, referably in an enjoyable fashion, as one phase of the accretion of faCtual
knowledge that deserves a place in general educatiog, However, scientific terms, likeall other, new vocabulary., should be.appropriated by Three principal Means: frequentclassroom use in natural circumstances; oral definitions growing out ofclass activities; and' ganis that show how word-elements like the above enter *ntocombinations that students can decode and manipulate. Technical terms shout notVe.crammed into lists to be memorized for spelling examinations. Such a-met odwill defeat the purposes'-of learning new words..
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has been the dating generally accepted by most paleoanthropologists up to now.' If
a class has studied these subjecp connection with theuhistory of California or of
the United States-Canadian bolder' .(Part Three, Chapter VI), the teachers can con=
duct a quick review and go on to more advanced subjects, chronologically speaking.
If, as is likely, nearly everyone ,must begin near the beginning, then the humanities
faculty must plan an appropriate sequence of lecture-discussion-demonstration
sessions. No one should regret having to do this: it is a glorious wOrk tracing the
"calving" of the continents from Pangaea,. the single land mass of mid-mesozoic
times, sand then from Laurasia and Gondwanaland; following t ',estward drift of
the Americas to the positions they occupied between approximb-ty 60,000 and
15,-000 years ago;2 trying to imagine the prolonged volcanic 'aCtivity that accom-
panied the continental movements;, reconstructing as well as possible the Siberian steppe
cultures from which the first discoverers .of America came3 and then surveying the
Bering Strait region and the land "bridge," sometimes 1, 000 miles'wide, to the time
it 74as inundated and people and animals no longer trekked back and forth on dry (or
fairly dry) land between Asia and America.4 The only trouble with this prospectus
is that it should probably be limited to two or three weeks. Many teachers could
happily spend a whole term on it.

The geometry of plate tectonics shodld be discussed now and coordi-
nated wherever possible with the mathematics curriculum. There is no need to
become formidably technical or to take the students farther into the subject than

. they are, able to gci, but the rudiments of the matter can be tied in nicely with
explanations of continental drift theory. One of the basic questions is, what hap-
pens when large, rigid plates move .on a sphere? Several articles in Continents
Adrift, and many of the excellent illustrations, refer to this question in one way or
another; the maps showing the probable arrangement of the continents before Pan-
gaea broke up contain grid patterns relevant to geometry. The system of blocks

'See George Alexander, "Man in New World 50,000 Years Ago, Pair
Say," Los Angeles Times, May 14, 1974, Part II, p. 1.

2 See Golden, pp. 105-113, and the bibliography, pp 117-119; and
also Patrick M. Hurley, "The Confirmation of Continental Drift,' in Continents
Adrift, pp. 57-67.

3For a brief summary, see Grahame Clark and Stuart Piggott,
Prehistoric Societies (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1965), pp. 98-106.

4 Some scholars place this event about 10,000 years ago. Research is
very active in this whole field of study, so teachers will have to check recent publi-
cations and be careful with dates and names. For example, see Alex D. Krieger,
"Early Man in the New World," in Prehistoric Man in the New World, ed. Jesse D.
Jennings and Edward Norbeck,(Chicago; Univ. of Chicago Press, 1964), pp. 27,
68. See also footnote 1. Part of the excitement of teaching these subjects will
be keeping up with new ideas and fresh discoveries.

0.
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and faults comprising the southern end of the San Andreas fault offer further lessonsin geometry, and of course in physics, chemistry, and many other related sciences.Instead of believing lurid tales about the imminent loss of a chunk of California tothe northwestward-moving North Pacific plate, students should look at the mapsthat plot the locations of San Francisco and Los Angeles along our coast for thepast 30 million years or so, and at those that extrapolate the position of a sliverof the Southern California coast some 50 million years hence. This kind of wonder-ing, discovering, hypothesizing, verifying, and predicting is a fine exercise foryoung minds; it can be brought to play in several disciplines; it discourages super-stitious fancies, careless reasoning, and jumping to conclusions.1

When applied to the evolution,of reptiles and mammals, continentaldrift theory suggests plausible answers to some fundamental questions. Why did theage of reptiles, lasting 200 million years, produce only twenty reptilian orders,whereas the age-of mammals lasted only about 65 million years and produced thirtymammalian orders? How can the diversification of many types from commonstocks be traced? Can variations in fossil and living forms be related to what isknown of continental movements? 2 Since an introduction to evolutionary theorSTshould be one goal of humanities education in junior high school, and since thesocial sciences are concerned with many aspects of the theory, the study of Ameri-can prehistory can and should contribute to the achievement of that goal. Biologyteachers on humanities teaching teams should conduct lecture-discussion-demon-stration sessions on this particular phase of post-:Darwinian evolutionary theory andtie it in with instruction in regular biology classes.3

2. How the Land Looked before the
People 2as

Peter Farb, in the chapter entitled "The Peopling of NorthAmerica," gives an efficient summary of the prehistory of the Bering Strait

See Don L. Anderson, "The San Andreas Fault," in Continents Adrift,pp. 143-157, and the map on pp. 110-111.
2
See Bjarn Kurten, "Continental Drift and Evolution, " in ContinentsAdrift, pp. 114-123. The maps and charts in this article might be reproduced onTa Tieposters and hung in classrooms and science laboratories.

3See Chapter V, above, the interdisciplinary topic on change, for ideasabout extending that theme in several directions. See also James W. Valentine andEldridge M. Moores, "Plate Tectonics and the History of Life in the Oceans," Sci-entific American, April 1974, pp. 80-89. According to these authors, "The breakupof the supercontinent of Pangaea triggered a long-term evolutionary trend that hasled to the unprecedented variety of the present biosphere."

3 5 0
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bridge.1 It will move the class into the present topic. The isolated North Americao,
continent' that was slowly unlocked from the most recent glaciation in its upper
reaches was a paradise for hunters, with huge expanses of rich pasturage in its, vaA-
leys and plains2 an archetypal game preserve and zoo, a kind of Eden. (The
metaphors should be examined in social sciences, languag% arts, and visual arts
classes with respect to the freight they will carry later on in our cultural history.)
Alaska was "a gorgeous hunting country," with, "big game on a kingly scale"; in
our now-arid Southwest, "there was lush tall grass, threaded with streams and dotted
with lakes, where herds of animals came to drink. This was big-game country
scarcely equalled by Africa today . . there were still several kinds of mammoth.

. . The ground sloth . ambled through the forest . . . . It had arrived from
South America as soon as the connecting isthmus rose from the water. The bison
had arrived from Asia. There were also herds of smaller,' swifter animals which
were native to America the horse and camel."3 If, as seems inevitable with
young adolescents and 'particularly girls, the horse is chosen for special attention,
the investigation should begin right here with the scientific evidence for the
American origin of this animal, its extinction about 7,500 years ago,4 its survi,Fal
in Eurasia, its introduction northward from Spanish settlements in New Mexico,
and so on. 5 (The subsequent mythologizing of the horse, still going forward, is
another subject for examination in several media.) The South American descen-
dants of the camel guanaco, llama, and alpaca should also be studied as
examples of surviving ruminants and as essential components of certain South
American economies. The importance of these animals in the arts and crafts of
several countries can be easily illustrated with examples reaching from pre-
Columbian times to the frzesent.

1

Man's Rise to Civilization as Shown by the Indians of North America
from Primeval Times to the Coming of the Industrial State (New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1968), pp,(191-203. See also pp. 225-230 and the bibliography.

2 '
Ibid. , pp. 194-198.

3
Ruth M. Underhill, Red Man's America (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago

Press, 1953), pp. 6-7; and Farb, ,"The Long Migration," rip. 191-239. Some of
the archeological information in Underhill has been superseded by later research,
but her book is still very useful for its descriptions and the lists of foods, hunting
methods, clothing, house types, etc. , at the end of every chapter. The final chap-
ter, "Protective Uncle," should be compared with Farb's concluding section,
"Societies under Stress," published fifteen years later.

4
Some scholars believe that the Paleo-Indian hunters were responsible

for these and other extinctions. Students of ecology may like to pursue the in,quix,
See Farb, pp. 203-206 and note, p. 303.

See Farb, "The Great Extinction," pp. 203-206, and "The Eques-
trian Revolution," pp. 112-113; and Prehistoric Man in the New World, inde,
"horse."

39i
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Throughout' this panoramic'survey, the two Americas should be treated
with as nearly equal emphasis as possible. The birth of South America from Gond-
wanaland,' its breaking away from Africa, and its eventual union with North

-America should be described.' The history of ideas can be touched upon here
With regard to speculations about the "fit" of South Arne/ica's eastern coast with
the western coast of Africa. These began in the, sixteenth century with tqe publi-
cation of the first worldwide maps, never died out through all the controversies
about the origins of the continents, and are being confirmed nowin the geophysi-
cal research that is one of the revolutionary features4,of twentieth-century science.

The COrnin of the People from ry

sia into the mericas

This topic might be opened with some questions: Why is it assumed
that the first inhabitants had to come from somewhere else? What evidence leads
anthropologists to infer that human beings did not evolve here from anthropoid andhominid precursors? comparisons can be\rnade between the Paleolithic peo-ples of eastern Siberia and the earliest.settlers ofNorth America.? "2 As soon asth' se matters have been discussed, the paths of inigiation ca,n* be traced. This effort o,sh uld be made as strikingly visual as the others, and accuracy of descriptiodand
representation must be maintained. Where reliable data are-not yet available,teachers will have to say so and go on to events about which more is known. No one
can say precisely where and at what rate the hunting bands traveled behind the ganie,
but their principal trails can be followed pretty well in the archeological record.
Broad arrow sweeps on a map will dramatize the southward and eastward routes ofdiffusion and the ice-free valleys and mountain flanks that encouraged the spread ofbeasts and hunters. Remains of a "pre-projectile stage of culture could be noted,3
as well as some of the later butchering sites, shell middem, projectile poihts,4 rub-
bing stones,, knives, and the bones of human beings, mammoths,' horses, big-horned

1

See.Hurley, pp. 6043; and Robert S. Dietz and John' C. Holden,
"The Breakup of Pangaea," in Continents Adrift, pp. 102-113.

2
The first two questions are answered' in the books already cited End in .many others as well. The third is dealt with briefly in (dark' and Piggott, pp. 98-163; and by Henry B. Collins, "The Arctic and Subarctic," i;r1 Jennings and Norbeck,pp. 85-114.

3
Krieger, in Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 26, 42-51.

4
For a handy chart divided into stages and cultures, Approximate dates,

primary game hunted, and projectilepoints, see Farb, p. 901.
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bison,,, apirs, jaguars; and the like' that mark the'trails through the to continents.
In addition, the National Geographic maps mentioned abdveshould be consulted.
frequentl;. ;other large mapS can be made by the students in combined art and sci-

.ence' projects Drawings and pin-on symbols representing archeological remains
can be attached,to the maps to akrvisualization.

.

-It, is generallY agreed that the pioneering colonizers of the New World
had reached the southern tip of South Ainerica by at least 11,000p years ago. Appar.'.
ently, these earliest settlers did not penetrate thp islands of the Caribbean Sea:

. the Paleo-Indians are not likely to have colonized the West Iridies, since
those Indians were oriented toward the land .rather than the sea. So far as we know,
they lacked the ability to travel by sea. Moreover, they apparently had no incentive
to db so, since they_did not eat sea food, "and the large, presendy.extinat mammals,
such as the. mastodon,' on which they concentrated, were lacking in the islands."3
The discussion of this region can be picked up from the Meso-Indiaki era (approxi-
.mately 5000-1000'13.C.) and carried along until Columbus reaches Hispanidla and
writes home about .the "India"?'

, .

4. The Diffusion and Settlement
of Principa Groups

Cep

r
Probably the most efficient piocedure here is to maintain the familiar

divisions Qf North Arperica, Central or Meso-America, and South America, with the
arctic and subarctic regions treated separately under the North American heading, and
the'Caribbean .areadast so as to conclude neatly with Columbus. Teachers should
remember that these, preliminaries are tending toward points of concentration in sev- .

eral important Indian cultures in both Continents. This is as good a place as any to
say sbrriething about the culture, "race," and appearance of the Asiatics who became
American "Indians.' . Of their culture, Farb says,

They brought only meager cultural baggage with them when they
migrated to North America: a 'social organization at the level of the
small band, crude stone tools, no potteiy, no agriculture no domesti-
cated animals except possibly the dog.' .Most Of what the Indian would

p

1
Human skeletal remains analyzed by a technique called "racemiza-

tion" have been dated at 44,000 and 48,000 years old. These remains were founds
',respectively, near La Jolla Shores and in a sea cliff near Del- Mar, on the Southern
California coast. See Los Angeles Times article of May 14,, 1974,. cited above.

2.
Farb, p. 196.

3
Irving Rouse, "The Caribbean Area," in Jennings and Norbeck, p. 396.

(
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become he'would invent for himself in the New World, for once he
wrived in North America, he was in most part isolated from the Old
World. He could evolve unfettered his social and political institutions,
his religiow 'and laws and art.1

Descriptive terms like "Indians" and "red men" are of course inaccur-
ate, as almost everyone knoWs. The forrher is liked scientifically now, from longhabit, but "red" men have disappeared almost entvely from recent scientific works,
popular history arnd fiction of good quality, and the like. The title of Ruth Under -hill's book is Red Man's America (published 1953)., but she uses the term neutrally;
her description of the variety orindian types will help students to visualize:

AS for the idea of red skin, we now know that Indian complexions
vary from daq brown to yAlow and even white. An explorer over
t'he two Americas would meet Indians who were tall and rangy or short
and plump, with all varieties between. Their hair might be brown or
black, straight or wavy, and their noses anywhere from the Roman type,
seen on the Indian penny; to a small snub nose or even a flat one. To
communicate with them, he would need more languages than are spoken
on the continent of Europe. Indians are, in fact, a mixed rape, as are
white Americans. 2

Dating terminology must continue to be used with similar care. The designation
"Paleo-Indian," for example, annot be attached to archeological materials
dated after approximately 10,000 years ago. Krieger suggests "Proto-archaic" for
the earliest 'succeeding materials. 3

If a cliss should decide to begin with the American Arctic and Subarctic,4
students must realize that they are talking about pre-Eskimo peoples and will haveto consider two questions that anthropologiits and archeologists are still trying to

o 1

1

2

Farb, p. 8.

Underhill, p. 1.
3
"Early Man in the New World," in Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 37ff.This entire paper should be read by teachers,who are newly acquiring the vocabu-lary needed for these studies.

4
Two copies of ,the double- faced National Geo ra hic ma TheArctic Ocean and the Arctic Ocean Floor-- shou d be or ere in the durable plas-tic edition so that both sides marbe exhibited. The double-faced Map Canadaand Ice-Age Mammals of the Alaskan Tundra (March 1972) should also be orfrom the National Geographic Society. TTCeiatter side is a beautiful panorama.
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7.1

answer: Where did human beings first enter America, and what were the.origins of .

the Eskimos and their culture? 1 Weiner has.this to say about them: .
Before the Bering platform was inundated, a whole network of "con-
tiguous isolates" probably stretched from Hokkaido to what is now Uninak;

. . ThiS view of the Bering land bridge as an enormous conti-
nental area extending 1,500 kms southward from the.Aictic Ocean to the
present Eastern Aleutians means that populations of the sOuthern coastal
area, expanding and moving slowly eastward and southward, over many
generations occupied °ecological conditiorfS quite different from those
of the interior. This enlarged' perspective of time and territory explains '
the varying degrees.of resemblance between Asiatic Mongoloids arid'
American aborigines, closest to th-' 9skimos and Aleuts . . *less with
the Western Indians of North America, and still less with the Amerindians
to the South.2 ,

These matters should be reviewed succinctly, for they are not the main
concerns of the study, yet they should be. ,given some notice as instances of the
difficulties facing investigators who seek knowledge in uncharted fields. Students
will learn respect for research from such examples, and can apply the lesson to
Eskimo-Aleut peoples about whom more is now coming to be .known. This topic,'
always popular with junior high school students, can be related to three archeologi-
cal sites and associated traditions and cultures: .northern maritime traditions,
southern and other traditions, and Dorset culture. The Collins article cited above
and Chapter III in Farb, "Eskimo: Environment and Adaptation," will guide
teachers to findings up. to 1968; a constantly growing bibliography, which now includes

' some well- made films,. will proide more recent information. 3

The phenomenon of "Arctic retardation," mentioned frequently in the
literature, will attract students who enjoy anomalies and paradoxes. These have to
do with the history of migration sketched in above, the Arctic as a "refuge area,"
and the "truly marginal character of Arctic cultures." The chief paradox is that
"the Eskimos, whose history in America probably does not extend beyond several
thousand years, are the one American people whose culture, on the basis of specific
traits and resemblances, can be traced in substantial part to the Mesolithic and

1IMM,

1
Henry B. Collins, "The Arctic and Subarctic," in Jennings and Nor-

beck, p. 85., See also J. S. Weiner, The Natuial History 'of Man (New York: bni-
verse Books, 1971),. pp. 194-201; and Clark and Piggott, pp. 105 -106.

2
Weiner, pp. 194-195.

3
Itwill interest students to learn that "the

inhabitants of the New World t6 be seen by Europeans,
them as early as'1005, probably on the southeast coast

0 c
.11

Eskimos were the first
for the Vikings encountered
of Labrador " (Farb, p. 34).
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Upper Paleolithic cultures of the Old World."' A useful term like "c,Atiirre lag" canbe introduced here, along with other technical words that will occur frequentlyfrom now on; for example, micro-blades, burins, burin stalls, end blades, cores,Plano -type projectile points, harpoon heads, baleen, pre-Thule stage of cultUre,pre - ceramic, pOtsherds, middens, style (as an archeological concept); patination,and the like. If teachers combine verbal explanations with constant visual illus-tration from the many reference works containing good pictures, they will makethe acquisition of vocabulary a pleasurable part of language study and can connectthe history of language with s.the history of peoples. This, will be discussedat some length in the senior high school drama /language arts/social sciences chap-ter, but it can be enter4d informally here whenever it contributes to the under-'standing of a culture..2

Instruction in the visual and tactile arts can be,correlated at all pointswith the development of the Aleut-Eskimo peoples. A review of the later elemen-tary art recommendations, and a reading of Chapter II above, will show that seventh.graders have the ability and should have had the training to work in many of thesame materials,used by ancient and contemporary Eskimo craftsmen. A book'recommended earlier, Charles Miles's Indian and Eskimo Artifacts of NorthAmerica, 3 is a small treasury of objects that students can eaii a .m classes,and not just those in the so-called fine and induStrial arts, the relationships betweentechnology and aesthetics should be explored;4 when time permits, the discuSsionsshould move into the present, encouraging students to become informed critics ofthe tools our own society produces and of the technologies we depend upon.,Instruction in net-weaving, pictorial carving and drawing in various materials,wood and clay sculpture, as well as adaptations of designs from Eskimo tools, willbe stimulated by looking at photogrags and slides. The carved bowls in zoriinorait.phic designs are especially attractive and certainly within the capacity of younkadolescents, as are traits .like the wit of some of the sculpture, including caricature,and the elegance of wqkmanship from the earliest harpoon heads to the soapstonecarvings of modern times. With respect to the place of art in Eskimo4ife, Farbsays, "Anyone who has seen the tools and weapons of the Eskimo in a museurn`knowshow carefully,, and often beautifully, they are Made. That fact has interestingimplicatfons for the theories about the beginnings of art. In the far nbrth, whereman must face the constant threat of starvation, where life is:teduceel to bare

Collins, F 89.
2 ;')

. As'a beginning, teachers might read Farb, pp. 230-2394 and Mor-ris Swadesh, "Linguistic Overview," in Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 527-556.
3
(Chicago:

4
See Farb,

Henry Regnery Co. , .1963).

pp. 35-38, and the industrial arts chapter' below.

0
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05;
essentials it turns out that one of these essentials is art. Art seems to bejong to
the basic pattern of life of the Eskimo and the neighboring Athabaskan and Algon-
kian Indian bands."'

To comprehend the spread of the Paleo-Indians across North and SOuth
America will of course require more class time than the prehistoric settlement of
Alaska and Subarctic Canada, but an abundance of illustrated reference works is
available now to help planning committees and teachers lay out a course of study.
Once 'bore, the visual imagination, and point of view in a literal sense; must be
stressed and capitalized on throughout the project,. Here is 'a part of the world
.never before seen by human beings; here come the firsct explorers. Where did
they go? What did they find? How did they adapt to new circumstances? What
did they create?

. The penetration of the continents may how be resfitned in the brbader.
.sweeps mentioned under point 3, beginning with the. routes along the lowland north-
ern coast, around the unglaciated foothills, and then turning southward. Some
migrants, came along the difficult Yukon-Riv& route; others took the Mackenzie
River corridor when it was free of ice,\& guided them into the Great Plains,
the area of primary dispersal. It must be assumed that the search for food led:
tl.erif on; population build-ups and subsequent pushing from behind accounted for
expansions into new terrain. 2 A review of the California curriculum in Pakt Three,
Chapter VI, will refresh the students' memories of the particular circumstances
attending the earliest settlements along the Pacific Coast and in this state. The
chief transcontinental movements southward are from the High Plains along the
mountain flanks, through the passes of the.Rockies, into the well-watered Southwest
of Pluvial times, and downalong the plateau of Mexico, with side-excursions and
settlements wherever the way beckoned. The migfants, generation after generation,
then had to traverse the entire tropical zone of South America, adapting to coastal
life along the Pacific and to other quite distinct environments as they drifted south
to Cape, Horn.

At the axis of dispersal in the High Plains of North America,, some of
the hunters turned west into the Great Basin and Northwest, ,the American Southwest,
and ,Mexico, where' their remains can be touhd on various "living floors" and in
layered deposits thousands and thoOsands of years old.0 With climatic changes, they
adapted to 'desert life-and established a culture a§ early as 9,600 years ago. Others
hunted their way east, to a habitat between the Mississippi valley, the St. Lawrence,

<nr

Farb, p. 36. v

2
Underhill, p. 6; Farb, p. 197; and Clark and Piggott, pp. 101-103. ,o,

See also Weiner, pp. 200-201, and note the genetic "profile" of American Indian
populations, on o. 200, which can help to answer some questions about these
Indians as a "'Oistinct' subgroup of the human species."

t)
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and the Atlantic. In this immense territory new -cultures arose in- response to
environmental pressures.' °

Before taking up these cultures in turn, teachers should make sure their
studehts know of the changes brought about by the melting of the ice and by the
decline and extinction of the game herds over a period of about 6,000 years. The
specialized hunting societies had to develop new economies based on food-gathering,fishing, small -game hunting andjrapping, mining, and the like. Adaptation tonew habit's and altered living conditions determined survival. Many lessons in cul-ral evolution can be gathered from the social, economic, and political develop-ments occasioned by these changes.2 One valuable lesson will be an understanding
of how changes overlap and how one econorrly merges into br develops alongside anotherover the course of many generations. It is well stated by Farb and should be empha-sized, for young students do not always appreciate the survival values of variety,diversity, and eccentricity: "The archeological record shows'clearly that_ there wereeccentric ways of life-during the time of the ice-age hunters. Had conditions inNorth America not changed after the retreat of the.,ice anthin this way brought theminto prominence, little would be known of them. But the adaptations did exist, andconditions did change and so, in the story of man upon this continent, they assumeparamount importance. "3

Students should be led in the small discussion groups to speculate about thepreadaptations that no doubt exist in our own very complex culture but that may appear ,insignificant to us, if indeed they ever come to our attention.. What kinds of futuresmay we be ready for? What small changes in our social institutions seem propheticto the class, or at least appear to ire of types that may enable us to survive on thiscontinent? And when the students talk about ecology, as they are bound to do in thestudies recommended here, does the pictorialization of their continent excite animaginative, aesthetic response? Does the sense of its many striking beauties duringthe last 40,000 years make it seem like a homeland. to be-preserved, cherished andrestored if need be? What eras or stages of'development would the class really like

1

The story is well told in the books already cited as examples and inother works written at a comparable high7popular level for lay readers.
2
See Professor Elman R. Service's foreword to Farb's book for a brief

statement about the.significance of cultural evoluti6nary thecrry to American Indianstudies. See also Chapter I, "A Laboratory for Modern Man,". for Farb's taxonomyof Indian societies.
3

Farb, p. 207. (See also p. 14, paragraph 3, fore cautions against
interpreting the theory of social evolution in a mechanical fashion.) The fullmeaning and import of the term "preadaptation" must be made clear now; it willbe used again and again in studies of human development.
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to recapitulate or live in themselveg? What 'efficient combinations of pre- and posf-
historic, primeval and modern, environments can they imagine? After they have
discussed them, let the students try to embody their preferences in writing, drawing,
and painting.

5. Archaic and Post-Archaic Cultures
of North America

Ir te two sections entitled "Western North America" and "Eastern
North America," Jennings and Norbeck provide more than enough information about
the general characteristics of the Archaic cultures and those developing after about
2,000 B. C., , to, guide planning committees and 'classroom teachers. The chapter
titles make convenient headings under which to assemble as many activities and as
much illustrative material as a class has time for.1 One of the final outcomes of this
study.should be an iMproved understanding of the civilizations created by American
Indians before contact with Europeans from the late fifteenth century on. Whatever
the culture stage or region being investigated, such items as the following should
be .kept in mind:

a. Several of the most important Paleo-Indian, Archaic, and Christian
era archeological sites, .their significance, and some of the information they provide

b. Some of the most significant achievements and cultural products of
a given people, with constant reference to maps and pictures

ti

c. Reminders that cultures evolve and change slowly and at different .
rates, one overlapping another, with pbckets of old or eccentric practices remaining
here and there; and that dates and time-lines cannot be interpreted as distinct,
invariable boundaries

/ .
d. Connections emphasized (wherever they clearly exist) between past

and present; between what the students already know from previous instruction, hear-
say, reading, films, and TY, and what will 'be new to them; and between the perva-
sive fictiOns about Indian civilizations in the Americas and the accounts that scien-
tists from several disciplines give us

e. Selection of a, few subcultures, peoples, or tribes for concentrated
attention

1

See Ignacio Bernal, "Concluding Remarks," in Jennings and Norbeck,
pp. 559-5* for a review of the progress of the archeology of the New World (to
1964). Teahers should try to review the following audiotapes for possible use in
this curriculum: How the West Was Lost (#AT503); Native Americans (#AT506);
and Native Americans of California (#A14507). All can be found in Audiotapes,
1973, from the Univ. of Extension Media Center at Berkeley.

. 27-- -1929
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Western North America

California children can be brought quite close-to the Desert Archaic
cultitre. Some may have lived near a famous site, somewhere in the gedgraphical
alea.1. others may be descended from a Great Basin or Southwest. Indian people, or
have visited or lived in modern communities inhabited by one of these peoples;
still others may be of Mexicatqlescent, speak Spanish, or know an Indian tongue;
nearly all will have heard and read a good deal about the indigenous people of
the West. Such a student body is the most promising resource a school can have
for the curriculum proposed here. With respect to the five guidelines listed justabove (a through e), a class might proceed in the following manner in studying any
'region in this chapter.

a. Where would one be most likely to find the oldest remains of pre-
historic peoples in the area? What kindsof information have come from excava-dons of large caves and overhangs? What can be deduced from them about living
conditions, cultural 'development, economies, associations with animals, and soon? How are the remains dated? Which scientific disciplines would one expect to
call upon to.interpret the remains? Names of caves like Sandia, Danger, Gypsum,and Roaring Spring tk name but a-few of many should become familiar to the
class; so should the artifacts connected with- them. The meaning of the word

."deseit" as applied to this culture must be understood well enough so that the
inclusion of part of Canada and our present Northwest has meaning. 1

b. The names of several projectile points e. , Sandia, Clovis, Folsom
Plano ought to be part of the students' working vocabulary. They shodld also learn
to feel the significance of the inventories from various important sites, beginning
with Roaring Spring and Fort Rock caves in Oregon. and moving south to other
locations. For example, thd "well-woven fiber sandals of excellent design ", found
at Fort Rock-Cave are rioworthy to Jennings: one of them, "charred by hot vol-
canic ash, yielded a' carbon date of over 7000 B.C."' A statem'ent like thati should
move a student; it sshould carry an emotional appeal to-anyone who cares about the
lives of our predecessors here. And it, conveys a good deal of varied information:
aesthetic, geological, chemical, chronological. Sandia Cave near Albuquerque
(Spanish-speaking students can help with these names) is just as exciting to thinkabout. It contained objects as old as the claw of an.extinct ground sloth, flint
knives and scrapers, and the flint spear points named for the cave with modern
Pueblo Indian materials at the top. The elegant fluted spear points of several types;
the grindstones, present by about 8000 B.C., which suggest that wild-plant seeds

See Jennings, "The Desert West," in Jerinings and Norbeck, p. 155,
for the broadest definition. He would "include the western one-third of conti-
nental United States, some of Canada, and most of the Mexican Plateau in the
area once covered by the Desert Culture."

40o
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are being widely utilized; the baSketry, bark; and wood utensils; the objects associ-
ated with sports and games:- these evidences of the ways in which people made a
life for themselves in a" harsh environment,ocan speak to young people who have
been taught how to listen to the past, How would the students account for the absence
of pottery at the very earliest sites? ,-What would the appearance 'cif ba:skets suggest
about'a culture? Why-a santhtl in that cave and not a moccasin?

c. Readings already cited and indeed any others whatsoever that deal
with ages, eras, culture levels, and social change will help banish the notion that
the stages 'of social evolution can be typed and dated exactly; or that one proceeds
neatly after another. To show students how to deal with chronology, teachers
should follow the .style of, good scholars, who qualify and approkimate when they,can-%
not put a fixed time on a thing; they should absoldtely not give quizzes or so-called
objective examinations that ask fo dates, places, eras,,,and people abstracted from their
social contexts. As a matter of fact, most junior and senior high school students can
learn very fast how to talk 'about prehistoric time, because they like being admitted,
to the company of archeologists, paleontologists, anthropologists, and others who'
explore the remote past. Chronological charts on 'classroom walls are there to pro,
vide simplified images or visual metaphors of time; they help locate Students in
expanses, that might otherwise be unimaginable; but they should.ncit be limited to
black-and-white linear arrangements suggesting a stern parade of rectangles. An
instructive exercise in mathematics, drafting, and sculpturing would be,to make
Spheres of styrofoam or other easily carved materialsi and show what was happening
in'' certain eras at certain sele ted points in the western hemisphere. Pin-on symbols
would serve as legends, so th globes couldbe used as long as they lasted. The
migrations of continents as w 11 as of peoples could be indicated on these globes;
similar artifacts from several widespread cultures could be represented;I language
groups or the earliest known wellings or the fauna of a given period might have r.

their colored symbols too. he last page of this chapter contains a"list of National
Geographic articles and maps that will be useful in these activities.

d. The connections between past and present in the West and Southwest
are many and various; teachers will always find several to suit the interests of a par-
ticular class. In all classes, and especially in those having students of Mexican
ancestry, a northward perspective from the Mexican Plateau should be taken fre-

. quently. The viewing line's must not always run from north to south or from a
"United States" position, which is .an anachronism in this context anyhow. 2 As Erik K.

Reed puts it:

. For example; " several virtually world -wide items: the throwing spear
and its throwing stick or adad [what language doe's that word come from?], domes-
tic dogs, implements of bond and wood and chipped stone, utensils of 1.3ktand
wood and basketry" (Erik K. Reed, in Jennings and Norbeck,, p. 176).

2
See the interdisciplinary topic on the United States -Canadian ixs

der in Part Three, Chapter VI, for Ways of looking at a border region.
li

4 0i
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In the Southwest proper we are concerned ar °logically with change
and progress, specifically with a series of impulses, a discontimous but
continual emanation of influence from Centers of advanced culture in
Mexico. In practice we tend t9 stop at the international boundary and
recognize only in theory that Sonora and Chihuahua eally are "South-
west's instead of "Mexican." All the Southwest was, after all, part of
New Spain for rsome three hundred years, and if the Gadsden purchase
had not been made in 1854, all the Hohokam cultural material south

!of the Gila River would still be Mexican legally and politically as well
as Me. ican in cultural affiliation.

The other major archeological groups of the Southwest proper, the
Puebloan Anasazi and Mogollon, likewise but differently and less` mani-
festly, represent the- northern frontier provinces, outlying rural offshoots,
of Mesoamerican civilization.' .

t,

Most young Americans of Mexican ancestry, whether or not they call
themselves Chicanos or participate in Movements like:La Raza Unida, already know
sornething about ancient Mexican history and want to learn more. From now on in
this curriculum, their desires can-ge answered in a systematic fashion at the same
time that students df other ethnic or national backgrounds are becomirg more aware of,
the many connections between 'Yielded and our Desert West. The truth about AmericanIndian history is so much more interesting than the stereotyped fictions, and so mucheasier to come by now than it was a generation or even a Iie.cade ago, that teachers
should take personal satisfaction from staying close to what is known about Indian
times. The peoples of the intermontane est were not equally creative or accom-
plfshed, nor equally.g'pccessful in respOnding to their environments; some of the areasthey landed in were inhospitable to begin with and have not improved noticeably wi-htime. ,o there are failurfs as yell as btilliant'successes to think about, impoverished
as,well aStelatively af,tent societies to study.'

e. The class should now be ready,to choose severdl Indian societies
for special study, which should illustrate concepts like these: the geographic extent
of the Desert cultures; the variety of adaptations these people made to their environ-
ments; the range of their cultural acilievernents over the millennia; the art forms in
which they excelled; and their condition, at the time they first met Europeans. (In the
Southwest, Coronado's conquest of t Puebloan towns in 1540 might'be the cut-off

-i# teachers do not 'want to Sta with 1492 for the whole continent.) Four geo-
graphical 'regions should be represe ted, but it should be remembered that all suchlabels are over- simplifications: P ateau; Great Basin, ,Southwest, and Plains. 2

1
,Erik K. Reed; "The Greater Southwest," in Jennings and Norbeck,pp. 175-176.

2 .
See Jenriings, op. C t., ,pp. 166-169, -and note especially his remarks

about Plateau Indians before and fter A. D. 1.
.

0
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Two to five peoples or tribes1 may be selected to illustrate some of the ilealh:ag,
features of the regional culture. For example:

c?'

Plateau Yakima, Flathead (Salish), Nez, Perc6

Great Basin Shoshone-speakers or "Diggers' (Ute, Vaiute, Wash, 0aL,n,

Southwest Cochise, Hohokam, Anasazi, Hopi, Zia

Plains Blackfeet, Dakota Sioux, Cheyenne, Comanche, and a Siouan
or Caddoan Village tribe

In dealing with specific groups,. teachers should look at the materials. an
Part Two, Chapter VI, topic 4--"Cultural adaptation"which concerns California
Indians. Witha few adjustments, the 'questions can be directed toward the peoples
being studied this year, beginning With a group that had connections with California
,the Ptheauindians, introduced by Ruth Underhill as "Those Who Had Little to Lose."
The description is just, on the whole, as is the nearly identical description attached
by Farb to the Shoshone of the Great Basin,3 but it should not discouraiw attention.
An appreciation of the variety of aboriginal ecohomies an important attitude; if H.
disabuses students of the notion that all Indians led a carefree outdoor life, all the
better. However, it should also impress upon thern'that these poor, serninomadic
people, who did not advance in social-political organization beyond the band level,
nonetheless were able to adjust successfully to ,the territoty they found themselves in,
and became expert in one art at least, basketry.4 According to the map Indians of
North America, ". ... the Plateau supported Widely scattered groups of foragers
prehistoric times. The Indians practiced democracy and peacefulness in their loosely
organized villages, and lived in harmony with neighbbring tribes. Intensely spiritual,
Plateau people employed long periods of isolation, fasting, and meditation in their
quests for supernatural visions."

Here, the class should spend some time discussing tne religious customs of
these people, and should make this a category from now on. Religious ceremonies

1.

Se& Farb, pp. 78-79., for differences between-a band and a tribe. rour
. and "people" are usually safe general terms..

2
Red Man's America,. Chapter 'XI.

a
Farb, p. 32.

4
Underhill, p. 253. See also Indian. and Eskimo Artifacts of North

America, index: "Yakimai"."Salish," "Nez Perce."
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varied along with other practices; students must realize that there was no-single, .uni-
versal "Indian" religion presided over by the same "Great Spirit,' and that the `econornof a people is vary' influential in determining their ides about.the supernatural, incl,uding whether or' not they will be monotheistic. Terms alike "shaman," "medicine
man," and "priest" should be used vr..th careful regard to the social roles, and functions
of the person being described.

e

Study of the Plateau bands should therge smoothly into that of the Sho-
shone of the Great Basin, for- the two regions axe part of the same,Intermontaneprovince,2 wheie territorial and cultural boundaries could nearer be exact. Since theShoshone are sometimes calleci"piggers," as are certain California Indians, studentg
might begin, with the economic connotations of the ria:me, a scornful epithet coinedby whites to express their disgust at tp half-starved creatures.giubbing for roots.whomthey saw throughout the Great Basin. Farb's chapter on them will almost certainlycads. the students to look at these Indians in a new light. Nothing can invest4them
with the glamour of the Eastern Woodland tribes or the golden Aitecs, but their
stage of economic development cah be made consequential when related to the
cultural' theory that Farb is explicating. His discussiop introduces some newconceptS:
to the class, which they should learn to deal with because they will meet ideas like, -

this again and again:

Much more important than the environment in explaining Shoshbne '
impoverishment is that the Shoshone larked a technology that, allowed
them to rise above these limitations [of' the environmentl The soil and
the climate around Salt Lake City today are .no different. :from what they,
Were in aboriginal times; only the culture has changed. The
technology of modern Whitest' has allowed them to nullify the 'environ-
mental limitations 14y the use of irrigation, drought-resistant crops, farm
nelinery, and so forth; White culture is based on an economic system

encourages theproduction of a surplus and has provided ways to
stOre anddistributecit.

How poorly equipped the Shoshone were to cope with this environ-
ment can be seen from the number of their cultural elements, such as

,.

See Underhill, 255.-256; and Farb, pp. 85286, 107-108, 142-143,
et passim.

2
See Jennings, "The Desert West," pp. 149-150, rfor a description of the

area, including floral zones and life zones
3

Farb, p. 16. The entire chapter, "Great Basin Shoshbne: cultural
Impoverishment," should be read for background and guidance.

4 /' e
The footnote, on pp. 5-6 explains why Farb capitalizes this word in

his book.
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. ,
their tools and social 'institutions a..d even religious practices, which
totaled about three thousand.. 'In comparison, the United States armed,
forces 'invading North. Africa during World War II unloaded five hUndrqd
thOusand elements of material culture alone. No one could hazard a
guest as to the large number of cultural elements posSessed by a wealthy
White farmer near Salt Lake City, today, to say nothing of the enormous
number of elements. of Modern America, w,ch surely would run to
'many millions. 1

This description', with its use of the device of enumeration, will help
students see what the abstract noun culture may stand for items that can be
counted, listed, and 'interpreted to some extent. The passage also provides a bridge
to instruction in economics, .a part of the social sciences curriculum that.needs mach
More attention than it usually gets in junior high school, Some recommendations on
this subject have already been discussed in the later elementary chapter, ad should
be reviewed here. Farb's warning about comparing and contrasting,cultur s must
also be noted: f`But take "caution not to misinterpret this comparison betAyeen the
impoverished Red man and the technological White. No' claim for the superiority
in-intelligence of one race over another has ever.withstood scientific scrutiny. Nor
does greater number of biological mutations occur in some races or cultures than in
oth s . . ." And so on to the final point: it is the culture that allows great people
to ourish, not the rare, of mutation. 2 Considering the fact that junior high school
students are encouraged to read books by and about exceptional human beings, teach-
Ors should -encourage discussion about "great men" and the conditions that may pro-
dace them. (These concepts can be related to the autobiographical project 'referred.
to in the Drama/Language Arts Chapters above and in Parts One and Two.) Hero-
and heroine- worship is a significant trait of adolescence, and teachers often talk
ibbilt role models in sociological and psychological contexts; the two themes can be
.brought together and related to Farb's oCany other similar theory about the connec-

. dons between human beings and the societies they create. As a result of such expa.;-
tiations on a significant theme, 3 the Shoshone and their digging sticks, along.with some
of the rest of their 3000 "cultural elements," may be judged to deserve respectful notice.

o

As the class looks southward from the Great.,Basin toward the pale yellow-
beige area on the Geographic map, it will see that the United States-Mexican

a

4

Farb, p. 20.
2
Ibid. pp. 20-22.

3
See the Dram /Language Arts chapter above for extended remarks

about the 'value of expati ing. It is assume," here and elsewhere in the secondary
sections that the students' skills in discussion are receiving steady attention from
the entire humanities faculty.

.
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border means nothing to students of Dysert Archaic cultures; The Pueblo tribes still
occupy a territory that once was part of Mexico, and their culture received Constant

o infusions from Mesoamerican cerlteys during the prehistoric period. Yet in, historictimes, they have succeeded in retaining more of their ancient culture than anyother North American Indians, a fact that is making them more and more attractiveto young adolescents: "Despite pressures -by the Spanish and later Mexicans and
Americans, the Pueblo have clung tenaciously to their traditions. The reallyimportant aspects of their life continue with remarkably little alteration :. Their clansstill function; their social structure is largely intact."'

The chart on pages 206-207 in Red Mans America shows eight categoriesin Hos* Zuni, .and other Pueblo cultures that help a reader iFe how these societieswere or nixed -- pueblo, clans, moiety or phratry, society, kiva, priests, town cere-monial eader, and required initiation for males. The technical terms ought to beuse requently by teachers and defined in context, because they will be encounteredin all the literature. Could the students draw up a similar chart for their ownculture?

The migrations of the Pueblo should, be reviewed briefly but with enoughdetail to follow them into the territory they now occupy, and to note the differences
between their movements and those of Southwest tribes like the Navajo-and theApache (once a single people) and the Comanche, who came later. The Navajo, forexample, probably "were every bit as much newcomers to the Southwest as werethe Spaniards";2 the Apache were Athabascans from the North; the Comanches wereShoshone from .the Great Basin. The Navajo intermarried with the Pueblo and othertribes and settled down to sheep7raising, the Apa'che "had few peaceful contacts
either with PLieblos, with Spaniards, or with while,Americans. . ,"3 A balance canbe maintained between past and present throughout these comparisons and in the his-_tories of the selected Pueblo tribes; a class can go as far into the post- European era as,,,local interest may suggest.

Although comparative language; studies will not be made a feature of the\
junior high school curriculum, something should be said about the language groupsthat the Monachi, Ute, Shoshone, and Puebla'peoples belong to, the4Uto-Aztecan,which consists of about thirty distinct languages and, as the name implies, can be

arb, p. 77 (from the chapter "Zuni: Unity I hrough Religion");', Seealso his rema ks about Ruth Benedict's Patterns of Culture (1934), a book some-times used as a reference in studies of tribal societies;
2
Ibid. , p. 267.

Underhill, p. 241. Her chapter on "Late Arrivals' is helpful for the'period 1000 and after.
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traced from "the Northern Paiute in Oregon and Idaho to the far outliers of the Aztec
Empire in Central America ."4 The 'detective work that liqUistic paleontologists
and other language specialists do can be :.onade very interesting to students of. this
age group. A language -helps to`show where a people originated,' what they owned,
what they thought about; and how they added to their word -stock if they migrated.
For ample, . . the Comanche apparently moved away from traditional terri-
tory alongside their close relatives, the Shoshoni, after acquiring hoAes, which
means in very recent times . and there is a break in the north-to-south continu-
ity of the Utonahua [Cato-'Aztecan] in the southwestern United States, where Navahos
and Apaches, on 'one side, and Yumas, to the West, form a large corridor acrd's the
territory."2' Another example will show the connections between language and agri-
ailture: Swadesh follows the cognates for metate or hand millstone through several
languages; suggests that it may be an old compound made up dnaha (hand) and --

taha (flat stone); and offers some tentative remarks about the diflusion of the instru:-
ment. 3 What have the Mexican-American and SpaRAsh-speaking members of the
class to say about the Sword for hand.and about making meal from cotn?

By means of such linguistic reconstruction, Swadesh says, "it is pos-
sible to trace the agricultural complex back at least six thousand years in.central
Mexico. Corn, chile, and squash.appear to be the oldest plants, followed on differ-
ent levels by beans, cotton, tomato, and maguey. "4A map with brightly colored
symbols will show the principal sites and plants to be discussed in the section below.

. The Inyention of A riculture
in the ew or

Here a choice has been made: to take up the invention of agriculture
now rather than to proOeed immediately to the Eastern Archaic culture of North.
America, where, agriculture begins to appear in Early Woodland societies between
3000 and 2000 years ago. (A class can choose to do it another Way straight across
the United States and southern Canada, then down to Mexico, Central America, and
so on.) The invention of agriculture may sound to some youngstudents like a very dull
subject or like an absurd paradox. Why should we get excited about the taming of
wild grasses? or How do you expect us to believe that agriculture had to be

1

Swadesh, "Linguistic Overview," in Jennings' and Norbedk, p. 548.
2 , I

Ibid. , pp. 5387549. i

/

.-\ , 3
Ibid., pp. 55-553. ,See Indian and Eskiml Artifacts, pp. 44, 45, and'

50 for pictures of manos and metates.
4 / ;, I

Ibid., p. 552. , I
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invented? These ideas are admittedly not as dramatic as visions of floating conti-
nents and advancing and retreating ice sheets but they are nonetheless quite extra-
ordinary and should be presented as challenges to the students' imagainations.

They must now transport their minds to some caves in the region of Tehua-,
can, situated in the southeastern corner of the central plateau of Mexico. Farb's two-
page section, "Beginnings of Agriculture," is a good short' summary, stressing the
"groundwork for civilization" that was laid in those Mexican caves with their eloquent
"living floors." Students need to take ideas like this seriously, to ponder them arid
ask questions and wonder at the ingenuity of their kind in making use of the resources
they found wherever they settle& In Farb's words,

By 3,500 years ago, archeologists found evidence of cOmaex village
life, pottery, elaborate religious rituals, and the intricate social..organi
zation that all these things imply. And by 2,000 years ago, large-scale
irrigation works were being constructed; tomatoes and peanuts were added
to the long list of domesticated plants', and turkeys were domesticated;
specialized occupations arose in, religion, art, and government; there
was evidence of a far-flung trade, This civilization culminated about
1,000 years ago in the high culture of the Mixtec, who ruled until they
were conquered by the Aztec shortly before the arrival of Cortds. And so
the story of Tehuacan over the past 12,000 years demonstrates the gradual-
evolution of small, nomadic bands of collectors and hunters into a com-
plex and despotic high civilization based on agriculture.2

1

See Part Seven, interdisciplinary topic on Maize; Farb, pp. 210-212
and 216-219; Pedro Armillas, "Northern.Mesoamerica," in Jennings and 'Norbeck,
pp. 292-300; and Weiner, pp, 201-204. See also RedMan's America, pp. 16-18.
The discussion in this,section relies strongly though not exclusively on-these sources.
Compare Underhill's account (1953), p.. 18, with the-other works cited. Again,
the class will be discussing matters still under investigation, in the forefront of research
in..the natural and social sciences, and,far in advance of what was available to studentsof their parents' or later school generations° With respect to wild grasses and primitive
plant varieties, the students should consider the threat of "genetic erosion," which
will prevent our turning to Central America, for example, when we need the unique
characteristics stored in the seeds of primitive varieties of corn. Modern agricul-
ture prizes uniform, nearly identical crops of exceptionally high yield; but these
plants also carry uniform weaknesses, such as susceptibility to devastatingliiseases.
See Robert A. Jones, "Genetic Erosion of Plants Poses Threat to Crops," Los Angeles
Times, June 4, 1974, Part I, p. 1.

2
Farb, p. 211. One of-the-Unif-California Extension audio tapes

would be useful here: Dr. Daniel Zohary, "Civilizing Grain" (production date 1969),
second part of a four-part program entitled Beginning and Endings (#AT 511).
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Teachers will have to judge for themselves, but this 9uld be an appro-
priate place to discuss the dietary implications of the foods mentioned above, and
to relate them to modern diets. Household arts, biology, and physiology teacher's
could present illustrated lectures. analyzing those foods in the light of what is nctw
known about nutrition; Striking advances have been made in this field during the
past few years, and they should be,bfought to 'the attention of the students. \ Frances
Moore Lappdrs book, Diet For a Sma.11"Planet,Ican be used to assess the value of
the plant proteins4n the early Mexican diet. Students might enjoy figuring out
recipes based on the' foods and cooking equipment available in a. given era.

This will alSo be a suitable place -in the curriculum to consider briei0
the question of transpacific'contacts, another of the fascinating puzzles of American
history.2 Students should become acquainted with the chief elements of the problem, 1,

and' should see some of the pictures that provide clues to the investigators. Resort to
Koh-Tiki, which many students have read, Will° not be enough: the discussion must
go much farther into the arguments Farb summarizes and the evidence Ekholm,
presents. Weighing these data will give-students good .practice in handling evidence
thoughtfully, and -in suspending judgment if the evidence is finally deemed insufficient
to support a conclusive decision.

.

The. northern spread of agriculture can be followed up to New Mexico and
the Cochise people, wild were' cultivating maize over 1000 years ago. The introduc-
don of agriculture produced no remarkable' changes in their culture, nor did the addi-
don of squash and beans by 1000 B. C.3 However,' one of theirciffiughter cultures, the
Hohokam, did more:. "Rather than merely incorporating agridilture into an existing
pattern of collecting seeds, as did'the other desert peoples, the Hohokam liberated
themselves from their environment: On the major rivers they built dams thatredi-
rected the flow of water into canals, some of them thirty-feet wide in places and
extending, for More than twenty-five miles."4 These people and another just as

1
Q (New York: Friends of the Earth/Ballantine Book,* 1971). See also

Michael Jacobson, Nutrition Scoreboard: Your Guide to Better Eatim (Washington,
D.C.: 'Center for pienceASMthePub is Interest, 1974), which shows how. to evalu-
ate foods in present - day American markets.

2
See Farb's section under this title, pp.. 212-216, including the note,

where the' outlines,of the problem are presented clearly. Then tread Gordon F.
Ekholm, "TranspaCific Contacts," in Jennings and Norbeck, pp: 489-510, for a longer
discussion, several illustrations, and a bibliography.- 'Ekholm is "a leading exponent
of such contacts" (Farb, note, p. 303).

3
Underhill, p. 187; Reed, p. 178. Underhill's chapter on "The Peaceful

Corn-Growers" tells the story interestingly.
4

Farb, 216.

4 5..
``.



remarkable- -the Anasai--vcan,be studied as examples of distinguished cultures
lasting until about A.D. 1100 (Hohokam) and 1300 ( Andsazi), not long before the
coming of the Europeans. Several' elements of their culture should be noted
before the class resumes its examination ofthe later Puebloan societies:

ArChitecfute. The earliest examples are "pit houses" (probably of
Northern, not Mexic, derivation) in clustered villages near the corr fields; later
come the distinctive "apartment houses'!" or "cliff dwellings" of the Anasazi.1
Sedentary farming has begun; the economy isprogresSing_feem food-gathering to food -producing; the Hohokam "appeal. to have used astronomy to-calculate planting dates."2Two noteworthy ceremonial structures are developed; the Hohokam tballIcourt, inwhich rubber balls imported from,Centtal America INiere used, and the Anasazi GreatKiva, a large chamber, often wholly or part1.9. underground, 'used for religious cere-monies and 'other purposes.

Art'. The introduction of pottery, a very important cultural 'feat Lire, canat last be discussed. The Hohokam got theirs from Mexico,, along with other artfonts theY developed beautifully. The Anasazi receiVed theirs from the southeasternUnited States, as they did the`type of,maize they cultivated.3' Since the Southwest'
Indians are famous for their pottery, an art; they excel in to the present day; and sincenci"pre7ceramic't and "cera re" are essential categories in c'vltural studies; the class
should spend some time on ,i.s subject and should see as ma y examples as possible
of prehistoric and histbric pottery. 4 Basketry is another significant art, and "Basket-
maker" is altitle for. several successive early cultures. Also, by the Christian era,cotton is be ng cultivated, an advanced weaving industry seems to have existed, 5and skill in weaving comes to be a mark of certain tribes. 6 These three arts can be ;

See Farb, p. 217, the photograph of Mummy Cave at Canyon dt Chel-
ly National Monument in Arizona, showing "the sweep of Pueblo settlements fromthe early pit houses . . to the multi-storied dwellings... . ."

2Farb, p. 216.
3

Ibid. , p. 217.
4
See Indian and Eskimo Artifacts , pp. 56, 167, 171-273, for

examples of pottery and baskets.

Reed, in Jennings a d'Norbeck,
6
See, for example, M ry Hunt Kahlenberg and Anthony Berlant, The

.Na_.yajo Blanket (Praeger Publishers, Inc. , in association with the Los Angeles County
1VWum of Art, 1972). The NaVajo learned the art from the Pueblo: ;

41i
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taught throughout the first year of junior high school and as long thereafter as the art
.teachers,and students choose to go on. For some few studentS, this instruction may
lead to a career in clay products, textiles, or even furniture-making with wicker,
aging, orbamboo. Sand-Tainting might perhaps be tried if the class gets tar enough,
into Navajo and Pueblo art; but-since a sand painting is actually an altar, the artist
would have co approach the work with special knowledge and feeling. At least,
reproiluctioris of these elegant designs can be exhibited during discussions about
religious ceremonies, .

The molt striking feature of the peribd.after aboucA. D. 1300 is the
decline or disappearance of the Anasazi peoples andm general "process of Pueblo
withdrawal" that cOntinued until the Spaniards arrived. And of the 70 villages that
existed when Coronado first made contact with these Indians, only about 30 now sur-
vive. 2 A great deal has been published about this withdrawal and about the subsequent
history of the Pueblo peoples,, not all of it accurate;3 but teachers will find reliable
guidance in'Underhill, Reed and Farb-:- text and bibliographies. The.tlopi and Zuni,
likely to be familiar to most students, at least as names, exemplify the. Desert Pueblos;
their rather more isolated life -can be compared with that of. the River Pueblos, repre-
sented by Taos, Sap Ildefonso, and other well-known. communities along the Rio
Grande in northern New Mexico, These tribes preserved their ancient ways by with-
drawingfurther into themselves and passively resisting the Spaniards; for all Pueblo
peoples, religion was a powerful unifying force and an aid to survival. In the-chapter
entitled "Zuni: Unity Through Religion," Farb discusses the significance of religion
to the people, and frequently compares their customs with those of other cultures,
ancieneand modern. Underhill is likewise vety informative about religion. Many;
many connections.ban be made between early and contemporary Pueblo history; for
example, the clashes between the,old ways and those. of the returning war veterans,
the fight to keep air-polluting powr plants out of Four Corners, and the determina-
tion of many Southwest Indians to assert their political power in county and state
gdvernments. Some such comparisons between past and present should be undertaken
before the class leaves this culture and turns its attention to the Indians of the Great
Plains.

7. The Great Plains

Only fairly recently has k. become possible for teachers to gather for their
students an adequate account athe prehistory of the Plains Indians, who were not

1

Reed, in Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 187-188. See also Underhill,
pp., 200-203, and Table 8, p. 214.

2
Fad, p. 77. See the map, p. 78, for locations.

3
See Farb's remarks about-Ruth Benedict's view of Pueblo Indian soci-

eties, pp. 89-94.

4 11
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thought to have had much if any histoy at all before. the.whites met them. Whenthese Indians did become a presence on the Euro-American scene in the middle ofthe eighteenth century, riding horses that their forbears had got by various means,from "-I culture;om the Spanish settlements in New Mexico, they an their cultureere assumedto have been always what they appeared to be then " ypically Indian." But authori-tative opinion now agrees that the pictorial impresgton they have made on generations.
of Americans needs to be corrected in the light of recent evidence:

L.

To many people, the typical Indian was the Plains Indian, a paintedbrave in full regalia, trailing a war bonnet, astride a horse which he rodebareback, sweeping "down upon as wagon train; in full technicolor. Infact, the picturesque culture of the Plains Indians. was artificial, notaboriginal, and it did not last The amalgam known as thePlains cultur e was not fully acCo fished until the early MO'sAnd
like the spring grass of the high plains, it withered quickly.1.

,.....,
This curious situation makes very interesting material for young people to look into,and teachers should take advantage of the anomalies:

Q

It contains elements of mystery, which have required years of hard
fieldwork and hard thinking by many-investigators to clear up. When
the data,do'begin to emerge; the prehistory of the Plains people is
seen-to becompatible with that of °tiler American aborigines, and so
the "strangeness" of the situation is no longer a' question about factsb a subject for inteipretation by social scientists and others.

It is full of contrasts, many of which are picturesque-and appealing tothe imagination. The moral contrasts in the modern history of the
Plains Indians are equally sharpa.nd vivid and increasingly importantto the field of.ethnic studies.

. Sociologically, the composite tribe of the earlier and later buffalo-hunters is a significant phe omenon,. much more of a true "melting pot"than the nineteenth-centur immigrant acculturation process ever was,The patterns of migration settlement in the area, and the subse-
quent cultural exchanges am ng. groups, are fascinating to unravel.

The story of the Plains Indians, from the late seventeenth century.to thelate nineteenth, is charged' with human interest. The tragic nature ofits outcome exemplified by Little Big Horn, Wounded Knee, and the

1

Farb, p. 112. ituth Underhill's opening paragraph, Chapter VIII; pre-sents almost the same picture, as does every other work dealing accurately with thePlains people.
o

3
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end of the Ghost Dance will cause any student American history
to reflect upon the moral problems of Indian-whit relations. This
topic can be investigated with every regional group the class may .

choose to study.
d

Finally, the, curious history of the Plains Indians brings the recent past
and the immediate present together in a particularly instructive way;
and a class may decide to follow the story to Wounded Knee again,
where approximately 200 Nlala Sioux seized the village pn February
28, 1973, and took eleven hostages.1

Acknowledging the pressures of time, how can teachers-instruct them- ,

selves well enough to present an adequate account of the Plains Indians? A very good
start can be made by reading a chapter in each"of the three books most frequently
cited here and preferably in the following order; 'Underhill, "The New Rich of k

the Plains," Wedel (in Jennings and Norbeck), "The Great Plains," and Farb,."Plains
Equestrian Revolution." Other books'might`do as well; others should certainly be
consulted; but these will shoW the teaching,, staff how to get into the subject ands select
some of its most significant aspects for study. .

Professor Farb's ;account, based on research of the type that Wedel reports
in his paper, is principally concerned with the profound changes caused by the "eques-
trian revolution" and the consequent mingling of the tribes that moved into the plains:

. . The whole of the plains, from Alberta to Tekas, became
peopled by groups of great diversity who had come from all directions
and often, from great distances, There were Athabascans from. the north
(Kiowa-Apache), Algonkians (Cree, Cheyenne, Blackfoot) and Siouans
(Mandan, Crow, Dakota) from the east, Uto.Aztecans.(Comanche, Ute)
from the west, Caddoans (Pawnee, Arikara) from the south. The plains
became a melting pot for more than thirty different peoples, belonging

. to at least five language stocks. I,: has given anthrocrologists a living
laboratory of culture change. 2

1 ..:----1
. Ed Meagher, "U. S. Ends Blockade of Wo4nded Knee, Sioux Claim Vic-

tOry," Los Ancreles Times, March 11, 1973; p. 1., Recent books, songs, , and films
about Wouik1W-16eWand present), Little Big Horn, and other such events

a should be discUssed. See alsolhe moving biography of an unusual Indian worrian who
was born :in 1854 to half-white parents who chose to live 'as Indians; Dorothy Clarke
Wilson, Bri ht Eyes: The Story of Susette La Glesche, an Omahaind'3.n (New York:
McGraw-Hi , 1974). It is written in the form of a historical romance, acked by
research.

2
Farb, pp. 115.117.

6
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Teachers should"now have the background materials and the specific topics they need
for organizing classroom activities. They can 'start with Wedel's classifications:
the early.big game hunters, the hunters and gatherers, the woodland peoples, and
the Plains Village Indians. (See the chart of time relationships, p. 196.) The first
two can be treated fairly quickly now, 'because the students know how to get into the
hunting and hunting-gathering periods, and how to visualize the two chief geographi
cal subdivisions of the area= the short grass, plains,or steppes, of the west, and the
tall-grass prairies on the eastern side. The locale and the technical distinctions interminology are important; a great deal of our later history, from Lewis and Clark
to John Steinbeck's migrant farmers of the 1930's and the resurgent Indian movemertts
of the 60's and 70's is played on some part of this immense stage. A few facts'from
meteorology will be approfiriate here; the students should be ready to unders4rid what
an annual rainfall figure- can mean in the history of a people. (See the word aiti-
thermal on Wedel's chart, for example.) The a to e list under point 5 above, "Archaic
and,,post-Archaic Cultures," will be sufficient to guide the discussion right on ehrough to
the Plains Woodlaildrand Plains Village peoples, on' whom the class should spend suchtime as it has. Under the first heading, thP. students should consider the first appear-ance of pottery in the region; the introduction of agriculture and the ensuing change-
over from a food-collecting to a food-producing economy; the Hopewell, or Mound
Builder, culture of the northeastern periphery (ca: A. D. 200-400); and the earthlodge, a standard type of primitive dwelling.

With the Plains Village culture, the class will move well into the Chris-tian era; these peoples dominated the eastern Plains until the nineteenth century.
A single sentence from Wedei summarizes their accomplishments:

These included the use of permanent multi- family habitations, :often
larger and much more substantially cOnstructed than anything c4 which
we have record from the Woodland period; residence for most of the year
in fixed villages, ,which were sometimes prote,cted by ditches and stockades,:
and with which there were usually associated large numbers of underground
storage pits; abundant pottery of varied and distinctive character, and
a greatly increased range of artifacts in stone, bone, horn, shell, and
other materials. The bone hoe, . generally fashioned from the
scapula of the bison, was one 'of the most characteristic items, persist-
ing long after the introduction of iron hoes by the white man.'

The class should consider continuing with the Plains peoples to the endof their culture in 1890, disregarding in this instance the terminus that Might have

1,,
p. 205. See Indian and Eskimo"Artifacts,p. 8, for a pic-

ture of buffalo-bone and -horn hoe blades from one of these village sites. Thenimagine cultivating one's corn-patch along a creek bottom with such an implement.
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been chosen for others. The story as told by Underhill, Farb, and several of their
sources is astounding, and many discussion topics can be found in it from scalping,
which might have been learned from white settlers, to the causes of warfare, the
effects of sudden material wealth on inipoveiished gatherers and .marginal hunters,
the relation of. vision quests to the Plains economy, and the shcirt-lived phenomenon
of the Ghost Dance. . , .

When it comes to selecting several groups to exemplify the 'pre- and
post-equestrian Plains cultures, teachers can consult the lists and map in Underhill
(pp:/183-185) and the quotation above from.earb (pp. 115-41'7). Geographical
Iodation and language group should be taken into account for the sake of variety and
tthe maintenance of connections, with other parrs of the, social sciences curriculum,.
Toward the end of the° time allotted for'the Plains,- teachers should consider returning
`co the northeastern and southeastern peripheries, so as to pick up the Blackfoot, Ara-
paho, and Cheyenne of the Eastern Woodland, the Crow from the Mississippi, and
the Teton Dakota, or Siouk, from the woods of Minnesota, who had transforMed
themselves into Plains Indians and become he protagonists of the, great'American
epic. 1 In..tracing these gr ups back to their earlier homelands, the class will make
the transition to the Easter Archaic people,and their successors.

Eastern North America

These are the Indians of the Northeast Woodland and Southeastern areas,2,
whose descendants were described by sixteenth- and seventeenth- century European
explorers, settlers, adventurers, traders, and missionaries in a:literature that .still
molds our conceptions of them. Their prehistory is covered in two- chapters in Jen-
nings and Norheck, Underhill and Farb treat the prehistory briefly, and then concen-
trate on some of the later periods.3 Their example will be followed here.

In the map of "Sorrie Noith American culture groups of about 8000 B.C. ,"
James 13. Griffin located the Fluted Blade Hunters, who "occupied all the states
within this [Northeast.] survey, the southwestern part of Ontario between Lake Erie
and Lake Huron and as far to the northeast as Nova Scotia. There is a remarkable
similarity in their stone implements over the entire area and, indeed, to other Fluted

1
Underhill, p. 153; Farb, pp. 112-118.

2
The green and mauve areas, respectively, on the National Geo-

graphic Indian map. /
3 i.

Jennings and/Norbeck, pp. 223-287; Underhill, Chapters III-VII; and
Farb, 'Chapters VII, X, and XIV., See also Clark and Piggott,' The History of
Human Society, pp. 1'78-181:

CZ /
f3,1929
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fade Hunters in the Southwest and the Plains: These people had probably entered
the area by 1.0,000 B.C. "Their origins before that are even less certain :1 but their
general way of life and technology must inevitably be traced back' to . . .
advanced Paleolithic cultures . As a likely: hypothesis, we can assume that the -
penetration into. the tipper Mississippi, Great Lakes, and New England was from
the south:_1..-.., Again, the general outlines are familiar ;. but teacherS can display gla-
ciatton maps, climatic charts, migratory routes, and other evidence that might
suggest why. this area is thought to have -been settled from south to north. The class
should-also pause to diScuss'the Modoc Rock Shelter near St. Louis, one of the oldest
of Eastern Archaic sites, which contains a wealth of -artifacts and refuse (which is akind of treasure to archeologists) on several levels. Farb says of it, "Anyone who
lcoks closely ar.the Modoc culture of some 8,000 years ago must inevitably feel the
shock of recognition, for here is the familiar world of the Woodland Indian of early. tikAmerican history. "2

The class should also look-at one of the Late Archaic sites dated around
2500 B.C. Clark and Piggott show a Settlement plan in.Massachusetts (p. 179),Which indicates how the round lodges of .the population were placed and. where ,the
burial grounds day. How close are the nearest cemeteries and plades of .worship tothe school the class attends? Have the students ever visited them? What do theseplaces say about the local population?' Where is the nearest known Indian burial site?In the same period between 3000 and 1000 B.C. , the Old Copper Culture Will be ofinterest because.of the cold- hammering process used by Indians from northern Illinoisto Lake Superior. This is not strictly a true metallurgical process; the strange,'"stone"
was "hammered and shaped into forms resembling bone, stone, and perhaps wood proto7types."3 The North American Indians had no metallurgical technblogy in gold, silver,copper,' of tin, which was to flourish in South and Central America from about A.D.1100 on not did they have a Bronze Age such as Europe saw. They might be said
to, have jumped from the Neolithic era to the ages of iron and steel after receiving
Manufactured gods from Euro-Arnerican. technologies.

The. class should now Move on to the mound-builders of the Ohio Valleyand the Adena culture, noting particularly Its distinctive burial complexes and the
rich,grave offerings they contained. Although barial practices varied from place toplace, there was "an interaction of localized populations among which various ideasof the time spread and were incorporated into their burial observances."4 What

-"The Northeast Woodlands Area," in Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 223-225.The map is on p. 226.
2

a Farb, pp. 208-209; Griffin, p. 229.
3
Griffin, p. 234; Clark and Piggott, p. 177.

4
Griffin, p. 235.

4 1 6
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matters here is that the students should become acquainted with the gradual develop-
ment of,Early Woodland mound cultures. Then they will be ready for the lateF,
very expansive Hopewell cultures of Ohio, Illinois, and she Mississippi Valle3n which
spread eventually throughout the soUth-central part of the Northeastl "the most
remarkable, influential, and extensive culture to arise north of Mexico after the
Archaic/',2 The class should follow the lead of authorities on the subject, and
examine the connections between economics and religion and politics in these
extraordinary Societies; they can also look on a map and measure the distances over
which the materials for mortuary offerings had to be transported. Trade routes should
always be .mentioned when students are discussing a people's economy, because ideas
movectalong with the copper, mica, obsidian, freshwater pearls, alligator teeth,
and Conch shell`s thellopewell peoples imported, just as they do wherever goods are
exchanged anywhere on earth; Some of the mound complexes now lying under the
'fields of the middle wesr and south, and awe-inspiringly evident from the0air, are
shown in the National Geographic magazine for January, 1948, and December 1972.

Before leaving the subject of mound-builders; the class should acquaint
itself with the Mississippian culture (or Southeast Ceremonial Complex) that arose
about A.D. 700 and profoundly influenced the basins of the MissiSsippi and its
tributaries, spreading as far as the Great Plains and New York. Some interesting con-
elusions have been drawn from the village complexes and their earthen platform
mounds:3 possible Mexican influences in architecture and artifacts;a notable
increase in village size; an extensive pottery complex; a very elaborate ceremonial

.system based on religious and magical activities; a hierarchical society according
high status td its 1:!aders; and a work force of thousands and tens of thousands over
the centuries during which the largeSt compounds were built by a people having
neither metal tools, wheeled vehicles, nor beasts of burden, This expansive and
dominant culture must be imagined pushing up "about as far as effective corn agri-
'culture is possible at present."

11

Ibid., .pp. 239-245. See also Farb, pp. 219-224.
2
Farb, p. 219.

3
See Underhill, Plate II, p. 42.

4

5

Farb, pp. 223-224; Griffin, pp. 249-250.

Griffin, pp. 250-25,1.
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From this point the class can turn briefly .to the Great Lakes Tribes,"
noting the changes in their diet as a possible result of unfavorable climatic condi-
tions from A.D. 1200-1700: instead. of corn,, they arc eating wild rice and other
lbcal plants, and have shifted back to hunting.in several areas: It is at this stage
of .their economy that. the European explorers' found them. 2 The clafis should now
proceed from the Great Lakes regipn to the edges of the Northeast area, so as to
compare the cultures of the Woodland Indians with those of the Mississippi and Ohiovalleys.

Here the students will meet once again thdtribal.names made famous
by the Puritan settlers, the French Canadians,* Fenimore-cOOper, and countless his-torical romances: the Algonquiari-speakers and the IroqUdian-speakers. 3 The his-tory of the Algonquian language family and its relatives, one of the most widespreadin North America, would make an interesting side study. It included three large
groups- the corn-growers of the Great Lakes and Mississippi Valley, discussed above,
and the northern hunters and the corn- growers of the Atlantic seaboard, to follow.
The northernmost Algonquin, in Canada, roamed in hunting bands through forestsand "inhospitable wastes!" or traveled the streams in birchbark canoes. Their food
containers, in which they cooked, and their toboggans were also made of birchbark.Let the students imagine a Canadian Algonquian cooking method: dropping hot stonesinto a, liquid until it boiled. This equipment was occasionally used by the Algonquinof the United States.4 4 0

The, study of these people should center on the changeover from nomadic
hunting to mixed hunting and agriculture, and onthe influence of the Hopewell

For very interesting outside reading,' see Paul. Radin, ed; , The Auto-.
1212.graVVinnebago Indian (New Yo DoverTublications, '1963). This famous
work was first published by the University-of California Press in the University ofCalifornia Publications i American Archaeolo' y and' Ethnolo y, Vol. 16, No 7,prig 15, k9213. The foo notes are an education in themse yes. Another of Raclin'sbooks that krill app4. to teachers and students is The Trickster, A Study di American
Indian Mythology (New York: GreenWood.Press, 1956);

2

Longfellow's Hiawatha, who lived by "the shining big sea water" ofLake Superior, is a "refined and expurgated Ojibwa" (Underhill, p. 92),-. of aGreat Lakes Algonquin tribe.
3/ See Underhill, Chapter V, for the Algonquins, and Chapter VI forthe Iroquois.
4

Underhill; p. 60.

4 1 t5



culture from about A. D. 900 onwards. Since the tribes of the eastern forests and
Atlantic coast figure prominently in the early history of the United;States, sevt,ri
of the most familiar should be discussed, among them certainly the Pequot, the
Wampanoag (Chief Massasoit's people), the Delaware, and the Powhatan of Vir-
ginia. Their confederacies deserve some attention as political organizations, though
they were not as strong and well-organized as those of the southeastern Indians or

1 those Of the Iroquois, and could not survive the confrontation with the advancing
Europeans. Ruth .Underhill )observes of their history from the early 1500's on:

There was no time to watch them [the whites] from a distance, to
acquire their goods, and to learn their ways. No,sooner had the first
arrivals landed than conquest or infiltration began. Not only did the
whites want the Indians' lands and their goods, but this eastern country
was to be, for a hundred years, the subject of a tug of war bericeen
England and France. Before that contest was over, Indian life on the
seaboard was practically expunged.'

The culture of the Iroquoian-speakers of the northeast was considerably
different from that of the northern Algonquin whom they pu§hed apart as they immi-
grated from the south and west. The final pattern of settlement (for the purposes of
this 'account) shows a solid clump of Iroquois with sender streamers of Algonquins
on either Side. 2 Every good book on the subject is abundantly Specific, providing
plenty of material for c mparison and contrast; so the northeast scene from A.D.
1100 can be populated i the students' imaginations with the Algonquin hunting
bands, their nomadism,. nd their loose confederations, and with the Iroquois, whose
tribal names are equally tirring to Americans Mohawk (the name means "canni-
bals"),,3 Oneida, Ononda a, Cayuga, and Seneca, who lived farthest west of all.
There seems to Shave been a great deal of fighting as the. Iroquois moved through

.tt

Algonquin hunting territories, and some mixing as well.4 After early reversals,'
"They went into training, grimly and systematically, to equip themselves for war-
fare in the woodlands; and they grew quickly in population, prosperity, and in
the complexity of their culture."5 The "long houses"6 are the most remarkable

I
Underhill, p. 71.

2
Underhill, p. 83; Farb, p. 95.

"A Woodland League of Nations," pp. 83-86,
3
Farb, p. 97. See Underhill, p,

tribal names.
4
Griffin, p. 254.

5
Farb, p. 95.

6

See Underhill's chapter on the Iroquois,
for a discussion of their earliest history.

86, for her interpretations of the

See Underhill,. p. 88, for a picture and floor plan.
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feature of their large villages, which reached a population of 1000 people,
according to Griffin,

lIroquoian culturall development from archeological evidence does not
seem to be unique in the Northeast or as superior as evaluation by
ethnologists has Stiggested. It did not move into the Northeast as a
Complex; it developed there. Adjacent, Algonquin groups to the south
and southeast were on the same general cultural level, but their cultural
life had suffered much more from European contact than had that of the
Iroquois.'

One very significant feature Of Iroquoian culture, and undoubtedly one ,
source of their strength, was the Hodesaunee, or League of the Five Nations, which
became the Six Nations with thein,of the Tuscarora in 1722.2 This confeder-
acy, inspired by, a prophet's dream (ca. 1570), was put into practical operation by
the, white settlers. School children are still taught that it was one of the models for
our own Constitution, though not all historians agree about this; modern writers are
more likely to compare the League to the United Nations, for it dealt only withexternal relations of war and peace.3, Extended consideration of this matter wouldtake the class up to Revolutionary times, where teachers may notcare to go.this
year. The planning committees will have to settle such questions in advance, per-
haps choosing to wait until later studies in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century history.Planners might also want to incorporate the Iroquois League with civics and other
classes in politics and government. In this chapter, the discussion will break off witha mention of the League and turn to the Indians of the southeastern United States.

Quite a little time should be devoted to these people, for they developed
remarkable cultures. Teachers can review the Archaic and Early Burial Mound peri-
ods in Jenhings and Norbeck,4 and then take the class on to th period between A.D.500 to A.D. 1000:

In these five centuries the Southeast ceased to draw upon the North; in
fact it began to send ideas back to the North,- The patterns from Hope-
well were thoroughly integrated and transformed into new and distinct
patterns. Peculiarly Southeastern cultures solidified and, with only minor .modifications, continued on into'the historic periOd . major

1
Griffin, pp. 254-255.

2
Farb, p. 97; Underhill, pp. 92-96 et passim.

3.
Farb, p, 98; Underhill, p. 92.

4
William H. Sears, "The Southeastern United*States," pp. 259L270.
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ceremonial centers emerged and be'came larger and more comply during
the period; states were probably organized aroard some of these centers.

Pottery is so impOrtant in identifying cultural levels, outside influences,
growth of regional Craditiops-, and the like that.the students should see somelexam-
plet (Jennings and NCirbteck, pp. 268, 272, and 276) and they should continue mak-
ing pottery-An art classes. But since students of junior high school age are riot
expected toibecome expert fn ceramic identification, it.will be enough to 'exhibit
and discuss (the different styleS informally, for purposes of comparison and Contrast,
and to appreciate the beauty of many of them. Professor Sears carries this' subject
throughout his paper relating pottery and other artifacts to the religious, economic,
and social institutions of the Southeastern Indians. Teachers should take 4s much from
him, as their classes can handle at this stage. Wherever new ways of life are evi-
denced in art forms small and large as for example in the "Long-Nosed ,God".(Figure
4)., ear spools,' ceremonial axes, and temple mounds of the late Mississippian period
the class should discuss their significance, noting connections with new types-af agri-
culnire or possible influences from other societies. Circum- Caribbean traits must
always be kept in mind: they are evidence of continuing close relad.onsIwi,th Mexico
or South America,2 add' in a short while they will lead the class smoothly into the
study of Central and South American civilizations.
. . .

. , . . ! ..

From A.D. 1000 onwards in the southeastern .United States, the growth of
villages and ceremonial centers, with their attendant cultural features,' should continue
to be the central theme. If teachers have. concentrated on it from the time of the
Adena and Hopewellaburfal mound-Complexes mentioned above, they Can carry the
topic straight through to the Natchez chiefdom and, say, the De Soto expedition of
1540-15421- or as far as the total destruction of the Natchez and their disappearance
from history after 1732. In fact, a thematic study of the burial and t mple mound
culture from approximately 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1500 would be justifi d, for the theme
is weighty enough to support a prolonged examination of several North American
societies east of the deserts and to suggest a comparative review of burial practices'
in all the chief cultures discussed so far., This would* be a genuine s rvey, a compre-
hensive view with considerable.accompanying detail, of 2500 years four history, .

covering an immense geographical area and entailing the study of a number of very

Ibid. , p. 270,.
2 . t

See, Underhill, pp. 26-30; Sears, p. 285; and Farb, Pp. 161-16a.

The class should be reminded somewhere along the 'A ay that St. Augus-
tine, founded by the Spanish in 1565, is the oldest city in the Unitbd States. Some-
times students forget that the Pilgrims were not the first European /settlers of our /
eastern coast, and many of theme may not know that a few blacks Were here before /
the Mayflower. .
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important social institutions. Even though the archeologists and anthropologists
continually deplore their lack of knowledge and the gaps in the record: they knowenough, to satisfy and delight .a lay audience. Classroom teachers- can, gather thebasic materials fairly easily if they have time to read, plan, and organize. Thenthey can enlist the aid of specialists in the visual, tactile, household, and industrial
arts for special presentations ranging from village and temple architecturejo
ceramics, weapons, ceremonial eqUiptrient, body decoration, clothing, decorativehandcrafts, foods, and medicine.1 Teachers and specialists in the social sciences
can arrange discussions about the class syStems of these theocratic societies, com-
paring them with those of other Indian peoples and with modern examples. Then
when the students come to the Massachusetts Bay Colony theocracy of the seventeenth
century, for example, they will be fatniliar with the'general concept and aware of
some variations within the type.

However the curriculum may be ordered, the, study of North American
Indians should conclude with the southeastern Chiefdoms belonging to the. Muskogeanlanguage family,- for example, the Chickasaw, Choctaw,- Creek, Cherokee, Semi-nole, and Natchez.. Professor Farb says that none outshone the last-named, so the
class might concentrate on it, while keeping the other people in view. 2 Farb'sdescriptions of the Natchez cult of the sun, the official religion of the chiefdom, aresufficiently' detailed to provide analogies with other North American Indian religions.
This miglqt- be another of the review topics rounding out the study; but since pr estlyand secular authority are indivisible in a theocracy, the final discussions must go just
as. deeply into the Natchez socio- political system, which differed in many Ways from
that of other groups studied so far, and include the class titles, .class privileges, and
marriage rules that were distinguishing features of system.

Finally, the students should consider the position of women in societies
having matrilineal descent, "a common arrangement with agricultural peopledover
the world."3 Again, this is a theme-with-variations, a subject matter that can be
pursne in. every-social analysis t students undertake, and that has obvious linkswith esent- day inqUiries finto condition ot women and family life. Child-rearing

1

For an abundance of description, illustration, and instruction about
Indian art and technology, See Julian, Harris Salomon, The Book of Indian Craft's' .
and Indian Lore (New York; Harper &.Bros. , 1928). This book is full of interest-
ing projects and useful information.

2
See Chapter I; Underhill, Chapters III and IV'; and Sears, in

Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 284 -285.'
3
Underhill, p. 33. See also Farb, pp. 81-83, for a discussion of the

Zufti kinship, system, which is matrilineal and matrilocal. See also the interdisci-
plinary topic on women (Part Seven).

422
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practices mill certainly enter the discussion; they should be treated in social sciences
classes and in-the interdisciplinary, coeducatibnal study groups proposed in the house-
hold arts chapter below. Our methods of bringing up children are not the only ones
to have been developed in this continent; comparisons between a number of modern
practices and a similar variety of Indian methods wciuld be highly suited to young
adolescents, wholove to talk about "parenting" and the neaniprotession of being a
child in our. culture. These perennially attractive topics, ranging from the politics
of the family to the political economies of clans, tribes, chiefdoms, and states,,
can serve as a means of moving to the societies of Mesoamerica, froM which the
Indians of North America learned so much. Another is offered in a paper entitled
"North and South American Cultural Connections and Convergenc.:,s," by Betty J.
Meggers, who has'done extensive archeological field research in South Arnica with
her huSband, Clifford Evans.1 Her discussion conveys some of the same puzzle-
solving excitement as the treatments of trans-Pacific contacts and linguistic affini
ties do, and the illustrations on pages 516-517'will help teachers to make the com-
parisons specifc and concrete.

This concludes the construction of one Possible model for treating North
American history and Indian cultures from the formation of the continent to the Indians,
first contacts with Europeans a model which i. more than an outline but obviously
less than the amount of material needed to teach a course based on this subject mat-

. ter. The style and proportion of the treatment were deliberately chosen. Most ,

teachers are not satisfied with a skeletal outline that fails to show what the proposed
structure will be like when it is filled out, and that leaves all the hard work for the
teachers to do; they are usually just as disinclined to accept a preseribed curriculum,
heavily detailed, that is too inflexible to yield when local conditions require adjust-
ments. Yet these same teachers would almost certainly.a....u.ee that some kind of order
and some day-to-day guidance are necessary if connections are to.be maintaiped
among the things that student, are learning. ""il

So the discussion in this chapter is really a demonstration of a process.
It has been designed to demonstrate, quite literally, the role of an example: it
proceeds in the same manna that is recommended for humanities faculties and
planning committees wheh fhey are charged to do something about teaching a broad
range Of the social sciences in a humanities setting. :n other words, .the model is
sympathetiOally directed toward the practical concerns of the people who do the work
of classroom-teaching and curriculum writing.

Now, any exemplar ma! fail to appeal to itsaudience, becoming no more
than a negative model, so to speak, -o be thrown out and replaced by a better one.
This is one useful role for an exemp:-.,, to play: it has, forced people to think through
a 'problem., to consider alternatives Lei new contexts,

-4?

and finally to produce a model
.

1

Jennings and Norbeck, pp. 511-526.
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they can accept. But at its best, an exemplar can do a great deal to help planners.
'In .the present case, an interesting, substantial curriculum has been worked outunder headings that can be adjusted to Many different ways of teaching, and ithas been built upon what teachers and planning committees can do and discover forthemselves. The resources lie waiting for anyone who wants to make use of them,.

The process begins with the desire to know more about the subjects one
. teaches, and with reading that satisfies that desire: Nothing can replace this basic,

compelling motivation. The process continues through discussions with one'sleagues and in the inservice seminars, to more formal sessions in a Humanities Plan-
ning Committee or within a deliartment. Writing will follow sooner or later, thenediting, talking it over, and rewriting preferably in very small groups or subcom-mittees of congenial teachers. (Please note that teachers recommend this processor something very much.like it to all their students, and especially to thbse in writingworkshops.) Reading, thinking, imagining, talking to colleagues, reading and think-ing independently some afore theSe are the activities that lead to personal growthand tc beneficial changes in teaching. They can be adopted by any group of teachers
who want to take a fresh look at what they. are doing, and set about writing a curricu-lurn. Ifa school has established an interdisciplinary social sciences seminar, itsmembers can produce. an extended outline and courses of study for Mesoamerica,
South America, and the-Caribbean basin, thus finishing the project begun here, Thenthe semina'should take up the other topics at the beginning of the chapter, or choose'- some of its own, and complete the junior high school social sciences curriculum.1

,r!

o

1
In senior high school, topic No; 12 has been selected for exemplarytreatment: Studies in English history and literature of the seventeenth century,through the Glorious Revolution.

ry



Articles in National Geographic Dealing with .

----NTEFAmerican Indians, 1947-1972

1947 Stuart E. Jones, "Indian Life Before the Colonists Came," Sept. 1947,
351-368.

1948 Neil Merton Judd, "'Pyramids' of the New World," Jan. 1948, 105 -128..
Aztecs, Cherokees, Choctaws, Creeks, Incas, Mayas, Mound Builders of, the
Mississippyalley and its tributaries, Natchez, and others.

1948 Matthew W: Stirling, "Indians of the Far West," Feb. 1948, 175-200.
Paintings by W.,Langdon Kihn. ,20 illustrations.

1948 Don Watson, "Ancient Cliff Dwellers of Mesa Verde," Sept. 1948, 349-376.
Hopi, Navajo, and Ute, and the Basket-Makers and Cliff Dwellers of
another age..

1949 Matthew W. Stirling, "Nomads of,the Far North," Oct. 1949, 471-5041
Algonquin and Athabascan linguistic stocks.

1953 Ralph Gray, "Following the Trail of Lewis and Clark," June 1953, 707-750.
Arikara, Blackfeet, Flathead,- Mandan, Minnetaree, Oto, Shoshoni,, Siodx.

c

1955.. Dorothy Dunn, "America's First Painters," Mar. 1955, 349-377. Art of
Apache, Navajo, Pueblo, Sioux, Woodland, and Plains gibes.

1955 Julian Schellbach, "Grand Canyon," May 1955, 589-629. HaVasupai, Hopi,
and Navajo. .

1956 Carl" P.. Miller, "Life 8:000 Years Ago Uncoveied a.n-itlabarna. Cave,"
Oct. 1956, 542-588. 44°,

1964 "20th-century Indians Preserve Customs of the C4:3rwellers," photo-
graphs by William Belknap, jr,, Feb. 1964, 196-211.

.. :.
q . .

1969 Matthew W. Stirling,- "Solving the Mystery of Mexicoeat Stone Spheres,"
Aug. 1969, 295-300. .

Gp

1969 Allan Villiers, "In the Wake of Darwin's beagle," Oct. 1960, 4497495.

1972 Paul A. Zahl, "Portraits of a Fierce and Fragile Land," Mar. 1972, 315-337.
Includes "Plants of the .Alaskan Tundra," "Birds of the Alaskan Tundra," and
"Mammals of the Alaskan Tundra," a beautiful, separate map,

1972 Ralph Looney, "The Navajos," Dec. 1972, 740-782.
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1972 George Stuart, "Who Were the 'Mound-Builders' ?" Dec. 1972, 783-802.

-1972 "Indians of North America," text with map supplement, Dec. 1972; p. 739.
This map, and its reverse side, are mentioned several times in' this 'chapter
of the framework.
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.CHAPTER VII

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Our children will inherit a' world in-which a knowledge of a
foreign language will be extraordinarily. useful. New achievements in
communication and transportation are bringing the many, cultures around
our globe closer with every decade. The distant lands of nineteenth-century
romantic poetry and exotic fiction are no longer so far away; and many
people will have an opportunity to travel to another part Of the world at some
time during their :lives. A second language is an important element in the
complete education of today's human being:

Diversity of language is a 'fact of human existence...
a person who has failed to acquire minimal proficiency
in at least one foreign language.has missed an experience
which is essential to understanding the world'he lives in.
Being a Monolingual, he 'eannot grasp the nature, function,
and social importance of languages both English and foreign.
In his ignorance, he tends to assume that all languages con-

, vey meaning in much t4le same way as does English., This
fundamental error leads to gross misunderstandings regarding
the actions, customs, and-beliefs of other peoples,. an igno-
rance the modern world can ill afford....1-,,

A humanities foreign language program must do more than teach
fluency hi a second language, however. Students should obtain from such a
program an ability to appreciate the different cultural patterns that comprise
the world and our own multi-ethnic society. Young students have a natural
curiosity about people in other lands; they should be encouraged to satisfy
that curiosity in a way that teaches them more about how people live.

The foreign language staff of a humanities program, then, has a
three-part responsibility to its students: first, to help students learn to
understand and appreciate cultures other than th'eir oWn; second, to provide
them with another dimension in their intellectual devehipment; and third, to

'Frank Grittner, Teaclf ng Foreign Languages (New York: Harper
& Row, 1969), p. 86.
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giie them a tool that they can use throughout their lives in a world where
people no longer remain isolated from one another. I

Recommendations

In junior high school, students should continue to improve in
speaking and reading a foreign language, and they should learn about the
literature, 4rt, history, music, and social customs of the fore gn country.
In humaniti s foreign language programs, studying culture is nearly as impor-
tant as learhing language_ Foreign language teachers will be expected to
incorporate more cultural topics in their language instruction than is custom-
arily done and to become specialists in several aspects of a culture, teaching
about them in single courses or side studies or in joint programs with other
members of the staff. For their part, the rest of the humanities faculty-must
understand th.e' increasingly important role that .foreign language and bilingual-
bidultural instruction will play in the curriculum. Eventually, all teachers
will be expected to become bilihgual and capable of., teaching their subjects
in another language. With respect to bilingual instruction, the following
passage from Part Two, Chapter VII, bears repeating:

The inescapable conclusion must now be drawn from the
recommendations set forth in this chapter and in the
frameworks for ,foreign languages and for bilingual-
bicu Rural education: all California teachers should be
bilingual and capable of offering" instruction in a second
language., .Since the goal of a complete bilingual teach-
ing staff will take some time to reach, an intermediate
goal should be set. By.means of hiring and retraining,
schools should have a number of teachers on their.staffs
who are capable of instructing in a second language. In
one elementary school, this group might consist of the
language arts, music, and body education teachers: in
another school, a different combination. In secondary
schools, the presence of a number of bilingual teachers
would give students the opportunity to study, for example,
the art and architecture of Latin America in Spanish, the,
history of the Chinese in Chinese, and current develop-
ments in Common Market countries in French, German,

1The term "foreign, " rather than such a term as "target, is used
throughout this framework to designate peoples and cultures that are not native
English-speaking. See footnote in Recommendations, Part Three, Chapter VII,for further clarification.



:Italian, and English. Where Russian or Iapanese.are
taught, like opportunities exist. Sthools having large
populations from a subdominant American culture--and
in California this is likely to, be 'Spanish-speaking-- -

should be well-staffed by teachers who are fluent in the
language of that culture....."

fn the Bilingual-Bicultural Framework, ways are suggested by
which secondary sc oo s can accomp is true bi ingual instruction. For
example, the transition froin learning a second langugge'to studying another
discipline in that language might go as follows:' After students achieve a .
certain level of measurable proficiency in the second language, they could'
take a course in which the second language is the language of instruction.but
in which language ability is` not a major criterion,for success. 1 This.means
that English-speaking students could take classesin art, music, industrial
arts, and,physical education taught in .Spanish, for exampl6, before they take
such classes in language arts, 'drama; and the social sciences.' Spanish- .

speaking students, ,on the other hand, should receive most of their instruction ,

in language arts, drama, and the social sciences in Spqiish, and their other
arts classes in English. Junior high. school is a good _ti , ,for students to
practice second languages,this way, and when'they reach senior high school
they might be ready to take on those, disciplines in which language ability is
a major criterion of success. ..

While the school is moving toward. the goal of bilingual staffing,
regular progiams in speaking, reading, and writing foreign. languages and.
interdisciplinary programs involving language and cultural studies will ..
continue. Faculty seminars should be established to study the foreign language
program and make recommendations for improving It. For example, students
coming from elementary schools that have humanities programs will have begun
foreign language instruction in the early grades. When they arrive-in junior
high school, they will be able to converse with native speakers abciut simple,
familiar topics, read and write the language to some degree, and understand
something about the culture and customs of the foreign countries where the ,

language is spoken. junior high school teachers should see th t these students
continue in an unbroken instructional program and make every effort td ensure
that the program offered in junior high will continue in senior hi h school.
Foreign language teachers from all three levels shobld select a committee to
see that continuity is maintained. One principle must be.steadfattly upheld:
every language that is taught must be offered in a sequence through the inter-
mediate level, at least, and preferably to an advanced level.

1Bilingual-Bicultural Education. and English as A' Second Language:
A Framework for the ementary an econ ary choo s of a ifornia (SkFa-
mento: California State Department of Education, I i , pp.
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Faculty committees will find support for this principle in the
state frameworks for foreign language and,bilingual-bicultuial education
and by the many foreign language texthook companies that publish kinder-
garten-through-grade-twelve programs. In many communities, however- -
even those with well-planned foreign language progeams'--the backgroiind
and level of achievement..will vary widely among students coming to junior
high school, from different elementary schools. S.orripmay hive had several
years of instruction, others none at all. Programs and courses must'be
developed to meet these different needs and backgrounds, including, of
course, those, in beginning language instruction: Many early adolescents
'who begin foreign language study find that they like it"and make good, steady
progress.

Students can becOme,interested in the comparative studyo.f foreign
languages while they stuffy theft- own language, especially if such study is made
enjoyable and appeals to their "code-cracking" propensities. For example,
language art teachers might set up activities for ,investigating languages as
systems of communication that human beings have developed in every society.
Any language, therefore-, can becothe a topic fOr investigation. Students mightchoose to learn soniething about alphabetsand then mighr'concentrate on the

. Phoenician, Grecian, -Roman; Cyrillic,. or Gaelic or one of the pictographic
systems' They might like to read about the Rosetta stone and other keys that
haVe been discovered or devised for unlocking ancient languages. They could
practice some of the sounds that-may be produced by using the various alpha=betsand develop an eleinentary'voCabulary with them. They could also trace

'cognates, for various, familiar words in English back to their Indo European
sources., By concentrating on, familiar-objdcts and activities such as food,
colors,' household objects, greeting., numbers, etc., students could hold con-
versations with each other. Using aural-oral methods, teachers might also
provide students with elementary vocabularies in a Romanic or a Germanic
language. Most foreign language, teachers reject this idea of offering an explor-
atory language course on the grounds that it does not help students choose a
language to study it-rdepth, and often gives them a very superficial impressionof a language. But elementary' comparative studies of language systems are not
aimed at motivating students to study. foreign languages or to ,choose any partic-ular language. These may be' indirect outcomes of such activities, but theyshould not be primary goals. 1

One way of organizing foreign language instruction in a humanities
curriculum is to use the individualized approach, a method with sp6cial meaningfor foreign language teachers. It involves sequences of written instruction that
students follow with a minimum of direction. This procedure-creates extra timefor teachers to meet with individuals and small groups for extended practice in

.
I For an .example of an exploratory course that-could be modified

and made into language arts activities, see "Parlez-vous Francais? 'Oui' Answer
8th Graders," NASSP Spotlight' (December, 197"3).
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skills. Teachers do not have to rely upon a single Series of textbooks and,
other instructional materials; they may use'any cOmbination of materials tbey
think best fo their students. In good individualized programs, audiovisaal;
equipment i4rusedeffeCtively but with restraint. Students keep track of much
of their daily performance, but the teachers grade`general progress. Teactwrti
also develop sequences for instruction in cultu'ral topics. Students sign out
individualized "packages" that direct them to read poems and stories, view
works of art, or listen to musical pieces frbm the country's store of culture.
They may also study the roles of adults and children in the family, customs
and habits of daily living, attitudes of society toward adolescents, kinds of
jobs and careers open to young-people, school life, sports, travel, ,amusctrient,
and many other aspects of popular culture in the foreign country. Such sequences.
of instruction can be more extensively developed when.the whole' staff ,participates
in intercultural eduation, In this work, the humanIties-faculty can be a resource
for both teachers and students. However, writing individualized lessons takes a
great deal of'time, and teaching them requires help in the classroom. Foreign,
lahguage teachers will need support in their requests for the necessary Planning
and preparation time, and for instructional. aides.

Resourceful teachers throughout the humanitieS faculty will find mdny
opportunities topuic their students in contact with local .descendents of foreign
cultures. For exan-iple, students can visit restaurants, - motion picture theaters,

-dramatic productions, art exhibits, consulates, special Libraries, holiday lewd-
vats,, national celebrations, and the like. 1 Native speakers can be invited tip
the classrooms as Visitors or aides and asked to do some of the following:

Converse in their native languages with smalbgroups of
students

Read or tell stories from their countries' literature and
folklore a

AnSwer students' questions about the foreign country
.

Help students put on a national holiday celebration, including
discussions of the history of the event as well as =its signifi-.
cance in the lives of the people

Teach native folk songs and dances

Help students improvise situations that dramatize family
life in the foreign country,

I-The Superintendents of Schools in Alameda, 'Contra Costa, an
Clara Counties have prepared a joint publ*_atibn for teac.lers in the San Franc
Area: Fo -eign Language Folio: A Cuide to Cultural Resources Eind,Field Trip
Opporturlj.es in the Bay Area for Teachers and Students of French, German, and
Spanish ilayward, .Calif. : Alameda County School epartment, 1973).

29--84929
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. Prepare and record materials for the teacher to use when
a native speaker is not available

Explain idioms, grammatical concepts, word meanings, etc. ,
from the standpoint of a native rjpeaker

For students\to acquire an appreciation of the relationship of
language and culture, teachers must focus attention on individual people in
the foreign country and the many social circumstances into which they, must
fit. They can do this in a number of ways; for example, by preparing/dialogues,
structure drills, and' conversational practice that contain material about patterns
Ofliving of native peopleS; by discussing with students the.: nuances of meaning
that everyday language holds for native speakers; and by explaining differences

similarities) in attitudes sand ideas about fainily, friends, home, comforts,
work, vacation, education religion, eating, etc. 1 In all these methods of
instruction, teachers should rememberzthat students of this age learn foreign
languages best through imitation and repetition. Teachers should avoid giving
laborious explanations of grammar, and should not ask fd,r written translations
of long passages..

Students should move as soon as they cati,into reading literature in
the foreign language and good translations of foreign literature. They can begin
with poetry and stories that are similar to ones known in English. A recom-
mendation from Part Three; Chapter VII, is applicable here.

v

In every situation, the authentic literature of the country
being studied should be used, not material translated from
English to cater to a market in second-language programs.
Simplified versions of folk stories, legends, historical
tales, and the like ttn'ay be gathered by teachers; this kind
of reading is, a valuable and sometimes neglected source of
information about a country's history, social customs,
religions, and- people.2

Humanities classrooms and the school library should be well-
stocked with good translations of foreign literature and bilingual materials
by reputable pUblishers: all should retain the authentic foreign text. A
p v4 -recommendation stated the need for such materials:

1The following publications are examples of teachers' manuals that
present thoughtful discussidns of the relationships between language and culture;
and offer good lesson plans, references to current textbooks in use, brief histor-
ical descriptions of cultural topics, and useful bibliographical references: Reid
Scott, Cultural Understanding: Spanish Level I (Hayward, Calif. : The Alameda
County School Department, 19695, and Earl L. Walpole, Cultural Understanding:
'French Level I '(Hayward: The Alameda County School Department,.1971).

2Chapter VII.
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When pupils have developed good listening and speaking
skills, they are ready to begin,reading in the foreign
language. Their-first books should deal with familiar
subjects in a ,familiar vocabulary, and they should be
printed in easy-to7read type. For a more detailed dis-
cussion of the teaching of reading in a foreign language,
teacherq should see Part Two, Chapter VII, of this
framc.ork,sand Chapter Six'of tames Mofiett',s book,
making the necessary applications to foreign language
teaching.

Books in severaanguageseven those not taught in a
given schoolShould be available on shelves and tables
for leiSure inspection and reading. 'Whenever possible,
the array should inclucle bilingual-editions of high quality...

7

Reading with a parallel translation is not cheating; it is. one
very efficient way of getting into a bo k that 'one has always
wanted to read-or that arouses one's c riosity for some
reason. Since the students will not be examined on such '

reading and can do it because they really want to, the trans-
latiOn functions as far more than a handy glossary--convenient
though that feature certainly is for rapid comprehension. When
the translation is well-phrased, it educates its readers; it
exemplifies the art that sortie students will be trying fqr th
selves in the second language. In addition, bilingual texts in
Romanic languages not taught in the classroom will tempt very
able students or rea-Tel- who are merely curious at first, to
try,another tongue, perhaps Portuguese or Italian, if Spanish
is already known. Leisure readings in other alphabets than
Roman will have to be chosen after consultation with pupils
who want to read Arabic, iebrew, Russian, Chinese, or
japatiese, for example.

Teachers should reread Chapter VII in Parts Two and Three for suggestions
on methodology, for they are also applicable to the junior high level. Mastering
oral skills should take precedence in the classroom over reading and writing in
any beginning language program, but wide leisure reading In the foreign language
should be encouraged. The classroom library shelves shouldbe stocked with
interesting books in the foreign language and in translation.

Activitie's Going On in the Foreign Language Program

. Activities suggqsted for this level in the Foreign Language
Framework and the Bilingual-Bicultural Framework.

. Speaking and reading in a foreign tongue every day
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Singing-foreign songs every day

Learning some dances of the foreign country

Reading for leisure and enjoyment in a wide variety of
literature in the foreign tongue and in translation

Playing word games; matching foreign words with their
English cognates; working simple crossword puzzles

Using the foreign tongue in acting out simple situations

. Making puppets speak in the foreign tongue

Looking at examples of non-Roman alphabets

Corresponding with foreign students

Participating in national .festivals

Learning as much as pOssible about the foreign culture

Seeing good travel films and reading well-illu Strated
travel magazines

Cooking and eating foreign foods on occasion

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving Foreign. Language

What does it mean to be a foreigner, an alien in someone else's
native land? After looking into this question, students may come to understand
a little better the attitudes of non-native speakers of English and the foreign:-
born in our country, and to,appreciate what it means when one has to learn to
speak the language of another people and to fit into- their culture. During the
course of this activity, they will. be working in drama and the language arts, thefine arts; the social sciences, and in several foreign languages. Teachers may,pose a number of sub-questions to focus the 'discussion. For example:

. Were you ever in a situation wherefeveryone spoke a
language that you did not, understand? How did you feel?
What did you want to do? What attitudes might you
develop if you were in such a situation for a long time?

*See also the other disciplinary chapters. Foreign languages andethnic sLadies are incorporated with the whole curriculum.
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What are the words in different languages that designate
a foreigner?, What are Met literal-meanings? The
English word "foreign" comes from a Latin root that
means `situated outside a place or country. " In-Lerman
the #ord is Au slander , literally meaning someone who is
outSide the land.

Ho have negative connotation become associated with
words that originally *descri e-d someone who was not of
the native group? For exa ple, the Greek word barbaros,
fro which We derive bar earous, meant those who were
ign rant of the Greek a guage; and the Greek root, in,tUrn,
is kin to the Sanskrit ord barbara which means stammering
or on-Aryan. Some uses of the word "foreign" imply harm;
i. .* a "foreign body in the eye" or "an ika foreign to him."

Teachers can assign (and read aloud) fictional and rion-fictional
.literature deicribing the plight of immigrants landing in this-country.- Recently,
some excelnt films on this topic have become available for ,classroom -show-
ing.] Wh are the policies of some other countries toward foreigners? How
are Amevican,s treated who settleoin other countries? Why do some countries
encourage certain` kinds of immigrants and close the dOor on others? What has
led to mass emigrationsWestern Europe in thee 18th. and 19th centuries and
Eastern Europe after World War IT, for example.

Students and parents should know why in California and elsewhere
in the United States, efforts are.being made to start programs of bilingual-
bicultural education. Some students may themselves be involved in such
programs or have heard about them but do not understand their' significance.
Brief excursions into the past can show them the attitudes that Americans held
in the early 19th century and before 'about teaching and speaking, foreign
languages in the schools, and those that prevailed during the latter-19th century
and the first,half of the 20th when teachers and admiriisrrators consciously
tried to rid iminigrant students of their native speech and'even any accents ,br
intonations that lingered on. Native Americans who did not speak standard
School-EnglishsOutherners in northerschools, Blacks, and Indianswere
often similarly treated. Ekamining the reasons for the changes in attitudes
toward other languages spoken in this country is a very "relevant" study for
early adolescents, for it shows them one link .betweed the past and their own
present.

1The Immigrant Experience: The Long Journey (31 min. , color,
1972) LearninrCorporation or-Arnerica; A Storm of Strangers (27 min. , black
and'white, 1970) National Communications Foundation Project Film, distributed
by AcI, Inc.; and Nobody Goes There: Ellis Island (9 min. , black and-white,

-'1969) Joan Hovath Film, distributed by ACI, Inc.
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1°To conclude the activity, students Might consider how best to
behave toward foreigners in this country. Should they avoid drawing atten-
tion to a foreigner's accent? Is it polite to ask, "What country do you come
from?" When yoU try to help out á foreigner, might he or she mistake your
intention? No matter how well a foreigner speaks English, should you attempt
to-respond in his or her -language if you know it? Above all, students shdulcl
learn to enjoy the variety of accents in this country, foreign or native, and
refrain from making moral judgments about their users.

,Planning an imaginary visit to a foreign country is an activity
that can interest. student's, if it is not done to death. They can read, about
places of cultural. and historical interest, locate good photographs and 'paintings
of interesting sights. collect pictures from travel magazines and other periodi-
cals, such as the National Geographic, make their own travel folders, and the
like. Some fpreign consulates maintain a library of films about the cultural,
economic, and historical life of their countries that can be borrowed without
charge br at a minimal cost. Students should see and hear emples of good
travelogues, ones that represent the original meaning of the word--an illustrated
talk or lecture on travel. They can pattern the travelogues they,invent- after
these models, putting information they.have found into their own Words, making
their own illustrations, and using material they have clipped and collected from
various sources. In the ,course of the imaginary trip, they can figure the cost
of travel in foreign currency, Order food in restaurants or markets, shop for
items that- are unique to the country, and provide general information tt_iai a
traveler might need--using the language of the country wherever they can do
so comfortably. They should read accdunts of imaginary journeys, including
science fiCtion stories, and write stories that have a travel motif, if they care
to. They should decorate classrooms with travel posters, collages of cut-out
pictures, and their own art work.

'See also the interdisciplinary topic on journey in Chapter VIII.
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CHAPIER VIII

MATHEMATICS 'AND SCIENCE

In- an elementary program guided by this framework, children
will have observed, compared, ',....easured, and computed from their earliest
Years in school. By the time' they reach junior high school, students should
find such activities natural and enjoyable, and, they should be ready to examine
more of the mathematical and scientific con-..epts 'underlying the activities.
Some students, however, will have a difficult time comprehending or appre-
ciating number theory, sets, and "irrational numbers, or performing scientific
experiments. Even those who perform operations brilliantly may not grasp
the Concepts or processes involved if these are not linked to concrete modelst
realistic' problem-solving, and physical activities such as playing games,
building,' and measuring.

. Mathematicians and scientists participating in the Cambridge
Conference on the Correlation of Science and- Mathematics in the Schools
propose that learning in mathematics and science could be improved if they
were taught ,in integrated programs in elementary and junior high schl:

To the argument 'that mathematicshas stood.for years on
its own pedestal in th, schools, we reply that it has hardly
been a screaming success. For every child who feels
comfortable with mathematical abstractions, we can s,urely
find two who are bewildered and repelled. Moreover, we
wondei how many of those children who seem at ease with
al-stractions will be able t9 transfer their concepts to any
practical situation., To the argument that'the matherriatical
sequence would be damaged by integration with science,
the majority of the conferees would reply that the very use
of concrete examples' and new concepts and motivations
emanating from the science side increases the flexibility
of the organization of mathematics instruction. 1

1Goals for the Correlation of Elementary.,Science and Mathematics:
The Report of the Cambridge Conference on the Correlation of Science and
Mathematics (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1969), p. 8.
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Mathematics and science are'naturally allied disciplines because
'mathematics is the language of science, and scientific demonstrations can
illustrate the utility of many mathematical concepts--the ellipses projected
for orbiting astronauts and ships, for example. Whether or not these-disci-
plines are taught,in an integrated program, science and mathematics programs
must be closely correlated so that teachers can be sure that students have .

adequate training in mathematics to do the scientific compUtations required
and that'they are hot-merely repeating in one class what they haNie already
mastered in another.

In schools where teachers.cooperate closely, both mathematics
and science can be taughtoin association with. many,other disciplines: the
visual and tactile arts, architecture, music, film and photography, wood-and
metal-working, cooking, and the social sciences. The Humanities Planning
Committee can sec*that students reinforce their learning by applying their
mathematical and scientific knowledge in the study of geometric design and
perspective in art; proportion, force, and tensile strength in architecture;
chemical changes and bacterial growth 'in food courses; and so forth. In doing
mathematics and science, the very posing of problems involves at least mini-
mal concern with other disciplines. Holes have to be dug, apples sold, pies
divided, distances traveled, crooking war boiled. "Real problems tend to be
interdisciplinary, "1 and students and teachers must learn to pose problemS
that are of immediate concern to the class. 2

Students a this age can also study. the role of mathematics and
science in the history'of Western and other civilizations. Western mathematics
had its beginnings in an almost religious mysticism. Pythagoras noted that
there was ,a harmony when a certain numerical ratio existed between the chords
of a lute; the universe itself moved with such numerical precision and harmony
that the movement of the sphel-es was thought to create a perfect music. Plato
required geometry of his students for entry into the Lyceum. Aristotle was a
great natural scientist as well as a philosopher. Newton; Galileo, Descartes;
and others were mathematicians, scientists, and philosoptiers; in fact, no
distinctions were made among these callingS until comparatively recently.
Human beings were all looking for knowledge about their world, and themselves.
When mathematics and science are taught as part of the humanities, inseparable
from the other arts and intellectual traditions of our'culture, students will find
that artists, philosophers, and scientists not only have much in common but
share similar methods and ideas.

Descnptions of Units and Design. Lab Activity," Unified Science
and M'athematics for'Elementary Schools (USMES), '(Newton, Mass.: Educational
Development enter, p.

2See suggestions on how to set up such problems in Goals for the
Correlation of Elementary Science and Mathematics, pp. 16-17, 9-5-97.
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Sexual and ethnic discrimination is a 'deplorable fact in school
mathematics and science programs. In other sections of this framework
such discrimination has been noted in a variety of subjects, but nowhere is
it more obvious and widespread than in mathematics and science. Society
still defines these fields as inappropriate for women, and members of the
mathematical and scientific profesSions somehow communicate to the unin-
itiated that their fields are too difficult for minority students and for students
who don't immediately grasp certain procedures and concepts. These facts
Must'be facedby the faculty and counseling staff, and und6sirable praCtices
must be changed. It may be something as blatant as a teacher or counselor
telling a student that these subjects are too difficult for him .or her; it may be
a question to a: student about whether she is "sure" she can handle the material;
it may be peer pressure beyond the direct control of. the teaching staff. What-

ever the problems in a pa.rticulag school, much can be done to solve them 'f
the faculty is willing to talk about them and to act.. Perhaps students have n
adult models of their sex or ethnic background in scientific and mathematical
professions. Then members of the,prbfession can be invited to the classroom
to serve as models. They can discuss the wide range .of available jobs that
require some or'a great dea.1 of knowledge in mathematics and science. And,

of course, continuing improvement of the program can make these disciplines
attractive to students who at first show no interest.

Mathematics and science programs should be flexible so that
students can re-enter at any time even though their first experience has shown

them to be inadequate, either in age, 'development, attitudes, or ability..1 YOung

people do not develop the capacity t perceive spatial relationships or to think

abstractly at the same age or rate. Other students may t do veil simply
because they see no practical or vocational purpose in thematical or-scien,
tific concepts when they are first introduced to them, a curriculum is based

on small-group and individualized instruction, as it is in some schools, both
athianced and average students may enter and proceed at their own rate, subject
to-minimum standards of progress. The classroom should make these flexible
arrangements feasible. There should be a variety of work areas for small .

groups and individuals, including work tables and some chemical-resistant
surfaces. Sophisticated and expensive laboratories are unnecessary for junior
high school work. Given the appropriate work 'space and_equipment, mathe-
matics and science study can be both busy and orderly.

1-The Second Strands Report: Mathematics Framework for California
Public Schools, Kindergarten Through Grade Eight (Sacramento: California State
epartucation, 1970), p.5.

2 Reviews of studies in differences between the sexes in intellectual
abilities reveal that young boys and girls do equally well in verbal and spatial
perception. However, from the age of 10 or 11, boys' ability to determine
spatial relationships increases, with girls` receding, and girls' verbal ability
increases, with boys'.receding.. See Eleanor E. Maccoby and Carol Nagy Jacklin,

"Sex Differences in Intellectual Functioning," Proceedings of the 1972 Invitational

Conference on Testing Problems--Assessment in a Pluralistic Society (Princeton:

ucationa esting ervice, 1 RN;
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Mathematics and science classrooms are laboratories, display
areas, and reading and discussion- rooms. For necessary activities to proceed
smoothly, classrooms must be large and must have ample storage space: large,
closed cabinets, open shelves and wall space. On the walls there can be
changing di§plays of useful charts and models and student projects as well as
prints, drawings, and mobiles especially interesting for science and mathe-
matics, such as works by Pollaiuolo, Leonardo, ,Piranese, Mondrian, Da li,
Calder, Esther, an certain Chinese landscape painters,,Ir by art students
in the school. Stor4e space must be available to house eq(uipment for experi-
mentation: working models of simple mechanisms, string, sticks, straws,
spobls, and glue foi. making models; several calculators for student use; cones
in Sections; compasses; protractors; straw,pplyhedra kits; geoboards and geo-
square activity cards; abaci; games likehe'Ss, 'checkers, "Equations, " "Whifftn
Proof, " and three-dimensional tic-tac-toe; Magic squares problems;,and puzzles
like "Tanagrams," "Tilting a Plane, "-and soma cubes. I Expensive or potentially
dangerous equipment should be kept in locked cabinets.

Students need to develop proficiency in the four basic arithmetical
operations, but they do not have to repeat endless exercises. 2 Computer's now
do such tedious work for us, and students .should use calculating machines as a
matter'of course 'in junior high schools. 3 dalculatorS notwithstanding, students
must learn to make some computations because of everyday necessity. These
inch:1de simple fractional operations, decimals, percentages: additions, sub-
frabtions, multiplications, and divisions,.along with the ability to approximate
mentally the results of any of these computations. While concepts are important
for both average and advanced students, practical applications of mathematical
computations are essential for junior high school students. On the other hand,
mathematics and science teachers should be cautious about assigning overly
Iburdensome homework. Homework assignments should have specific learning
aims`, should be within the range of most students, and should probably require,
no more than two-or three-hours a week. In all work assigned to increase
student skills in computations, attention should be paid to mental arithmetic.
Computations can,be, systematically simplified for both approYimate' and precise
results, without the use of pencil and paper;

The metric system is the international measuring system for
scientific work and is also the dominani one in non-Engligh-speaking nations.
Because the metric system has a deciptal base, it simplifies all cpmputations
involving weights, lengths, volumes, and temperatures. Gradually, it is

'Games and other materials mentioned here are available from
suppliers of mathematics and science curriculum materials, btit it is better for
students to make the,materials themselves when possible.

2Mathematics Framework, pp. 20-21.
3As recommended above, electronic calculators should be part of

the classroom equipment. Some students will own calculators, and students who
cannot afford-them should not be di dvantaged by not having access to these
devices.:: A very few calculators can serve a class if students are not all required
to use them at the same time.
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expected to become our standard for weights and measures in the United
States, and students must learn to use it. Since computations using the metric
system are easier than in our system, students will have little to worry. about

there. Iliey will have to\become familiar, however, with the common abbre-
1iations, the relationship betwepn basic units of weight, length, and temperature,
simple ways of converting tom our system to the metric and vice versa, and
the approximate values of th -metric units. The 'classroom should contain bath
a meter stick and.a yardstick; thermometers with both Fahrenheit and centigrade
scales, weights\in both gram a do ounce and pound units. Students can gradually
become accustomed to what a co fortable centigrade temperature' is, how mach
-they weigh in kilograms, how tall hey are in centimeters and meters, 'what the
local "supermarket price should be or a hectogramiof meat or a liter of milk.

Natural scienees will.shi their 9mpha.sis in junior high school.
In the early and later elementary year , student-S-1*in have observed and cared
for plants and animals and learned to cl ssify them into species, genera, and
families.. In junior high schpol they can tudy the evolution of species, genetic
theories, the structure and function of cel s, photosynthesis, and the bodily
systems of reptiles and mammals. Studen will be particularly interested in
their own bodies?--not just the changes,of pu erty and the details of human repro-,
ductionand they can be taught to measure their growth, food intake, and
changes in temperature and pulse rate under varying circumstances and at
different times. Human reproduction should also be taught, of course, and taught
precisely and honestly, but it should never be taught to students of this age as an
isolated scientific subject. Rather, the school should develop a comprehensive
sex-education program, involving teachers from body education, the social
sciences, and the natural sciences, and taking into account individual differences
among students relating to their religious and ethnic backgrounds, their personal
development, and the attitudes of their parents. The Humanities Planning Com-
mittee should oversee the program. 1

Outdoor laboratories for the natural sciences are hard for urban
schools to establish or to find. Observatories, for example, cannot even be

"approximated in smog-bound cities, and the distance to clear-air observatories,
makes field trips extremely difficult. A school can develop its own kAnd of
observatories, seeing what is to be seen and measuring what is thereli Students
can measure the progress of the sun, the quality of the air, and the movement
of the moon and planets from almost any school. Similarly, if a school is
located near the ocean, advantage should be taken of the fact by special study of
tidewater life. Geological history should concentrate on the particular area in
which it is being studied. How did the local valleys, plains, 'and mo9,ntains come

to bb formed? What are the natural, soil composition, flora and fauna, and
climatic conditions..? What have human beings.done to change natural conditions,,
and why? Whatever local observations are instituted, however, every junior
high school student should have at least one field trip to a 'center like the. Lawrence
Hall of Science in,Berkeley or to a natural environment very different from the
local one.

1 See.discussions of this topic in Chapters III, V, and X.
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In the physical sciences, analogous resources are available. We
-.use tools very day, and all °of them involve physical principles of some kind- -

leverage, heat transference, molecular activity, electridity, sound or light
waves, electronic transmissions, and so on. What students use regularly can
become laboratory material for their study, the more useful because more
familiar. Broken toasters, clocks and watches, radios, irons, hairdryers,
light switches, shovels, and other devices are inexpensive teaching resources,
and the fact that they are no longer functional almost automatically suggests
problems for study. Often students and their parents have extensive practical
knowledge about the tools they use and maintain, which can be converted into
knowledge of scientific principles and concepts.

The history of mathematics and science can introduce students to
the relationship between new knowledge and its effect on various cultures and
societies. Great mathematicians and scientists like Thales, Galen, Pythagoras,
Ari St0tI, Galileo, Descartes, Newton', Darwin, and Einstein can be studied to
show the development of knowledge in Western civilization. Concepts like "zero"
(an Arabic formulation) and inventions like the telescope and microscope have
profoundly changed the course of scientrific thought. Students might also look at
ways in which different cultures have thought of and used scientific and mathe-
matic knowledge. What did geometry mean to the Egyptians, the Greeks, and
the Romans, for example? Or what was the function of the considerable astro-
nomic knowledge among the Maya, and among the Sumerians?

Activities Going On in the Mathematics and Scie.nce 'Program

Activities in the eight "strands" of learning recommended
by the Mathematics Framework for students in kinder-
garten through eighth grade, pages 12 to 17. (general
expectations for eighth graders are described in the
chapter "Broad Goals, " pages 5 and 6. )

Activities leading, objectives stated in the Science
Framework, 1 pages 25 to 37

. Activities listed in the later elementary section of this
framework, Part Three, adjusted for the age level and
development of individual students

1-Scieni e Framework for California''Public Schools, Kindergarten-
Grades.One Through Twelve (Sacramento: California State. Department of
E ucation, 1`70 . See a so Appendix C, "Analyses of Teaching Strategies,
especially pp. 126-148, for examples Of lesscins which educate students in the
formation of hypotheses, control of variables, andotesting of hypotheses.
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Gaining facility in the use of percentages and decimals;
for example, computing interest on home mortgages,
determining the efficiency of a homerun hitter or ant
engine: figuring the, income tax of some public figure,
estimating life expectancy under varying conditions,
calculating probability in coin tosses, and collecting
data about unemployment,' balance of payments; inflation,
and other economic problems

Using the metric system to record and compute the data
above and all other data collected in student activities

Graphing the results of probability qxperiments, data
interpretations, and observations

Building devices for measuring distance, weight, heat,
and time

Building simple machines' like electric motors, pulley
systems, rope or cable makers, hot air balloons, harmonic
musical instruments, compasses, and telescopes;,studying
the physical principles underlying the function of these
machines

Observing the deyelopment and operations of their own
bodies by measuring and recording

their temperature on an hourly basis throughout' the
day to determine normal ranges,in themselves and
within a group

their, daily intake ()flood and drink and its nutritional
value

their heights to determine distributiOn within normal
range, mean and median .for the group, and relation-
ship of heights to age and sex, national norms; and
heights of parents and siblings

their blood pressure and pulse rate before and after
exercise and at various times of dag, and their
breathing rate under various conditions

Studying the °lives of great scientists and mathematicians

studying the impact of major mathematical and scientific
discoveries on Western civilization
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Collecting and evaluating new scientific discoveries
reported in the press

Observing and clasSifying plants and animals in'their
environments; studying food sources for the plants and
animals; caring for plants, animals, and fish in their
classrooms

. Observing the sun and moon--and stars and planets if
possible--on a seasonal basis.; inventing and building
simple calendars and sun dials; comparing calendars
of various civilizations (the Mayan calendar-, Stonehenge,
the present international calendar)

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving Mathematics and Science

Whenever human beings do not have enough to eat, they face an
energy shoi=tage. What ye may choose to call an' energy "crisis" involves

7- choices about things we wish to do which requike the use of limiter', energyresources. Worldwide, our fundamental energy crisis arises from a silorta
of food,' and food is the place to start in a study of energy. Students cari measure
their own food consumption and study the process byvvghich the food gets to their
tables. Cost comparisons for various foods can be made, based upon the amount
of land or sea required to produce a pound of beef, fish, wheat; milk, soybeans,
or eggs. Nutritive .variables must be taken into account. Typical' meals of
other societies should be tried by students, using the combined resources of the
cooking .lass, the school cafeteria, and parents. Students can try to live on
lean "typical" meals such as those of welfare families or people in undernourished
nations. Care must be taken that students already suffering from malnutrition
are not endangered by such experiments.) (=Again,. costs and nutritional values
should be compared.

Working with plant sources of food leads students into a study of
the process by which plants convert solar energy into organic matter and poten-tial food energy. AS students care for the plants in the clasSroom and school

.garden, they can perform controlled experiments involving sunlight and artifi-
cial lfght, and study the process of photosynthesis: By building molecular, .
models, they can also begin to study the structure of matterand the relationship
between matter and energy. 1

*See also the other disciplinary chapters°\AlatheMatics and science
.are incorporated with the whole curriculum.

r7

'See Science Framework pp. 91-108.
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Students will encounter the interdisciplinary world of practiPni
decisions when they.study the mechanical energy used' by human beings to
augment their.physical strength. 'First, what are the natural sources of
energy? They already know about the power.of the sun to prodUte plant growth.
How else may solar power be used? Students can make solar- energy machines
and measure theii7output. They can calculate the feasibility of using solar
energy to heat home-s-and generate 'electricity. What are the costs of 503.
projects, and how or why does a society-decide to implement them?

" Natural resources which can be converted to energy by man are
f he subject orcurrent controversies abbut the energy crisis. The sources are
coal, wood, and oil (not replaceable on a short-term basis) and materials used,
for nuclear fission and fusion, available in limited amounts for fission. freri.J
students must,pot only measure the efficiency0f.a particular fuel but predict
short-and long-range effects.of the use of each fuel, including social, (Toro c,
health, and aesthetic effects. Leading questions are .these: What is the ir por-
tance of the individual use of the automobile to the American people? What
happens yvhen we run out of ail and coal? ghat are the possibilities and dange
of, using nuclear reactors (for. fission and fusion) as a basic `source of power?
Can other sources, like the earth's heat, be developed for widespread usa? 1

Other natural sources of direct energy are rivers and wind. liar-
nesging these sources involves the use of lever principles. What.principles
are involved in the mill-wheel or the windmill? These rnechanisnis shbuld
studied closely so that students see how lever principles are related to gear
arrangements. Once the principles are established, students can build their
own water-and air-driven devices, and they can:study the,irbicycles,'/can
openers, and lawnmowers to see how theJever principles are carried out in. ;

everyday machines. A discarded :: gearbox from an auromobile can he redesil:med
by students to perform Some classroom task Like opening the door. A central
question will always'be whether the relationship of labor to effect is profitable
in terms defined by the students.

Traveling costs money and energy. Planning trips, whether from,
place to place or planet toc'Planet, can involve students in 'many kinds of learning.
Begin simply by planning a trip from one town to another in the state. Get road
maps from local gas stations and note the scale of the maps. Measure the
straight-line distance between the two towns; then 'compute'the mileage between
them, using the scale of the map.. Students can imagine themselves as trif;-%,
planners and road-navigators, figuring the quickest, shortest, or most pleasant
why to get from one town.-to the other traveling on the Listed roads oh the map.
Are there alternatives to the automobile. as a means of transport? What would
one do spending a week in one of the towns? What are its history, climate, and

9

local amusements? d'
.

'Related subjects for study are the principles of thermodynamics,
refrige'ratioh, and oxidation and the genetic effects of radiation.
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Get some topographical maps. Have the students make profiles
of the vertical displacement between the two locations and prOduce a three-
dimensional model on a map-table in the'classroom. What are the heights
of the highest arid lowest elevations between the locations and whar is the total
change of elevation?

More ambitious trips can also be planned by students, preferably
on an individual basis. Which city or country on earth most nearly represents
the origin of each student's ancestors? How does the student determine that
location? Using a,globe, let students figure both the shortest and quickest;
route to their destinations. What a're the latitudes and longitudes of points en
route? What navigational problems would be involved in traveling by sea
between the two points? Which sea routes are customarily used? What are
the languages, relative times, social customs, and politics they would encounter
on their trips, and, especially, at their destination? Pow should they handle
thernseIveq; what do they want to find out; and what would they gain from their
experience? If these are trips that students one day hope to make, realistic
questions will be raised naturally. What do they need to learn in order to visit
Ligandi, Poland, or, Thailand? Suppose, however, that some students have little
or no hope of ever getting out of a. neighborhood that they despise? Then what
kind of "trip" may young teen-agers take? How do the poor travel? Can even
the moderately well-off expect to travel freely in the years to come? Are the
benefits of tourism offset by the expenditures, of energy required to move people
for great distances in costly aircraft and ships?

.0f.course, students can also plan to leave the planet. They can
calculate the forces needed to achieve a given trajectory or orbit. In rockets
they make themselves (with safe fuels), students can measure the relationship
between thrust and the force of gravity, and examine the gccimetric curves
involved in space travel, particularly. the ellipse. After plotting their orbit,
students can consider related problems like life on a space ship, life on a dead
-p-1 anct-,---space dresarrefrigerarion' art nearing, non- terrestial law, family
relations, and other matters.

Imaginary travel should suggest to students not only new sights- but
new sounds, ranging from pleasing or unpleasing to incomprehensible. It may
be as difficult to travel from one form of music to another as from one planet
to another if students d6n't share some baSic knowledge about sounds ancbmusic.
They might begin a study of sound by constructing a simple lyre and testing the
Pythagorean discovery about the relationship of pitch to the length of a vibrating
string. Differing tensions; string materials, and resonators can be tried to
see what their effects are. For these experiments, an oscilloscope would be
useful to give students a visual image of vibrations they are hearing. Other
string 'instruments like the violin, piano, and guitar can be studied to see how
they use the length of string for varying pitch and string materials and'reson-
ators to change tone and volume; If Asian or Middle Eastern 'stringed instru-
ments are available, students should examine and play them too. Students can
also invent and build simple instruments, measuring the frequency of vibrations
on an oscilloscope.
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Having studied the way sound waves are produced, students can
learn about how -sound is perceived. What' is the structure of the human ear?
What are the limits of pitch it can transmit to the brain, and what are the
individual differences in'human capacity? What is the difference between
human and canine hearing systems that allows dogs to hear dog whistles
while we cannot? How do other mammals and reptiles perceive and react to
sound waves? What is the human ear's tolerance for volume; and, again, what
are the individual differences? Using ear plugs or very low frequency vibra-
tions, students may experiment with ways in which the human body can perceive
"sound" vibrations when they are not heard as sound. How do these vibrations
travel through various media; which media, are the best conductors? Students
may go on to establish experimentally the speed of sound in air compared to
the sked of light, study! the sound "barrier," and examine other physical
properties of sound.

With some knowledge of ,the ways sound works, students may turn
to the matter of assigning values to sound. We distinguish between pleasant
and unpleasant sound. The latter we generally call "noise. t! Do, some noises,
because of their pitch, volume, quality, or combination with other noises
actually cause physical pain and damage to our hearing systems? City sounds
are,generally thought to converge as noise and to cause nervousness' or anxiety
after prolonged exposure. Yet many find the sound of trains, loud mufflers on
cars and motorcycles, and the growl of heavy machinery to be pleasing. How
does one distinguish among these sounds, not commonly accepted as pleasant?

Among sounds generally acknowledged as pleasing, pople also
distinguish certain sounds as "music." At this point in students' deliberations,
a music specialist must help to direct inquiry. What constitutes music? Within
our own society we have conflicting opinions about what constitutes enjoyable
music. Rather than debate the virtues of rock -music compared to those of
classical, students might first examine the variety ci instruments that can be
used to produce either. Students who play instruments can bring them to class
and explain how they are played and how their sound is produced and.varied.
The class can study the history of a particular instrument or family of instru-
ments. Whatever other instruments can be obtained should be studied as well,
and students shoujd,see.hew various instruments sound when played together.
The human voice is also a musical instrument. How is its sound produced and
its pitch varied? Listening to some examples of a capella singing, students
can try to determine what qualities make a voice pleasing.

The class may,go on to compose some music of its own for the
instruments available to them., Composition will lead students tc consider

°rhythms, methods Of notation, various scales (diatonic, chromatic, twelve-
tone), and harmony. They may look at notations for oriental and electronic
music, listening to recorded performances while reading the scores,'

'See the recommendations on-making and decorating musical instru-
ments in Chapter IV above, and Part Six, Chapter IV.
30-84929
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Choosing three or four cultures, students can study the historical
role of music in them. What was the social rOle of music? Who performed
it or listened to it? Was it communally performed or were there professional
musicians? Who listened and why?? Did the music accompany dancing or
drama? What Were the connections betWeer music and ritual or religion?, Was
a distinction made between sacred and profane music? What kinds of music
were considered appropriate for particular places or occasions ?. Having asked
these questions for other cultures, students can ask the same ones about music
in their own society. Who listens to what kind of music and why? Students and
teachers can make logs of music they have listened to over the period of a week
or twb. How much of the music was live? What kind of music and what variety?
Did they engage in other activities tike dancing, eating, or working whilelistening? Are certain kinds:of music better to work by than others, or issilence better? (Though variables .would be hard to control, students might set
up experiments to see what the effe.,:t'of music is on their work. )1 To expand
their tastes in music, the class can set aside some day's for student.3.and
teachers to bring in recordings of their favorite music. They could 'introduce
their recordings by discussing how they' became interested in the music and
what they think is appealing about it. The aim for the class would be to examine
as broad a range of music as possible and to enlarge each other's taste.2

'Further suggestions ott,the connections between music and history,
politics, and cultdre appear in Chapter IV above, Interdisciplinary Activities.

2There are recommendations on directed listening in all the chapters
on music. See especially those irftarts Three and Six.
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CHAPTER IX

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

In a humanities curriculum, the' industrial arts are a prime means of
bringing together the hand, the mind, and the feelings in an environment that favors
productivity and interesting work. Junior high school students are ready for just such
a discipline: the are the right age and they live in an era' of increasing regard for
handcraft. Everywhere one looks, young people are making things out of all .sorts
of materials, They appreciate the natural beauty of woods, fibers, and stones;
they respect the toughness and versatility -of metals; 'they have an eye for design;
they 'tinker with stereo systems, cameras, bicycles, sewing machines, fish-tank and
swimming-pool filters, hobby equipment of an amazing variety, scuba-diving gear,
and any other machinery that our culture allows young adolescents to.get their hands
on. Some of them repair cars they -are not old enough to drive. With a talent bank
like this to count on, a humanities faculty should-be able to plan an industrial arts
program for the entire school that answers many, of the basic'human needs for 'mak-
ing objects of use and beauty.'

The faculty should plan for the entire student body. This means girls
and boys; the manually gifted and the manually handicapped; students who want, to
go to college; students who are sometimes counseled not to want to go to college;
students enrolled in work -study projects; students consciously aiming at "career edu-
Caiion" students not quite sure what they want or. where they are going in a word,
everybody. In schools that have a strong humanities faculty, students can expect to
be involved in an industrial art or an allied craft almdst every semester; some will
want to take'indatrial, arts classes during their entire secondary schooling. All should
be able to choose from an extensive offering of single-discipline and multiLdiscipline
courses planned to take advantage of every community resource available to 'the .

school.

From the standpoint of humanities education, the industrial arts are
the arts of indifstry, covering a wide range of skills, products, aesthetic perceptions,
and,creative.opportunities, and merging often with the fine arts. All human beings
are assumed to be riatural-born, socially-conditioned tool-'users and tool - makers, for
whom ctalture and technology (at whatever stage of development) are inseparable.

.. Viewed in this context, the industrial arts are not exclusively "vocational" in a. nar-
row sense, and the young people who take them cannot be regarded as mere "shop
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students." The skills and techniques, learned through these arts are, and'should be,
as 'applicable to leisure time, personal creativity, and everyday pursuits as to
careers or jobs. A student who wishes to emphasize the industrial arts in his or °

her education may become a.metal worker or a metal sculptor or both. Parents
need to understand these things as much as counselors and teachers do. Then
young people of bothseA.is might feel free to explore several kinds of educa-
tion, to discover latent skills, to develop more than one or two aspects of their
natures, and to follow worthy interests without fearing loss of status, or parental dis-
approval. It is part of a school's social responsibility, b}' dignifying industrial arts
education and enlarging its scope, to develop such attitudes in the student body
and in the adult community.

Recommendations

The program of industrial arts in junior high school should include
instruction in industrial drawing, wood- and metal - working, electricity, handi-
crafts, and graphic arts.' It should also include the study of architectuie and build-
ing and photograPhy. Students should take industrial arts courses for, at least four
semesters of junior high school, and should be involved'in team- or-other coopera-
tively taught interdisciplinary activities for at least two semesters. Industrial arts
classes in junior and senior 'high school should be made attractive to all students:
male and female; high and low ability, job- or college-und. Both girls and
boys should be encouraged to take these courses, which should not be treated as .

excluflvely male preserves,' and schools should make conscious efforts to find and
employ female industrial arts teachers. In order to do justice to the student body,and
to the whole curriculum, counselors and teachers should not pigeonhole student in
junior high school as candidates for c011ege-'preparatory or vocational programsi..
senior high Sehool. Rather, they should help them and their parents understand that
a humanities program stresses a balance of academic, artistic, and manual study
regardless of the subjects students choose to take, the levels of ability and interest
they are presumed to have, or the career goals they may have in mind.

Shop teachers, like other' teachers, need to be accessible to their stu-
dents. For example, when the teacher and students are waiting for the varnish to
dry, they should be easy enough with one another to talk about the subjects and
experiences that young people will discuss with trusted adults. In the course of
such discussions, the students will be likely to mention theii technical studies as .well,
including Outside reading, independent projects, work they are doing at h,ome,,,and
the like.

Guide for Industrial Arts Education in California, Revised Edition
(Sacrantento: California State Department of Education, 1970), p. 9.
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Rulesof the shop are necessary to preserve safety and order, but
teachers should not demand too many tedious step-by-step procedures. Students
look forward to the time when they:can get into the shop and work with tools,
so they should be involved as soon as possible in planning and making things that
interest the'm.. If standardized projects are necessary at first, the students should
at least have a choice. Industrial arts can stir creativity in early adolescents if
they do not get bogged down in endless .practicing for something that never happens.

Shop teachers need to be acutely awate of the tremendous differences
in eye-hand coordination, among early teenagers, and of the equally great differ-
ences in their abilities to perform in the industrial arts. Failure in shop can
severely damage students' self-confidence, especially in those who experience recur-
ring failures in other subjects.

The. study of architecture links students directly with the visual
enviroiment and is a way of showing them certain important relationships between
social hiStory,, art history, anti the history of design and construction. In every
civilization* architecture has united technology and the fine arts, bringing together

-the resources of engineering; construction, design, painting, sand sculpture, and ,

those of nature, Beginning in junior high school and continuing through the twelfth
grade, industrial arts, art, and history teachers, working in conjunction with the
Flumaripties Planning-Committee, must be responsible for planning integrated
sequences in the study of architecture. Junior high,school teachers can assrirne that
students have learned something about' architecture in humanities'programs in the
elementary schools, where they will haye read about, looked at, and probably con-
structed models of many kinds of buildings, temples, and houses.' By the" end of
junior high sckicibl,. they should have gained familiarity with major world styles of
architecture and basic construction forms.

In elementary school, students will have had many occasions to work
with the elements of design; in junior high school, therefore, they are ready to deal
with ,the principles of good design in formal coursework. Art, household arts, and
induStrial arts classes provide settings in which the common elements of design can
be studied in several contexts. To .make well- designed objects in industrial arts
classes, students must plan ahead, choose appropriate construction techniques, and
use tools and machines wi0 proper regard for the requirements of purpose, materials,
and beauty.. Industrial arts teachers should stress design in everything they 'do and.
encourage Students to design and produce original objects. Following are some possible
design and production activities:

I

Study the design used in toys, recreational implements; and amuse-
ments,. Design a new toy that is not gender-connected.

'Design playground equipment for young children that uses only inexperi-
sive materials.

1

For example, see Part Two, p.. 84.
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Design and build a new tool that can be used in everyday work.

. Make an object with different types of tools; for example, a pot;
holder with hammer and chisel, then with knife, then with some tother tool.

. Find out what objects can be made With materials that are not
usually thought appropriate for such objects. 'Discover what can
and cannot be done with materials in common uge.

Students can pair off and design by twos. For example, a boy and
girl team could invent or improve upon the design of a back pack,tote bag, any container or carrier, a hand-decorated garment, petcarrier, wire sculpture, lighting device, items to hang on walls,
calendars, garden equipment, disposal containers, record and cas-
sette carriers, serving utensils, drawer-pulls, and the like.

Activities Going On in the Industrial Arts Program Lal

Making simple sketches and working drawings of things to be constructed
in the shop for school, home or personal use

Making objects in wood, metal, and, other materials that are useful,decorative, and interesting

Designing an object or choosing an already existing design, making
plans for the design, and fabricating the object from the plans

Learning to read and interpret sketches and working drgwings; learn-ing the symbols on woodworking, electrical, sheetmetal, and
'architectural drawings

Learning what it means to fabricate something, why systematic pro-cedures are necessary in making an object, how to think ahead to thenext step in the process, how to judge the quality 'of a product or
proCess

4

Exarnining woods, metals, plastics, clays, molding-sands, andother materials; comparing materials in a raw \and finished shape;
seeing and feeling the aesthetic qualities of materials and learn-
ing how materials impose limits on forrn-and function

Handling familiar tools, learning the namesnd uses of unfamiliar ones;
trying out tools and discovering ways of using them; learning -to
follow directions for using tools efficiently and safely
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Examining machines in the shop power saws, lathes, grinders,
drills, sanders, forge, and -others; taking the first steps to use
them safely, and gradually operating them with confidence

. Talking with classmates about how to use a tool or follow a proce-
dure, why something doesn't come out according to plan, or what
to do to make something look better

. Meeting in twos or small groups to discuss one another's projects;
realizing how a person's confidence can be strengthened by helpful
suggestions, how to appreciate one another's leVel of skill and
achievement, and how hard it is at times for everyone to make things
come out right

Using technical vocabulary anct talking About processes, equipment,
and materials with increasing exactness

. Taking out and putting away materials and tools properly; cleaning
up after work

. Learning a sense for maintenance; keeping tools and equipment in
repair and ready for use

V,

Experiencing the pride of possessing something of one's own mak-
ing and of presenting a finished product to one's parents or friends
or placing it in one's home or room

Appreciating what it means to be a craftsman or handworker

Getting to know that activities in the industrial arts have a history,
are practiced widely and in various ways throughout the world, and
'offer possibilities for all types of people as avocations or vocations

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities
Involving the Industrial Arm

The use of basic hand tools is a very important part of general shop.
Some interdisciplinary activities involving tools could expand the students' understand-
ing of the importance of tools in human culture and help increase their respect for
tools in the industrial arts. Some examples. are:-

* See also other disciplinary chapters such as. Art, Music, and ttie Social
Sciences for suggestions on how the industrial arts can be allied with other subjects.
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Simple wood or metal objects made in the shop with contemporary
hammers, pliers, chisels, planes, drills, and saws could be madewithtools from another period of history, to be ,chosen by thestudents.

Projects can be devised for students to recreate some of the stone toolsof the Upper Paleolithic Periods such as the backed blade, burin,borer, and notched tool, and demonstrate the function and artistry ofthese tools; or to study the navigation instruments of some seafaringpeoples.
O

AnthrOpologistq regard tools as one means of illustrating the inter-action of biology and culture in human development. Social sci-ences and industrial arts teashers might work out a sequence on theevolution of,toolmaking in certain selected cultures.' Informationgained in social sciences and industrial arts classes could be exchanged;drawings, diagrams, charts, artifacts, and other visual items pre-pared in other classroorns can be ditplved in the shop.

Visual and tactile arts teachers and industrial arts teachers could
-cooperq.te in.tracing the close connection between art and craft in -'toolmaking from early times to the present. Classes could studypaintings, slides, -illustrations, and artifacts and take trips tomuseums.. galleiies, factories,.stores7 and elsewhere, looking forevidences of this connection. Students in these classes could thenpaint,, sculpt, fabricate, and collect objects it are illustrative anddisplay them in some kind of historical and c. _Jnologicalarrangement.

. The role of women as toolmakerS would make a good subject forinvestigation. Did men make most of the tools in earlier societies,or is our knowledge so male-dothinated that we have not gathered
information, on this subject? The members of the shop class shouldlook around and see hbw many girls are present; they should thinkabout -their -Mothers-as-toul-Tr§ers- and tool- makers. Women crafts-men and artists should be invited to speal to the class about womenas tool-users, -makers, and -inventors. Some topics for study and-discussion by the class and 'guest speakers are: Why are there so few
women industrial arts teachers? What about the exploitation ofwomen (and "nen) in the cottage, .home, and sweat-shop industriesof the past, and are there evidences of exploitation today? Is therediscrimination against women crafts-workers in displaying The things they'make, and in finding employment as crafts-workers? Why is theterm draftswoman not used?

suggestioni.

1
See the Social Sciences c,hapters throughout the framework for many
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Wood is a material with which most students are familiar. They have
probably already built something out of wood and are conscious of wood products
in the home.' Wood has been abasic material in the development orcivilizaion,
a primary medium of sculpture, and the foundation of the art and craft of furni-.
ture-making. Many interdisciplinary activities can be organized around topics
about-woodand furniture. For example:

. Woodshop teachers usually acquaint students with the kinds of
woods, their grains, textures, and characteristics for shaping
constructing, and finishing. Students should contemplate the
configurations of grain and feel the surfaces of wood. These are
pleasurable and instructive activities hi themselves, and indus-
trial arts and art teachers can arrange fOr them in varied and

-repeated ways. The lines, color,c'and >texture of woad suggest
ideas/for design that students can use in drawing and painting or
in making jewelry and ceramics. In. the woodshop, students will
learn to-set off the beauty and quality of wood, including drift-
wood and wood scrap, to best advantage in whatever objects
they make. They can collect, display, photograph, :and draw
burls, knots, grains, barks, anti other textures.

Students should learn to use the basic tools and techniques of carv-
ing wood and become practitioners of this ancient and satisfying.
art. Which woods carve best? What woods did ancient peoples
use to carve with? What objects did they carve? Where can one
see and perhaps touch pieces of old woodcarving? In the history of
art, the great carved altar-pieces of the Middle Ages clam be
studied, as well as the economic, social, and professional aspects
of the master-craftsman's shop., The transition from caving and
fashioning wood objects at home to fabricating them by
machines can be shown. Is there a wood-carving industry today?
Hand- or machine-made or both?

. Interdisciplinary study can increase awareness and appreciation of el

---furniture-and -can--be- approached-in several -ways._ _materials used _in con-
struction; the history of style, design, and function; the relation-
ship of utility and aesthetics; and the personal choices and arrange-
ments that people make. Teachers can discuss the kind's of wood
that are used for making furnitufe, what woods were used at various
times and 'places in history,and levels of technology and division
of labor employed by those who made furniture. Students can see
how other materials, such as plant fibers, hides, metals, ceramics,
and plastics are used in conjunction with wood or are used alOne in
making furniture. -

Art and social sciences teachers can encourage students to investi-

.

gat.9 such topics as the social significance of furniture throughout.
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history e.g., furniture used by ruling classes and by commonpeople; furniture designed to Show power and wealth, to be pri-marily decorative, or to be. used mainly for comfort and utility;how furnioture styles differ among world cultures,a.nd how stylesare disseminatecrthroughout the world, borrowed, and adapted.
The household arts teacher can ask the help of industrial arts,social science, and art teachers inr,studying aesthetic, historical,and social considerations that go.into the personal choices andarrangements offurniture in homes, places of business, and pub-lic buildings. There are many ,kinds and styles of furniture intoday's market. Students need to know what kinds are practicalas well as beautiful. They should consider such questions as:Can Chinese, Danish, and Italian Renaissance styles be combinedin the saniphouse? Under INIftit circumstances is Victorian furni-ture appropriate? With what Styles can it be mixed? Studentsshould be encouraged to keep a file of clippings from magazkies,newspapers, and catalogs of 'various styles and materials used infurniture.

. There are several ways in which students can express themselves inthe interdisciplinary activity on furniture. Displays of differentwood can be mounted in the shop, classroom, or school exhibitionsarea. Students can draw or reproduce illustrations of furniturefrom various periods, or draw original designs for furniture: Some;students can go, on to, make an original piece of furniture. Theycan also be given the chance to design and produce other originalimplements for the household. Photography should be allied withthese projects.- Students can phptbgraph pieces of furniture and docloseup photographic studies of wood grains. These activities showsome of the artistic and technical possibilities of the camera thatstudents might not otherwise discover, as well as the beauty of thematerials.

. Students should be encouraged to read books about and look at photographs and illustrations of household furnistings_They_coultl, forexample, read about Thomas Jefferson as a designer and inventor offurniture and household implerpents, and describe or, demonstrate totheir claSsmates such things asthis bed on pulleys, canopy bed, four-sided, one-piece lectern for a musical group, and revolving deskchair (to follow light around the room). The more students areencouraged to discuss examples of well-designed rooms, furniture,and furnishings, the more discriminating and catholic they willbecome in their vocabulary and tastes.

Students will notice the sights, smells, touches, and sound of the wood-shop and metalshop. They can feel the differences between rough and splintering wood
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surfaces and smoothly sanded finishes, the heat of red-hot metal, and the short curl
of steel filings. They will hear the ripping of saws, blows of hammers, whir of
lathes, grating sounds of sanding machines, the roar of the forge, and the hissing
of water when'hot metal is dipped into it. Quiet is exaggerated when the power
hum of the machine stops. Do shops have to be as noisy as they sometimes are?
Should the class wear ear plugs?

The workshop is a source of sensations and impressions that can be
recalled and recorded through sensory writing. Students could be made more
aware of these by being encouraged to write about them in their journals for lan-
guage arts classes. Sights and smells of other classes should also be recorded; for
example, the feel of different fabrics in the sewing room or the characteristic
look of gym lockers, showers, and tennis shoes and other geag.

Teachers of industrial arts and art must see to it that junior high school
students become practiced in sketching objects, shapes, and scenes. Sketching is
to art' and industrial art what note-taking and rough drafts are to writing, comparable
skills of approximating j.deas. Students should feel equally free to pick up a pencil for
writing or for sketching. Students should.begin industrial drawing by makingsketches
of objects or parts of objects with a soft pencil. Soft-pencil sketching gives them
the freedom to compose and change at will their representation of the object in
front of them. They are less aware of the tool; it does nota"work against them" as
a hard pencil does.

Students are able to put shapes and relationships into some kind of
proportion even before learning the rules of perspectiVe. They can begin to sketch
in perspective in the sixth grade, and this skill can be considerably developed by
art and industrial art teachers in grades seven and eight. When students learn to
make rough sketches in perspective and then refine them, they have accomplished
a step that leads them to making simple working drawings. Compass, T-square,
and ruler can be superimposed on a good sketch; then the sketch can be translated
into a drawn plan. Building the object that has evolved from the sketch should be
one of the high points in a student's education.

In designing and making objects, students must .ask themselves some
questions: What is the'purpose of the object to be made? How do I feel about,
making it? Where will it be used? Who will use it and how? What materials are
needed to make it? What do they cost? Are they readily, available? What are the
tools, equipment, time; and fabricating techniques required to construct the item?
How will the aesthetic considerations of line, shape, mass, form, and finish be
related to purpose, selection of materials,. And construction processes?

6,
Learning to read plans and make things according to scale is a skill of

design that requires imagination, perception, and mathematical knowledge. Early
adolescents still like to make models of 'cars, buildings, airplanes, ships, and other
things. These home crafts can be made more interesting and imaginative as a

4 '9t I
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result of industrial arts education. They can be used to suggest the importance of
scale in design and to take students beyond the hobby -kit stage of_model
production.1

Architecture an building begin with the idea, of enclosing space and
creating shelter. Students should first experience architecture by constructing

shelters. They can make a frame and cover it with rugs, blankets, or other mated=
als; build structures with large styrofoam blocks; or use cardboard, wood, plastic,and other "found" materials to define spaces and make "rooms." Teachers shouldmike it possible for students to construct life-size or scale models of such archi-
tectural forms as post and lintel, colonnade, architrave, frieze, cornice, arch,dome, and flying buttresS. (Some will want to make models of whole buildings.)
Students can observe, sketch, and photograph architectural and building forms atsites in their communities. Interdisciplinary studies of periods of history can be-
organized around examples of architecture and construction:

(

Mesopotamian ziggurat

An Iroquois long house or one made by Malay or Indonesian
tribes

Mayan pyramids

Incan cities and roads

The palace of King Minos of Crete

. Hellenistic Persepolis

Roman public works and buildings

Stonehenge

North Germanic bourgs

Borbudos of Indonesia

Angkor Wat in Thailand

Chinese pagodas

The temples of Kyoto

1

Children in elementary school will already be learning .about size
and scale. For example, see Part Two, Chapter II, Interdisciplinary activities.
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Gothic cathedralS of Europe

. Greek revival buildings in Federalist America

Nineteenth-centur steel and glass construction in the Eiffel
Tower and Crystal lace

Many kindsof'modern skyscrapers, factories, .museums, auditori-
ums, public buildings, and private homes

A particular architectural work should' not be studied as abstractly
"re ntative" of the times, but rather as an example of,,how aesthetic ideas,
technical knowledge, building methods, social forces, and personal motives cur-
rent at a given time come together in specific buildings. Architecture should be
seen as evidence of the imagination and labor of people. Social science 'teachers
can lead students to investigate the economi6G, political, and cultural ideas that
influenced the architect and the part that different individuals and groups played
in bringing a work to completiri_. Students can read accounts of how people
originally used buildings and how the use has changed over the years.

-Art and industrial arts teachers can direct students' attention to aes-
thetics and style, relationship of form and function, design, construction techniques,
and materials.

G
Language arts teachers can find stories, legends, descriptions,

diaries and other-kinds oeliterature that tell how people think and feel about grew.
works of architecture and construction. Students can write descriptions from mem-
ory or from Observations on the site of what it fepl<filto be in a large church CE
great cathedral, the views of a'skyscraper from ground level and from upper
stories, or, any of the sights; sounds, and impressions associated with the structure
and environment of buildings. Students should also see, discuss, draw, paint,
and write abo6t slum dwellings, ghetto buildings, decayed housing projects, rind
other substandard structures. How can the categories listed at the head of the
paragraph aesthetics and style, relationship of form and function, design, con-
struction techniques,,, and materials apply to these examples of domestic archi-

\\/tecture? Students might be asked to describe by any means or combination of meats
at thefr command the block they live on and to comment on it as environment for
human development. No attempt should be made to direct their opinions, only
to provide an atmosphere in which accurate observations and honest feelings ma-y-
hahave room for play.

c5"
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CHAPTER X

HOUSEHOLD ARTS

Students of junior high school age should be free to discover and
extend all the man4d, artistic, and intellectual'skills that can be useful in
their everyday lives. They should participate in activities that open their eyes
to the manypossibilities for making, building, sewing, weaving, cooking,
repairing; planning, decorating, designing, arranging, maintaining, purchas-
ing, and the like that grow out of or relate to the .home. In the elementary
school humanities programs, children will have developed ma of the att_
tud'es and interests that make possible a rich' household arts program in junior
high school. These programs must continue to be coeducational. Only in this
way can the.secondary 'schools move toward eradicating false distinctions between
"women's work" and "men's work" at a time when young people's attitudes
have not yet fully hardened along these lines. Neither household arts nor indus-
trial arts courses can be sex-linked when their subject matters deal with the
manual, artistic, and personal qualities that early adolescents need in order to
enrich their lives.

The changing roles of m and women in American society is a subject
eminently suited for:household arts c urses, and students must carefully explore .

the meanings of femininity and rhas ulinitY. This will,also entail a study eof.
aggressiveness and gentleness as ey are interpreted by our society. Since it is
still ego-damaging for boys tb b_ e ideatified with anything that suggests unmanli-
ness, the household arts cannot be`taught as a "girl's subject" to which boys are
invited. And becauset is just as destructive for girls to be subjected to a subtle
process of "feminizing"-- where femininity means dependency, submissiveness,
renuncial-ion of careers outside the home, and the acquisition of so-called lady-
like behaviorshousehold arts courses must not be the means of solidifying these
attitudes. In brief, household arts teachers must help all their students to find
new definitions of what it means to be human.

Some communities may find i difficult to accept coeducational
household arts courses. Cultural and family traditions that reach male superiority
(or female superiority, for that matter) will nflict with the school's attempt to
teach equality of the sexes: Teachers can help bring about community acceptance
by showing how young people of both sexes can use their inborn manual, intellectual,

451
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and aesthetic capabilities to fashion an interesting lire for themselves." Studentsmust learn to accept one another as equals in the management of households andthe conduct of life.

Recommendations

The household arts in a humanities Curriculum must be a coeduca-tional,. heterogeneous program for all students, requiring at least two semester's.It should include buying, preparing, and serving food, designing clothes, .decorat-ing rooms, making repairs, constructing useful objects, and studying consumereconomics, health.and safety, human development, and other such topics.
Household work should be seen as a common enterprise,by which families main-tain themselves and survive. Comparisons 'should be made between the work ofpresent-day households and that of other ti ,tees and cultures. Historical causesof the invidious distinctions that most people still make between the kinds of workconsidered appropriate for women and f9r ,men should be introduced early in thefirst semester. Household occupations should be recognized as skills and craftsin their own right and not looked upon as rrnbnial tasks that require no training.Cooking, sewing, cleaning, decorating, gardening; repairing, purchasing, and

d planning, manual dexterity, and
o respect the work and skill involved
t they can learn many things in school

other household activities require thought a
aesthetic judgment. tudents should learn
in running a household and to understand th
that will increase their ability to keep house.

Household arts classrooms sho Id become a school center for per-forming and displaying the arts of the bo Saidents should be attracted to thecenter because of the many, interesting activities that go on there in the courseof their work and study, and because it looks and smells 'good. They should takereal pleasure in arranging and decorating the place, so that it can become a demon-stration center, and a showplace for the whole school. 1 Household arts classroomsshould be studio-workshops it the sam, sense that other humanities classrooms are.

School is one place whe e early adolescents should learn that thephysical and emotional changes the experience Are alsb happening to other boysand girls, and that getting along w h famny members and other people is amatter of great interest to everyon at this stage of development. Relationshipswith people, physical and emotional development, human reproduction; and per-.sonal beliefs should 'become objects of study and fields of inquiry for young

1

See also the term "home living centers" i,n the Handbook for JuniorHigh School Education in California (Sacramento: California State Dopartrfientof Education, -1969), pp. 51 and 156.

4G1
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adolescents. Thqse topics are too important to be placed in a single catch-all
course and labeled "family living." They should be treated in household arts,
language arts, social science, biology, and body education courses throughout
junior sand senior hig:i school. A humanities faculty is obligated to engage in
interdisciplinary teaching about these topics, which should bring together teach-
ers of the hr.:aim and life sciences, social, sciences (psychologists, anthropologists,
and social historians), home economics, physical education, art, language arts,
and drama: Teachers should be open, honest, and informed about questions don-
cerning sex, birth, marriage, pliysicalfund emOtional changes, making friends,
getting along withcodiers, etc. The Humanities Planning Committee can
organie a school-program that incorporates these topics, recommending appro-
priate kinds of interdisciplinary cooperation, arrangements for inservice train-
ing, and qualifications for staff members who are likely, to be most effective in
such a program.1 . s

In general, instruction should be coeducational, but there may be
good reasons, from tin1.2 to dime, for conducting some class meetings separately:
Faculty members must be sensitive to the feelings that some people have about
teaching topics related to sex, growth, and developrniot; especially in junior°
high school. Teaching and counseling must alwaysbdeonducted in good. taste,
and without a sense of mission to reform or shock pdople into changing deep-
seated beliefs. This is an area in which parents" and.professionalsar4. greatly aug-
ment and enhance the school's interdiscipl'inar'y approach, and they struld be
invited to participate as guest speakers, discusants, and aidps. 2 \'

While adolescence should be considered as an interesting phase of
development in our culture, it should9alsd be-considered as one stage in a suc-
cession'of stages from childhood to old'age. CuAures ffi which adolescence does
not occur, patterng' of child-rearing throughout the'world, and even the ways in
which animals rear their young should be investigated. Earlyladolescents should

t feel that they are part of a continuum of human developine,nand not merely a,
"collection of problems:: They shouldo come td Trust their schools as places where
they can receive some joy, reassurance, and satisfaction from looking in on a
period of their lives as:they' experience it.

Another of the purpOses of a humanities-cdntered household arts pro-
gram is to raise the level of taste among'early teenagers. 'They should;be able to,
look at the interior and exterior of a house or a public building with aesthetic dis-
crimination and be interested in improviw the'quality of the immediate.environ-
ment over which they have some control, such as their own rooms and other parts

1

See Household Arts (Chapter IX) in Part Six, and the chapters on
Body, Education and Drama and the Language ,Arts in Parts Five and Six.

2
For further discussion about the teaching of these topics, see

Chapter III, Body Education. See also,ChaptersIII in Part Six,

314-84929
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of their houses, or a classroom at school-. They should become aware of different
standards of conversation, dress, personal relationships, and appreciation of the
arts than the ones they may have grown up with. By so doing, they will learn to
make comparisons and establish preferences without denigrating the standards ofoffers,

O

Activities Goin on in household Arts Programs

Practicing skills in cooking and serving food, arranging table set-
tings, sewing and weaving, doing minor repairs, making arts andcraft items

Analyzing and classifying the kinds of work that go on in the
home, discussing whether theie are masculine or feminine roles in
household work, devising alternat,Ne ways of doing housework and
caring for children. Q

Comparing past and present roles of boys and girls, and men and
women in family life in the United States and other countries

Inviting men and women who have special interests and skills in the
household arts to talk to the class

Visiting s'tores, restaurants, and factories where men and women
are employed in the design, production, display, sale, or manage-
ment of products and services for the home'

0

Noticing if there are equal opportunities for men and women in the
places they visit

Visiting nmiseums, art galleries, and private homes to observe
evidences of househcild arts and crafts that have been preserved
from the past

Studying family relationshi s within various ethnic groups in the
United States

Learning about the physical and emotional changes that affect
people (hiring different periods of their lives

Selecting and purchasing personal items that are 'Within the stu-dentg own means after weighing their own tastes and those of others



Compa.ring past and present family customs, manners, ways of pre-
paring food, styles of clothing, styles of decorating and arranging
households, and domestic architecture

V

. Considering a house as an aesthetic environment, including
arrangements of furniture, color schemes, objects of decoration,
art works, comfortable settings, quiet and. noisy places, work areas,
special needs of children, inexpensive household materials that
are attractive, etc.

Enlarging standards of taste pertaining to personal adornment and
dress, the place where one lives, and the environments of school
and corn nunity

Taking some architectaral field trips' and visiting authentically
furnished rooms in art museums

..-Interdisci.plirjary Methods and Activities
Involving the. Household Arts

Students can read accounts in literature and histu..y that reveal atti-
tudes toward or describe the actual roles held by men and women in the family
during various periods of history and among ;different cultures. History teachers

; can help them select material from original sources. Topics should enable AU-
dents to compare past roles of male and female responsibilities in the family with
current ones in such categories as care and discipline of children, housekeeping
work, decisions about family matters, the positiOn of male and female children,
the comfort and appearance of the home, and behaviors of spouse's, parents, and
siblings toward one another., The question of whether male and female adults and
'children have been and are treated equally and fairly in the home is a powerful
one. So, too, is the question of sex- and, gender-linked roles, and attitudes about
early adolescents, that prevail in contemporary American families. Household
arts, language arts, and drama teachers can plan opportunities for role-playing,
improvisation, and dialogue writing. 2 When evaluating attitudes toward male

See'the other disciplinary chapters. Activities bearing on the
household arts are found throughout this framework;

1

See Part.Six, Chapter VIII, Interdisciplinary ActiKities,
2
See, for example, the chapters on Oral ,Communication, Improvisa-

tion, and PlaymakinePlaywriting in Part III, Section A, of the Drama/Theater
Framework for California Public Schools (Sacramento:. California State Depart-
ment of Education, 1971).
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andfemale roles in the family, udents should be led td con ider alternative
roles and attitudes and not to make judgments against mother, or fathers, 'sistersor brothers, or other relatives.

Students can study family organizations among animals and the rota
tionships of affection, communication, Protection, and assista ce occurring
there. The processes of maturation in plants, animals, and human beings thatresult in readiness for procreation can be investigated; so should the emotional
changes that accompany the physical changes of adolescence, Feelings about
self, family members, and others, ways of making friends and behaviors of
peoplein grpups are topics that students and teachers should ranee across in a
variety of ways: they discuss them, read about them; and dramatize them. The
sociologyof The American fam:ry is a legitimate study in these Classes, It can
include the distribution of authority within the family in certain 'dominant and sub-dominant cultures; battles between teenagers and adults about lines of authority;clashes between respect for tradition and desire for change;' and tae invention ofthe teenage consumers' market, with the consequent problems of money-manage-ment and the frustrations young people feel when they are incited to want whatthey may never be ale to afford, It is not too early for young people to consider
the factors that lead to stability and instability in family life. The need of
human beings for the security and assistance that come from benevolent human
relationships and 15eneficiai social organizations should be studied. Data can begathered from the social sciences, Literature, and drama. Shakespeare's "Ages ofMan" speech might be something for early teenagers to read and then try, perhaps,
to apply to the phases they see in human k In the household arts center, pro-
fessional works of art showing the characteristics of people at different times of lifeas well as the students' own work-on this theme could be displayed.

Adolescents learn best to make aesthetic judgments and decisions whenthey make them about things that personally concern them. Helping them do thisis something that teachers of art, household arts, and, industrial arts can do together.In art classes, students can make jewelry for themselves, discovering in the processthat they need:to knoW principles of design. In industrial arts classes, they can makeobjects for use or decoration in their rooms and homes, learning skills that make
wood and metal conform to principles of design as well as to their own ideas aboutbeauty. In household arts classes,. students can discuss the design and aesthetic
appeal of the clothing they buy and make, the ways they dress and adorn them-
selves, how they and their friends arrange and decotate their rooms. They can po,;esuch questions as how do I see myself in what I wear and display? how do others seeme? tiow do I perceive others from the way they dress? how have people dressedand adorned themselVes in the past and how might they do so in the future? From

1

As You Like It, II, vii.
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such questions, teachers can lead students to observe the 'tastes and.valUes that
people reveal in the way they clothe and, adorn themselves and design, bUild,
and furnish their homes. I-

When students rake things they can possess, take home, display, or
exchange as gifts, they are implicitly exercising the aesthetic values thdy
already possess. By the end of junior high' schdol, they should be speaking with
some sophistication about the values they express in their work. , Teachers should
listen to their reasons,for dressing and adorning 61.em'selve's as they do. What do
their cult ornaments express? What do they say about the way their age group
dresses? How do their tastes reflect those of the dom!_nant adult cultures? What
ego-strength-- so important at this age are they gaining from personal expression
in clothes, ornaments, coiffur6s, and the like?

Teachers should observe how much individuality students express
within the prevailing modes of their age group when they choose to do individual
projects in arts and crafts, clothing, cooking, and other fields. Teenagers are
conventional. What "conventions," in the aesthetic sense of this term, are they
employing? From these and comparable projects, teachers can derive materials
for discussing conventions in all the arts.

In addition to in terdisciplinary activities that show hist,oribal, social,
and aesthetic connections with the household arts, there are many that can be
related directly to the family cultures of students. For example, one way to
describe cultural diversity is to find out what kinds of food are best liked by the
families of students in the classroom. Teachers and students can construct a'
food questionnaire that students can use at home:

Which students in this room come from households that know.
how to-prepare tripe? brains? liver? heart? ox tails? chi4lings?
kidneys?

. Are there other cultures than Japanese and Italian that know how
to prepare squid?

How many students can bring a recipe frorri home employing honey
and almonds? What cultures do these recipes come from?

flow many students come from homes in which fruits and nuts and
ocher ingredients are combined in an uncooked dessert?

What families represented in this classroom know how to make a
dish from envelopes of dough stuffed with different combinatiOns
of meat, vegetables, and condiments?

See also the discussion of personal adornment in Part Six, Chapter II,
Interdisciplinary Activities.
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How many households are completely or almost completely vege-tarian?

Students can do m any other things with this activity, such as settingout to change their attitudes toward a food they may not know or like fromanother culture or investigating the reasons why different cultures have pro-duced certain kinds of food:1

1

A recent book can serve as a resource for teachers and a referencefor students (suitable for the average to above-average-3n -nior high reader): ReayTannahill, Food in History (New York: Stein and Day, 1973)..
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PART SIX

Seriior High School

.
c.

CHApTER I

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOALS

High school teachers who are reading this framework for the
first time, and who look first at this part, should be aware that secondaty

'education is conceived asa continuous whole. They shouldrtherefore turn to
Part Four, Introduction to Humanities Education in Junior and Senior High
School, and read it thoroughly; do the same for Part Five; and then take up
Part Six. The recommendations made in Parts Four and Five do not stop there;
students do not change all that drastically between their ninth and tenth years
of formal schooling. In fact, several programs that are set going in the junior
high school chapters are planned for completion in the senior high school years.
They-are potentially complete six-year programs in a single 'discipline or a
group of disciplines.

Teachers may-also be assured that the environment in which.
humanities education is conducted will be the same in senior high school as in
junior high school. This setting is clearly described in theForeword and in
the first 'chapter of Part Four. The physical model for classrooms is still the
studio-workshop, with plentV of other indoor and outdoor space available. The
tendency to move toward rigid departmentali2ation and an exclusively lecture-
style of teaching should be as firmly resisted in senior high as it was earlier.
High schOols must be made more agreeable places Of learning for teachers and
students than most of them arenow.

The student body of a enior high schOol, as ,their teachers
already know, share some genera racteristics that make most of them

3 'capable of participating in a really 11..! tantial curriculum of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary programs. Theymeading girls and boys alike--are mature
enough physically, emotionally, and socially to take part in more numerous and
extended projects than'they could sustain in their junior high school years. Theit
attention spans have increased, they can work at higher levels of abstraction,
and they are not quickly tired by details. It is quite clear that they have accumil-
lated considerable experience, which they bring to bear on all the subjects they.
study Therefore, their relations with teachers tend to be, and indeedShould be,
closer to an adult-to-adult level than to a parent-and-child level. No one denies
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that both boys and girls still need, and will at times demand, adult guidahce,
counsel, spervision, sympathy, and,affection; but they resent being treated

..as dependent children, and are hurt when refused adnjission to the adult world
of ideas. Teachers and administrators shouklstop calling t em and thinking
of them as "kids, "and start applying the same standards of ivility to these
students as they do to adults.

To carry out the recommendations prOposed in the junior and
senior high school sections of this framework, a teaching staff will have to
transform itself by stages into a humanities faculty capable of conducting
interdisciplinary education. The process has been discussed in Part Four,
Chapters I and II, where terms like humanities teacher, hunianitles faculty,
Humanities Planning Committee, and faculty Seminars are defined-. All these
functiogs are absolutely necessary to the'conduct of humanities education; none
can be slighted or omitted. Of these, the faoulty,study and in-service training,
seminars are perhaps the most important instruments for planning, introducing,-

and maintaining a humanities curriculum:,<%,They are described in detail in Part
Eight, which should guide every group wanting to form a humanities faculty.
Teachers will' note as they go through the secondary sections chapter by
chapter that the adoption of this framework will require a good deal of study in
one's specialty and in ways of connecting it to other subject matters. This
effort should be seen as a pleasure as well as an obligation. Most teachers
want to get back to their books, to concerts, to exhibitions, and to the play of
ideas. In Part Eight and in the chapter recommendations, they are shown how
time can be found for professional improvement, ,re- evaluation of subject matter,
conferences with colleagues, library research, keeping up with books and period-
icals, finding out what is new in their fields, and revitalizing their teaching
methods. If teachers fear that there will never be enough time and resources'
for this type of re-education and professional development, they should look again
at Parts Four and Eight. A faculty absobitely can do these things if it has the will
to accomplish them.

School principals are considered to be part of the faculty through-
out this framework; high school is no 'exception. They should be restored to part
ofjheir old teaching function and join their colleagues in the study and inservice
seminars. Their influence will be decisive for the success or failure of,humani-
ties Orograms. If they are in tune with the spirit of the framework and with the
curriculum the faculty adopts, then things are likely to go well. Interdisciplinary
teaching will have a chance to take hold itva school; reforms will be carried out;
the life of the school will quicken, and faculty morale will grow strong.

Many good results may be expected from an intensive faculty
effort to re-examine the art of teaching. and reorganize the curriculum. One of
tf..e most important will be that the conditions of learning will improve. That
conditions need to be improved in many, many high schools is attested to by the
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following list of grievances voiced by high school students to the Task Force on
the Resolution of Conflict:'

Uneven application of discipline by the school staff
and favoritism toward "student government cliques"

School smoking regulations

Unfair and authoritarian administration practices

Poor counseling services

Lack of a student= role in the decision-making process

Tracking .

. Oppressive school policies (suspension, clothing codes, etc.)

. Discrimination against low-income students through the .

assessment of fees for participation in schciol activities

These problems have got to be dealt with so that the teachers may hope to
accomplish what they have planned to do. It should go without saving that
these pfobiem,s can Only be solved with the cooperation of teachers, adminis-.
trators, school board members, and parents on a school-by-school babis.

Another result can be a reduction of the., boredom about which
students also complain. This may be a more subtle condition,to analyze and
meet than others that trouble the relations between students and teacher, but it
must be discussed frankly and thoroughly by thb whole facility.' Teaaers will
see as they go through the framework that 'many suggestions and recommendations
are directed toward this very problem.

The system of grading Swill undoUbtedly be reviewed to advantage
as a result of inservice study. Many chapters in Parts Five and Six contain
discussions and recommendations on this subject; for example, the evaluation
method outlined under the "ditto-publication" writing,workshob in Part Six,
Chapter V. and the grading' standards described ,in Part Five, Chapter II.

The quality of counseling will surely be improved through the
work of the seminars, because counselors should be enrolled in these groups
along with other school persbnnel. Counselors who understand the aims of
humanities edtication (and who may have participated in scheduling humanities

IA Report on Conflict and Violence in California's High Schools
. (Sacramento: Ca i apartment Education, '1973), p. 9. The opinions

of teachers and parents about the causes of conflict and violence are also dis-
cussed. Teachers should read all of this gho-r, informative report.
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classes) will be of great assistance in maintaining a good program. It is
true that where small-group instruction and other close association between
teachers and students occur, the humanities faculty does a great deal of
informal counseling in the normal order of things. And this is as it should
be; students are really grateful for kind attention, and they profit from it.
However, the school also needs a professional counseling service that is
organized to deal with problems beyond the powers of classroom teachers,
and that can offer students extended help with psychological and other problems.
The following recommendations quoted or paraphrased from the report of the
Task. Force on the. Resolution of Conflict apply very well here:1

. There is a need for multilevel counseling: counselors
who are trained to handle problems for individual
students; counselors who are trained to help students
seek appropriate careers; counselors who are informed
about college preparation and scholarships; counselors
who are specialists in handling problems related to drugs,
crisis, and conflict.

. Intensive counseling is necessary for extremely insuborl
dinate and disruptive students and for those with severe
problems not related to school.

. District-level attention should be directed toward insti-u
tuting counseling programs below the senior high school
level in order to develop preventive activities.

. Adequate facilities for counseling must be provided..
Separate administrative offices, areas for group counseling
sessions, and privacy for the counselor and those counseled
should be available.

. Counselors should have staggered workdays so that they
are available before and after school to students and
parents. A schedule of regular home visitations.should be
instituted.

. Bilingual and minority counselors must be included on the
counseling staff.

High schools will certainly have to change in many ways if they
are going to adopt a humanities curriculum or any other kind of thoroughgoing
reform of instruction. It may still be.within their power to accomplish these
changes throfigh their own efforts. Or they may have to be impelled in

1 Report, ,p. 16.
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that direction by the State Legislature. Cooperation is certainly better than
compulsion. But no matter how the necessary reforms in secondary education
are brought about, most schools are going to need more money and better-
trained personnel in all divisions in order to make these reforms a part of
daily operations.

0

Goals: What Students Can Expect From A

Good Senior High School Program

. Fulfilling the goals of the junior high school program
that have been continued in or adapted for the senior
high school 1

Enjoying high school, having every year count, not
being bored with school

. Taking classes that have substance, style, dignity,
and control

Realizing that body, mind, and senses are a whole
entity and are involved in all kinds of learning.;
baying many opportunities to observe this principle'
at work

. Becoming fully literate; reading and writing at the
highest levels of one's ability

. Speaking confidently and well in an attractive style of
one's own

. Bearing oneself gracefully, with an easy, erect posture

. Learning how to dance well; participating in school
social dances

. Handling capably several symbolic systems of communi-
cation and notation

. Playing at least one musical instrument competently;
reading music easily

. Performing scientific experiments accurately

'Teachers and administrators should reread from time to time the
goals in Part Five, Chapter I, and also the general recommendations, and continue
to assess their relevancy for high school.
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. Making many pleasing objects in visual and tactile
arts and industrial arts classes .

. Learning how to buy nutritious foods, plan and cook
meals, manage a housjehold,and care for children

I
. Learning how one's body functions and how to take

good care of it

. Being treated more and more like an adult

Having real power to influence what is being taught, how
it is taught, and in what kind of setting

Having many opportunities to work in several of the arts
and---eXpress one's feelings and ideas through them with
satisfaction

Participating freely in many games, sports, and athletics.
and learning to perform well in several. of them'

Beginning to develop a sense of what it means Co thinks
logically and to philosophize

. Enjoying a social life spOnsored by the school and directed
by students: dances, arts events, sports activities,
"happenings, " etc.,

.17

. Finding a part-time' job and earning some money; having
the school help in this effort.

. Lea-rning how to manage moneytintellige tly*

. Developing an increasingly Mature philosophy of life and
a code of morals and ethics to implement it

Growing in the ability to. deal fairly, considerately, and
honestly with other people

Continuing to enjoy learning

Realizing-that education is a lifelong enterprise, to be
continued in and out of school, in company and on one's on
Having a sense of one's oWn'value and worth Whatever the
circumstances of one's 'life
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CHAPTER II

TILE VISUAL AND-TACTILE ARTS

'sr

It is safe to say that a large majority of students in California high
schools take very little art. (=While one cannot point to extensive data to back
up this assertion, it is common knowledge that the' fine arts take a back seat
to Enz lish, mathematics, science, the social sciences, and vocational educa-
tion. What is more, the situation does not appear to belmproving.2 This
framework joins many others in proclaiming that the arts are essential in
the education of children and young people, and it offers a plan by, which the
arts may become an integral part of secondary education.

What can be done to change the public's attitude? Humanities
faculties in schools. throughout California should address themselves to this
question. While they alone cannot solve the problem, they may be -able to
take some new steps.: For example, ,what if the humahities faculty were to
make strong repreSentations to the school board about the importance of
improving and increasing instructionf in the fine arts.? The faculty could
prepare.itself by,collecting the opinions of their students about the'arts,
eviidence that students' livesare enriched by them, and examples of how

1-Thereyie-N11,316,402 students enrolled in grades 9-12 during
1971-1'72, and of this nurriber 438, 750 were enrolled in art dnd 341,752 in music;
i. e. 33% and 26% respectively. (It can b4 Wei-red from this simple -index that
at least 65% of smdents take little or no art and 75% little or no music.) See
Information Selected from the October Report, 1971-72 (Sacramento: California
State Department of ETucation, 1973). '

2T:lere-is no report for the high school years, but one commissioned
by the Legislature for grades K-8 concludes on a depressing note: "Several basic
facts revealed in the survey of current practices and in the analysis of teacher
preparation programs indicate that fine arts educatiOn in California public schools,
kindergarten through grade eight, is decreasing in both quantity and quality. ".
Fine Arts Instruction in California Educational Institutions (Sacramento: Calif-,
ZrrTa7Sate eiTr3artinent of Educat1a,,1972).
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learning in the arts strengthen the students' general ability to learn and to
enjoy themselvee in school. The visual and tactile arts are essential to the
full intellectual, emotional, and manual development of young men and women.
They do add variety and scope to the lives of young adults.' In the high school
humanities program, the visual and tactile arts play the vital role that they
have done in the preceding grades; the art instruction begun in kindergarten
should, therefore, remain broad and strong in high school.

In this chapter, film is treated discursiAely for the first time.
It has been saved until last because the technical, organizational, and aesthetic
aspects of filmmaking and film viewing can be more easily handled by later
adolescents, under the guidance of good teachers, than by early adolescents

,arid young children.

Recommendations

In the humanities curriculurrL high school students, no less than
kindergarten students, need to be involved with art every day. They should
tape separate art classes or classes where art is combined with other subject
matter during evdry semester. In order that all students may be so occupied,
the art program must be coordinated with the entire curriculum, and the,art

,,faculty must include general art teachers, people who have majored in art and
have had a great deal of course wort( in the other humanities. The faculty
should also include teachers who are competent in the various art media.- Their
num.:J.er should be consistent with the recommendations on staffing in Paft Four,
Chapter \III. Such a .group could confidently set out to organize the high school
humanities art program. One of its first tasks would be to establish continuity
with the junior high school program.

Junior and senior high school art teaches should stand together;
strength in numbers can help them withstand attempts by school boards,
administrators', or other teachers to reduce the art program for the sake of
economy or "academic. standardg. ", The art/teachers should use this frame-
work as a baSis for developing a six-year sequence in the visual and tactile
arts analogous to the six-year curriculum in the social sciences, I and they
should study the possibility of organizing a Humanities Senior High School
along the lines of Humanities Junior High School. 2 They should aim to establish
coherence in the secondary art program by eliminating cumbersome repetition,
preventing fragmentation, and building on the students' past experience--in
short, giving students the sense that the art program goes somewhere.

ISee Part Filre, Chapter VI.

2See Part Five, Chapter I/.
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Art teachers and other members of the humanities faCulty shoud\
ask themselves some fundamental questions: What.art must be taught in
senior high school so as to serve the entire student bodFWhat special,
separate, 'of advanced courses Should be organized for students who are
unusually talented or--just as important--for those who want to' do some more
art in a. serious way? How can the art department best work with other
departments? What changes in pedagogy need to be made in order to wing
the best in art instruction'to all who desire it?

Many pedagogical imp3rdvements can be made in a typical senior
high school: straight five-and six-period days can give way, to some kind of
flexible scheduling,1- bells do not have to ring every period, and no one should
have to rush to clean up and then dash out madly for the next class. Class
periods should be long enough to suit the work being done. (Everyone should \
try doing a ceramics piece on,a potter's wheel in a fifty-minute period; better
still, .everyone should do so when three other people are, waiting to use the same,
wheel.) During a part of their school careers at least, students should, be able
to work like artists: concentrating for extended periods of time on the project
at hand, giving no- thought to,other studies, quitting when totally frustrated or. .

when they know that the piece is really flashed. The grading -system should be
radically altered, too. Why must there continue to be letter-graded works of
art?--"C" hammers, "A" paintings, or "D" wire sculptures? Why cannot the
pdrtfolio be gubstituted for the graded product? Students should collect the
pieces they do-- finished and unfinished; then ,through some reasonable system,
students and teachers can choose_ the items to be graded, if letter-grading has
to be done at all.2

Talented students should assist less tainted ones and also help
conduct tIn "art" laboratory where-projects could be worked on during-free
time, sornewhilt as the household arts laboratory is conducted.3 Students
could elect to`come,to the art classroom during stated periods or after school.
This opportunity would partially compensate for the. standard-length periods
that interfere, so much with art`production. Parent volunteers might also help
staff this;kind of station.

4

-.The-inservice seminar, like other faculty seminars, must be ready
to study and recommend changes aver a long.period'of time. Careful planning

'See suggestions onscheduling in Part, Four, Chapter III.

2
See the workshop method for duplicating and accumulating written

work in apter V below. Art teachers could adapt this method to art instruc-
tion. See also the discuSsion on grading artwork in Part Five, Chapter IL,

below.

3
See the recommendation on the "open laboratory" in Chapter IX
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has to be done; books must be read and discussed, and specialists consulted. 1
The more sincere the effort to rethink the secondary art curriculum, the
more likely that some of the points reiterated in the framework' will. be dis-
covered independently, and new ones added. For example, it cannot be said

._. to6 often that art must permeate the school environment.. Students are now
strong enough physically and mature enough emotionally to make a lasting and
tasteful impact on the appearance of buildings and, grounds. Let them use their
mind's to conceive large projects, and1 eir organizational and management
skills to-carry-them out. Walls can be painted with murals, cor`ridors deco-
rated, lighting'changed, room decoration altered, utilitarian equipment made

-humorously or aesthetically' pleasing, found or designed sculpture plac\ed-a-round
the campus, etc. Studerits should organize a school gallery and change exhibi-'
Lions of things they make. in art and c ~her classes. Art classrooms themselves
can serve as models for other classrooms. A good art classroom is many
things : studio-workshop, study area, audio-visual center, display room,
lecture-discussion hall. When the art room has order, flexibility, .and unity.
of color and design, its influence spreads throughout" the school.

The art seminar should find ways to increase school wid..community
pride in the art program. It could adopt the idea of asking parents to help form
a "Friends of the Humanities High School Art Pyogram, " 9r "Parents for the
Humanities, and other such groups. Thpse special-interest organizations
might operate in connection with high school parent clubs. Parent clubs for the
arts could be Made up of selected groups of volunteers:,Lartists, docents from
nearby museums, retired people with an avocational interest in the arts, parents
with strong artistic interests--who would work with the humanities staff on
restoring, strengthening, and maintaining the art program and showing its
worth to the community.

. .

In the course of its studies, the art seminar will make many recom-
mendations to the humanities faculty and the thi'manities Plapning Committee on
the nature of the art program. This framework recommends for its considera-
tion that the high school art curriculum consist of programs, courses;. and

t\\activities in:

The processes and Media of art, including-design, drawing,
painting, ceramics, sculpture, fabrics, and gfaphics

. Crafts

. Photography and film

. Architecture

S

'See Part Four, Chapter II on planning, and Part Five, Chapter II for
a list of books and periodicals. AdditiOnal bibliography can be found in Frances
K. fieussenstamm and Vincent Fitzgerald, eds. "Some Resources: A Bibliography
for Secondary School Art Education, " Art Teacher--A Magazine of the National.
Art Education Association, Winter 1974, pp. 38=44.
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. Commercial art

Art history and aesthetics

Interdisciplinary studies in which art figures strongly

Students of all abilities should be Able to enroll in any of these specialties
and concentrate on one or more of them if they are so inclined. In all phases
of instruction, teachers should plan activities in visual perception, creative
expresSion,- art heritage, and aesthetic judgment. 1 Talented students should
be able to ogress at their own' rate and do independent artwork on a studio
or contract basis. 2* Some programs may receive additional emphasis because,
of their pote tially wide appeal to a large number of students; crafts, for
example. Students should be able to move in and out of craft classes during
all their high school years. When they acquire many handicraft skills--for

,example, in leather, wood, plastics, stones and gems; metals, and fabrics-
and the aesthetic perceptions that go with them, they w;.11 take from school a
senses of usefulness, competence, and pleasure that will stay with them always.

The opportunities for careers idvarious art fields should be
explored along,with instruction in them. When learning to do wood sculpture,
for example, students should be able to meet and tall with4successful sculptors
in, this medium and visit them in their workshops. Fine artists, commercip.1
ar.tists, architects, photographers, and filmmakers should visit the school
often, showing and discussing their work and also talking about the .realities
of finding a career in art. The artist-in-residente programs that some high
schools have established allow both the artcistf6, and vocational sides of careers
to be observed and explored at length. The fields of vocational inquiry should
include illustrating, cartooning, commercial art, fashion design and display,
commercial and newspaper photography, artistic and documentary filmmaking,
art teaching, industrial desigling,. set designing, and becoming a aritic, curator,
docent, magazine art editor, or art-book publisher.

di, Every high scfiool-,--and, if possible, every, classroom -- should have
an arts and humanities resource bank, ,or. center, for both students
and faculty to 1.1e. This ,bank might'rgnge from simple and inexpensive to

1 Art Education Framework for California Public Schools, Kindergarten
Through Gra e Twelve Sacramento: a ifornia State lepartment of Education, 1971),
pp. 6-7, 22-27.

2The term studio art refers to studentg working under the supervision
of a teacher in small groups on one process or medium for an extended period, of
time. It implies working at an advanced revel. While this meaning fits in with
a humanities conception of art, students of average ability should have studio
experiences, where they work intensively in small groups under expert teacher
guidance.

32 -84929
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elaborate and more costly. The simple resource bank might contain no more
than picture files in cardboard boxes. The elaborate one would contain slides,
films, filmstrips, transparencies, tapes, cassettes, recordings, books,

'rripgazine articles, pamphlets, documents, picture files, etc. These materials
we uld.ge arranged according to a basic index of subject, author, time, place,
;title; and medium. Ctii a school-wide basis, the library and the audio-visual
.resources should be combined for complete and integrated service. Students
wand teachers should contribute to the collection, and students 'should help
'organiie and operate the center. Materials stored this way could grow into
an interdisciplinary retrieval system of considerable proportions. The titles
of themes and programs should not be used to organize a basic collection,
because they change from time to time. They can, however, be cross-indexed
with the categories of the basic collection. Thus, fo'r example, when a given
theme is presented in a multi -media program, specific materials can be found
by ryferring to subject,. author, time, place, tit/re, and medium.

A collage time-line that shows relationships of people, artifacts,
and events in a visual and systematic way is an essential feature of an art
classroom. One forinat., an accordion-fold that can be opened out on a table
or shelf, contains pictures of visual and plastic worka-of -art, quotations from
literature, historical dates, and the like, from earlieSt times to the present.
Even slides, and phonograph records in their jackets, could be part of the
visual-historical record. Often there is unused horizontal space aboVe
blackboards and doors where a one-dimensional time-line could be di played
prominently.

Every art class should' have some audio-visual equipment available.
Evep though most art is primarily visual, it needs a connective vehicle to
relate it to the other arts and to enrich itself. A slide projector, tape recorder,
overhead projector phonograph, opaque projector, and 8 and 16 mm motion
picture projectors are good long-term investments.

Teachers must remember that this chapter concerns the visual and'
`tactile arts. Too often art classes are exclusively concerned with visual,,-two-
dimensional work. Activities milk' be consciously planned to give tactile
experiences. For example, students should visit an exhibition like the Explora-
torium in San Prancisco, _where there is a large perceptual gallery with a
tactile area that one can Crawl through, touching various textures in the dark.
Students should construct tactile sculptures and place them for other students
irt the school to touch and view. Learning how to draw and sculpt in the dark
also emphasizes the sense of touch. A work of arts has bc!ith illusioriary and
.actual dimensions of texture, bit sighted people tend to ignore the tactile sense..

The more traditional art' teacher might worry that the students will
not learn the relements and principle of art" (line, value, form, texture,: unity,
contrast, gradation; .balance, variety, and rhythm) in humanities art classes.
But these phou Id be taught in connection with the study and production of wbrks
of art rather, than through formal lessons. Similarly, teachers should avoid

4 '11 5
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donvehtional university-model, art-appreciation courses. High school
students should not have to endure slide lectures where they view endless
numbers, of slides flashed one after another, and be expected to take copious
notes (in the darkened room) in preparation for an imminent test. Such a
method does not permit students to contemplate a work of art long enough or
privately enough to form a personal response to it. Substantial blocks of
time must be set aside for students to study (by looking) and to muse over
examples, periods, types, and schools of art. History and aesthetics should
be studied right along with painting, drawing, making craft items, or doing
sculpture in art classes; designing and sewing clothes in household arts classes;
or making furniture in industrial arts shops. Art history should be taugIit in an
inductive way and in association with producing art. 1

Photography is just as important in senior high school as in junior
high school, where it was introduced, Basic and advanced courses should be
offered throughout the senior high school years with many opportunities for
field work outside of school.. StudentS.of this age get to be really goo'' ,:t`
selecting subjects, composing pictures, exploring out-of-the-way places and
unusual situations. They also enjoy the technical side'of this craft -developing
ana printing, mounting and-ft-taming. The creative and technical pects of
still photography can be combined in murals and collages. A p), otographic
mural for a classroom wall may be an expensive project for same school
budgets, but teachers should consider wangling the means to produce one.
For example, photographs of trees or buildings in receding perspective can
elongate a room almost to infinity, trompe l'oeil effects can be accomplished
in photography as well as in painting, and playfulness and wit in this medium
should be encouraged. Collages are more commonly attempted and will be
cheaper to produce, but photographic decoration should not stop with that.

Young people today grow up with film; they accept it as a means
of communication as earlier generations accepted books, magazines, news-
papers, and radio.. However, students usually don't learn how film and tele-
vision influence what they think and feel. 2 They should be able to appreciate
the artistry arid craftsmanship of filmmaking as well as how it can be manipu-
lated to influence people. They can do this by discussing the films they. see
outside of class, those they see together in class, and those they make them-
selves. They should be guided by teachers who are well trained in teachin
this relatively new member of the humanities.

See the. techniques discussed in the interdisciplinary activity
combining foreign language and, art history in Chapter VI below, and refer also
to the .discussion about "seeing" in Part Five, Chapter IL

2In this discussion, the,term film will stand for any medium that
uses a 'camera to record moving events, whether on film or directly on video_-tape as in television.

(
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Filmmaking can become an expensive proposition in school,
especially when it advances to the level of longer, edited films-with sound-
track. Students' enthusiasm for making films should not be aroused and
then dashed by lack of money to buy and develop film 'and purchase cameras
and projectors, editors and splicers, tape recorders, and other necessary
equipmentp Teachers shOuld draw up a budget fora film course and have the
money in hand before, they begin; otherwise, they should stay with very basic,
simple, low-7budget -activities. They can share equipment and use older,
simpler, types of cameras that students may have at home. Filmmaking does
not require the latest irleepaipment.

People of all ages love to describe films they have seen. If one
has been viewed by only a portion of a class, thcise who have seen it become
the "teachers" of those who haven't. Each student compares-his or her obser-
vations and interpretations with those that others express. In the hands of
teachers who are thoroughly familiar with the elements of film, class discussion
can reach high levels Of interest and controversy. Film is one of the media of
general education by which students can:

. BecOme familiar with artifacts of all ages and cultures

. Explore the works of individual artists; painters, poets,
sculptors, musicians, dramatists, novelists, architects,
filmmakers, etc.

. Increase their understanding of human experience of
various kinds

Compare historical figures and fictitious characters with
contemporary people

Learn through vicarious experience

Develop imaginative ideas of time, space, and person

Note the development of plot and characterization

Observe modes of behaviorbf human beings-a d animals in
social and natural settings

. Appreciate how language is used for narrative, reportorial,
dramatic and other purposes

Historical precedent gives language and literature the strong
advantage when methods and materials are chosen to. develop literacy. Most
teachers:consider "the word". to be all-important and other forms of expression
tend tetbecome mgre enrichment. One of the consequences of this attitude is
that students who cannot perform basic reading tasks may often have to toil
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away in remedial courses, struggling with mechanical skills but rarely
achieving the satisfaction of understanding the thoughts and feelings embedded
in the words Before them or of expressing their own well. Filh can help
release students from this dead end and help therri to read, write, understand
others, and express themselves.

. The basic syntax of film is known to almost all children; they'
grow Lip understanding filmic imagery: the dissolve changes time and location;
the fade marks a new idea; and close-ups, slow motion,' time-lapse, and-anima-
tion are comprehensible, though sophistiated, conventions. And because young
people accept this "visual grammar, they are receptive to material presented
through r.ie medium of film.

As a class watches a film, it becomes a common, shared experience,
and the teacher may prOceed after the shoving with the knowledge that the
students are dealing with material'to vvi-a4 all Have been exposed. A film can
be shown more than once, allowing ste4iit§' to discover new elements of character,
background, and point of view. Wile Ther fiinT-With a philosophical base,
such as Paths of Glory, or a short ofabstract,109cative images, like
Pas de Deux , is shown, the advantage-Of the'cpMfilon experienee gives the class
a sense of unity, of'having been through sotnethitt'ltogether. With a skillful
introduction and follow-up by the teacher', ali-ood film fwWill elicit lively group
discussion.'

Some teachers still resist accepting film as one of the humanities,
but recognition of the artistryaof those who have made their statements on the
screen is long overdue. Students should know some of the works of filmmakers
like Godard,, Griffith, Kubrick,. Antonioni, vonStroheim, Ford, aEisenstein,
Buriuel, Welles, Ray, and Kurosawa. Each has` dealt with Significant themes;
each is known and appreciated by an' international audience. To be literate in
the twentieth century one must have seen and be able to discuss such works as
Breathless, Intolerance, 2001: A Space Odyssey, L'Avventura, Greed, .Stagecoach,
Potemkin, Citizen Kane,' and Pather Panchalli.

40

Film can become a.companion to literature. A serious film may be
hard for the uninitiated, but it is still likely to be met with less resistance than
a difficult novel. Once students come to understand film as a form of art, they
may be more receptive to a piece of literature as a work of 'art. Flow many
times, for example, has Buhuel been compared to Swift, von Stroheim to
Dostoyevsky, Griffith. to Dickens?

Teachers must take care that they do not require students to respond
to films like professional critics, forcing them to search out and analyte the
elernents of a film; rather, they should gradually'help thei-n rtecognize some
interesting things about the direction, writing, editing, cinematography, dramatic
performance, music, and sound of a particular film. Attention can be drawn to
such things as the use of the cametaain relation to the movement of the act ors,
how sound effects provide transitions between scenes, how a parycular shot
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creates tension when juktaposeci with another, what the director is trying to
say by cutting from sheep in the slaughter-house to workers-jammiag the
subways, and -the like. As sensitive art teachers draw students' attention
inductively to the elements of good painting and sculpture -with full regard

cfor their level of maturity and relative lack of background--so coo can film
teachers increase students' range of visual perception through film, letting
them have fun doing it.

Everything that has been said about the place and significance of
film-study in the schools applies to the making of films. The generation
that spends the largest proportion of its free time absorbed in watching film
should aspire to expregs itself on film. Young people develop a sort of filmic
imagination: they pretend to make shots and cuts; they view the surroundings
as locations for films; they design stories kn.- the camera in their minds. The
humanities curriculum must proyide them with. that opportunity. Considering
that students in high school have some knOwledge of how music is played, plays'
are produced, and pictures painted, they may just as easily learn the rudiments
of cinematography. There are many benefits that they can acquire from this.
For example:

. Film and technology go together: cameras, editors,
recorders, and projectors. Students of all ages like to
master these tools.

Film gives students another way of reordering their World.
People with strips of film and an editor look for new ways
of juxtaposing images.

Film provides a method for working in other areas.
Students may do a science study, a docum:.'ntarrin the
social sciences, or a story in drama/language. arts.

Film provides proof of accomplishment. With the simple
electric-eye camera, even the youngest student can expose
film and share the rest Its with others.

Film encourages group cooperation and leads to appre-
ciation of comtfion effort.

Film allows accomplishment of complex linear communication
without the requirement of advanced literary skills.

Film as an art-form combines elements of drama, literature;
television, -dance, painting,, sculpture, lighting, music, and recreation. II. is
inherently interdisciplinary: All thatneachers need at first to involve the
class in filmmaking is a motion picture projector and a roll of blank, sprock-
eted film. .Students should first draw' freely on strips of film with felt-tip
pens,' grease pencils, etc. The element of surprise is important in their
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first hand-drawn exercise; the magic of the activity is the unexpected trans-
formation which occurs in the projector. The teachers should encourage

'students to make linear designs, draw on both sides of the strip, splotch and
stipple, mix colors, and so on. Many will write their names across the
length of a strip, from left to right, of course. The projector, however, will
show the picture frame by frame, advancing the strit, rough a vertical path.
The result is the introduction of time and motion. As they watch,, students
will be observing the 'consequences of a phenomenon that can be explained by
the theory of persistence of vision. When the showing is over, and opinions
have been expressed, the teacher may explain the theory by having students
look at a bright light, then shut their eyes. "Do you still see the light with,
your eyes closed?" The teacher explains how the retina holds an image for a
fraction of a second after it has been removed; he or she then passe4 out is
of conventionally-exposed scrap film and explains how the projector =ow-,g-11

each of those tiny images one at a time, for a fraction of a second, and so on.
An examination of the projector follows. The teacher manually'advances the
claw, showing one frame at a time. Threading up the students' film, the
teacher may wish to pull the lens from the projector and keep the lamp off,
letting the students watch the actual film as it moves intermittently through
the gate.

Once they grasp the function of the projector, students will predict
its-effect on their work. They will try to preconceive graphic design in terms
of motion. They will further experiment with the frame- line, holding to. it
strictly or purposely violating it. They will learn relationshipd of color and
design, composition, and motion. They will use the projector as atrinstrument,
playing the film backwards, forwards, at different speeds. The class can keep
time to the moving images, clapping, tapping its feet, or making use of impro-
vised rhythm instruments. A film Will convey many different moods depending
on the music played in accompaniment. "What did the music do to the movie?"
"Make it sad... ?" "What can be played to make it happier?" "Would some
movies be better without music ?" Simple dances can be improvised or
traditional folk 'dances employed to interpret the hand-drawn film that is
projected against the wall. All kinds of graphic patterns and stroboscopic
images can be created and, projected; students' enthusiasm for creating such
effects in their classrooms may encourage them to make many kinds of hand-
drawn films. For example, they can write on the celluloid, making phrases
and communicating simple ideas. The projected words dance and wiggle before,
the 'ence. Time-perception tricks are popular.' Word gags can be Eashed
on the creen in the midst of an abstract sequence. Letters and words as .

desi elements are made by scratching images Onto opaque (biotic) film. An
intense, electric impression results. Filling the scratched-in.letters with
color adds another dim nsion. Perhaps the greatest importance of primary
exercises In hand-draw ng is showing students that. film goes beyond the
traditional telling of sto ies. Once the basic.sense of film is acquired, teachers
can show how film is use as art, or doctimentary, and then theYacan introduce
students to the.camem

.4.,

4
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Basic super-8 mm equipment -is.simple,, 'automatic, and relatively
inexpensive. Every student should have a chance' to expose film; sirripler,
scenes can be set up in, thclassroom, and students can take turns in being
actors, directors, writers, and camera operators.1 The subject can be,.
anything the class is studying, anything that comes to mind in an elementary
"story conference. "

4

Under the guidance of a skillful teacher, the early film training
is much more than technical exercises. Studeni-c. are led to think of their eyes
as lenses and shutters. By closing one eye at' Acing a frame opening with
the hand, they can practice looking at objects from different angles and
distances and in different light, in

the

manner of a camera. When they see
footage of familiar objects around the school, each one tries to visualize
mentally the position and intention of the filmer. Students are quick to suggest
alternatives to one another's filmic point of view and are anxious to get out
with the camera in order to treat the same subject themselves.

Having already done elementary editing in the hand-drav,a activities,
students are-better prepared to edit the films they.are now making. "Shall we
show the cross-walk sign first? How about the feet at the curb first?
Maybe we should flash the sign every few feet." Strips of film hang in baskets
around the classroom. Each student takes a turn at running film through the
editor, cutting film apart, and making notes. The teacher puts up easels, and
the students make titles on them, painting in backgrounds and lettering the words.
Each one makes a personal signature. Some may elect to animate the titles and
the credits, using the single-frame mechanism on the camera and adding letters
successively. Misspelled words. stand out starkly and tend to be corrected by,,
the group. 1- laving learned how to operate the equipment and to do actual filming,
students are ready to introduce dramatic activity into their films. They may
elect to direct ether students in simple stories filmed in familiar locations.
By now, too, editing and filming can be doneaway from school; editors as well
as cameras can be signed out to class members on a rotation basis. Filmmaking
and showing become a regular part of the class routine.

The integration of filmmaking skills, film expression, and film
appreciation at all levels in the schools can help, create the sort of active
environment that a humanities curriculum needs In time, humanities class-
rooms will include the camera, editor, projector, and tape recorder. Multi-
media materials will be`housed there and programs will be presented by
students: slide projections of books and museums, movies of historical
reenactments, and personal films and photographs with original or recorded
music, and live commentaries. Students will make autobiographies of them-
selves on film and show their film accomplishments along with those in the
other arts.

lin this framework, Words like actor, director, camera operator,
and the like, , refer to both genders. They are not exclusively male titles.

'48'5
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Activities Going On in the Visual and Tactile Arts

Activities listed in Parts Three and Five, adapted-
for the high school program where appropriate

Activities listed in the Art Framework and in Teaching
Gifted Students Art in Grades Ten Through Twelves

Developing all the skills in the visual and tactile arts
that are within the capacity of older adolescents and
the resources of the school and community

Continuing to have instruction in the visual and tactile
arts every year of high school

Having access to an art center for independent extended
projects

Establishing a gallery of student work in all the arts
mentioned in this framework

Having time to contemplate works of art in a leisurely
fashion

Continuing to study architectural styles and making
frequent field trips to see buildings in the community,
including domestic, commercial; ecclesiastical, and
recreational

Having many opportunities to sketch from nature and to
record their observations and impressions by means
of sketching, photographing, filming, and writing

Continuing to make'the school a better-looking place
to attend

Involving parents, artists, and others in the community
in supporting the high school art program

Tutoring their own classmates and elementary school
children

1 (Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973)
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Working in every craft that interests them

Havin opportunities to take art courses as far a's
their dlents and desires will lead them

Helping to set upta resource cmter in their school

Participating in interdiSciplinary work involving
the arts during all their high school years

Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving the Visual and 'Tactile Arts*

Art teachers on a humanities faculty can learn what it means to
plan interdisciplinary projects if they will sit down together and devise art
activities to complete the interdisciplinary social sciences curriculum recom-
mended in this section of the framework,. First, they must read Part Five.
Chapter VI, and Chapter V below; then they should invite their colleagues in
the junior high schools to establist(an inter-school seminar. After they have
completed this task, they might serve as consultants to the group who have
undertaken to write a three-year or six-year curriculum combiningdramai
theater, the language arts, and the social' sciences. The following topics--
those that would begin approximately in tht ninth grade--are taken from the
list of seventeen in the junior-senior high chool social sciences curriculum.
They should stimulate teachers to think of activities and relationships involving
art and the social sciences:

Archaic and classical Greek civilizations

Further specialization into eras, regions, kingdoms, empires,
and other polities, with emphasis on the growth of nations,
languages, and literatures in Europe

Worldwide exploration from the bases in Europe, the technologies
associated with this exploration, and the literature growing out of it

What the explorers found and repotted

. The development of nation-states in the West, with side studies o
political organizations in Africa and Asia

Studies in English history and literature of the seventeenth century,
through the Glorious Revolution

*See other disciplinary chapters. Activities in the visual and tactile
arts are incorporated with the whole curriculum.
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. Colonial America and the American Revolution

The European Enlightenment to the French Revolution

Industrialization and the formation of the modern world an d
some contemporary cultures

Nineteenth-century empire-building

Twentieth-century culture and contemporary history

To show how their thinking can be focused on a topic, they should study the
.treatment of English history and literature in Chapter V below. They might
invite their colleagues in' industrial art and music to correlate activities in
their disciplines with thosein art.

Another large field for interdisciplinary activity involving art is
the students"perceptions of the visual and tactile' world. After many year
of being away from kindergarten and early elementary school, they may have ,
lost touch with their senses and the physical world, when they should have
been,growing more award of what they see and how they see it. They should
have fart around them all the time. They should contemplate a work of art
as a whole and in detail, discuss what they see with other students, compare
paintings, recognize architectural styles, and make scale models of" buildings,
cities, or stage sets. They should be learning something about the sciences °
of light, perception, and optics, and engage in such activities as:

. Observing reflection and refraction; determinants of
color; conventions of lighting effects' in art, architecture,
and theater.

Investigating microscopes, telescopes, and lenses of all
sorts, including personal glasses. What do mechanical
aids do to one's looking? Students may look for patterns
and details that they don't see without lenses. Those
without glasses may wear the glasses of students who
require them, to see how the world looks to other people.
What is the optical equipment of some of the other
creatures and what do they see? Some imaginative leaps
combine nea4ly with technical measurer: eritfiere.

1

. Studying the history of seeing. People define in advance
what they see by their conceptiOns of what is available to
be seen. The optical and related theoretical advance,,s of
the sixteenth. and seventeenth century in Europe led to
drastic revisions of what people were able to see. Students
can read the writers Of the time--Donne, Milton, Pope,
Thomsento see what the effect of changed perceptiOn was.
Television from the moon, while introducing no new con-
ception of the universe, may have affected artistic attitudes

4'8 8
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toward the moon. Students should look at the sky, the
microscopic world, and the word which cannot be seen
but only inferred from data.

,
Measuring things. A standai*d scientific laboratory
xercise requires students to take a number of Measure=

ments f the same object or phenomenon and note or
average' the Variant results. The exercise suggests
many helpfu ',activities for the development Of perception:
comparative measurements, sizings; sketches, and
written descriptions.

. Observing people. People'can be visualized in strikingly
different ways. Students should look at political cartoons
to see. which ph'ysicalcharacteristics of prominent. political
figUres are selected fo-reharacterization. Cartoon strips
inevitably Teduce human-beings to sketches. Students may
look at what has been chosen as'essentiaj to give a visual
impression of human beings (or animals). WhiCh attitudes,
mentality, parts of the body, pblitics, or social status are
visually emphasized? How does the emphasis' work? From
there, students can proceed to more subtle representations
of human beings. They can further look at the ways they
picture human beings, including themselves. They can do
self-Portraits, portraits of themselves or others from
memory, drawings or sculptures of distinctive personal
,features (With a mindto exorcising inferiority about promi-
nent hoses, bellies, etc.), or caricatures of public figures,
animals, or themselves:

To preserve and develop their tactile senses, students should have
plenty of material to shape, feel, and stroke. They can feel their clothing,
choose'fabrics and surf es' to decorate their room, learn to choose fruit and
vegetables from4the.su*rmarket by. their- feel and smell, and let themselves
go in massive building or sculpture projects involving clay, wood, concrete,
plastic, papier-mache, and stone. Dormant tactile senses can be stimulated
by blindfold exercises. Blindfold games of childhbod can be extended to help
students tactaly explore their school, their community, unknown objects, art
materials and works, and human feet, arms, hands, faces, and expressions.
These exercises can be made detailed and sophisticated. :Objects lumped in
one loose tactile categbry (like "smooth") can be divided into more detailed

,descriptions or categories. Tactile perception'can also be developedin the
mechanical and practical arts. Students can learn to feel wood surfaces, food
textures, furniture joints: or cramped muscles. They can be introduced to
something they will all have to do later in their lives, repairing and making
objects by hand-feel alone withoUt being able/ to see what they are doing.
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For the futur architectsand to give everyone a feel for
architeCturethe class should be supplied with large Styrofoam blocks,
which can be secured cheaply from industrial throw-aways, and inexpensive
plastic sheeting. Using the latter Material, for example, art students can
sketch a structure they would like to builthoutside and choose-where to place
it.' -Mechanical-drawing, students could make plans for it, and from these
plans, students in sewing class could cut oUt and piece,the material together.
Then all three classes would meet at the building site, the teachers having
secured a quarteraiorsepower Motor. The various parts of.the'plastic
structure would be put together and the motor turned on. Then a handcrafted
piece of architecture, supported by a gentle flow of air, would come into
existence.

Several of the foregoing activities lend themselves to being
photographed and filmed. The art department should organize observation
crews to go through the'schOol and record everything, that is being done in
art. They could ask themselves this question: From what we collect, what
could an outsider conclude about, the "art life of .our school? The crews shou.ld
include the Writers, journalists, and industrial designers in the class.
Together with the artists; photographers, and filmmakers, they could prepare
photographic exhibitions, do artwork depicting the appearance of the school,
and write about what students do (or do not do) in art and how they feel about
it. The instructors would need to keep things in balance'and require that a
fair coljection be made.

Film projects can 'be carried out in other classes. In science,
for example, metamorphosis of plants and animals can be filmed and shown on
the classroom screen. Linable to shoot in sequence because of normal breaks
in the classroom routine, students must separate the'shots, reordering them
accurately to match the scientific event. The class will quickly spoVeliscrep-
ancies in the finished work, sending the young filmmaker back to the viewer.
Experiences like these will teach the class to be more discriminating audiences
of commercial films, now that they can appreciate what it means to put a film
together. .

The social sciences become more immediate when students make
filmed reports. The camera can go along when the class visits museums,
cities, places of historical interest, and tke like. Always the questton is
asked, °"How can we film this subject?" The class, or a group within the class,
divides the work. Everyone has a chance to use the camera, to direct the
filmmaking, to make notes for the editing, and to participate in the editing
itself. Where verbal explanation is essential;. title cards are made and-shot.
Music appropriate to the material can be recorded, either on ataPe recorder
or a magnetic stripe on the. film.: In the latter instance, students may record
their own narration onto the composite track. Material suitable for filming

49ii
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can be found in books, brochures, magazines, etc. tharare well illustrated..
Techniques of animation and simple rephotographing with the camera can be
employed.

'Filming can be used to teach similes and other metaphors: film
imagery can be related to' literary imagery.. For,e'xample, a student made a. Q

film about his "together" friend. It showed the friend getting up in the mornirig
and going into the community to "get in on the action." 'From_time to time,
the image of a black feline was intercut with the shots of the prowling friend,
The class picked up the metaphor Immediatebr, breaking into'applause when a
particularly apt comparison was made.. Teachers can encourage students to
use imagery in their personal- writing.that,can be transposed into film.

0
Students can express deep personal in their films. Moved

by the loss of a close relative, one student c, .iected shots of liquids in motion:
rain out of windows, water streaming down the gutter, a huge closeup of a
drop from a spout. The last, Shot was' of a single eye, a tear traced down the
cheek. The effect on cla4smates was direct; sympathy and admiration con-
verged in their appreciation of the work.

Sometimes, making a film is an alternative to writing, especially
for those who are on the 'verge of dropping out of school because of an inability
to meet the current single standard of literacy. Given the chance to do a film
for their teacher and classmates, the bored, discouraged low achievers have
an opportunity to salvage th'eir self-esteem. Achieving some measure of
succesT, they may elect to stay in scjloot and make more films, try ,writing
again, and do other tasks. However, in no sense should film be considered
a mere auxiliary to other kinds learning; it is ,valid in its owd right.

Students should create functional or utilitarian works of art, using
only natural or non-industrial materials. This activity could be introduced by
showing example's of utilitarian and artistic works from cultures that are close
to nature. Students could rnakb similar functional pieces--a drinking cup, a
long-handled,spoon, a musical instrument, for exampleand add their iown
decorations to them. They would,have some problems in art to solve along
the way,'' such as selecting, distributing, emphasizing, or subduing various
aspects of the work itr order to create an aesthetic a_ nd functional unity. Related,
to this activity is the idea of learning how people`in past times went about makIrig
.their, art object:4. Using natural and industrial materials and the tools and
techniques-of 'a given time in history, students could literally work themselves
into the past. This method. gets into difficulties with some projects, such as
making stained glass windows, but teachers can help students select projects
where analogous processes can be used. For example, when making frescoes,
students can use plasterboard-with the top cardboard layer peeled off; the group
will have to settle for dry rather than wet ()taster. Ordinary tempera paint can
be combined with the yolk of eggs to simulate the egg-tempera painting of the
early Ragan Renaissance and Flemish schools.

Ea
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The students can also make rubbings by using the side of a
crayon or a piece of graphite on shelf-or typing paper. They can be taken
from natural forms, suCh as the bark of trees, or industrial forms, such as
manhole covers. 'Then the students can add their own exp;essive work to
the rubbingrtressing certain designs and configurations. Many students
find it difficult to start a drawing, so rubbings are a kind of self-starter:
a direct transcription of an actual raised surface. Teachers can discuss
how rubbings were used in other cultures. In ancient China, for example,
before printing was developed, a message was carved out in stone, and
whoever wanted it could do a rubbing on paper from the raised surface.
Unlike most printmaking techniques, the rubbing duplication is not reversed-
a dot in .the upper left-hand corner comes out, in the same location. Another
k,ind'of rubbing is done, with .a solvent like turpentine or alcohol on a magazine
page; typing Paper is placed on top of that, and then rubbed with a hard object
such as a top of a pan. The magazine ink will be transferred (in reverse) onto
the paper. The student adds.to this and combines several different rubbings,
in the manner of a collage. ,

Vicwing, discussing, and appreciating the art of the past should
be a source of great enjoyment for students of the humanities; this activity
can be integrated with many disciplines, including philosophy and. religion.
Students should view for its oWn sake, and for comparative purposes, the -
religicAlis art of different eras; countries, and periods. For example:

t. Zen temples in Japan

. Christian art

The'art of Byzantium

Non-repre ntational at of Islam

African tribal art'

Buddhist art

It is important that stucknts discussreligion in an atmosphere of freedom
from fear, hostility, tension, and sectarian prejudice. Religious art is
produced by all cultures, and viewing it is one way of understanding-religion.,

The folk and popular art of different cultures should also be
examined.' Students can find out the. contributions that California bias) made to
contemporary popular tart here and abroad. What. are the sources and permu--
tations of horticultural art, hanging pots,'Macrame, shell jewelry; 'mosaic'
tables, embroidered jeans, ,and` many other examples? Teachers and, students
can easily construct lists of many possible links between art and other disci
plines; the following are just a few:

4 tf
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Draw or pai.q.a scene from a novel
e

Have the dance teacher lead the class in movements 1)

and dances and then have the class do responsive works'
in clay sculpture, or painting

. Design a mosaic to fit a particular space in the building

Interrriew an artist on tape and take photographs of his
or her Works

Write poetry and illustrate it by'means of printmaking

DO abstract paintings or chalk drawings,, using music
as, a stimulus

t*.Ask school a,thletes--girls as well .as boys -to pose for
-drawing lessons

Make sketches of individuals and teams'practicing for
athletic events

Draw ppsters announcing athletic, dance, art, firm,
photographic, musical, dramatic, and literary.events

Design and produce travel posters, including some that
invite foreigners--in their language-7to visit the United
States

Illustrate menus of foreign foods, books of foreign print,
announcements of foreign theater

Illustrate the manuscript of an driginal piece of writing
in the style of old manuscript art (or invent a contemporary
style)

Make a display of calligraphic art

4p3
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CHAPTER VI

BODY EDUCATION

Under a humanities plan of education, the three or four years of senior
high school are a time when the education of body, mind, and senses reaches a
culmination in the development of adolescents and also a point of departure for
their later lives. The program Df body education continues that of the junior high
school,: a deeper study of the human body, moves 4nt activities, instruction in
dance, development of skills and interests in sports, ' intramural programs, physical
fitness and btay conditiOning,and interdisciplinary studies and activities. The
only addition to these is the- introduction of interscholastic athletic competition.
Within this program, students will be offered one- and two-semester courses, small-
and la*.ge-group instruction, and individual and group activities. Some of these
will be required, but most will be options within a broad range that includes:

33-84929

physical conditioning

. basic and extended movement

mechanics of movement

individual and dual sports

. team sports

intramural games

interscholastic athletics

modern dance and creative movement

recreational activities

physiology and anatomy

health education, including first aid and life-saving

physical, mental, and emotional growth and development,
ing sexual developMent

485
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preparation for mapiage and for parenthood

caring for young children 4,

In addition to Making it possible for all students to have a varied and interesting
program, the body eddcation curriculum will also provide for those who want to
learn certain sports and athletics especially well, or who want to major in body
education and follow careers in this field after graduation.

Recommendations

The entire program of body education in high school should be coeduCa-
tional. Teachers of either sex should teach their specialty to both boys and girls.
For example, a female swimming expert can teach the coeducational swimming
classes as well as coach the boys' and girls' swimming teams; a man can teach
volleyball to both sexes; men and women should team-teach as maw sports and dance
activities as possible. Girls who want to play "contact" sports, such as football,
soccer, and baseball, should be able to form intra- or inter-school girls' teams, or
play.on boys' teams, providing they meet the same requirements for performance
that boys do. The same principle holds true for be ys.who want to compete on .girls'
teams. Girls and boys who Wan,tio form coeducational intramural or interscholastic
teams should have the option to do so; and boys' and girls' teams should share indoor
and outdoor practice facilities, equipment, departmental budget,e and coaching staff:

As things stand, any female the 11-year-old who is prohibited from
being a Little League shoPtstop by Act of Congress; the co-ed basket-
ball player who cannot practice in her university's multi-million-
dollar gymnasium . . has ample reasons for believing that the Ameri-
can system of athletics is sexist and hypocritical. There is a publicly
announced, 'publicly supported notion that spors are good for people,
that they develop better citizens, build vigorous minds and bodies and
promote a better.society. Yet mhen it comes to the practice of what is
preached; femalesL half of this country's population find that this credo
does not apply to them. Sports may be good for people, but they are
considered a lot gooder for male people than for female people.'

Girls who have the opportunity to discuss discrimination against their sex can relate
experiences, that begin in early elementary school. By the time they reach junior
and senior high school, there are formidable barriers to achieving anything near an

0
Bil Gilbert.and \lancy Williamson, "Sport is Unfaieto Wpmen," Sports:

Illustrated, May 28, 1973, M, 1. 38, No. 21.
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equality of opportunity and facilities:1 Humanities faculties in every district will
have to take up the cause of girls' and women's rights in sports and athletics and
seek the support of fellow teachers, administrators, board members, and the com-
munity To right this wrong.

The intramural program should operate in senior' nigh school as it does
in junior )iigh to augment general instruction and give students consistent pppor-
tunities to participate in various sports. The program should be part of the regular
school day, much of ivonducted by students under teachek supervision. Some
students could elect to organize, coach, and officiate at intramural tearhs and
events; others might choose to handle publicity, set up the budges., establish sched-
ides; and the like. Those who have had experience in coaching, 'officiating at, and
organizing-juniior high' instramurals should be allowed to help teach an intramural
management course to other junior and senior high students. Students needing
adapted activity programs (i. e. , physically handicapped, mentally retarded, and
injured students) should participate in games, dance activities, and conditioning
exercises which are suited to their individual capabilities. These students should
also choose favbrite sports and skills to concentrate on and nave intramural programs
and activity clubs suited for them, but every efforr;should be made to include these
students in as much of the general program as possible.2.

.... The purpose of the interscholastic athletic program in the hunianities
curriculum is to enable students to apply the skills, knowledge, and physical develop-

(

ment they have acquired to the special circumstances of interscholastic competition
while maintaining the educational value of such c.ompetition-. For the individual
player and the teams, this value lies in being able to prepare for the physical and
psychological demands of competition and to make decisions'abont the strategies of
playing while a game is in progress. Coaches need to be teachers and advisors.
During competition, players can request the coach to give advice, but he or she
should not be the mastermind and arbiter of play. Coaches must step down from their

))authoritarian position in high school athletic programs and, ins':ead, guide individuals
and teams to develop their own game strategies, make their own decisions dulring a
game, and evaluate heir performance afterwards.

The principal task of the coach is only to help them recognize, -

accept, and act upon their knowledge about theirathletic performance
and to acquaint them with the 'means of correcting their performance
deficiencies. The coach serves as an outside and objective perform-
ance analyst, and communicates that analysis (perhaps with tnd use of
instant replay video tape) to the athlete. The athlete in turn identi-
fies, selects, and experiments with practice techniques which affect

1

"Libbers Seeking Break for Women Athletes," Los Angeles Times,
January 6, 1974, Part XI, p. 1.

2
If a school has a number of wheel-chair students, a sports program

should be developed for them in addition to their regular activities.
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him and which fit his style'of moving. This coaching process con-
tains potent, intrinsic Motivation for the athlete because performance
is strictly a personal matter, training is self-directed, and practice
is a continuous learning situation.'

.

Many of the practices of high-school athletics are not educationally
sound; some lead to serious injury and lifelong incapacity; and some are unethical.
Coaches often neglect their educational responsibilities in order to produce winning
teams, and many do so because the school system and the community encourage
the attitude that winning is all-important. The humanities faeulty of 4 school
should urge its members from the coaching staff -to invite all of the participating
high schools, in a league to undertake thy; study and implei-nentation of an area-
wide athletic agreeinent. Such an agreement might include these provisions:

'equal opportunities for boys and girl's of varying abilities to compete
in the athletic program

practice time limited so that students have adequate time.to study
and to take pail in other school affairs

de-emphasis on winning as the all-important goal, and emphasis on
skilled playing and strategy-making

games scieduled fore not more than one per week per team

adequate protective equipment and medical supervision

. inexpensive, and simple awards2 z.

When the effort in interscholastic sports is focUsed on developing self-directed and skilled athletes, concern with destructive rivalry can be minimized.
Students should play some games to win, but they must Team that winning all thetime is neither realistic nor important. Coaches should help students develop their
strengths, overcome their weaknesses,. and set realistic performance goals for them -.
selves. They must,not let participants view losing as a stigma or develop feelings
of inadequaCy because they cannot become athletic stars or may not want to. Many
very talented young athletes have outgrown" the Little League spiOt and dd not careto,be treated as marketable commodities.

O

Boys and girls must have eqcal opportunities to domflete interscholaste-
cally, and the school should field at least one interscholaStic girls' team,and one

.. .

Marlin M. Mackenzie, Toward a New Curriculum in Physical Educa-
tion (New York: itAcGraw-Hill, 1969), pp. 117-118, 119-14'1.

2
Ibid., pp. 119-121.

4 rs.,

,
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boys' team for each sport. But because girls have not enjoyed same physical and
'psychological opportunities to develop,athletically, this goal can of be realized at
once. Suddenly putting the intersdholastic.athletic 'program on an ability basis
without regard to sex could result in a new forrri of exclusion for woman players.'
If a girls' team does not exist in a given sport, determined efforeshould be made to
form an all - girls' team at the earliest time. Nevertheless, girls should be allowed
to compete for positions on boys', teams if they want to. An Olympic-style system
'-ias been suggested as one way fox a group of schools to solve the inevitable imbal-
ances of partici :tion, allocation of resources, and spectator interest in coeducational
varsity athle 'cs: ,

The girls' varsity and boys' varsity teams would togethet constitute the
school's varsity teams. On the same day or evening both teams would, '0,
play their counterparts from another school. . . . At the end of the
two games the point scores would be totaled. . . . Clearly, when inter-
dependence leads to team success, the primary advantage would be
shared corirnitment in two strong separate - but - equal, teams. 2

.

Teachers of body education have an urgent responsibility to help students
develop self-cOnfidence understand the emotional and physical changes occurring
during adolescence, anoi guide them toward sound decisions concerning their bodies.
Adolescents are faced with making diffiCalt chpices about such things as using alco-
hol and drugs;, smoking, engaging in premarital sex, and making friends, and with
such problems as venereal disease, suicidal feelings, obesitypregnancy, and
estrangement from parents. Feelings of unha piness, alienation; inadequacy, and
loneliness can become serious problems when oung people cannot learn how to deal
with them or even talk ab6ut them. These ma ters must become regular topics of
study and discussion in the humanities curriculuin, and one of the principal tasks of
the Humanities Planning Committee is to see that there is continual integrated
planning-and instruction abotii such -topits- among teachers of body education, the
household arts, thelangua e arts, the social sciences, philosophy, and other subjects.
PilitOsophy takes on special i ortance in connection with body education, because
students are given little time or guidance for examining the, moral and ethical prob-
lems that directly affect.them. All members of the humanities faculty should show
how their disciplines contribute factual information .to issues of 'personal concern to
students, and how they raise questions of 'Morality, ethics, and logic that students
should consider. Thesp discussions must include the doubts that trouble young
athletes.

-

Coeducational classes and study groups should be taught cooperatively
ibyteachers from several disciplines. This approach must be taken with questions

1
Brenda Feigen Fasteau, "Giving Women a Sporting Chanco;",. Ms',

Vol. II, No. 1, July 1973, pp. 58 and 103.
2
Ibid. , p. 103.
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of sex,. parenthood, physical and emotional development, and Miler of tter of ;,-z2F-
;sonal concern, because of their cowlexity and their importance to young powlc?.
Thekcan be a close tie betwec..'5n body educatfon, psychology, and the household
arts to name just one interdisciplinary exanciple because of the relative. ease enafitia
which these subjects can accommodate activities and topics that bring im61,1,
and emotions together. Many senior high school girls,and,boys are concerned, and
often distressed, about their physical, appearance; girls may be particularly con-
scious about being overweight and boys quite sensitive about acne.' They otten tryrad diets to lose weight quickly, not realizing that the wrong kind of diet can do
more harm to their health than obesity.- Or they'may try the many useless or
injurious preparations for skin care that are aimed at them by advertisers. Teaciaels
in body education and the household arts should encourage students to discus,3 nut,tursthat bother adolescents, which they, as a group, should know a great deal about
before they leave high school. For example, venereal disease'is th?Inost
communicable illness next to the common' cold and teenagers are among the pri-mary victims. Cases exist in nearly every senior high school and iii inamy junicv
schools throughout the country.

The incidence of gonorrhea and syphillis among fiftde.n- to nineteen-
year-olds has nearly doubled in the last' five years, and venereal disaasea
are pow almost, three times as common in this age group as in .tho total.
population. The myths about venereal disease go far beyond who getsand treats it. Youngsters still think they can get V. D, from a toilet
seat or some other inanimate object, but experts point out that
contact. with an infected person is the only source.'

The frequency of unwanted pregrfahcy among adolescent girls, and thin
narrow or hostile way they arekk,treated once they 'become pregnant,° are indications
Of how badly the schools are de4.1141giwith the emotional, social; and sexual issuesfacing high school Students.- Most adolescent girls'who become pregnant.do not do
SO through chose-or an understanding of consequences, nor do boys usually become
fathers in suCh_a frame of mind. Both boys and girls r,nust,behelped to develop asense of responsibility for sexual actions, including learning about birth controlmethods, and they must learn something about what it means to be pa.rents.2 But

1

Jane E. Brody, "Ten Dangerous Myths About Teen-age Ilealtn"-'
Women's Day, May 1973; p. 118.

2
A class in parenthood has been started at Wagner Junior High School in`York.City, 'perhaps the first of its kind in' the country. Dr.Lee Salk, -.Directorof the Division of Pediatric Psychology at New York Hospital-Cornell MedicalCenter, thinks that there is a great need for formal eduCation for parenthood and thatthe need already exists for early adolescents. See "Youths Learn Parental Role inNew York School," Los Angeles Times, April 5, 1973, Part I-A, R. 4.
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girls who are pregnant and who decide against a medical abortion shodld not be pre-
vented from continuing their high school education. The humanities fa, ulty must
establistra,prOgram for these girls so that they can learn special exerci§i tech-
niques°, proper nutritional and body-care habits, and- how td prepare for bi h. At
the same time, they must acquire the knowledge and self-awarene§s neede to make
the transition from girl to woman, wife, and mother, and must have freque t opper-
tunities,to discuss the problems and decisions confronting them. The followi g books,
should help to bring the shunned and neglected topics of sex, love, Mania , and
parenthood into high school education., Teachers must understand that it is still diffi-
cult to get information about up-to-date and honest books that deal with sex educa-
tion for teenagers. In some high schools, librarians cannot put such books-on the cir-
culating shelves; in some schools where they can, the books are stolen or not returned,
suggesting poignantly that students want t&know bdt are not being taught.

Bell, Robert. Premarital Sexina Cnanging society. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1966;

Bohannon, Paul. Divorce and After. New York: Doubleday & Company, 1970.

(He discusses the process and aftermath of ,divorce, reactions from
people, children, etc.,' emotional' problems and the family, post-
marital social and family relationships. Good for youth whRse parents
are divorced or separated, and for realistic discussions concerning prob-
lems in marriage and what divorce means.)

Bohannon, Paul. Love, Sex, and Being' Human. New York: Doubleday & Com-
pany, 1969.

(The first section of thb book deals with anatomy and physiology and '

the reproductive cycle, The second section discusses the development
of trfodern morality and sexual ethics frpm an understanding of human
biology derived fromethe first section.) r" r,

.

Cain, Arthur. Young People and Sex. New York: John Day Publishers, 1967.

(Discusses many aspects of sex biological, psychological, and socio-
logical. Includes sections on V.D. Prostitution: Pornography, Morality,
Birth Control.)

a 0.

Cox, Frank D. Youth, Marriage and the Seductive Society. Dubuque, Iowa:
William C. Brown, 1968.

Deschin, Celia S. The Teenager and V. D.: A Social Symptom of Our Times.
New York: Richard Rosen Press, Inc. , 19 9.
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Group for the Advancement of PsyChiatry, Committee on Psychiatry and Law. The
-Right to Abortion: -A Psychia ric View. New York: Charles Scribner &
Sons, 1970.

Montagu, Ashley. The Natura Superiority of Women. New York: Macmillan &
Company, 1968.

(Good for disctissions on Women's Liberation Moveinent and the chang-
ing roles of women in society.)

O'Neill, George and Nen'a. Open Marriage. New York: Avon Books, 1972.

Packard, Vance. The Sexual Wilderness. New York: David McKay, 1968.

(Helps students understand the values osk society which Bove n human
relations and the resulting behaviors in the U.S. and in sor ie foreiig-n
courktries.),

Spock, Benjamin. A Teenager's Guide to Life and Love. New York: Simon and
Schuster, Inc. , 1970.

(A paperback guide, easy to read, which discusses issues realistically
and openly.),

Johnson, Eric W. Love and Sex in Plain LanE2vsfe. Philadelphia: 3. a Lippincott,
1967.

.(More appropriate for upper elementary and junior high school. The
way concepts are presented tends to talk down to the high school level
of understanding.)

The right kind of evaluation of student progress in body education is amatter of utmost importance. One of the ways that teachers in all subjects can helpto strengthen the self-image of students is. to make`the system of grading and evalua-tion humane and reasonable; therefore, the procedure's and standards now used in
physical education must be thoroughly 'examined. Busywork assignments and objec-
tive examinations on non-essential matters such as game rules should be eliminated.
Learning curves `Should be replaced by individual performance criteria. The loss ofinterest fri physical education by those students who cannot meet the standards arbi-trarily set by teachers is disturbing. Well-coordinated students who reach a highlevel of achievement early in an activity Should be able to progress to other1skills
in the same sport, or to other sports. They should not receive automatic "A's"because they are outstand'ng team playas or members.of the varsity. Skills shouldnot be tested during tea activities but -during individUal performances in private.
Students should be allow, d to test one another f6r skill, improvement, make ,note of
strengths and weaknessO, and help one another overcome weakriesses or learn to livewith them if they are insuperable: Those needing more time to develop certain, i

501
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skills should be given additional opportunities to practice and, perfect them, Teach-
ers and coaches should do more demonstrating and talking aboUt developing skills
and overcoming difficulties, and less paper-and-pencil grading. They should,urge
their students to continue to write about their physical development and perforth-
ance, and .their feelings about these, and place them in their autobiographical
folders.1 Student evaluation of the body education program is very necessary becauge
teachers can use this information to change activities, design new courses, and
improve their teaching performance.

High school students should have at least one year of dance inscruction.
Several dance forms should be offered: moderri, jazz, folk, square, ballroom, and
popular. Students who come to high school without dance expe,rience should have
instruction in several types, with one semester in modem or creative dance. The
following, chart, entitled "Coryiponents or a Creative MoVement-Dance Program,".
should be thoroughly studied by the body educators who will be teaching the creative
or modern dance courses. Male teachers should team-teach the dance classes with
female dance instruCtors. The coeducational team-teaching approach in dance clasSes,
especially the modern and creative kinds, can help break down the social stigma
against expressive movement-for boys. Dance educators should study the recom-
mended reference materials listed earlier in this framework, which will help them
devise enjoyable modern dance lessons.2 Students should be free in these classes to
create dance compositions concerning subjects that are relevant to them. Boys can
perhaps start with the sharper, heavier, and more percussive types of movement
explorations; then, after experience has reduced self-consciousness, they can incor-
porate the swinging, sustained, and softer kinds of movement into their dance studies.

The space-time-force concepts should be explored in depth in modern
dance classes; in the chart below, a scheme is offered for organizing these concepts in
patterns of instruction. Teachers should allow enough instructional time to separate
the elements of each concept, explore each element, and relate one element to
another. For instance, within the concept of space are the elements of shape, size,
direction, and level. Students can invent movements that change size. As a move-
ment changes size, the shape of the body also changes. The shape of the body takes 1

a certain amount of space, which is altered when movements change. As a dancer
moves through space, he can change his direction from forward to backward, his
body shape from small to large, and his body level from low to high.

c()

1

See Parts One and Five, Chapter V, for further discussions of the cumu-
lative autobiographical folder, which preserves all kinds of student work and writings.
Students should continue to keep their own personal scores in the California Physical
Performanci. Test. See Part Five, Chapter III, for further information about evaluat-
ing body education.

2
'Refer to the dance bibliography in Part Fiye, Chapter, III.
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COMPONENTS OF A CREATIVE
MOVEMENT -DANCE PROGRAM

The dance concepts and environmental concepts are taught by using moVe-
ment stiumli in learning activitiesactivities that promote perceptual motor abilities, physical
fitness, and human sensitivity.

A.' Dance Concepts B. Environmental Concepts C.

1. The Body. 1.. Sounds
Body Parts 2. Shapes
113odiMoves 3. Smells
Locomotor Steps 4. Texture

2. Space 5. Taste
Shape 6. Color
Size 7. °Size
Levels 8. Emotional Feeling
Direction
Place
Focus

(,)

Floor Pattern

Time D. Learning Activities E.
Tempo
Duration 1. Awareness
Body Rhythms 2. Exploration
Measures 3. Improvisation

4. Creating
4. Force 5. Communicating

Sharp-Smooth 6. Relaying
Strong-Light
Tight-Loose .
Percussive
Swinging
Sustained

F. Physical Fitness

1., Strength
2. Flexibility
3. Coordination
4. Agility
5. Cardio- vascular

Endurance
6. Posture

G. Human Sensitivity

5

1. To oneself
2. To others
3. To the environment

0,`i

Movement Stimuli

1. Verbal Challenges
2. Imagery
3. Action WOrds
4. Music
5. Literature
6. Pictures
7. Musical Instruments
8. Special Events
9. Equipment

10. Rhymes and Poems
11. Films
12. Field TripS

Perceptual Motor Abilities

1. Gross Motor Coordirptio
2. Fine ,ivlotor Coordinatio
3. Balance
4. Lateisliry
5, Directionality.
6. Eye-hand Coordination
7. Eye-foot Coordination

.8. Ocular Pursuit
9. Spatial Orientation

10. Body Image
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An important part of the modern dance cilass is relaxation training. Every
dance class meeting should include a short relaxation session. Sometimes music can
be used to create a relaxing atmosphere. Students should learn how to inhale and
exhale deeply and regularly during relaxation and vigorous movement session and
be aware of different levels of tension in muscle groups of the body (a relaxed
versus tension in the legs). Dance educators should help students relate the ability
to relax to joint- flexibility, - balance, posture, and the reduction of needless and
harmful tensions in the body.

Every activity recommended in this chapter will contributeto the stu-
dents' physical fitness, which is aThimportant category of bod/educatiO-in a school
curriculum and throughout life. Along with their students, teachers should strive
consciously to hold their bodies well, to move gracefully and efficiently,"'to maintain
firm muscle tone, to take exercise regularly for their bodies' sake, to increase sta.,
to build capacity of heart and lungs, and to enjoy the great pleasure of feeling good.
Humanities teachers in particular should be aware of the aesthetic valueof physical
fitness. The way we look is important to ourselves and to the general public; we
ought to present ourselves well to the world, no matter what styles of dress we may
adopt or what our physical characteristics are. This does not mean that fat.or thin
people, for example, should be made the objects of public criticism, or that any
single "norm" of complexion, hair, physiognomy, or body type should be honored
above another. .

Students should come to see that physical fitness is an integral part of
their whole being.. They will.t,ealize this only if every recreational and sports activity
is taught from a physical,fitness.point of.view and if 'every member of the humanities
faculty accepts responsibility for promoting this type of education. The following
passage gives a high school teacher's view of this topic, and some ways she proposes
for dealing with it

Because of our sedentary society, most people need to devote
some type of effort to developing their bodies. A course in Training
and Control of the Body could combine traditional physical education
techniques such as basic movement, modern dance, calisthenics, and
sports with more exotic forms of physical development such as yoga,
T'si-chi, and sense relaxation to help attain good conditioning.

Two films by the National Film Board of Canada, The Joy of
Winter and When Your Time is Your Own, suggest various ways of using
leisure time for self-development. Pas de Deux (Lt!arning Corpotation
of America) is a beautiful ballet film.

Resources on some of the less common forms of physical develop-
ment'are: Yoga for Perfect Health by Bernard Gunther (Collier), Pai-
-chi by Chet:1g and Smith (Charles E. Tuttle), and Psychocybernetics
by Maxwell Maltz (Pocket Books).1

1

Barbara Stanford, "A Curriculum for Human Development," Media
and Methods, October 1971, P. 33. /
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Activities goirgi On in thelhication Program

Developiag good skill in one or two sport activities

Playing in daily intramural games

Participating in interscholastic athletic competition

Organizing intramural contests

Veaching sport skills to-other students

Belonging to sport and dance clubs

Developing,recreational skills such as bowling,
ing, hiking, camping,, swimming

°Studying body education topics in other classes

horseback riding, sail-

Taking and displaying photographs of each other dancing or playing
a game

Studying kinesiology and physiology of exercise

Performing in a dance/aquatic produCtion

. Choreographing dance's to original music compositions for a school
musical-dance concert

Dramatizing children's stories in movement for elementary and preschool
classes

Coaching elementary and junior high school activity programs

Organizing movement and rhythmic activities for elderly people
r

Performing non- verbal movement activities in language arts and visual
arts classes

Learning about the effects of nutrition on moods, physical appear:
ance, and general body health

Studying the relationship between environmentaLpollution and body
health

DiSCussing emotional, sex, and family questions
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I

Viewing 'films of childbirth and about caring for children

Recording personal comments, photographs, and drawings in auto-
biographical folders concerning movement skills, athletic accom-
plishments and physical and emotional changes

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities
Involving Body EducatIon

Teachers of body education,' the ,social sciences, the household arts,. and
other disciplines should institute a project that aims at educating students and parents
about 'the meaning of. coeducational sports antl'athletics and the body education cur-
riculum. 8uch a project could be extended to include teaching about attitudes
toward the sexes :. stereotyped views, gender typing, sex discrimination, etc. Stu-
dents ih journalism classes could write articles about these ,matters for the school
and community newspapers, and discussions could take place'in drama/language
arts classes. Philosophy classes could examine, the problem of the "male ethic" that
undeilies competitive sports and athletics anJ many other social institutions.
Machismo is not confined to Latins. Male and female rolek,and relationships can be
explored,in creation stories, such as:*

0

0

"Adam and Eve", (Bible), "Pandora" (Greek), "Izan gi and Izanami"
(Japan), and "Changing Woman" ,(Navajo). Mod rn myths about the
relationship of the sexes can be seen in Ai(P5frarni , a grotesque Japan-
ese animated film about the battle of the, sexes; Th Matchseller.(Cep-
ter Cinema Cooperative), a fantasy about a girl searching for a husband;
Pulp magazine clichés about masculinity; and Skaterdater (United
Artists), about a pre-adolescent boy whO loses friends, when he becomes
interested in girls.

Differences between the sexes are expressed in Wisp (CCM alms), a
series of, images expressing the feelings of a boy and girl meeting, and
Brandy in the Wilderness (Filmmaker's Cooperative) about a boy-girl
relationship told from both pc5ints of view. A sensitive book about a
young boy's encounter with homosexuality is I'll Get. There. It Better Be
Worth the Trig, by John .Donovan (Dell). The female struggle for an
acceptable modern identity can be explored in current magazine and news-
paper articles on Wo en's Liberation as well as in older books such as
The Feminine Mystiq e by Betty Friedan (Delf).1

See also the other disc plinary chapters. Body education in incor-
porated in the entire curriculum.

Stanford, Media and Methods, p. 32.

50
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Dance, drama, and language arts students can combine their skills to
put on language and movement concerts. Poems, short stories, and scripts written
by students can be expressed through descriptive and abstract Movement. Authors
and dancers can devise ways to present their works to student audiences, calling

,,CC7 upon members of the drama class to help with costuming, lighting, speci 1 ettects,
*' and prop'constructionS. hen teachers have sufficient training in the his ry ofdance and art in one or more world cultures and when they are able I upon the

resources of museums or universities or to invite specialists in dance and other
arts: to give demonstrations and do actual teaching, they may then be able to. make
students aware of some of

cl

the, aesthetic principles that influence people of dif-
ferent cultures. For example-, teachers of dance and movement, art, and the social
sciences whq have stkidied African cultures could` introduce students'to the way
some Afric4 tribes combine sculptured objects, ritual dances, spoken words, music,
masks, textiles, etc., when performing rites of mag and' worship and other cere-.
monies. Unity and interdependence of the arts are revealed whenever performance
takes place. Some Africans-also think that the ways in which peopleinove and
carry themselves are inherited traits and that peoples' attitudes toward life
and powers beyond Life are reflected in their bodily state:

Received traditions of standing and sitting and other modes of phrasing
the body transform the person into art, make his body a metaphor of
ethics and aliveness, and, ultimately, relate him to the gods.

The icons of African art are, therefore, frequently attitudes . . of the
body, arranged in groupings which suggest a grand equation of stability
and reconciliation. Thus icons of elevated happening and command
standing; sitting and riding'on horseback, seem/balanced by icons of
.service or submission: kneeling, suppOrting with the hands, and balanc-
ing loads on the head. These seem leitmotifs in the history of Afri-
can plastic art.1

When instructing students in what to look for in African sculpture,
teachers can discuss African belief that attitudes 'ate defined by the position of thebody, and that dignity and a sense of power are conveyed by bodily stance anddemeanor. Seated sculptured figures convey the idea that "to sit well is to savor lifeon a plane of deliberation,';' and standing figures illuminate the assertion that "stand-ing embodies light and life._ It is the stance of day, the time of normalcy. "?

1

Henry J. Seldis, "The Body as Metaphor in African Art," Los AngeleS,Times, February 3, 1974, "Calendar," p. 58.
2
Ibid.
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African sculpture, shows the body in motion. and AfricanS' believe that a person should
"dance with sculpture, not decorate with it."1

Physical science teachers can incorporate body education topics in the
science curriculum. For example, students who are learning how to swim can
study the interrelationships of buoyancy and gravity, and then observe operations
of these forces when the swimmers are in the' water. "The beginner is usually una-
ware that water has an upward force which allows4lis body to float if it is, properly
positioned, if its specific gravity is less than 1.0, and if sufficient air is kept in his
lungs."2 Appropriate study of human movement should include readings, experi-
ments, analyses, and discussions along with movement experiences. Teachers, of
physics, biology, and psychology should use examples of human; movement to illus-
trate scientific principles.3

Biology, philosophy, psychology, anthropology,' art, and body education
teachers can cooperate in devising exemplary'projects that deal with the state of
being called "adolescence." The interdisciplinary topic on, "change" in the junior
high school Drama/Language Arts chapter and especially the remarks about method-
ology will provide some guidance. A single elective course or bits of useful
information scattered here and there in the curriculum cannot accomplish what must
be done for students of this age group. A comprehensive title such as "The Physical
and Emotional Characteristics of Adolescence" should be chosen to indicate the sub-
stance andextent ot the propo'sed study. -It should begin, in the freshman year of
senior high schCol, be required, and be taught by members of the humanities faculty
under the conditions described in Part Four and throughout the secondary sections of
this framework:. It should not be a variant of a "senior problems" class or an "orien-
tation" course for freshmen. It should be a "mini.:academy%%,(a series of short
courses; seminars, or modules of time) or introduction to humanities education at its
best based firmly on scientific evidence, psyChological insight, extensive reading,
demonstrations_in several media, and illustration in dance, the visual arts, literature,
and physical education. It could very well occupy one of the scheduling ."blocks" in
Part Four, Chapter III.

With respect to the whole question of change, it is assumed that teach-.

ers already have a bibliography on life (see the one above for some examples), but
what about death? The curriculum is usually silent on this subject and so is the
classroom. But why cannot students study the physical changes in the body from birth,.
to death and the psychological implicatidns of the changes? Activities could include:

Seldis,"Calendar" section, p. 1.
2
Mackenzie, p. 47.

3
Ibid. , pp. 47-48.
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An exploration of the physical changes in the body from birth
to death, and the psychological/implications of these changes, could
include observations made at h spitals,g nursery schools, community
centers, and homes for the age . Students could visit medical
schools, interview pediatricians, geriatrics specialists, and morti-
cians to discuss changes that occur in a person duringlife and death.
For information on sexual development during adolescence, and on
birth control techniques, students could interview gynecologists and
Planned Parenthood counselors.

The Human Body by Fritz Kahn (Random HoLise) is a good tesic
,study of human physiology. The cycle of life from birth through" aeath
could be explored through materials such as the following: The Rose
(Canyon Cinema Cooperative), a movie showing pregnancy and birth; -

Birds, Bees and Storks (McGraw-Hill), a cartoon satirizing a father
telling his son the facts of life; Love and Sex in Plain Language by
Eric W. Johnson (Bantam); Sex and the Adolescent by Maxine Davis
(Pocket Books); and the periodical The Story of Life.

Nahani (Contemporary/McGraw-Hill) is a movie that presents a
powerful picture of old age; and Death (University of California) derrion-
strates how our society avoids the idea of death. Thresnold (Pyramid)
is a powerful movie showing botn the birth and death of a young man.
On Death and Dying is a thorough study of how individuals face their
imminent deathtby Elisabeth Kubler-Ross (Macmillan), The August,
1970, issue of Psychology Today is devoted to a-study of dearth, and
the February 1971 issue of Media and Methods includes_ an article that
suggests more films and classroom activities on the subject.1

Stanford, Media and Methods, pp. 32733%
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC

In California-high schOolS, ,a large majority of students-75 percent is a
conservative estimate receive no Musid education whatsoever; 1,Lefter the seventh-
or eighth-grade general music class, most students will riot ere 9;A music class of
any kind. Those who do take,music will usually choose band/orchestra,. or.
chorus; and their coursewQrk inevitably focuses on the skills of performing for audi-
ences and 'in competitions. These classes7- ny of them superior examples of musi-
cal training develop the interests and abil les of the few. But me needs of me
Many go unrecognized.

Music can express a great deal of what later adolescents feel; it is a
companion to their thoughts. They like to be surrounded._.by it when they walk,
study, eat, do housework, or talk to, friends, or wnen tney do nothing at all. If me
school is to expand ybung people's choice and knowledge of music, it must let them
explore "their" music and."other" music.'

Listening to a composer's wqrk, like apprehending the work of 4 painter,
novelist, or filmmaker, increases students' powers of perception and concentration,
adds to their storehouse of ideas and feelings; gives them more to talk abour with
their friends, and enriches their private Iies. Enjoying' music is one of the "ways
in which they increase their awareness of beauty. Music provides a link between
fields of study: the physics and aesthetics of sound, for example, or me.psycnologi-
ca and sociological uses of music. Interdisciplinary team-teaching and other
cooperative arrangements involving music., the language arts, and'tne social and
physical sciences is a common feature of the high school humanities program. So,
too, is the provision for playing and making instruments, singing, moving to music,
dancing, improvising, composing, and other activTs.

"Other" music can be that of twentieth-century composers like ScnQen-
berg, for example, whose music is so seldom played for° young people mat is more
"exotic" than some foreign music to their. ears.

501
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Recommendations

By the time they graduate from high school, students should navebecome experienced and discriminating listeners to music.' humanities teacnersshould continue to encourage and guide students in thejr. listening activities. Forexample, students should:

C.

expand their listening repertoire of favorite classical, modern, andpopular music. One way is Vclass-members playing one another's
favorite music and listening for the special quality.that each onethinks is there. 0 . ;
have unencumbered time in school to listen extensively to music 9fdifferent composers, periods, and cultures, and to the styles and
virtuosity of different performers; so that true listening awareness cangrow. Students should develop a feeling for the coracteristic sounds
of the music of different composers and historipal periods,2

compare and contrast musi 1 genres, at different tines in history.For example, the Gregoria chants of the Middle Ages convey quitedifferent feelings from those ngendered by the great choral worksof the eighteenth and ninetee th centuries. Classical guitar music
by Bocqherini stands out sharp' compared to contemporary electricguitar music. How does a stri or brass quartet sound compared toa full symphony-orchestra?. How does one feel as a resultof listen-
ing*to Debussy's piano music as compared to Beethoven's? Are
there differences to be discovered in styles of jazz? What are theaffective qualities of oriental and occidental music? not just obviousvocal and instrumental differences. Copland notes that feelings such.,

1

The recommendations on listening in Parts Three and Five should beadapted for and incorporated in the music activities of high school. A thoughtfulwork that should be read in faculty seminars is William C. Hartshorn, "The Role ofListening," Basic Concepts in Music Education, Fifty-seventh Yearbook, Part I(Chicago: National Society for the Study of Education, 1958).
2
Aaron Copland discUsses how listeners are able to perceive the. distinc-tive musical sound that compos rs produce.' He calls this recognizing the "sonor-ous image." Aaron Copland, usic and Imagination (Cambridge, Mass: HarvardUniversity Press, 1961). See Chapter II, especially pp. 22-23 and 28-31, andChapter I, pp. 15-16..
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as joy, excitement, anger, and sadness are expressed differentlyin.
the music of different periods and cultures, and that it is east to
mistake or overlook these expressions if one does not have some
notion of what. to listen. for.1 ,

collect examples of natural and man-made tonal sounds, such,as
orchestral sounds, boat and factory whistles, vocalizing, highway
sounds, frogs and insects, bird calls, machinery and then playback,
rearrange; distort, or organize the sounds into some kind of musical
composition.

investigate a particular aspect of music, such as arranging. Much
radio music and "piped -in" background music are endless arrange-
ments of popular, classical, film, or stage compositions; and they
often- alter the composer's intent; Comparing original withy arranged
versions gives listeners a way of judging quality and integriiyin music.

As people listen to music for the pleasure of hearing its,sound, they
become aware of its elements and forms. In some people this is more of a conscious
process than in others.2 But at some point'and to some degree, everyone 'follows the
progress of melody and harmony, registers changes in rhythm, and takes note of com-
binationsof instruments or solo passageq. Students can be made aware of the elements
and forms of musio through descriptive as well as techniCal language. For example,
harmonic movement away from a base chord creates a sense of tension that seeks.
resolution. Major and minor modes convey different moods. A slow rhythm arouses
different feelings than a fast one does. The timbre of some instruments fits particu-
lar emotions, moods, or events better than that of other instruments.3 Helping
students discover compositional patterns, such as themd and variations and A-B-A
form, can be a source of new listening insight for them. Students like to discover
patterns in things when the searching does not become routinized. Emphasis should
be on listening to music to uncover patterns, not on memorizing the definitions of
forth's and then applying them to standard works. A few, rather than many, forms
should be studied. Examples should be garnered from all kinds of music, including
popular.

Copland, pp. 14-15.
2"
Patrick D. DeLong, Robert Thomas, and Robert E. Enner, Art and

music in the Humanities (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Prentice-I-fall, Inc. , 1966),
p, 185.

3
Ibid. , p. 169. Chapters II2, IV, and IV in Pagt II of this book con-

tain. a general of the elements and forms of music that is useful for
humanities teachers.
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Studentsin band, orchegtra, chorus, and humanities classes An.
study the same music, thereby establishing a common musical vocabulary and
understanding. The themes and structure of a piece of music can be studied from
the positions of listener and performer:- Performers will be able to appreciate com-
posers as creators of music, as masters of a variety of musical genres. LASWIlOrS
can attend rehearsals of band, chorus, or orchestra when me same niusic is IT-4k;
studied tnat they have .just heard on records.- DiscuSsion with student performers
will enlarge their perceptions. of a given composition.

One example of such an approach is to take.a composition based on a',single theme and see'how a composer achieves unity through repetitibn and contrast
of ,certain elements in its design. The song "Chester," by William Billings, canstudied and sung by the chorus. The band and orchestra can study William Schu-man's "Overture for Band" and his.o.chestral composition "New England Triptych,"both based on the theme of "Chester." Studefits in listening classes can hear
recordings of these works as well as .attend rehearsals of them by the school band,orchestra, and chorus. Teachers of all four groups can follow a common plan in
developing an understanding of the music.1

High school students should be able to attend many concerts outside
of school and hear professional musicians at schobl. Subscription concerts of pro?
fessional musicians could be held at school at reduced.rates tnrough the use of stu-dent activities fees.2 Interested parents would help organize, these programs and
even raise money for them. They could also ask local musicians to 'volunteer per-formance time at school. Music conservatories and schools of music at nearby col-
leges and universities should be asked to establish concerts and musical activitiesin which students who are training to be professional musicians perform. .

A wide _variety of vocal and instrumental activities should be available
for students who do not possess formal training, superior talent, or the desire to jointhe band, orchestra, or chorus. Students should,be encouraged to learn or continueto play "popular" instruments: guitar, harmonica, accordion, _recorder, bongo

1

Rudolph Saitzer, Musical Content: The Basis of Hiah School Music
Teaching,- unpublished doctoral diSsertation, University of Southern California(Ann Arbor: University Microfilm, Inc. , '1969), pp. 162-195. Guides for teach-ing compositions based on formal and non-formal design, repetition pf a singletheme, and the fugue comprise Part II Of this dissertation.

2

Readers should understand that the term "concert" includes al:types: classical, jazz, rock, musical comedy, ballet, modenidance, film
musicals, opera, chorus, chamber music, soul, ethnic, folk, or combinations ofthese.
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drums, ukelele, etc. Large and small classes can be organized; students who are
experienced can be very effective as aides and teachexgin these classes. Teach-
ing "formal" instruments, such as piano and violin, to large groups, should be
tried to see if interest can be stimulated,' Informal singing groups should be
organized, and spontaneous singing fostered in humanities classes.

-0

Students shoUld be assisted. in forming instrumental and vocal groups
of their own choice and for their own purposes. Frequent, varied, and informal
musical events should be scheduled during and 'after the school' day, featuring
student soloists, ensembles, rock groups, jazz Combos, and record clubs. At these
events, students will easily change back and forth as listeners a.nd,performers.
Tho school band, orchestra, and chorus should 6e heard regularly in concerts held
;;(3;ely for the. smdent body. These organizations must reach a Wide school audi-
.Ace as often as possible, and should exist primarily for the benefit of the student

body, not the. community. The marching band should not be the sole focus of .
pride in the high school music program. f

Students of high school age are open to musical explorations and can
create music as well as listen to it and perform_it, but ways must be .establisned
to make this possible. By showing that some creative a0vities require no prior
musical training, humanities and music teachers can gradually open up opportuni-
ties for musical invention to adolescents who have hitherto been denied them in
school. Stud[ and programs are beginning to appear that remo-ve original com-
position in music from the exclusive domain of the professional composer. For
example, Orff- Schulwerk enables people who have had little formal ,training to
be musically creative. The .Contemporary Music Project for Creativity in Music
Education teaches children to.create vocal composition by "using snouts, whoops,
clicks, and grunts, and devising their own Systelm of notation."2 They bring
objects .from home, such as perfume bottles, slim/ notebooks, wastebaskets, and
bobby pins in order to explore sounds that could,* used for instrumental compositions.
They determine the rhythmic values of natural 'Speech. patterns in newspaper articles,
and set these to pitches sung by the class.3 High school students can easily be
motivated to compose songs, improvise on instruments, invent rhythms, devise.
movement patterns, and tape sound-collages. Like younger children, they can
play folk melodies on pitched percussion instruments in different keyS and modes;

1

The "Suzuki" method might be adapted for and tried out with students
of this age. See, for example, Alfred Carson, "Learning with Suzuki: Seven
Questions Answered," Music Educators Journal (February, 1970).

2
Music Educators National Conference, Experiments in Musical

Creativity (Washington, D. C. , 1966).
3
Ibid. ; "The Farmingdale Project," pp. 67-71.
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'expldre pentatonic, twelve-tone, and other scales; use conventional instruments in
unorthodox ways; and experiment with electronic sound.'

It has been said before in this framework, but bears repeating here, that
regardless of their prior training in music, humanities teachers should rely upon their
own interest and enjoyment as a basis for bringing music into me numanities pro-
gram. Attending concerts, listening to records, performing with adults and stu-
Aents, taking courses, using students to teach some kinds of music, calling upon

. the special help of vocal, instrumental, and general music teachers these are
steps that all humanities teachers can take to improve their understanding of music.
Vocal and instrumental teachers should have broad training in the arts and humani-
ties, in addition to their special training in .music. While they may be assigned
chiefly to teachrperforming groups, they should desire to cooperate with teachers of
other 'subjects to ensure that music becomes an integral part of the life of all scu-dents in school.

This framework recommends that a permanent position of humanities
music teacher be created on the high school faculty. Teachers hired for this posi-
tion should have received concentrated work in the arts and numanities, be spe-
ciallyatrained as teachers of music listening, and possess performing skills, espe-
cially those for so-called popular instruments, It is desirable that they have worked
with movement and dance. The Music Framework also favors having a generalist
in music on the staff:

One of the greatest needs in music education at the high school level
is for teachers who specialize in general music, teachers who place
a high value upon music as a part of general education, teacners'who
are willing to work with students who are less talented than others, and
teachers who are dedicated'to the proposition that the lives of all
young people cad and should be enriched by musical experiences that
are both emotionally compelling and intellectually challenging. 2

The role of general (humanities) music teachers is to act as catalysts for
the humanities music program, to be resource people and team associates for humani-ties teachers, and to help make the departmental music program benefit the whale
student body. At the heart of the general music teacher's concern are the needs .and interests of the 80 percent who otherwise may never have a music course or par-
ticipate in a music group while in high school.

With respect to general music education, the goals of the humanities and
music framework are similar; and when planning activities and programs, humanities

1

John Horton, Music (New York: Citation Press, 1972),, pp, .16 -17
The chapter on "Creative Work in Music" can be read with secondary students
and teachers in mind, even though this book is an account of music in some -
British primary and junior schools.

2
Music Framework, p. 61.
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teachers will refer to the latter, especially those sections dealing with behaviors to
be developed through music education, quality and range of musical experiences,
and course offerings. A humanities music program might encompass three semesters
of general mulsic, and interdisciplinary programs involving music for at least two
additional semesters. Courses should not be organized as "general music." There
should be specific courses, such as folk guitar, Latin American music, styles of
jazz and rock, or listening to classical music of several types and periods, includ-
ing that of seldom-taught rwentieth-centUry composers.' So-called "strange,"
"difficult" modern music must be included in a balanced curriculum.

Activities Going On in the Music Program

Teachers should read the activities suggested in Parts One, Two, Three,
and Five, and decide how many can be adjusted for the high school program. In
addition, students should be enjoying such activities as:

playing records in the gym during lunch, and dancing

hearing the latest hits over the PA system during lunch and brunch

hearing string quarters, symphonies, and concertos played over the
PA system

selecting appropriate music as background for certain times in art,
English, history; household arts, and other classes

being able to listen'ta music in class and thinkiabout it privately

listening to a favorite record at home, writing doWn personal
thoughts about i -, reading or discussing them in class, then play-
ing the record

having a semester course where one really gets to know a particular
kind of music

selecting a semester course in music and dances of different cultures,
listening to the music, and learning the dances; ,Ionking at films of
dancers, visiting dance performances in the community, inviting
dancers to school

getting class credit for attending a concert series that includes sym-
phony, ballet, jazz group, rock group, film musical, and an opera

1

See more on this point in Part Four, Chapter IV.
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. having the student band, orchestra, choir, or jazz ensemble hold
frequent, informal concerts

a ttending dances after school

having an indoor and outdoor commons area where live or recorded
concerts are held

joining record-listening clubs at school

demonstrating non-Western music to a class, either through record-
ings or on native instruments

making and decorating instruments in humanities and industrial arts
classes

. going to a center during.a`free period and listening to an interval
of favorite music

forming vocal and instrumental groups and having a place to prac-
tice and perfoxm'at school

taking group instruction in guitar, harmonica,- recorder, accordion,
-4 and other "popular" instruments

. helping organize a music ft,stival for players of "popular" instruments

taking a Suzuki violin class or a group piano class

. joining a creative eneipble class where Orff instruments, body
movement, and speaking are combined

. organizing poetry readings to music

discussing the effebts of excessively loud. music

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and '-
Activities Involving Musicr

Time should be set aside in the weekly schedule for improvisational
activities combiningrnusic, speech, poetry, movement, dance, mine, drama, and

See the other disciplinary chapters., Music is incorporated with thewhole curriculum.
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puppetry; instruments like those used in Orff-Schulwerk should be provided,
Several weeks are needed for students to learn creative ensemble playing with these
instruments.' They will soon be able to make tonal and rhythmic variations
together. The body education teacher can help them devise body movettents and
speech patterns c,c fit the music, and the drama teacher can introduce pantomim-
ing. While one person puts on a pantomime, others compose the accompaniment;
or someone composes music and others, create a pantomime to fit it.2 Dramatists
in the group can make up scenes and dialogues; instrumental players can work out
backgrdtind music. The Icarus improvisation suggested in the Drama/Theater
Framework3 can be heightened by playing incidental music. Puppet theater
should be introduced, with students making the puppets and stage settings, writing
or improvising the scripts, and composing ensemble accompaniment.

One of the most evocative combinations of speech and music is the poetry
that students write and the tonal and rhythmic patterns they might create to expresS
the ,moods of the poetry. Students can produce striking effects by combining poetry,
reading, musical. accompaniment, lighting, and staging. Some of the results of
improvisational activities will be an increased awareness of what it means to create
music, how music can be Performed without formal training, how music and other
arts supplement each other, and how music is made in different cultures. For
example, tAe-sounds of Orff instruments suggest the tones of the Indonesian gamelan
orchestra. To introduce gameLan music, it would be possible to teach students to
improvise on Orff instruments in the manner of Javanese and Balinese ensemblist3.
There are three basic components of gamelan music; regardless of the size of the
ensemble:

Several companies produce Orff instruments; e.g. , Ludwig Industries
(La Grange, Ill.) and Music Educators Group (Union, New Jersey).

2
p For a concise discussion of how untrained teachers use instruments in

improVgational music activities, read Chapter 3, "Creative Work in Music," and Chap,-
ter 2, "IntrUrnental Music," in Music 15y John Horton. This book is one of the
series published under the Anglo- American Primary Education Project, to provide
descriptions of British informal primary education. It is useful for teachers in any
grade, however. Horton himself taught elementary school after teaching secondary
school. See also Doreen Hall, Orff-Schulwerk: Teacher's Manual (New York:
Belwin Mills Publishing Corp. , 1960); see also references to Orff-:Schulweik
activities and materials in this framework: Part One, Chapter IV, for example., For
extended discussion of movement education, read the chapters on Body Education.
Orff workshops have been conducted at a number of California 'colleges, and there
are national and state Orff associations.

3
DramaLTheater Framework for California Public Schools (Sacramento:, .

California State Department of Education, 1971), p.

.5 1
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First, a basic melody is played in a relatively slow, unadorned
fashion, somewhat like a Western cantus firmus Secondly, many
layers of ela.boration are constructed around this nuclear theme.
Finally, a set of interpunctuating gongs is used to divide the melckly
into various temporal sections.'

Through gamelan music, students could be introduced to other Indonesian artsclosely associated with music, such as puppet plays, court dances, and dancedramaA.
.

Studying Opera is an activity that brings together music, drama, litera-ture and libretto, stage- setting, costuming, and lighting. There are many falsestereotypes about opera that can'sometimes prevent people from enjoying and understanding it; but opera is a spectacular musical and dramatic art that will appeal toyoung people if it is presented properly.. Teachers themselves do not need to beexperts on opera in order to begin teaching it. They should choose works havingdramatic and lyrical music, an easily understood plot, fast-moving action, andmany climactic scenes. Teachers will need to clarify the emotions, symbols,situations, and action carried by .the music. They should discuss the story of theopera over several class periods, including reading anti,.from the libretto possibly fromthe literature on which the libretto was based. They can consciously build suspenseand interest is the dramatic development of plot and.action, playing parts of the, opera for illustration. After the work has been Introduced, teacher and studentsshould liken to a complete reCordingof it played over several class periods. Libret-4tos and scores should.be available to let interested students follow as best they cant(There should be an English translation of the libretto; foreign language studentsmight try the original however) No attempt should be made to analyze the 'formand style of the music. The object is to enable studentmo feel the emotionalimpact of the music and to understand the dramatic action. The culmination of theopera activity is; of course, going to the opera. This should be a big event, includingrefreshments afterwards if at 411 possible. Students should meet and talk with operaperformers, discussing the problems of combining dramatic action and singirig, forexample. The way in which scenery is designed and set up and lighting is arrangedare topics that can be discussed at the opera house or with members of the companyinvited to come to the schoc.' 1.

Another type of interdisciplinary activity is a rock music-lyrics-and-
poetry session. A classroom should he equipped with stereo record-player,

a1

William P. Malm, Must Cultures of the Pacific, the Near East, andAsia (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prent Hall, Inc. , 1967), pp. 25-26.. A discogra-phy and bibliography appears on p. 3:1. See reference also to similarity ,of sound ofOrff instruments and amelan music Li Uorton, Music, p. 19..
2
Read how oreleacher introduced Tosca to 10th-grade students in

"Relevance Starts with Human Involvement," by Harry E. Moses,- Music Educatorsjournal (September, 1971).
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amplifier, and strobelight. Furniture should be removed; students should sit or lie
on the floor. The group decides on a number of records to hear. Eacn record is
played as many times as the group wants. The lyrics of some °rule songs are dis-
cussed: what do they mean to individuals in the group, what personal and social issues
do they raise? Members of the class, including the teacher; can read poetry that
fits, the moods and ideas of the sessions,- and bring in poetry or other kinds pf litera-
ture. Poems and Other verbal expressions can be composed and recited during the
sessions. Lyrics can be printed .on butcher paper and thumb-tacked to the walls.
New lyrics can be written to familiar music. Posters and other art work generated
by the sessions should decorate the walls.

Thee teacher should see that there is a paperback shelf in the roam to
house titles referred to in discussion or brought in by students. Reading-lists of stories,
novels, and poems can evolve from, the sessions. The teacher might also examine
with students some of the devices that rock lyric writers use to reinforce, the rhythm
and beat of the music, how they use the sounds of wdrds_by tnemselves to convey
feeling, or how they contrive unusual cornbin tions of words. Discussion. should
always lead back to the music.'

Making and playing one's own instruments brings to the surface the
natural link between Music, craft, and science. Experimenting with ancient instru-
inents adds the element of practical history. The arts of decorating come into
play when students put designs on their own instruments and examine those of the
past. Available materials determine the1 kinds of instruments that have evolved in
different countries, and a class can limit itself to certain materials when making
instruments. This activity can be part of a humanities or music class, or part of an
elaborate interdisciplinary program in which students build under simulated condi-
tions the tools and implements of past cultures.2 Displays and pictures of old instru-
ments co.n'be assembled. Some communities have museums where such instruments
are preserved, and grandparents might even have old versions of current instruments.
Hearing the sounds of instruments from the past helps recreate music as it was actu-
ally played.3

tt AS a result of the body education program throughout the humanities
curriculum from kindergarten on, adolescents will have shed someyf the

See "Pop/Rock Lyrics, Poetry, and Reading," by Nancy Larrick,
Journal of (December, 1971), pp. 184-190.

2
_ For an easy guide see Muriel Mandell land Robert E". Wood, Make

Your Own Musical Instruments (New York: Sterling Publishing Co. , 1959).
3

Thereis a useful, section on ancient musical instruments in Beth Lan-
. dis and Laura Hoggard, Ex lo in Music, The Junior Book (Teacher's Edition)

(New York: Holt, Rinehart a d Winston, 1968), pp. 201 ff. For cautions about
using.music textbooks with students, see Part Five, Chapter IV.
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inhibitions that social conditioning has imposed against ekpressing oneself tnrough
movement and dance. Close cooperation among music', body education, language
arts, and drama teachers will help students develop interest and skills in movementand dance and show them how these activities'hatve played an important part inevery society and culture. These teachers can also make a significant contribu-
tion to the personal and social life of students in high school by helping to restore
the custom of high school dances.

School dances have degenerated during the last two decades for manyreasons: passing\of the big-band era,, rise of concert-oriented rock groups, andincrease of drug use (including alcohol) among students in junior and senior high
schools. Social dancing is still being taught in physical education classes, but thegym is used less and less as a ballroom. When dances do take place, there is often
a curious listlessness to them. People' stand around or sit on the floor. They arepresumably intent on the music, but those who want to dance, often feel, self,'
conscious when they step out on the floor in front of the staring crowd. In addition,
there are organizational and control problems; in many districts the problems of
drinking, smoking, drugs, and fights severiy limit the kind and numberof dancesthat can be held; In spite of these problems, efforts should be made to revive andredirect the school dance; teachers, parents, and students snould combine fgrcesto do this. Perhaps more noon or after-school dances could be held, with only a .few evening occasions. (Teachers should be paid extra for supervising' after-school
dances.) Some could be held for dancing only, and others for dancing and listen-ing. There could be "limited subicription" dances, and d'ances organized for onesor two grade levels. Students snould have a good share of the responsibility for
organizing and conducting dances, Teachers, parents, and students should make aconcerted effort to dispel the notion that only couples should go to dances; theyshould promote the idea that dances are occasions for everyone to have fun, not
arenas where cliques show their power.

- -4
.

_ . ,A -group of teachersland students can establish a fin'e:art's seminar that
runs for a semester, for a year, or even on a continuous hasrs,! Members couldenter, leave, and re-enter the seminar, except that partici tion would nave, to befor stated periods of time; e.g. , three weeks, six weeks etc. The ,group woUldsurvey works of specific composers, writers, or artists t at might later be chosen far. :extended consideration. Over a period of time all the major arts should,:15e,iriciuded:,
ITI:1Sie, painting, sculpture, drama, literature, ballet, architecture, filr4 etc.Works can be proposed from any time in history and from any cult re. No criterionof selection or interrelatin principle should be irheised on the ."- rou o ahead of time.A work can be chosen for extended consideration only as a result of-in erest by thegroup. (Teachers would, of course, because of their wide knowledge of the arts,be expected to describe many kinds of works and to stimulate students' interest inthem.)

The aim of the seminar is to enable students and teachers to engage
themselves with a work of art *the manner that is appropriate to perceiving the
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work and enjoying it. This means that music would be listened to, painting and
sculpture viewed,' and literature read. The group would discuss the works only
to the extent that individual members are helped to reach a deeper understand-
ing and enjoyMent of them. This is not an occasion for taking students through
musicology, art historiography, or literary exegesis. Knowledge from these fields
will come into play, of course, as the group progreAse,s in its contemplation, but
the seminar is not a "research" project. .

At some point after consideration pf several works of art, teacners,
might direct students' attention to ways in which ideaS recur in widely differing
works of art and periods of history, or how the-formand ideas of one work relate
to other art works. of the time and to social and political events. All attempts to
find interrelationships should arise out of the consideration the group has given to
the work and should be pursued only to the extent that students find meaning in them.

Music should be one of the major fields explored by a fine 'arts seminar. The arts
of listening discussed in this framework and elsewhere would determine the way ,
the work of music would be considered. It is coriceivable that members of a
seminar would neither read nor write about the Music just listen to it, and dis-
cuss it only as they, felt moved to.

1
This does not mean, however, that oVerlong sessions with' slides, in

the manner of certain art history classes, should be resorted to. Field trips to
local museums and private collections should provide some occasions for view-
ing art works.



)UAPTER V

DRAMA /THEATER, THE LANGUAGE ARTS, AND

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

This is a long chapter though not as long as it could be, for it pro-
ceeds from the assurance that the humanities faculty will know Parts Four and Five
as well as it knows Part Six,, and so will not Want or need to have earlier. materials-
repeated. This chapter is also rather ambitious, for it brings together the dramatic
arts, the language arts, and the social ScienCes in a single course of study sufficient
for a full six semesters in the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades. A number of
corollaries flow from these facts, and theyshould be clearly understood by a plan-
ning committee before it sets out to write a detailed curriculum.

The organization of the chapter has two principal consequences, 'which
will be reassuring both to the teachers who prefer to stay with their own disciplines
and to those who want to.move out from/ their disciplinary bases to some kind of
cooperative teaching in an interdisciplinary curriculum. A total progra'rn is
offered under each of the three disciplinary headings in the chapter title. That is,
people Who are used to teaching drama or English or history or social studies (as
these subject matters are likely to be 'called at the present time) will find recom-
mendations directed to them and their departments.1 They should note; how-
ever, that these disciplines, whatever their names, are already interdisciplinary.
The enlarged concept indicated by the titles they are given in this framework
simply makes their multi-disciplinary character more apparent. And it is this
feature that accounts for the relative ease with which they can enter the more
comprehensive networks of a humanities curriculum.

In the present chapter, theater is added to drama so as to complete
the presentation of the dramatic arts and to offer theatrical activities that senior
high school students are now mature enough to participate in. It is the kind of
education recommended for Level III in the Drama /Theater Framework, with a
strong emphasis on reading and writing plays, acting in them, and designing,

1

See the Introduction to the framework for a statement about the
importance of disciplines in interdisciplinary education.
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directing, and managing theatrical productions for schoOlwide and com-
munity audiences.'

4

As they have from the beginning, the language arts remain close
to drama, and the reading of plays continues to be part of "literary" as well as
of "dramatic" activities. The study of literature will increase in high school.
It has been going on from the earliest years and has become the heart of the
literacy program 'n the eleme.ntary grades; by junior high school, students tire
reading and writing in several genres, 2 Now they are presumed able to read at
grade level or to be getting help that will improve their reading, 3 si the recom-
mendations are intended to increase'the amount cf English .and American litera-

0 ture in the curriculum, and to encourage reading of foreign literatures in trans-
lation. The students will be even more deeply involved in the writing work-
shops than before, according to the methods already described, and will con-
tinue to receive instruction in grammar, syntax, punctuation, and spelling as
the need arises.

Far its own sake, and In keeping with the historical studies incor- .

porated in the social sciences curriculum, the history of the English language
and its American dialects can be explored in side studies, and certainly will be
taught as part of the ongoing study of literature. The descriptive term "language
arts" thus includes all the subject matters and activities customarily found in high
school English courses: nothing is lost. But much can be gained from expanding
the context in which the arts of oral and written discdurse reading, writing,
and conversing are practiced. One gain (though it may take a while to make

°itself felt) will be 'an improved pedagogy, which will help teachers and students
get the most out of the exceptionally rich resources of the English language and
its literatures. This can be done in the six years of junior and senior high schoo
if teachers are. Oven the tirm.., and the incentive to cooperate in framing an
orderly, substantial curriculum.

From the point of view of the social sciences, the six yearsetaken
together comprise ,a chronological progression varied with side-excursions. In

1

See the Drama/Theater Fram3work, p. 11, "Theater Resources,"
and the Level III activities.

2
Teachers should\look again at the recommendations in the

drama/language arts chapters of Parts One, TWo, Three, and Five above, and
at James Moffett's work, to see how much reading and writing is suggested and
hOw strong the emphasis on high-quality literature of all types has been.

3
See Part Five, Chapter V, the recommendations on "remedial".

instruction. See also Moffett, 0pp. 110-113, and the discussion below.

;
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junior. high school it is proper to bring literature into the plan not as a survey
lockstepping down the centuries, but as part of the growth of CultureS, and
related to social- contexts of greater and lesser extent. The social settings will
not di4ate the readings or the subjects for discussion in the workshops and other
groups, nor do they fasten a survey form upon the study of literature (or of his-
tory). On me contrary, by avoiding undue reliance on huge anthologies,-%with
the attendant anxieties of striving for cbmprehensive "coverage" of a regional
or national litprature, teachers are free to regard the social settings as magni-
fied topics or as storehouses of events, ideas, and people. From these they
can select points of concentration and exemplars characterizing a culture at a
certain stage in its history,' choosing as many of these as they think.a class can
manages Neither the social sciences nor the language arts will dominate the
integrated curriculum, any more than the dramatic arts will; each is'a distinct
entity -I or at least a,"discipline" with a traditional name when abstracted from
the whole. That is, a "history" curriculum and an "English" curriculum' can be
derived from this chapter, and some faculties array choose to separate them -- and

. dra,ma/ theater as well.

But what will they do with the leftovers? This is a serious question
in education as a whole, nat just humanities education. Some of its implica-
tions could be illustrated in a list of the subject matters Qr specialties subsumed
under the three items, in the gkapter title. Such a list could never be definitive,
for it is impossible to label every one of the activities that will be going on in
drama/theater, language arts, and social.sciences programs; so a list will not
be printed here. But if teacherS will consider how many elements have already
been synthesized in traditional "subjects" like drama, English, and social
studies, they may be more inclined to proceed farther with the process of mak-
ing connections.

This process, it should be said, does not demand an immediate con-
, version to team-teaching or to, any kind of foiced arrangements between and

among departments. A principle mote fully discussed in Part Four, Chap.:.
ter. I, can be applied here: the intellectual association of teachers from differ-
ent disciplines in seminars, study groups, and the Humanities Planning Com-
mittee must precede formal alliances, even when a faculty is moving deliber-
ately toward these alliances. If a factilty is not yet ready for' the synthesis .

attempted in this chapter, the framework still provides for the intellectual asso-
ciation without forcing the institutional one. No one should be ashamed of
going a step at a time; no one should be afraid of taking a leap. TNfate of
progress will depend on circumstances. Even if teachers decide to w3rk sepa
rately or on small teams within departments, won't it be a pleasure to think of
one's colleagues down the hall who are proceeding along the same general
lines?

1

Chapter VI.

35-8.1929

See the discussion on "points of concentration" in Part Three,
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When teachers do find ways to bring their disciplines together, they
may discover that they desire close cooperative teaching at some times and
independent teaching at others; and every faculty knows that some very good
teacher's do better alone most of the time, while others-can function well in agroup for a 'whole term. But they will all gain strength, in whatever they do,because they are following a general plan that the whole school participatesin. Students are not the only people who suffer from the fragmentation of. the
curriculum and from a sense of aimlessness and incoherence; teachers do too, andthey are not helped to overcome these natural humari feelings by being presentedwith state-adopted or- required texts or a set of pamphlets, which are supposed toaa as a backbone for an otherwise invertebrate course, and then left to their owndevices.

When planning.and cooperation really take hold in a school, teach-,
ers will finally reach the point where they want to organize their schedules to fit ,>their teaching anc.1 not the other way around. Now they must deal with theweekly hour-budget, the arrangements of time necessary for putting the curricu-lum proposed here into effect, First, everyone should re,-read Part Four, Chap-ter III, on scheduling. Then the planners should realize. that the material in thepresent chapter can fill at least two hours and as many as four hours of the schoolday, depending on how much work in other disciplines is to be included. Or,looked at in perhaps a more efficient way, the time-budget for this effort requiresfrom ten to twenty hours of a, school_ week, subdivided further into blocks or unitsof time that will best fit the course patterns designed by a school.

The work in this chapter flows directly from the junior high school
-chapters on drama and the language arts and the social sciences; no break what-ever in general methodology is intended. The' Junior high school programs canand should serve as the foundations of senior high,school instruction in the samedisciplines, and can be used well into the first year, especially for transfer stu-dents and those needing to catch up in their general education. The plan for thesocial sciences resumes where the junior high school chapter left off, at some pointunder the eighth heading further specialization into eras, regions, kingdoms, etc.This will occur at about the ninth grade or a corresponding level, but the organi-zational pattern of a district is irrelevant to the six-year-scheme, which can be
divided into junior high school, intermediate, and senior high school years orWhatever the local preference may be. For demonstration purposes, one topic fromthe master list has been written out rathej fully, so as to guide teachers in develop-ing: a complete curriculum: Stpdies in Enlish history and literature of the seven-teenth century, through the Glorious Rev ilution. Here, as elsewhere, themodel is submitted as an example only; school planning committees will have todevise their own approaches to every region, period, literature, and nationaltheater they may select. As they do, they should always cast their imaginations
ahead to the last week of the final semester of the .senior, year. It is a common
complaint o. f high'school seniors and college freshmen, and'of faculty members aswell, that all too often the lak year in high school can vary from rather empty

5 2 t)
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tonearly dead. Privately, some teachers call it the "extra" or the "wasted" or,
more euphemistically, the "review" year, which they try to fill with an assort
ment of elective codises, dry runs for college entrance examinations, extra-
curricular activities often requiring a great deal of curricular time, senior,prob-
lems classes, busy-work. projects, and the like. Serious students must seek out
more substantial courses, if they exist, and do extra reading on their own or
pur their minds to sleep while they wait out the last semester,

Teaching staffs, administrators, and parents may be sure that such %All
not be the case with the program suggested here. All three years will be full of absorb-
ing work; the last should be a true culmination, where students can, put everything
they have learned' to use, and exert all their energies to make their graduating
year a memo. able one for themselves and an example to the wnole school.

Recommendations and Activities

With respect to education in the dramatic arts, the chief guides
should continue to be the Drama/Theater Framework, the junior high school
drama/language arts chapter in this framework, and Moffett chapters 19 and
30 in a Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum,' and Chapter Three in
Teaching the Universe of Discourse Besides providing well-thought-out pro-
grams, for the secondary years, they show teachers _how to bring new students or less
well-trained students into the drama activities, so that they can become involved
successfully in the work of the class.

It may truly be said 'of older adolescents that they need to learn
throi.igh the physical expenditure of energy, through their muscles, as mach as
younger students do. They cannot, any more than junior high school students
can, simply think their way, unaided, into writing drama or any other kind of
literature, or observe their way into :ac.:ting. Thinking and observing are impor-
tant, but alonT71Ethem, the students must do some acting and writing in their
workshops almost every day, for an audience, over and over again. That is
why it is essential in a drama program to .get them on their feet as soon as pos-
sible, acting out the literature they, read and' write. As, Moffett says, this is not
easy to do with grown boys and girls it senior high school, 2 who may not have had
any experience with improvising, or moving to music, or acting through.puppets,
or taking a part in dramatic readings, for example. They will usually be quite

See especially pp. 45-66,
500. In:addition, Moffett recommends
dramatic work in secondary school": 1.
Univ. of London Press, 1965).

2
Moffett, pp. 477 -479.

5

265-269, 277-279, 291.7293, and 449'
"a recent, compact, practical hook on
D. Clegg, 1lLeachingIAama (London:

1.-
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sensitive about their bodies and their appearance, shrinking frOm the least sign qf
ridicule, and sometimes unable to believe that they have earned a teacher's
praise. Nonetheless, these students still have a chance to learn; so teachers mast
show them kindly and sympathetically how to use their bodies as actors, panto--
m:'.mists, danCers, and athletes do basically, for the pleasure of expressing them-
selves in an energetic, artful, and disciplined manner with their entire beings.
Students must be assured thdt they do not have to be theater arts majors or out-
standing actors to achieve this satisfaction from drama work; it will come to,
those who participate regularly in activities that encourage success.

I

The workshop method prodes this kind of favorable setting; it is
the'best practical devite at a teacher'S command for accomplishing the ends of
the drama program recommended here. If the workshop method has been operat-
inOn junior high School, it should be continued; if not, it should be inaugu-
rated at once. A workshop is defined by Moffett as

, . a group of apprentices under the guidance of a master, who
are le ing to do something by alternating between being producer
and ng receiver. All are participants; there are no detached
outsiders. Members react to other members' productions and work
out common problems together. . . . A workshop might consist of
one group at a time acting before the class. Or it might consist of
two or three groUpsi acting simultaneously, whose members are,
alternately ,performing and watching. . . . The teacher roves among
the groups, feeding back and suggesting alternatives that might be
tried,'

Whatever the students' skill or state of readiness, this flexible
method can keep pace with the requirements of a heterogeneous class. After
the warm-up activities, in which everyone engages in a typical school day,
workshops can be organized (to name but a few examples) for the orientation
and retraining just mentioned, script-writing, practice in acting from scripts,
oral readings of dramatic literature, or discussions among experienced
students who are designing a full-scale school production. As the students
mature, the weekly drama period and the daily workshops become the scene
of increasingly sophisticated activities, such as the advanced recommendations,
in the Drama /Theater Framework, the dramatic "inventions" in Moffett's
chapter -or perhaps even a project suggested by students who are partici-

-piing in little theater or other theatrical groups in the community.

The beauty of the sma117group method for learners of all ages is its
adaptability. Classroom teachers can learn from drama specialists how to manage

"Moffett, pp. 284-285.
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the workshops so as to take care of many kinds of Students. Drama education, as
this framework regards it, is meant for everyonein a humanities classroom, and
its range is extremely broad so broad, in fact, that a kindergarten child or a
stage professional might occasionally find a suitable place somewhere in the high
school program. As the drama/language arts chapters in Parts One, Two, Three,
and Five, should have made clear, activities once considered exclusively "dra-
matic," or reserved for a rather small number of students, ought to be common
occurrences in sever: ''inds of everyday classrooms.- Miming,. for example, is not
solely a drama-periou exercise; it runs the gaMut of human expression, wherever
movement can be used as another language. Improvisation, .on which Moffett
and the Dramiii?Theater Framework rightly place great emphasiS,1 Can grow out
of almost any conceivable setting or situation and can lead to imaginative work
in several disciplines writing, expressive speaking arid reading, music, body
education, psychology,, and advanced acting, for instance. "Minimal situations"
are provocative devices to get students going at their \own level of proficiency
whether' "within the safety of small unwitnessed group ' or in a "full-glass work- 7

shop." 2 The writing of dialogues can, also be made th center of a variety of activi-
ties, from the beginning composition of short scenes a d lifelike conversations to
advanced writing of entire scenarios and plays. Actin out the script will-be
another beneficial result of the writing; music and dance may also be woven in for
a class program of 'extended dialogues, short scenes, or one-act plays. The allied
arts should not be called upon only for large or "important" productions. Any
room with a record player and music students can produce music; any school with
body education teachers can train dancers; almost any classroom or auditorium
can become an acting space.

Dialogue writing is an absorbing occupation in itself and a good exer-
cise for introving skill in composition: it causes students to tune their ears to the
rhythms of speech; to sharpen their perceptions of the ways in which people express
themselves; to create pl'ausible characters and settings; to put action into their coin-
positions; and to take seriously the requirements of writing for an audience, which
in the pedagogy recommended here is a group of fellow students or the entire
class, not just the teacher. This type of writing can be enlarged and extended as
the students' competence increases, to the point where they are composing in,
or on the edge of, several genres before they may know the technical names for
them. Stage direction grows into description; an acted sequence becomes a

In addition to citations in the junior high school chapter, see Mof-
fett, pp. 477 -47b. Note also Moffett's recommendation of Viola Spolin's Impro-
visatfon for the Theater as a "sourcebook of ideas." This excellent work has been
reissued (1974) in a 7th edition by Northwestern Univ. Press, Evanston, Ill.

2
Moffett, p. 478.
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narration by a first-person speaker or a third-person author; natural-sounding dia-
logue prepares the way for natural:Sounding speech in a lyric, a short story, a
play, or a novella; ideas engendered in a dialogue-debate can be expatiated
upon in an essay:

After a semester of this, kind of experience in composing for several
voices, students are amazed to see how mach they have to say and how authen-
tically they can say it. One reason for their success is that they usually start
from reality, where their own knowledge of life can help them. They may do
no more at first than reproduce or extend an overheard conversation, a family dis-
cussion, a street fight, or an exchange between friends. But as they read more
plays, act in classroom dramas, hear the dialogues of other students in the work-
shop, and learn how to fudge their own writing with sortie assurance, they grow
more venturesome: technical skill and the creative imagination can unite, as they
do in the work of professionals, to produce a piece of writing that deserves praise
on its own level. By the end of the first year, most students should have advanced
to the writing of one-act plays; a few may still need more practice witti'dialogues
and monologues; some experieshced, talented students will be reading very widely
in all kinds of literature, writing longer plays in prose, and even trying their
hands at poetic drama. Moffett's section on "Treating Certain Literature as
Scripts" (pp. 478-479) suggests how a heterogeneous high school class can "treat
any piece of literature as a potential script for acting, whether the piece is called
a play, poem, or short story." They can go on to dramatize longer poems (an
activity that builds skill in interpretation) and thus improve their, understanding
of the poetry while they prepare their parts for class performance.

,A1

During the junioroand senior years, students should be reading several
whole plays both tragedies and comedies every semester, and these should be
of good quality, whatever their period. MDSt young people simply do not get
enough of this kind of literatiare, so they arrive in college unable to deal com-
petently with lengthy plays, and inexperienced in viewing annistening to
theatrical performances. In adult life, these students may never become
patrons of the legitimate theater, because they are not at ease with live drama.
Teachers can reverse such tendencies by selecting a wide variety of plays for
oral reading in the drama/language arts workshops and discussiori groups. Pleasure,
understanding, and appreciation of many types of drama should be the primary
goals, not elaborate exercises in criticism. In the section entitled "Procedures for
Plays," Moffett presents a sequence he has used in an eleOenth-grade 'class; with
modifications, it could serve for public schools. Side studies of plays and play-
wrights of several 'eras might be added to the curriculum and correlated in some
instances with advanced theater work. One example of such a study is presented
below in the seventeenth-century history and literature topic.

When drama comes to be treated as a separate discipline, it is
properly called "theater," because the primary emphasis is shifted from the class-
room to the stage. A theater program, to be successful over the years, must be
based on the dramatic activities described above and elsewhere in the framework.

1
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Classroom and stage support each .other. But the students are old enough now to
perform f.n public, a move for which their classroom experience will have pre-
pared them; and some will be so capable and so' eager to get into all the proc-
esses of theater that the staff will want to give them advanced training. This is
'a desirable goal of drama/theater education.

A successful theater program in high sChool depends on a well -
trained staff, with s cialists in the many aspects of theater. These specialists
should develop an e emplary program to serveAs the model referred to in the
Drama/Theater Framework. 1 Such a.curric um would include courses in
beginning, intermediate, and advanced dra a; stagecraft, including design
and management; and play production. S udents should also have a chance to,
work in reader's theater, children's theater, and improvisational or street theater,,
depending on the needs and interests of the students and the community? In both
of the publications 5tited below, the tendency is to make the beginning classes
general in nature, ,Sp as to appeal to the interests of the greatest number of stu-
dents; the more advanced classes would serve as the training ground for perform-
ing groups who mould then provide the exemplary models for the rest. Although
this scheme has some merit, it tends to separate the students in the theater classes
from the groUps that participate only in the drama activities discussed above'.
,Yet in ordeyto promote excellence, it is necessary for teachers to work closely
with particularly, talented students. Many of them are dedicated to their art
and are looking toward careers in the theater. This potential difficulty can be
avoided or solved if it exists by integrating the drama / theater program with
the humanities curriculum in the manner proposed throughout this framework,
with the clear understanding that advanced classes will\be offered in this disci-
pline as in every other.

In broadening the appeal of theater to a heterogeneous '§tudent body,
especially in large cities, the drama/theater specialists must be well informed
about the work of so-Called ethnic playwrights, actors, producers,3 and other
theater professionals, and should introduce numerous examples of their plays to all

1

See pp. 9-13 and the Level III "Strategies" throughout the
Framework.

2Charlotte Motter offers an interesting approach for developing a
theater arts program, in a suburban setting. See her Theater in High School (New
York: Prentice-Hall, 1970). A more open method of establishing a drama cur-
riculum !.s presented in the Course Guide, Secondary School Theater Confer-
ence, AETA, revised 1968.

3 In this framework, the words laywri ht, actor, and producer.
(and others of like construction) include both gen ers women and men who
write, act in, and produce plays.
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students. The same should be done for street, environmental, and bilingualtheater. Whenever it is possible to get tickets free or at student rates for localperformances, or to have students usher at or otherwise participate in them, the
teachers should organize OW efforts. No one should graduate from 'sigh schoolwithout having attended at least one play in a commercial theater and havinghad the opportunity soon afterward to discuss the performance in class.

As another means of extending drama/ theater education to the schoolat large, the specialists and the department (if -there is one) should offer experi-mental work in film, closed-circuit television, and training cassettes, which issometimes carried' on now by teachers in such diverse fields as driver training,art, and.-.English. While-no"one'should be prohibited from developing a specialinterest in any subject, It seems reasonable that the drama/theater staff shoultiinclude teachers trained in the Lise of Several media and able to coordinate theirefforts with those of their colleagues on the humanities faculty. The arts ofcommunication are among those that can cross disciplinary lines rather easilythat..is, if the teachers themselves are communicating.

The workshop method as applied to theatrical productions wouldinclude a wide range of activities supervised by the teachers: acting out origi-nal experimental plays, producing training films, participating in groups con-
cerned with advanced technical and acting skills, and joining experts in the
community on evenings and weekends for special, productions, seminars, theatervisits, and the like. This latter effort would greatly increase community inter-est in and respect for the drama/theater program. The generations should mixin all these efforts, as they do in'the dtamatis personae of many plays.

Finally; an active theater arts program would not be'focused
exclusively on several "major" productions a year, but would involve mem-bers of the entire student body in many different kinds of dramatic perform-
ances, including the "chamber theater" that Moffett discusses (pp. 490-492),
one-act-play festivals by studentowriters and by professionals, "lunch-bag" or'noontime theater, festivals centering on the work of a major playwright, dance-mithe programs, and multimedia concerts. All members Of the humanities
faculty should join in appropriate ways to ensure the success of these produc
tions, so that senior high schools will come to be.more and more like centers for
the -performing arts (or like kindergartens), where the school buildings and
grounds are acting spaces', and the students a resident, company of players.

JSeveral features of the language arts curriculum that has been out-
lined in this.framework would fit well into such an environment. Dramatic
reading in many genres by teachers and students, combined recitals of poetryand misic, writing and st4ging plays of various lengths, discussing dittoed
compositions,in the class orkshops, publishing them in the campus newspaper,speaking for a candidate in a school election- all. these are performances, all
are familiar features of good teaching in the English language and its
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literature,' and all are to a greater or lesser extent interdisciplinary in character
or capable of entering into associations with other disciplines. They are as
important in senior high school as in every other division of the s'chools,7so the
language arts staff must continue the alliance between drama and the language
arts. Properly interpreted and maintained, it will improve instruction in both
disciplines and greatly extend the province of language and literature in the
humanities curriculum. A corollary of the preceding recommendation IS that
the English department and the humanities faculty should study the drama/lan-
guage arts chapters from kindergarten on, and should know the junior high chap-
ter every bit,as well as they know this one. The literacy program must be a con-
tinuous whole, extending through the secondary years for students who still need
help with reading.and Writing.

When young children d) not become really literate, or, when they fall
behind or simply stop reading and writing for all practical purposes, and so enter
junior and even senior high school unable to find. much pleasure in or use for these
skills, they and their new teachers face a real problem. It must be solved some-
where along the line, and senior high school is not too late. Our society simply
cannot go on graduating students who, to their deep embarrassment and sham:\
and to their grave disadvantage in the job market, cannot function'as literate
adults. 2 Therefore, when students stop reading or writing, they must somehow be
started up again.

The best, place to renew their interest is a regular language arts
classroom where the teacher cares enotighjo xeach out to every student and has
the time and resources to respond to individual needs. Except in the case of
severely impaired readers, who may be pladed in special programs, the regular
staff should do the teaching; remedial English must be closely tied to the dther

'concerns of the department. It should riot become rarefied and remote, or be
taken over completely by a corps of specialists in reading laboratories, Special-
ists may be called in as consultants, but experienced teachers of the language .

arts can learn to do all that any student body may generally require. They can

.e) Teachers should review the English Language Framework for fur-.
discussion and guidance.

2
See the report on the four - year testing program conducted by the

Department 9! Health, Education, and Welfare, in which it is said that "4, 8
percent of the youths tested were illiterate. Projected nationwide, that would
mean about 1 million children aged 12 to 17 cannot read at a fourth-grade level.
. . . The study sanfpled a total of 6,768 youths between 1966 and 1970. Dr.
Holloway, director of HEW's Right to Read program, did not challenge the
validity of the study. 'It's an alarmf.ng figure, but even, more alarmfmg when
you're talking about people in school. . . .'" Reported in the Los Angeles
Times, May 5, 1974, part I, p. 6.
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take courses, obServe successful techniques in action, read some of the literature
orrremediation, and discuss their findings with their colleagues. Then they can
set up departmental guidelines and help establish a policy for the whole school.The study group might begin by reading the article at the head of the list below,which reviews some important research to 1972; look once again at M:?ffett's advice
on pages 109-112; and then proceed to the longer works:

1. Howard M. Evans, "Remedial Reading in Secondary Schools
Still a Matter of Faith," Journal of Readin (November 1972),
pp. 111.-114:

2, Douglas Barnes et al. , Language?, the Learner, and the School
(New York: Penguin Books, 1971; revisethedition, Santa Fe,
N. M. : William Grannon Co. , n. d.

a. Daniel N.' Feder' and Elton B. McNeil, Hooked on Books: Pro-
gra' m and Proof (New York: Berkeley Publishing Corp. , 1968).

4. Herbert Kohl, Reading, How To: A People's Guide to Alternate
tive Methods of Learning (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1973).

5. David H, Russell and Robert B. Ruddell, Dynamics of Reading
(Lexington, Maryland: Xerox. College PubliShing, 1970).

Much can bed done in the daily work of the regular classes. Maintain-ing 110 mix in small groups, .while getting to know students individually as early In'the.term as possible, are the bases of regular and remedial instruction. Low-abi' students can make individual contracts with their teachers but still cooper-ate many projects with other students, and they can participate in general dis-cussions. For example, a teach4r who brings visual art and libra.ry work into alanguage arts class might ask low-ability readers to look up a painter say MaryCassatt and learn something about her from illustrated books: The students would*then bring sorne of the boos back to class, show three or four examples of Cassatt'swork on a projector, and help to conduct the ensuing discussion, with profit tothemselves and their clasgmates.

However, in situations where lower-ability readers need separateclasswork in reading, a school can choose from plans that take the pressure off thesestudents but still give them steady practice in reading and 'writing. For example, aschool with a predominantly college-prep student body might have to create A andB groups because some students have to receive speCial help, but this form of"tracking" would be confined to language arts courses, thus preventing the imposi-tion of a tompletely tracked curriculum on an entire school. There would be.very
easy transfer in both directions between the A and B groups, 'according to individualneed and accomplishment, and the students would study the same books. The 13
group would read fewer pages and do more oral work than the A group, and they
might get some tutorial help,'but they would not be relegated to learning from
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workbooks and would not be, removed from the general curriculum.

if such .a school should discover'that some students require even
more attention, in a Directed Reading class, they must be allowed 'to enroll
in it by choice or by referral of a teacher they know and trust, but not on the
basis of a test score. Consent is everything in such a class; the students must
recognize their need for it and really believe that it will help them to improve.
,Then films, tapes, machines, and gifted-student tutors may bel used as the
teacher prescribes to reach the goals set .for each student. In a well-conduCted
Directed Reading class, the basic instructional material is liter31.ture, as it .is in
any language arts course. The students cannot read Reading; they 'Must have
books, periodicals, and newspapers of good 'quality, 'Whatever their level, deal-
ing with subjects that appeal to adolescents.

Another, type of high school, with a predominantly non-college-
prep student body, might have to test all incoming.students and set up a group
of Basic English courses to satisfy the requirements of those who cannot stand
the pressures of the regular curriculum. Many of these students will have been
in such classes for years and will expect a great deal of individual contracting
and one-to-one tutoring in the high school language arts program. Transfer in
and out would of course be possible; students should not be frozen into any one
pattern.

In this school, juniors and seniors who do not plan to go on to college,
or who have a hard time keeping up with the regular work, can enroll in Jommu-
nications and Mass Media courses based on films, which capture attention and .start
the students, talking. Then they move more confidently into reading and writing.
Small-group discussion about a motion picture or a TV program would be directed
toward its organization and style of presentation. This will lead the class into
reading the story on,which the work was based and to more discussion, with short
written reports following. When the pressure on writing is kept low and there is
no formal grading,- these students will write more spontaneously and hotiestly
than many others who are better readers and often more to the point, because
they have learned to be expressive and to respond to specific features of the
works they discuss. Students reading at sixth-to-ninth-grade levels can do well in
this kind of course; they are not all slaw- minded by any means, just not as effi-
cient as others in taking conventional reading and writing classes. Seveiely
impaired readers in any school must be enrolled in other kinds-of programs, with
reading specialists to assist the regular staff.

In a humanities curriculum, there are many ways in which readers
and writers of low to high ability can collaborate in the same classroom. For one
thing, they will have talents in the sciences, mechanics, and other arts that may
help to equalize performance in interdisciplinary projects. For another, there are
many kinds and levels of work to do in mixed classes; not all of them require
high-level literacy or exceptional gifts for thought and expression in every

53,5
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activity. In addition, flexible scheduling, variation in group'size, opportunities
for individual instruction, and extension of a subject mat er into allied fields,
which are essential for multi-disciplinary teaching, are d vices that allow
teachers to observe the range of their students' performance n a variety of cir-
cumstances. When a student appears to be falling behind or laving other difficul-
ties; a teacher will see the trouble at once and offer help. Prevention is worth

\ much more than remediation in literacy instruction, and it should begin early in
.every division of the schools. .Eventually a coordinated K-12 policy will have to
be worked out; at the preknt time teachers will have to do the best,they can with
the students who-c-emie to them.

Junior and senior high school teaschers should collaborate in a study
nar and discuss the possibilities of a six-year drama/lang.age,arts curriculum.

They should review the three -year section already complete.' in Part Five and go
on from there to outline the last half, the.senior high school sequence. The
junior high schOol members of the group can function at first.as consultants and
advisors, basing their contributions bn their study of Part Five and their classroom
experience. Then they can write togetheor the final version of the curriculum.and
the courses of study composing it. If the seminar writinggroups want to go one
step farther, they can coordinate chapters V and VI in Part Five. The combina-
tion would make a complete six-year humanities program in drama/theater, the
language arts, and the social sciences. After they have chosen one of these alter-
natives, the study sern'nar should be disbanded and the senior high school teachers
should form their own inservice training seminar. They would continue to develop
a pedagogy suited to the curriculum; observe, discuss, and learn from the class-
room activities of the cooperating teachers; and evaluate the content and conduct of
the curriculum so as to keep it in good order.'

The Curriculum they produce should have a reasoned unity, be service-
able to the entire student body, and be so organized as to guarantee a literary edu-
cation in the broadest meaning of the term to, every student desiring it. A
reasoned unity, or coherence, in the curriculum is as important for the language
arts as for the social sciences. 2 Unl s the language arts are kepi ,..-neeted and \
made to supplement one another, cl ssroom teaching runs the risk of breaking
apart into sections of unrelated tours work called "language," "composition,"
"literature," "criticism," and so on. n most high schools these will then be sub-
divided once mare into "units." Conf onted with such fragments, which are often
mirrored in the chopped-up selection in the literature anthologies and the aimless

I.

1

See Part Eight, the section on inservice training.
2
See the introduction to the junior high school social sciences chap-

ter, and Moffett, Chapter 31, "Summary."
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repetitions in grammar and rhetoric handbooks, 1 students may be pardoned for
thinking that the study Of English (as they know it) is formless or, if having
fofm, disjointed. Many of them indetstandably go on to conclude that its con-
tents are likewise dull,' trivial, scattered, and of little help in the daily affairs
of life. In brief, the curriedlum is no longer serviceable to them.

Such opinions are
drop-outs who gave, up paving s
it did not make sense to them.
average students and recent gradu
semesters of English courses in juni
from them the benefits that aliterar
tia1ly able readers,, writers, and speak
majority of students in California secon
as any other generation of young Americ
mended in these pages and desired by the
ized in the language arts. The curriculum
dents and to those less able to keep up with

t expressed only by the remedial students or the
rious attention to school-English long ago because

hey are voiced also by many average and above-
es who have ,taken three or four disconnected

and senior high school and failed to gain
education can cvnfer on able and poten-

. These two categories comprise the
ary sch9ols. They are as, well qualified
ns to be educated in the manner recom-

any good teachers who have special-
must be made serviceable to these stu-
r gular instruction.

"A literary education" is a tern o ce used proudly by teachers of
English in high schools and colleges to designate the outcome of studies which
have been at the heart of the humanities for centuries and which, when well
taught and diligently pursued, lead to competence in all the arts of language.
Every person's life and career, and every citizen's participation in government,
depend to some degree on using these arts well. The term itself and the pride in
using it`shOuld be revived, and the' concept should be Well understood in relation
to language arts instruction in the public schools;

The foundations of a literary education can be acquired by every
,thild who learns to read and has daily opportunities to talk about the reading to a
responsive audience.. Reading and writing and talking and listening are the root
and substance of this education in secondary schools too; high school students
should do more and more of them every year. They will undertake a remarkable
amount of reading in and out of class if their teachers respect all kinds of litera-
ture, fiction and non-fiction,, ana make ft interesting to study. However,
parents, administrators, and employers and many people who a.dvOcate what they
call a "practical" education above all else, and' no "frills" will disparage literary
studies and define them very 'narrowly. They may have forgotten the value of a

Teachers should look again at James J. Lynch and Bertram Evans,
High School English Textbooks (Boston: Little, Brown and Go., 1963), "Intro-,
-duqtipn and Summation," and "Recommendations," to compare the authors'
findings with present conditions in California high schools.
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broad education in reading and writing, or never been made aware of it; but what- .
ever the case, teachers should be prepared to remind them of some truths connected
with the history of the United States.

This republic was founded by men of various antecedents who had
just such an education, and who wrote and spoke with skill and style. Some were
introduced to it by tutors or in the common schools and private academies of the
time; some in their parents' libraries or their mothers' kitchens; some by the
example of clerics; orators,. and other public figures; some by reading on their
own. They continued to educate themselves over the years and applied their
learning to every part of the business of life, from farming to the presidency, as
Abraham Lincoln would dO in the following century.' And though girls and women
were not granted the access to this education that most men enjoyed, the history of
public and private accomplishdent in this country demonstrates that they have
always had the ability to make as good use of it as boys and men.

This tradition in American education should be brought back to life,
with suitable modifications to fit the present time and the needs of a greatly
expanded society; and all who care about literacy and the language arts .should
make known to their schools and their communities the benefits that a literary
education offers to everyone who can speak and read and write competently.
Among them are the following:

Accuracy and ease in the use of the spoken and written language

The ability to read thoughtfully. and with penetration

Evidence in conversation and writing of acquaintance with a
wide range of literature

. The ability to listen perceptively

An enlivened imagination, capable of extending a person's
responses to experience

A mind, well-stocked with learning a foundation for compari-
sons, extrapolations, and inventions

A trained capacity to reflect upon learning and experience, and
to communicate one's thoughts and feelings to other people

The ca eer of Frederick Douglass from slavery to the orator's
rostrum is even mor remarkable, and should be known to every American as
another example of self-education arid lifelong reading.
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Practice in comparing many kinds_ of written and spoken dis-
course, and the ability to make disinterested judgments about
them a

4

The power t reserve judgment about written or spoken discourse
that one does not understand, has reason to doubt, or has had no
prior experience in judging

The training to find means of arriving at sound judgments or to
be comfortable with suspended judgments and reasonable doubts

A heightened sensibility to the expressive qualities of literature

The ability to philosophize about one's reading, to expatiate on
ideas, and to relate literature to the conduct of life

Sufficient knowledge of the English language and its American
dialects to appreciate the many ways in which they can be used
effectively to express ideas and emotions

A lifelong pleasure in reading, listening, conversing, and
writing

Teachers who have learned to appreciate' the advantages of a literary
education in their own lives will be able to translate them into the,aims and pur-
poses of instruction in the language arts. Unless the seminar members find guides
they consider more appropriate for their purposes, it is recommended that classes
be organized and conducted in the manner described in the junior high school
chapter and in Moffett, Parts Three and Four.' Nothing illustrates better than a
writing workshop the good relations that can exist among teachers and students,
and nothing is harder to describe to readers who haVe not experienced such rela-
tions. The attempt must be made, however, to persuade language arts depart-

. ments of the practical utility of this type of small-group instruction for teachers
and students alike, and to speak with conviction about the psychological bene-
fits that also follow from teaching students to write in a workshop.

A variant of the workshop method will be described in soifie detail
below. Employed with tact and skill, it will help to restore the battered confi-
dence of students who say they "can't write," and will challenge the abilities of
gifted writers. The procedures wills be learned quickly by those who have had
experience with discussion groups and ..workshops; others will pick them up by the
second session. This "ditto-publication" method (to give it a name) is strongly
recom:nended for all students in the usual heterogeneous clas4es and for advanced
composition courses as well, it adjusts immediately to the requirements of the
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learners and provides continuous cross- teaching by and for the parhcipants.1 The
fundamental rule of. this workshop is the same as for any other: everyone takes
turns in producing and receiving. The rule will come to be respected by all the'Students, priinarily because it makeS the class truly sociable and therefore
interesting, mutually supporting, satisfying, and non-threatening an environ-
ment that helps people' to do their best. Here is the methodology:

On the first day'of the term, 'teachers conducting "ditto-
publlaation" workshops should pass out a dittoed syllabus to theirlasses, read it aloud, explain its principal features, and patiently
answer questions and allay suspicions. (It is hard for some students
to believe at first that they and their work will be treated as prom.=ised in the syllabus, or to accept the disciplined freedom on whichthe method depends.) The handout should contain a clear
descriPtioworkShop procedures, constitution of the gro rQs,
arrangements for printing and.F.Ibmitting papers, options for rewrit-
ing, provisions for teaching the mechanics of compoSition, gradingpolicies, and the like. Two pages 'will be enough ifthe handout is
forthright and to the point

1)urfng the first week or two (depending on the past expee.ence of
the class), the students will meet as usual in their drama, reading,
and discussion groups, in which they will be getting sta=ted on any
written work that may,be required. 2 They will also be finding
ideas for longer writings in these groups; topics should always growout of, their reading, talking, acting, andother activities.

Students should lx-allowed to choose their own subjdcts for writing.
This rule, which will worry some teachers and some students at first,
is not as spongy as it rimy appear. Teachers'and 'classmates can beasked for help in deciding on a subject or a nixie of writing; experi-
ments should be encouraged. Some students'may flounder for a
while, havingboen allowed to become lazy or dependent in other
c lasses; others may think that 41ey are at liberty to do any old
sloppy tvork in this "free" atmosphere. But what they may have for-
gotten or not yet learned to judge is the effect, of a large audience
on writers and their writing. These students are not engaged.in

1

See also Ken Macrorie, Uptaught (New York: Hayden Book Co. ,1970) and Macrorie's article, "To Be Read," in Teaching Hie School Composi,-tion, ed. Gary Tate and P. J, Corbett (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1"9,73),96-105.PP.
2
For example, see Moffett, "Review and Preview," pp. 265-274,and pp. 383-386.
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"closet dramas"; e.g. , writing for the eyes of the teacher alone,
the audience of `one for a play not meant to be performed. They
write for a known public teachers and classmates7 and their
writing is discussed in the open without threat of instant penalty for
"faat:Ire." Perhaps more than any other single feature, this one
verysoon teaches students to find topics of genuine interest about
which they have genuine thoughts and feelings, because their class-
mates not put up with dullness or dishortesty.

Every piece of writing is typed or printed on a ditto master,
dittoed, and distributed to ,the entire class; a copy is kept in a
folder until the end of the term. Everyone is a published writer;
everyone knows what everyone else has written; everyone talks
about specific writings; everyone is supposed (not merely per-
mitted), to ask questions and receive adviCe about his or her writ-
ing. This rule requires that the school provide the language arts
staff with ditto masters to be handed out by the teachers, and with
at least one ditto machine in,good working order for the exclusive

0 use of student writers. (The hand-crank variety is entirely sans-
factory if used carefully.) This ,piede of machinery is as essential
to the writing workshops as equip-lint for spOrts, science, and the
industrial and household arts is td those classes; and the depart-
mental planning c mmittees should insist upon it. For far too lontx,

..Eliglish classes (a d some in the social sciences as well) have be
funded on the assumption that a teacher and a book are all 'the
eqUipment needed to carry on daily instruction with occasional
variety to be provided by A-V-aids, ,if they.arrre,on tirnc,:and in
repair. .,

1 .

By the end of the second week, the students should be really to
bring their first dittos to class.' These may be ,anyWhere.from 'a
single paragraph to a page or two in length. Teachers and students
will gradually arrive at appropriate lengths for various occasions,
according to individual circumstances. The production of only one
type of "stanelard" essay should not be the aim of this workshom
and vagued-up, wordy papers whose only virtue is length will never
satisfy the class audience. Fie or six studei.-,:s may, volunteer to
get the process going, or the teacher may ask everyone to submit
a paper on the same daY; this may depend on arrangements for ditto-
ing. (Corniilercial printers will 'run off prepared masters for a few
cents a page; if students can afford the'expense. But they should
be able to get them done at school.) There may be one or two stu-
dents, new to small-group activities, who cannot bear the thought
of publishing their compositions. They should be allowed to submit
anonymous papers, giving their names only to the teacher. Pretty

--8.1929
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soon these students will learn to trust the system and will put their
names on their papers like everyone else. Distribution will take
about ten minutes. The teacher receives the first copy of every
paper, enters a chec.k in the roll book, and puts the number of
the paper at the top of the first page. The compositions shogk
bp kept in groups by numbers, so that comparisons between earlier
and later work can bp made easily in class and in conference's.

The class now divides itself into groups of six or seven students
and pulls chairs around to make discussion centers. Students may
sit where they please at first, but should do sorfie circulating at
subsequent meetings. The teacher should make sure that every
group contains about the same number of writers if students have
submitted papers in succession and not all on the first day of a new
set. While the teacher is checking off papers, etc. , a student in
every group begins to read his or her paper aloud, the others follow-
ing along on their copies and making notes for the discussion to
come; Reading aloud in a moderate tone of voice will not disturb
the other groups: the participants are concentrating, so they screen
out extraneous sounds. The vocal reading is necessary because the
art of rhetoric concerns the ear as well as the eye, and compre-
hension is aided when the senses collaborate in the reception of a
work. Reading aloud is also a great help to a writer. Often, after
really hearing a piece for the first time, the_ writer will begin the
discu§sion by pointing out features unnoticed during the silent
composition of. the paper. This is one of the best kinds of self-
criticism, for it helps students to judge their work when they must
perform alone.

The teacher now goes toa group and listens to the developing
discussion of the paper just read. Intervention should be kept to
a mil-lin-Om, just enough to get the talk started, ask a question,
or (later on) point out soma passages or minor features chat may
have been overlooked, Students will gradually take on more and
more of the critical tasks. If a teacher has regular aides, or can
arrange for teaching assistants on ditto days, one adult canremain
with a givenlgroup for the whole time; otherwise the teacher will
circulate, sitting with two to fourg groups pL,t: session. Students like
to be able to appeal to authority and be given responsive answers;
they may call across the room to the teacher when a group needs
instant information; but they do not like a Grand Inquisitor or a
leader who imposes an undeviating line of analysis on every
composition.

5 4



The sessions should last at least one hour and preferably two; flexi-
ble scheduling allows adjustment. When the students get going, they
want more time than the usual 50-minute hour, and will see that two
weekly sessions of two hour8 each are worth more than four or five
single-hour discussions, which waste time in opening and closing.
At any rate, ditto days are scheduled until a given set of papers is
finished. It is "finished" when students say they are satisfied with
the commentary on their work and are ready to think about writ-
ing another set. In regular language arts classes, the students will
continue with their activities in the usual groups, finding time out-
side class to do any revisions suggested by the writing workshop.
In advanced composition classes or special vriting groups, the papers
can be spaced about two weeks apart. This will allow Some extra
time for considering special problems in rhetoric, grammar, syntax,
and so on, or to discuss occasionally an article or short book about
writing. At least by midterm, and if possible once again, the
teacher should hold a private conference with every student and say
how he or she is doing. Papers in the folder can be referred to in
order to show reasons for the teacher's judgments. No grade shUld
be entered in the roll book, only a check for the conference. The
teachshould of course be available throughout the term to any
studs during regular conference or office hours.

Essentially, every group functions as an editorial board, and the
teacher shOuld remind the class from time to time of the ques-
tions that must guide their commentary: What are the strengths of
the paper? Where does it need improvement? If the writer decides
to rewrite it for inclusion in the final folder, what would we advise
to make it better? If teachers see that the groups stay fluid and
that everyone eventually sits in with everyone else, the students
will receive a great deal of intelligent criticism based on specific
performances. Pretty soon they will have several papers for com-
parison, and another dimensioi. will be added to the appraisal of
each piece of work. Every composition may be entirely recon-
ceived and rewritten, or partially revised, and then redistributed for
commentary, until the author is satisfied. -Every thorough resub-
mitted revision should count as a new paper and be checked off in
the roll book, for the writer has learned from the effort.- In fact, a
series of two or three such revisions may do a student more good
than the same number of "original" papers. Slower or less experi-
enced writers must be given time to develop at their own speed.
The faster, more competent writers will not be bored; .t.hey can do
longer papers if they like, or try out new modes and styles of writ-
ing. Outsiders cannot always predict how students will learn from one
another. The sight of less able writers struggling for expression can
arouse sympathy and admiration in gifted students and lead to
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especially helpful comment or even to tutoring sessions. The
sight of the variety of production that this method encourages can
show timid or unimaginative students the way to greater versatility
or daring.

Ordinarily, the mechanics of writing, from spelling and punctuat-
ing to paragraphing, are handled as they arise in the group sessions
or in individual conferences with the instructor. A teacher may
go to the board with some items that the whole class should attend
to, or may occasionally deliver a brief lecture on a topic of spe-
cial concern; but the workshops should focus on teaching how to
write, not on teaching about an abstraction called composition
or rhetoric. Continuous practice in producing introductions,
transitions, parallel constructions variations, satisfying
conclusions, rand the like is far more valuable than canned lec-
tures about these subjects. Such things as workbook exercises,
"grammar days," surveys of the history of rhetoric, spelling tests,
a chapter-a-week from a handbook (with a true-false test as a
reward),. examining lists of sentences for "errors" (almost never
for excellenbe), and similar discouragements should be abandoned.'
They do not occur in .good studio instruction in any other art: Why.
should they become what is meant by "English" to most students?
If intensive remedial work is'necessary.for some students, then it
should be carried out in the manner recommended by Moffett and
this framework. One very satisfying outcome of a well-conducted
workshop is the improvement in mechanics that occers in most
students' compositions. Publication produces awareness Of the
printed word, hence attention to proofreading and a courteous
regard for one's readers; group discussion elicits good- natured
counsel and on-the-spot corrections from classmates and teachers.
Both sources of advice will be heeded.

For a well-balanced discussion 'about "the language habits of stu-
dents who come from a wide variety of social, economic, and cultural back-
grounds," see "Students' Right to Their Own Language," a proposed position
statement by the conference on College Composition and Communication
(Spring, 1974) and the bibliographical pamphlet accompanying it. Inquiries
should. be directed to the National Conference of Teachers of English,1111
Kenyon Road Urbana, Illinois 61801. See also Moffett, pp. 280-281, "Gram-
matical Usage of the Standard Dialect," and. Bradford Arthur, Teaching English
to Speakers of English (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973), chapters
5, 6, and 8.
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Poetry and prose are usually handled in separate workshops, so as
to concentrate instruction in a single mode. 1 Both fiction and
non- fiction can be accommodated in a prose workshop, and stu-
dents will try their hands at both if allowed to, do so. Mbffett
is a particularly good source of suggestions in this regard; the
high school chapters of his book are loaded with ideas for writ-
ing, and classes.follbwing his lead will have practice in every
type. High schoOl composition courses and writing groups should
not concentrate solely on essays and research papers, nor should
they foster belief in a dichotomy between "creative" and "expos-,
itory" writing. The methods recommended here will serve for
any kind whatever. Ideas for documented papers, for example,
can be developed in the reading and discussion groups, printed
up for a workshop,, and revised before subm'ssion. This proces
will almost guarantee freedom from the plagiarism, padding, and
suffocating dullness that characterize most "terrh papers." All
writing requires imagination, knowledge, feeling, thought, and
skill; no type is intrinsically "better" than anothei; students need
to be educated in all the processes of writing and to receive
informed criticism of their productions. This is the evaluation
that the students respect most and come to enjoy and rely on. In
thp short run as well as the long, ft,, is superior to any formal sys-
tem of grading.

Evaluation by letter grades is still required in most schools, how-
ever, and must be performed justly, with due regard for the merits
of individual students. Again, the workshop and ditto-publication
function well: they provide plenty of concrete evidence on which
to base a fair judgment. This evidence should be submitted a week
before the end of the term !n a folder containing the three papers
considered best by the writer (whether revised or entirely rewritten
is up to the student) plus a dittoed final paper not yet reviewed
bythe teacher or the class. The last teaching week of the term
shOuld be devoted to extended consideratiOn of these unreviewpd
final papers, which are final inseveral good senses of the word.
Here is one more situation where the students will show them-
selves at their best. They have gotten to know and trust one
another; they can compare previous performances with this last
one; they are quite efficient editors by this time; and they have
been taught by experience.in the workshops to be fair-minded.

See Kenneth Koch's publications, cited in the' junior high school
chapter, for help in teaching the writing of poetry, which also improves the
reading of poeths and other literature. His methods can be adapted to high
school classes.

')
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Where else will students ever get to see their finals, talk about
them, and learn from the occasion? They truly regret having to
leave such an atmosphere. Now the teacher has only to review the,
folder and assign a grade. Every student will be a well-known,
individual writer who has been forced by the operations of the
workshop to participate in the life of the class. No one is a lump
in a mass or a mere average of points in cut-and-dried examina-
tions. Therefore, everyone must receive some honor and respect
for work faithfully done. Teachers and students alike are elevated
by this culmination of the semester's work.

One further advantage of the method, of immense value to teach -
ers of English and others whose students write a good deal, is that
.it absolutely prevents teachers from lugging home piles of compo-
sitions fOr grading or from cutting down in desperation on the
amount of discursive writing that must be done by a/class.' When
teachers think they must "correct" papers and record some kind
of grade every week, they soon discover that the students learn
little or nothing from a few rhetorical syrrfbols in the margins plus
a letter grade, and that they themselves learn just as little about
their students. This sterile ritual takes the life out of teaching and
learning; it is undoubtedly one of the main reasons why so many
students feel miserable about their writing. In the workshop system,
however, every single paper is read by the teacher, who goes
through aset quickly soon after it is submitted, checking and
underlining in lead pencil the places to be brought to the writers'
attention in the workshop discussions and private conferences. ,

This is a better reading, by the way, than papers usually get in
the hectic circumstances of late-night and weekend "correcting," \
and it can be done while the students are reading their dittos aloud
or during an office hour. There is absolutely no battery of red
marks and general comments dashed in haste (and sometimes in
anger) at a paper that can equal the force of two' or three minutesv
of explicit praise and advice deliyered in person. Students want
to hear from their teachers,. and the best learning'occurs when they
hear' almost immediately what a' teacher has to say about a piece
of writing. By the end of the final week, both teachers and stu-
dents will have aaived at trustworthy estimates of the term's work.
It is amazing to teachers new to the method that their..evaluations
and their students' coincide so closely when everyone is free to

1

For further discussion of this matter, see the junior high school
language arts recommendations; Moffett, pp. 7 and 386; and Macrorie,
Uptaught.
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speak the truth. If there were no formal grading, students could
walk away from the final session with a pretty good idea of their

-capabilities as writers; and teachers could write two or three
sentences or a paragraph of evaluation that would satisfy an
employer, a parent, another teacher, or an admissions office.

As Moffett points out in the introduction to his Part Four, ". . the
writing workshop must not be considered to exist only for composition. . . it is
an instrument for learning many aspects of language and literature? This is true
of the workshops described by him and of the version presented above. Reading
and writing should always be coordinated in practice in every language arts
prograin and humanities curriculum: "Writing provides a key to reading compre-
hension, and literary appreciation, and reading opens doors for writing possibili-
ties." During the six secondary years, students following his curriculum or a
similar one will have read every kind Of.literature as exterfsively as their abili-
ties permit and,in a setting that makes reading a pleasure. This program
Jequires, of course, that every school have a substantial library, selected by pro-
fessionals; and that every classroom contain shelves and tables full of books and
periodicals chosen by teachers and students to fit their interest, and the curriculum.
Moffett principles of selection are applicable to high schools and should be
followed. 2

Humanities planning committees must help their colleagues in the
language arts to attain this essential freedom of selection, which may be the
rule for all praCtical purposes in some schools and communities, but which is by
no means universally accepted. The wide variety of readings required by a
language arts program in a humanities curriculum cannot be found in textbook
series and anthologies, or be adequately supplied by student purchase of a few
paperbacks. Classrooms should also contain unabridged dictionaries and other'
reference works likely to be used freqUently, including rhetoric and grammar
handbooks, spelling guides, style sheets, research manuals, andthe like. -These
should be consulted when needed, not made into obligatory reading.

Autobiography and memoir, reportage and research, reflection,
generalization and theory, and invention are the types of literature that Moffett
emphasizes in the senior high school section, calling them "the sources of dis-
course." Teachers should note that many of the classroom trials of his assign-
ments were conducted in grades seven thrbugh twelve, the full secondary
sequence, and also that the activities and methods he discusses have been in
practice since the'elementary grades. Now they are intensified, that is all,
and directed toward a grand summarizing effort to increase the students, facility

1

Moffett, p. 276.
2
Ibid. , p. 115.
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in all the forms of discourse. The average-to:-excellent readers can manage any
literature in the curriculum. The duty of language arts teachers is to see thatthey get it and that they talk about it in their reading-discussion groups.1

Small-group work in reading should be the center of the study.
of literature in all the regular language arts classes, to be varied with -lecture-.
discussion sessions2 when they are appropriate. This methodology should
replace the combination still in use in far too many senior high school litera-ture diasses:, the conventional hour-long lecture delivered from notes, relieved
Occasionally with short queries from, students, panel discussions, and quizzes
based on study questions from a textbook.. Moffett assumes for junior high
school students "that the reading groups will not be the same as the heterogene-
ous general discussion groups but will be'foriw3d op the basis of differences in
reading maturity."3 Senior high school teachers may also have to make this
decision, as has been said above, although the thought of .,A, B, and C groups,
or som :. other such hierarchy of books and people, will be depressing to mostteachers. But if the literature in the prograni and on the shelves is varied, good
of its kind, and appealing to the students, then it will provide material for satis-
fying discussion in all the reading groups. The heterogeneity of the other
groups, and the constant mixing of all members of the class in the many activi'-
ties they provide, are safeguards against static layering and tracking. At sometime during a_term, everyone may be reading autobiographies, for example,
and writing about personal experiences and memories, but it does not follow thateveryone mist have the,same Wok or read at the same spee'd in order to partici-
pate in the Work of the class.

The reading groups and the study-of literature are part and. parcel of
every year otgeneral instruction in the language arts; they are not detachable
specialties for English majors or electives for students Who would otherwise takeno English at all. However, the study of literature can and should be extended to
include additional semester-long courses and shorter side studies in as great.a
variety as a school can support. Some courses might run concurrently with topicsfrom the social sciences curriculum; some side studies for groups' and individuals
will undoubtedly do so. Other courses may be started for potential language
arts majors who want extra'work in reading, discUssing, and writing about

See the introcluctionito Chapter 29 in Migfett, which concerns
"focused, developed, and documented thought." it tells once more how to run a
good discussion group, and affirms the connections between thinking and talking.

.2
For a definition of lecture as the term f.s used in this frane work,

see Part Five, Chapter V, section 1, note.
2

Moffett, p. 276.
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literature. Students'should be allowed to choose freely among them, not accord-
ing to some system of prerequisites. Clear, honest descriptions in a course cata-
log will prevent wholesale error, but if a given class turns out to be too hard for
some students or not sufficiently advanced, for others, they can drop it by the
second week and find another better suited to their needs. The offerings can
include, but should not be limited to, such courses as these:

. Genre studies in dramatic and non-dramatic poetry and prose

Survey courses of a period or type of literature, with emphasis
on historical and other cultural settings

Courses in the history of the English language and its dialects

Courses impractical criticism of a variety of texts

. Side studies in the literatures of places or periods treated in the
social sciences topics, in "points of concentration," in single
authors, in literary movements, and the like

. Courses in regional, ethnic, or other special literatures (such
as novels about Women, written by women; Asian, African, South
American, Canadian, Australian, etc.)

. Advanced workshops in writing prose or poetry

Since the purpose of such special offerings is to deepen the knowl-
edge and pleasure of the students who elect to take them, they should be taught
by people who' are umisually well qualified and who give evidence of thorough,
recent preparation in the subject matters they will teach. They must also be
willing to come down from behind the lectern and sit on a level with their students.
Their techniques should include short background lectures and expressive reading
from the text, followedby directed discussion, small-group work, close
examination of some short pieces, and passages from novels and plays, dramatic
readings by the class, and the like. This means almost certainly that a depart-

. . mental comm!ttee or study seminar will have to review the qualifications of the
members' of the language arts staff, recommend specific teachers for specific
courses, regardless of seniority, and set up standards by which any teacher may
qualify to give one'or more of these electives. Students who seek out elective
courses-of high quality are usually quite good readers, verbally gifted, happiest
when discussing their reading with stimulating'companions, and very responsive to'
teachers who know how to open up a work of literature.

Not all such students will become writers oneditors or English majors
in college, but those who do should receive a strong foundation in English and
American literature and some acquaintance with that of other nations. From

5 45.
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that base, they can advance quickly in university courses, travel and independent
study, research writing, campus or commercial journalism, technical editing,
writing for the theater, motion pictures, and television, and .so on. Other stu-
dents, just as able, will take many literature courses in high school without
intending to major in English, because they<Tegard a literary education as a
fine preparative for work in other fields. Allied arts and humanities education
is becoming more and more attractive to pre-legal, -medical, and -science
students, for example, and to graduate-school admfssions officers, who realiie,
that a nation must produce educated womeh and men first, and then supply the
cateer and professional training they may need for the job market.

Literature has also had intimate connections with history, philosophy,
ethics, theology, psychology, politics, and other fields of study" where ideas must
be developed and tested, moral principles examined, and humin :relations under-stood; so it attracts young people interested in such matters and in the play of
ideas. And since it is above till an expressive art (in its oral forms one of the very
oldest), it appeals to the affective natures of readers and listeners, thus educating
their emotions, a process of great concern now to the young, and just as impor-tant to their development as the encounter with ideas. Knowing all this, teachers
of literature and the other language arts which are inextricably linked whenwell taught must do everything they can to strengthen the coursework withintheir department, in order to make all students fully literate and to provide opp;r-
tunities for exceptional students to progress as far as their talents will take thornat this period of their lives.

Basically the same pedagogy recommended for the language arts
should be adopted. for both departmental and interdisciplinary i.ses in the socialsciences, It has been discussed and illustrated at such length the junior high
school social sciences chapter that little repetition will be necessary here. The
prime 'recommendation is that long-established ways of dealing with subject
matters and students should be re-examined in a departmental study seminar. Theyare neither good nor bad for being long-establiShed; they simply should be identi-
fied, discussed, and coolly evaluated with respect to their utility at the presenttime. An adequate social sciences curriculum is going to contain much More
from now on than the old social studies-American history courses ever did, and
the several specialties within it will require more attention than they have beengetting. =Fol. t -0- : . . s y wi ve to renovate its teaching
methods and reojganize its use of space and time in the teaching schedule.

The books by James Moffett and others cited above can supply anyfaculty with ideas. Some of the classroom processes that Moffett describes' arevery well suited to instruction in the social sciences reading-group discussion,

1

Moffett, p. 383, for example.
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regular small-group discusiion, teacher -led commentary, and the writing work-
shop. Small-group discugsions of assigned and voluntary readings will do more
to improve the students' grasp of ideas and issues than the method still widely
used of marching the class through chapters that the students are supposed to have
read and then testing their knowledge (or ignorance or indifference) by some soft
of "objective" examination, one that requires neither sequential thinking nor
discUrsive writing and of course no talking.

In a social sciences writing workshop, the students can select topics
from the reading or from discussion sessions led by the teacher, ditto their
papers, and submit them to workshop editingof the kind described abOve. Any
type of essay writing from documented papers to one-paragraph answers to exami-
nation-questions,gan-be handled by this Method; and.. a great deal of cross-
teaching will occur automatically as the students talk'about the ideasin their
papers. The teacher is thus relieved of the misery of annotating and writing com-
ments on stacks of papers, while the students get an immediate'response to their
work from classmates and teacher. All members of a faculty and especially
those in a humanities program, where the art of rhetoric must be highly esteemed
owe it to their students to show an interest in their writing and to make every

`assignment an occasion for improving written expression. This is not thecole
responsibility of the language art's staff, since every teacher must be presumed
to have an average or 'above-average ability to manage the langu/ge, and to be
concerned about the quality of writing everywhere in the curriculum. Language
arts teachers have a sim'llar duty to insist that students deal responsibly with .the
ideas they encounter in their reading, no matter what the subject matter. Students
in literature classes should not get away with talking nonsense about political-
science, biology, psychology, or art, for example; any more than they,Ishpuld
get away with writing ill-phrased nonsense -in any other class, or escape ;writing
altogether in most classes because the teachers will not be bothered witil-essays.

Within the subject matters of the social sciences, teachers have a
particular responsibility to define terms and describe basic principles.. Most of
their students will not have had the training recommended in the'earlier chapters
of this framework, and therefore may not have begun to sort out the vocabularies
of the various disciplines treated here and in Part Five.1 Students in these circum-
stances do not need long introductions to every field they will touch, with a
list of technical terms attached, but they certainly will require preliminary dis- .

cussions with their teachers before a major topic is began, and further discussions
during the course of instruction. To name just a few examples, topic #1 in the

1

For a list of the social sciences "from which instruction draws," see
Social Sciences Education Framework for California Public Schools, Kindergar-
ten and Grades One Through Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department
of Education, 1974), pp. 5-6.
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junior high school chapter introduces many new words and concepts in paleon-
tology, anthropology, the earth sciences, historyi. and sociology; the topic in
this chapter will require just as careful discriminations in philosophical,
literary, economic, and political terminologies. Teachers should go to the
board with these items, explain them during the course of lectures and conversa-tions, print them on ditto sheets if necessary, and see to it that the students use
them accurately in class discussions. 'Atone-year "Introduction to the Social
Sciences:" course in the ninth grade,' which is given-,in many schools, can be
quite helpful, but it is usually all that the students will ever get; there is'no
folloW-through to the senior year and no coordination among the several disci-
plines in day-to-day classroom procedures.

Therefore, an inservice study semina), ought to be arranged, prefer-
ably in conjunction with junior high school teachers, to identifyythe principal
subject matters that the social sciences staff will be expected, to Ivlow some
tt-ring about, and to become acquainted with further subdivisions,of traditional
disciplines that will be mentioned in the literature. ,Teachers should not ,feel
intimidated by, this resporgibility: no one expects them to be'expert scholars
in any subject on the list. But they can read the principal historical; cultural,
and scientific works required for an understandirig, of the topics in the proposed
curriculum and discuss them in the study seminars. The books and articles
recommended in this chapter 'and Part Five were. written for educated lay readers,
the audience of this framework, and the information in them can be put in com-
prehensible language for high school students.. No esoteric projects are sug-
gested in these pages; every topic 'can be taught by people who are willing CO
do some planning and reading. Everr,topic is intrinsically interesting and worth-
while; it contributes something important to the knowledge of the world we all
must have if we are to deepen our understanding of life.

mat
Several subject matters now commonly included or referred to in

his,tory and social studies classes should probably be considered first by the
planners: economics, politics; and American history. The terminologies and
methodologies connected with the first two ought to be made mach clearer to stu-dents than they usually are. Ignorance i widespread in these subjects and canbe fatal to our country, if allowed to persist. Students do not want to be propa-gandized about economic systems, and should never be allowed to bandy slogans

_a-bout carelessly They-need-definitions of basic terms, descriptions of the many
ways in which the productive forces of various societies have been managed in
the course of history, information about the growth of industrialism around the
globe, extensive comparisons between the actual operations of one economic
system and another, and honest admissions about some of the deficiencies of
economics as a science in its present stage of deVelopmant.1

,

Sep, for example, the remarks of Robert L. Ileilbroner in
"Balancirc, the World's Accounts," The New York.;Review, November 29, 1973,p. 31.
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Politics and government also need to be studied in broad settings and
with the same regard for definition, description, anti apt comparison. The tradi-
tional civics class should be replaced by up-to-date courses in political theory
an a,ractice, in. which manifestos and models are compared with the real work-
ins . of governments at different levels, For instance, the ways of getting a
bill through. Congress are usual* not exactly like the routes neatly outlined
on the classroom wall charts.; and the literary character of manifestos, must be
gnalyzed right along with their political and philosophical content and the cul-
tural milieu in which they originated. The Bill of RightS inour Constitution will
be better understood than it now is by' most high school graduates if it is
related to; th olitical, religious, social, and comtnexcial struggles leading to
the Glorious R olution in England. It should not be read only'in an American
history class begin ing with middle-to-late-eighteenth-century colonial events.
Both politics and economics will be taught mast successfully assubjects in a
humanities curriculum when the connections between them are emphasized
and when both are situated in a historical context. All the preliminary explana-
tions, definitions, and descriptions recommended above should tend toWard this
goal, even if the subjects are only mixed or brought together as separate parts
and not integrated into a smooth sequence. As Professor Heilbroner states in
the article just cited, ho one has yet found a method for doing this, so a course
in "political economy" should not be attempted. But the importance of
%philosophizing about these subjects should be taught explicitly and by exam-
ple to students in the junior and senior years;1 and the nature of ideologies
how people arrive at them and what they mean to social scientists should be
discUssed in relation to political Systems.

All these matters must be located historically. This is one of the
most serious responsibilities of humanities education anywhere in the curricu-
lum, and one that should be discharged consistently throughout the secondary
years. History cannot be taught in fits and starts. Schools should renounce
the one-semester gallop through "world" history from the cave to the Bomb,
as'well as the simplistic cause-and-effect chains purporting to link one era
or movement with another. Neither method pays due respect to chronology
nor calls forth the powers of the historical imagination. Young people need to
acquire a sense of time and the dimensions of the past, bu=t chronology must be
used so as to reinforce the idea of connectedness and the complexity of'associa-
dons between past and present. American history in particular, which is taught
over and over again in some school systems, ought to be presented in relation
to the physical scene of the Americas and the cultural history of the, Nerd World,
the history of late medieval and Renaissance Europe (to which in many respects
our early history is a pendant), and the social history of the various peoples
who have settled the continent and built our nation.

See Chapter X below for additional guidance in conducting philo-
sophical discussions.
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Advanced courses and many side studies for individuals and groups
should also be offered in history, economics, politics, philosophy, and the
behavioral sciences, Students shduld be encouraged to pursue interests in one
or more of them and to consider majoring in the social sciences, which are
a good foundation for college study and careers: Their importance for citizen-
ship cannot be overstated now that eighteen-year-olds can vote. In the topic
to follow, teachers have a perfect opportunity to give considerable depth to
the knowledge of American politics in their philosophical, historical, and
practical aspects, that every high sch6o1 graduate should have, and to relate
the culture of seventeenth-century England to the early history of the United
States. The topic has been given a background by topics' #9 and #10 on the
plaster list:1 "Worldwide exploration from the bases in Europe, the tech-
nologies associated with this exploration, and the literatures growing out of
it" and "What the explorers found and reported." These have brought the
colonizing, imperial nations of Europe to our'doors and into the continent;
the present one will take the students back to the England of late Tudor times
and through to the reign of William and Mary and the beginning of modern
politics in Great Britain.

Studies in English History and Literature of the
Seventeenth Century, Through the

Glorious Revolution

This topic exemplifies most of those that will be taken up in
senior high school: it covers far less time and space than the earlier ones,
.nd it is 'located within the boundaries of what we call the "modern" world;
it neither of these features makes it easier to deal with in the teaching time

available to a high school Staff. Even when confined in the main to England,
and even when kept (as it should be) at an introductory leVel, a study of the
seventeenth century must touch upon events and achievements of great magni-
tude. We are still living out their consequences: Revolutions in government
and constitutional theory tore the age apart. Science, economics, mathe-
matics, religion, and philosophy underwent profound transformations thatamounted to revolutions. A various and brilliant literature, unrivaled in
English history, was produced in the midst of these changes, responded tothem, and Ioas enriched and changed in turn by them. The language
became Modern English,

For Americans, all this carries a further significance. Our domi-
nant language and social and political institutions came from seventeenth-

1

Printed in full on the first page of Chapter V, Part Five.
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century n gl a nd ; and American students, no matter what their ancestry, mist
learn something about that formative, place and time if they are to know certain
things about themselves and the life of this nation.

The .process of recovery, to which,this topic can contribute only
a few stages, should begin with a view 9f England in late Tudor times, a few
years before, Queen 'Elizabeth died. A recapitulation of ,Elizabethan history is
not recommended: there is not enough time, and headlong reviews accom-
plish nothing. The era should be known to the class from earlier topics, or
can be made available in books on the classroom resource table. If the TV,

-series on King Henry VIII and Queen Elizabeth I should return,during the year
this topic is studied, teachers ought to take as full advantage of them as is

yr-/possible through home viewing.

Several copies of interesting history books like those on the list
to follow should be available to the class, wh6 acahbe reading in -keti
chapters for background and a feel of., the times whirs the humanifiesleach-

, ing.team s presenting its first lectore-discussion-:demanStration sessions.
There 'is, ho single anthology, one- ..-olurne, history', or textbook serieS;ifro fall'
back on. None exists a fact for which teachers and students should be grate-.

ful.. Teachers will have prepared themselveS in advance in the Manner
recommended throughout this fraMework. They will be ready when the term
opens to assign readings to the class from the book collection in the room,
and to suggest further study. By reading here and there in several books and
encountering many points of view, the students will gain a, more varied and
more accurate sense of a 'subject thancan be delivered by one source. They
will also -moot some historians who regard historical writing as a branch of
literature and who Cry to express themselves in a manner pleasing to their
readers, eomhining good scholarship with skill in narration and description.
This i= an important consideration with high school students. They are
repelled by survey- texts'acked solid with names, places, dates, summaries
of documents, and short, perfunctory descriptions, which, are pt.lt together
thus not because history should be written or studied in this way, but because
such books make it easy to take .students through question - and - answer drills
and to ditto up multiple-choice examinations.

Teachers should keep searching for reading- materials suited
to their students' reading maturity, and for art books, audib-tapes, films,
and recordings that will make the period vivid. The class should start with
English Life in the Seventeenth Century, a picture-and-text book with good
illustrations; then they can go on-to the,early chapters'of the other works.
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1. Maurice Ashley, England in the Seventeenth Century (1603-1714), #6
in the Pelican History of England Series (Baltimore: Penguin Books,
1952).

2. Carl Bridenbaugh, Vexed and Troubled Englishm:m.1590-1642 (New
York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1968).

3, Boris Ford, ed.', The Age of Shakespeare, vol. 2 in A Guide to English
Literature (Balti More: 'Penguin Books, 1955).

4. William Haller, The Rise of Puritanism (New York: Harper Torchbooks,
1957; first published by Columbia Univ. Press, 1938).

5. Roger Hart, English Life in the Seventeenth Century (New York:
G. P. Putnam'4s Sons, 1972). Note the two short "Further Reading"
lists on p. 126.

6. Jacquetta Hawkes, A Land (New York: Random House, 1952). This
book is a combined scientific account and personal c_voca.tion of "the
land of'Britain" and the relationships between the land a 1 its literal. _

It s!aould be available for leisure reading.

7. Christopher Hill, The Century .of Revolution, 1603-1714 (Edinburgh.:
Thomas Nelson g, Sons, 1961).

Howard M.imford Jones, 0 Strange New World (New York: The Viking
Press, 1964).

9. Stuart Prall, The Bloodless Revolution (New York: Doubleday/Anchor
Books, 1972).

10. M. M. Reese, The Tudors and Stuarts (London: Edward Arnold, Ltd
1942). As the author promises. this book provides "an adequate and
intelligent outline" that will "help students of this period through the
early stages of their wot.. . . ," It is well-organized and clear.-

11. C. M. Trevelyan,- 1 listory of England, vol. II, The Tudors and the
Stuart Er-' (New York: Doubleday/Anchor Books, 1953).

12. Basil Willey, The Seventeenth Century Background (New York: Double-
day/Anchor Books, 1953; first published, 1934).

A good standard literature anthology for teachers to use is Ruth C.
Wallerstein et al. , Seventeenth-Century Verse and Prose, 2nd. ed. , 2 x.rols.
(New York: MacmillarC19-71). The best general gt.7M-Fo the field at the

`present:time is Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth
Century, 1600-1660 (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1962).
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One more suggestion: before setting the English scene, teachers might
give an example of keeping relationships in mind by reminding the class that
blacks came to the New World as early as 1501 with the European explorers;)
that St. Augustine, the first city in the United Si:ates, was founded by Span-
iards in 1565; that the Taiko Ilideyoshi (in 1590, master of Japan) has been
called "the greatest statesman of his century, whether in Japan or Europe";2
that the Vikings got here well before any other Europeans; and so on3 the
point being that Renaissance England was not the hub of the universe and
that American history does not begin or end with the Anglo-Americans of the
Atlantic coast, though we owe them an immense debt of gratitude.

I. A View of the Land and the People

A physical map of the British Isles, with a separate one of Eng-
land enlarged, would be a fine teaching aid here: the students must be
helped to continue their imaging. A map show ing forested and cultivated
areas, wastelands, moors, marshes, villages, towns, and main roads, as well
as the extent of London at the turn of the century, would give the class a
landscape view of the realm and some sense of the very uneven distribution
of its inhabitants. The early chapters in Hart, Ashley, and Hill, where these
authors concentrate on physical settings and social relations, will amplify
the picture.

All of Bridenbaugh's Vexed and Troubled Englishmen is devoted
to these matters. It is full of quotations frornidiaries, wills, handbooks,
songs, and plays; references to court records 4ncl other contemporary docu-
ments; and descriptions of the ordinary people of the period he treats. Stu-
dents who have the time should be urged to/read the entire book; teachers
can use it for this topic and for the one to follow on colonial America,
because Bridenbaugh's chief concern is to describe the people who will emi-
grate to America as settlers. His remarks 'about social classes should be com-
pared with those, in Ashley's second chapter, Hill's chapter on "Economics,

1

John [Tope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom: A History of
Negro Americans, 3rd. ed. (New York: Vintage Books, 1969), p. 42.

2
Malcolm Kennedy, A Short History of Japan (New 'York: New

American Library, 1963)., p. 88.
3
The classroom time-dine should be adjusted and supplemented

to help locate the period under study. See [Toward Mumford Jones, 0 Strange
New World, chapters III and IV, for relationships between Renaissance Europe
and America: .

37-- 84929
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1603-40," and Trevelyan, pages 135-142. Generalizations should be
approached cautiously, and students must realize how hard it is to come by
exact knowledge in the social history of a distant age.' This is one more
reason for reading as widely as possible in a number of thoughtfully written
works.

Teachers should also occasionally present rehearsed readings and
professional recordings of contemporary literature that describes English life
or celebrates the land: for exarrrle, John of Gaunt's famous speech in
Shakespeare's Richard II, II, i; "The Thirteenth Song" from Michael Dray-
ton's Poly- Olbion;'chapter III of the Second Book Of.William Harrison's The
Description of England; excerpts from John Stow's A Survey of London and-
William' Camden's Annales; and selections frorrizElizabethan agd Jacobean
Prose, 1550-1620.2 Besides receiving information and impressions from these.
primary sources, the students will be hearing some examples of die language
as it was written by educated people of the time. Instances of ordinary speech
and regional dialects are harder to come by, but they can be found in plays,
pamphlets, chapbooks, broadsides,. ballads, collections of proverbs, and
modern anthologies like the one just cited. Beginning now, and continuing
at intervals throughout the development of this topic,' teachers should ditto
short passages of prose that reproduce the spelling anc,i'punctuation of the Copy-
texL .3 An apt one to begin with would be "The Dying Queen," ajetter from
Sir John Harington to Lady Mary Harington, on 17 December 1602:4'°The
piece should be read aloud, and questions about Vocabulary and syntax
should be answered quickly. Then the students should write out a pafagraph
or two on scratch paper in present-day form, keeping, the meaning but adjust-
ing the spelling, syntax, and punctuation to modern, practice. The students
'can dictate from their work papers to the teachOr'at the:boardt,or they can
combine forces in the discussion gioups and produce joint versions. Although
the exercise should be kept informal, it will. nonetheless accomplish some
good ends, because it will show the students how much they know about gram-
mar, syntax, spelling, punctuation, and vocabulary. Every student in the

1

For example, the new science of statistics was just beginning to
be invented around 1660. See Carl Friedrich, Tleof the Baroque.,
(New York: Harper Torchbook, 1962), p. 3 and note 6. See also Briden-
baugh's Preface, pp. vii-ix.

2
Kenneth Muir, ed. , Elizabethan and Jacobean Prose., 1550-

1620., vol. 1 in The Pelican Book of English Prose (Baltimore: Penguin
Books, 1956).

3
See the General Introduction to Elizabethan and Jacobean Prose,

xv, and the Introduction, chapter I, for helpful information.
4
Ibid. , pp. 37-39.
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room will be able to contribute something to the "translation," and everyone
will learn something about language and higtory while doing so.

Even when elective courses in vocabulary development and the
histoy of English are offered in a school (as they should be), humanities

heteacrs must keep their students aware of important features of language in
every class where literature is studied. This method provides natural, inter-
esting contexts in which growth and change can be obsdrved, and in which
concrete illustrations and many opportunities for discussion occult. An
informative, undogmatic style of presentation Will also reassure, students wno
may be confused about the origins of the lect they happen to speak, differ-
ences in usage, shifts in the meanings an pronunciation of 'words, and soon.
They'may come to see the language in neral and theft dialect in particular
in new ways, as parts of historical and cultural settings that they are learning
to appreciate and understand. In such an atmosphere, which should prevail
in the elective courses as well, it is much easier to talk about concepts like
"correctness," "levels" of diction, "'acceptable" constructions, and "standard"
usage than it is when students fear that they will be "graded off" if they do
not conform perfectly to the rules of the domthant literary style as they are
presented in most handbooks. Students who are comfortable with standard
middle-class wiite English, and who know its rules pretty well, can profit
from these discussions too; for they do not always know the history of the

-usages they have learned or realize how fascingting the stu4 of lariguage
can be.

2. Some Continuities between the Elizabethan
and Jacobean Eras

Teachers will have to continue being severely selective here: it
is very tempting to dwell on the transition from one century to another.
For example, the topics of language and religion could be combined in a
side study of Bible translation, culminating in the King James Version of
1611. But in the regular coursework,- two subjects will be enough, One
literary, the other politital, both capable of being followed' through the cen-
tury: for instance, the work of three or four dramatic and lyric poets, and
the transfer of sovereignty from one regimetto another.

a. ShakeSpeare, Raleigh, and Donne. Shakespeare's literary
production can be nearly equally divided between the two reigns; students
should understand that he,was the lea.di lg Jacobean'poet and dramatist until
his retirement in 1613. From the ninth grade on, at least one of his plays
should be studied every year, preferably in conjunction with topics #8
through 411 arid the present one; and when the size and inclination of the
student body warrant it, an elective course in dramatists of the English
Renaissance or in Shakespeare alone should be- offered. It ought to be impossi-
ble to gfaduate from high school without having read, acted in, or seen at
least one of Shakespeare's plays.

.0
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One of the histories or tragedies concerned with politics and state-
craft for example, Richard II, henry IV,Part One, 'or,Macbetn might be
read'first, to be followed later by The Tempest if it has not already been
studied in connection with earlier-topics. By "reading" is maant a thoroUgh
discussion of the play, with pertinent backgroinukinformation supplied by the
teachers, and` rehearsed reading aloud by students of several important scenes,
on successive days. I The students that,have-enough time to get into the
play. to ask questions, and to hear a particularly fine passage more than
once. `Recordings by the Marlowe Society and other groups should be played
before, during, and after the discussion periods. Unless the students get used
to hearing language, no play will mean much to them.

Shakespeare's.lyric poetry can be introduced-to the class by a read-
ing of Some songs from his plays and by taking up some of his sonnets along
with short poems by Donne and Raleigh. Because love and religion are the
subjects of much of the best poetry of the time, and because these themes
are interesting to adolescents, teachers should consider such choices as these:
at least two of Shakespeare's sonnets; at least "A Valediction Forbidding
Mourning" and "Death, Be Not Proud" from Donne; and at least Raleigh's
"The Nymph's. Reply to the Shepherd" and "The Passionate Man's Pilgrim-
age." Ifthere is time for more, three poems based on the carpe diem theme
would be a pleasure to teach Marlowe's "Come Live with Me and Be My
Love," Raleigh's "The Nymph's Reply,",and Donne's "The Bait," to which
Jonson's "To Celia" can be added. Ift a project from the philo6ophy-religion
chapter should be coordinated with this one, then teachers should consider
Donne's "Flynn, to God, My God, in My Sickness" or anottier of his holy son-
1-lets, and should extend the reading W inclUde at least George Herbert's
"Easter Wings," "The Collar," and "Love (3):" - Well - known, .much-loved
pieces like these "famous" poems, which students will meet again in col-
lege and afterwards should always bd chosen. Young students should be
trained on the best of a poet's work; the atypical examples and interesting
failures can wait. The dramatic nature of this poetry should also be made
apparent in the oral readings. There is always, by convention, a speaker
and a listener. What is, their relation, open or implied? And what is tlie
speaker's style of address? Early-seventeenth-century poetry contains many
examples of colloquial energy and freedom of expression, which can be
capitalized on"in the rehearsed-reading sessions.

b. American students have to be taught to appreciate the
comparative rarity, in the history of the world, of quiet successions. The

1

Girls and boys should take turns reading the parts. There is no
need here to reserve male and female parts strictly for male and female
readers,
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decorous rides of our presidents, down Pennsylvania Avenue tote inaugural.
cerem.mies even the terrible drama of a swearing-in after an ssassination
have nerm'Ated us to believe that an unchallenged transfer of power is the
normal order of things. Few if any English people believed thi , either early
or late in the seventeenth century. Experience taught them tha it was an
achievement of a very high order; and as a matterof fact, they ntered the
eighteenth century with the reputation of being the most unruly people in
Europe. This topic should be set before the class in the first dayS of lecture
and discussion; the students should be thinking about it as they read. It can
then be considered in three contexts: . the events leading up to the coronation
of James I in 003; the historical-political play(s) chosen for study; and a-
time-lihe or Similar gta.phic display that will depict the succession of
regimes down to the Act of Union in 1707, or beyond that to the "leisurely
entry into a sober and peaceable country". of King George I in 1714, when
the era of political instability came to an end.'

17,

Teaching should' not be bound to the time-line, however. It is
only a handy visual metaphor and reminder of events, not their substance and
meaning, which is the kind of knowledge the class should be searching for.
The students should try to understand how it cam,: about that King Charles I
was behaaded and a republic proclaimed, "followed by military dictatorship,
a restoration of the old monarchy on an increasingly shaky foundation, and
the final conscious and deliberate compromise of the Glorious Revolution and
its settlement."2 What was it that so "vexed arid troubled" the English up to
the Puritan Revolution? Few sttidents'enter college knowing anything about
the Revolution, the interregnum and its sig,iificance in the history of politics,
Cromwell's career, the reaction of the Puritan settlers in America to the
"rule of the Saints" at home, and so on. Cromwell was an exceptional man,
despite the revulsion of the majority of his countrymen against him as a
regicide, revolutionary, and dictator. his ideassabout government and
religion and especially the "liberty of conscience" that that he espoused
early in his career should be discussed in class.3 So should the political
philosophies of I lobbes'and Ilarrington: both Leviathan (1651) and The Com-
monwealth of Oceana (1656) contain ideas that students trust hear about.
John Milton should be mentioned in this context as an apologist for the regi-
cides, a defender of the new republic, the author of The Tenure of Kings and
Magistrates and the Areopagitica, and a civil servant, as well as the greatest

Ashley, p. 250; Prall, The Bloodless Revolution, p. 290.
2
Prall, p. 7.

3
For a recent 'biography, see Antonia Fraser, Cromwell (New

York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1973).
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poet of the age after Shakespeare. His sonnet "On the late Massacre in Pied-mont" ought to be read aloud in class. Politics became the subject of somevery good writing in the seventeenth century, much of which was familiar tothe colonial Americans who would found our government. What politicalwriting JO the students now read, in whatever form novels, tracts, news-
paper columns? Besides Orwell's Animal J-i'arrn, what political satires havethey read?

3. The Early Stuarts

The themes and lines of inquiry started under the two first head-
ings should move along withoUt a break. The characters of James I and
Charles I should be corn -ared, and their views about the monarchy and the
powers of Parliament explored; the composition of the Royalist "party"-oughtalso to be compared with that of the Parliamentary "party." Some Cavalier
poetry on love and war and honor, should be introduced now: for example,
Herrick's "Upon Julia's Clothes," "His Cavalier," and (if there is time enough
to enjoy it) "Corinna's going a-Ma.ying", Carew's "To a Lady that Desired. IWould Love Her," "Mediocrity in Love Rejected," and "Upon the King's
Sickness"; and Lovelace's "To Lucasia, going to the Wars" and "To Althea,from Prison." The poems are .short enough to be read and expl!cated in classby teachers and, students together; several hours should be devoted to unhurried
comparisons .among them, in order that the students may continue learning how
to move around in a poem and to develop skill and cqnfidence in interpretation.

Two of Marvell's poems should now be added to the group"To
his Noble Friend, Mr. Richard Lovelace, upon his Poems," probably composedin 1648, and "An HoratianOdeUpon Cromwell's Return from Ireland," prob- rably written in the early summer of 1650. They are exemplary in several
,respects, the first being that they are good poems the one on Cromwell,
superb. In addition, they show Marvell's freedom from bias of religious politicsor partisan spirit in his judgments, at a time when the Civil War was making
such attitudes even harder than usual to maintain: The class should also have
a chance to enjoy the wit and beauty of his poetry on other ,themes, as exhi-
bited in "To his Coy Mistress" and "The Garden," for example; the former
can be read with the earlier "seize the day" poems in mind. By these and
other means, the students should be led to see that they cannot make easy,
simplistic judgments and choices about politics, religion, literature, 1,, manconduct under stress, or any of the other matters that will be opermi dis-cussion in this chapter. Milton's later poetry, and Dryden's, are still to
come, illustrating further the several ways in which religious doctrines, affdirs
of state, treason, war, and follies of all kinds can enter literature, along .with heartfelt tributes to love, fidelity, beauty, music, rural solitude, andthe glory of pod often by the same poet who denounced treason and
expounded doctrine.

r 3
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4. The Great Migration

."The first swarming of the English" is what Professor Briderbaugh_
calls the exodus between 1620..and 16'42

of close to 80,000 or 2 per cent of all Englishmen. . About
58,000 of them ventured across the Atlantic Ocean to the strange
new lands oq, the continent of North America or to certain small,
hitherto unoccupied islands in the Caribbean Sea. In addition,
seldom-noticed and unenumerated contingents crossed the North
Sea and the English Chiinnel to find refuge and employment on
the continent of Europe\:1

Why did they leave their native land? What did they expect to find in
America? Since in the topic being outlined here the standpoint is always
in England, looking toward America, students Should try to picture the New
World as it appeared to people Who were making up. their minds to go there.
Topics #9 and #10 should have sketched in some detail the two most general
and widely circulated views, strongly antithetical, which Howard Mumford
Jones'calls image and anti-image.2 But if the class is not familiar with the
terms of this paradox, teachers must present-them: (1) "The concept that
the New World the peculiar abode of felicity [which] lingered for centuries
in the European imagination, and like the youth of America, is one of its

'oldest tradition" and (2) that it was also a ". . . vague, rich jungle of repel-
lent or terrifying things, animals, plants, and men. ." 3 In religious.

1Bridenbaugh, p. 395. This chapter and the two following, "The
Puritan Ilegira" and "In Deo Speramus," are mines of information about the settlers.

20 Strange New World, 'chaps. I and II. Teachers should read the
entire work before entering any of the topics concerned with Renaissance exploration.

3 Jones, pp. 36, 69'. Professor Jones suggests that" this cloud of unpleas-
antness is one of the reasons why English colonial.enterprise was so slow in getting
under way. Between the cruelties of the Inquisition in Mexico and the cruelties
of Satan and his savages, what room was there for the Englishman? Few expedi-
tions returned any profit, many of them suffdred disaster, and virtually all of them
encountered something repellent in the way'of climate, soil, wild beasts, wild
Indians, or hostile whites. A powerful anti-image was formed" (p. c69). Teach-
ers expecting to be in or near Los Angeles from February 6-9, 1975, should know
about the conference to be held at UCLA on" First Images of America: Th.eimpact
of the New World on the Old." Twenty- two panels will Le divided into three areas:
"the impact on the European imagination (art and literature); the impact on politi-
cal institutions, legal concepts, and historiography; and the impact on econontcs,
agriculture, science, and technology. For information, write to The Center for
Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Bunche I fall, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
90024."(Announcement in College English, May 1974, p. 996)

c
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terms; it was both a Promised Land, where people might begin life again in
a New Eden, and a howling desert, the abode of monsters and fiends. Studentsshould become well acquainted with these images: they are central to an
understanding of American life and literature down ro the present daY.1 Thefirst is the ancient myth, them3, landscape, moral philosophy, and literary
genre of pastotal, which has by no means died out of our imaginations. The
generation of young adults just out of school and college and the armed forces,whom the high school juniors and seniors will soon be joining, are reinter-preting the myth in their on styles.of life, religious beliefs, works of art(in literature; music, and costume), and political and economic philosophies.They are attempting to do what one observer of Arrierican pastoral says prob-ably cannot be done to embody "the aspirations. once represented by mesymbol of an ideal landscape" in our "traditional institutions." 2 But anothersymbol and set ot ideas might lead to the ends these young people are search-ing for, permitting 0-iem to translate both the metaphorical and the real land-
scapes into more congenial surroundings, nearer to their conceptions of a fitenvironment. They should set themselves to imagining alternatives. Thediscussion of American pastoral, whether in the setting of this topic oranother one, provides one means of examining the relations between art andpolitiCs, and through them seeing into the conflict between aesthetic andmoral visions and the realities of social institutions.

The antithetical image, modernized by Professor Marx as "the
garden of ashes," 3 has taken a strong hold on the imaginations of many youngpeople (and their elders), who are now reviewing the old vision of an earthlyparadise from--the inside, near the bicentennial of the United States. Theimage and the anti-image would be the means of entering a side study con-nected with ecology but broadened to include the industrial arts and the tech-ologies they depend on, economics, population statistics, politics, andphilosophy. The organizing questions might be Can we reconcile the(

.

1

The class should now read A.chael Dayton's poem "To the Vir-ginian Voyage" (first published, 1606) and Marvell's "Bermudas" (writtenperhaps in 1653). In connection with this ortire subject, reading from Shake-speare's The Tempest should be scheduled; L,,e whole play might be the
choice for a full rehearsed reading in public this year. The parts should beequally distributed between boys and girls.

2
. Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden (New York: Oxford

Univ. Press, 1964), p. 364. Before taking up American history from thelate colonial era on, teachers should read this book.

See his discussion in chapter VI, "Epilogue."
3

J
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images? If so; how? If not, what others might take their places? 1 The
history of art can contribute to this subject; Professors Jones and Marx refer
constantly to examples of landscape painting and their iconography. Art
teachers on the humanities faculty should, show reproductions of some of these
works and relate them. to the topic.

With respect to the regular coursework under "sub- topic #1 above,
enough should have been,,said to prepare the students to follow Professor
Bridenbaugh's lead closely in discussing the circumstances that caused the
prodigious swarming of the English, among them principally the conditions
of life at home and the promise of a better life in North America, as it-was
represented in the promotional literature of the time. 2 Of the latter, an
example from Captain John Smith's Advertisements for the unexperienced
Planters og New England (1630) will-stand for many, and will also something
to enlarge the standard portrait of John Smith. Now may also be the time to
adjust the pictures of the New England colonists that haunt the imaginations
of most AmoriCans. These derive more from the costuming of Thanksgiving
pageants and the rather grim schoolroom drawings of black and white figures
marching through the snow to church than from the social history of one of
the liveliest populations in Europe.

The early-seventeenth-century English were "insecure and dis-
orderly" as well as f`educated and cultured," as two of Bridenbaugh's chapter
titles indicate. The radical Protestants among themcwere certainly inclined
to a God-fearing sobriety of conduct that contrasted strikingly with the disco=
luteness to be found in theother ranks of society. They did indeed close
the theaters (for reasons of moral and physical sanitation) during the inter-
regnum. They, felt themselves to be "sifted out" beyond the ordinary, and
their preachers kept reminding them of the differences that set them apart
from most of the re-it of their countrymen. 3 However, they were not the
dour ascetics of the old textbook myth: they ate and dressed like other
decent rustics and city people of the age, which means that they used alco-
hol and wore the homespun, handmade clothes their means afforded. They also

1

See Marx's final paragraph: ". . . the power of these fables to
move us derives from the magnitude of the protean conflict figured by the
machine's increasing domination of the visible world. This recurrent meta-
phor of contradiction makes vivid, as no other.figure does, the bearing of
public events upon private lives. ." See also Jones's remarks on pp. 69-70
et passim, and his reference to the Jesuits' "almost perfect state in Paraguay,"
p. 73..

2

Literature."
See the index in Bridenbaugh, pp. 483-484, under "Promotion

3
See William Haller, The Rise of Puritanism, on the Puritan code

of behavior, pp. 118 ff. et passim.

5 G
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gave music a large place in both public and family devotions;
they were not hostile to many forms of secular music. It sis
Possible that . . many of the common people of England had
as much facility in singing as in writing; their literacy in Music
was relatively high. . . The migrating English carried with
them to the new lands overseas not just their persons, their rural
skills, and their crafts; they transported their entire culture.
Although we lack accurate figures, the evidence we have points'
to a high rate of literacy among the emigrants . . . and in the
special case of Massachusetts to an even higher rate . many
of those who settled in Virginia and New England shared with
Comenius the ideal "that all young people should be instructed,
none neglected," as soon as conditions in the new communities
warranted, . . . One of the most remarkable features of the
Great Migration was, indeed, the presence in it of a large num-
ber of educated and cultured Englishmen.1

5. The Great Rebellion or Puritan Revolution
or Great Civil War

Under whatever title, this period must be studied'as a social com-plex. Though it was a Puritan revolution, and thousands of people believedthat their souls', health depended on the outcome, the religious side of it
should not overshadow the others. Students must remember the connectionsthat operated constantly at every level of life, bringing religion, politicalphilosophy, social class, economics, and literature together in more ways c,than a class will have time to consider in a semester or a year. The edv,"
cated and propertied people who led the opposing, forces never forgot theconnections, Regaidless of "party," they all feared "democrats" like the
Levellers and believed that if the constitution advocated by them, based onmanhood suffrage and a freely, and annually elected Parliament (among otherthings), were even to come to pass, the poor would govern the rich and destroyprivate property.2 Cromwell put their leader, John Liliburne, a rank-and-
file Roundhead, in the Tower, and drove the movement underground.3

'Carl Bridenbaugh, Vexed and Troubled Englishmen, 1590-1642,,(Oxford, England, Oxford University Press, 1960 , pp. 353-354, and 395.
2
Ashley, pp. 89-90. See pp. 110-111 for further discussion

of the radical Protestant sects. .
.

.
It emerged in the 1760's and played a part in preparing the

American and French Revolutions (Hill, p.. 190).

J(3ti
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Social distinctions, which have much to say about social connections, operated
as usual during this period, and according to Hill "were very clear to con- ,

temporaries." He goes on to quote original sources describing the social com-
position of the Royalist and Parliamentary parties:

A very great part of the knights and gentlemen . adhered to
the King. . . . Most of the tenants of these gentlemen, and
also most of the poorest of the people, whom the others call the
rabble, .did follow the gentry and were for the King. On the
Parliament's side ware . . . the smaller part ('as some thought)
of the gentry in most of the counties, and the greatest part of
the tradesmen and freeholders and the middle sort of men,
especially in those corporations and counties which depend on
clothing and such manufactures. . The two reasons [for this
difference is thatl the tradesmen have a

more
with

London, and so are grown to be a far more intelligent set of
men than the ignorant peasants. . . And the freeholders
were not enslaved to their landlords as the tenants are.., . . .
Freeholders and tradesmen ate the strength of religion and
civility in the land; and gentlemen and beggars and servile
tenants are the strength of iniquity. 1

Matters like these are not at all easy for American high school
students to sort out. Many of them do not know how to discuss class systems,
whether obvious or partially concealed; and many more may be puzzled by
the assumption, held even by the Levellers, that the voting population could
not include the poor, because they were illiterate and subservient, hence not
"free." As Hill puts it, ". . the fact that the most radical political party
even of the revolutionary decades excluded over half the male population
(and all women) from political life tells us much about seventeenth-
century English society. In normal usage, 'the people' did not include the
poor." 2 Many such examples can be found in any history of the time, point-
ing up the difficulties in reaching an understanding of this middle-class
revolution, yet showing also how important the study can be.

For preparatory reading, Roger Hart's chapters on "Cavaliers and
Roundheads"' and "The Commonwealth of Trade" should be assigned, and

1

MI; pp. 123-124.
3

2
Ibid. , p. 176.

Of these labels Christopher Hill says, "The very names 'Cava-
lier' (swashbuckling officer) and 'Roundhead' (crop-haired citizen) imply a
social sneer: the upperclasses (including most of the Parliamentarian lead-
ers) wore their hair fong" (p. 123).
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the illustrations, discussed; then chapters VI and VII in Ashley (published 1952)
and all of Part.Two in Hill (published 1961) can follow.' Though the same
subjects are treated in both, there are enough differences in point of view and
emphasis to make comparisons productive. Ashley's estimate of Cromwell in
this book and in his Oliver Cromwell; Conservative Dictator, Antonia Fraser's
in her recent biography, , ancmments might be gathered
by the teachers and presenter naterials on which' to base an informed
judgment of the man. Students need more practice and direction than they
sometimes get in this type of inquiry, which should underlie theif assess-
ments of political leaders in all eras; our own included. More often than
notl, they are taught to shy away from "controversial" people and disputed
issues rather than to learn,how to approach them intelligently. Young students
cannot be expected to resolve all the ambiguities of character and conduct
that they will meet in books and in life, but they may be dissuaded from
making snap judgments on insufficient evidence and from responding to catch-
words like "image" and "charisma" when they vote on candidates for public
office. Cromwell:: was a truly controversial figure and the most) prominent
actor in the events the class'is discussing; so even arelatively brief considera-
tion of his career will throw light on the entire Literregnum.

This would also be a suitable occasion z an independent study
project on Ireland, if there are students with a special interest in its rela-
tions with England, a source of trouble off and on ever since Henry II's con-
quest in the late twelfth century. At any rate, Cromwell's connection with
that unhappy history must be mentioned. The massacre at Drogheda (1649),
which he tried to excuse as in part a reparation for previous atrocities by the
Irish, was never forgotten: "So there was no let-up on either side. Nothing
could smooth away, hide, or bury the bitterness .of those years which has
helped to shape Irish history ever since." 2 The students must realize how far
back the present troubles in Ulster reach, with what important human con-
cerns they have always been connected, and how extremely hard it will be
to resolve them to the satisfaction of all sides not just "both" sides. (Young
people are sometimes taught to think that every issue may be neatly divided
in two; with no ambiguities or left-overs to- bother observers. One of the
outcomes of learning some history'should be to disturb complacencies of this
kind.) Marvell's "Ode upon Cromwell's Return" could be read again now,
and Swift's satire against the English"A Modest Proposal" might be
brought forward from the early eighteenth century to show the indignation to
which an Anglican clergyman was moved ly seeing at first hand the miseries
of the Irish people.

For retrospective view from the Restoration, see Frail, The
Bloodless Revolution, chapter 1, "The Civil War Legacy."

2
Ashley, p. 92.

568
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No discussions of seventeenth-century topics can proceed far with-
out a minimal acquaintance with religious termoulogy, principally the names
of the Protestant sects that are mentioned most frequently, and those features
of church government that distinguished one sect on.denominationfrom
another. Teachers will find adequate definitions in the hfstories listed above,
with slight shadings according to the author's viewpoint, and as much expli-
cation of doctrine as a lay audience can be expected to absorb. Hill's
examination of such labels as Presbyterian and Independent, and his descrip-
tions of the Levellers, Diggers, Quakers; Seekers, Fifth Monarchy Men, and
others who opposed Kings and Bishops and conservative Protestants alike; will
help keep discussion accurate and will introduce the students to a world
swarming with extraordinary people. The class should learn that the student
and New Left movementS of the 1960's can trace one line of their ancestry
back to the Piotestant Millenialism that flourished in this era. Radical
Protestantism was most proliffc in ideas. .Miny of them were too advanced
for their on age, and some.may still sound too revolutionary or too "level-
ling" to please all the students in a class. As Hill puts it, "In this intoxi-
cating era of free discussion and 'free speculation, nothing was left sacred."'
lle concludes that the great revolution in human thought dating from these
decades was won; but the Puritan Revolution was lost.' The class should See'
to/what extent they agree with the latter assessment, and they should mark
some of the "defeated".ideas for future attention, to sea.wheth'er or where ,
and in what form-- they. reappear in English, history and,otir own. Tneunder;
ground travel of ideas is an engrossing subject, toolarge-to enter upon here;
but young people shouldbe made aware of itsnexiStence.and informed that it
still goes!on.

The'Puritan Revolution was closely watched by the New Eng-
land colonists, who, kept up their connections with.,the Saints at home.
3ridenbaugh says that "With the calling of the Long Parliamen [1640-1660],
hopes were renewed for a brighter religious and political ftitur in Old Eng-
land, and the Puritans suddenly stopped crossing the,ocean... The hegira
had ended; and thereafter more persons returned than arrived," 2 "America

1

Note Ashley's statement, p. 97: "The tragedy of Oliver Crom-
well was that he was never able to find a constitutional basis, for his govern-
ment. A patriotic Englishman, he regarded his-fellow countrymen as a Cho-
sen People who were the apple of God's eye, and he was anxious to do right,
co preserve order, and to promote Christian well-being. But how could a
soldier-, raised to prominence by revolution after a series of civil wars and
kept in power by an army, become a constitutional ruler?" It is the prob-
lem of the legitimacy and validation of rule in another setting.

2
Bridenbaugh, pp. 472-473.
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would fill up with their descendants and with more immigrants from England
and the continent (and by force, from Africa), but the Puritans could survive
now in the developing climate of toleration in England though the students
should be,reminded of the kinds of exclusions that remained for years to
come, and of the Puritan attitude toward toleration in the Massachusetts Bay
Colony.' Many returnees slid into a quiec nonconformity protected by the
Restoration Settlement. The climate wa's propitious for a map like Andrew
Marvell, too. His publie'career during the Puritan regime and his friendship
with John `Milton (who was briefly arrested in late 1660) did not cause him
harm'after the Restoration; he had maintained hie contacts with Royalists
and practiced fairly consistently in his writing the moderation he preached.Milton was a more alarming figure to the returning Court and conservatives,for he had defended the regicides and the Commonwealth, and- opposed the
Restoration, but he too finished his days in quiet. 2

The students must have a sample, necessarily inadequate, of
M:lton's ideas on government,' divorce, freedom of the press, education, and
religion as they are stated and_iimplied in, his major writings. Many still
appear revolutionary to some people; all were fierc-ly debated in his time.
A short biography like that just cited should be available for leisure reading.It will show the proportions of the man, the less along with the more
admirable; the variety, extent, and grandeur of his literary production; and
the daring of many of the opinions expressed in his polemical tracts, which
were truly warlike in their energy. Then the class should hear a rehearsed
:ading or recordings of "At a.Solerr M Bic," "L'Allegro" and "Il Penseroso,"

1

For example, Cromwell's toleration embraced Quakers and Jews,
so long as they did not ciL fy civil authority, but excluded Roman Catholics
and even Anglicans (AShley, pp. 103-104). The Restoration Settlement and
subquent legislation reestablished the Anglican Church and restricted tolera-
tion as narrowly as pOSsible while stilt observing the moral commitment made
to i')a. Dissenters. "The new act [1689] was, however, to meet with, the
grudging acceptance of the Dissenting leadOrs and was to remain the religious
settlement for- England for the next 140 years. Its great success in the long,
run was due, however, less to the actual provisions of the bill than the will-
ingness to compromise over its enforcement in later generations" (Nall,
p. 282). This would be a good subject to follow through to the time when
the rights to vote, enter a university, .worship, dispose of personal property,etc. , had been won by all adults, including women.

2
DoLgla.s Bush, John Milton; A Sketch of his Life aid Writings

(New York: Macmillan/Collier Books, 1967; first published, 1964) pp.130 ff. See also Milton's sonnet "On the New Forces of Conscience under the
Long Parliament," ,which concludes with the famous line; "New Presbyter isbut old Priest writ large."
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and at least"two.passages from. Paradise Lost, such as lines 689-775, where
Adam and Eve's "blissful bower" is described, and Milton's hymn to matri-
mony ,follows, and the first descriptions of Satan in Book I, lines 2/-124.1
Milton deserves to be enjoyed in his wit and sensuousness as well as in his
moral and religious:passion.2

6. The Slave Trade

The forcible transportation of hundrecis of thousands of Africans
to die New World, which the religion of the Renaissance and the rationality

.,of the Enlighten=nt did nothing to prevent, became an increasingly signi-
ficant fact of life in seventeenth-century English colonial history, influenc-
ing economics, agricUlture, and human relations in the New World, and
international politics and trade relations in the Old. In England the trade
began with several Companies chartered by the Stuart kings: Slaves were
introduced into New England by 1638 and continued to be shipped there all
thrOugh the Puritan Revolution. 3 England secured the AsientO in 1713,
which energized the notorious "trianiOar" trade and caused English com-
merce to dominate the whole world-. New England merchants profited rig,-ht
along with the English during colonial times. Moral doubts were voiced by
some Englishmen, Hew England Puritans among them, but they failed to
overeome the trading zeal of the merchants, who "disregarded altogether
the views of their leaders. that the Bible Commo.nwealth must be kent pure of
foreign or disbelieving groups if it was.,to survive. The economic considera-
tion was powerful indeed, and the Puritans simply ,ran the risk of .rendering

their utopia ineffective by bringing in Negroes." 4 This is not the whole
story, of course; it must be continued ender later topics. Planning commit-
:,

tees will have to decide where to place tile main emphasis and how much the
class, needs to learn about Africa during the course of the trade, and Ow

1

The line numbers are according to Douglas Bush, ed., The
Portable Milton (New York: The Viking Press, 1949).

2

Nate this judgment: "Known to history as the one great Puritan
poet, he mIght, had he died before the civil wars, have been hard to dis-
tinguish from the group of Cavalier poets of King Charles I's reign. . ."
(Ashley, p. 116). Since social and economic changes affect a whole popula-
tion, students should ask themselves how artists and the various arts were sup-
ported. from Shakespeare's time through to Dryden's death in 1700.

3
See John Hope Franklin, From Slavery to Freedom, chapter

VIII, "Puritan Misters."
4
-Ibid. p. 102.

v
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English connection with it in the seventeenth century. Many students are
discovering for the first time the existence of distinguished African cultures
long before the Christian era and throughout historic times, 'until they were
destroyed or irreversibly changed by invading Europeaps and by contact With
their cultures. Independent projects in African history can be carried out
under the seventeenth-century topic and others; side studies should be offered-
throughout the American histOry curriculum. In many schools, COLdSCS in
Blaek cultures are an accepted pat of instruction, as they ought to be, but
they may not be connected In any way to other coursework. In a humanities
program, all so-called ethnic studies can be coordinated with the general
curriculum; as they are here and in this entire framework, which is by defini-
tion based on the achievements and concerns of people everywhere.

7. Music

During the entire presentation of this topic, seventeenth-century
music should be heard somewhere in the school every single day. (The same
prescription can be made for many other topics and points of concentration,)
The curriculum being outlined in this chapter contains quite enough time for
the daily presentation of -some type of seventeenth - century music in a More
or less ehronologidal order, so as.Lo charm the students and illustrate to their
ears the changes that occurred in music during thocourse of the century.
Many students now play lutes',' guitars, and recorders, for example; collect
recordings of songs'of that period, many of whin are preserved in American
folk music; and enjoy Baroque and other seventeenth-century styles written
for small ensembles, Many music teachers and members of the community
have specialized in the music of this era. So the resources,,are available to
some extent in everyschool or district. The recommendation proposed here
is that these resiurces be gathered by the humanities teaching team and made
part of the daily schedules in su.th ways as these:

Singing songs from plays by Shakespeare, jonson, and other
*early-seventeenth-century dramatists, and perhaps some from
jonson's masques; lyrics by ja.Cobean and Carolirre poets;
popular songs of the time; hymns; and street cries

Listening to live and recorded performances of the music of
Byrd, Bull, Morley, and Orlando Gibbons; hearing some
Church music of-the polyphonic Anglican styleof the early
century-and of the Puritan plain style of the 40's.and 50's

Listening to some of the music that Cromwell, a lover and
patron of music, enjoyed;. hearing some of the operatic music
introduced in the late 50's
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. Noting the references to, and'assopiations with, music in the
..poetry read in class

Ilearing a great deal of PureelPs music, including passages
fromobe operas

The-aim :thould be to make the music of a period accessible to
regular classes in the same way that other knowledge. is, by doing it, hearing
it, talking about being imxiersed in it for a while every day. Music
should frequently be playing when students enter the classroom; it may or
may not be discussed later, depending on the other activities planned for a
given day. But the title of the compositions and their composers' nameswill
be-on the chalkboard, with dates if they serve a useful historical purpose.
Just as often, .a listening session will be planned in advance, and the teacters
and students will prepare brief,. informative remarks to introduce the works
and relate them to others of the same period. As often as possible, songs,will
be practiced in class and sung as part-of the general repertoire throughout the
term. England was still a nest of singing birds in the late Renaissance; the
students shOuld learn a variety of the songs the people sang, and should keep up
the kindergarten habit of singing together frequently before the other acti\q-
ties of the day begin. Student chamber groups and soloists, who will be tak-
ing advanced courses in m-Isic, should play seventeenth-century compositions,
at school assemblies indoors and'out; they can also visit the classes concen-
trating on this topic, and demOnstrate some seventeenth-century styles and
techniques. "I'he music chapters in Parts Five and Six will .suggest other ways Of
making music appreciation an integral part of humanities instruction.

Other arts can De incorporated just as successfully. Sense-based
education thromth p'totographs, films and film strips; three-dimeusional
models, and coordinated projects in visual and motile art, household arts,
and industrial arts classes can cause students to see a-style of architecture or
a city at a certain time in its history, follow the developnient Of portrait
painting, learn more about seventeenth - century needlecraft, medical illustra-
tion, gardening, or the making of scientific instruments.' The city of Lon-
don before and after the Great Fire of 1666 should certainly be considered as
a subject for exhibitions and artwork centered on architecture". The work of
Sir Christopher Wren in transformng London after the Fire can be well
illustrated with reproductions, models, and relief maps, his career will also
illustrate the reach of the scientific virtuoso, a type of learned person of
whom England produced many exami)les in the century,- and serve as a
bridge to the founding of the Royal Society.' Dryden's Annus Mirabilis
(1666), in which he describes a new and greater London rising out of the
ashes of the Great Fire, should be read aloud.

h4()29 '

0 /
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8. The Restoration

There will be no let-up in the pressures on planning committees
to make choices from a crowded list of attractive opies. Three possibilities
are outlined below as examples-of what might oe included in an introductory
view of the Restoration. It is assumed that preparatory reading assignments
are- under way and that many themes from the earlier decades will naturally
carry through tot this period.

a. The transfer of power in the Restoration Settlement

.b. The beginnings of modern capitalism

Bunyan and Dryden

a. There was popular rejoicing at the Restoration: some passages
froni Pepys's Diaryt should be read aloud to illustrate. People had known
ever since Cromwell's death, if not years before, that Charles II would return.
But these:facts should not lead the class to believe. that a feeling of relief
after the tumults of twenty years could erase the, deep differences of 'opinion
that had caused all the 'trouble in the first place. American students should
be able Co imagine how long it takes to recover from a civil war. The class.
should be looking for the causes of the peaceful transition, while keeping an
eye, open for rough spots on the .,way to the last.political revolution of the
century. book such as The Bloodless Revolution will° help teachers pre -
pare for this subject, but it is too packed with politics for most students.
They should:stay with the more general pittureg in Ashley, [Jill, and :others,
and do as much comparing of these as they can. 1-1111 is by far the more
blunt and severe in his estimate of the effect's of the Settlement on the poor,
for example, and its entrenchment of "a soft of people that liVe
at ease upon their rents? extra Jed from the to of their tenants and
ervants. ."2 Charles LI thought that monarchy and the preservation of

religion and property went together; yet he knew that Parliament wasa differ-
ent institution from what it hadbeen under his father:, and the re-established
Anglican church never regained its old position. Tne.D3clarations of Indul-
gence of 1662, 1672, 1687, and 1688 should be compared briefly .in'their
main provisions only, to show how ProteStant and Catholic dissenters were
treated under the later Stuartg. (The treatment of Jews and other minorities.

1

Teachersghould;listen to audio tape #AT523, Univ. of Califor-
nia Extension Media Center:. "Secret Life of Samuel. Pepys."

2
From a pamphlet of 1660 quoted .in hill, p. 222.
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as we would call such groups now, should always be kept in mind and men-
tioned in context.) Then the class should concentrate on James II's three
years .yin the"throne, troubled throughout, and.the complicated maneuvering
that finally put him on his way to exile in France. An opportunity to view
the-Ty series "The First Churchills" would be of the greatest assistance here;
the,sight of the actors in these momentous events would rivet the crucial

to the students' memory.

b. Social sciences teachers will have to take the load to make
the treatment of early capitalism, a model f9r lengthier sessions to come.
This is a most importantbtime in economic history, and students must search
out the conditions_that made it favorable for the propagation of a new sys-
tem of producing and distributing goods. One of these, the triumph of a
vigorous, hard-working Protestant middle class, should certainly be singled
out as ar example. .R. II. Tawney's Religion and the Rise of,Capitalism
will, provide one famous thesis for discussion, and the students should hear it
stated in his words. The teachers can summarize more recent scholarship
that augments Tawney's Or suggests alternatives to his hypotheses. The,cela-
dons between politics and economics must also be treated, :(to the extent that
they can be discerned; for example, the weakening of the monarchy and the
growing power of Parliament under every regime had enormous consequences
on land use, relations between masters and workers, small enterprises, and the
like:-

To undertake serious discussion of these subjects, most of the
students will need catch-up'work in economies. Some opportunities have been
provided above in the treatment of (-tiler themes; and this framawork of
course, from Part One on, attempts to build a base for the serious considera-
tion of economics at every level of instruction. However, a review of terms
should center on the ideas that the students will have to grapple with, and
the best method of, analyzing them; there will be no time for a lengthy sur-
vey of th6ory., 'Students must' learn to use, as accurately as 1.1!.:;) present 'state
of knowledge allows, terms like feudal tenure, capital, rent, class and clasS
interest, market, cost, charge, wage rates, employer, entrepreneur, bour-
geois, division of labor, joint-stock company, freeholder, copyholder,
tenant, enclosure, com-non and waste lands, profit, laissez-faire, monopoly,
etc., etc. ,They must imagine the outcome ot converting the King's lands
from feudal tenure to freehold: it revolutionized the relations between land
and landholder, landlord and tenant. Before the end of the century, al lie .
Constitutional order established at the Restoration . . and consolidated by
the, Revolution of 1688 created the framework within which a capitalist society
could work out its destiny unhampered by the control which the crown had
hitherto endeavoured to enforce."' The movement from agriCulture to industry.

n °

1.
p. 204. See also Hart, .pp. 89-90.

1,
-3 I 0
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accelerates from low on. Industrial struggles, of a type that students can
recognize, occur in several parts of the kingdom; and by the eighteenth cen-
tury, "combinations" of workers, the forerunners of labor unions, begin- to be
formed against massive opposition; class differentiations grow sharper. Some
workers break the machines that have replaced 'their hands. What do youngpeople in, or on the verge, of entering, the labor market think about these
matters? 'What vocabularies do they require in order to analyze them? There
are no -easy answers to grave questions. Students must be shown hOW to live
with partial and provisional knowledge while searching for more, or they
may become the victim of people who promise instant solutions. It will
always be preferable to close a discussion with the issues unresolved and an
honest confession of ignorance than to carry out a superficial analysis to a patconclusion.

c. If they have time and a class that will meet them halLway,
language .arts and drama teachers can make more of Pilgrim's Progress than aliterary curiosity. Bunyan's life and this book are worth a try; both` lend
themselves to dramatic treatment. First,- situate Bunyan, the miserably poor
Puritan tinker, in prison for unlicensed preaching, this time forsix months in
1675. (IL? had spent-twelve Years there between 1660. and 1672 and produced
several books.) l-ie is now occupied in compoSing Pilgrim's Progress. Next,
'rehearse a story-.outline of the main events nowhere near the whOre run of
episodes and tell it to the class easily and sincerely, in an uncondescending
style. Pilgrim's Progress- belongs to the type of proletarian narrative, much
admired in Bunyan's lifetime, and is meant to be read as a cautionary tale.
Read a few short passages from the book that show Bunyan's style at its best.
Then let the class choose three Or four scenes to enact, writing their own
scenarios. They might pick the encounter between Christian and Apollyon
-(Satan), or the descent into the valley of the shadow of death, or Faithful's
trial in Vanity Fair, with Envy, 'Superstition, and Pickthank as witnesses
against him, or Christian's welcome at the Celestial City. The book is
crowded With dramatic incidents, and much of the dialogue is usable or adapt-able.

I)cvden was born a Puritan and died a Roman Catholic; after
the Revolution of 1688, he lost the poet laureateship and his other public
offices because he was a Catholic, and in,his old age had ,to support himsolfby his writing another career that carries with, it a history of the times. Lifhis exceptionally varied'literary productions, the most that teachers can hope
to include here is a group of selections such as "A Song for St. Cecelia's Day,"
which should be read aloud to the class for their pleasure and then dittoed up':
for music students to keep; some passages from All For Love to compare with
those they parallel in Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra; and parts,of
Absalom and Achitophel (1681).
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Dryden's version of the Antony and Cleopatra story is treated far
more appreciatively now than it was twenty years'ago. During the year when
this topic is studied, a planning committee may want to include a full read-
ing of a Shakespeare play and one of comparable quality by another author;
or a Shakespeare play alone, and. later on a reading or production of com-
parable passages from Shakespeare and another author, such as is suggested
above. At the very least, during the year of Renaissance studies, the stu-
dents should act some scenes from Shakespeare and one other _dramatist Mar-
lowe or Janson or Dryden.

The satire in Absalom and Achitophel will come through to
almost all the students if the Old Testament story on which it is based is told
to the class and related to the rebellion of the Duke of Monmouth against his
father, Charles II.. Dryden's ironic assimilation of the dissolute Charles to
the heroic figure of the King of Israel can be illustrated by quotation; the
inset satiric portraits of Achitophel and the other villains can be contem-
plated as individuals and' as types of men to be found'in the politics of the ,
late Restoration.

9. The Glorious Revolution

Students should ask why the exchange of power was accomplished
without bloodshed, Tories and Whigs cooperating in the final settlement.1
Then they should look at the Declaration of Rights (afterwards converted into
a Bill of,Rights) and see why Christopher Hill calls it "as successful a com-
promise as the Elizabethan Brayer Book . . ."Dale lessons of the Puritan
Revolution and the Restoration Settlement had to be balanced; civil disorder
and popular revolution had to be made impossible. So the Declaration of
Rights (1689) is no manifesto of unyielding political principles, nor were the
succeeding Acts of Parliament that cleared some of its ambiguities and
strengthened the position of Parliament. The Declaration does, however,
contain provisions that will interest American students. After rehearsing
grievances against the deposed King (as the American revolutionaries would
do against George III), cit then vindicated and asserted a number of rights and
liberties. The class should read the two lists3 and talk about them, searching

As Hill puts it, ". . . the beauty of 1688 was that kings had
been changed without the state collapsing, in refutation of 1-lobbes. The .

state was now different from, and more important than, the monaraf(p. 289);
2

Ibid., p. 276.
. 3

Prall gives them in Appendix G, pp. 318-320.
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for similarities with our Declaration of Independence and Bill of Rights and
the French Declaration of the Rights of Man. What was omitted from the
Declaration'of 1689 that the students consider essential now to the protection
of citizens against the power of the state? What is their real opinion of thefirst ten amendments to the Constitution of the United States?

Teachers must decide if they want to take the discUssion of polit-
ical, religious, and economic issues through to the end of the century,and
the accession of Queen ,Anne. The last decade is a neglected area in mosthigh school history texts, a kind of hiatus between centuries that never getsfilled in review; so there are good reasons for noting some of the most sig-
nificant features of those years. The class must certainly be introduced tothe ideas of John Locke, particularly with respect to philosophy, politics,and religion. Teachers will have to do most of the work of abstracting the
main themes for discussion from his Reasonableness of Christianity, Essay
Concerning Human Understanding, anCalsIrwo Treatises on Government;
these works are too difficult for students to read unaided. Ashley, Hill, and
Frail say a good deal about L -ocke- as usual with different emphases and
there are recent reference works to consult: A §ysterhatic analysiS cannot be
undertaken, but the following few ideas should be 4plicated as simply as
possible and propcised for discussion:

. All knowledge comes from experience.

Things are good or evil only in relation to pleasure or pain.

Revelation must be judged by reason; toleration cannot be
extended to "fanatics," atheists, or Papists.

All men have a right to life, liberty, and property; and it
is the task of government to protect these rights.

Locke is taught admiringly in American history classes, and for
reasons that are clear to see; but he should not be taught uncritically. Since
it is very hard to construct large systems of thought at all and impossible to
do so without falling into contradictions -- Locke's ideas are sometimes con-
tradictory. Teachers will have to show where and to what extent. If there
is time to consider another work, his Thoughts on Education contains a greatdeal that is still valuable. Teachers and students together should ponder
what he says against learning by rote, beginning the study of language with
grammar, accumulating facts without exercising thought, undue regard to
authority, excessive love for custom and antiquity, and so on. 1 However,
as Hill says, "He urged parents whose children showed a taste for poetry to

Encyclopedia Britannica, 14th ed. , vol. 14, p. 273.
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have it 'stifled and repressed as much as may be.' An ability to play musical
instruments was no less harmful . . . since it 'wastes so much of a young
man's time; to give him but moderate skill in it, and engages him in such
odd company' . . ." 1

10. Science

In 1730, three years after Newton's death, Alexander Pope wrote
an epitaph "Intended for Sir Isaac Newton":

Nature and Nature's laws lay hid in Night:
God said, Let NEWTON be! and all was Light.

The day of the scientist as a culture hero had dawned. Although this potent
mythic figure cannot be studied profitably until the eighteenth century, the
origins of the cult can be found in the previous age, where by the 1620's a
way had been prepared fbr modern science. 2 The Puritans were especially
receptive: the Reverend George Hakewill, for example, argued in 1627 that
"scientific observation was more important than traditional authority. It was
man's duty to study the universe and find out its laws. This would help to
restore the human mind to the primitive vigour which it had enjoyed before
the Fall." 3 In the schools endowed by merchants and Puritan gentry, the
study of science was an important part of the curriculum, and during the
twenty years of the Puritan ascendancy, scientists found an atmosphere in
which new ideas could flourish.)The year of Galileo's death, 1642, Was also
the year of Newton's birth; he was born into a world that was ready for him.t

The ways in which seventeenth-century science grew from its
beginnings in the work of Sir Francis Bacon are of such great intrinsic interest
that an interdisciplinary project or side study in the history of science could
be built around them, to proceed concurrently with the other sub- topics in
the curriculum. It. would not replace a course in the science depament, or
be primarily concerned with experiments and other scientific techniques. It
would be organized and taught (though on a much smaller scale) rather like
the exemplary topic in the junior high school chapter as a discovery process
backed up by information from, and activities in, several disciplines.
Week by week, while the 'class was situating itself in the seventeenth century
and following the developments discussed under points #1-#9 above, the
students would also be Searching out the conditions that made the

0

Hill, p. 303.
2
Ibid. ,c-jp. 92, See his periodic reviews of the state of science

in pp, 92-95, 179-182, and 247-252. See also Ashley, chapter XI.
3
Hill, pp, 9495.
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advancement of learning and the growth of science and technology possible.
Along the way, they would stop to investigate such an event as I larvey's dis-
covery of the circulation of the blood. 1 This would call for short descrip-
tive-lectures illustrated with slides, drawings by teachers and students, and.,
any other kind of simple demonstration within the resOurceS of the school.
The same procedure would be followed for other comparable discoveries,
.experiments, and proofs in several disciplines astronomy, physics, chemis-
try, anatomy, physiology, mathematics, and so on. Explanations should be
'kept as clear and free of abstruse term: as possible, and visual aids must be
ewlgyed constantly. Astronomy as a specialty is not being taught in the
project, nor physics, nor anatomy, but the social history of an era in science,
plus some discoveries that-have changed Our conceptions of ourselves and of
the world and cosmos we occupy.

For example, the students should see a map of the heavens
according to Ptolemy, and then as Galileo, Copernicus, 'Tycho Brahe, Kep-
ler, and Newton caused it to look. They should consider the remark of
Professor Marjorie I lope Nicholson that "The two sides in the Civil War

. correspond to the two camps in astronomy."2 (What "camps," if any,
do they find in astrophysics today? flow do they themselves visualize the
post-Newtonian cosmos? ).3 The students should also discuss how geometry
influenced theology and therefore people's conceptions of God's powers and
functions in a smi)othly running mechanical universe. Inventions in the
applied sciences mast be mentioned, too, particularly in relation to agri-
ctiltnre, navigation, and industry.

By 1662 the-Royal Society had been founded, and science
becany2 fashionable; many advances were made in several fields of study.
The class should hear about the most important and receive illustrated
explanations of those discoveries that retain their significance. BUt they
sti.,:)uld stay alert to social conditions: Professor I lill notes a falling-off in
genuine interest and .accomplishment during the Restoration (except of course
for Newton), and a growth in dilettantism; 4 and Professor Ashley says that "It

1

Published in 16,28, though not obtaining prominence until 1640
(Ili 11, p. 179).

2
Quoted in Hill, p. 179.

3
This might be a good time to stu4 recent theories in a regular

science class. An article entitled "The Incredible Iihiverse," in the4May
1974 National Geographic, should be available to all the -trudentsand be dis-
cussed iikcytnection with this topic.

4
fill, p..248. See also his remarks. abOut censorship 'and

limitations on political thought after J662 (pp. 249-250).-,
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was not in reality until 1684, when the Senior Secretary of the Royal Society,
Dr. Edmund I fancy, went to Cambridge to consult Isaac Newton'on,the sub-
ject of the elliptic motioncof planets, that the purely scientific history of
the Society begins." 1

The second half of the century may be viewed, in Ashley's words,
"as the wonderful age of Newtdn." Enough should,be done in the humanities
classes to take, the measure,' of his accomplishments in laymen's terms; mathe-
matics and science students should go much farther It is impossible to say
just where this project should stop, except tb set bitrary historical date;
but before it is concluded, the class should discuss some relationships among
various seventeenth-century ideas about science and scientists,. and some that
are circulating in our own society. Who are the culture heroes now? If the
students were asked by the American Association for the AdvanceMent of Sci-
ence.to invent an elegant couplet or quatrain as an epitaph for Einstein, say,
what would they write? Or let them try to compose a neat, pointed couplet
or quatrain to Mark the occasion of the first landing on the moon. Newton
was not so puzzled about the apple's fall as about the moon's not falling.
What kept it up was'the mystery. Does the class now know enough to explain
his answer?

This question concludes the model outline on seventeenth-
century English history and literature, but its rhetorical form shows that there
can be no exact ending to any topic. (A marvelous one could be written
right now about the Moon. It could beginwith the ancient goddesses who
once represented or presided over it, and conclude with the latest 'findings
about its geology.)

As readers of the framework finish this chapter and reflect upon
its connections with its predecessors under the social sciences heading, they
'xill see that another model or illustrative project has been under construction
from Part Three to the present section an introduction to the history of the

',United States from several different points,of view. Commencing with the.
interdisciplinary topic on the Canadian-American border, continuing and
expanding in the treatment of North and South American prehistory in Part
Five, and Teaching a combined terminus and new beginning here in
seventeenth-century English studies, this series of interlocking discussions
has surveyed the continental United States from all four of its long borders:
the Bering Straits, Alaska, and the Pacific Ocean; Canada; Mexico, the
Southwest, and the Caribbean Sea; and now the Atlantic Ocean. People
from every race on earth have crossed these boundaries and made themselves

1

Ashley, p. 155.
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into Americans and citizens of the United States. Students who learn SOIT12-
thing about these preliminaries and antecedents to our history as a nation
will in the process become better prepared to understand that history a,id the cul-
ture it shaped from the early seventeenth century to the late twentieth.

5



CHAPTER VI

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

As the nations of the world become more interdependent,
people who arc fluent in one or more foreign languages will find their
skills in greater demand. Government, business, international relations,
economics, the sciences, and the arts are just some of the fields where
knowledge of foreign languages is useful. During their high school years,
young adults begin to think seriously of jobs and careers, and they should
be informed of the opportunities in these fields. Given the chance to explore
them sufficiently, they may develop str g personal reasons for continuing
foreign language study. There are others as well. Because cataclysmic
problems like population growth food shortage, .depletion of natural resources,
disease, and war are world problems, future generations muss be able to
communicate with one another in the attempt to solve them. High school
students are sympathetic to su h efforts and receptive to advice about joining
them. When teachers can disc ss realistically the ideal of helping people
through learning their langUag , students will listen, and some may choose
a future course based on this ideal. Students should be shown that job oppor-
tunity and international nnderStanding areas good reasons for undertaking
foreign language Study as personal interest, cultural education, and preparaJ
tion for college.

If the United States truly acc pts the goal of becoming a bilingual
society, it will have to begin a conscious, drive toward national/ bilingual
education. Most Americans do not have to speak another language to conduct
their daily affairs and are therefore not inclined noi,asupport such a national
effort. However, many students will reach voting age before they leave high
school, and those who have gone from kindergarten through twelfth grade
under a bilingual-bicultural humanities curriculum will be disposed t I do so.
California is an especially favored location for cultivating linguistic resources.
Many famili2s are bilingual or myltilingual and want their children to stay
fluent in their ancestral tongues while they improve their command of English.
Many other families speak only a foreign language at home and have great
difficulty with English; their children absolutely must have bilingual teachers
in their earliest years and should have them throughdut their public schooling.
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If they could graduate from high school with average to above-average
competence in bilingual reading and writing, they could command jobs far'
bettor than any they may hope for now, and would almost certainly be
impelled to continue their education. The state and the nation will be the
richer for having given these young citizens the opportunity to do so.

Recommendations

Foreign language teachers in senior high school are urged to
read and discuss the 'recommetidatiaas of the elementary and junior high
school chapters, keeping in mind the young adults who will be their studepts.
The junior high recomMendations and activities,in particular, can be adjusted '
for senior high students. The faculty seminars and liurrianities Planning
Committee, in deciding what courses and activities should be offered under
an interdisciplinary foreign language program, should carefully consider these
propositions:

Teachers of foreign languages should also be teachers ti:
the culture of the foreign country.

As members of the humanities faculty, foreign language
teachers must participate.actively in interdisciplinary
programs, teaching about the history and culture of the
country in the foreign language or in English whenever
appropriate.

StUdents should not be deprived of the knowledge any
enjoyment of another culture, especially its literature,
because they do not know the language.

All students have the right to advance as far as they can
in speaking, reading, and writing their native language,
and schools must establish programs that enable them to
do so.

It is.a desirable goal for all students to become bilingual
And biliterate, nd a necessary -step toward the goal is
for the teachin staff to become bilingual and biliterate.

Faculties should gradually increase the number of courses
taught in two languages. It is especially important that
students in the third and fourth years of foreign language
study have this opportunity.

Jr.
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a. Students should be able to begin studying a foreign
language at any grade level and continue studying it

\ without interruption until they reach an intermediate or
advanced level of proficiency.

Students should have'the opportunity to start a second
foreign language, once they have gained the intermediate(
level of proficiency in the first language, and study it
through at least the intermediate level..

Foreign language teachers, must end their isolation from other
members of the faculty and enter into:joint planning and cooperative teaching
arrangeMents with them. Foreign language teachers typically think of them-
selves as teachers of foreign language skills alone, and seldom ,see beyond

them-to the cultural setting. They generally keep to their own departments,
satisfied to discuss technical Matters pertaining to their discipline., Other
mernhets of the faCulty are similarly content to leave foreign lingua& teachers
to their own affairs-, and so do not ask them. to contribute to history, language
arts, Or fine arts classes. These attitudes by and toward foreign.language
teachers must change if interdisciplinary humanities programs are to succeed.

The implicationS of teaching language and culture must
understood by foreign' language teachers and otherinembers Of the huinanities
faculty. Heretofore, high school foreign language'teachers have-not'had to
take responsibility for teaching the political, economic, or social history of
the countries whose languages they know, or their literature, music,, art, and
architecture. For many, having to do this will be difficult. They will have to
take a new direction. The following publications may help rake the change
easier:

Nelson Brooks, "Culture and Language Instruction, " Teacher's Notebook in
Modern Foreign Languages. (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, Spring, 1966).

Laurence Wylie, et al. , "Six Cultures (French, German, Hispanic, Italian,
Luso-Brazilian, Russian): Selective and Annotated Bibliographies."

. The Modern Language Association of America (Reprinted from
Reports of Surveys and Studies in the, Teaching of Modern, Foreign
Langt.isALA,' November, 1961). These excellent bibliographies
may have to'be updated, but the works they. cite are reliable ones
"that language teachers will dnjoy reading and which at the same
time will increase their understanding of the culture whose language
they teach."

Max Kirch, "Language, Communication and Culthre, " The Modern Language
Journal, November, 1973.

D
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The foreign langu-age humanities faculty should take the initiative
in 'preparing the. Whole faculty to achieve the long-range goal of/comprehensive

.bilingual bicultural instruction. An early start could be made byteaching
some social sciences coursesoin English and a second language, 'and offering
dual credit where appropriate. When at last students reach senior high school
with sufficient bilingual training to enable them to take courses requiring a
high degree of language-ability; then the humanities faculty will have to organize
a sequential bilingual program. 1 4n the meantime, foreign language teachers
must participate actively in planning and teaching interdisciplinary courses and
activities. Some of these should be open to students who have not taken a
foreign language , and some should have prerequisites. A sequence of courses
in the Spanish language and Latin-American history and culture that-could accom'-
modate both mono- and bilingual 'students is illustrated in Charts I and
Chapter III, Part Four.

Special attention must be given to students who are just starting out
on a foreign language, for they have Passed the time 'of childhood when language
learg)pg comes most easily. By now, they are used to written language and
tend t pay more attention to it than to-the aural -oral method. Still, speaking
ability has to be developed. Teachers can solve this problem by making their
courses interesting and establishing friendly relations with their students. They
should relieve whole-class instruction with small-grOup and,individualized
instr;uction.2 Over and over again one hears that students drop languages: not
because they are hard, but because they are often so tedious and dull.

Studc.hts should not 'be held back in any way from reading the
literature of the fOreign,langnage they are studying. They may be able to
converse at only the first or second level of German, say, but high school
students may very well be able to read a year or so ahead of that level. In
fact, this is usually the case: there are fewer barriers-to reading the language
to oneself than to speaking it.

Why should students be kept from reading as widely as they want
to in the language they are studying? Peading is one way to get into the culture.
The same can be said for works in translation. They do not really come between
a student and the use of the spoken language; they do not compete with the spoken
tongue. Thd deeper a student gets into the culture being studied, the happier
the teacher should be. Therefore, every foreign language classroom should

1 Bilingual-Bicultural Education and English as a Second Language: A°
Framework for the Elementary and SecondarTFCalifornia (Sacramento:
Carrnia state Department of Education, 1973), p.32. See also Part Five,
CW3ter VII, Recommendations.

2See discussion of indiVidualized instruction in Parr Five, ChaptereVII.'
Foreign language teachers should also look at James Moffett's_methods of language
arts instruction and the drama-language arts chapters in this framework.
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have library shelves containing good literature well translated, along with.
works in the original language. Bilingual sets of short stories and novels, .

for example, anu some drama and poetry should also be provided. Foreign
language teachers should make a'point of showiag their students as many
avenues as possible for entering the culture of the countries being studied...

Students who reach intermediate or advanced levels have Special
needs also. They cannot be allowed to repeat material that they have already
mastered. Many will lie on their way. to achieving near-native accents, and
they shoulecontinue to have opportunities to pattern their'conveLaati,ons, on
these of native speakers. Because these students may take a special interest
in interdisciplinary studies, teachers should tell them about those the school
offers. Jobs that reduire'knowledge of another language should be .thoroughly
explored with students who show average'or above-ave aptitude.

. Able foreign language students should know that the' public schools
can prepare them for college-level study and for eventual professional or
business careers that require command of one or more languages .1 Inter-
disciplinary courses and programs,that combine language and cultural studies
can increase the range of learning for advanced students. A model for such a
course is the "1lumanities-in1French Program" developed at Grosse Pointe
High School, Michigan. During 1968-69, classroom teachers, university
professors, and specialconsultants developed a course for third and fourth
year French students or above-average ability that would combine regular
language instruction with the study of French culture. They sought to integrate
art, literature, and music as well as history, anthropology, sociology, economics,
and politics in order to describe sori).e. aspects -of contemporary French life, with
particular attention to topics dealing' with ybung people. The course was taught
during 1968-69 in a two-hour per day time-block by a team of two teachers.
Students heard lectures, engaged in discussions, did individual projects, and
worked on vocabulary,, grammar, conversation, and translation in the usual
ways. A wide variety ofireadings were assigned or made available, and several
grammar texts were used. Students did more reading and writing in French
than are usually required in regular courses. They listened to French music,
viewed French art works, saw French films and telecasts, and heard French
radio broadcasts.

'The teachers began the course with an examination of the sociolo-
gical and anthropqlogical meanings of the term culture and then made some
comparisons between French and American culture. In addition, the unit
.permitted students to look at French culture through the eyes of artists through
the ages. "Using representative works of art through the-Centuries, an attempt

1For methodology and Organization of programs for language-talented
students, see Teaching Gifted Students foreign Languages in Grades Ten Through
Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1973).
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was made to show how artists have portrayed the French in different periods
of histo-ry. Music was handled, on a similar basis, ranging froth popular -

sOngs tbthe classics.:"

Thesuccdeding ''units" of the course Were organized around topics,
problems, or themes:

The theme of the second unit was "PrOblemS of Youth Today."
The emphasis -on art enabled the teachers to show a selec,tion
of slides depicting yoUth at various times in history. The
unit was a natural for the study of Frdnch education and to

compare it with education in the United States. today. The
students had the opportunity to simulate an actual classroom
in France. A major emphasis of unit two provided the oppor-
tunity for students to discusg the attitudes of the young people.
today. A basic reading was Pagnol's Topaze (Boston: D.C.
Heath, 1936). .

, .

The third unit, ,basec't on the Ffench value system; enabled
students to contrast values held by the-French and Americans _

today. Gide's La Symphonie Pastorale (Paris: Editions'Gallimard,
1925) was the basic reading.2

Selected works of authors ranging from Gamus to Moliere were
studied. The Joan of Arc theme in literature, music, and art was traced. French
and American communications mediaadvertising, newspaper, magazine, radio,
movie and television--were contrasted,--STudents could choose 'individual pi-ojects
for the unit on technology; some worked in the fields of science, avration, and
architecture. The study of trench- speaking West Africa, with special emphasis
On the Ivory Coast, was treated et some length:

eorge T. Eddington, :'1-he Classroom Teacher's Involvement in
Curriculum, Development: A Hurnanities and Area Studies Approach to Advanced
French in the Senior High School, " included in Barbara A. Ort and Dwight'*.
Smith, "'The Language Teacher Tours the Curriculum:: New florizons for Foreign

-Language Education," Foreign Language Annals (October, 1969), p. 68. Further
information can be found in the three volumes of unedited curriculum materials
for Humanities -in- French 7.vhich can be, borroWed from ACESS, EdUCationa.I Media
Services, Contra Costa. County Superintereent of Schools, 2371 Stanwell Drive,
Concord, California, 94520. c

2Eddington, p. 69.
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Four major lectures, spaQed at weekly intervals,, focused
on the Ivory Coast. Topics Covered included geography,
anthropology,- economics, and intellectual life. . . Large
group instructional activities included a slide lecture on
French-speaking West Africa and .a presentation on the
concept of negritude. Students had previously been assigned
reading in'French of some of the African writers,who
advance thig, concept. °. . These activities were followed by..
small-group discussions based on the students' additional
'reading. Students were led to see tharthe negritude idea
is based upon a specific historical and cultural set of
circumstances. 1

Foreign language humanities committees must also plan activities
and courses that are alternatiyes to regular foreign langitage yearly sequences.
Students who are not interested several years of study may nevertheless
like to take a single course or series ofz, short courses for special reasons.
"Traveling Abroad" could be the name of a course offered to -eleventh and
twelfth graders, giving a practical survey of a contemporary foreign culture,
a vocabulary,of common words and phraSes, and useful information about
exchange rates, hotel and travel accommodations, medical care, etc. Recent,
newscasts ,cave shown that young travelers shouldlzhow something about the-
laws of foreign° countriesand by no means assume that they are more lenient
than U. S. laws. Young Americans traveling in Spain and Turkey,' for example,
have been given long prison terms, without appeal, for carrying drugs.

A second kind of alternative could be a course for reading only,
the objective being to teach.stalents to read newspapers, certain kinds of
literature, and other materials-as rapidly as possible. Twelfth-grade students'
who know they can use a reading knowledge of a language in their college majors
might be interested irk, such' a course. Those who feel inhibited about speaking
foreign language but would perhaps like to understand and,re.ad one might also
be attracted. Such a course might very well cause them to want to speak the
language.

A third alternative would.be a course condugted entirely'ln English
about a particular period- in the-history of a foreigti,country or about some of
its literature. Students simply do not get much opportunity to read good transla-
tions of hovels, stories, plays, and poetry of a foreign country under the guid-

,ance of a teacher who knows them in the original. In some African countries,
English is even the adopted literary. language and reading these works could
open up a study of non-English speaking authors who have chosen to write in
English.'

0

lEddington; p. 70. During
the programwas changed to' a two-year
"Introduction to Humanities-in-French,

,

the final year of the. three -year project,
sequence for eleventh and twelfth graders,
" taught one lour per day, and a one-year,

one -hour course for twelfth graders, "Highlights from the Humanities -in-French."
39,-84929
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The foreign language humanities committee might want to, make'
recommendations about studyigg second foreign languages and-classical
languages. There are differences of opinion about-the place that-Latin--or
Greekshould'occupy in a high ,school humanities curriculum. Some teachers
believe that all the benefitsthat are supposed to come from studying Latin,
such as understanding classical civilizations, or the grammar and vocabulary
of one's own language, accrue to students only after many years of study and
if teachers have consciously- taught 'about the Latin language in relation ,to the
development of Ronan civilization vr made careful grammatical and e.Cymolog-.
ical comparisons. It is recommended here that Latin be made available in
high schools and that students be allowed to choose it as they do any other
foreign language becaUse they are interested in it. Latin should be equal,
therefore, with all other foreign languages in the curriculum , and shouldl:le
recommended to students for the following reasons:

. It is an expressive language, containing much good
literature.

. It can be spokeil as well as read and translated.

. It can be useful in analyzing the vocabulary of English
and .other modern European languages.

In every sort of language teaching, resource Centers have replaced
the language laboratories, of the 1960's with their rows of listening stalls and
complex electronic hook-ups. The latter isolated .students froth one another
and made them rely entirely on canned lessons, usually long dull drills.
Resource centers also contain electronic equipment, but it is only part of a
range of resources open to students in a hOspitable environment that invites
small-group or indiCridual. study. There are books, peribdicats, newspapers,
posters, charts, maps, and realia of the foreign countries whose, languages
are taught in school in addition to the tape and record players and recording
equipment, I.istening posts, film and filmstrip projectors, portable blackboards,
typewriters, and self-teaching machines. 1 There are private carrels, .desks,
tables, and comfortable furniture in quiet corners. Students display their art
work on the walls and decorate the center in other ways, often featuring the
culture of one country or an interdisciplinary project linking, several cultures.
Such centers are similar in purpose to the humanities classrodms, art work-
shops, and household arts centers described or referred to frequently in this
framework; and the Humanities Planning Committee for each school 'should see
that at least one well-equipped center serves- the needs and interests of foreign
language students and teachers.

'See, for example, a discussion of this topic in Britannica Review of
, Foreign 1_,ang-uage Education (Chicago: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1.90) , T, pp. ss ff
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The foreign language study' seminar must insist that job and
career informatiOn be made part of the regular, instructional program. More
jobs and careers are being offered to people With knowledge of foreign languages
than ever before; and the humanities faculty should keep students 'continually
apprised of the situation, especially those with aptitude for languages. Informa-
tion compiled by the I:tilted States Office of Education indicates that "within
business, industry, government, and labor, large numbers of skilled jobs exist
that require different degrees of language competency. "1 Most of the jobs are
found in overseas divisions of automobile and other industries, 'foreign trade,
tourism, and in the Foreign Service and Federal departments with overseas
activities.

0'

The growth of U.S. foreign trade has 'been accompanied by an
9xpansion of import- export businesses, with the result that the lumber of jobs

here knowledge of foreign language is needed has increased considerably.
lobs in the travel industry are also growing, from 144,000 in 1971 to an antici-
rA.ted 182,000 by 1976. Foreign tourists are expected to come to this country,
in greater numbers, and the 1976 'bicentennial celebration should be a high point.
However, travel agents of other countries report that potential tourists hesi-
tate, because they expect language to be a barrier. Some of the steps that have
been taken to reduce this obstacle should indicate to ,students the need for
increased foreign. language study in this country, as, well as the kind of jobs
that are developing:

The United States Travel Service and the American Hotel
and Motel Association developed the language certificationo
program which now has 182 hotels and motels as members.
They haVe agreed to staff their front desks, switchboards,
and restaurants with personnel who speak Spanish, French,
German, or Japanese in addition to English.-

The Multilingual Port Receptionist Program is conducted by
the United States Travel Service in cooperation with the
Seattle-King County Convention and Visitors Bureau, the
COmmonwealth of Puerto Rico Ports Authority, the Port of
New York Authority, and the Office of Education, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. This program
creates a multilingual student port receptionist, corps which
operates out of Seattle, San Juan, and Kennedy Airports.

1F. LeRoy Walser, "Career Education Holds Foreign Language
Challenge, Abcent on ACTFL (American Council on Teaching of Foreign
Lang-uages),September 1073, p.8. Mr. Walser was then Acting Chief,',Techni-
cal Assistance and Training'for Manpdwer, U.S. Office of Education. See also
Lucille J. Honig and Richard I. Brod, Foreign Languages and Careers (new York:
Modern LangUage Association, 1974). This report was made by the MLA pursuant
to a contract with the U.S. Office of Education.
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Travel Phone '1'SA is.a nationwide, multilingual, toll -free
telephone-interpreCer service spobsored by USTS in coopera-:
tion with Trave lodge International for Spanish, French, German,
and Japanese. 11-. service has also helped airlines, hotels,
and police who have en-Countered language problems with guests.
froth abroad.'

Activities Going On in the Foreign Lan.,.,lage Program

. Continuing-Jo speak the language and to read widely in
its literature

Learning fo understand the ways of living of another
people through the medium of their language and the
study of their culture

Acquiring knowledge of the literdry, artistic, and musical
heritage of other cultures

Seeing foreign films (with English subtitles, if necessary)
and discussing them in English and the foreign language as
ability permits2

Performing plays either original or published, as long as the
plays are within the linguistic capacity of the students

Reading specially-bdited classroom newspapers and other
newspaRers and periodicals in the foreign tongue3

Reading fo,r leisure enjoyment in the translated literature
of the foreign language

Attending local events connected with foreign cultures
O

Cooperating with the humanities faculty to extend the reach
of foreign language study

1 F. LeRoy Walser, p. 2.
, .

2For an interesting extension of this activity, the class should listen
to the ausdiotape "Art and Business of Film Subtitling" NIT 30, 40 min.), init
Audiotapes, 1978, Lifelong Learning, October 15,. 1.973, the University of
California Extension Media Center, Berkeley, CA 94720.

3An example of a good classroom newspaper with, articles in both .

English and theoforeign language (German) is Rundschau, published by the National
Carl Shurz Association, 339 Walnut, St., Philadelphia, PA 19106.
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Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities"

:Involving Foreign Languages*

Every nation has its myths and fairy tales; many of them are so
similar that they can be translated easily into other languages. At San Rafaet
(California) High School, for example, the'dramatization of "Red Ridinghood"
by the Latin class generates great enthusiasm among players and,audiences.
In this activity, the discipline of fo,reigri languages combines with the disciplines
of drama and language .arts (playwriting and study of mythology), music (vocal
and instrumental), body education (dance), household arts (costumes and
national foods), art (scenery), industrial arts (scenery, and special effects),
and social sciences (geography, economics, and national customs).

The students give a cornIc and satirical unit to their version of -

"Red Ridinghood", and name it Parra Palla Rubra. (At Lick-Wilmerding High
School, a boys' school in San Francisco, 'a similar interpretation in aFrench v:
version called Le Petit Chaperon Rouge brings down the house.) They play to
th`e San Rafael said-Ent body and then take it to Davidson, a neighboring inter-
mediate school, where it is received enthusiastically. Although students there
do not know Latin, they are able to catch the satire through mime and word
derivations, which are stressed by the actors, thug immediately establiShing
a rapport between audience and actors. A multilingual, interdisciplinary
project could be developed by having different foreign language classes each
write their own version, making the necessary cultural changes for each langUage
and play them one' night after the other on the same bill. FM instance:,

The Latin Ridinghood wears a Roman garment and a
red tialla, a large red stole, which can be passed over
the head. The other actors we....!-"ani.s of the Roman
style.

The German Rotk5ppchenwears a airndltdress with a
short red hood. The boys wear Bavarian hats and short
pants with shoulder straps, suggesting lederhosen.

The French Chaperon Rouge wears a little red "Miss.
Muffett" cap and shepherdess dress. 'The boys wear the
slightly baggy pants of the Frenct. paysan.

The Spanish Caperucita Roja wears a red Spanish shawl
and a rose in her hair. The boys look like bullfighters,
with red cloaks.

*See also the other disciplinary chapters. Foreign languages and
ethnic studies are incorporated with the whole curriculum.

"
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Variety is endless in,the production. Each' class invents i t's on
business.' Songs and dances of each ,nation should be' interspersed. freely
throughout the performance. Red Ridinghood's baSket should contain typical
foods 'Of each .lands The arcandtindustrial arts departments cart construct:
simple props and an easily movable Grandmother's house. Extra parts can
loe invented by havinga forest of live trees, who dance and sing.- The hero
can have a sidekick, the "hero's helper." (Such a player stole the show at
San Rafael by.his,yvell-meaning'Mistakes.) Backdrops 'ant.Iscenery suggest
variations in geography but convey the idea of a-common situation. Thewolf can get hi,/comeuppance,'be reformed, or decide to go straight. The
language abi-ITty of the classes will determine how saphiSticated the play can
be.-----Students can be involved right from the start in writing the play, thus

_learning to form, sentences in conversational style, and p'ractieing speech
in the rehearsals, which they should be encouraged to organize and conduct,
by themselves, with light supervision by teachers: Each playlet should be
"only= about 15 to 20 minutes longs and the whole performance should not take,
up more than two hours, allowing for change of scene and players. I-

Students never seem to lose interest in cooking and serving the
foods 'of a-foreign country, and high school students really don't get the chance
to do this on a regulaX basis. Foreign language and household arts teachers
can and should make fobd preparation a,regular feattire of humanities programs.
They can always count on this activity Co bring together a number of talents and
skills that create an interdisciplinary, multicultural atmosphere. Students.
themselves will enforce a rule of no English during cooking time,. and, take care
to know precisely the meanings ofdirections and ingredierits'in recipes,
including the application of metric measurements. Serving and eating the food
can be as Much fun as cooking, it. What kind of table arrangethents are appro-
priate for different kinds of foreign meals? ,Is the'food put on the table or
brought in frpn5. the kitchen'? ..Who sits down firSt? Who is served first? What
manners are observed? Table 'conversation will ocekix spontaneously (even
students who don't trust their.Vocabulary or pronunciation Will ask.,to haVe
dishes passed), and after the meal, music and dancing may take over. (A"
requirement of all foreign language classes at all ldv'els should be to learn
native songs, using native instruments or cloSely.related one wherever
possible..) ,'Natives of the country should sometimes be invited to supervise
the preparation of a specidl dish, perform some original' music or.dances, or
even tell: favorite' stories and relate experiences.

' The cultural interest that food seems to generate often carries a
class out into the community. Parents who may be foreign-born or who have
preserved an old-country family, tradition may invite students to their homes.
Trips to locabrestaurants that specialize in foreign cuisine can be planned,

1See also "Theater--A N w Way to Study Languages, Wayne State
Univexsity Alumni News, July, 1974, pp: 12-13. Many foreign language students
from,Detroit high schools and comn-fu ity colleges and members from ethnic
communities visit the WSU foreign lam age theater.
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and theatrical, musical, or film performances visited. Enjoying foods and
"' other qontributions of foreign cultures in this manner should be increased
.during the WI school years. Studentcs at this age remember-such oxpeillenceti
and buildup a conscious appreciation for ways in which other people live,

Listening to anti performing-the music of a foreign culture arc also
interdisciplinary activities that seem' self-evidently-desirable,13utthey are
seldomyracticed consistently and in suffiCith-it depth in high school, now many-
students get to know Spanish fdlk and classical guitar'music? llow many are
familiar with popular German music of th-c-eighteenth-and nineteenth centuries?
What acquaintance to they really have. with French and French-Canadian chanson,*
There are many ways of bringing foreign music into language' classes, and.one
of the least used is inviting people to school who have musical skills and foreign

,repertoireS that they have developed as amateurs of professionals;' Music;
lit,teachers and foreign language teachers should com ine forces more often to
sponsor chorarprograms in a particular language, celebrate a.well-known
foreign/composer's birthday with a concert of his; music, or encourage musi-
cally interested foreign language students to ,study and perform in a musical

_gentle of a foreign country. ,,

,
,

.

The art and architecture of a nation desdrve to be studied. just as
its literature and music do: Students should have the chance to see go6d,
paintings,and examples of architecture and to linger over them. Art teacher;,
and foreign lapgage teachers should coordinate their` teaching. about the art
of diffeient countries. The art department ,sh'ould offer full courses, and
foreign language teachers should spend some time in their language courses
showing art works they know well. 'They/should reserve a block of time every
other_ week and a full week at the end of, the-semester. This is very often a
time when instruction peters out in some classes and extra-curricular activi-
ties take over. TeacherS can make excellent use of the week if they have
planned for it all year: This is a time for the leisurely showing of art prints
and slides of paintings, sculptures, and*-14dings.- Every showing should be
fbilowed by a- well-led diScussion. the -tore students knoW about a country's
cultural products, the more that country )comes real; If teachers will take
time to tie the language to actual people, events, and objects in a country's
history, they will = remove some of the a.bstraction,and tedium from learaing
the language. .

The work of artists reveals something about their inner lives and
, .

,qhe world they live in, and teachers should carefully help studelts look at both;
For example, without heavy-handedly delineating either political or art history
between 1770 and 1820, teachers can show students how Goya's paintings changed
from'scenes such as the elegant young girl in a happy,warm setting in The Parasol
(1777), through the heartrending depiction of execution hi The Third of May 180,
And the somber, tragic pictureeof hA later "House of the Deaf Man" se-ReT.W.
selection of his Work' shows, not-only the lianges in his moods, attitudes, and
style,. but also some of the 'disturbances that occurred in the late eighteenth
century in Europe, the far-reaching effects of the French Revolution, and the .
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despair that manybfelt when Napoleon showed himself to be the dictator and
conqueror rather than the liberator of oppressed people.

It must be stressed that teachers will have'to develop a method-
ology for showing art that'is appropriate for the students' age levels. Present-
ing it in formal, art-historiographical ways may result in turning young people
away from any*further contemplation of art. Above all, teachers must avoid
imposing categorical interpretations on students while at the 'same time leading
them to see some of the significant characteristics of an artist and some of the
interesting indications of the-times. Students must, above all, see and onfoy
the works of art for themselves. 1

1Foreign language teachers, should reread the sections on seeing in
the Later Elementary and Junior High School art chapters, and develope
methods further for the benefit of high school students.

).9 i;



CHAPTER VII

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

The accelerating rate of discovery in! 'science and mathematics
ana its impact on society in general and out schools in particular have been
dramatic. High school teachers, for example, can no longer "cover" a subject
like astronomy or calculus in one semester or one year, nor can the meager
contents of most genrgl science courses offer much to mature students.
Increasing consideration is now being given to.the values of science and the
methods used in research.rdther than td teaching discrete "bodies" of knowledge.

.This emphasis, however, may alSo be depriving students of knowledge
they want or need in order to keep up with developments in science and mathe-
Mattes. .Consider for example the scientific infprmation a layman is presented
with daily. During,just one week, 'articles on the following subjects appeared in
the San Francisco Chronicle:

The discovery that human cell cultures being supplied to
researchers were not the typeeveryone had supposed them
tc, be

Arguments at a nurses' convention about the "right to die"

The discoverythat laser beams can be Used Co separate
isotopes of uranium, a process that would greatly reduce the
cost of producing fuel for nuclear reactors

An increase i the acidity of.rain in New England as a result
both of pollution and of some efforts4o redUce pollution

a
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Tests for asbestos levels in California drinking water and
a 'search for the sources of the asbestos

Success in separating nuclei from the cytoplasm in two groups
of mammalian cells and subsequently adding the nuclei from
one group to the cytoplasm of the other to create hybrid cel1,§
which lived and reproduced

In addition to the articles above, there were reports of ongoing controversies
on environmental issues and fuel shortages. Although newspaper articles seldom
give more than partial reports on scientific subjects, and are sometimes mis-
leading, even to unders,tand the subject of such reports requires considerable
scientific knowledge on the part of the reader. A high school mathematics and
science program should, then, provide students with basic knowledge that will
allow them to understand what is happening in these fields.

Another major concern of the high school science and mathematics
program is the relation of important scientific developments to students' lives
and to the life of the planet and its peoples. Comp Liters, for example, are an
immeasurably valuable contribution to our economy and to scientific research,
Their abuse, however, may lead to such a concentration of personal data that it
constitutes an invasion of privacy. Scientific discoveries have extended human
life and increased our creature comforts, but we have reached the point atwhich
we must review all scientific and technological discoveries to determine how or
if they can serve us well. The questions raised by such review are complex,-
leading students into the fields of politics, ethics, economics, and aesthetics; in
fact, into the future of the human race. 'These are not small concerns and cannot
be confined to an area designated as "ecology, "1 though that word has come to
symbolize our concern about technological development. Students should 'consider
social responsibility in research and the application of its results, understand
scientific methods well enough to evaluate publicized scientific reports, and
appreciate the social ramifications of scientific discoveries.

Knowledge that students gain in high sch,00l will not sustain them for
long after graduation. . They must learn how to keep up with new discoveries, to
weigh evidence in scientific controversies, and to judge the authority of sources
that disseminate scientific and mathematical news. As adults they can then take
pleasure in continuing to learn about themselves and the world, and make sound
political choices about scientific matters that affect the directions taken by our
society.

lit should be noted that it was a woman, Ellen H. Swallow, who
first coined the term and conducted, in the 1870's, the first ecological studies
on the effects of pollution.
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Recommendations

In senior high :school Mathematics and science programs, there
shouldbe many opportunities for entering students to catch up on 'work they
have missed, and for all students to take courses over again, without penalty,
until they really understand their content. Individual and small-group instruc-
ion will help many<students; short units, or "mini - courses" offered as side

Studie can help students with deficfent preparation to remain in the regular
program and not become "remedial" students. For, some students, special
tutoring by more advanced high school or college students may be helpful and
is readily available if. someone is willing to organize such a program. L A n .

variety of approaches is also essential, since some students will have better-
developed verbal skills, and others better visual and spatial perception.2 In
the junior high school mathematics and science chaster of this framework, a
strong plea has been made to eradicate°sexual, racial, and ethnic aiscriknination
in the teaching of these disciplines. Readers should review that chapter.

Many science teachers have now adopted new programs that stress
what scientists are doing as well as information about science. These include
programs for physics, biology, chemistry, and earth sciences, and are usually
teferred to by abbreviated capitall,tetter,symbols.3 While these programs are
good in themselves, they c19 not supply an integrated science program for high
school students. The same is true for mathematics courses, traditionally
Sequential, whose titles alone frighten students who feel inadequate in mathematics.
In a school offering many elective courses, students are unlikely, 'if they feel weak

'High school and college students are eager for such work; they not
only enjoy it, but the work gives some substance to their dossiers. They should
be paid for doing

2 Eleanor E. Mcoby and Carol Nagy' Jacklin, "Sex Differences in
Intellectual Functioning, Akeedings of the 1972 Invitational Conference on
Testing Problems - Assess yen in a Pluralistic Society (Princeton: Educational
Testing Service, 1973), pp. 0, 41.

3PSSC: Secondary School Physics: The Physical Science Study, Committee
(Watertown, Mass.: Educational Services,. Inc., 1959); BSCS: Joseph J. Schwab,
Biology Teachers' Handbook (New York: John Wiley. and Sons 1963); CBA: CheMical
Systems: Chemical Bono Approach Project (New York: McGraw-=Hill, 1964); UHEMS:
Chemistry, An Experimental Science: Chemical" Education aterials Study (San
Francisco: W. H. Freeman and Co.., 4963); and ESCP: ESC Newsletter, NL-1.
Earch Science Curriculum Project (Boulder: 1niversity of olorado, 1963).
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in mathematics and science, to choose any course labeled "chemistry" or
"advanced algebra" or any other course that .suggests to them a dry; difficult,
or esoteric study.

Science and mathematics,teachers should developoherent
program that will provide the following:1

.

. A three- or four-year sequence of thematically related courses
that constitute the regular program

. Fundamental information and procedures in physics, biology,
chemistry, botany, astronomy, and earth sciences

. Concurrent development in mathematics, including at least
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry

. Discussion of the most recent scientific discoveries

. Methods of keeping-informed about scientific developments
after they leave school

. Demonstration of the relationships between science and
other fields (carbon-14 testing, for'example)

. Appreciation of what remains unknoWn or inexplicable to
scientists

The histoty of science and mathematics, not only in Westei?n
cu ltures but in others as well

. .. . . .
,

This is a demanding recommendation in several respectS.. First, it assumes
that students will spendmiore time than is now customary in the study of science
and mathematics, a necessity if they are expected to be members of a society in
which science plays an important role. Teachers also have a responsibility to
remain current in their field's through ongoing inservice training of the kind recom-
mended in Part Eight below. Finally, this recommendation asks that scientists
and mathematicians confer with one another and with other teachers to bring order,
sequence, and interest to the high school curriculum. N

A high school mathematics and.science classroom (serving also,as a.
laboratory) should not differ greatly in design from a junior high school class-
room. There should be plenty'of room for storage and for individual and group
work. Many of the materials, games, and equipment ofithe junior -high school

'Our society will always need specialists in .mathematics and science,
and courses for advanced students ghoul)21'be available, either in the high school
or in nearby colleges and universities.
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'room should be available.1 Whenever pOssible, students should be encouraged
to make equipment and models themselves;.these are good projects for,industrial
arts classes. They can also use tae discards of our technotogicalsocieV

.appliancds, automobile parts, and machines and tools of all kinds.as material
for study and dxperimentation. Often) h_owever,, they will require some expensive
and sophisticated.equipment: It is far preferable to furnish classes with limited
,numbers of high-quality microscopes, voltmeters, calculators, and other such
instrt.ments than to provide them With shoddy equiplient jpst so there twill be one,
of each for everyone. The main thing is to surrounestudents with materials that .
will encourage there to study and experiment, while providing the best equipment
available for individual or group use when 'student work calls for it. The main-
tenance of such science rooms need not be a 'i.roblem; it can becOme an opportunity
for students to learn. Some students ma,ythegin a career by becoming laboratory
assistant's, computer operators, and repair people.

There are science fairs in most urban areas of California that give
students a sense of public achievement, These could well,be associated with

\county, fairs, where, students can not only demonstrate their scientific and mathe-
matical skills but also contribute to other exhibits. What are the nutritional
values of the`fruits, vegetables, and animals on display, for example? How doe's'
the nu-xitional value change when these products are preserved? Students may
offer themselves as judges of a new category: the best-tasting and most nutritious
'roods on display at the fair.

Students should also exhibit in school what they have accomplished.
Science classrooms shotild be continuous display areas for suidentiwork,' whether
the result's are in verbal or visual form. There should also be a central display
area, where the work of all students, from whatever discipline, may be exhibited
for review by their peers, their parents and teachers, and the public.

The mathematics and science program has direct connections with
other parts of the curriculum., and these connections should be made the most of.
Teachers should get out of their classrooms, offices, and disciplines to
talk with other members of the humanities faculty. In this framework the sugges-
tions for study in the social sciences require the cooperation of science'teachers
on such matters as the history of science and mathematics, the origin and migra-
tion of races, the history of continental drift, and the bases for industrialization
and automation. Artists are using the latest-knowledge about materials, as they
always have, and they'should be working closely with scientists. They are also
concerned with form and so should be talking with mathematicians.

Several-"revolutions" in science have occurred during the twentieth
century, ,some quite. recently- -for example, in agronomics, geology, micro-

- biology,, genetics, and astrophysicsand some of the most striking and signih-
o cant of their.results ire being made available to the educated lay people by means

of excellent :television programs, magazine and ;newspaper articles, and reports

1See'the recommendations in the junior, high school mathematics and
saierice`chapter of this framework.
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in journals devoted to science. These extraordinary occurrences should be
brought to the attention of students in every science class. Young people shoula
get Lo know something aboUt the "green revolution" and its implications for the
continuation of human life on this planet; about.the work of Watson, Crick, and
others in de'sgribirig the niolecular biology of the gene; about the architecture of
the globe (already discussed briefly in the junior high school' social sciences
chapter);\ and abbut the nature of,the visible universe and its origins in cosmic
eients takingplace some billions of years ago. 0.Exceptional.,$)tholarship is not
reqifired of teachers who want to bring this histOry-in-The-making before their
stuAnts' eyes. When they 'arrange a class ptoject around a television program,
or illustrate a talk with. photographs from the Natiotat geographic and Scientific
American, they are doing what inspiring teachers in every age,of discovery haVe
dode: in the course or edUcating!'themselves, they educate their students.

It isjust as essential that the history of older scientific revolutions
be brought up,to date. To use but one example here, science teachers should,
establish a study seminar with 'interested colleagues on the huinanities faculty
to prepare a project in' the origins of the human species, and to discover what
changesand advances have been made.in evolutionary theo0 during the twentieth
century. We stand =now at a good point from which to view di se mutters hidtori-
cally and the inservice study seminar is the place where tea rs can gather their
resources for the project., They might begin with re-examinin the possibilities
of Topic #2 in the social sciences curriculutn--"The diffusion. of eoples north-
wai-d from points-of origin in.Africa.1 How much information have the students
gained from that study? What are they -ready for now? HoW can an interdiscip-
linaryoproject bring the most recent scholarship to bear upon, this grand topic of
the beginnings of lifer2

High school students become voting citizens and adult members of our
society by the time they graduate. They must vote on and participate in public
decisions requiring scientific knowledge beyond the coinprehension of any but the
most specialiZed scientists or mathematicians. How does One deal with questions
about which he or she has no specialized knowledge? Other important questions
are these: When is a humag being legally dead for purl oses of organ transplant?
What control should governments exercise Over the co tent and packaging of
prepared foods? What personal data should be collec ed for the purposes of
controlling crime, or protecting businessmen and c sumers? Should the govern-
ment support certain kinds, of research rather than oth er-k4iids? Is chemical or
biological warfare moral, and what side-effects may such warfare have? Should

1
See the introduction to Pa t Five, Chapter VI.

2See Chapter X below, "Ph losophy and Religion," for an interdiscip-
lirra0 topic on various accounts of the origins of life.

f--
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all people. be allowed .,to reptoduce, even though they may pass on serious
diseases or deformities to their offspring? Should reproduction be controlled
generally to prevent over-populationof the planet? Should we move our society
toy ,rd a More "primItive" model for ecological reasons? And who would w,

suuer or benefit most from such-a movement?_ What do we: mean by "primitive"?
None of these questions is simple. To prepare theMselves to deal with them,
students should have sufficient mathematiCal and scientific knowledge to be
intelligently skeptical, along with prastice in considering such-questions from
an interdisciplinary point of view.

'Activities Going On/in the Mathematics, and Science Program

Activities listed in the junior h'igh-school chapter on
mathematics and science, 'proyided they are adjusted
for age level and ability

Regularly using decimals, percentages, fractions, and
the four basic arithmetical operations in computations

Doing review and catch-up work in arithmetical operations
if it is needed

'Continuing*th practice the use of the metric system, not
only in science classes but in vocational, art, social
sciences, and language courses as well

Applying mathematical skills in making sense of raw data
from other fields by determining means and medians,
estimating probability, etc.

Representing in visual and verbal forms abstract relation-
ships among lines, curves, shapes, and solids

Conceiving, constructing, and carrying out experiments in
physics, botany, biology, chemistry, and earth sciences

. Building equipment designed for specific scientific experiments

Discussing and demonstrating basic scientific concepts such
as the lever principle, Newtonian laws; mutation, .molecular
structure, and photosynthesis

. Estimating the significance of new scientific discoveries as
they are presented in the public. media Or at scientific :conferences

. Discussing the, relationship between baSic scientific discovery
and technological development

60.6
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. Debating political issues involving science and technology,
considering the physical, aesthetic, economic, and
political implications of such issues

Discutising the relationship between science and government

Discussing how they as adults will keep abreast of scientific
. and technological developments, or whom they would rely

-. upon as authoritative interpreters of such developments

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities

Involving Mathematics and. Science':

Ecosystems exist wherever there is life, and they are good subjects
for interdisciplinary study. One likes to imagine a combination of seashore and
mountains offering a variety of climates and life forms, but even in the center of
'a city there are human beings, cats and dogs, insects, plants (perhaps in pots),

( birds, and rodents, where relationships can be examined. Observation and
measurement Can bepprecise without being tedious. Students can build as many
of their own .instruments as possible to Measure wind velocity, rainfall, tempera-
tures, and the changing position of the sun. Animals, birds, insects, and plants
can be enumerated and identified according to species; they can also be drawn
and photographed. The songs of birds can be recorded, and students can make
sonograms of them fdr comparison's. The movement of animals, birds, and
insects also provides material for study. What lever principles are involved?
What kind of special efficiencies result for various creatures? How much do the
students know about the aerodynamics of bird flight? To measure the height of
.trees and buildings, students will have to exercise some trigonometry, and some
basic chethistry will be required to analyze the soil and water.

Students will eventually assemble a considerable body of data and
;Will have to determine ways to record, it `and then to analyze it. Some can build
three-dimensional maps of the terrain; others can graph rainfall, wind velo-
cities, and temperatures; and still others,will figure out ways of showing changing
relationships among life forms. Students should have the primary responsibility,
for making sense of their raw, data, with plenty of guidance from the teacher, of
course. .'They should discover the distribution of plants, animals, and other
life forms relative to humidity, temperaturp, and light. Can patterns be discerned
in the relationships among organisms (food, web, symbiosis, food pyramid)?

*See the other disciplinary chapters. Science and mathematics are
incorporated with the entire curriculum. Suggestions. in the junior high .school
mathematics and science chapter and the interdisciplinary topics in Part Seven
of this framework may be adapted for use in high school:

604
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Can seasonal dqminance for some organisms be 9stablished and explained?
What conditions create the particular 'ecosystem under study? -

StudentA hould always be conscious that they are a natural part
of the ecosystem they are studying, and that (like the organisms around them),
they are striving for/ e best possible living.condition4. What effect have they
had one environme y studying it? What effect has the environment had on
.them? Is there any way to determine what life on the site would be like in the
total absence of human activity? In answering these questions studentswill
have to consider some general environmental questions. If they have found
pollution in the air, water, and soil, is the pollution limited to the immediate
site of their experiments or is it a general problem for all life in the area?
In either case, what would be the cost of elifninating it? That is 'how many
jobs would be lost; how might personal income and life-styles be affected; and
what would happen to 'organisms that depend upon certain kinds of pollution?,
Students may want to investigate agencies responsible for controlling pollutiork
to find out what their standards are and how they are enforced. Their study my
also impel students to take their first steps as citizens by involving themselves
in public discussions of environmental issues or otherwise making their views
known to governing groups.

Another kind of study= that yields interdisciplinary learning is the
economic institution of insurance. Insurance of any kind is based on the assump-
tion that, given.enotigh data probabilities can be determined which enable an
insurance company to,make money while reducing exceptional losses of money
or income for their customers. How was this assumption developed historically
and what were the earliest kinds of insurance? Insurance brokers and historians
Could be invited to discuss this matter to give both'a business and a historical
view of insurance. Arguments thal medical insurance should be publicly, not .

.privately, 'controlled should also be heard.

Specific, natter of study for students must include statistics and
probability. Coins may be tossed and probability figured on that basis, but
students would probably get more fun o
set themselves up as an experimental g
many-skin-piercing injurie§occur am
can Use as a control group ither a r
team) which'they consider,acciAmt-p
of applied mathematics. How does
made on the basis of data whiCh

t of a study of themselves. Let them
oup, trying to predict and record how
g them during a two-week period. They

gu far class or a group (like a basketabll
one. Much of the study here is a matter

surance work? How can predictions be ,

an only'be evaluated in term of probability?
(What is the probability of an insurance company going bankrupt, or making
too much money, for example?)

A major focus of an insurance study should be automobile accident,
insurance. Most high school students are eitherautomobile drivers or potential
drivers. What are the differences between rates for male and female drivers,
for example, and what is the statistical basis for such differences? Is discrimi-
nation sometimes involved, according to the data collected and analyzed by the
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students? Students can examine their own driving habits and those of their
friends to see which patterns increase the prObability of,accidents. Inflbences
traditionally considered by insurance companies include sex, age, marital
status, driver training, and grade-point average. Which of these can students
determine to be valid or invalid criteria for establishing rates? Other issues
to be considered by students in such a study include matters extraneous to the
driver, like speed limits, highway construction, and automobile "design. Statis-
tical methods and estimates of 'probability can Se extended from this study to
any other subject of concern to students.

a

Students who want to follow scientific discoveries or just be-well-
informed citizens need to know how to find current and reliable information.
There are, first of all, some excellept television film programs: Cousteau,
Goodall, the "Nova" series on educational television, and other occasional
specials by the networks. A British series, "The Ascent of Man, " directed
and narrated by J. Bronowski, will soon be shown on educational televisioh in
California. I Such presentations should be viewed by students and discussed at
school. The accuracy of the information preSented and the gendral point of
,view of the program should always figure in the discussion.

.

Students might construct their list of the ten best-selling science
books. The first problem they would encounter is what constitutes a Scientific
study. Do Benjamin Spock, Rachel Carson, and Linus Pouting all qualify as
authoritative scientists? Are their books scientifically valid? Which ones, and
why? How can the assertions made in best-selling'books be verified by evidence?
The opportunities for examination of scientific studies are abundant, There are,
for example, very popular books about the origin of human beings which suggest
a definition of human nature. Teachers shQuld keep track of such books, esp,-
do:1y those of a controversial nature, which often-have a fashionable following
among adults. Students should read some books like these, discuss them in the
reading groups.described in Chapter V, and judge the evidence on which they-
are based, with respect to its reliability and the interpretations the authors draw
from it.

Knowing how many mistaken and stupid statements have been made in
the past under the name of science, many workers in this field are very hesitant
t1reveal the results of or suppositions deriving from their "research except to
their colleagues. There are, however, magazines and journals that report
accurately about scientific subjects. Students should. choose what kind of informa-
tion they want. National Geographic and Natural History, for example, offer very
attractive and accurate reviews of scientific 'knowledge for an intelligent reader. .

1 A book based on Bronowski's series and under his authorship is
in print in this country: The Ascent of Man (Boston: Little, Brown and Co. ,

1973).
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They do not usually report recent scientific discoveries. Neither does
Scientific American, though it provides excellent topical summaries of
important developments by major researchers. The British publication,
New Scientist, reports most recent research well and is therefore available
in most college and university libraries. The queStions for students arewhat
kinds of information they want and whom they can go to fpr authoritative advice
when they need it. They should first go to scientific journals and see what they
can understand for themselves. What they ,cannot understand ,should be noted
fow later discussion. How technical does their vocabulary have to be and how
broad their scientific knowledge to understand what the article is about? They
might attend, or review the proceedings of, a science conference to see haW
much, they understand and how well,the participants un erstand one another.

A major resource that is often neglected Is the scientists themselves.'
In nearly every areaCalifornia there are colleges nd universities in which
scientists are involved al-research. While they may not.be willing, to tell the
local newspaper what they are doing or comment in writing about the work of
colleagues, most of them would be willing to talk with a class about the validity
of current research in a particular area and how to evaluate research in an
unfamiliar area.

Teachers who are looking for ways to integrate science and humani-
. ties instruction will find guidance and practical help in the course materials that
have been published as a i-esult of the Harvard Project Physics. Begun in 1962
by a high school physics teacher, a university physicist, and,.a professor of
science education, the project grew to include "college andhigh school physics
teachers, astronomers, chemists, historians and philosophers of science,
science educators, psychologists, evaluation specialists, engineers, film
makers, artists, and graphic designers"J The project had three aims: to
develop a humanistically oriented physics course, to attract students to the
study. of introductory physics, and to find out what factors influence the learning
of science in school.2 In this course, physics is placed within the context of
the history of science and ideas. It is a well-written, extended narrative that
is of sufficient length and substance so that students may locate themselves with
respect to the scientific and philosophical ideas of a given time. The authoTs
clearly explain their purposes to the readers, including the interdisciplinary
one:3

1F. James Rutherfo d, Gerald Holtoh, and Fletcher G. Watson,
The Project Physics Course, T xt (New Y6ilk: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,

,1970), page lof Preface.
2 Ibid, page 2 of Preface.

.3 Ibid, page 9 of Epilogue.
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All too often students have to discover the existence
of the fabric of ideas for themselves. For it is a bad
habit of some academic's to teach their own subject as'
if it had nothing to do" with.others. But it is precisely
by seeing these connectites between fields that one
becomes educated rather than only trained, fe have
made these links explicit in our course in the hope of
providing an educational experience that, in a similar
manner, you can and should obtain in all your courses.

4

Excerpts from .works of philosophy and literature are quoted, incitUding poetry,novels, essays,. and science fiction: 'Many of the excerpts' are long enough to
give students a real idea of the writer's style as well as a generous portion ofthe subject matter. Included in the course material are a series of paperpack

-readers .that contain articles and passages from books about historic events in
science, the work of some notable physicists, the 'philosophy of science, and
the way science has influenced some artists. The students are invited to brow`sethrough this collection. Although these books are anthologies, they'are not mere

`' collections of bits and pieces.

Scientific, mathematical, philosophical,. and literary material are
interwoven throughout the text. Scientific theories, mathematical formulas, and
philosophical ideas are explained within the narrative so that students have enough
information to understand how the scientists "did science" and what they achieved.'
This method is far better for a humanities teacher of science than the common
one of compacting biographical notes about great scientists in the margins'of a
text that deals primarily with the mathematical aspects of physics.

A. course taught with these materiaig could be expanded through-
team-teaching. For example, drama, language arts, and philosophy teachers,
Might cooperate with the physics teacher in treating some of the literature morethoroughly and dealing with philosophical, ideas at greater length. An art member,
of a team could gather More examples of art that reflect the influence_orgclence
and mathematics or that show something about the time in which the scientistslived. The books contain an'unusuaf variety of illustration, many taken from
sources contemporary with the theory or scientist being studied. Some illus-
trations in the text can be improVed, however. Paintings that were originally
in color should be reproduced in color or omitted. ,!This is a taw of aesthetics:)
Many of the illuStrative drawings should be, larger.

Whether teachers use this text or another, tike it is for them, to
decide after careful examination and discussion, but\in any teaching fnagprials
they select, they should look for the following qualities:

a

. A level and style of language appropriate for capable readers

LA narrative fabric that holds the book together

well-written explanations that do not become tedi

(306
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. A courteous regard forvthe reader

An aesthetically satisfYineformat, but one that does
not ostentatiously waste space

. Welt:organized for study btlt not loaded with an ap paratus
of "study questions," "things to think about and discuss,"
;'points to remember, irrelevant writing assignments,
and bursy- work assignments

Many different kinds of reading m
the hdmanities. There can be no
series fbr humanities courses.

aterials are needed for good instruction in
such. thing as a single textbook or standard

0,



CHAPTER VIII*

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The introduction to the junior high school chapter on industrial arts
speaks in strong terms of the importance of the industrial arts for the education of
all boys and girls, and should be considered part of this chapter. The recom-
mendations'and activities described in both places, as well as the many sugges-
tions of an industrial arts nature incorporated in the elementary chapters, estab-
lish the industrial arts on a footing equal with othez subjects in the humanities
curriculum. With the skills and attitudes gained in elementary and junior high
school, students can advance in senior high school to any level of accomplish-
ment in industrial arts that they aim for. The program there will be commensurate
with ,their desire to apply their minds and energies in productive work with tools
and materials. Parents and educators have not yet fully recognized the depth and
force of this urge.

High school administrators, co sdlors, and teaching faculty
including industrial arts teachers themselves parents, and school board mem-
bers will have to discard some outmode° view q if the industrial arts humanities
program is to be carried out in practice, SnoWries that operate in several direc-
tions must be reduced. Industrial arts teachers earl no longer be looked upon as
custodians of incorrigibles; counselors may not place all the problem students with
the shop teacher; nor can the shops become a sort of ethnic preserve in the school.
The humanities character of industrial arts can be maintained only it the instruc-
tors have a mixed student body to work With. On the other hand, industrial arts
teachers should' not yearn to deal with just the manual geniuses. Run-of-the-mill
girls and boys who want to do things with their hands in school and in life must be
made welcome. Other staff members cannot be snobbish at the expense of the
industrial arts staff: one does not need a fine arts B. A. to be a humanities instruc-
tor as this framework is conceived. Also, shop teachers should not indulge in self-
imposed isolation because they think they'are looked down upon by the "academic"
staff; and communities, especially suburban middle-class communities, must stop
paying lip service to the value of the industrial and fine arts while really believing
that students should only be concerned with "serious" studies; that is, college
preparatory courses.
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Suggestions for considering the industrial arts as preparation for jobs
and careers are contained in this chapter,' additional recommendations relating to
vocational education can be found in the chapter on household arts. However, it
is beyond the scope of this framework, to treat vocational education separately and
extensively. This is not to suggest that the writers do not consider vocational edu-
cation of utmost importance. Indeed, it is precisely the importance of' wnat
happens to young people after they leave high school that has led them to stress
what writers on career or vocational education do not stress, namely, that
preparation for and selection of a vocation is the concern of the total high school
faculty, not just teachers of industrial arts, homemaking, or business classes, or
a few counselors. Young people need to know 'how they can measure up to a job
as human beings, as well as how to learn the skills of a particular job. They must
also realize that the self-confidence, aesthetic satisfaction, and technical ability
they gain from mastering some of the fine, industrial, and household arts will
strengthen them when they actively pursue a vocation.

a Recommendations

The program of industrial arts in Senior high school should include
instruction in wood- and metal-working, drafting, auto mechanics, electronics,
graphic arts, and photography) The history and appreciation of architecture,
Methods and materials of construction, city and environmental planning, radio
and television production, and filmmaking should also be studied. The school
should provide workshops in as many crafts as possible leather, ceramics, tex-
tiles, metal and wood, lapidary, plastics, still photography, filmmaking, and
others. Craft clubs should be organized by students, and teachers who choose to
sponsor them should receive extra compensation if club activities take place after
school. .

in high school, students can specialize in industrial arts and still do
considerable work in the sciences, humanities, and fine arts. Advanced courses
in high school shops employ techniques that closely resemble those used in industry,
and when students reach this level they are receptive to instruction about indus-
trial methods and occupational opportunities.2 The industrial arts become a voca-
tional preparation for them in addition to being, as they are for everyone, a source
of manual, intellectual, and aesthetic satisfaction. All students should learn, to
perform many industrial arts skills well and experience the pleasure of planning
making, operating, and repairing a wide variety of ,objects and equipment. All

1

Guide for Industrial Arts Education in California (Sacramento:
Department of Education, 1970), 13, 11,

2
Ibid.
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students should become craftsmen in at least one of, these arts and appreciate
craftsmanship all of them.

The hurrianities faculty must see to.it that the way is open for all
students to spend sufficient time in the industrial arts to reach these goals. At the
very least, they, shohld take courses and activities during half of their time in high
school. StUdents who plan to go to college should not be Counseled out of indus-
trial arts courses irforderito take only the college preparatory courses; nor should
students who wish to concentrate in the industrial arts b discouraged from taking
courses in other subjects. Flexible scheduling will allow all students to take a
judicious mixture of academic, artistic, and manual studies throughout high school.'

The humanities faculty must also. be aware that any given group of
entering students will contain a number who have not had the kind of junior high
school industrial arts training recommended in this framework. Procedures must
be set up whereby these students, can be phased into the industrial arts program
without being thwarted by elaborate prerequisites. Industrial arts teachers must
ta.ke'special care to see that all students have the time and practice tolet their
capacities for handling materials, tools, and processes mature.

The heterogeneous, coeducational nature of the industrial arts pro-
gram must be maintained in high school. Having students of both sexes and all
abilities in industrial arts classes should be as natural as having them in English
class. Parents, faculty, and students Must be made to realize that discrimination
against female students in the industrial arts has been so profound that nearly every-
one, girls included, assumes that shop is for boys only.

Girls have thus been denied the opportunity to develop their abilities
in using tools, machinery, and equipment, to plan and make things in the shop,
and to be me craftswomen"and artisans capable of finding employmeht or pursu-
ing an avocation.

In schools all over the United States, men and Women with special skills
and with the warmth of nature that young people respond °to are sharing their expertise
with the coming generation. Practising artisans and craftsmen, older students of the
industrial arts, housewives, with special capabilities, and other members of the corn-
rnunity with industrial arts talents should be invited to school to assist teachers and
students. The school should make the widest possible and most inventive use of
retired craftsmen, male and female, in the community. These people should be
on the campus in a volunteer and paid capacity for a stated number of hours so
that industrial arts, like other humanities instructors, may enjoy the benefit of indi-
vidualized, small-group, and community-assisted instruction.

1

See Part Four, Chapter III, Organizing, Scheduling, and Staffing-
Humanities Programs.
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Women who have kept house and done other valuable' human work havemuch to offer an.induStrial arts program. Both boys and girl's must have women tolook up to as models of manual competence and ingenuity, as well as men. MO.ny
women have taught themselves lbw to use tools and operate Machines: They, ',should be in,the shop along with men. The humanities faculty should seek outand invite women industrial arts teachers to join the staff.

Industrial arts teachers should organize counseling seminars for jOb- andcareer-bound students in much the same way that they are organized for students inthe household arts. Other members of the-faculty should be involved when subjectmatters such as English, psychology, and economics are called upon.' In theSe
seminars, the small-group discussion techniques already in use throughout- the human-ities program should be employed to explore what the community has to offerstudents in the broad spectrum of the industrial arts. Teachers, students, unionofficials, and potential employers should come, together and speak frankly and
informatively about possibilities for employment, further training, and carer
development. Not just jobs in shops; factories, or bn construction sites should beinvestigated, but also possibilities for becoming independent artists or members ofsmall craft shops or studios.

.

High school students do not get enough concentrated,. up-to-date,
and unified instruction in. the problems of the'technological age in which they live.
Only iv gaining some understanding of modem industrial society can they begin to
know the social context in which they will work. Industrial arts, social science,
and language 'arts teachers can combine forces to teabn about industrialization,
migration, and urbanizatiOn in the United States and other countries of the wprld.2-They can also deal directly with some of the hard questions of- industrial life in the
community, state, and nation, something,thaf schools have been reluctant to do.Industrial arts teachers must think beyond the confines of the shop hand enlist the aidof their colleagues in other disciplines in seeking information on such queStions as:

What has assembly-line production done to indtistrial crftsman-
.

ship? (Students should visit assembly lines and talk with workers.
They should read books and see films about assembly. lines and otherkinds of autoniatea, mind-deadening work; for example, the humOr-
ous, satirical, 'revealing commentary of CharliedCuaplib's film
Modern Times.)

____In-whartrades can a worker expect to do independent, !creative
work or do almost all workers follow procedures set!up for them
by s eone else?

See, Chapter IX, Recommendations,
2
See, for example, the last three topics in the junior/senior high

school social sciences curriculum, and the discussions of technology throughout //the framework.,
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What are the personal satisfactions to be derived from an indus-
trial career? What do some working people in the community
really think about° their jObs?

What kind of human relationships can be expected in the indus-
trial world? Can they.be improved? What kind of companion-
ship can one expect? What is thirty years in a certain kind of
job going to do to a person?

Is it easy for an eighteen-year-old young man or woman from .

the suburbs to get and hold a job, for an,inner-city young man or
Woman, for youths of different races and minorities, or for immi-
grant youths?

What does the World of work look like from different viewpoints:
employed and unemployed, skilled and unskilled, and older and
younger workers; foreman, plant manager, or owner of a business')

Where are the genuine craft establishments that exist in the com-
munity? What kinds of industries are dependent upon small craft
and fabricating plants?

What is the kind and amount of retraining that a person should-
anticipate during a working life in a trade or craft?,

How does pne come to realize the influence of machines and
technology on our lives? Can human beings control technology?
Is there time, place, and energy left for contact with nature in
urbanized? industrialized communities?

What are the.avocational possibilities of various kinds of industrial
arts? What kind of aesthetic and kinesthetic satisfactions do they
produce?

ro

As a result of their work in the industrial arts, fine arts, and house-
hold arts; high school students should become quite practiced in observing and
appraising things for their'aesthetic worth and for qualities of good design. Teachers.
in these three subjects alone can create .literally hundreds of activities' in which stu-
dents Can plan, make, and arrange things that are well-designed and beautiful to
look at. Students should have many opportunities to observe and discuss these
qualitie§ in the things they and their Classmates produce. When teachers plan such
activities cooperatively, they Will heighten students, awareness of design and
beauty and give them .a sensenof aesthetic values that they cannot get as well when
the subjects are taught separately. Such concrete experience gives a broad basis
from which to write about.the aesthetic qualities of things in language classes or
to discuss the nature of Aesthetics in philosophy class,, and it expands the reservoir
of pleasuable things to remember and think about; in one's private life.
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In high school, students shbUld study several styles of architecture in
their own and other world cultures, and the kinds of materials and methods of con-
struction used to build them. Theyshould know how history and culture influence
styles of architecture and building, finally concentrating on one society or a period
of history and studying its architecture in depth. They can observe ordinary homes,.
offices, stores, and churches in their own communities and in nearby towns anti
cities to see how architectural forms and styles dating back to ancient times find
their wak,.into contemporary California buildings. They can try to account for
the sterility and shoddiness of much commercial construction. City planning, -

urban development, and environmental control are topics that arise naturally out
of discussions about architecture. Students and teachers shot :d be investie,ating
such questions as how can industry plan, finance, and build cities that will enhance
human. life, and how, does society gain the"wisdom and make the decisions that will
ensure a humane life for people living in cities?

Activities Going on in the Industrial Arts Program

The activities listed in Part Five, Chapter X, can be adapted for high
school classes; in addition, the following kinds of activities will be going on :.

. Gaining control of Materials and tools:

sawing wood and cutting metal expertly

drilling, planing, sanding, or hammering with dexterity

turning out a finished object of wood or metal on a lathe

bending, twisting, and'shaping hot and cold metal

staining,. painting, and finishing objects in other Ways

fabricating and assembling parts 1:o make a whole

knowing electrical theory; Wiring circuits; making and

repairing motors

repairing household al), winces

making general repairs a car'and knowing how to find the

cause of malfunctions
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. Watching a project of one's own choice and design, take shape ,from
idea to completed form

. Doing advanced industrial sketching ?nd;drawing, including'ren-
derings in perspective

Making accurate working drawings, layouts, and patterns, and
constructing, things from them

. Reading architectural plans and blueprints

Drawing floor plans and landscaping plans for houses

Constructing models of buildings, vehicles, and objects in
different materials and scales

Discussing and evaluating the aesthetic 'qualities of Objects of metal
and ceramic art, the architecture of houses and buildings, and corn-
rfion,everyday tools and implements

. Sketching, photographing, filming, writing or recording observa-
tions about the design of industrial objects, the "open" and "closed"
spaces of cities,_ or the appearance of places where people play,
.work, eat, sleep, or spend leisure time

Becoming expeft in one or more crafts:

etching, enameling,' peening, planishing, dowing or fluting
metal surfaces

preparing and dyeing yarns, weaving on frames or foot-treadle
looms

knitting and braiding, knotting, and hooking textiles

making ceramics: using jigger wheel and molds, 'applying
glazes, firing oiscuit and gloat wares, and fabricating-glass

working with plastics: shaping by heat, pouring into ;holds,
filing and scraping, assembling with cements, screws, and
heat-pressure, finishing with a hand or machine Duffer

. Being aware of-the sights, sounds, smells, tactile surfaces, and
atmospheres of the workshop

Knowing how science and mathematics apply to one's own work

616
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4.

Working on projects that unite the industrial arts, fine arts, and
household arts .

Reading about people and processes of special 4nPortarice in the
industrial arts and handicrafts,

. Reading architectural magazines, craft manuals, and trade journals

Some Iii *erdisciplinary Methods and Activities
Involving the Industrial Arts*

a'

Students like to discuss the things they do in shop with each other and
with the instructor;, this is one way they learn to name tools and "parts, identify
processes, and develop technical vocabularies. They have to JOel plans and draw-
ings, make out bills of materials, and write direCtions about how to build or asseml
ble,something. Having students write so that others can understand them is a goal
of both industrial arts and English teachers. Writing problems that occur in shop,
could be Drought to composition. seminars; and ideas, feelings, and observations
associated with industrial- arts classes could find their way into imaginative writing.1.

Industrial arts, art, and language arts teachers can teach comple-
mentary-aspects of photography and.filmmaking.° Students who are interested-in
developing and printing film can be attracted'to the artistic values of photography
and may be introduce&to film as an art form by a teacher who hap organized a
course in film appreciatibn.

Model,building a favorite hobby 6f many' adolescent can be ,extended
vvto recreating_ towns of the past or degigning new Suident.R.,canlieliSconstruct

or repair many thihgs for the schools, such as shelters, stagessets,Aarg6 sculptgred
objects for decorating the grounds; playground equipment, ve0i4es, collection
centers, and scientific apparatus. Construction activities ciwen tip many interdisci-
plinary opportunities for planning, writing, reading, working in groups, calculating
photographing, sketching, reporting, and so on.

OM Z.'\

See other disciplinary chapters, especially the Visual aad 'Tactile Arts
and Household Arts. Activities that bring in the industrial arts are recommended
throughout the entire curriculum.

1.
This and the two succteding topics ca.n be- 'viewed as suggestions for

the interdisciplinary treatment of "Communications and Media.," "Construction," and
"Marine Science," three of the fifteen "career education clusters" recommended by
the United States Office of Education for study in the public schools.
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Art and industiial arts teachers could help students publicize informa-
tion about the animal and plant life of lakes, rivers, or bays that they gather in
biology class.. The examination of aquatic life reveals aesthetic data as well as
scientific information. Drawings of animal life can be rendered by art students,
and illustrations and written information printed by graphic arts-students. The
growing number of vocations connected with marine ecology can be surveyed.'

Architectural field trips can'showstudents how to look at their com-
munities in new ways. Equipped with sketch padsr cameras, knowledge'of styles
of architecture (and skill in note-taking), students,from combined industrial arts,
art, and social science classes under the guidance of their teachers can take field
trips to urban and suburban areas, museums, and city planning offices. One teacher
found' that within .a three-mile radius of Fremont High School in Oakland, he could
trace the history of California architecture from early times to-the present. Ordinary
houses built between.1920 and 1940 'featured pylons supporting front porches, with a
solidity reminiscent of those flanking the entrance to Egyptian temples. The
Fourth Church Of Christ Scientist reproduces Corinthian columns and stairs; the floor
plan resembles that of the Pantheon in Rome. A house at 7th Avenue and East 18th
Street is an example of the kind of borrowing from the Greeks that Thomas Jeffethon
favored, even though the architect fell short of pure Greek Revival, The Greek
Orthodox Church on Lincoln Way-combines the floor plan of the Greek cross set
within two peristyles, modern concrete and stainless steel construction, .and land-.
scaping with rocks and olive trees.' Good examples of Gothic, Baroque, Georgian,
and Victorian styles can also be fOund. The building that housed the Murphy Buick
Company (now torn down), designed by a famous California-architect, Berdard May-
beck, combined Islamic, Japanese, and Roman motifs, and yet had a unify and iden-
tity of its own. The steel shell and stone sheath of the Central Building echoes the

1

Over foul. thousand rzudent's a year in grades 9-14 in schools of Contra
Costa County have been involved since 1971 in a field ecology study of the delta
and estuary complex of San Francisco' Bay. They take biological samples of bay ,

water and the apply sampling procedures at research stations in water areas close.
to their schools. Students send in data on physico- chemical and biological 'changes
to a central computer. Printouts are made available to schools and governmen-
tal agencies. The project had not been set up to include art activities; however,
one of the students" produced a series of superb drawings of the animal life'she had
investigated. Her drawings made attractive covers for instructional units `'developed
in the project. Art; graphic art, and journalism students could become involved
in disseminating the findings of such a project to the public, (Marine Ecology
Research Project,' Contra Costa County Superindent of Schoolspffice, George J.
Castellani, Director),
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Wainwright Building in St. Louis. The Kaiser Building, a graceful example of
international skyscraper style, carries one's eye from Lak Merritt across the
skyline of Oakland to the hozizcn of San Fr Acisco city and bay.1

. Lithography4both a commercial process and an art medium. Stu-
dents could make- stone plates to get a sense of how lithography began. .Reproduc-
don of lithographs of such famous artists as Daumier, Toulouse-Lautrec, and
Picasso could be displayed along with those of local 'contemporary artists. Daumier
made lithographs to-show political and social conditions. ,Lautrec made posters,
and Delacroix used lithographs for illustrations. Field trips to art galleries,
museums, commercial and private studios, and printing plants could demonstrate to
students the place that lithography holds in the world of art and commerce and
what the jobs in this field are like,

Jewelry-making.illuminates history and social customs when it is
"included in the study of personal adornment, one of the oldest forms" of art and
craft on record. Men and women from earliest times have adorned themselves to
show their unity with the deity and with nature, to proclaim their social standing,
to designate offices of power and authority, to express love and other personal
bonds, and simply to decorate their bodies. /Articles of,adornment from prehistory
down to the present time in many world cultures show how close artists and crafts-
men have been to nature, and how they borrow from nature in making their designs.
Adornments have also expressed religious and other kinds of symbolism. Ado-
lescent boys and girl§ are intrigued by adornments, and in recent years it has

.become acceptable for boys to wear medallions, bracelets, headbands, and the
like. Why this was not so as recently as the 1950's can be an engaging question for
teenagers to investigate and leads them directly into looking at the types of adorn-
ment that men and women have worn in different periods of history. As students
make pieces .of jewelry and other kinds of adornment in craft classes for themselves,
their families, and their friends, it is very easy for teachers to start discussions
about the aesthetics of personal taste, Students can be helped to broaden their
tastes and to consider things that are right for them rather than merely in vogue.
However, teachers must be extremely careful not to imply criticism of personal
taste or allow students to be critical of one another. Students themselves should
be 'made aware of the deep personal significance of bodily adornments and how
feblings dan be hurt through even casual critical remarks.2.

These examples are taken from an unpublished paper'written by
Mr. Thomas Gage. He made slides to illustrate the field trip in Oakland and
did a similar study of an area in suburban Concord. Mr. Gage is Coordinator of
English and Reading, Mt. Diablo Unified School District, Concord, California.

2This activity was contributed by Jeanne Palmer Panaldi, Art Con-
sultant, Lafayette, California.' She recommends the following book for teachers
to study: 'Guido Gregolietti, Jewelry Through the Ages (NeW,York: American
Heritage Press, 1969)..
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One of the concepts of science that students should learn is the 'inter-;
dependence of all objects in the universe Sand their interaction with the envj.ronment.1
The uses to which naturatresources are put in a school are determined by economic,
political, and social decisions made by parents, school'officials, architects, and
other members of the community. When manufacturers use naturalgesourcekthe
ramifications are worldwide. For example, if a time comes when there are not
enough forest resources in the United States, where shall we get wood, for homes,
furniture, household implements, and art works? What are the reforestation .

policies of California and other western states? American copper cbmpaniesplay
a crucial part in the economies of countries like Chile and Peru, A map on t e wall
of the shop showing the sources of world metals could be as instructive as one in
the social science classroom.

The study of natural resources can contribute to students' appreciation
of nature. For example, trips to,forests, espeCially where there are.trees like the
great redioods, give; people a different perspective on wood as a product of nature.
When students learn first-hand that "ley can influence public policy on the regrowth
of forests, and when they contemplate the grandeur and beauty .of trees, then they,
may realize that the arts of man must be built upon reconstructing rather than
destroying nature.

. Many other questions about resources can be asked. For example, what
resources do plastics deplete? How can plastics be made biodegradable? Students
could be asked what they would be willing to give up in order to preserve the environ-
ment and conserve natural resources. Whether their answers are in the form of writ-
ten or oral compositions, they should state clearly what every one of their prescrip-
tions might entail. They could confine themselves to one type or range of materi-
als, such as oil, wood, or plastics.

An extended interdisciplinary project originating in the industrial arts .

could give students the opportunity to design and build a socially useful product.
They can make sketthes and working drawings, outline the process necessary to fabri-
cate it, and then build the product or a model of it. They can describe the relation-
ship of function, materials, and beauty in the product, justify its usefulness, estimate
the price taking into account the cost of fabrication and marketing and determine
the social and ecological implications of it if mass-produced. The school could dis-
play these products in its gallery; they could be entered in craft shows, and some of
them might even qualify for patents.

Science Framework for California Public,Schools (Sacramento:'
California State Department of Education, 1970), pp. 104-10 .
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.CHAPTER

HOUSEHOLD ARTS

The household arts are An integral part of the humanities program in senior
high school, equal in importance to all others in the curriculum., These arts are for
everyone;, they have something to offer every single student for the improvernya of
personal life. Within the various courses, activities, and study grOups comprising
the program, such topics will be considered' as household maintenance, family
resources; foods and nutrition, textiles and clothing, child development, Jove and
marriage, physical and emotional health, and the sociology of the family. 411
these topics have interdisciplinary connections; which can be developed by teach-
ers of the household arts, language ads, fine arts, social sciences, body education,
and other disciplines.

The houSehold arts are a fdcal point in this framework for dealing with
vocational education from a humanities perspective; the industrial arts are another.
Vocational education is conceived here in the broadest terms, and all teachers on the
high school faculty are asked to involve themselves in teaching it,. They must help
students face such questions as what do I need to do to get a job? what kind of fur-
ther training and education will I require? how do I plan my life after high school?
Household artS-teachers have a special responsibility.to help students prepare for jobs
arld careers in business, industries, and public services related to the household; but
other members of the humanities faculty should also help them becomeaware of the
kinds of personal satisfactions, that various jobs and careers offer, the style of life they
demand, and the type of people, who are attracted to them.

Readers should review the introduction and recommendations in Chapter
IX, Part Five, and consider how these are applicable to senior high school household
arts prograrris. The following recommendations are meant for that level, b they
contain ideas appropriate for junior high school also.

Recommendations

Household arts courses should be made equally attractive to male and
female students; to students of high, middle, and low ability; and to students who
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plan either to enter college or to get .a job immediately after' graduation. They are
not to be dumping grounds for so-called vocational students. Counselors can play a
key role in-maintaining the heterogeneity of household arts classes. They cannot
proclaim the importance of these courses for everybne while,thscouraging boys or
college-bound students from taking them. Counselors must encourage all students to
choose household arts courses as part of their senior high school programs and be
ready to help explain the value of these choices to parents. The Humanities. Planning
Committee should see to it that there is continuing integration of household arts and
humanities programs,. so 'that students may take household arts courses or interdisci-
plinary courses involving the household 'arts during at least four semesters in grades
nine through twelve. They should also be able to choose work-study program's that
are related to or centered in the househOld arts program. (See recommendations below
On work experience and work-study.).

Some of each student's coursework in the household arts program shou
be related to one or more of the major cultural areas covered in the humanities currici-
lum: American, Californian, European, African, Asian, and other cultures. There
is a wealth of cultural background to draw upon in the United States alone. For exam-
_pie, ethnic subcultures haye their own traditions of cooking, sewing,' domestic archi-
tecture, interior decorating, and family celebrations.. They have preserved some tra-
ditional attitudes toward family relationships, sex, religion, work, education, and
pleasure. Cultural traditions and belief§ should be treated with respect even as they
are studied critically. Students should grow to appreciate the diversity of the cultural
influences on American home and family life, and understand some of the crises
within families andwithin society that may have their roots in this diversity. Do they
note regional variations iii(some cultural traits? Is a national supra-culture forming?

The household,arts deal with students' perceptions of themselves as indi-
viduals, family members, friends, and workers. Hence these` programs must appeal to
students from different ethnic, re igiouS, and sociO-economic backgrounds, Many
household arts programs are tailo ed to fit the stereotypes of white middle-class Ame4-
can life, and 'students from famili s of modest income or from families whose cul-
tural ways are quite unlike the.stere type are often bewilderedand offended bysuch
programs. 1 However, since American material well-being is a norm constantly held

Consider the following comment, from' a student looking back on her home
economics experience: 'What I am saying is that at one time I was married (still am,
separated, but married) and I found it was hard for me to live off a small salary and
support both my husband and myself. Iwas taught in home economics to make my hus-
band'a happy home. I really don't understand what this is. I really don't! Is it just
to iron his shirts or cook hlis meals or what? With my husband I found that a happy
home was when I was out working. : What did I learn in homemaking and how
does it pertain to niy,life now? Well, .the answer is that I. can't soeT t. . . . I really
can't. Insight's', "Proceedings of the Conferenceon Consumer.and Homemaking
Education, November 9 -10,, 1970, Anaheim" (SdcramentO: Bureau dfliomemakind.
Education, 1970), p. 23.
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up before growing children, they will have to learn- how to evaluate this stan---
dard fn light of their on aspirations and values: Often the strength of family
life or membership 'in a cultural group offers alternative' ways of looking at this
matter.

The "open laboratory" is a regular feature of home economics
departments in some high schools; it is an arrangement that ought to bee
established in all household arts programs. The best use of the open labora-
tory is- made udder flexible scheduling. For example, whenever a foods or
clothing classroom is not in use, individuals or groups of students may go to it

a
and work on projects of their own choice or activities that grow -otlt of :their
regular class work. The unscheduled time available in most types of flexible
scheduling makes it possible for students to visit'this kind of lab once or twice
a week, where a teacher or an experienced student is alw,ays on duty co over-
see supplies and equipment. Students can make clothing' or decorative items
out of textiles for personal adornment or fOr decorating their rooms, or they
cook foods for small groups or for couples:. Teachers in foreign language classes,
may schedule time in open labs for preparing foods of the country whose lan-
guage they are studying. The open atmosphere of the household arts laboratory' .
is conducive to spontaneous conversation among students. "When you have
leisure time and not much money,. what do you do with your time to fulfill a
need or develop an interest?" This is a question that household arts teachers
can put to students, but they must also provide settings where students can learn
to use time productively, and follow direction's and .procedures on their own.
Household arts laboratories are one place where this can -.be done.

Child care center's on the campus are a logical extension of house-,

hold arty programs. Adolescents enjoy .working with children, and the surest
way of, making education for parenthood a concrete experience is to give them
the opportunity to observe acid deal with the behavior of children under the
supervision of an experienced teacher. The centers can serve a social' purpose' °

by offering help to working mothers in the neighborhood. They can be a
natural way to bring teenage mothers back into high school. The parents -

whose .children attend the center can "work as aides and consultants for .the
whole program. The centers must be staffed both by male and female stu-
dents, because they are places for coeducation in parenthood. If junior and
senior high school teachers and administrators have really shown parents and

a
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students the value of :coeducational household arts programs, child care centers will'
be seen as a high point in the Coeducation of adolescents.1

Regardless of whether they plan to go to college or get a job immedi-
ately after graduation, all students should have the oppoitunity to participate in a
work experience or on.- the-job training program while in high school. The school
and community will have to expand their roles in providing work experience for stu-
dents, for this is perhaps the single most important thing that can be done to acquaint
young people with the world of work and bring it into their school life. Being able
to, do productive work- of a non- academic =nature is very important for developing
the self-confidence'of, young men and women of all' abilities. The school will have

1

One type of child care program can be observed in the Parent-Child Edu-
cation Center of Berkeley High School, Berkeley Unified School District, California,
Mrs. Vera Casey, Director. Students at Berkeley High School those who are
parents, both mothers and fathers, wed and unwed, and those who are not parents

may enroll in the theory and laboratory courses in child care and development
as part of the home economics department and receive credit for graduation.
Those who are going to be parents may enroll as soon as pregnancy is known,
and they may enter their children in the group while they are infants and tod-
dlers. Students learn with their own children and those of others what it means
to be parents. ',They study such topics as emotional care (rocking, loving, cra-
dling the warmth of physical handling), health care, nutrition, creative play,
physical and emotional growth,, readiness for learning, prevention of physical
and emotional abuse, and the like. Another type of program is the Infant Care
Program of Dixon High School, Dixon Unified School District, Mr. Charles Ary,
Vice-Principal, conducted during 1972773, which brought together children of
nearby migrant workers and twenty students, some of whom were boys, in the
vocational homeme%ing department. ,,The center was located at the migrant
workers' camp, and students were bused back and forth. Topics studied in con-
nection with the center were housekeeping, pre-natal care, foods and nutrition,
health, and child development. Students earned five units or more of credit per
semester, which applied toward graduaition; they were so enthusiastic that a wait-
ing.list developed of others who wanted to join. Students and children became
very attached _toeach order. At Monte Vista Highv School in the San Ramon
Unitied-SefiOol District, there is a child development program strongly supported
by parents and the community that includes a nursery school for ,children of threeto five years of age. (Some mothers feel that their five-year-olds are notready for kindergarten.) The course is planned for a year, but students may
enroll for shorter periods of time and receive credit accordingly. It is open
to juniors and seniors, both boys and girls;, eight of the fifty students in the
1973-74 school year are boys. Instruction covers the period of childhood frompre-natal to pre-school. "The students don't realize how much they need and
want to know about child development until they go through the program," com-
ments Mrs. Loretta Wilhelmsen, founder and teacher of the program.
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to cooperate closely with the community, especially labor and business organizations.
Jobs for students cannot supplant jobs for adults. Placing students in jobs and main-
taining liaison between the school and businesses will require increased time, staff,
and money. As much of this kind of work as possible should be done by students
themselves.

High schools and sc;. I districts will have to employ more students
than ever before. They can do so in the cafeterias, lunchrooms, child care centers,
and science and household arts laboratories. There are clerical and other kinds of
office jobs in district and school offices, libraries, instructional material centers, and
athletic departments. Teacher aides, tutors, curators of school art collections, theater
and orchestra managers, and reporters for school publications are also needed in high
schools.

Work experience outside of school must extend \beyond clerking in stores,
pumping gas, and doing uninstructive volunteer .chores. One untapped sources of jobs
is in the arts and humanities.1 Schools should find out what\ opportunities can be
created for students to work part - time during a semester or a year in museums, art,
`galleries, and public libraries; with symphony orchestra, opera, and theater com-
panies; in publishing companies and radio, television, and film studios; and as
apprentices to local artists, or research assistants to local writers.

Work experience can best serve the academic and personal interests of
students when there is very close coordination between what students do on the job
and what they learn in the classroom. Food Education and Service Training (FEAST)
in the home economics field is a two- year interdisciplinary program that prepares
high school juniors and seniors. for jobs, careers, or further training in the hotel and
restaurant industry after graduation. They receive work experience in restaurants and
hotels while pursuing their academic program in food service laboratory, science,
English, mathematics, and accounting. The subjects are organized around the knowl-
edge and skills that prepare students to be effective in their first jobs. Students are
able to apply learning to practical situations and to get a sense of how different
branches of learning can be brought together to meet situations arising on the job.
The problems of relations with coworkers, employers, and customers are a constant

1

The Arts and Humanities is one of the fifteen occupational clusters estab-
lished by the United States Office of Education for the study of career education in
the schools., These clusters should be explored for setting up work experience oppor-
tunities for high school students: Agri-Business and Natural Resources, Business and
Office, Communications and Media, Construction, Consumer and Homemaking,
Public Services, Fine Arts and Humanities, Environment, Health, Hospitality and
Recreation, Manufacturing, Marketing and Distribution, Marine Science, Transpor-
tation, and Personal Services.
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source of discussion in FEAST classes. The FEAST program could serve as a modelfor planning other humanities programs that would bridge the gap between the worldof work and the world of school.'

Seminars of a new and distinctive type should be inaugurated in house-hold arts programs. Students on work-study or on-the-job training should meetregularly in small groups with several instructors to discuss and evaluate their workexperiences and learn more about the field in which they are working, Studentswho have graduated should be invited to sign up for these seminars for at least a yearfollowing graduation, and' drop-outs should also be able to join them. These semi.narsmust be interdisciplinary, because on- the- job training is almost always,limited to thenarrow scope of the job itself. Students need and deserve to know something about thehistory, economics, sociology, and psychology of their work as well as the industrialhistory of the United States. Such seminars can help make their later lives and theirways of earning a living harmonious, intereSting, and good for the nation. The semi-liars will create ties amorrg the teaching staff,, work-study students, on-the-job trainees,counselors, employers; union leaders, and community agencies. Academic and voca-.tional counselors should work with seminar students and with the employer and employeerepresentatives and teachers assigned to the seminars. The employers will sometimesfind themselves taking an academic role, and teachers will often have to put them-selves in the role of an employer. Members of community agencies or community-
business-labor groups should participate in the seminars at least once or twice asemester. Parents and other members of the community shouldtbe invited to attend up_occasion. Retired people can contribute a great deal to the seminars and absolutely
should be repreknted in every seminar plan. Teachers might be invited to talk abouttheir status as employees within the school district and in the community.

The seminars must be held in an atmosphere where ideas, impressions,
and feelings can be discussed safely and freely. There are enough resources among

1

Food Education and Service Training is a federally funded program forhigh schools. It is supported by the hotel and restaurant industries, which providework experience opportunities and scholarships for students, and inservice training forteachers. There are a number of FEAST programs in high schools in the San Fran-cisco Bay Area, A regional Coordinator of FEAST programs is located at theRegional Vocational Education Office of the State Department of Education in Oak-land, California. Much can be done to enrich FEAST programs through the fine artsand humanities. For example, students should read literature concerning hostelryand culinary traditions in European and American history. Customs of hospitalityin different cultures could also be studied, Students should be helped to applyaesthetic skills in evaluating and planning the interiors of hotels and restaurants.The level of taste that prevails in American standardized motels and restaurants mightbe raised if students in such programs as FEAST could receive training in aesthetics,design, and environmental planning.
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the teaching staff of a typical high school to meet the needs of students; and there
should be enough interest among students, teachers, and employers to sustain a
genuine exchange of ideas. The seminars should have a Workable number of
students, with perhaps maximum of eight to-ten. When students come to a semi-
nar meeting, they will 1 e invited to discuss their tho4gbts -rid feelings about such
things as the attitudes the workers display towards thir job', etiquette of the job, ,

what. is talked about on he coffee breaks, personal; relationships among older
employees and between them and the trainees, and other topics that will naturally
arise. The psychologist member of the seminat( by using student comments, can
teach social psychology Students will be talkdng about personal relationships
among employees, the ocabularies they hea', pecking orders, gender dominance,
status relationships, eth is relationships, cliques, and off-the-job social life. The
psychologist can also w tch for fears or other disabling emotions that prevent .young
people from applying jobs or doing as well as they might in the jobs they do-get.

Social ience teachers can satisfy the students' need to know about the
rise df technology and corporate economics. They can draw on examples from local
communities and/from the history of western civilization. Mobility (upWard and down-
ward) in the American social order, the work ethic, attitudes toward "failure," and
belief in progress can be' brought .into the seminar discussions. 1 English instructors
who have been working in the ways recomthended in this framework can make a
great contribution to the seminars, because they will already have been teaching
several kinds of writin . The seminar is not to become a vehicle for teaching
so-called Business Eng ish. Teachers will find out the kind of.instruction in writing,
reading, and speaking that students lack; then they can establish ad hoc courses
(anywhere from four to ten weeks in length) designed to help students compose a
letter,make out an application, write a report, read a manual, improve their use
of the spoken language, etc, Such ad hoc arrangements are meant to meet the real
needs of students and to avoid the trivialization of skill instruction that takes place
in isolated, sernestef-long courses on giammar and usage. What is lost in such
courses is the coincidence of the students' needs and desire to learn a given skill and
the instruction available. Instructors in the seminar must realize that they ha-ve the
resources to teach to the needs of students as the students express thaw: If business
letters must be written, students should not be referred to semester-long Courses in
business. Students who want to put their ideas into clear writing should be able to
do so immediately and within a frame of reference that means something to them.
The job and the life of the mind must be connected in as flexible and direct a man-
ner as possible.

The responsibility for placing students in jobs or further schooling after
they graduate is a human,not a vocational,one. Placing students in jobs is situating
them in life; and the faculty, administration, and board of education must share this

1

See the drama/language arts chapter above for suggestions about lead-
ing productive discussions.
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respoijsibility. The' culminating activity of job and career education programs should
be in roducing students to jobs, to further education, and to other productive activi-*
ties. Students themselves should be involved in the work of interviewing prospec-
tive employers, seeking out new kinds of jobs, advising fellow students on how to
m e the best impression in an interview, and writing up notices and descriptions
of jobs. They bear the responsibility, of course, of applying for and securing theactual job. Instead of engaging in the fanciful and often ego-damaging'sport of -
deciding who will be most likely to succeed after high school, graduating students
and their teachers might engage in the real and pleasurable task of seeing how many
can be given a genuine start toward success. The job-placement activity of school.
should be ongoing: students really want part-time and summer work during high school.
It must be said again and again that the high school faculty and the resources of the
school district be organized to help students make productive contact with the
world of work. The final report of a two - year study .of vocational education con-d uct fox the California State Board of Education lends weight to this recommen-.datio .

The household arts is a. discipline in which students can gain ,practice in
reaching intelligent conclusions, which is decision-making by another name. Teen-
agers tend to make quick judgments and not to recognize the many things that canaffect a decision. Most students have some control.over their time for,studY, work,
and leisure; recognizing this fact, they can perhaps regulate their lives somewhat
better. When a-teenager has the job of preparing the family's evening meal, heor
she has to think of how much time will be required, what the family preferences are,
what fOod is available, and how much money should be spent with respect to the
family budget. After a young person has learned to sew, he or she must decide'
whether to make or purchase clothing. What level of skill is required to make a
particular item` of clothing? How much time is needed, and what will theMaterialcost? People need to consider many things when they choosea place, to live: size
of family, age of.members, rental or purchase, transportation and nearness to work,
the interior and exterior. aesthetic environment, one's living pattern and habits,

1

"Data from school districts show a high level of student interest in work.
Reports indicate that typically 20 percent of the student body works part-time and
another 30 to 50 percent would work after school or half-days if woik were avail-able. In one large urban district, 5Q percent of the high school applied for work, but
only about 10 percent found jobs. . the school districts, in cooperation with com-
munity agencies and employers, should strive to locate a wide variety of part-timeand summer jobs for students. Few schools or districts maintain student placement
offices, but the success of those that do demonstrates the feasibility and value of such
service." Arthur,D. Little, Inc. , A Policy and System Study of California Vocational
Education (Sacramento: California State Board of Education, 1970), p. 72.,
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to name just a few. When they have a household to maintain, they must make deci-
sions about such matters as time, money, and personal energy to be expended,
placement of furniture, sources of light, the use and expense of labor-saving appli-
ances, and whether to follow a program. of maintenance cleaning or 'catch-up
cleaning: Teachers can help students reason about some of the actions they take in
daily life, showing them how to' sort out relevant and irrelevant factors when
they are faced with having to make up their minds, and to consider alternative
choices before deciding upon a course,of action.

Activities Going on in Household Arts Pro=

Becoming proficient in cooking a variety of foods and serving them
in attractive settings

Sewing or weaving articles of clothing and personal adornment

Designing and making decorative and useful household objects

Repairing househOld equipment and appliances

Exploring alternative ways of running a household

Observing and arranging the interiors ofliving and working quarters
to see the effects of different aesthetic viewpoints and standards of
personal taste; reading magazines devoted to these topics

Discussing the household arts as a discipline and as a preparation for
adult life

Observing and describing the behavior of children of different ages;
relating textbook information to the observations

Caring for children of differegt ages; responding to their physical
and emotional needs; helping them play creatively; using play for
instructional purposes

Studying the physiology-and psychology of human growth and
development

Reading a wide range of social, philosophical, economic, and
religious literature on marriage and other types of family
relationships

9
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. Discussing the meanings of love in human culture: romantic, par-
. ental, religious, sexual, ethical, and connubial'

Some Interdisciplinary Methods and Activities'
Involving the Household Arts*

In child care programs; faculty members who have trainingin child
psychology, educational psychology, health, and body education can help students
apply their powers of observation And imagination when they work with children.
The team approach enables students to see how different disciplines can be used to
understand and guide human behavior. Students will find themselves studying
people in new ways as they try to foster the artistic, dramatic, and musical talents
of children, devise new toys and game's, and design play, work, and learning environ-
ments for them. Writing accurate, descriptive observations of children at work and.

,play is a skill that students can use in social and psychological case-reporting, jour-
nalism, dramatic sketches, and the like. They may discover vocational interests
while enrolled in child care programs, such as teaching, child psychology, audi-
ology, speech therapy, pediatrics, and child social work. Students should be able
to gain Work experience inside tinshbol system as aides to kindergarten and ele-
mentary teachers and outside the school In nursery schools, day-care centers, and
children's wards of hospitals. 2

"Managing by Twos" is an interdisciplinary activity that can extend
over a semester and involve teachers from several disciplines. Students pair off
to manage a household-for-two on a minimum income and deal with a, series of
simulated problems as, they arise. They have tes purchase food, equipment, and
supplies! pay bills, rent, and taxes; amid make repairs and improvements. They must,
cope with unexpected situations such as loss of job, protracted illness, fire, theft.
Like all household activities; this one must be conducted without sex or gender

,L1

See he other disciplinary chapters. The household arts touch upon
all subjects in the curriculum.

1

Discussions of human sexuality should be conducted within the con-
text of the human need for love, security, companionship, and protection. See
Chapter III, Body Education, concerning the pedagogy of this topic, as well as
Chapters III and IX in Part Five. 0

2
Teachers should have students read and discuss the Foreword to

Parts One and Two, and the Kindergarten and Early Elementary Education sec-
dons of this framework.

4
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bias. Boys may pair off, girls may pair together, or boy-girl pairs may be established:
The focus is on how two .people.make a household succeed with lifnited resources and
the personality and talents that each brings to the venture. The psychological prob.-
lems to be simulated are the kind requiring adjustment of attitudes, habits, values,
and personality traits in the daily running of a household and the give-and-take of
living together as friends. Students should be involved in setting up the problems.
Simulating real -life situations is a new kind of planning for. the humanities faculty
and will have to be worked out,by trial and error.1 An interdisciplinary team. will
need considerable time for planning such a .program and a substantial block o'f.time
during the week for at least a semester in order to conduct it.2 The following are
some of the.kinds of situations that can be simulated, along with related subjects and
topics that must be studied:

Planning daily meals and purchasing food at local markets (economics
of pricesetting; consumer economics and comparative shopping;
nutrition and science)3

'Knowing the social services that are available to people, what must
be done to qualify for them, and the services that are inadequate to
meet human needs (economics and sociology; history of public welfare)

Managing the finances of a household (consumer mathematics;
banking, saving, and investing)

Entering into contracts (history, sociology, and economics; legal and
.financial obligations of contracts; reading and interpreting contracts;
analyzing- advertisements about iftstalldient loans; finding out
about agencies that protect consumers and offer legal aid).4

1 For one-discussion of this technique, see Robert C. Maxson, "Simulation:
A Method that Can Make a 'Difference," The High School journal (December 1973).

? 2 See suggestions for scheduling in Part Four, Chapter III.
3 A very popular course called "Cooking for Two" is conductedby the eco-

nomics Departmsint at Richmond High School, Richmond Unified School Distrfct, and
was developed under the leadership of Mrs. Sidney Price, department chairman. The
class divides into twos. Each pair takes a dollar, for example, and goes out shopping.
Students learn to shop selectively, buy fornutritional value) manage time, and prepare
meals carefully.' Changed from purchases is kept -by the teacher,, and the class throws
a party with the savings at the end of the semester.

4 Readers are reminded again that in the State of California 18 °- year==
olds can legally enter into contracts on their Own. The need for informing students
about contract buying was forcefully discussed at the conference on consumer educa-
tion, Anaheim, 1970. See Insights (Sacramento: Bureau of Homemaking Educa-
tion, 1970) ,. _pp. 34-37.
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Using leisure time productively (the entertainment industry; passive
and active use of leisure time; developing personal libraries, art
print collections, record collections; practicing the arts of conversa-
tion; hobbies and crafts)

Students and teachers should establish.a school gallery of household arts.
They can collect and display such things as tools and inventions that, make housework
easier; works of art that depict family relationships.and.'other aspects of home life;
plans, drawings? or sketches of personally designed living or working quarters;
recipes developed by students, borrowed from parero,or grandparents, or collected
from members of the community; decorative itehis:for, the home that are stitched,
woven, sewn, carved, constructed, painted, sculptured, photographed, etc.;
writings by students that pertain to home and family, such as accounts cif family
festivals, unusual experiences, tragedies, character sketches of family memberS,
and anecdotal records of childhood. .

An interdisciplinary activity on inferior decorating could begin witti'the
question: How do you put inexpensive furnishings together from,different parts of the
world to decorate your room or your house? The fiik step is to find out where such
things are sold, stored, displayed; or auctioned. Students could attend auctions and
learn how to make purchases by this method. Emphasis in buying and collecting
should 'be on the individu'al's tastes, what he or she. likes or can. learn to like. The
art teacher and interior decorator can draw the students' attention to relationships of
color, texture, size, shape, and utility in the furnishing, arranging, and decorating
of their rooms, and help them create an environment that has style and individuality.
They will have to consider additional elements like balance, contrast, and grouping.

.Different effects can be achieved by varying the items while still maintaining,
'coherence. In order to see how objects will look in a room, students can cut out pic-
tures of large pieces of furniture and smaller, more easily moved accessories. Sam-
ples of carpets and curtain fabrics can be' collected. Two-dimensional booklets shove--

° ng interior design arrangements from cut-out materials can then be,constructed,
including textured paste-onS; or a three - dimensional diorama of small-scalt., "
and materials can be built.

The focus on interior arrangement can be expanded to include other ele-
ments, such as sound and lighting. An environmental engineer might be called to
assist the'class. What happens to living quarters when music is added, or birds, a
fountain, or wind-chimes? Where do you place living quarters in relation to exterior
soundised What kinds of lighting are restful or disturbing? How can a room be
arranged a house designed to make the Most of natural lighting? Finally, what
are the cu rural settings that people might have some control over if they look for a
place to lie This takes students out into the community to look at locations where
buildings represent different periods and styles of history. Cameras and sketch pads
are called into play on such trips. The history of interior and exterior arrangements
and decorative styles is better understood after students have had a chance to make'
their own. observations and arrange things themselves. Studies of periodization ins
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interior design and architectural style can be made as well as the contemporary-trend
toward mixing periods and styles.

Student photography and filmmaking can be employed in the household
arts program, which needs many examples of home, family, and consumer situa-
tions for students to discuss. Film are also needed to demonstrate how to perform
various tasks in the household. Sinc: the films must be of good quality to serve as
instructional aids, students gain consieerable technical knowledge in making films,
for and in tlousehold arts classes. Studznts with dramatic abilities can-put together°
skits that can be filmed, or sequences in rforming tasks that.can be photographed.
I:anguage arts Skills are' brought into play hen students plan scenes, write storyboards,
cut and edit, and (if videotape or sound-fi i equipment islvailable) write scripts.

During their high school years, st dents Mould become acquainted with
jobs and careers associated with the household is and people who practice them.
Interior decorator, dietitian, home economist, othing designer, hair stylist, tailor,
chef, restaurant and hotel manager,,house-worke or domestic, child psychologist,
teacher, social worker, children's nurse, pediatric Luse, and pediatrician are some
common ones. In the manner advocated above, th= investigations should be inter-

° disciplinary seminars, for which'cle-dit is given% St dy should cover educational
requirements for a given job, possibilities for advancement, salary, physical and
emotional demands, on the worker, types of people suited to the job, opportunities
for decision-making, social connotations of the job, and other factors that might
help students imagine themselves in a particular job or career. Some high schools have
established career information centers where job descriptions, information about where
and how to apply, etc. , are on file. The.re are also regional centers set up by
county departments of education and other agencies which schools should make use
Of. Every available resource should be brought to bear on helping students find their
way in the job world after they leave school.1

1

There are many useful publications that describe types of jobs and tne
qualifications needed to obtain them. .A recent one views the city itself as "the
most extensive facility imaginable" for learning about the urban environment, -and
offeffinformation about the kind'of tasks that will be expected of a person taking up
a, particular job: Group for Environmental Education, Inc. , Yellow Pages of Learn-.
ing Resources (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1972).

63,i



CHAPTER X

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

Long before Socrates questioned the citizens of Athens, men
and twomen had been lovers of wisdom and seekers of knowledge. Long
before Neolithic hunters painted the caves a.t Lascaux, men and Women sought
communication with the supernatural. To seek a, right relationship with and
an understanding of reality, society, and oneself is a characteristically human
activit,r. Therefore, the inclusion of philosophy and religion in a humanities
framework needs no justification; but it does represent a departure from past
practice, and for this reason requires some explanation.

Philosophy is seldom taught in American high schools, and
religion is taught under limited and guarded conditions. Consequently, two
highlYinvigorating and uniquely hurrian attributes, our philosophical and
religious natures, are left to be developed through the study of other discip-,
lines such as history or anthropology. Yet high schbol students often enjoy
pursuing philosophical questions; they are eager to learn about, the 'great
religions and to debate religious issues. It is important that they have many
opportunities to do this and be free to venture into any area of .philosophy or
religion that interests them. It must be remembered that high school is the
laSt chance for formal education that many students will have; and before they
leave, they should wrestle with some of the great issues of humah existence to
which philosophy and religion address themselves, not only as those issues
apply to the present, but as they have appeared in the past.

The quality of every person'S experience is affected by that
person's ethical views and by-the way'ln which they relate to the opinions of
other people. Political, aesthetic, moral, vocational, economic, and educa-
tional values may be individually diverse, yet they are also in some sense shared
within 4ny society. It is certainly the responsibility ofq the schools to encourage
students to articulate th it own moral beliefs, whatever they may be, learnto
communicate with those hose views are different, and deal tolerantly with the
differences that will inevitably reveal themselves.

Over the centuries, philosophy and religion have maintained
separate identities while also keeping a close relationship. It is the intention

42-84929 629
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of this framew'ork neither to lump philosophy and religion into a single entity
nor to separate the disciplines unnecessarily. Both will be considered as
independent disciplines wherever it is valuable or necessary to preserve their
separate identities, yet thdir interrelatedness is implibit in almost every.
example of classroom activity described. However, it is an underlying assump-
tion here that more classroom time should be spent in doing philosophy than in
examining religion and religious beliefs. To assume otherwise %valid be to
overloolethe contribution of organized religious institutions to the' education of
students in this state.

Recommendations

Religion is a tremendou°sly popular subject with adolescents.
Many of them feel strongly about their religion and are very curious about the
religion of others, but they may be shy about discussing their beliefs in public.
Religion, and attitudes toward it, are deeply influenced by family conditioning;
so when students think that their religious beliefs are being questioned, they
tend to assume that their parents' beliefs and their loyalty to their parents are
being questioned too. Sometimes the drive toward adulthood is bound up with
the acceptance or rejection of a parental religion. For these and other reasons,
students want to know a great deal about the varieties of religious beliefs' and
rituals. Humanities teachers can perform a great service by assisting students
in the comparative study of religions. They must do this with tact, candor, and
a scrupulous impartiality. They can also perform _a service that most Sabbath
schools seem unable to do, and that is to place the study of religion in historical
and literary perspective: Students are appallingly ignorant, for example, Of
the Bible as a chronicle of history or a source of literature.

While it is true that humanities faculties must decide whether
philoSophy and religion should be, taught together or apart, a rnoie compelling
question is in what way religion should be treated, Basically, the position of
humanities teachers should be that enunciated in the Supreme Court decision
of Abington School District v. Schempp.l It-outlaws the teaching of any-religion
as a doctrine of faith, and pxpregsly encourages the study of religion al a cultural
product. Humanities teachers will be concerned with the "philosophies of
religion; they and their students will ask themselves how a particular religion.
'denomination, or sect addresses itself to such questions as the nature of deity,
good and evil, origin of mankind, purp6se of life, faith and reason, good works,
personal relationship to God, life after death, heaven and hell, etc. Among the

'Abington Sch6o1 District v. Schempp as quoted in Handbook on the
Legal Rights and Responsibilities of School Personnel and Students in the Areas of
Moral and Civic Education and Teaching about Religion (Sacramento: California
YEEMFarmerit c,FEClucition, 1973), pp. 25\-26.
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topics that students find interesting in the study of religion are:

Ceremonies, customs, and practices of world
religions

The meanings of such-terms a agnostic, atheist,
pantheist, monotheist, anthropotorptlic, heathen,
pagan, and the like

Relations of literature, art, drama, and music to
religion

The ideas associated with "propagating-the faith.
missionary zeal, and the relationship between
missionary effort and military and economic power.

The question of conducting inquisitions, purges, and ,..

wars in the name of -religion: "What if both sides call
upon God to bless their cause?" Has anyone ever ,

received an answer to such a prayer?

The variety of religious beliefs among Students in a
given class

Flow does one keep his or her religious faith and
associate' with people of other f.16her beliefs or o4ne at all?
Fl.ow do interfaith marriages Work out? 'How do marri)ages
between religious people and agnostics work out? 4

e

Religion should be dealt with whenever and wherever'it arisds

naturally in the Curriculum. For ex'ample, in a United States history course,
students might study the impact of the Christian faith upon the first native
Americans who encountered it, or they might wish to compare local American
Indian religions with those of the predominant Christian-sect(s) that have
replaced them. Students may also read of the establishment of various religious
communities in the new land, from the seventeenth-century New.England settle-
ments to present-day religious communes. OF history is full of experiments
in religion; awe invent new faiths and combine old ones in novel ways. Side
studies in the sects of.a certain region' or in revival movements, fo'r example,
would throw light on other aspects of American history. 1

1 For further infori-nation, teachers might consult Robert A. 0,
Spivey, Religion-Social Studies Project, undated mimeographed article, Florida
State University,. Tallahassee, Florida 32306. .This'article contains information
about a three-year pilot project concerning the relationship between",,:r-, eligion and

.1

education. ,
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With respect to the introduction of philosophy into the curriculum.
a,humanities faculty may have tospend a year in planning and study before it
can determine when philosophy should be taught separately and when it sh6uld
be incorporated.with Other subject matters.. Teachers must be clear about the
role that philosophy should play in the education of high school students.' This
framework recommeitis that it be viewed as. one of the social sciences; A. e..,
the ptoduct of a-culture, of a.people living in society. In high school, them.
philosophy shotild begin with the concerns that students express about their ownlives; it should begin as conversation and discussion about peoples ideas and
actions.'

In many parts of this framework, discussion is advocated as a
way of allowing students to bring out their inchoateideas and feelings. It becomes
one of the major vehicles of thought, not just a means, of "motivating" students orgetting them to "express themselves." Well-conducted discussion enables
'studepts.to identify, bor4are, generalize, abstraCt, and.otherwise engage in
gathering the vast amount of intellectual experience that it takes to reason about
the ideas andr td consider them in a philosophical vein. Face Ity- seminars and
humanities planning teams at the.elementary, junior high school, and senior high
school level should get together periodically to deteimine v(thether this implicit',
and explicit process is really at work in their classrooms. In order to show how
the process ofsdiscussion can become the foundation on which teachers organize
philosophy courses and activities in high schools, a section of Part Five, Chapter.
V, is reproduced' below. The project referred to in this.excerpt has ,to do witk
change, a phenoinenon that all adolescents experience and that generates Many
fundamental question's:

0

It may seem strange xhat. the project should, begin with
the ,language arts and drama and should center on talking
about the phariges that mean most to the studentA. One
Might think that' body eduration, for example; or the
natural of social sciences would be better places to
start, because of the marked physical, psychological,
and social changes the students are exPeriencing in these
years. It goes ivithout saying that all the disciplines
listed above must contribute to the inquiry, but discussion
is the essential, binding elemenvf the whole scheme.
Unless students Can talk freely and fully about the ideas
that will be raised anywlfere in the course of their study,
the topic shotild not be attempted.

O

1For'comments on thg introduction of philosophy in high schools.
see Hugo W. Thompson, High School PhilosophyReport ofa Feasibility Study:.
1968-71, pp. '133-36.. This three-year project Was eondilcte by the entral'
States College ASsociation. Infortnation about it may be obtained from the Center

. for High School PhilOsophy, UniVersity of Massachusetts. Amherst, MA 01002.
.
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Science courses on human reproduction, sociology
courses on marriage and the family, films about future
shock, add books about almost every aspect of change
can be found in junior and'seniorhigh schools. Yet
informed, intelligent, productive conversation is rare,
even in classes devoted to "inquiry" and "discussion.
Students need time to talk about their thoughts and
feelings; they need a forum where they can speak out;
and they must have teachers skilled in guiding discussions...1

In other words, anyone who learns to talk in a purposeful
way is leArning to think. Oral. discourse of the kind realm-
mended here demands forethought and discipline. Students
should nor have to wait for Public Speaking I in tenth grade
to practice "thinking on their. feet, or for a course in
logic to learn how to reason well, or for a psychology
course to learn how to speak freely about themselves.
Every humanities classroom should be a place where
interesting discussions occur. Moreover, these discussions
should encourage both a very generous range of expression
and,a politeness of address that makes extended discourse
possible. A rhetoric of debate and confrontation serves no
good purpose in junior and senior high school. education.
Rather, the aim should be to cultivate a civilized exchange
of thought and feeling that brings people together and pre-
pares boys and girls to become conversing men and women
who have something to say to one another.

Students complain throughout the secondary years that they
almost never have enough time to.talk about subjects that
really interest them--at the time when those subjects arise.
They always seem to be galloping through a chapter or a
syllabus, or racing to complete a "survey" by a prescribed
date. So their teachers are under pressure too. Many of
them keep saving, "Let's get back to the subject" when sex
or religion or a recent occurrence in public life, for example,
is the subject: it is the matter the class wants tc talk about
seriously and in the immediate context. Far too often the
students are put off "till. Later" or told to ask, the question

I See James Moffett, A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum,
Grades K-13 , pp. 45-46, 277-79, and 291-93; and "Drama: What is Happening."
in Teaching the Universe of Discourse, especially pp. 91-100.
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again in a biology pr a social sciences class -and the
zest goes out of learning. This putting-off is the very
antithesis of education, which is by definition a leading-
f orth. As one senior high school student stated her
complaint, "Sex is always in Chapter 13. and you' re
never allowed to talk about it long enough.

69' Therefore, the grand topic of change--with its related
themes of mutation, metamorphosis, transformation.
birth, maturation, death, and the like--should be launched
by drama and language arts instructors; and its develOp-,

ment in every classroom and laboratory setting should be
goierned by the rules of discourse presented in Moffett
and outlined.above.

It is difficult to say just when young people mature sufficiently
to handle the abstract ideas of philosophy. They reflect and speculate all the
time, and therefore possess the "raw materials" upon which to philOsophize,
but they do not have a methodology for recognizing, sorting out, expressing,
and categorizing what goes on in their minds. They have very few adult models
for this kind of thinking and talking: the usual language of public life provides
almost no.examples of it. So the responsibility will fall upon the teaching
staff to lead these students into philosophical diScourse.

Teachers of philosophy and religion must refrain from imposing
their own beliefs on their students. High school classes. in religion or philos-
ophy should be designed to teach students how to think through issues and
alternatives and how to reach conclusions on their own. The wisdom of humanity.
not the opinions or autobiography of the instructor, is the proper course of study.
That the teacher's biases and value choices will inevitably she w themselves is
certainly to be expected and even welcomed. The teacher's viewpoints and the
clash between them and those of the students can be legitimate topics for die-
cussion. The main goal is to help the students make their own choices based
upon carefully considered alternatives.

Teachers should observe the following general rules: First,
either know the facts about a philosophy or religion, or work with the students
to develop that knowledge. Second. avoid giving answers or analyses too
hastily°, since one reason for presenting philosophical material is to encourage
reasoned consideration by the students. 1

'Those
seeking information concerning availability of philosophy

teachers should consult. National Registry of Philosophers, Vanguard Building.
1111 Twentieth Street, ITW. Washington, D. C.- 20086.
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The three-year project, conducted by the Central States College
Association during 1968-71, answers just such concerns. A 'report summarizing
this study is 'reproduced in part below so`that a planning committee can see how
one group of teachers introduced a philosophy program to their schools. 1

The courses were designed for a- wide variety of
students, not just the college-bound. The staff aimed
to diScover what philosophical literature the students
could read with profit, whether they could grasp and
pursue philosophical questions, how much they could
improve in philosophical thinking, and how they would
respond to various methods of teaching. The staff
sought to help the students move from simple emotive
responses toward consciously critical analyses of
assumptions, arguments, and alternatives; to deepen
their sensitivity to the range of values; to give them
better tools for making value judgments and organizing
values; and.to provide a context for growth in self-
knowledge. These objectives were formfdated as
follows:

. Inquire analytically and persistently into issues relevant
to their personal lives and to problems of the world

. Pursue questions beyond the descriptive level to the
examination of assumptions, to clear and logical .

statement of arguments, and to grounds for rational
dialogue

. Identify basic philosophical issues and openly discuss
them

. Use philosophical schools and thinkers holding views
relevant to the issues discussed

Equip students for examination of their own values,
together with those of their society, through reflection,
criticism,and argument

Examine alternative methods of personal decision-making

1 A brochure summarizing the feasibility study was published by the
Central States College Association (date not given) and carries the same title as
the 'report itself. Information on the summary and the report may be obtained from
the Center for High School Philosophy whose address is noted above.
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. Develop such arts and skills as listening, fairness.
and appreciation for complexity of issues; suspension
of judgment during inquiry; and patient persistence in
pursuit of answers

. Explore, through all the activities of this program, the
function of philosophy in the high school curriculum

Since each reacher was responsible for creating his course
and adapting it to his students and community within the broad
objectives Qf the program, discernibly different course
patterns developed. What began as necessity soon became
a common conviction, that philosophy should be pursped'as
a living process rather than a content to be. "covered. Some
organized the course around selected readings. Others built ,

around selected topics of questions. These two approaches
were closely related because readings were selected with
definite major questionS in mind. In the classroom, the
readings approach asked students.to note the argument care-
fully, be able to state the author's points today,. and examine
the argument carefully, be able to state the author's points
today, and examine the argument itself f-'r validity and use-
fulness. Teachers selected the topics, but left the choice of
issues to be determined by class discussion. Those using
this approach tended to develop courses dealing with the
nature of the self, man's relation to society, and ethical,
religious, and metaphysical questions.

Another approach was to present a few styles for examination
and comparison. Selection of materials lfcre came partly
from student suggestion and partly from teacher interest.
Examples of philosophical doctrines associated with these
life styles were Idealism, Pragmatism, Existentialism,
Scientific and Analytic, Marxist,' Mysticism. In the open-
process approach, the emphasis all semester was on great
flexibility and adjustment to student response. This did not
mean simply discussing what students liked, but attention to
topics and materials which the instructor and class together
saw as significant for human living today. The topics included
human freedom, the meaning. of Ufa; the nature of good, logic
and reasoning processes, minds and computeis, demands of .

society, protest, limits of knowledge, and the meaning of God.

Teachers in the project came to see their task' as that of
'doing philosophy' rather than 'presenting' various philo-
sophers and their _ideas. This meant critical, rational appraisal
of issues and alternatives in depth and in an open spirit. Under-
standing of the logical structures of arguments, skill in follow-

64i
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. ,
ing logical procedures, knowledge of the views of great
thinkers and of how they cane to these views all became

.dssential tools of doing philosophy.

The staff came to speak of 'dialectic discussion' as the
basic procedural elemene in the process. The term was
used to refer to reflective interaction of persons and
ideas in conversational communication. Essential to
this dialectic,were (a) listening for meanings behind
phrases, feeling the full force of the question or implied
commitment, and (b) a mood of mutuality,sharing the
effort to discover satisfying answers.,or solutions. Inter-
dependent operational elements were the questions and
comments 'of students, readings, leadership and partici-
pation of the teacher, and prepared papers or. projects
brought into the exchhnge. Such dialectic discussion
involved much more free and total participation than thQ
question-and-answer format common in most classrooms.
It was less formal and more broadly exploratory than
debate. It was not a program of psycholOgical sensitivity
training, though it may have had some sitnilar benefits.

In the dialectic context the teacher needed to discover and
give careful attention to the background and need of
individual students; helping them to grow, in knowledge
and outlook. Readings gave depth and insight. 'Handout'
statements on background or resources related these
readings to class interests. Lectures were transformed
into short comments pertinent to the discussions at hand
but 'pointing to wider implications. Student projects were
not just duty exercises but became parts of a mutual
sharing and exploring process. Even tests became inter-
esting, -creat-ive-,---a:nd-educat-iona-1-experiences:

The staff undertook vigorous self-examination at regular
bimonthly meetings. As a result of their direct contacts
with individual students, -class discussions, and papers.
the teachers affirmed vigorciusly that philosophy affords
unique opportunities for student growth in self-analysis;
human awareness, rational approacheS to problems, and
general critical judgment.

In summation, it may be said there were few dramatic
changes in rational behavior. But many students realized
they had discov,ered new ways of looking at people, ideas,
arguments, and problems. .They saw these effects as
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coming from the open spirit of the teacher, the
readings, and the class discussion questions, and
concerns suppressed elsewhere were here taken
seriously. They learned how to listen, to interact
helpfully, and to, explore tension issues rationally,
in depth. Some informational learning about philos-,
ophers and philosophical ideas took place, but the
more significant outcome was satisfYing participation
in the philosophical process itself.

While no formal course in logic should be imposed upon students,
they should be made aware of, and receive practice in following, inciples
of right reasoning. Students often find fun and profit in discovering th fallacies
in everyday discourse, .oral and printed. Communications of all sorts- political
communiques, educational handouts (including the school bulletin and I tters
froth the principal), newspaper articles and editorials, religioiis treati es,
student bddy announcements,* public addresses, parental injunctions -she be
open to students seeking examples of faulty or sound reasoning. Care must be
taken, hoivever, that students do not become hypercritical ,in their pursuit of
such examples. It should be gently and humorously pointed out to em th,t all
people reason fallaciously at times, especially under stress.

The prcibess that should prevail in the thinking-discussing
reasoning atmosphere of the philosophy classroom may be described in a para-
graph borrowed .frort*Moffett;

One can learn'to think logically entirely by talking.
/ would venture to say that one could learn to write
logically, for the most part, by talking. Sma. -n-Woup
discussions and panels are critical for growthjn the
amore abstract forms of verbalization. First of all,
the very existence in the classroom ottppic-centered
talk implies that language can be used to think and to
solve problems, which is a discovery for those young
people living.in an environment that employs language
only for emotional expression and social traffic. Second,
the interactions that occur

and
more abstract conversa-

tion help people to adjust and refine their thought and
language. Discussion consists, in fact, of constant
adjustment: words are substituted, sentences qualified,
ideas amended. 1

1Moffett, A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, p. 449.
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Topics that students and teachers.choose to expatiate on will
_sooner or later touch upon most of the branches of philosophy. After skill
in philosophical discussion has been achieved, students should be given
opportunities for special study. Some very able students will be discovered .

in almost every philosophy class. Such students need to expatiate at length
in a disciplined fashion in order to stretch their minds. Short courses and
seminars should offer studies of particular branches of philosophy or the
works of particular philosophers. However, no student should be excluded
from" such courses on the grounds of grades, reading scores, or ,previous
condition of attitude. The humanities are for everyone.

Humanities teachers have another grave responsibility: to meet
directly the interest their students show in ethical matters. Young people
must be given plenty of time to think clearly about topics of deep moral concern
to them. Therefore, the fields of ethical and moral philosophy must be opened.
Everyday situations--the kinds that students find themselves in all the time-
will present new contexts for inquiry, decision, and action. Ancient and con-
ventional wisdom will certainly be applied many times to these situations and
will influence the decisions that students make. But even though the choices
are immediate and pressing,, they cannot be left entirely to the hasty interpre-
tation of one set of ethics or-unexamined moral codes. How does one mobilize
the will in order to follow a chosen or prekribed course of conduct? How does
one deal with temptation and doubt? Such questions bring together ethics and
psychology and'religion. What peer-pressures cause young people and adults
to violate standards that they know ara=right but that they need help in Main-
taining? What Takes people choose to do wrong when they "ought" to know
better?--"I was .only following orders" or "Everyone else was doing it.
Humanities teachers are in a delicate position when dealing with "situational
ethics": they must .guard against charges of radicalism from the right, conserv-
atism from the left, and general corruption of youth from all sides. The Hand-
book on the 'Legal Rights and ReSponsibilities.of School Personnel and StuderitT.
offers guidance and comfort in such matters and should be consulted.

A humanities faculty that wants to introduce philosophy as a
regular course in the senior high school curriculum should consider the model
described below. It, was designed and taught by a high school teacher and six
University of Massachusetts philosophy students, three graduate and three
undergraduate. The following narration is freely adapted from the teacher's
account:1 .

4.

1See Karen'W. Soderlin, "On the Amherst High School Progranf.1
High School' Philosophy Newsletter, December 1973, Center for High _School-

i osopiusetts, Amherst, MA 01002. For suggestions
about bringing undergraduate and gradUate students into high school teaching;
see Part Eight below.
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What would be appropriate and interesting subject
matter for the. first six- week section of a philosophy
course? Given that the content of the course is deter-
mined, what manner of presentation would be both
respectable to philosophers and personally challenging
to students? What material and visual aids, if any,
would be helpful fOr doing philosophy in the selected
area? How might this section of the course be instru-
mental in deepening the students' sensitivity to critical
philosophical thinking in general and to the speCific
philosophical questions that will be raised in the subse-
quent sections of the course?

One thing was apparent to me from the onset: In doing
philosophy there is often a serious need to provide
students with some basic tools of logic. My primary
objective, then, was to equip students with the machinery
for assessing arguments, particularly those arguments
and alternatives presented in their everyday experiences,
by enabling them to distinguish sound from unsound
reasoning. Not unlike the novice carpenter who benefit
from the use of basic tools and precise measurements
when learning to build sturdy constructions, the. beginning
philosophy student benefits from the use of a set of basic
rules when learning to construct and critically analyze
arguments. Realizing that for many students this would
-be their first and only introduction to philosophy, my
intention was to anchor philosophy, and specifically logic,
in the students' daily life. Appealing to ordinary language
and events, I sought to present a logic which was pertinent,
interesting,and useful--a!street logic' of sorts.

Having decided the question of subject matter, Irwas clear
about what I wanted to do. The question was how to do it.
Eventually four basic course objectives emerged: First,
some .of the vocabulary of philosOphy needed to be introduced.
One stated objective, then, was for each stude.nt,to demonstrate
familiarity with certain philosophical terms and concepts. The
following were included in the list:_argument. premise, conclu-
sion, inference, validity, soundness, enthYmeme, induction,
deduction, counterexample, a priori, a posteriori.- Utilizing
these terms, the second objective was for each student to be
able to recognize, name:and discuss eight' given argument
forms (viz. Modus ponens, modus tollens, conjunction, simpli-_
fication, addition, disjunctive syllogism, hypothetical syllogism,
and constructive dilemma). Since the tendency to reject logic
or anything that looks like math was pronounced in my class, I
concentrated_ on using familiar language who introducing and
discussing the argunient forms. - After repeated use of examples
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similar in structure, the students recognized a pattern'
emerging among the arguments. ,This accomplished,,, all
that remained was for me to identify the pattern by giving
it a name. For instance, 1 might,ask the students to
state what follows from the conjunction of the following
two assertions: if Sam got busted, then Sam went to
court. Sam got busted; With a chuckle, they-quickly
give the answer. I would follow this with other, similar
examples, asking them in each case to state what conclu-
sion followed from the statement pairs: If I cannot get
home by midnight, I'll be grounded next weekend. I

cannot get home by Midnight. If I plan it right, I'll,
get to go to the movie. I planned it right. Not only did
the students find it unoffensive to give the pattern a name,
they found it convegient as

,Since no textbooks were avail, le for the. course, I used
handouts extensively. Actual , this m=ethod seemed to

have several advantages. To ite one, the use of handouts
enabled me to reinforce class discussions by employing
examples and exercises in the hando'Uts that utilized
familiar language. They were learning the basics of 10
without ever having to ,abandon the realm of ordinary
ience. Logic was becoming an integral part of their mitten
and verbal behavior. When students became more adept at
recognizing different argument forms, I distributed some
whodunnit? problems for them to solve. After they h

'solved them; they were asked to prove their answers
correct. It was encouraging to me that so many students
were able to construct corresponding arguments, justifying.
each line by anpeal.to the appropriate rule of inference.
Many were surprised that logic could,be used in this way.

The third objective was for each student to demonstrate
familiarity with formal and informal fallacies by being able
to recognize, name, and discuss the different individual
fallacies presented in clasS. .(The-fallacies of denying the
antecedent and affirming the consequent were included
among the list of f9rmal fallacies. Included on the list of
informal fallacies' were ad hominem, .ad populum. ad baculum;
ad ignorantiuni, ad verecundium appeals, petitio principii,
and hasty generalization. ) In discussing the fallacies, we used
as resource material television commercials, magazine
advertiSements and cartoons, newspaper editorials, and
excerpts from a wide variety of articles and philosophical
texts. The concern here was to determine whether in each
particular case, the stated (oresuggested) ,conclusion was
acceptable on, the basis of the stated (or suggested) reasons.
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Where helpfulp we attempted to construct arguments
from the catchy advertisement or emotion-laden speech,
in order to identify, in a More perspicuous manner,
whatever mistakes in reasoning occurred.

For most students this was the most enjoyable part of
the course. Many students felt a sense of accornplish-
trient, of having learned something.' when they :Could
see a fallacious injefence, critically examine an

underlying assumption, or detect a circtilar argument.
For most students, the rewards for having learned the
material were relatively immediate, noticeable, and
impressive. Especially for some of the shy, less
confident students, this part of the course seemed to
have the twofold effect of increasing their self-confidence
and interest as well as providing them with some tools,
however limited, for effectively doing philosophy. It
was really quite exciting for me to witness their growth,
both as personalities and as reflective, critical thinking
individuals.

The fourth objective was for each student to employ the
tools he or she had acquired in discussing some traditional
arguments for the existence of God. Although. as it
turned out, we only considered one such arguments Hume's
statement and criticism of the so-called argument from
design (in Hume's Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion),
even this, one argument was too much material to cover..
Several students commented later that the one-week
approach to so vast an area was more frustrating and
confusing than helpful and interesting. I had originally
included this section in order to demonstrate another
application of the tools oflOgic. . Given the enthusiasm
for the previous section of the course,. however, it would
have been better to continue to examine selected texts
for correct and incorrect reasoning, rather than introduce
this relatively new topic.

It seems to me that it is helpful to provide students in an
introductory philosophy class with some tools for doing
philosophy. Although this section was not ari adequate
introduction to logic from the standpoint of completeness,
it did seem to convey the idea that logic can be useful and
interesting. In addition, the,use of logic helped prevent,
a problem that seemed'imminent from the firSt day of the
course; namely, the problem that for some avid talkers
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philosophy seemed to be a catch-all discipline where
one is entitled to talk about whatever one wants to talk
about. The use of logic provided the. guidelines for
appropriate philosophical discussion. One interesting
result was that the more taciturn students became
interested in protecting the daily discussion from endless
or empty monologue. With the tools of logic, philosophy
was becoming, for most of them, dialogue--dialogue
restricted by acceptable and helpful norms for partici-
pation. 1-

Activities Going On in the Philosophy and. Religion Program

. Studying the basic precepts of several religions
represented in the community and in the world at large

. Discussing these religions and others with a due regard
for the varieties of religious experience and the differences,
in religious beliefs

Learning to identify the major figures of several religions;
locating their holy places; entering religious dates on
classroom time charts

. Reading in the literatures of several religions, including
their mythologies and hagiographies

Studying the religion of at least one Ametican Indian
culture

Relating the arts and religion

1 In doing the background study that is necessary for developing
activities and courses in philopphy and religion that are appropriate for high
school students, teachers may find the following series of audiotapes helpful.
They age listed in "Audiotapes, 1973, " Lifelong LeE,rning, October 15, 1973,
pp. 5-6, and may be purchased from theAfniversity of California Extension
Media Center, Berkeley, CA 94720? Teachers might make the tapes available
to students for ztidependent listenitig in the classroom or library and even play
parts of them to e whole class:

Some Philosophies (#AT51.4)
Common Ground
"To Be or Not To Be"
Great Greeks
Distant Drummer

Some ReligiOns (#AT515)
Riddle of Zen
Ways of Buddha
Caves of Khirbet Qumran
Discovery in the Desert
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It's All in the Mind (#AT516)
Independent Mind I and II
Kinds-of Consciousness
Original Mind
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Studying various forms of liturgical arty' including
music aad dahce

. Studying the relation of religions to the settlement of
the United States

oa

. Studying several religious communities established in
the United States, including recent ones

. Learning something about the history of agnosticism
and the history of atheism in the United States

, o

j . Learning about some of the religious sects originating
in the United States

. Cl\... Discussing the meaning of the chief festivals of several
religions

Examining the moral codeS of several cultures, including
sothe now operating in the United States

. Examining rules of right conduct, both secular and,
religious, the bases for ethical choice., "and, situational
ethics

. Beginning to evolve a philosophy of life, whether secular
or religious

Learning respect for other people's ways of conducting
their lives

Studying some of the ill effects of ignorance, superstition,
and intolerance

Learning a respect for, life in all its forms

Evolving a philosophy to make possible the continuation,
of life on this planet

Relating philosophy to the study of art, literature, mathe-
matics, religion, and the social, natural, and physical
sciences

. Discovering philosophical and religious babes for huinan-
istic studies

. Beginning a systematic study of philosophy and philosophers
for students who desire it

. Studying a major twentieth-century philosopher in some depth

. Beginning the study of logic
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Readings from the literatures of several, religions can be intro-
duced into the drama/theater-language arts-social sciences curriculum
outlined in Chapter V above. The selectibns should be fairly comprehensive
now: cycles of myths from several religions,, centered on the same theme-
life after death, for example, or journeys of heroes to a lower world, or,
goddesses of love and beauty, or personifications of evil. Complete dramas
can be read; crucial scenes from them can be prepared for enactment during
class time. Teachers should look at some English morality and mystery plays
(i.e., The Second Shepherd's Play or one of the Noah farces) as well as.the
Greek dramas of the classical period (which are more likely to be thought of.
by the class) and recent works from J.B. to Jesus Christ Superstar.

A class might also decide to read the Book of Job and compare
several translations from Hebrew and Christian Bibles. Then they might
sketch out a three-or five-act play suited to the rhythms of ,the story.. Will
the prologue and epilogue be seen as first and last acts? How will the main
characters be conceived?--how situated on a stage-, and costumed? Do other
religions studied by the class contain characters like Job, or stories dealing
with divine and human conceptions of justice? In secular literature, how can
the main character in Bernard Malamud's The Fixer, for example., be compared
to Job?

Any such studies of literature should lead easily and naturally
to discussions of philosophical and ethical queStions. Students might consider
whether religions must have founders or movers of "superstar" proportions;
they can investigate modern fictional and non-fictional counterparts of mythical
heroes and heroines and their journeys, and what "fight conduct" of a modern
hero--or anti-hero--should be. What should be the proper relationship betwden
the individual's desire to find a personal ethical role and the state's desire to
maintain reasonable control over the lives of its people? Can we find evidence
in religious teachings that could lead to the conclusion that capital punishment
is justifiable or that genocide may be acceptable under certain circumstances?

One activity that would bring science, history, philosophy, and
drama together, and that would be conducted by a literature teacher and a
science teacher is an-investigation of how scientists' views of.the world: some-
times conflict with opposing views held by political and religious.authorities.
A famous example of such a conflict is that between Galileo and the Roman
Catholic Church because Galileo supported Copernicus' heliocentric theory

4

*See the other disciplinary chapters. Philosophy and religion are
incorporated in the whole curriculum.

13-81929
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of celestial -mech. Tics. One. universit1 professor had.a high school class
study Bertolt Brecht's Galileo and try to imagine the scientist's situation
and the issues araised b3riiTh-t7itand. 1 A report of his experiment follows:

I would like to share with teachers of the humanities
an experiment that I have tried with high school students
in analyzing the relations oaf science, and more particu--
larly'the scientist, to society. The experiment consists
in approaching the question personally and subjectively,
hoping eventually to arrive at some generartruths
without initially pretending to be abstract and objective.
What better way, after all, to appreciate the complex
emotional and intellectual connections between thei
scientist-and the community of which' he part than
by reliving, however vicariously and incompletely, the
experiences of a 'scientist confronting the.de'rnands and
concerns of his society.? And what better way, as any
'teacher of the humanities kno vs, than through literature?

In the experiment I have tried, we begin with a reading
of Bertolt Brecht's play Galileo. The students are hsked
to prepare for class discussion by considering, the fbl-
lowing questions after reading the play: a

1.: In Brecht's dramatic reconstruction of the history of
,Galileo, how does this fa.mou3 astromoner-physicist
change his views about the scientist's obligations to
science and society?

2. Basing your judgment on what occurs iri the play, what
*do you think is Brecht's own conception of the relations
between scientific research and social progress? of
the proper role of the scientist?

3. Do you think a scientist living today woad experience
difficulties in attempting to act in accordance with
the Brechtian ideal of the proper scientist? In your
'opinion, should the scientist fulfill the Brechtian
ideal whether dr not hp experiences difficulties in
doing so?

'See Arnold W. Ravin, "Scierice and Humanities, Wavelength- -
A Newsletter of.the lational Humanities Faculty, October 1973, pp. 8-10.
This issue features a special section (pp. 7-21) that may be of help to humani-
ties teachers who are planning interdisciplinary activities involving the sciences,
arts, and humanities. Several course outlines are available, and teachers'
comments about them are welcomed. For information, write to the National
Humanities Faculty; 1266 Main Street, Concord, MA 01742.
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4. have there been, to your knowledge, more recent
cases of conflict between the individual scientist
and society? Were these, in any sense, cases of
conflict over application of the Brechtian or any other
ideal of the proper scientist?

5. What is your ideal of the Proper scientist?

While there are a number of editions of Brecht's play,
I recommend the Grove Press edition (paperback), if
only for the excellent introduction by Eric Bentley.
The historical accuracy of Brecht's version of the Galileo
story may be legitimately questioned, as Bentley points
out, but this concern is clearly secondary to the over-
riding usefulness of a dramatic probing of the moral
values involved in the pursuit of science. Nevertheless,
the teacher may find it helpful to acquire some additional
knowledge of Galileo's scientific work and of his conflict
with the Church. A useful source is Giorgio de Santillana s
well-written historical account, The Crime of Galileo
(University of Chicago Phoenix Books, paperback) .

The class discussion will probably lead, as it did in my
experience, in a number of interesting directions. The
most valuable, in my estimation is a questioning of the
uniqueness of Galileo's crime' : did the conflict between
the scientist and his social institutions en(1 with Galileo,
or is the potentiality for such conflict ever present, and
if so, why? Is moral tension, as evidenced in conflict,
peculiar to the seientist, or is it common to a wide range
of intellectuals, to a wide range indeed, of citizens? How
special, how different is the scientist, after all, in his role
as a specialized member of society?

In my own experience, I have found the experiment success-
fulmost ,structive and stimulating when the students
have actually read the play and pondered,the questions.
Perhaps my status as a practicing scientist was useful
during the discussion, and you may wish to consider involv-
ing an historically- or ethically-oriented scientist in any
similar discussion you undertake.

GII
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A class that is studying women in literature might concentrate
for part of a term on the ways in which women figure in several of the world's
religions. Such categories as the following should be considered: others
should be formulated.

A cosmogony created or co-created by a female
divinity

. A creation mythology suggesting or preserving
fragmentary evidence that a primal goddess was
worshipped

Representations in paleolithic art tending to confirm
or deny that thesis

Counterparts of the Virgin Mary' divine mothers, mercy
goddesses, intercessors tefore a patriarchal deity.
fertility goddesses whose attributes' have been adjusted
to a given religion

Female versions of saviors sacrificing themselves for
humanity,

Female prophets, seers, saints., mystics

Goddesses of love and beauty (or other aspects of
fertility)

Religions in which Chastity or some other renunciation
of sexuality is required 4)f holy women

Attitudes toward mortal women as daughters. wives,
mothers, citizens, workerS, etc.

Attitudes toward the emancipation of women from religious,
civic, legal, and other disabilities

Societies maintaining strict or relaxed forms of purdah

Religious and philosophical bases for contemporary
attitudes toward women in the United States

Religious art is sO striking a feature of nearly every culture
that a humanities faculty will have to narrow the field somehow. probably by
concentrating on a school, movement, or body of work considered to be inti-
mately connected with a given field of study. Huge categories like "the religious
art of the Italian Renaissance, "Venus in song and story. "Japanese temple
architecture, or "the supernatural in recent African literature" must be
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resisted. They are interesting subjects and may be appropriate for special
courses in the history of art, but they are out of place in interdisciplinary
projects of the-proportions suggested here.

One of the best solutions of this problem may be to connect
the exhibitions of religious artwork with selected topics in Part Five, Chapter V.
For example, if side studies in seventeenth-century English history are under-.
taken, the students might investigate'what ,happened to works of art in English
churches during the Civil Wars; what kind; of religious poetry were written
before, during, and immediately after the interregnum; clerical attacks against
the-theater; the effects of the Restoration on ecclesiastical art; church music of
the late seventeenth century; and so on.. If the students want to trace 'the conse-
quences of these events in England on religious art and literature in early
American history, they will find enough material for 'a significant study.

The interdisciplinary topic "Survival" in Part Seven raises many
serious ideas, which can be explored in a regular philosophy 'class. The central-
problem is evolving a philosophy to make possible the continuation of life on
this planet. Teachers and students together will have to draw, up a list of'sub-
questions, because the possibilities must be limiMd in'6raer to giv,544-te class
enough time for thorough discussion of those it finally sblects.' Sub eet matters
need not be limited, as long as they are germane,, but 'methods will Have to be . ,

worked out for reinforcing the lessons already learned about dealing intelligently
with ideas and arguing well in the technical sense.

If the class can agree on several basic rules that they think
'would guarantee the survival of our specieslet them make and circulate a
list, then try to live by the rules, as far as they are able, for a month. They
might keep a journal of their experiences and discuss them in class. Then let
them think about the following questions:

I. Are you willing to limit your procreation to one
child, at most two, and then adopt?

2. Are you willing to see your government change enough
so that it Can cooperate with others all over the world.
to ensure the survival a our species?

3. Are you willing to change your diet to the level required
to share food equitably with every person on earth fairly
and squarely?

4. Are you willing to reduce your,consumption of other
goods; i.e.,syour standard of living, and share the world's
resources with all other human beings?
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A philosophy class could compare several.periods in American
history when the `causes and effects of ignorance. superstition, and intolerance
were particularly.obvious. They would have to begin by cdefining terms. for
what is religion to one person may be superstition to another, and there are
certain2things that no one should tolerate. The students might consider such
examples as these:

The banishment of Anne Hutchinson and Roger.
Williams from the Massachusetts Bay Colony,

. The Salem witch trials

. The Know- Nothing Party

. The treatment of Irish immigrants in several American
cities' in the nineteenth century

. The Kt.i Klux Klan

. Post-Reconstruction Jim Crow. laws

Oppogition to the fabo'r movement in the late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth centuries

The "Red scare" following World ,War I

The Scopes trial

. Anti-Semitism

. The Chinese Exclusion Acts

. The internment of American citizens of Japanese
ancestry following Pearl Harbor

One interdisciplinary topic that students in their junior and
.senior years ought to take up is the comparison between two basic ways of
looking at life and reality: a naturalistic world-view anda theistic world-view.
The word comparison is deliberately chosen; the topic as it will be developed
here does not encourage combative debate. Comparisog implies.study. The
class must know something about the ideas grouoed under the naturalistic and
theistic headings before'they begin to argue them. They must not, do what so
many disputants do--brandish their notions of Genesis and Darwin. without
having read in either source; nor can they be allowed to assume that the Old
Testament is the only source of a-theistic view of origins, or that the theory
of evolution has undergone no modification's since Darwin's day.

ut)t)
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The crux of the problem is: how does one talk about the creation
of the universe and the origins of life on this planet? There are genuine differ-
ences of opinion on this"subject, which deserve to be aired by high school
students. Their being labeled "controversial" is no excuse for dodging them
or denying young people the pleasure and excitement of getting into them. It
is one of the best reasons for talking about them under the rules of philosophic
discourse recommended in this chapter.

A minimum or two teachers will be needed to organize the
resources on which the study will de'perrd--a scientist with a- specialty in biology
and a social scientist with a specialty in philosophy. TheSe teachers and their
students should be encouraged to call upon experts in the community to`parti-
eipate in the discussion. But the teachers and students are it charge of the
agenda; the class is not to.be made the occasion for the debating of doctrinnaire
opinions by visiting adults. Rather,' it is a forum for the exchange of ideas: no
one should feel threatened for expressing an opinion or feel obliged to adopt
another person's beliefs.

a

Teachers should bring together a'number of readings that expound
an illustrate the theistic pcisition--the idea that a divine being or beings created
t e universe and life on this planet--accounts of creation from various religions

rand philosophies around the world, and philosophic statements that attempt to
/ combine theistic and naturalistic explanations. This theory assumes a Creator

who is not bound or limited to natural cause-and-effecA relationdhip., and is
properly considered as theology and philosophy, not as science.

The staff must also gather a number of writings that describe
the naturalistic,or evolutionary, hypothesis -first as it was presented by Charles
Darwin and his contemporaries, and then as it has been refined and modified by
twentieth-century scientists. The discussion of these scientific materials with
respecrto population statistics and genetics, for exaniple, should not become so
teertnical that most students will be excluded from participation. Demands for
"proof" of evolution must be met in language that the class can understand;
this discussion cannot take the place of a biology course, though it can be linked
to concurrent classes in science. The two world-views must be fairly compared
and contrasted.

Writing assignments will easily and legitimately come out of this
discussion. They May be of the "my-philosophy-of-life variety, but based this
time on extensive reading and discussions They may be among the last items
in the autobiographical project described-in Part One and recommended through-
out the framework. If the writing workshops have been operating all along as
they should have been, students will be circulating dittoed copies of their philo-
sophical positions on the origin of their kind, and they will be asking one another
to explain, clarify, and refine their ideas,in the natural course of a day's work,
as no tek0er could ever hope tcyforce them to do by other means. It would be
an'aesthetally appropriate act if the students were to regard these compositions
as parts of a self-portrait and choose to enter them.in their autobiographical
folders.
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PART SEVEN

Interdisciplinary Topics

INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC I

CONFLICT

General Description

All human beings experience conflict. As children growl up, they
become aware of conflicts within themselves and others but do not alWays know
how to deal with them. Adolescence is a period of particularly rapid conflicting
changes in emotional, physical, and social development. Young people grow to
maturity with the fears and expectations of conflict, violence, and war; yet they
hope for conditions of peaceful, normal development and want to help bring
them about. Adolescents need to learn about the nature and control of conflict.
Studying conflicts can lead them to understand their feelings about conflict and
how to manage the types of conflict they are likely to encounter.

Conflict must be carefully defined: it means different things in dif-
ferent contexts and should be examined both indtict'vely and deductively.
People in different cultures handle conflict in various ways, and techniques for
dealing with conflicts can be adapted from one situation to fit another. There
are inner and outer, individual and social, personal and institutional kinds of
conflicts. They may be positive or negative. Disagreement is negative when it
leads to violence, positive when it leads to resolution of differences. Conflict
does npt always lead to violence: the two concepts should be carefully distin-
guished. There are pleasurable kinds of conflict, such as in athletics and politics.

Studying conflict leads to studying associated ideas such as tension,
stress, struggle, anger, frustration, aggression, fear, anxiety, violence, and war.
Conflict implies its opposite, the absence'of conflict.: Ideas associated with the
absence of conflict i.e. , resolution, non-violence, and peace should also be
studied.

In junior high school, emphasis should be on activities that foster
awareness of and doing something about conflict. In senior high school, thinking
and doing can become more intellectualized. Adolescents will be greatly relieved
to learn that there areways of dealing with conflict other than by fighting or
suffering internal agony alone. They will be greatly helped in their development
by learning how to think and talk about conflict, how to study it from the stand-
point of several disciplines, and how to express their ideas and .feelings about
conflict through art, music, body movement, and other arts.

6S3
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Related. Disciplines

Psychology arid Sociology

Students can benefit ,from learning about the kinds of psychological
conflicts that people share in general and that adolescents share in particular.'.,
Psychology enables people to describe and classi conflicts-more clearly and
to evaluate the various techniques that people employ to cope with aggression.
In junior high school, students can learn the meaning of defense mechanisms
such as regression, displacement, compensation, projection, withdrawal, and
rationalization. They can analyse their own and other'people's behavior in
conflict situations tosee if those mechanisms ate at work. In senior high school,
the concept of defense mechanisms can be studied in connection withpsycho,-
analytic theories of conflict.

The school.can become a laboratory where students gather informa-
tion about and help resolve some of the conflicts that concern them, Psycholo-
gists and counselors can cooperate with social science and language arts mem-
bers of the humanities faculty in this effort. Such application of the principles of
psychology can introduce students more directly to the study of psychology than
can a separate course, /

Conflict can be viewed in a sociological sense as a constant feature
of people living together in organized groups, People may not be able to eradi..-
cate conflicts but they can hope to control it by means of customs and laws.
Students might study a household, a con'imune, or a small business to disc er howconflict is managed within it. They can, also study the formal and infor al rulesthat exist in their school for dealing with conflict.

Societies have invented many different ways of regulating conflicts
between individuals and between groups. By studying the mechanisms used for
discharging aggression and managing conflict in other cultures, 'students may beable to See the possibility of adapting techniques for dealing with conflicts in'theirown. In the Eskimo song contest, for example, the opponents in a dispute have
to improvise songs and speeches of invective, A contest is held, and the tribejudges which side has won. The parties abide by the judgment and put aside theirconflict.

Drama and Language Arts

Students in junior high school can empathize with the characters in
stories and plays,that exhibit the thternal conflicts that are part of growing up orthe conflicts that occur among family members, friends, clasimates, and other
groups. Such books as Catcher in the Rye, Huckleberry Finn, and Lord of the
Flies deal with conflict in the experience of children and adolescents. In high
school, literary works,. can be chosen that are studies in conflict with a broader
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.
scope for example, The Iliad, War and Peace, Crime and Punishment, All Quiet
on the Western Front, and. Mother. Courage.

Dramatic conflict involves gesture, body movement, mime, mono-
logue, dialogue, and a range of emotions. In humanities classrooms, students
will be doing a lot of talking abbut the conflicts they read about. Teachers can
help students improvise dramatic interpretations of conflict presented in stories,
novels, or poems, discuss the conflicts in dramatic literature, and read and write
their own dramatic works in small groups within the class. The Drama Theater
Frameworkt shows how conflict can be expressed through improvisation (p. 62)
and formal acting (pp. 78-79). James Moffett shoWs how dramatic material ties
enactment, improvisation,and panek discussion together 2

The part that language plays in inciting and allaying conflict should
be considered. Language can be used to escalate or de-escalate conflict, or raise
it to the lever of The playground or after-school argument that starts
out in fun often ends in fighting because of taunts,' insults, or threats. (Note:
the boasts of epic poetry, folklore, and the neighborhood gang can be used to
forestall as well as provoke conflict.) Gesture and body movement-embellish
spoken conflict. Polemical writing and invective can be studied as literary types
of language that deal with conflict.

Film and television are purveyors as well as reporters of violence.
What do students think about the Saturday-morning cartoons on television? What
are their opinions about the public controversy on violence in movies, television,
and magazines? Students can eonsider whether the fighting, destroying, maiming, ,
and dying in, Vietnam shown nightly on television have influenced this country's
attitudes toward war.

Skin decoration, dress, costume, regalia, and insignia are associated
in dramatic and artistic ways with physical violence. In staining their bodies,
men have sought to plaCate their gods or terrify their enemies. The headgear and
armor of warriors (and athletes) protect the body but also create the effeCt of
ferocity. Scarification of the skin signifies the ability to withstand violence to
the self. One of the purposes of masks has been to strike terror in the hearts, of the
enemy. Masks have long been used in the theater; some of them depict anger,
violence, cruelty, hate, and death. The weger has to act up. to the role that
the mask imposes on him.

Drama /Theater Framework for California Public Schools (Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Education, 1972).

2
A Student-Centered Language Arts Curriculum, Grades K-13

.(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1973), pp. 283-293.
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Art

Students can use art to express their feelings about conflict and study
art works that have struggle, violence, brutality, fighting, and war as subject
matter. Some of the romantic painters of the early 19th century reacted to the
inhumanities of their times through art. Goya's Disasters of War depicts the horrors
of Napoleon's invasion of Spain. Daumier's lithograph, Rue Transnonian,
April 15, 1834, reveals the murder of striking workmen by soldiers. Delacroix's
Liberty Leading the People expresses the willingness of the populace to embrace
violence for political causes.

Diego Rivera's murals symbolize the themes of persecution of the
Mexican peasant and the brutalizing of the human spirit through mass production.
Orozco's Christ Cutting own the Cross is itself a violent statement about the vio-
lence of modern times. icasso's Guernica expresses abstractly and symbolidally
the horiors of the bombing of civilian populations. Da li's Soft C,onstruction with
Boiled Beans: Premonition of Civil War gives violent surrealisti6 expression to
the theme of war.

Psychological conflict can also be depicted in art. Artists may express
the emotions of inner conflict through. their subject matter; for ample, Bosch's
Christ Before Pilate, Direr's Melancolia I, Delacroix's Medea. Biographical
information may be needed to help students see the inner force of conflict and strug-
gle that finds physical expression in the sculpture and painting of Michelangelo.
Reference to the letters of Van Gogh may be helpful in 'understanding:the violence
of movement and color in some of his paintings.

Throughout histhry art has adorned the engines of war, and artists have ,

worked for princes andgovernments to glorify the warrior. The tapestry artists of
the Middle Ages depicted the hunt, the battlefield, and the tournament. Ps.rmor-
ers designed and decorated suits of mail for aesthetic reasons. Leonardo da Vinci
designed weapons and systems of defen§e for the Duke of Milan. Some modern
poster artists have encouraged people to take up violence for the sake of patriotism.
Other artists who have painted or sculptured figures from historical or mythological
events have muted or glorified violence, as, for instanr;e, in Uccello'S The Battle
of San Romano; Verrocchio's Statue of David, Ruben., The Lion 'Hunt, Eta
Archers of St. Adrian, or Gericault's Mounted Officer of the Imperial Guard,

Dance

Dance is, among other things, a means of relieving and summoning
up aggressive feelings;' it expresses inner conflict. and its resolution; it can be used to
ward off danger from gods, enemies, and nature, as well as to create a feeling of
omnipotence before a battle or a hunt. Modern ballet has expressed the hostility
and struggle of neighborhood gangs (West Side Story) or the political victories
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5 of the.socialist masses over capitalists and warlords. Dances in various cultures
give bodily expression to emotions associated with war, suicide, demonic ecstasy,
evil,. death, flagellation, and frenzy. Dancing is contagious. In the Middle'
Ages dance epidemics were known in which dancing of a religious-etotic nature
led to group frenzy and hypnosis. jazz has had a worldwide appeal in modern
times as a rhythm inducing the contagion of forceful dancing'movements.

Dance and body Movement activities can play an important role in
junior and senior high school, allowing students to express and relieve energy,
tension, and aggression as well as celebrate joy.

History

An historical approach* to conflict is one that elucidates political,
economic, sociological, ideological, and human factors in explaining a given
conflict in time. The plight of individuals in times of conflict or the dilemma of
persons caught up in conflict but not responsible for it can be studied. Periods of
prolonged conflict can be taken from history for intensive study: Peloponnesian Wars,
Reformation° and Counter-Reformation, French and Russian Revolutions, Nazi
Germany, Vietnam. Literaturq, drama, and art.can be used to augment histori-
cal studies: Thucydides' History of the Peloponnesian Wars, Dickens' A Tale of
Two Cities, Koestler's Arrival and Departure and Darkness at Noon.

Particular kinds of struggles in history can be illuminated from the
point of view of those who participated in and led them. What personal struggles
did Mark and Lenin go through in order to shape and direct the class struggle? How
does a person experience class struggle? What personal struggles did Martin Luther
King go through as one of the major,leaders of the civil rights movement? Has
C6sar Chavez undergone personal trauma in leading, the farm workers' unions?
What about the conflicts between fear of physical injury or death and dictates of
conscience that" faced many of the Freedom Riders of the fifties? How does an
American Iridian resolve the conflict of desiring to retain his Indian heritage while
having to compete in a non-Indian culture?

There are many topics under the historical treatment of struggle that in-
, dividuals and teams can study: the aftermath (4 wars as examples of conflict

resolutioh; conscientious objectors (early Christian's, Pietists, Quakers); the martial
spirit as nurtured by tradition, education, literature, art, and music; the search for
an international language as a means of preyenting misunderstanding among peoples
(Esperanto).

Philosophy

Ideas such as the inevitability of war, war as a purgative, waging war
to end war, and aspirations for universal peace have engaged the attention of
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philosophers and writers throughout history. Students should discuss these issues in
a philosophical way (see chapter on philosophy and religion in Part Six). TO the
extent that they are capable of understanding philosophical material, they should
become familiar with the opinions on these topics of such thinkers as Aristotle,
Plato, Augustine, Dante, Machiavelli, Kant, Hobbes, Locke, Hegel, William
James, Freud, and others.

What ethical systems or situational ethics are available or can be
01devised to assist people iri resolving personal a d group conflicts? What are

ethical rules for limiting conflicts? Is the d ctrine oflimited conflicts as applied
to war itself ethical? How can we establish lirriits for small' conflicts; in the
classroom, at home, in the neighborhood? What is impermissible in the conflicts
'between brothers and sisters, parents, children, spouses,, and lovers?

Manners and codes of politeness may be seen as having ethical over-
tones. Common discourse among students; between students and teachers, among
teachers, and among family members can sometimes be flippant: ;Frcastic, ,or
rude. Politeness is pleasantness of manner and speech; it is the general assump-
tion of good will toward people. It signals. absence of hostility and aggressive-
ness. Teachers and students should develop codes of politeness for their schools.

Religion

All religions have views on conflict, violence, aggressiveness, and
war. The origin_ of conflict in the Christian view As embodied irf the doctrine of
original sine Sometimes there are contradictory views-on conflict. Those,peopleX
holding religious beliefs interpret these views differently. Thus, Christianity
expresses the ideal of universal peace and brotherhood,but wars have been (and are)
justified in the name of Christ. Students can ,compare the beliefs and practices of
different religions about conflict among man and women and between them and
God.

Mythology

The mythologies, of various cultures provide numerous accounts of
wars, conflicts, battles, violence, fruttrations, crimes, and cruelties. If myth-
ology is viewed as a mirror of the affairs of men and -women, it is a safe way for
students. to speculate and fantasize about conflict:

Natural Sciences

The biology teacher on the humanities faculty can explore the role of
conflict in the development of species, the resolution of conflict among higher
animals, and the place that conflict plays in the evolutionary process, including
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stereotypes and misapprehensions about conflict and evolution." Ecological rela-
tionships between man and nature and within nature can be studied in the light
of conflict and violence. Man is both a predator and a protector of nature. How
do his aggressiveness and indifference damage the ecological balance? How do
violent acts of nature itself fire, flood, wind, lightning, earthquake upset or
maintain the balance?

When men and women experience conflict, their bodies,andergo
physical, chemical, andneurologidal changes which are not yet well understood.
Conflict can be studied as a physiological and neurological response to social and
psychological stimuli.

Goals

In studying the topic of conflict, students can learn:

to be aware of the nature and effects of conflict within' people
and between people

ways of managing personal conflicts

ways of helping solve the conflicts of others

how their own and other cultures handle conflict

how to adapt techniques for conflict control to current situations

attitudes that reduce the likelihood of violence and war

to distinguish between harmful and non-harmful conflicts

to recognize the personal conflicts associated with adolescence

how a person in conflict with himself can proyoke wider conflicts

to understands conflict as seen from the perspective of various
disciplines

If the topic of conflict is studied more than once during junior and
senior high school, students should intensify their study and become more articu-
late about the subject. By the end, of senior high school, students should be able
to make a personally and socially significant statement about conflict, violence,
war, or peaCe, giA'ring the reasons for their statement in an organized way, the
reasons bearing the imprint o_ f several disciplines. The statement can take the
form of
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working for a social or political movement

protesting in a non-violent way

expressing their thoughts and feelings through one or more of the
arts

ameliorating condition's of conflict or violence

writing a personal essay or position paper

Placing Limits on the Topic

Conflict Should be taught primarily from the point of view of the
personal conflicts that students have and that people in general experience within
themselves and observe in others. Psychological, anthropological, and socio-
logical understanding should be developed gradually. History, literature, drama,
art, and philosophy shotild reflect the psychological and*soci, 'ogical emphasis.
However, teachers should not go "conflict"-hunting in humanities classes. (In
fact, they should consider the misuses of "conflict" as a metaphor.)

In literature the focus should remain on the personal aspects of con-
flict within and among characters and on readers' reactions to the conflict por-
trayed. .Similar care should be taken in looking at painting and sculpture, No
unit on "Struggle and Conflict in Art" should be, attempted. Conflict and struggle
are manifested in works of art in various ways along with many other forces and
influences. Students should not be left with the idea that art can be reduced
to one or two categories.

Conflict is not an appropriate topic in which to include music.
"The Conflict of Chords" or "Dissonances and their Resolution," for example,
would be gross, distortions.

This topic should not be construed as a recommendation that individual
or group therapy, in the medical-psychological meaning of therapy, be carried out
by school people to bring the inner conflicts of students into the open, The term
"personal" means the kinds of inner conflicts that people experience, not the
specific conflicts of any person or personS. If conflicts of a specific and traumatic
nature appear to be surfacing in situations where students are discussing,writihg
about, or otherwise dealing with conflicts, these should be dealt with by referral
or other methods set up by the school for such purposes.
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Staffing and Organization

In junior high school a single teacher, probably a social science or
English teacher, should teach the concept of conflict from a psychological and
sociological perspective. With a two-person team, the li erary, artistic, or
historical dimensions could be explored in depth. Art, dr ma, and body edu-
cation teachers should be invited to cooperate closely with a single teacher or
a team.

Conflict is a topic that can be organized as part of the 7th, 8th, or
9th grade English or social science programs. It needs to have continuity but
can be taught intermittently throughout the junior,high years. Allocations of
time and staff should be arranged by school humanities planning or teaching
teams.

. in senior high school, the topic can be taught as an elective or patt of
an,elective. A series of electives could be designed to expand it. Conflictiar0

'recated ideas can be included in other interdisciplinary topics:- For exanpIe,
Sicil y could be studied as a recurring theater of war in the topic on "Istands of 5:
the Mediterranean,r1 Electives offer the opportunity for specialized single--
teacher courses and Concentrated cooperative and tearntteaching arrangements.
Independent study and seminars on conflict should be available. Interdisciplinary
planning coninittees will help determine the staffing of each elective based upon:,
the number and depth of digciplines involved., .

, Selected References

Curriculum Materials on War; Peace, Conflict, and Change' A_ n nnotated Bibii-
o ra hy, With a Listing of Organization Sources, Ce ter for War/
Peace Studies, '218 East Eighteenth Sr., New York, Y. 10003,
May 1972. This bibliography contains programs and-Materials which
emphasize the relationship of individuals to great issues of conflict.
For example:

The Harvard-Social Studies Project, American Education P.ublica-
tions. Especially, "Nazi Germany: Social Forces and Respon-
sibility," and' "Twentieth-Century Russia: Agents of Revolution."

Athens and Sparta. in Confrontation. Education Development Center.
a.

14 4929

1
See Interdisciplinary Topic IV .kelow.
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Vietnam Curriculum, New York Review of Books and Boston Area
Teaching Project, Inc.

"Diablo Valley Education Project." 50 Vashell Way, Suite 300, Orinda, Ca.
94563. Founded in 1966, this project is a joint venture of the
Center for WarfPeace Studies in New York and the Mt. Diablo Uni-
fied School,District in Contra Costa County, California. Some of.
the mimeographed materials offer definitions, organizing ideas, and
topics for study, along with objectives and activities which can be
incorporated in teaching psychological and sociological approaches
to understanding and resolving conflicts. For example, Guide to the
Concept: Conflict, Robert E. Freeman, and Knowledge, Affective
and Skills Objectives (January 1971).

The Great Ideas A S to icon of Great BoOks of the Western World, 2nd ed.
Mortimer J. Adler.

to
Encyclopedia Britartnica, 1952. This

work can be of help to teachers and advanced students doing inde-
pendent study. It contains perspectives and rea. ng sources. on politi-
cal, social, and moral ideas associated with war and peace in Western
thought. At the end of Chapter 98 there are cross- references to the
psychological meanings of conflict and harmony in a person's life.

Besides unceasing daily repots on crime, violence, and conflict,
nevvspap s carry articles about studies, opinions, and reports on their possible
causes; the following are just a few examples:

b.

"Peace Concept Puzzles Youth, Study Reveals." Los Angeles times.
5 February 1973. (This article cites a forthcoming book that
decribers, the survey: Juliette P. Burstermann, Education for
Peace.)

"UCLA Institute Plans Violence Study Center?' Los Angeles Times.
24 March 1973.

"Violence the Ill, Power the Cure." (Interview with Rollo May.)
San Francisco Chronicle. 24 April 1973;

"schools Blamed for Campus Violence; Riles Rejects Report." Los
Angeles Times. 29 July 1973,

Social Sciences Education Framework for California Public, Schools, Kindergarten
and Grades One through Twelve (Proposed). Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, 1968. ,Useful,, material is developed
under the heading of "Historical Integration: Relation of Past and
Present" Grades 10-11,, Topic 2: "How Have National Groupings and
Conflicts Affected the-Life of Man ?" Concepts, settings /objectives
are presented for teachers to use in planning a course or part of a
course on the origins and nature of nation-states and on political
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aggression, military establishments, and ways of waging and con-
trolling war. <,

Netier, Frank 11. "Neurogenie.and Hormonal Pathways in Rage Reaction."
Nervous System, I CIBA Collection of Medical Illustrations, 1968,
plate 18, pp. 164-165. This is a good visual treatment of the inter-
nal chain of events that occurs when a person is under stress., It con-
tains a brief, readable text, noting, among other things, the lack
of complete knowledge on the subject.

Stanford, Barbara. "A Curriculum for Human Development." Media and Methods.
October 1971, pp. 31-35. Teachin suggestions and bibliography on
conflict for high school clpsses are contained under developmental
task headings. SeelGeneration Conflicts" under "Achieving Emotional
Independence of Parents and Other Adults," pp. 32-33, and "War and
Peace" under "Developing Intellectual Skills and Opncepts Necessary
for Civic Competence," p. 35.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC II

SURVIVAL

General Description

This topic centers upon one basic generative question: how can we
continue to live here? Not merc1;' endure, but produce, create, and enjoy life?
From this question arise others according to the setting in which the question is
asked; The attempt to answer these questions provides a curriculum which Can
be narrowed to fit one semester or broadened to organize an entire four-year
sequence. Schools must teach students to survive on their own ground, whether
it i the relatively unspoiled quiet of a rural district or the demanding environ-,
ment of a great urban center. The need for the skills'of survival knows no
geographic, racial, or ethnic boundaries.

Once students know something of their surroundings and themselves,
they can develop knowledge and skills needed to survive on their own or with a
group under a variety of conditions. The needs of the students in their particu-
lar setting will determine what students learn: emergency.antarepair, first aid,
surviving off the land, handling psychological crises, gardening, Safety in the
home, or mastery of government bureaucracy.

a

What is my community like? Or, how have men in this particular
environment organized themselves -to survive? Related areas for investigation
include the historical development of the local area; how the community serves
the needs of its membe.'s through various formal and informal agencies; how fami-
lies and other groups organize themselves for work," play, artistic expression, and
worship; and how individuals and groups deal with the great moments of life
such as birth, puberty, courtship and marriage, and death.,

How can I live in harmony with nature? What are the local prob-
lems I will face? Areas of investigation can include air, water, noise, or visual
pollution; zoning; urban planning;- the role of various units of local government
in dealing with environmental"problerns; consideration of alternative life styles;
and art in' the community.

Several basic concepts should emerge from the main topic,

1, Organic Wholeness, the interrelatedness of objects and events.
John Muir said that one thing is hitchecito another;, John Donne,
that we are not islands. These connections must impinge upon
the conscience of the businessman; inform the work of the artist;
expose the arbitrariness of national boundaries.
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2. andividResponsibility, the sense that-one matters and that one
has an impact upon the world, arises out of the sense of organico

wholeness When one fully grasps the interrelatedness of things,
one cannot avoid knowing that one's- actions matter, that even
not to act may be an act of profound consequ,ence.

3. Respect )r the Environment arises from the sense of organic
wholeness and individual responsibility. If all things are inter-
related and all individuals can effect change, then no one should
act in a war that, upsets the ecosystem. The wars of history sud-
denly-become a whole new study when viewed in such a way.

4. 22212ness to alternative life styles, the willingness at least to
study dr consider if not adopt new ways of living, should follow
from an understanding from the other three concepts. Readiness
for change is an antidote to both "future shock" and the kind of
rigid adherence to their Concepts of life that some young
people develop. When we run out of petrol eum, we must be '
prepared for changes in our personal lives.

Related Disciplines

One of the features of "survival" as an interdisciplinary topic, is, that it
can include virtually every discipline at some point. This fact may not always be
a 'virtue, since teachers may find some diffiCulty in knowing when to stop and
what to exclude. However, some indication of the inclusiveness of the topic is
presented below.

Geography.

Geology, topography, hydrology, meteorology, cartography, stratig-
raphy, and soil study are all basic to an understanding of the immediate environ-
ment. StUdents can perform micro-climate studies in various locations around
the school or community; construct and maintain.their own weather station;
build stress tables to demonstrate the effects of flooding on'Various landforms and
vegetation types; analyze the strata revealed in road cuts and lot excavations; .

investigate the school site in respect to sun angle and wind force and direction.
If the community lies on a bay or estuary, the students can discover why the bay
is there or what the whole area was like during' the Pleistocene: Many communi-
ties in California are near major fault lines; the history oi local earthquakes can
provide a' fascinating study. Students can also learn to fend various kinds of
maps and can prepare maps and models which can be used in zoning and urban
planning studies.
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History

Students may be curious to study local history as a record of how men
have adapted,toa particular environment. The history of California is a p,artidu-
larly rich and varied one. General works that will help teachers are: 'John W.
Caughey; California: A Remarkable State's Life.History (New York: Prentice
Hall, 1953); Robert G. Cleland, From Wilderness to Em ire: A History of
California, ed. Glenn S. Dumke (New York: Knopf, 1959); Andrew F. Rolle,
California: A History, rev. ed. (New York: T. Y. Crowell, 1969); and Ralph J.
Roske, Everyrnan's Eden: A History of California (New York: Macmillan, 1968).

Local historical societies can be,helpful in the development of-materi
als for a particular area. The Kroebers' works on California Indians are useful for
students who wish to investigate a previous culture's adaptations to ,the land or
who wish to learn more about personal survival skills. The writings of John Muir,
Bret Harte, Joseph LeConte, and Richard Henry Dana help document a fascinating
period in California history. Names of streets 'reveal local hisiory and biography. See
Eugene Block, Immortal. San Franciscans (San Francisco: Chronicle-Books, 1971).
Names of communities may afford instructive and amusing' tales; see George
Stewart, Names on the Land (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1967). Even names of
schools (aside from the Washingtons, Lincoln, and Roosevelts) may tell students
something of the local heritage.

Anthropology

Anthropology is itself an "interdiscipline," and it is appli le to the
survival topic virtually without limit. KnoWing how others have adapt cl to their
times and places may give students alternatives in planning their own lives. The
following readings may 'tte di help: Richard A c and Patty Jo Watson, Man and
Nature: An Anthropological (Nev York: Harcourt
Brace, 1969); Jesse D. Jennings andE. Adamson floebel, eds. , Readings in
Anthropology, 3rd ed. (New .York: McGraw-Hill, 1971); and Yehudi A Cohen,
ed. , Man in Adaptation: The 13io-social Background; and Man in Adaptation:
The Cultural'Present (Chicago: Alrdine-Publ.' Co. , 1968).

Students enjoy, the writings of, Alfred-and Theodora Kroeber on native
Californians. These include: Alfred and Theodora Kroeber, lihi (Berkeley:
Univ. of Calif. , 1961);- Theodora Kroeber-and Robert F. Heinzer, Almost
Ancestors: First Californians (San Francisco: Ballantine, 1968);. and Alfred
'Kroeber, Handbook of Indians of California (Berkeley: Calif. Book Co. , 1970).
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Political Science

If people are°to live in' harmony with their surroundings, they must do
so within the framework of the social and political institutions which they or their
pre'cursors have created. If these institutions are not fleicible, people must devise
new' ones to serve them better. Who are ttie local leaders and what stands have
they:*taken on survival issues? What laws allow or prevent change? How did -things get the way they are now? What is the role of the courts? AN:hat has beenthe force of certain institutions or customs in creating institutionaradaptations
(e. g. , ihterested parties on regulatory commissions; zoning laws and housing

_.codes as'they affect ghettb life). Studies may also focus on,broader issues: racialdiscrimination as a 'social pollutant; violence as an,environmental issue,' therole of the federal government in ecolOgical problems. Whatever the focus, thework should be kept at a practical, operational level rather than limited to anabstract, theoretical level.

Some helpfUl publications are these: Garrett De Bell, ed., The
Environmental' Handbook (New York: Ballantine, 1970); Wesley Marx, The Frail°dean (New York: Coward, McCann, and Geoghegan, 1967)... All contain usefulappendices and bibliographies.

Lan ua e Arts and M tholo

Every subject letIcls itself to the assignment of papers or "themes," andteachers, should avoid the temptation of imposing "survival" writing topics like"Man versus Nature or "The Chain Saw in the American Experience." There isa)wealth of literature that falls naturally into this topic, from Genesis to Muir,
from. Prometheus to Orwell; from Black Elk to Jeffers. The study of ritual andceremony can lend itself to a variety of dtamatic presentations. Depending uponthe direction of the course, students may involve themselves in film- making,editorial writing, or public positidn statements.

Art . v.

Art is a record of man's desire to come to terms with himself and his
world andshould not be left out in the study Of survival. Various tools may bestudied or made; ceremonial masks may be developed; students may attempt toreproduce Cave paintings or petroglyphs, A class may want to analyze the archi-
tecture and decoration of the school, the community, or the home for functionaland aesthetic suitability. Any of these studies could involve the production of
photographs, drawings, 'films, watercolors, or scale models.

t
See Interdisciplinary TOpic I: Conflict, above
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Music
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Some brciad and, important questions about music can be raised under
this topic. 1)o Ow%) 1 e need music? Do ceremony,. cultural continuity, shopping,
and working all require music? Students may wish to create their own ceremonial
of work music; bx build and play duplicates of simple instruments , or simply,/
discuss.t-he'importance of music to their own survival.

Natural Sciences

All sciences geography,. anatomy, agriculture, biology, botany,
chemistry, physidlogy, physics,. etc-. contribute to people's understanding of their
outer and inner environments. Here it is merely a matter of deciding which
sciences shall receive special attention in the course.

Body Education
f

People cannot afford to let machines get all the exercise. Flab is an
unfortunate and unhealthy by-prdduct of the machine age. Students and
teachers need knowledge and sjACIls to make intelligent decisions about cycling,
Little League; snow-mobilifik, Vater-skiing, dune-buggy riding, weight-
lifting, or watching TV. What are the eco-costs of a new ski resort? What is
the role,of dance in our culture? (Do little children dance spontaneously or in
imitation of ,elders ?) Do any games or sports have survival value? (Ydkuts
Indian children played at throwing a stick 'through a rolling hoop, a game useful
in developing hand-eye coordination needed by hunters.) Do we win our wars on
the playing fields of our schools? Lb we lose them there?

Philoso y and Religion

The Judeo- Christian view of ma.n's relationship to nature (Genesis ,

1:26-28) has been important in shaping Wegte,rn thought. Like all major religious
traditions, it speaks of respect for life and for nature. A study of "compuative
religion" might include research on the question "What major religious tenets'
have survival value?"

Goals

At the conclusion of the topic on survival, students should have\
a knowledge of

nutrition
problems as overpopulation,

pollution, and nutrition \
O
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7e

knowledge,of and skills useful for physical, psychological, and
social survival in A variety of situations

Sti

knowledge of who,,can help or hinder them in solving environ-
mental problems

awareness of our artistic and cultural heritage as it applies to
eco-ptoblem

O

O

0

skills in evaluating the man-made environment and analyzing th
natural environment

skill imsolving problems tactfully And effectively

information about how to work personallyfon solutiQns to
environmental problems

Placing Limits on the Topic

The topic is 'too large for a single course offering; the problem for
planners will be what to leave out

The needs of the community Mott particularly; the students
should determine the.emphsi,s given the topic. The course as
offered in Eureka will Ziffer greatly from one offered in Chula
Vista..

Im ediate, local issues should provide the basis for studying
environmental problems.

Laboratory work may limit class size. Teachers cannot merely
lecture on survival projects like how to build a life raft.

Availability of materials may limit the topic. Students should
have access to biology labs, auto shops, art rooms, an Indian
midden, and a well-stocked library. Since no texts for this
course exist, teachers will need,a good'deal of tinrie for planning
and revision. Good duplication facilities are essential'. ,

40.

Organization and Staffing

A core faculty for this topic should consist of a natural scientist perhaps a biologist and a social scientist such as an anthropologist or political
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scientist. A language arts teacher could join the team, then an art or crafts
specialist. It is more important that the teachers like each other and agree on
the goals and spirit of the course than that they repreSent a wide variety of
subject matter -specialities. no case should the administtation try to impose
such a topic on a group of teachers who do not feel comfortable together. The
more subject areas involv'ed in the topic,' the more of the-school day needs to be
devoted to- the course.

Selected References

Bradford Angier, iiow to Live in the: Woods on Pennies a Day (Harrisburg:
Stackpole Books, 1972).

, How to Stay Alive in the Woods_4Riverside, IN. J.: Collier Books,
197

Sun Bear, At Home in, the Woods (Ilealdsburg .,Ca.; Naturbgraph[Pubiications,
1968.

Alan Bock, Ecology Action Guide (New York: Pyramid, 19711.

Sterling Brubaker, To Live on Earth (New York: Mentor, 1972).

Rayniond R. Dasmann, The Destruction of California (Riverside, N. J. :

, C011ier, 1966).

Garrett De Bell, ed. , Environmental Handbook (New York: Ballantine, 19701.

Loren Eiseley, The Firmament of Time (Nerk York: Atheneum, 1972).

Paul Erlich, Population Bomb' New York: Ballantine, 1968).

R. Btickminster Fuller, Earth, Inc. (Garden City. N. Y.: Anchor, 1973).

Euell Gibbons, Stalking the Wild Asparagus (New York: David McKay, 19621.

'Anthony Greenbank, The Book of Survival (New York: Signet, 1967).

Theodora'Kroeber, Almost Ancestors (Totowa, N. J.: Sierra Club, 1968'.

Ishi (Berkeley; Univ. of Calif, Press, 1961).

Ian MclIarg, Design With Nature ,(Garden City, N. J.: Natural History Press,
1969).
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T. G. McLuhan, Touch the Earth (New York: Pocket Books, 1971).

Wesley Marx. The Frail Ocean New York: Ballantine, 1967).

Done Ila Meadows, et al., Limits to-Growth (New York: Signet. 1972)..

John G. Mitchell, ed. , Ecotactics (New York: Pocket Books. 1970).

Richard Saltonstal!, Your Environment and What You Can Do About It 'New York:
Ace Books, 1970).

Barbara Wald, et al. , Who Speaks for Earth? (New York: W. W. Norton, 1973).

A film, "Multiply and Subdue," featuring Ian Mcllarg. is available
from the Indiana University Film Library.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC III

THE YEAR OF MAIZE

General Description

Maize (corn) is a native American plant, grain, and word.
Among the many native American fdod plants introduced to world agriculture,
maize is the most important because of its productivity, adaptability, and
mutability.. It isiTood for human beings in soft, soaked, and ground forms; it
is a staple feed grain for livestock; and some varieties can be popped. Ameri-
can natives had developed all of these basic varieties before European explorers
and conquerors arrived, including flint, flour, dent, pop, pod, and sweet corn.

The cultivation of maize in Pre-ColuMbian America extended
from the Andes (where pod corn was the chief variety) to New England, and, its
use has been established for as early.O.late as 3000 B.C. The extent of its
cultivation and the diversity within the species suggeSt both a long period of.
agricultural experimentation considerable exchange..of information and seeds
among,tribes and cultures. The search for a single, ancestral "wild" corn haS
been unsuccessful, and scientists are left with two hypotheses: that two or more
varieties of wild corn-like grasses were somehow crossed or that tile ancestral
plant is extinct.3 In either case the deelopfnent of maizawa's a major cultural
accomplishment of American dativeshence its use here as the focus of an
Interdisciplinary Topic.4

Maize was especially important for the peoples of the Meso-
American civilization. rMeso-American" designates the Pre-Columbian cultures

1For a list of other native American foods and plants, -see Ruth M.
Underhill, Red Man's America (Chicago: University of Chicago Pr5ss, 1953),
pp. 16-17.

2Paul Weatherwax, Indian Corn in Old America (New York:
6MacMillan Company, '1954), pp. 48-54.

3 Weatherwax pp. 171-181.

4See,Part Five., Chapter VI, Item 6, "The Invention of Agriculture
in the New World, for another view of this subject.
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which flourished in the area of what is now know as southern MeXico and
northern Central America, bounded on the north by the:state of Zacatecas In
Mexico and extending southeast to western Hondurds and El Salvador.) When
Spanish conquerors arrived, they found the Valley, of Mexico in control of
various Meso-Ameriean groups, requiring of them ttibutes of produce and
victims for human sacrifice. They had also assimilated much of the art,
religion, and knowledge of the ancient and current cultures: the "Olmecs, "
an ancient culture reputed to be otiginatorsof many crafts and sophisticated
astronomical knowledge; the Maya, whose culture included the calendar and
beautiful works of art in stone and ceramics; and the Tole the great builders.

The Aztecs, unrepresentative of Meso-American cultures in their
militarism and their insistence on frequent'human sacrifices, are nonetheless
the most convenient of the cultures to study, not only because they adopted so
much-from other cultures but also because they reigned in the Valley of Mexico
when Corte's and his soldiers arrived. We have, therefore, some Spanish
accounts, of the culture at that time--particularly valuable, though obviously
biased,, since almost all native historical records were destroyed by the invaders..

For all the peoples of the Meso-American area, maize had become
one of the symbols of civilization. Ceramic vessels were used for its storage or
pieparation for eating. Other pots, ornaments, and representations took on the
appearance or texture of maize, and its growing season provided occasions for
many of the religious festivals. A Mayan creation myth illustrates the grain's
importance. According to the myth, man had to be created three times. When
he was made of mud, he was too limp, had no mind, and couldn't move. When
he was made of wood (woman of reed), he had no soul or mind. Finally both men
and women (four of each) were mad6 of a paste of white and yellow maize. These
eight were viable, and they were the-ancestors of the people. In the study of
the Aztecs or other Meso-American cultures under this topic, the following
general concepts should emerge;

I. Importance of Food Sources in a Culture: Maize, predominant
among Meso-Ariaerican foo s, figurecThiT-ithe&onomy but also in art,
science, and religion. For example, the calendar was an accurate record of
the passage of time as well as a schedule for frequent ceremonies, manyc,of
which related to the growing season of maize. Among the more than fifty gods,
and godclesseg in the'Aztec pantheon are a corn god, Centeotl, and goddesses of
fertility like Tlazolteotl and Coatlicue, along with others associated with rain and
sun. 2 Aztec divinities are an amalgam of those from cultures of the area, differ-
ing from other divine heirarchies primarily in the elevation of a minor god,
Ifuitzilopochtli, to a vitarposition, and in the requirement of human sacrifices
on a massive scale to sitisfy the god's need for hen an blood. Despite these

I-J. Eric S. ThompsOn, Maya Hiqot and Religion (Norman,
Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 49,70), . 333-334. '

2,George,,C. Vaillant, Aztecs of Mexico -,(Baltimore: Penguin
Books, 1/66), pp. 148-151.

(3 1'
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human sacrifices (as many as 20,000 victims on one occasion), the religion
was basically agricultural, invoking supernaturalaid for the success of the
crops.

2. Cultural Blindness: When the Spanish invaders entered
Tenochtitlan, they were awed by the architecture, the water system, the market,
and the transportation system. liernan Cortes and Bernal Diaz del Castillo
compared the Aztec city to Seville, Cordova, Rome, and Constantinople in its
size and splendor. Nevertheless, evidence of human sacrifice (accumulations
of blood and displays of human skulls) and their missionary commitment to
Christianity led the Spaniards to dismiss the native American culture they
encountered as pagan, savage, and primitive.

It was not until this century that art historians, archeologists,
and Latin American historians recognized Pre-Coliimbian achievements in art,
mathematics, astronomy, and political and civic organization. The contribution
of maize to the food and economy of the world has still not been adequately appre-,
ciated. European:-Christian culture (like any other) can act as a mental screen
to filter out and discount any unfamiliar human achievernents, no matter how
beautiful or advanced they may be. Cultural blindness should be a central theme
for this topic, Students and teachers should examine cultural blindness in them-
selves as well as in others.

3. Cyclical Time; The astronomical calendar of the Aztecs and
the other peoples from whom they adopted it is precise and detailed. It is,
however, cyclical rather than linear. Time w § measured in 52-year units,
cycles which repeated themselves and had to b ...ishered in with special cere-
monies to ensure that time would start again. Accurate records were kept for
hundreds or thousands of years, but they are different in kind from the histori-,.

ocal records of European countries. That is one reason why the "history'.'. of
Pre-Columbian America has been so hard to reconstruct. The calendar is also
cyclical on an annual basis. It is the seasonal record of the rain and sunshine
that nourish the maize. Meso-Americans learned from it not only the times to
plant and harvest but also the times to perform rituals to ensure the' successful
progress of the seasons.

4.. Heritage of "La Raza": Many Americans, whether natives
of this continent, invaders, or immigrants,' have lost track of, ignored, or even
been ashamed of their racial and geographical, origins. Symbolically, Latin-
Americans trace their origin to the sexual union of Malinche and Corte'sthe
`Spanish and native American blood; the Spanish and American cultures, including
the betrayal of the Americans implicit in Cortdsi treatment of Malinche. 1 The
acceptance of that American-Spanish heritage, the resurrection of the Pre-

'Octavio Paz, The Labyrinth of Solitude: Life and Thought in
Mexico, Trans. Lysander Kempt (New York: Grove Press, 1961), ChapteKs

. IV and V, pp. 65-116.
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Columbian past, and the demand fbr simple human dignity hav'e created a
powerful, movement among Latin-Americans in this century. We cannot
reverse historycannot deny the human sacrifices of the Aztecsbut we
can all begin to cast off feelings of guilt or superiority about what our ancestors
did or did not 'do. -We can all, with neither shame nor arrogance, find our own
roots.

Natural Sciences

Related Pisciplines

Botany and astronomy re central in the topical approach suggested
here, yet specific research in these areas is not conveniently gathered in any
single book. The Aztec calendar c4n serve as a starting pd'int, and with the help
6f-standard general histories to erpret it students and teachers can begin to
study patterns of planetary nd astral, movement ,as the Mesd-American Indians
did. The maize, in its ea ly Jorms and its present varieties, can be cultivated
by students and used as a v thicle for studying the development of "crosses" and
hybrids, as well as general botany. .ExperynentS.with natural and artificial
(greenhouse) growing conditions can be conducted, and the growing of the maize
can also be coordinated with the planting and harvesting dates indicated by the
calendar. If summer care is provided, students can at the frilly of they labor
in the early autumn.

,Mathematics

The ftict that Meso-American numerical systems are vigesimal
(base twenty) offers an oppo/tunity to consider;the way that numerical systems...
are formed in various cultutes/.' (Presumably,. Alike people in decimal culturesr
Americans counted their Wes as well as their fingers.) The numerical system
is also linked to the calendar because the month consisted of twenty days. Numher
theory and bases other than the decimal can be introduced to students more force-
fully given the example of a fully developed numerical system witl2 a different baSe.-
They also invented the concepts' of zero and infinitylwhileusing practical account-
ing and computing systems for diverse and long-lived cultures. In addition to the
calendar, the chief sources are accounting records in the codices. For examples
cshowing the numerical system, see plats 62, 63, and 64.in George C. 'Valliant.
Aztecs of Mexico (Baltimore: Penguin Bobks, 1965).

o

Foreign Language

),,yatu rally, this topic offers,, a good context for learning Spanish
and reading Mexican literature.
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° Ili:Story of Language

The codices which have been..presevved from the time just before
and after the .'panish conquest ' :onsist primarily7of pictographs. Irowever, the
Maya had much 'earlier invented a glyphic wrieing method as well, using a
system of signs tO denote syllables. Comparisobs can be made with the develop-

'ment of written language in China, Egypt, rind Sumeria. See C. H. Bur land,
The Gods of Mexico (New York: Capricorn Books, .1967), pp. 28-29, and-,Appendix
1, pp. 193-198: and J. Eric'S.. Thompson, Maya li&lroglyphic Writing: An Intro-
duction (Norman, Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1960).

History .

O

a ;, .
This is- ari historical topic ,<' but a strictly linear, chronological

approach is difficult and probably undesirable. Since the Meso-Amcirican con-
cept of history differs from -ours, the que'stion of what history is can be. 0o-sod.
Standard general histoties in English are George C. Valliant, Aztecs of Mexico,
(Baltimore: PenguinBooks, 1965): and J. .Eric S..Thompson, Maya Higtory and
Religion.

Religion and Mythology `)

The peoples of Mexo-Amcrica had complicated pantheons' of gods,
many of theM relating to natural phenomena (rain and wind), the earth and the
heavenly bodies; For general introductions, .see Burland, Tho. Gods of Mexico,
and Thompson, Maya Hi Story and Religion. Many Mayan myths-are preserved
in the Popol Vuh, 'wt;itten in the sixteenth century in the, language of luiche,
using the Lat,in alphabet: Popol Vuh: The; Sacred Book of the Ancicrft Quiche Maya,.
Trans. Adrian Recinds (Norman, Oklahorr.v.-of Qklahoms Press, 1950),

a Art

The art of Meso-America is so varied and 17iCil that:the problem
is Only one of-setection.. A, good introduction in paperback is Ju:stino Ferna"ndez,
A Guide to -Mextcan Art, Trans Joshua C. Taylor (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 19)9). Fernandez also cites Mexican toil( art, whieh,preserves the pre-
Columbian 'quality and ,designs in ceramics and weaving. Students can use some
of the ancient' shapes and desgns in their own` work if the school has a ceramics
or weaving program. They can Lilo' look at their own towns and cities. The,
codices are beautiful works of art as well as historiCal records, and/they should
not be overlooked. Utifortunately, except for -sampler in other, books, they are-
published only in expensive limited editions. Local university' will have
some of the, published codices, however,' ftom which art teachers can prepare
slides of photographs. For a complete list of the coclicc....s., see Burland, The Gods
of Mexico, Appendix I, pp. 193-,198.

11- -8.1929
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See Robert Stevenson, Music in Mexico (New 'York: Crowell
2). Stevenson devotes fifty pages to Pre-:Columbian music and
some scored samples.

Goals

In studying this topic, students should, .in addition to objectives
Set for particular disciplines, understand and appreciate the following:

The contribution of maize to world culture

The close relationships among agriculture, Science, art,'
and rtiligion in Pre-Columbian Meso-America,

The diversity of peoples, arts, and life styles in the
cu Itures

. Economic and cultural exchange among the peoples
Q

The fact that Meso-American civilization was one of The
most highly developed in the history of the 'world

. The cultural loss to the:w. orld caused by the attempt of
invaders to eradicate native culture .

The import_.nce of the Pre-Columbian heritage to the
current Chicano Movement

,Placing Limits on the Topic

Since the scope and diversity of Pre-Columbian cultures is so
great, a particular era br a particular' geographical area should be chosen as
a focus.. Excursions can be made into other times and places for_ purposes of
comparison.

Staffing and Organization

This topic would be impossible to teach as a Single course by
a single teacher. It would make a good team - taught course meeting about eight
hours a. week for two semesters; if it were expanded to its'full potential length.
Or.students could enroll concurrently in parallel courses focusing on.different
aspects of the topic. Several are suggested in Part Five, Chapter VI. The
teaching staff should include a generalist'from the sciences with a good back-
ground in mathematic's, an historian, and an artist or art historian. A Spanish
teacher will be needed, of course, if Spanish is taught. Other specialists could
contribute as consultanw or part-time teachers as needed.
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Selected References

New materials are appearing regularly in English (and often
in paperback)* largely because of the intense interest in their past now'beitig
expressed by Mexi Cana-Americans. Atnong the books already cited under
"Related Disciplines" above, Bur land's The Gods of M'exrco deserves additional

. mention because it is a good general introduction in paperback and because it
has an excellent bibliography and appendices. The first appendix lists allof
the ancient codices, alongewith their location and published editions, The
second appendix is a description of "tiachtli, " the ritual gene played with a
rubber ball. The bibliography is selected and annotated, very helpful for
novices.

. Among early European accounts, the most useful and interesting
is the journal of Spanish missionarytBdrnal Diaz del Castillo. It is available
in a number of paperback editions.

Aztlah, edited_by Luiz Valdez, and Stan Steiner;,, is a paperback
anthology of materials i.angirig from I've-Columbian to the current Chicano
movement. Some of the plays of Luiz Valdez and El Teatro campesino are
colleCted in Actos ($an Juan Batista, Calif: Cucaracha Press, 1971).

-

Although the largest collection of Mexican art is in the National
Museum in Mexico city, there is also a major collection at the.American Museum
of Natural History in Washington. Good photographs of items in the American
Museum have been published over the years in its magazine; Natural History.
City art museums in California have only small collections, but.they occasionally
feature.a major show like the "Sculpture of Ancient West Mexico" at the Los
Angeles CountyWuseum o Art in 1970. Even if students cannot see such shows,
the catalogs make useful teaching aids. Other resources for particular interests
can be found in the excellent,bibliograpies in standard histories like those by
Valliant and Thompson.

0
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,INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC IV

ISLANDS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN

General Description V

A topic like "Islands Of the Mediterranean" Offers a new perspective
on traditional educational materials such as th,, hiSiory, art, and languages of
Western civilization. Studenes are asked to assume the point of view of an
"islander" rather than the-usual view of a "mainlander."

The adventure and mystery associated with islands should help to
"engage Student interest. A direct connection with student experience may also
be established in the patterns of Migration, conquest, and displacement of.
peoples, Which will relate to some students' ancestral hi:Story and have analogues
in the family histories of all students.

The focus of this version of the "Islands" topic is.Sicily. Whichever
island or islands are chcisen for concentration, three general concepts should
emerge in 'the course:.

t. Isolation: "Isolate" derives through Italian and.French frOm the
Latin word for "island." Hence the concept of .isolation is implicit in the word
"island" for most of us and should be examined.

a. Island Symbolism: We'have many cultural images:of islands
as places where human beings are isolated: South. Sea island, island utopias,
islands as penal colonies (Aleatraz, Devil's island, St. Helena), the "lost" island

-of Atlantis, islands bought by rich people to ensure perfect privacy, islands used
symbolically in literature and drama (The Tempest, Robinson Crusoe, Treasure
Island, Gulliver's Travels, Lord of the Flies)."

. b. Travel-to and from Island's: If a civilization finds it easier
to sail the seas than td travel overland; the sea surrounding an island'may be an
aid rather than a barrier, to travel and communication airing cultures. Despite
our mainlander's view of islands, they have often been centers of civilization and
'of cultural exchange in the Mediterranean. Geologists tell us that even our con-
tinents may be seen as islands drifting toward or away from'one another in the
course of time.
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c. Character and Psychology of Islanders: We may attribute
certain characteristics (or stereotypes) to islanders like the Corsicans,'Sicilians,
Tahitians, Hawaians, and Irish. The validity of these attributions ne,:.ds to be
examined.:

2. Colonization: Small islands like those in the Mediterranean have
usually been colonized and controlled by continental states (though islands like
Sipily, Rhodes,' and Crete have been colonizers themselVes). Colonization
depends upon or is related to,trade and commerce, migration, invasion, develop-:
ment of empires,' and formulation of national boundaries: The movement of
conquerors and colonists may also involve the displacement of people originally
living on an island.

-

.3. CulttExchange: Once travel on ,the Mediterranean Sea was
feasible, none of the major islands was immune from change. They became cen-
ters for the movement and exchange of ideas and customs. New 'religions, lan-
guages, arts, danfe and music, architecture, and political and social systems were
introduced. How do cultures change? What are the compelling reasons tfor a
society to,aCcept a new art form or a new religion? .

1

Related Disciplines

Geography to

Geographical subjects may include the topography of the islands, their
harbors and trade patterns, wit-fit map-making; agriCulture (Cato called Sicily
thq Roman Republic's granary), and the migration of peoples.

History

Sicily, .oneof_the richest and7most productive lands Of the ancient
world, has been a continual objeCt of colonization and conquest. Peoples inhabit-
ing or ruling Sicily include cave-liwellers, "Sicels," Greeks, Carthaginians
Romans, Byzantines, Arabs,. Normans, Spanih, .andItalians. Historical study
could -fcicus on a particular peiiod or use an island like Sicily as a model' of cul-
tural change -and resistiance'to change. A basic.reference is.the three-volume "'work, A History of Sicily, by Finley and Smith: M. I. Finley, AncientSicily to
the Arab Conquest; and Denis Mack Smith, Medieval Sicily and Modern Sicily
(New 'York: Viking,, 1968): %,

o
a
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Sicily is a museum of Western art, At the Assaura Cave on Monte
Pellegrino are prehistoric cave inscriptions, similar in line to those at Lescaux.

,Many Greek theaters and some superlative Greek sculpture are still preserved.
There are pottery and terracotta from various periods. The cathedral at Syra
cusedisplays the "Sicilian mix",; it is built with and over a temple.with Doric
columns. The Abbey of Mo eale mixes Latin, Byzantine, .and Moorish styles
in its architecture, and its re igious themes include the first representation in
art of the English saint, Tho as Becket. Sicily offers some of the finest exam-
ples of Roman floor mosaics d Byzantine wall mosaics in Europe, See Mar-
garet Guido, Sic'111e cINIew York: Praeger, 1967), and
Pierre Sebilleau, Sicily, trans. Oliver Coburn,(New York: Oxford Univ. 'Press,
1968).

LangLaa
ti

s,.

Every kind of language study is available to those interested in Latin,
Greek, philology, linguistics, and the development of written language. Sicilian
Italian still .retains words and place-names from the languages of its complex his-
tory. Odysseus, the wandering hero, encounters various exotic cultures on the
islands of the Mediterranean. By tradition,, the Kyklops and the Laestrygone8 were
located on Sidily, and Scylla and Charybdis were 'perils of the Straits of Messina,
The volcanic eruptions of Mt. Etna were attributed to the-struggles of an imprisoned
Titan. Some of Herakles' exploits were also set on Sicily; for example, he was
said to'have swum the Straits'of Messina. Reading can include myths set in Sicily,
The Odyssey, Greek plays, Di Lampectusa's The Leopard; Sicilian folk tales, and
the island literature suggested above:

9

Religion and Philosophy
/

By tradition, Mato tested his theory of an educated king by trying to.
make a philosopher-king of Dionysus; ruler of Syracuse. The attempt failed. In
any case, Sicily was an important philosophical center; Pythagoras (of Samos,
another island) -founded his influential school there. Several religions succeeded
one :another in Sicily, not abruptly, but in a slow process that modified the reli-
gions and sometimes involved religious persecution and segregation.

Mathematics

In addition to Pythagoras, other early students of geometry. and mathe-
matics were concerned with mathematical principles associated with navigation
and cartography.

7-)
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Economics and Political Science

Economic, social-, and political subjects abound in the 'ancient or
contemporary study of the islands. Some useful works on contemporary Sicily areGavin Maxwell, The Ten Pains of. Death (New York: Dutton, 1960); Danilo
DolCi, Report from Palermo, trans. p. D. Cummins (New York: Viking, 1959);and Michele Pantaleohe, The Mafia and Politics: The Definitive y of theMafia (London: Coward, MCCann, and Geoghegan, 1966):

Music

This topic can be extended to include some history of music and com-parative musical styles of various cultures. Recordings of Sicilian folk songs areavailable from Folkway Records.

Goals

The folloWing objectives are important to the "Islands" topic as hereform elated:

taking on an imaginative perspective (learning to think as island-ers instead of mainlanders

understanding our Culture's use of the island as a symbol

understanding the cultural history of at least one of the islands
(including the hiStoiy of art and ideas) .

learning to use maps and appreciating them as a means of visual
communication

I

understanding the relationships between, and possible ambiguity
of, such terms as "migration," "conquest," "invasion," "coloniza-tion," and "displacement"

connecting commercial and military 'expansion with the spread
of culture (language, art, religion, anipolitical and social
`systems

distinguishing. between "power'' culture (which may be a superficial
imposition by foreign rulers) and "common" culture (which includes
the, food, dress, sex roles, crime, recreation, and monuments
among the mass of the population)
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Other objectives can be set for the "Islands" as determinedby a humani-
ties planning team andthe pkticular focus of the course. Thek objectives May
include:learninghistorical methods (since no prefiared curriculum materials are
available on the topic), learning the u`se of new art forms and materials, and
learning the early history of science, mathematics, and philosophy in Western
civilization, -

Placing Limits on the Topic

r

If Ito° many islands are studied or too great an historical span
is incluided, the topic will be too difficult and too broad.

Focus should remain on the islands; the,islands should not be used
to study all the cultures ofEhe Mediterranean coast.

Materials for student use may be more difficult to organize for
this topic than for others. Fortunately, textbook for this
course exists. Inter-library loans and museum rental programs
can provide resources. Schools with students of Italian ,and
Sicilian origin have resources in their students and members of
the community for the course.

Organization and. Staffing

rA

This topic could form a humanities course of one or two semesters,
four to eight hours a week. The scope depends upon the number of teachers
involved. If the course is taught by one teacher only, he or she would probably
be a history specialist with background in geography a/nd in the period chosen.
A second teacher could increase depth in art; a third in literature; and a fourth
in philosophy, religion,, anthropology, or geology. Consultation or part-time
teaching should be sought from parents, members of the community, and special-
ists in fields not represented on the teaching team.

The "Islands" topic can also be taught with a comparatively narrow
focus, coordinating with other classes in the humanities curriculum that organize
some of their work around the "Islands" course. For example, students in studio
art courses could work with mosaics while the same students are studying early
mosaic from the islands.

Bibliography of Educational Materials

Some basic referen,ces have been cited in the text above. There is
no .simple bibliography for this topic. It is, by its definition, intended to
encourage a search for materials by.both students and teachers.

G8
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'INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC V

CHANGING ROLES OF WOMEN

General Description

1/

A

Most students in junior and senior high schools are well
aware t at there is an active movement among women in the United. States
to assure fairer treatment under the law, achieve equality of opportunity
in employment and advancement, and change attitudes toward women.
Unfortunately these,students--both boys and girlsare likely to be only
superficially inforrried about real problems that many women face in our
society; some may even refer to the women's movement by the derogatory
label, "women's lib, " using the term to dismiss the subject as inconsequen-
tial or to mask their fears about defining their own sexual identities and
gender roles. 1 An interdisciplinary topic of women offers students a chance
to examine the gender roles of men and. women directly, supplementing the
recommendations offered throughout this framework for elimination of
sexual discrimination and for a complete sex education program.

3An obvious place for students
,
to start studying this topic is

the school itself. They can observe and collect data about the differences,
if any, in what males and females do or are expeptedzio do in the schboi.
What is the sexual distribution iin elective courses in household and industrial
arts, fine arts, foreign languages, science, and mathematics, for example?
Who does school chores like caring for plants and animals, cleaning up,
directing hall and 'crosswalk traffic, and decorating classrooms? sports
are participated in by girls and which by boys, and is there a difference in
mo-ral or financial support for various sports? Students should also examine
the teaching and,administrative staff to Se e whether there is an equaldistrib-
ution of male and"female teachers in various subjects or grade levels and
whether one sex or another dominates the administration.

.Having established differences in gender roles in the school,
students can discuss possible causes°for them. The following possibilities
should arise in the discussion:

'See "Glossary, " Part Nine of this frameWork, for definitions
of "gender roles" and "sex roles. "

687
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. Biological Differences between*Sexes.. Outside of
activities obviously limited to one sex, like child-
bearing and nursing, it will be difficult, given our
present knowledge, for students to establish that one
sex can ,do something innately better than the other,
particularly when so many individual differences appear
among 'young people in junior and senior high schoOl.

2. Individual Preferences. Claims of individual choice. .

though honestly imiced, may also be partly or largely
the resirlt,of cultural conditioning.

.3. Cultural Conditioning. From infancy we have been
-"educated" by the media, our schools, and our parents
about gender roles and behavior that are appropriate
for our sex. Students 'shoal consider all-of the things:-
from toys to strong adult modelsThat have gone into
their own conditioning, including the treatment of boys
and girls and men and women in the books they havebeen
reading during their formal education.

4. Discrimination on the Basis of Sex. In some cases, girls
are actually prohibited from participating An school acti-
vities; in other cases girls or boys are strongly' discouraged,
o effectively prevented from participating: If discrimina-
ti n exists in their school, students stio,uld first find out
w ether it is illegal discrimination. To do so, they will
have to find out what the law is and whether it. applies to
tljce situation C.cy are studying. Short summaries of laws
elating to sex are available, but students should try to find

their own sources of information--the local offices of their
elected state and federal representatives, for example.

From 'this opening examination of their immediate, environment,
students may pursuethis topic in many directitns. Two -subjects of particular
importance are their own vocational futures.and the history of women's roles in
our society.

One of the tragic effects of ,lie persistent:American myth, that
home and family constitute complete fulfillment for women is that it lulls girls
into indifferenCe, about any vocational vreparation:, T4e conflict betweencareer'
and family is still .Often purveyed as irreconcilable," while in fact millions of
AmeriCan women must Work because they are the sole support of their family.'`.
Between two- thirds and three-fourths of all adult women work at some time
during their lives. For women who-must, work and have no preparation for a.
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vocation of any kind," the prosPects are disnial.1 They will become part of
the pool (5f women vs:rho hold the lowest- paying and often most' strenuous jobs
in'our society: domestic workers, waitresses, and store and office clerks. -
Boys often find them4etves vocationally unprepared for adult 'life tdo, but
at least-they learn from'the culture that they are expected to earn a living:
scirnehow or another., What both boys and girls should consider under this
topic is what kind Of adult work would be both enjoyable and remunerative.
To give themselves the widest range possible for personal preferences, they
should learn to abandon gender stereotyping of jobs and careers, and their
teachers/Should introduces them tb adult models of both sexes.

Some aspects of the current women's movement that may be
unsettling to boys and girls can by made less so by considering how women's
roles have changed at other times during the past century. What did most
women in this country do, as a matter of daily or seasonal routine when our
society was still primarily agricultural? Students may be surprised to learn
that women did much oGthe heavy work some people nem consider strictly
"men's work" and that when the need arose they did any work that a man did.
Even ordinary domestic chores like churning-butter, carrying water from the
well,- and splittirig wood to start a fire in the cookstove were hard work. .
Students should try some of these tasks to see just how physically demanding
ouch work was, 1With great population shifts to cities during industrial develop-
ment, women were faced with new roles, and these, were not all domestic.

,,`Women worked in the factories, too, and not simply at light' tasks. When men
finply voted to give the vote to women, it was only ftfter a long and .agonizing 'a

,struggle. All of these changes, like those we are experiencing now, were
disturbing to many people who saw them as threats to the family and to ''normal"
"relationships between the sexes. Students should compare current changing
roles. of women to'those of the, past and compare the effects on themselves and
society.

Related Disciplines

Psychology and Sociology

Two.major, books of the women's movement Friedan's
TheFeminine Mystique and Kate Millet's Sexual Politics:z can be expecially
helpful for teachauggesting4suj)jects for study. Friedan and Millet deal
particularly with sexual attitudes and gender roles and attack Freudian psychol-
ogy a essentiarIyjnale- oriented and demeaning to females. Their insights and
analyses can stimulate student discussion- in some of the following areas: person-
ality features such as dominance, passivity, and aggressiveness and their rela-

1 For women who are riot forced to work but iinply choose to,do
so after their major family-rearing responsibilities ,are over, there are some
excellent re-entry programs offered in community colleges that can help develop
specific skills or possible careers.

2Full citations pf books, articles, and the materials referred to
in the text will be found in "Selected References" at the end of this ,;topic.

`UZIU
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. .,
tionship to sex'and sexual attitudes; the roles of mailer and father Iln '01i1(
psychological of children; changes in gender roles. family
patierns, child-rearing, and dating, courtship, and marriage: and the
movement itself--its sources and development andresponses to it by ile
Ainerican public.

Political Science and History ,

The Equal Rights Amendment is now before the fifty state legiis-
latures of the United States for,eventuaI adoption or rejection. Students eau
study its origin and its progress through the lcgislatures. in the process
learning how the Constitution is amended. Ihe arguments for and againoc
adoption are particularly interesting, reflecting as they do a spectrum of
attitudes towards women; students may want-'to participate irrtheir own del7,1te
on the issue, conducted according to the rules of the State Assembly and -;`';211aEe.
The argUment of organized labor against the amendmentthat" its adoption colla
lead to the loss of many legal and contractual health and safety protections for
womenshould also be noted. Along with the Equal Rights Amendment. o;ndents
shOuld look at laws already on the,books providing for equal opportunity for
employment and for affirmative action; the significance of,,thc.-.se laws should _VC'
exploredlor minorities as well as for women.

6 For purposes of historical comparison, students, should stud,
the process by which women achieved the right to vote in the linked States. Who
were the leading suffragettes and' how long did the struggle to get the Vote take?,
WhAt were the arguments for and against giving women the vote? -These argti-
ments should be compared direc 4 Ly with those being used in debate on the Equal
Rights Amendment. Students should try to determine*what considerations
prompted an all-mald politicaI system to grant women the vote and see whether
they can see what difference the votes of women have made in the history of our
nation since then. They, can also review the political careers of some om41.
both in arid out of public Office, and study Some of the capable women in politles
today. Women like Indira Ghandi, .Golda Meir, Shirley -Qhisholnl. and Bella.
Abzug certainly do not fit the stereotype of women That many would like to
preserve. , . .

\

Economics

Some study in economics has been,suggested in the,intmtiuctov.y'
section of this topic. Besides job opportunities and advancement' probbilirie
there are other Matters to consider. Women are discriminated against- consim
ontly in credit and insurance transactions. .Women's credit. even When they
are the 'sole source or income in a family', is dependent upon their husband's .

credit. If they separate from or divorce their husbands, the men retain the
credit earned by the women and the women have none. Similarly; WOITICM'S
personal life-styles are often investigated by automobileInsurance companiesa
and they maybe denied coverage on hases,that .would not be considered fpr
Man. On the other-hand, young men; unmarried, are considered the highest
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insurance risks of all. What data is there to support apy of these actuarial
condlusions? Which life, courting, or family styles really increase the risk:
of accident' or financial delinquency? "Students may follow up these cotisl'dera-
tions of discrimination against both sexes by analyzirig the distribution 'and '
control of capital between sekes: those-.who haVe the money and those who
determine how it is,disposed:

Language Arts

rood literature rises above sexual stereotypingor at least
it uses such stereotyping in constructive,- artistic ways. Students should

:become aware of what they are reading and what they have been .readitig.
They may go back to the "Qick and Jaw" books which they learned to read
froth. Whatgender roles were assigned? How do those books look to them
now that theyare older;Nand,what alternatives can they propose for beginning
students of reading?

'

Students may also consider whether the generic, term "man"
awl the pronoun "he" can be replaced by other terms or by.plurals: "human

r, beings" for "mat i" and "people...they" for "pers " In expository
writing the masculine, singular can easily 1,e avoided; can it alsobe avoided
'in legal briefs, gtatements, or judownts? HOw should titles like Ms. , Mr. ;
Miss, and Mrs. , be used, r.rid how.does one address an institution the sex
oft whose offiar. he/she does not knOtw?

High standards of poetry are adhered tb.by poets like Emily
Dickinson; she like Amy Lowell, is a' superb poet, much more deManding
of the rea'der'as intelligence and itha,g1nation than most people are willing to

for a-female writer.... (It Should pF noted that much is -made. of Dickinson's
c, /celibacy, Mille Gerard.Mattle0Ippkinsl and`Thomas Aquinas's celibacies are

"Hbarely men*ned in relation,to their work.) Contemporary poets like Denise
Levertov, Adrienne Rich, Anpe Sexton, and Sylvia Plath shoUld also be read.

Wbm:en novelists have\ also played an important role in ileveloping,
American standards and sensibilities,. Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's 'N

Cabindespite its suceptibility to derisionis a powerful and welt-written
novel. Kate Chbpin in The Awakening' introdUced/theme,"g about female sexuality)
no other "realists"arnong heyr,contemporaries were willing tosapproach., Whether
these novelists are read orilOt; students can learn to recognize conventions in
fiction, as well as in films ar4 television. There is the cold, proper female;
the destructive, seductive bitch; the Woman who is as innocent ai Iowa apple
pie; and inevitably, the sentimental 4eroine who somehow floats down from -

o heaven for,a virginal, Marriage at the last minute.

;)
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Art 8

Only recently are women L king recognized as professional .4

aitists." Students can try to find out which female artists are now*considexed
good and why critics find therb good. A comparison of works by women
works by men could be instruciive; among artists working in the same styles
or media are there any differences attributable to sex?

In Western painting. women have be n a popular subject for
.depiction -in the nude or elaborately robed. Stude is may look at a particular
period to see how the female figure was treated in art. They should also study
artistic, treatment of women in other cultures to see wiiat features of the female
fade or 'body were particularly emphasized.

In the United States; until the last few decades, women expressed
iithemselves artistically in home and folk arts. Productions incl ded embroidery

and stitching, water colors, and oils on canvas, silk, glass. a,, id other,materials.
A useful collection of American folk art' has just been pub-lish0:.Jean Lipmand
and'Alice Winchester, The Flowering of American Folk Art, 1776-1876.

.

// Household and Industrial Arts .. .

,.,
Study here is Self-evident, and, if household and industrial arts

.courses have been 4aicen by all boys :and girls, little additional work is needed..
,. Nevertheless. ,every student should know, for example, how to repair a leaky

fducet And prepare a meal. Boys are not innately better able to fix a plumbing
leak than girls are; they have only been culturally conditioned to think they ought
to be able to do it. Girls will learn quickly that they can do the same repairS
boys can if they pave the right materials--,and those they can get at the local.
hardware store, asking for advice jUst as a boy would. The same is true for
boys ttaving to cook, for most girls- h,ave little -more cooking experience than
they Cooking like plumbing must be lear;Red. by trial and error, with a little''
less error resulting if one consults a cookbook, instruction manual, or exper-
ienced teacher.

( ro..

t.Goals
I

By studying the changing roles o
both boys and girls--can learn:

women in society, students--

. To-be aware of the changes-itiattitudes toward women in
o' r society

hat both boys and girlg can have equal aspirations

. That leadership and initiative do not depend on a person's
. sex
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. That strong, healthy bodies and active participation
in sports or body education programs can benefit everyone

. . To choose activities and classes for interest and enjoyment
without worrying about whether, "only boys:girls do:that"

. To develop career goals on the basis of personal abilities
and interests

To appreciate the contribution of both sexes to American
culture

Placing Limits on the Topic

Limits placed on this topic depend to a great extent on the'rest
of the curriculum. Insofar as subjects suggested under this topic are studied
elsewhere they need not be duplicated here. Planners should also be careful
that substantial content is included and that the topic is not used solely as an
excuse for political action.

Organization and Staffing

The organization and staffing of a topic oh women are as important
as the subject matter. It does 'no good to lecture on the equality c;f men and
women when the students consistently see female teachers taking orders from
male administrators. So a prime priority, ih organizing such a curriculum vitrould
be an affirmative action progiam to, correct any current imbalance in the Propor-
tions of men to women in administrative position's.

Similarly, the study of women' in the humanities should be babked
up by changes in the very structure of an academic community, pursuant to laws
forbidding discrimination on the basis of, sex in any aspect of education; Thi
will mean that female teachers should' prepare themselves not only for adminis-
trative jobs, but also for positions teaching wood 'shop, metal shop, science,
driver education, and similar jobs thought of as "masculine"-;-and they must
insist that they be given these assignments. Similarly, men should be seen
teaching cooking, sewing, and business' education. ,The stereotypes can be
broken by example, and male and female students should be encouraged to cross
outthoded boundaries:

Teachers.for the topic should include a social sciences specialist,\
with.additional specialists or consultants from language arts, art, vocational
arts,. and Viology. depending upon the particular emphasis given the topic.
Planners may take a look at some of the women's studies programs in colleges
and universities around the state for suggestions about disciplinary areas they
may want to include'in their-study. /

1 In-- i4.'.9
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Selected Reference's

Pamphlets

California Women, A Report of the A%Ivisory Commission'on the Status of
Women, available from State of California, Documents

° Section, Box 20191, Sacramento, CA 95820. Contains dompre-
hensive data on conditions of women in-California in 1971.

Dick and Jane "as Victims: Sex 'Stereotyping ineiChildr n's Readers, prepared
by omen on 'tor s an Images an a ai ab e at ox 2163,
Princeton, N J 08540, Prepared in 197 , this pamphlet reviews
the stultifying gender roles assigned to girls and to a lesser
extent to boys in most children's readers.

Little Miss Muffett Fights Back, available at P. O. Box 4315. 'Grand Central
Station, New York, NY 10017. This is a bibliography 'of 48
pages, recommending non-sexist childreff s bopks.

United States Government Publications: Current lists of pamphlets available
may be obtained from the Women's BUreau, Employment
Standards Adniinistration, U. S. Department of Labor, Wash-,

ington, D. C. 20210. An example of what is available'ds the
"Why Not Be.. ?" series, including pamphlets on being an.
engineer, an optometrist, a medical technologist, an urban
planner, etc.

Articles

Florence HoWe, "Educating Women: No More Sugar and Spice, Saturday liemiew
(16 October,1971);.76.- Howe provides a general discussion;
of sexual stereotyping in teNtbooks. '

Donald Robinson, "America's 75 Most'Important Women, " Ladies Home Journal:,
88, (January, 1971), 71. A short discussion about women by the
author who selected the list.

.°

"A Feminist .Look at Children's Books, " Library. Journal, 96 (January 15;
1971). 235. A discussion of sexual stereotypes in books,
including classics and award-winning books.

"Now at Last, B4tter Jobs for Women, Changing 1 Times, 26 (November,,
1972), 37. A discussion of e era aws that protect women.,
workers.. Discusses -the need for personnel in various fields
usually thought of as masculine a d suggests ways that worn n
can get into,them.

1

School Library Journal, 19- (January, 1973). T e entire issue is on women,
including women in schools and in literature.
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Filmstrips

Masculinity and Femininity (Guidance, 1969). Two sound filmstrips present
and analyze gtereotypes in sex roles.

Silenced Majority (Media Plus, 1971). A sex of five sound filmstrips
discussing the entire women's movement.

Women: the Forgotten Majority (Deneyer, .1971). Two sound filmstrips of
a -tab a by various women on problems facibg
women today.

I

Books

Toni Cade, ed. , Black Women (New York: Signet, 1971): A collection of
essays written by black women.

c,
William Chafe, American Woman: Her Changing Social, Economic, and

Politica oles, 1 0 -1.7 ew or : x , 1

Betty Friedan. The Feminine Mystiqu New York: Dell, 1965). This book was
wri en at- e eon= the current women's movement.

Michele II. Garskof, ed: , Roles Women Ply: Readings Toward Women's
Liberation (Belmont, CA: Brooks7Cole, 19/1-7T---

Norma 0. Ireland. Index to Women (New.York: FOxon, 1970). This is an
expensive book but useful as a library referenCe.

Edward T. lames. Notable American Women: 1607-1950 (Cambridge:
Belknap Press of Harvard, 1971). An expensive book useful
for library 'reference, this is a collection of articles about
women in-all areas of American life.

Lucy Komisar, The New Feminism (New-York: Watts, 1971). An easy-to-
read book on all aspects of women and their roles in society.-

Aileen Kraditor, 'Up froth. the Pedestal (New York: Quadrangle, 1972).

Jean Lipman and Alice Winchester, The Flowering of .American Folk Art.
1776-1876 '(New York: Viking, 19T4). Beautifully illustrated,
this book collects and describes examples ofAmerican folk
art, including much work by women. The book is expensive
but would be a good library reference.

Gene Marine, Male Guide to Women's Liberation (New York: Holt, Rinehart,
and Winston, 1972). This guide contains a 28 page bibliography\
on women And 7.orndn's problerns.

62t6.
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Kate Millet, Sexual Politics (New York: Doubleday, 1970). A major book
o Bin the neii's movement.

Robin. Morgan. ed. , Sisterhood is Powerful (New York: Vintage, 01970):
An anthology of writings by women involved in thy, women's
movement.

Elope Stoddard, Famous American Women New York: Crowell, 190).
Appropriate for rea ing at junior high school level.

Robert W. Smuts, Wbmen and Work in America (New York: Schocken Books,
1971). Best brief account avairableon the changing occupational
roles of women in.the United States.



INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC VI

ASIAN APPROACHES TO SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE

General Pescriptiory

Kip ling's statement, "He.knOws only Endand who only England
knows, '' summarizes two axioms for learning about' ourselves and others:

. Much learning is gained through comparison, Heat is
recognized by comparing it with cold. Long ang short
aredetermined, not by markings...on a ruler, but by
comparisons with the observer's remembered experience.
No utopian would ascribe honesty-o his ideal society
unless he lived in a dishonest one. *_,"People through
finding something beautiful think s6 ething else unbeauti-
ful, through finding one fit jU'dge anoth r unfit. " (Bynner:
Way of Life According to Lau Tzu, Ch. )1'

Ethnocentrism may have had Survival value for a group
when primitive people, needing security, Jacked coopera-
tivemeans of finding it. But historically, "we" versus
"they", however useful tb power-hungry politicians, has
been economically limiting and culturally crippling. This
is not to say thanwe should adopt "theye.1-group" values or
agree with their premises:, but without knowing and being

s able to use they--group.boncepts and values, our View of
the world is one -eyed. We need depth perception and
stereoscopic vision.

.

Western culture has emphasized the individual who creatively
manipulates his environment and ma.crt.rs it in objective and quantifiabl,- ternis.
John Donne's "Na man is an island... each is a piece of the main" has been a
minority opinion. But matcl\ing the exponentfal curve of technological achieve7

4., 1IFull citations of boOks, articles, and other materials referred to
in the text will be found'in "S lected References" at the end of this topic.

4 ,

6g6
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malt has been the rise of a sense of alienation. Many people are beginning
to rebel against education as data processing, against war as button pushing
and body counting,- against life as the accumulation of things. We want fo
,reestablish the,primacy of experience, to rediscover our humanity and our-selves. Courses in humanities, craft arts, psychology, mythology, and
Mysticism proliferate. Students devour Siddhartha and I Ching along with their
home-made bread and organic apple juice. Evdn SociaMiTcation prints an
article on "Tianseendental Meditation and Its" Potential Uses for Schools. "

-Asian philosophies have taken into ccount the,primacy of
subjective experience more consistently than have Western patterns of thought
and are therefore suddenly popular. Translations and interpretations of the
relationship of self to non-self and to super-self are offered for sale on super-
market book racks or explained to eager audiences by leaders whose competenceis sometimes doubtful. Too many Western interpreters miss the basic. point of
subjective,experience.because of theft' cultural conditioning. But many Asian
interpreters fail to.explain this point because, to them, it is self-evident. The
philosophy may be conSiclered In two parts: (1) everything--everything we do,
everything we are, everything we see (from the sun's nuclear furnace to a dirtyfingernail)--is an expression or temporary appearance of the universal life
force; and,,(2). we can share in or benefit from the infinite power of this universal
life force only by giving up our sense of separateness,- of individuality, of ego.
This "giving up" is, of course, the ha'rdest thing anyone can do. How can I
bear to deliberately wipe out my personality, give up the essential me? And
even if I don't like mYself, suicide is no answer because suicide is751.1 a
selfish act.

We develop our separateness from birth and attain a sense of
power by controlling the external environment. Then we experience alienation
when-the environment treats us as objectis:Tely as we treat it. How does one,
stop being selfish without becoming nothing?The "Goals" and "Selected Refer-
ences';. sections of this paper are, designed to help students find their own answers.As ari-initial hint, consider the lines of Lao Tzu, ."Take everything that happensas it =nes, as something to animate, not-to appropriate, to earn; not to own, ,
to accept naturally without self-importance: if you never assume importance-you
never loSe it. "I-

Music

Related DiScipline's

Music has frequently been called a universal language: If only
it were: BeethovenAnd acid rock may share the same alphabet, but their
sentences are mutgally unintelligible. Indian classical music- - the most lyrical

1Bytnets- Ch. 2..
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expression of subjective experiencecommunicates very little to one who
hears it only as a kind of monotonous Muzak. Fortunnately, it is available

'on many records. I Remember that what you hear is not the Hindu parallel
of a Romantic cadenza or jazz improvisation but.the result of years of rigorous
philosophical and technical training to keep the self from getting in the way of
an expression of the universal. Fortunately the music can open new dimensions
of subjective experience for us if we learn the rudiments of the language; it -

does not require the performer's discipline.

Art

Es'pecially in Chinese landscape painting art encourages an
awareness of subjective experience. David Weitzman's Chinese fainting is a
useful introductory pamphlet that includes provocative questions to help students
organize their experiences both as viewers and practitioners. It can help them
realize, for example, that blank paper is space, not emptiness, and that man is
a small but significant element in the composition of.nature. Students should
try using the Chinese brush--the most sensitive artistic instrument ever devised.
This brush, Chinese ink, and paper (newsprint will do) are now available-at most
art supply stores. Although, as with Indian music, the artist devotes a lifetime
to achieving the spontaneity that communicates experience, a student can achieve
an inner awareness with. the first brush stroke.

Literature. and Mythology

Literature iiwolving myths (truths too profound for quantitative
definition) and mysticistn (the attempt to,communicate a sense of total experience)
generally strikes through self-insulation most effectively when propelled by the

r heightened voltage of poetry. The' reading and writing of Japanese haiku-
17-syllable springboards into a person's own pool of awareness--provide a non-4
threatening initial experience. Reading might start with Harold Henderson's.
Introduction to Haiku ,- which is accurate and.uncomplicated. Writing often flows
more freely after brief (5 to 15 minute) periods of meditation.

Social Sciences

History makes little sense unless it explores the causes and
effects of cultural assumptions. In this subject, where the myriad experiences
of humanity have been systematized to facilitate understanding, students are too
often anesthetized by generalizations, by symbols without substance. A'brilliant
exception isDerk Bodde's ,pamphlet, China's Cultural. Tradition, What and Whither?
Bodde brings together key passages from a variety of scholarly works in a way
that permits a student to explore, without getting lost, the ways in which inter-
pretations of subjective/objective experience were synthesized and NI to use in
a great and enduring culture.

1See- "Selected References. "

)
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Philosophy and psychology, dealt with at the high sehool.level
as value exploration rather than academic discipline, are inseparable. The
academic approach, with its tidy' nd ehumanized categories, is, of course,
the respectable one. But this is the:` preach that takes the "victim" of a
mystic experience and puts him in a institution for the bewildered. In Asia,
a person who has such an experience, is congratulated. Systematic study and
use of subjective experience have been accepted and respected in South and .

East Asia from prehistoric times, based on the monistic.concept of a life
force of which the entire phenomenal universe (including the gods) is a maniL,
festation. Western dualisms of creator-creation and good versus evil, however
'useful in their own context, have led to confusion, misunderstanding, and mis-
interpretation'of Asian humanism and its expressions. 'The confusion has been
compounded by self-proclaimed gurus and yogis eager to confer instant enlight-
enment on the innocent in exchange for ego massage or money.

Two guides are recommended for getting past them. First;
Huston Smith's Religion of Man is an objerctive and simple, but not simplistic, '

'analysis of centaTZoncepts. ft is a good guidebook for beginning the -study of
any religion and is particularly valuable forrBuddhism and Tdoisn'i, buried as
they are beneath layers of legend and superstition. Second, Alan. Watts' The'
Book on the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are is a unique primer'that can
be use y any ig sc oo stu ent to recognize is or her subjective experiences
and use them to answer the question, Mho am I?"

Goals

Enabling students to find answers to the question, "Who am I?"
and its insepa.rable'corollary, "How do I kno,w who I am?" is of course the
primary or general goal of this topic. The specific objective is to dissolve,
question and anecdote, some of the misconcepticiris that give the wrong impres-
sion of Asian approaches to subjective experience. Bprond that, the reader is
referred to the resources listed at the end of the topic.

a

The Greek separation of man from nature and the Judeo
Christian separation of man froM a ereator-savior-personal god have been

,- .

fundamental to the greatest-achievements of Western civilization. The
istic concept of creator creation has enabled Western man to se self as a
creator who can control nature and change hi environment. The need to know

titGod's will has led not only to metaphysical speculation but also to the moral .

'absolutes of good and evil typified by the Ten Commandments.

Out when wIturn.to South and East Asia, we find no qeparation
of man, god, and nature. They are human symbols or conceptual categories
for aspects of the formless absolute. Asians. speak of this belief as nondual-
istic--not monistic, becaUse we can identify "one" only by comparing it with
the "not-One," resulting in at least two. Fo'r convenience, Indians use the
term "Brahman" as a label for this iffidefinabld wholeness (not to be confused
with "Brahmin" or priestly caste). This is an extraordinarily difficult concept
for anyone who has groin up in the Western tradition. Aclually, it is.difficUlt
for the Indians themselves.

P.10i
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. Illustrative is the story, of the disciple who, after months of
painful study, was sure that he haefinally, grasped the principle of Brahman.
Almost walking on air in his elation, he started down the narrow path toward
home. Coming toward him, however, was a huge elephant. The mahout on
the elepOnt's neck shouted, "Get off the path: This elephant is dangerous; he
will hurt you if you get too close:" But the student reminded himself, "I am
Brahman and the elephant also is Brahman. How can I be hurt ?" and he strode
confidently forward. When he camp within reach, the elephant picked him up
and hurled him into the thornbushes, from whidhe scratched and bruised, he
limped back to his teacher.' "Master, I believed what you said about Brahman.
I knew that I was Brahman and the elephant was Brahman, yet look what the ti

elephant did to me: " His teacher, witlyno sympathy at all, repiied, "But didn't
you hear the voice of Brahman telling you to get off the path?"

This concept of "allness" may seem utterly at'odds with the
common and verifiable notion of Asian religions as both 'bolytheiStic and idola-
trous. ,Temples, statues, and pictures of multitudes of guds and goddesges
overwhelm the visitor to India. But why .are these representation's usually
shown with multiple arms, each hand holding a different'object? Could it be
because the images are symbols of particular functions or manifestations of
the divine? In any culture or system of beliefs there is a philosophical level
and a folk level. On which level are the worshippers of Krishna and Durga?
How different are they from Italiamor Greek peasants lighting candles before
their favorite saints or ikons?

There is a famItiar story told.pf the Emperor A shaka who,
wearying of the wrangling among the theologians of his court, each of whom,
knew the Only certain road to salvation, had an elephant and a group of blind
men brought in. One felt the elephiant's trunk and declared that the /lephant
was like a snak,e.; another, feeling its -leg, said it was like a tree; a third,
grasping the tail, knew an elephant' was like a rope; a fourth, touchirig its side,
asserted that an elephant was like a' wall. So they all kell to fighting among
themselves, much to the court's amusement--and enlightenment. -

Students can be invited to make a iomparison with Plato's
theory of the logos and the parable jtf the cave. Plato's cghtrast between the
real world and the phenomenal world is useful for grasping the basic Indian
distinction' between Brahman and Maya, because Maya is not illusion (as it is
usually translated). Maya is the phenomenal world, the world of appearances
in which we function and see ourselves and each other as separate entities. A

useful analogy is that of an ocean wave. It is real. It has measurable,size,
shape, mass, and velocity. It can capsize a boat or carry a surfer: But what
is it without water? The water--the oceanis Brahman; the temporary Shape
it takesthe wave--is Maya. '.

What, then, is the human goal? Personal salvation? Is , the
context just described, what is a persbn? "The goal is Nirvana, " volunteers a
student. What is Nirvana? Can it be equated with Heaven? Looking .up its

7 0;:..
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origin, we find that the word mimes from a Sanskrit root meaning "to blow
out, to extinguish." Is it then, one textbook writer explained, simply
nothingness? WoUld that be consistent' with our concept of Brahman? Flow
about separating nothingness into no thingness? What is being extinguished?
What aspect of us is equivalent to-tEeie What is left? Does our person-'ality survive? If so, have we achievid Nirvana? Can a drop of, water hold
onto its "self" if it is to merge with the ocean? -Asian philosophers suggest
a connection be ween "personality" and "person, " the Greek word for a mask.,
But if persOnali y is a mask, what is the real serf? Ts the real self ever
separate from rahman except in the world of appearances? When someone
suddenly announces, "I am God, " is he mad or has he simply realized the
truth? In the Indian view, the distinction between Brahman- and.Maywis
created only by The selfish ego, insistent On its separateness, When we :real-
ize this, we are enlightened: we become Buddhas.

How? Siddhartha pautama's formula is familiar. Suffering
cannot be avoided -- pleasure can be recognized only if. contrasted with pain.
Without contrast each new pleasure ,becomes commonplace. Therefore]
increased pleasure cannot be had withoUt increased pain. Suffering is caused
by our selfish cravings and to do away with suffering, we must give up selt-
centered insistence on "me" and "mine. "

but this still does not tell us how. For the answer, we -can go
to the life of Gautama. ,.It has beeri told and retold in story, song, dance,
pictures, and sculpture; but in translation, the whole point and purpose of the
story are usually ignored. We all know that Gautama was enlightened while
sitting under a tree, after leaving a life of royal luxury. But enlightenment
came only after he had tried and found unsuccessful every' system or solution
invented by human reason. When he reached the point whore he had to say,
"I give up, " he could be enlightened. Only when ego, personality, intellect,
self, or whatever we identify as "I" surrenders can the sense of alienation be
erased. An aid used in Zen Buddhism is the koan--a question that has no logical
answer, no aspect that "I" can solve, that can be dealt With only by a spontaneous'
experiential reaction. A well-known example is the following: "Clap is the sound "
of two hands; what is 'the sound of one 'hand?" Other examples can be found in
Johnson's Buddhism and Watts' Way of Zen. If students snap their fingers: are
they enlightened?

/ The Chin se equivalent of.Brahman is "The Void"--riot mere
emptiness, but "The Fo rnless, " which (because it is not restricted by a form)
produces all forms. .

Existe ce is beyond the pbwer of words
To de tie:
-Ter s-maY be used
But re none of them absolute.

..700
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/ In the beginning of heaven and earth there .re, no words,
'Words came out of the.- womb of maner;
And whether a man dispassionately

41

Sees to the core of life
Or passionately
Sees the surface,
The core and the surface
Are essentially the same,
Words-make them seem different
Only to express appearance..
If name be needed, Wonder names them both:
From wonder into wonder
Existence .Opens. 1

The relationship of matter and the void is suggested visually in Chinese
landscape painting. Generally, much of the picture's surface has fibthing
drawn upon it. The absence of objectg,:howeverdoes not mean. emptiness--
it indicates Space within which objects are 'related and have their being:

The centrals concept of Taoism is wu-wei, lit6rally. "non- action, "
w"Wich, by. the Western mind, is equated with passivity. 'Does this mean that the
Taoist is a species of human vegetable?-

..How can a man's life keep its course
If he will not let it flow?
Those who flow as life flows kno

o They need no other force:
They feel no wear, they feel o tear,
They need no. mending, no re air. 2

is this passivity-,-or spontaneity? Wu-wei actually means spontaneous action-- .
non-interference with the natural. Should one act, then, according to arbitrary
law or according, to the circurristances of the sitilation? But, in answer to this
question, be careful: Is spontaneous action the same as acting from whim or
impusle? Consider typing. A chimpanzee,' acting on impulse, strikes keys at
random. A beginning studedt, in typing class, consciously directs the action,of
each finger as he folloWs a chart.. The expert, having mastered the chart and
trained his fingerss,, types with an easy effortless rhythm. He understands the
Tao of typing. But Can he.teach it to dither,the beginner or,the chimpanzee?
No, he can only denwnstrate. We learn, only from our own experience, but
watching a demonstration' can reduce the number of random actions.

1Bynner, Ch. 1.
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Take everythinthat happenS as it comes,
As something to animate, not to appropriate,
To earn, not to oven, .

To accept naturally without self7iMportance:
If you never assume importance
You never lose it.1

Placing Limits on the Topic-,

How does, one place tiMits on the limitless? Procedurally or
_pedagogically, we are concerned here not with content but with a point of view,a way of relating to thecontent of any context. The approaCh must be experien-

, tial; not didactic. A student will not learn to type, by' reading a typing manual,
nor will he learnto use his SUbjectivetexperiences by reading this paper. In asense,' this .topic is an affirmation that we can overcome alienation. It containda reference to Asian sythterns where.it has been done, successfully, a suggestionof classroom situations in which exploratory activities are "appropriate, and a
,listing of exercises and guides that anyone can follbw:

,

Physical education in,Amerida,has traditionally been derived
from the Rornan,,arena, glorifying overt competition and physical combat. But
more and more activities related to subjectieconsciotisness are appearing,
such as' hatha yoga, modern dance, and judo' (derived from the spontaneousaction of Taoism). 'These activities ark. still limited by the dearth of trained
instrcictors-serious injuries can result fioni trying judo or the exercises of
hatha yoga without --competent supervision., For this reason, no books in:this
area are listed in the references.

Organization and Staffing
!.

Exploration of subjective experience can take place at any level.
By definition, it i.a most effective if begtin befog a child becomes self-conscious.In this topic, however, senior high school level IS assumed. -oenerally, it is
at this age that students are COnsciou sly .aware of alienation, become interested
itrthe hunianitie's, and are able to make cross-cultural comparisons. Evenin
the simplified form in which they are presented, the concepts. in the Goals
section of this topic are rela.tivelThigh-oider abstractions.

'Coordinated opportun ties piovided in all the subjects mentioned
in the Related Disciplines section w uld be ideal. If a teacher must work alone.
every effort should be made to .pr` tide a spectrum oeiperiential activities.
The teacher need not be adept at any of them if he or she is willing to make
the experience a.shared activity with the- class. Time allotment and timing

1-Synner, Ch. 2.
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pe,nd on the needs ,of the students. At George Washington High School
nTrandiscol, a program started with "a striall senior seminar called

story of Ideas.. Now; there are courses in art, hat ha yoga, mysticism,
ythology, arid-psychology that help students, in one Way or another, to

explore their Subjective experiences.

Selected References
..;-.

The literature concerned with subjecctive experience is over- ..
whelining in volume, antiquity, and complexity. ,Mdch of it is deliberately
made incornplehensible to the uninitiated. Much Of,it i0,rneretricious trash,
'intended to extract contributions from earnest 7 noeeing..' Much of it is mis-'
translated Or misunderstood by the reader bec, use a differences in cultural
.;onteXt. And finally, all ()fit 8uffers the insoluble defect of trying rD describe
or,exp4iin tharwhich can only be experienced/

t .

The following list is not deft itive. These books were selected
because their writers' are intellectually ho est, know what they are writ g
about from experience, and make sense _to high school.student readers. None
attempts to make converts or create cults.

Introductory Material ,
. :

Books:
. .

Henri Fran1;tfort, "Myth and Reality" in The Intellectual Adventure of
Ancient Man (Chicago:. University of Chicago, '1946). (This:"

t*brilliant and iniaginativ, analysis of the reasons for religious
activities leads to the c nchision that "the experiencing of
this unity (with nature) ;pith the utmost intensity was the
greatest good ancient oriental religion could bestow.

Huston Sfnith, The Religions of Man (New York: Mentor,' 1959), paperback.
The measure of Smith's brilliance and understanding is the
complete absence in his book of vague anci-grandiose generali-
zations. Growing out of alively And popular 'series of TV
progranis, this book is praised for its accuracy by scholars<
of all faiths.

Alan W. Watts, The Book on the Taboo Against Knowing Who You Are
(Riverside, N. J.: Collier, 1967), paperback. By analogy,
anecdote, and paradox, Watts contrives to give the reader a
feeling of what subjective experience is and what it's all about.
He "persuades the reader to a self-examination that shatters
the hallucination of alienation."

)
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Periodical:

")ksia: the New, the Old, the timeless," in 'social Education7. Vol. 33, No. 7,
Nov., 1969. The entire issue is useful, with content ranging
from Kawabata's Nobel lecture, "Japan the Beautiful and
Myself, " through Asian poems, stories, and art, to recom-
mend books and films.

6

Pamphlets:

Everett B. Johnson, Buddhism(Chicago: Field Educational Publications,. 1969).

A. J. Tudisco, Confucianism and Taoism (Chicago: Field Educational Pubii.-
'." .511751-fg:796g: These two pamphlets from Field's Asian

Studies Inquiry Program are well-illustrated sets of readings,
both clatica.1 aid contemporary, selected to show how
subjectiv experience, disciplined in religion or philosophy;

0, can..lead to enlightenment.

Translations and. Compilations

Richard Wilhelm and Cai'ey Baynes, trans. , The F Ching or Bookof Chanel,
. '2 Vols. (New York: Pantheon, 1950); James EFa.e, trans. ,

I Ching (New York: Bantam, 1960), paperback; and Charles
PiTti-The Nature of the I Ching (New Yokk: Universial
Award nooks', 1970). The I Ching is a Chinese book of
divination based on 64 interactions of the complementary
primal forCes of yfn (female) and Yang (male)--interactions
that involve both the objective events and the subjective state
'cif the observer at the moment of divination.- This is explained
by Jung as synchronicity (as distinct from Western concepts
of linear casuality) in the Wilhelm-Baynes translation. Of the
translations, the Wilhelm-Baynes is 'clearest and' most compre-
hensive; the Legge is outdated but has an excellent analytical
introduction by Ch'u and WinberS.Chai. The Ponce work, as
its title suggests, is not a translation but a commentary and
guide for the use of the I Ching.

Witter Bynner, trans. , The Way of Life According. to Lau Tzu (New York:
Capricorn', 1962), paperback. his is The mosypoe8c trans-
lation of the Tao Te Ching, and therefore the one that comes
closest' to recreating the actual subjective experience.

Alan W. Watts, The Way of Zen (New York: Pantheon, 1957). Zen hasliasj long
been, popular as a .direct or non-symbolic means of beco ing
aware of subjective experience and its implications. Here,
Zen's Indian (dhyana) and Chinese (Taoist) antecedents are
explained.
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Derk Bodde, China's Cultural Tradition: What and Whither? (New York:
Hold, NITCston, 1937), paperback. Bodde's
pamphlet is a tour de force of perceptive scholarship,
weaving key quotations from dozens of sources into a lucid
exposition of Chinese value systems- in the worlds of nature,
the. supernatural, and mankind. The objective rationality
of a culture rooted in subjective experience helps neutralize
our Western-culture assumptions.

Art (Painting)

David L. Weitzman, Chinese Painting (Chicago: Field,ducational Publications,
. 1969) paiTe-IFIEETTErs book presents reproductions and readings

that illustrate the Taoist-nature of Chinese painting and offers
comparisons with art that emerges from Western values, concepts,
and world views.

Alison S, Cameron, Chinese Painting Techniques (Rutland, Vt. : Tuttle, 1968).
?As expensive as the rest OFIEF-b-Tioks on this list put together,
c,this one is well worth the price for its combination of philpsop .hy
and detailed, meticulously illustrated instructions. No book
can really take the place of a living teacher, but this one more
-nearly answers a student's (or Western arc teacher's) quesiiuns
than any other.

a
o

MusD

William P. Malm, Music Cultures of the' Pacific, the Near East, and Asia.
(Eng ewoo liffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall,, 19 7 , paperback.

.This is a textbook. and mercilessly compressed, but it is
accurate, contains information not readily .foundriii other
sources, has line drawings of instruments, and 14sts illustrative
recordings.,

Jerry Cohn, An American Student and North India'n Music:- College Year in
India Program Ma ison: University of Wisconsin, 1966). One
liFFiErriTeritures and experiences iti.listening.to and learning
how to listtn to Indian music can serve as a/ bridge for others.
This is recommended to anyone ready foi the next step beyond
the notes on a record jacket.

Jairazbhoy, The Rags of North Indian Music, Structure and Evolution (Middle-
town, ann. : esleyan niversity Press, 1.71 . esleyan
University has been a center for the study of Indian music in
Indian- music in America: this book, with its recorded illus-
trations, makes some of the university's accumulated scholar-
ship available to other students.
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Recordings Of classical Indian music are readily available.
Odean, Connoisseur Society, and World.Pacific are cOinpanies that record someof the great virtuosi who, by being able tp externalize their sut(jective experience;help listeners relate totheirs. Classical Musk of India (Odean) samples sevenrags on ten different, instruments by some, of the greatest`performers. An uncutperformance can,,be experienced with The 80 Minute Raga, played.by Ali AkparKhan (Connoisseur Society, CS-2012). The unfortunately titled Magic Shehnaiof Bismillah Khan (Odean MOAE 122) is magical, though the oboe-like shehnaitone:has an edge that is startling after ale sitar of Ravi Shankar or the sarod ofAli Akbar Khan. A word of caution: play recorded Indian music on the bestphonograph available--microtonal variations are garbled by the slightest Unsteadi-ness of turntable rotation, and the overtones of sympathetic strings on some cifthe instruments disappear unless stylus and loudspeakers are of high quality.

Literature,

Al E. Rutbottom, "Transcendental Meditation and Its Potential I.ises for
Schools, " in Social Education (3)6: ,851-857, December, .1972).
Though frustrating,for'ir-s lack of substance, this article is
inc4idcd to show how widespread and respectable the use of
sulj ective experience has become. ,

Richard Alpert, Be Here Now (New York: Crown, .1971), paperback. This
,

. account of his own experience of,enlightenment by a Westerner
trained in objective observation is a remarkable three-pait
document that merits serious attention by-anyone who wants
to understand his own subjective experiences. Part 1 is the
narrative of what happened. Part 2 (brown paper) is the
expression of experience, to be read, pondered, and reread.
It can be absorbed and its warnings against turning experience
into, an ''ego trip" ?nust be heeded. Part 3, the '&ookbook" gives
exercises-and practices. These exercises are not parlot
games. Do them with awareness of serious purpose or leave
them alone.

Andrew Weil, The Natural Mind (Boston: Houghwn Mifflin,/ 1972). Weirs
thesis is thaf mind-alte,ring drugs are an inefficient and
eventually self-defeating meansof reaching the heightened
consciousness'that is everyone's goal. We turn to alcohol
or drugs because we haven't learned the methods outlined by
Alpert or Andersen and Savory.

Marianne S: Anderson and Louis M. Savary, Passages A! Guide for Pilgrims
of the Mind (New York: Harper & Row, 1.9N), paper Ter.
This is -a book of practical exercises. Nothing will happen to, A
one who simply reads the book, nor will the .practitioner /
suddenly 'acquire a visible halo and, walk ell.' air. The persoin
who systematically does, the exercises will be More relaxed,
more aware of himself and his environment and more comfortable
in his relatibns with others. .
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Witter Bynner, The Way of Life According to Lao-Tzu (New York: Capricorn,
1962), paperback. The most poetic translation of the Tao Te
Ching, and therefore the one that comes closest to. recreating
the actual subjective, experience of the spontaneous life that
is advocated in the exposition of the "Way" and its power.

.
Hdro ld G. Henderson, An Introduction to Haiku (Garden City, N. Y. ; Doubleday,

Anchor, 1958), paperback. The Japanese haiku, compressing
a specific relationship of man to nature at a given instant in
space'and time, is literature's closest approkimation to actual
subjective experience. Even vicariously and through the dis-
torting mirror of translation, many of these can speak directly
to the reader.

A

Hermanliesse, Siddhartha., trans. Hilda Rbsner (New York; New Directions,
1951). An excellent novel about a man's search,for the way of
truth and enlightenment.

Rober Payne, ed. , The White Pony (New York: Mentor, 1960), paperback.
This chronological selection of Chinese poems, from Confucian*
to Communist. Compressed and calligraphic, suffers in trans-

r, lation, but the genius of the poets is not wholly lost.

"c:;ontemporary Writings from the people's Republic of China, " in Social
Education, .Vol. '37,'No. 1, January, 1973. 'According to Mao,
the masses provide the soUrce, the audience, the language, and
the Purpose of literature. The -selections reveal all of these.

Useful Films'
p

The Mood of Zen; Man, Nature, arid Zen Buddhism; Zen and Now; The. Flow
of Zen (15rains. each, co117)T.vT.ilh.able from Hartley Productions,
279 E. 44th. Street, N6'w York 10017; and Pennsylvania State
University, Ai lio-Visual SerVices, University Park, ennAy1.-
vania., 17802). Narrated by Alan Watts., these films ge visual
.reinforcement to the concepts in The Book.and The/Way of Zen.Na.,*
The award- winning nature photography helps the viewer to see
man and nature as one process. -

Awareness (22 mins., color), available from Mass Media Ministries,
2116 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, Md. , 21218 . The life of

'Siddhartha is shown in modern terms; the concept of life as
process rather than possession is expressed; and a Japanese tea
ceremony is shared.

ANote that with any film of this type, it is better not to ask students
to talk about the "message" or what they thought the film was about. Rather;
encourage them :to talk about how they felt while the film was being shown.

47-N4929
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC VII

CHINA: A MODEL FOR EUROPE'S ENLIGHTENMENT

General DeScription

World history textbooks necessarily omit far More than they
include. One of their more curious omissions is seventeenth-and eighteenth -
century Europe's love affair With ideas and things Asian,- particularly those of
China. They concentrate on the century of Asian adoption of things European--
from mid-nineteenth to mid-twentieth century. Today, with all parts of the
'World inextricably related politically, economically and culturally,. it is useful
to be aware that thf- tides'of,histdry have often flowed in more than one direction.

The topic of Europe's Enlightenment is a logical one in which to
test concepts of cultural exchange, in courses ranging .from art to icii-1.d history'.
However, .since the Enlightenment was a period of revolution in values and ways
of valuing, the central course should be conceived as one in the humanities,
introdUcing arts and crafts,- music, literature, and the physical and social
scienced as appi-opriate or available. A model resource for'thisapproach..is
Peter Gay's Age of Enlightenment.1 With the exception,.of music, Chinese
humanism was a major inspiration in all these areas (suggested by Gay on
pages 61-62 and emphasized in Derk Boddets. pamphlets, Chinese Ideas in the
West and China's Gifts to the West).or

Related Disciplines

Philosophy and Religion'

More than any other period in Western .history, the Enlightenment
lends itself to the exploration of humanistic concepts. Often called the Age of

-Reason, it could as well have been called the Age of Humanism. China, with a
humanistic tradition developed over two thousand years, had an irresistible
appeal for the Jesuit scholar-missio.laries and, thrOugh their reports, for all
Europe.

1 For complete citatioti, of books, periodicals, and other materials
referred to in the text, see "Selected References" at the end of the topic.
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One of the first to recognize the values of China's Confucian
system was the German philosopher, Leibnitz. Thirty years of study led to
his proposal in 1697 for a Berlin Society of for the-" interchange be
civilizations between China and Ebrope, for ...the West, certainly surpasses
the East in the theoretic and philosophical sciences (mathematics, astronomy;
logic, meta,physiee; but, on the other hand, China is undoubtedly superior to
Ifs in practical philosophy, in political morality. It is' astonishing, what bene=
ficen effects the fules of Confucius have had on the ordering of private and ,

. public life.

Political Science

Voltaire, educated in a Jesuit college where he had the oppor-
tunity to learn about China, said, "One, need not be obsessed with the merits of
the,Chinese to recognize at lease that the organizationof their empire is in
truth the best that the world has ever seen, and moreover the only one .founded
on paternal authority, " Louis XV sent a Mission to China to study its govern-
ment. English, French, and Prussian monarchs were all persuaded to imitate
the Chinese emperor in performing the firing plowing ceremony to ensure
bountiful crops -- Charles II by John Webb, Louis XV by courtiers fond of
pageantry, ' and Frederick the Great by Voltaire.

Fine,and Gerral Arts

Visible influences of China on Europe are most evident in the
social and aesthetic sphere. A Chinese cult swept European society(see James

'Cawthorne's poem, "Of Taste," 1756)'. Everything from architecture to wall -
paper ha.d to be Chinese--or, more often, what a European artist imaginedwas
Chinese. Ladies and gentlemen sat on Chinese Chippendale chairs, drinking
Chinese tea from Chinese porcelain cups while admiring what they suppdsed
was a Chinese garden. (Kew Gardens 'in ,London, for which the designer actually
made a trip to China, is the best known example, complete with pagoda.) Every
palace had its Chinese room, and every garden its pavilion. Effects.were far-
reaching and unanticipated. Accustomed to"Chinese"gardens, European visitors
to America were for the first time appreciative of the wild grandeur of this

-country's scenery instead of being,repelled by: its lack of cldssical geometric
formality, a curious secondary effect.

Porcelains, silks, and emliroideries, imported first for their
technical excellence, captivated artists with their designs, and the style known
as rococo dominated French taste and furnishings and influenced the rest of
Europe from the death of Louis XIV until the French RevolutiOn. Complicated
and colorful, graceful and ornamental, playful and imaginative, the elegance or
rococo reflected pergctly the spirit of the times. Watteau used Chinese land-
scape's for the backgrounds of-his` paintings of society at play. InEngland,
John Cozens, too serious an artist to be diverted byachinoiserie, learned to
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paint with brush and Chinese ink and became the 'greatest single influence
Aon English landscape rt. 1 0

History and EdonomiOs

With the onset of the French Revolution, the Chinese model no
longer met Europe's needs. China had played its part. in bringing about the
Revolution: the ideas.of Mencius had fostered the concept of the tight of revolu-
ion., The Confucian idea of natural orditt.had reinforced middle-class demands

property rights. The,Chinese tax system had been held up as an argument
for revolutiony tax refotrtns. But once the revolution itself got under way,, the

inese model was irrelevant.

- France needs mass armies to meet, the Prussian attack. Their
su Oess led all Europe to adopt mass conscription. Mass armies called for
ma s production, and machine industry replaced agriculture as the basis-for
Europe's economy. Merc nts and manufacturers 'replaced landowners as
Europe's most import lass. In China, merchants were near the bottom of
the social scale. A war that was everybody's- war stimulated nationalism; people
felt that they were fighting for themselves rather than for a king. And With the
execution of Louis XVI.in 1792, the people renounced political absolutism, how-
ever paternalistic. The growing belief in direct participation in government- was
confirmed. To the Chinese, no matter how violent the revolt against a particUlar
emperor, the idea of rebelling against the imperial system was unthinkable.

c

. Finally, when Napoleon looted and shipped home to Paris the
artistic treasures' of northern Italy, he started new fads and styles. ."Empire"
replaced "rococo" in dress and furniture. Chinese Chippendale went_into
storage (to emerge in, the next century when society's ilthim` had come full' circle).
Europeans had learned the arts of weaving silk and making porcelain, and
Europealvdesigns and products replaced Chinese 'satins `and willow- pattern
plates. The techniques and ideas that were meaningf3.11..tolhe.new "Europe were

.so thoroughly assimilated that their origins were for4otten:%those4hat were not,
disappeared into dusty-museum storerooms. But t y, Western life is freer
and richer because of eighteenth century. Europe' fakination with Chinese , -

culture.

Review of Disciplines

We find ourselves, then, left with three paradoxes of the kind
that have made the study of history amusing as well'as provocative: (1) Chinese
artists, who laid great stress on learning from traditional models, provided

1 Hudson, Europe and China, pp. 288-89.
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the, artistic concepts that released EurOpean artists from their- own classical;
models; (2) Chinese scholdr-bureautrats,. serving an absolute mona ch in the
Confucian tradition, supplied European political philosophers with a impprtant
part of the idea of the natural rights of m,an; and (3) the Jesuits, who transmitted
these ideas that revolutionized Europe, were trying only to get support for the
spread in China of their own Christian tradition.

. -

Coals

The Europacentrism aria parochialism of the United States
become increasingly unrealistic as astronauts circle the earth in 80 minutes,
as Japan becomes the world's third greatest industrial power, and as we re-
establish relations with China on China's terms. The journeys of our Medical ''
men to observe Chinese acupuncture and public health systems, of our educator
to observe ,primary school t9chniques of socialization, and of our economists to
examine work-study programs are reminiscent of the journeys of seventeenth-
century Jesuits, whose reports changed Europe. The parallels invite compara-
tive consideration of the following concepts or principles of intercultural rela-
tion s.

Isolation inhibits cultural change and growth.

'People accept strangers most readily when the behaviortc,
1, of-these strangers conforms to popular ideals. r)

. People are Willing,to learn from ,others who apparently
have comparable value systems..

In the absence of overwhelming evidence to the
contrary, people assume the views and values of others
to be like their own.

Changes in the economic system influence the value system.

The Enlightenment is particularly adaptable Co examination in
teri_As of the individuals who have led us to name it the Age of Reason:' philos-
opher-humanists ranging from Hume to Voltaire to Rousseau, the encyclo-
pedist Diderot, the political philosopher Montesquieu, scientists from Descartes
to Newton, musicians from Bach to Mozart, artists from Fragonard to Watteau,
and economists from Quesnay-to Adam Smith. The debt of these-individuals to
China is -sometimes subtly implied, sometimes openly acknowledged. Even in
the crafts, where anonymity usually prevails.but where China had its most
visible effect, indiyidual craftsmen like Thomas Chippendale became famous.
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Placing Limits on the Topic

Within its own context or used with reference to current problems
and values, this topic can be dealt with in one to five days, depending on ,the
number of disciplines involved. However, it a1-road -based humanities course,
it should serve as a springboard into a semester study of either historic or
populaf values and hoW they change....

Organization and Sta'ffing

- An independent study of or seminar approach to the Enlightenment
%is easy to develop, with each student selecting a, different individual within the
discipline of his major subject or special interest. Depending on grade level
and student abilities,.the results could range from simple biographical narrative
to sophisticated analyses of how concepts and social or artistic conventions are
adapted to different contexts. Individual selection and depth of research would
be limited only by the resources of libraries, teachers, and the community.

e3

Resume: Humanist China's' Appeal to Humanist Europe

To the "Philosophes":

. Concern' with the natural rather than the supernatdral
world

. B elief that the universe acts according to natural law

Insistence on intellectual rather than hereditary aris-
tocracy; rule by an intellectual elite; emphasis on
education; scholarship as a hobby of the elite

Religious freedom and toleration

To European Monarchs:

Monarchs who were universally respected enlightened
despots,ruling through, an able bureaucracy (K'ang Hsi,
(1662-1722) and Gh'ien Lung (1736-1795)

. An adequate tax base, not subject to feudal or local dues

. *Government monopoly of especially profitable items,
such as salt and iron

I-Evidence for the above can be found in "A Jesuit Description
of 1590" in Lach and Flaumezhaft.
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.A primarily agricultural population, which, organized
in an orderly manner, could not evade government control
and taxation

To the Middle Class: A

. Successful mercantilism: 'self-sufficiency, with additional..
profits from unsolicited trade

Political and economic stability

. The (assumed) inviolability, of private property, since_ he
right to prOperty was believed in Europe to be an essential
part bf natural law

To Artists and Artisans:

To Everybody:

Exotic subject matter -

. Conceptualization of man as an element of nature expressed
in gardens, landscape painting, and romantic poetry

. Unfamiliar techniques and conventions of theater, visual
perspective, and media (printmaking, brushwork, porcelain

. ,,An (assumed) high standard of living--a pievalence of silk,
spices, porcelain, and artifacts of high craftsmanship

Resume: Some of China's Gifts to the West

China's gifts to the West were of two kinds--things and ideas.
Both, were instrumental in revolutionizing Europe. The following chart, however,
concentrates: on things; they are easier to trace and date than ideas. The chart
adapted froth Bodde's China's Gifts to the Wes4 is not specifically relevant tothe eighteetith centuryalFF;iFd-, show the concentration of Euro-
pean adoptions at that time. Some items of special interest are the following:

Breast-strap Harness and Horse Collar:

. This device took the pressure off the horseea neck and put
it on its shOulders. The horse then could pull a plow that
would do more than scratch the surface, vastly ,1111creasing.`
agricultural output, and 'could pull wagqn loads several
times as heavy as before.

71 t)
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. The basis of modern chemistry originated in Taoist
attempts to create elixirs of longevity. Knowledge of
alchemy reached Europe through Arabic traders;
hence the Arabic name.

Stern-post Rudder:

Movable Type:

,

. This rudder was essential for ocean navigation. It gave
leverage that the steering oar could not provide for
steering in rough seas and against the wind.

V

. This is sometimes called the most revolutionary invention.
It made possible the cheap printing and distribution of ideas.

Chaulmoogra Oil:

. Made from an East Indian tree, this ail was,used in
treating leprosy.

Ephedrine:

Made from a Chinese plant, this substance was used in
treating asthma and hay fever. Note that the Chinese
developed botanical knowledge to a higher degree than .

any other people before modern times. Many plants
they found useful have still not been used in the West- -
for example, many.varieties of citrus fruit.

Soybean:

This has been called the most versatile food plant ever
cultivated. In various forms, it is a highlynutritious substi-
tute for leafy vegetables; meat, and milk'. Used.industrially,'

- ft produces plastics.

Tung Oil:

. From the tung tree, this is a drying oil used in making high-
quality oil paints.

. German Silver:

. This is an alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel that looks Iike
and is used as a substitpte for silver. Its name comes from
the German manufacture and distribution of it in large

, quantities after theGermans learned the process of making
it.around 1.750.
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Chart: Some of China's Gifts to the West

in the "China" column indicate apRroximate date of origin; in "The
"-=citiumn they indicate approximate date, of receipt of the itemeeiicribed.

CHINA

Silk, about 1300
Cast iron

Folding umbrella
Lodestone, 240,

Breast-strap harness

I Shadow figures
,Alchemy

Deep:well drilling
Lacquer

Paper, 105

VVheelbarroW
Tea, 264-78 -

Word for porcelain used 300
Sedan chair

300 B. C.

200 B.C.
100 B; C.

Birth of Christ

A. D.100

200

400
Horse collar 500

Kite, 549
600

Playing cards 700
Dominoes

Gunpowder
Watertight compartment
and stern-post rudder 800

Porcelain described, 851
First printed book, 868

900
1000

Canal lock gates
,\.. Movable type, 1041-49

Compass
'1 Zinc in coins, 1094-913

Explosives, 1151
°

.10

Chaultnoogra oil & ephed-
rine.described, 1552-78

The use of the following
also.originated in China in

'.early times, but, cannot be
accurately dated: peach,
apricot, orange; lemon,
chrysanthemum,,,camellia,
"German silver, "wallpaper;
goldfish, grapefrult,soybea
tung

1100

1200
1300

1400

1500

1600

1700

1800

1900

THE WEST

Pe.ach and apridot
4

Breast-strap harness
Silk, 552-54

Horse collar

Alchemy
Orange

Deep-well drilling
Paper, 1150
Compass, 1190 Stern-post rudder
Wheelbarrow

Gunpowder &°cannon;1330, cast iron
Playing cards, 1377
Lemon

Block printing, 1423
Gutenberg's Bible, 1456

Zinc described
Kite, 1589
Sedan chair, tea, folding umbrella.
Wallpaper manufactured, 1688
Canal lock gates; Porcelain, 1709
Lacquer produced, 1730; Zinc in
industrial production 1740; German
silver produ.ction 1750.
Chrysanthemum, camellia, grape-
fruit. Shadow figures.
Tung oil, soybean, ephedrine,
Chaulmoogra oil
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Selected References
r

Donald. F. LAO and Carol Flaumenhaft,eds.; Asia on the Eve of Europe
Expansion (New Jersey: Prentice -Hall, Spectrum S:125,.1,96:)).
TErna7fascinating Collection of readings. helkl, in excellent
perspective by the editorial introductions.. '7A Jesuit DescriptkaL
of 15907 would be a key reading for this topic.

Derk Bodde. Chinese Ideas in the West (Washington. D.C. : American Cot mil
on Education, 1948). This, and its companion pamphlet,.
China's Gifts to the West, are remarkably informative and
pleasantly readable,. '1 hey are basic references for student I

6

Vincent Cronin. The Wise Man'from the West (New York: Duttoh, 1955: -0
Image ish----7a7i)iographk of Matteo Ricci, most itenporianz
of the Jesuit missionaries, and a graphic account of China at ;lie
end of the sixteenth cehturv.

Peter Gay, Age of Enlightenment (Time-Life, Great Ages olMarrScries.
This book is topically organized,eleatertainingly
written, and marvelously illustrateclt,

4

'Hugh Honour, Chinoiserie, therVision of Cathay(London: John IVIurray, 1961).
This contains a detailed and.profusely illustrdted clescriptipn.
It concentrates on the Chinese-influenced paintings and artifacts.
themselves 'rather than on their ideological significance, but is a
fine source of visible evidence."

G. F. Hudson, Europe and. China (London: Edward Arnold, .1931). Often and
deservedly reprinted, this is still the:best single source for the
surprisingly continuous relationships of Europe and China from
earliest- times to the nineteenth century.

Lewis A. Maverick, China: A Model for Europe (San Antonio: Paul Andersot
/946).Thig book contairig-aTalTed information on the Physiocrdts,
thQ. most ardent champions of the Chinese model. A doctoral'-
dissertation, more suitable for teacher than student use.

William H. McNeill, The Rise of the West (Chicago: University of Chicago Ptws,
1963). This is the closest approach to a one-volume world
history, despite the title. Concentrates on the movemet'fiTof
ideological influenceg that created thegreat civilizations.

Adolph. ReichWein, China and Europe, Intellectual and Artistic :Contact ;s in the
18th Century (New York: Knopf,Tic presents
details about Leibnitz, Rococo. China's irreltietfce on GOethe,
and related topics.



INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC VIII
o

MASKS

General Description

At first glance the heading "Masks" may seem too narrow to
constitute a comprehensive, _interdisciplinary area. I-ITN/ever, like the mask
itself, this is a deceptive appearance: a study of masks, their construction,,
symbolism, uses, and aesthetic qualities can involve almost every discipline.
Social commentators Jiave frequently observed that our complex culture provides
no place to hide comfortably some aspects of our humanity. Likewise, there are
few rituals and ceremonies of a public naturethat offer people an outlet for those
emotions and imaginings that are uniquely human and in need of a vehicle for
expression. The important,place thav_mask's.occupy,,inonon-literate societies
today, especially those,Whose members live at a rnatively siMple culture stage,
probably indicates that mAks proiiided one of the earliest spiritual and artistic
experiences in human history.

The study of masks can proceed from the concrete level of
construction to tie abstract, level of design, history, and purpose. Any study
"S.hou Id start with the general understanding that masks can be used to:

disguise and hide identity
0,

enhance, magnify, and elevate a person

make a person into someone* or something else

protect against evil, danger, illness, lath, and other
catastrophies

preserve life after death'

amuse, as in drama, masquerade, carnival,
flirtation

fj

° project tb, voice, while suggesting character, as in
Greek drama
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Masks have playedan important role in the mythology, folk:
lore, religion, art, food-getting, healing, education, and dr'ma of most
societies. Today, for example, in the South Pacific'and Africa, and (until
recently), among surviving American Indian tribes, masks are and have been
an essential part of ceremonies that help to hold a people together. Masks
are interesting to read about, exciting to know about, fun to make, therapeutic
to wear, and enjoyable to view.

Related Disciplines

Teachers might begin to Use masks in an unlikely spot--a
mathematics class,' for example. In the early grades, with the introduction
of sets, masks can provide unusual examples and illustrations. For instance,
all masks could constitute the universal set, with,various kinds (animal, humah,
humorous, sad, wooden, paper, and so on) b ing used to provide examples of
subse4 and set relationships.

(

In the upper grades, size and s ace relationships could be
-investigated to discover what ratios might acc unt for certain styles in masks.
What is it about the Pam masks. of Africa that auses them to appear almost
identical to the casual observer but distinctly unique to the art historian?
Students could use illustrations to determine measurements and posSible

'tionships. ,,,Some of the characteristics or emotions that are represented by the
masks can be expressed in numerical terms; for instance, what is the effect on
the,character of the mask when the length of the nose is three, times greater
than its width, or when nose width equalS mouth width, or when space' between
the eyes is equal to nose width or three times greater than nose width? Could
formulas be devised that would produce monster masks, angelic masks, child-
like faces, lal;iiing faces, and so on?

Biology classes can discover natural adaptations that parallel
man's cultural adaptations in the. form of gas masks, surgical masks, oxygen
masks, welders' goggles, miners' hats, racers' helmets, drivers' masks,
catchers' masks, football helmets, fencers' face-pieces, sun glasses, snow
goggles, and so on. Each of these affords protection in a dangerous environ7

t. What similar protections does 'nature provide? For what environments?
W y? How?

The materials used in masks provide further clues to the wearer's
environment and his relationship to it: bone of the Eskimo snow goggle, iron of
the Dagon death mask, gold and turquoise of the Inca and Aztec, cedar Of the
northwest Coast Indians, mud and feathers of New Guinea, bark of the South
American Indians, lacquered wood of China, papier macho of Tibet, grass and
reeds of the Baluba, deer heads of the California Indians, buffalo heads of the
Plains and, finally, rubber and plastic in our own Hallowe'en masks. The social
sciences, including anthropology and, sociology, will probably offer the .widest
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opportunity for the study bf 'flasks; their use spans at least 50,000 years
of human history. Geographically speaking, some forms of masks have been
found in every part of the world.

Students can find and duplicate masks worn during different,
periods of history. Some belligerents, have tried to frighten their enemies
into retreat by wearing ferocious masks. European knights and Japanese .

samurai employed military-type face-savers. A comparison of changes in
weapons, tactics, and strategy could be approached through the study of the
changing styles of protective headgear. Students may enjoy investigating the
purposes that mask-wearing seems to serve. In ancient societies, spirits
ware considered to be the source of power and energy, and these spirits were
usually controlled by the wearing'of masks.- Sonic masks provided disguises
to trick evil spirits; others were-facsimiles of good spirits, and desired
behaviors were acted out by their wearers. The power of a great personality
can 'be preserved `by making a mask of her or his face. Frustrations and
tensions can be reduced by wearing a mask and letting off steam in a dance or
some other ritual. Individuals can transform their personalities temporarily
by wearing the face of an appropriate person, animal, or spirit. Many
societies continue to employ masks.; A study of them and their many purposes
suggests another way of understanding family organization, power structures,
treatment of the young and old, attitudes toward illness and death, and so on.

Many societies use masks as a means of educating the young.
A mask carcsymbolize a particular character, and stories about the.character
often contain the history and values of the society concerned. Information
about the mask's meaning is part-oftthe formal education of a member of that
society. A society that requires young people to wear masks during puberty
ceremonies so that no one (including parents), will know who is crying out is a
society that has a certain attitude toward expression of physical pain. Students
can discuss the values and attitudes taught through masks and compare them
with the ways attitudes and values are taught in Our society. Others can be
discovered in the traditions that surround the wearing of masks. Consider the
betrothed woman who must wear &mask whenever there is any possibility that
her future husband may see her, or the tradition that a mask for each and every
dead ancestor must be hung in the family home.

Masks are the oldest and most universal means of hiding or
transforming one's identity. **Students might consider the questions: What is
this, identity that one must change or hide it? Why is it important to hide it?
When is it hidden in our society? Since we do not usually approve the wearing
of obvious masks in everyday life, how do we hide our identity? What is the
relationship of cosmetics to one's identity or inlage? How can clothing be used
as a mask? When is a mask a false face, and when is it an ornament or'a symbol
of power? In civics and political science classes, students might,make instant
paper-sack masks to represent historic figures. When wearing these masks
they could dramatize some conversations, both probable, and improbable--

( 2
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conversation; between or among such .personageS as Churchill., Eisenhower,
Stalin,- Napolepn, Castro, Martin Luther King, Mao, Hitler, Galileo, Columbus,
Lewis and Clark, Frederick Douglass, Geronimo, Pocahontas,_Kingeor-ge
Mary Queen'ofScots; Washington,- and Marie Antoinette.. FlightS-of fantasy and
imagination here could create, some amusing aTtd. enjoyable Moments in the 'study
of history..

=2VLanguage, literature, and lama Classes naturally lend themsel es'
to the use of asks. One approach migh be,called "programmed mask-making".
A student thin s of a. character from lit/erature.and; without drawing the mask,
writes a description Of his or her appearance. Another student then draws or
`constructs a ask from the written eseription. No:questions:are, permitted.
When the mas s.are completed, do s the original "author"-recognize the person
he had in mind? Does the final production fit his original concept? Could anyone
recognize the character? What was lost or gained in the execution of the idea?
If misconcept ns resulted,, what caused them? The original description might go
through any Timber of writers, who in turn paraphrase'the directions on.descrip-
tion. Fina the description goes to someone for production or drawing. This .

type of."t und-robin" assignment can be both amusing and enlightening. It c-an be
varied tcy fit the topic and circumstances and often provides excellent examples of.
the limitations and difficulties encountered in interpreting written directions.

7, Psychology, sociology, or health classes might'aise simple paper
masks to enhance role-playing situations. Itrseems to be easier to switch roles
at a crucial moment if a mask. accompanies the switch. In discussions of personal
problems, students might make masks of the individuals involved, and a discussion
of how these personalities have been portrayed could.peovidesome insights into .the.
situation. Physical education. classes already use MaSks for many sports (i.e. , the
catcher's mask),, but classes might try to design new masksfor the gymnast? the
wrestler?

- Masks live long been used in art classes because of the wide range
of activities they offer. L 'The' construction of various types of masks can provide
technical information on the appropriate materials and their uses. For instance,
the making Of molds can he demonstrated with the production of slay and plaster
masks. Form can be illustrated with flat or dimensional masks. A reductive
technique can be shown-with wood-carved.rnasks, and an additive technique can be
used to model a clay mask.

A variety of materials can be used: assemblage, paint, papier
mache; mosaic, wood, feathers, string, metals, foils, and found objects. In
discussing the aesthetics of designs the relationship of color to emotional effect
and of positive to negative space can be shown. Spatial relationships can also be
shown, not in the numerical,or-rational terms of the mathematics class, but rather
in terms of design elements.

"For exarnple, see Creating From Many Cultures (San Jose, Calif. :
,Santa Clara County Board of Education,' I970).. The Masks and other artwork were
created by K-8 students of the school districts in Sa-nta Clara County.
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It is appropriate and convenient to use masks in studying the
history of art. The cave paintings of stone-age times show men wearing masks.
The influen& of African masks on European artists, and the treatment and
significance of masks in the Renaissance and in Baroque arr can be discussed.
The use of the mask in the most recent works'of contemporary artists will provide' r,.
abroad picture of world art.

Goals

After studying and constructing masks, students should have
achieved some of the following:

O

Knowledge of the uses of masks in history

Awareness of the artistic merit of masks
6.

KnoWledge of the types and styles of masks associated
with particular cultures

Knowledge of the function of disguise in nature,and society

Understanding of the concept of symbolism as expressed
by masks

Knowledge of the mathematical relationships that Contribute
to the differences in physical appearances and facial
expressions

Awareness of the effects that are achieved through the wide
variety of materials used in making masks,,

Opportunities to use a variety of materials and methods in
constructing masks

Limitations on the Topic

Space and materials may prove to be a limit in making masks
in some schools. This might lead a class to find and useas many at-hand, ready-.

made, or discarded materials as posSible. Class size may alsO be a limitation.
Some projects require considerable individual direction by teachers. If the staff
consists of one teacher and the ciciss is large, some of the easier topics and
activities should be tried first.
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'Selected References

Books:

Sally Carrighar, Moonlight at Midday (N w.York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959).

Joseph GregOr, Masks of the World (London: B. T. Batsford, 1937).

Allardyce Nicoll, Masks, Mimes and Miracles ( w York: Harcourt BraceJovanovic).
Richard Slade, Masks and How to Make Them (New York: Transatlantic

KiEs717413

Pamphlets :

American Museum of Natural History, New York, Masks (Carl Wissler, 1946).

1

Films:
I

"How to Make a Mask, " Bailey Film Associates.

"The Loon's Necklace, " Canadian Film Board.

I
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INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPIC IX

JOURNEY ,

Descriptiod

The topic was selecte4 because of its adaptability to human experience
and its applicability to the arts. Everyone travels near and far, both in actuality
and in fantasy. History and/the arts ar9 filled with adventureS into the real and
the unreal. We are busy, with departureS, excursions, and arrivals from youth
to old age. The restlessness so characteristic of our age is expresSed in prose,
and poetry that ranges from the pedestrian to the sublime. Through- the arts we
can anticipate, experience, and recall our own and others' journeys.

The journey topic at the junior high school level would deal with
purpose and direction within the restless years of adolescence. To pay attention'
to the journeys of the humble\ancl,the'heroic through the study of history and the
arts is to bring into consciousness ones'own sense of time, place, and meaning.
The jou,rney that every person makes from youth to adulthood might therefore be
made less difficult and have more personal meaning than it does now for some
people.

CI

v. Examples included below embrace either the entire journey theme or
parts of it. In arty case,' it is proposed that a given recommended work be used
in its entirety only occasionally. Summaries, quotations, and simple references
might be the rule and the starting point in the "lesson. " It is admittedly easier
to use story elements in teaching mythology, literature, and history than in
presenting art and music. nevertheless, aspects of rhythm, theme and variations,
and other elements can be a kind of aesthetic transit system for journeys; regard-
less of the .story element.

.

a
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Related Disciplines

One way to use the topic is to cluster examples of-journey under
broader headings such as those listed below. -The list is long but not all-inclusive.
Each teacher may select any of the works and use it in any way desired, and
both teacher and students will.think of additional examples. The arbitrary
blusters might also be changed.. "Adventure," for example, might be too general-
ized a cluster.. "Fantastic W4gers" might be a category more suitable for Around
the World in El ghty Days.

ABDUCTION Abduction; .Mills (sculpttre)
,Abduction from the Seraglio, Mozart (opera)
Europa and the Bull (mythology) '.
Jonah (see Old Testament) (religion)
TC-dirappetd, R. L. Stevenson (novel)

ADVENTURE A Thousand and One Nights (tales)
Adventures in a ;Perambulator, Carpenter (music)
Around the World in Eighty Days, Verne (novel, film)

Lavengro, Gypsies, Borrow (autobiography and fiction)
Marco Polo, The Book of, Polo (autobiography)
,Messer Marco Polo, Byrne (novel)
Sea Fever, ivlasefield (poem)
Scheherazade, songs by Ravel; Rimsky-Korsakov(-Trnphony)

-The Voyages of Dr. Dolittle, Lofting (children's novel)
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, 'Baum (children's novel)

'BRIDGE The Bridge, Crane (poem)
The -Bridge over the River' Kwai, Boulle (novel, film)
The Bridge of San Luis Rey, Wilder (novel, film)
Brucke (Ger., bridge), Kirchner and others (artists using

bridge theme)
Four Girls on a Bridge, Munch (painting)
Scream, Munch (painting)

CONQUEST Aeneid, Virgil (epic poem)
Arch of Titus, The (Roman) (relies; architectural)
Bayeux Tapestry, Harold and William and the Norman Conquest
Campaign of France, Napoleon,. oMessonier (painting)
1812 Overture, Tschaikovsky (orchestral overture)

2 The March of the Teutons, Delacroix (painting)
Man of Destiny, Napoleon, Shaw (historical rnovel)
Bona arte Crossing the St. Bernard Pass,- David (painting)
The Revo t in the Desert, T. E. Lawrence (autobiography)

_St. George an the Dragon, Uccello, Martorel, and others
(paintings)

0

"? 2 ';
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Song of Roland, The. (mediaeval French ballad)
Tamerlane, Poe (historical poem)
_Tiger at the Gates, Giradoux (drama)

The Creation, Haydn (oratorio)
Mythplogy: American Indian, East Indian, Oceanic, Norse,

.(*nd so on
Old Testament, 'Bcpok of, Genesis

ESCAPE' . Exodus (Old Testament), and Exodus, Ufis (novel)/ Flight into Egypt, Giotto (fresco); also by Fra Angelico
and Cranach;\ ;,;.'

Hegira, Mohammed . '
-Les*Miserables, Hugo (novel) . .
Uncle Tom's Cabin, Stowe (novel)
A Tale of Two Cities, Dickens (novel)

EXPLORATION Aeneid, Virgilo(epic poem) \,

The Adventures bf Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain (novel)
Around the:World inTighty Days, Verne (novel)
Columbus (journal and history); alsci, C. Columbus,.

Milhaud (opera) .

Journey to the Center of the Earth, Verne (novel)
The Pathfinder, Cooper (novel .
The Original Journal of the Lewis and Clark Expecliaon
Through the Looking-Glass., ,Carroll (novel)
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sda, Verne (novel)

c.

EXPULSION Expulsion; Masaccio (painting)
The Man Without a Country, Hale (story)
Mutiny on the Bounty, Nordhoff and Hall (novel)
The Poet Toba Goes into Exile, Hokusai (woodcut)
Rout of San Romano, Uccello (painting)

FLIGHT Icarus (Greek myth), Cummings (poem); Breughel (painting)
Night Flight, Saint-Exupery (narrative) -

Pegasus (flying horse) (myth)
We, Lindberg (narrative)
Bird in Space , BrancuSi (sculpture)
Flight of the Bumblebee, Rimsky-Korsakov (music)

HERO . Billy Budd, Melville (novel)
The Call of the Wild, London (novel)
Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, Byron (poem)
Harold in Italy, Berlioz (orchestral tone poem)
A Hero's Life, R. Strauss (orchestral tone poem)
Flow The Brou ht the Good News From Ghent to Aix,

Browning (poem)
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HEROIN

PILGRIMAGE

jack and the Beanstalk (nursery tale)
A Message to Garcia, Hubbard (essay)
0 Captain MI,Cap_tairj, Whitman (poem)
Paul Revere's Ride, Longfellow (narrative poem)
Peer Gynt, Ibsen (drama); Peer Gynt Suite, Grilg (music)
'peter Pan, Barrie (children's drama)
Siegfried (myth); also Wagner (opera)
Th Old Man of the Sea, Hemingway (novel)'

"Proloue to the Wife of Bath's Tale,"Chaucer (poem)
Godiva A Tale of Coventiy, Tennyson (poem).
Joan of rc (history); The Lark, Frey; The Maid of Orleans,

Schi er; Saint Joan, Shaw (drama); Ingres (painting)
Lassie Co ,e liThritTern<night (children's novel)
Little Red -din Hood (nurs,ery tale) ,

The Canterbur Tales, Chauceri(poem)
y)
ress, Bunyan (allegory)

Tannhauser (legen ); also, Wagner (opera)
alk to the G f, Muir (narrative)

Mayflower (hilt
The Pa. rim's Pro

A Thousand-Mile

RETURN Bread and Wine, Silone (novel)
The Highwayman, Noyes (poem)
The Native's Return, Adamic (narrative)
The Return of the Native, Hardy (novel)

;Reunion of the -8Ou1 and the Body, Blake (engraving)
You Can't! Go Home Again, Wolfe (novel)

SATIRICAL OR Candide, Voltaine (novel)
ALLEGORICAL A Dog Beneath the Skin, Auden (drama)
JOURNEYS Don Quixote; CerVa.ntes (novel); Daurnier (painting)

Gulliver's Traftls, Swift (novel)
The Ship of Fools, Bosch (painting); Porter (novel, film)

SEARCH Idylls of the King, Tennyson (poem)
Ja§on and the Atgonauts (Greek myth)
The Magic Flute, Mozart (opera)
The Moon and Sixpence, Maugham (novel)
Search, Pollock (painting)
Treasure Island, Stevenson (novel)

SURVIVAL Captains Courageous,..-Kipling (novel)
Nanook of the North (narrative film)
Noah's Ark, Book of Genesis, Old Testament
The Raft of the Medusa Gericault painting)
Robinson, Crusoe713E1 (novel)
The Skin of Our Teeth, Wilder (drama)
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A Connecticut Yankee in King Artinir's Court, Twain
(novel, film)

Flight of Night, Huntlpainting)
Persistence of Memory, Dali (painting)
The Time Machine, Wells (novel, film)
a00l , Clarke (novel; film)

A Journey from Petersburg . Radisc hev (narrative)
Manhattan Transfer, Dos Passos (novel)
On sthe Road, Kerouac (novel).
11,4717, Steam, and Speed, Turner (painting)
St. Christopher, German School (woodcut)
Sea and Sardinia, Lawrence (narrative)
The Wanderer, Grosz (painting)

WANDERING Dutchman, Wagner (overture).
King Lear, Shakespeare (drama)
Maze, Labyrinth (myth)
Two Years Before the Mast, Dana (narrative)
Ulysses, Greek myth; also; Joyce (novel)

The serial listings above must, of course, be introduced In a usable
form. This will be up to the teacher. Certain aspects will be discussed in
Section C,, Organization and Staffing, as well as here. Whatever the style of
teaching, the listings afire only a grab-bag and a starting point. The cluster on
survival will be used as an exSmple. In Captains Courageous, the character is a
boy of junior high school age, as is his companion. The first survival aspect in
the 'story is his rescue by the crew of a fishing boat. After this, the long fishing
journey is also a journey in character development for the hero.

In the hunting journey in the film Nanook of the North, survival is
possible only because the Eskimo, Nanook, is able to construct an igloo from the
snow and ice (with only one toot; a knife) before the storm teaches him. The Old
Testarhent tells how Noah, his wife, their sons and their families, and the animals
survive the worldwide floods,-ending their journey on Mount Ararat. As with the
other examples, there are many extended references to themain source. Noah
is seen in several aspects in Michelangelo'as The Flood in the,Sistine Chapel;

,Dream Picture of the Deluge by Direr aeacrs'lood; and the story is heard in
the musical piece, The Flood, by Stravinsky.

The Old Testament tales are similar to legends from Mesopotania,
Assyria, Greect , Rome, and China. Actual floods e. g,' in The River, a filth

.L,
. about a Mississippi flood; news reportsof the flood in Florence, which can be

related to flood control drawings by Leonardo and archeOlogical conjecture about
ancient floods provide °discusilon material and a link with the Biblical Noah.
Perhaps on a localble.vel, there 'night be an additional tie, as in San Francisco at
the zoo, where Helen Forbes pa.inted

la
WPA mural of Noah and the Ark in the

Mother House. , --
O 73u
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The Raft of thF, Medusa is a large painting by Theodore Gaicault,
completed a few years aEer a scandalous event: sailors from the frigate Medusawere set adrift on a raft. The painting depicts the few survivors at the momentwhen they sight their rescue ship after a two-week journey of horror.

.After'several jbutneys, lkobinson Crusoe is the only survivor of a ship-wreck and must use his resources to survive on an island for several years. In thedrama The Skin of Our Teetht Thornton Wilder is interested in man's indestruct-ibVity as he survives floods, ice, and modern war by the "skin of nis teeth" in ajourney through time.

These are only a few examples that might be of dramatic interest tojunior high school students. At lease they are a starting point, a link with the personalexpeiience and knowledge of each student. _These bridges of personal involvementmight have to be °pedestrian'at first; but the connections are. important. As thecrosswalk sign says, "Walk with the light." A Boy Scout outing, for' example, mightnot have a life -death aspect of survival or it might not be recalled with artistic
impact, but to the boy who remembers it, the experience is vivid and can be a livebridge to the arts. There are journeys that are widely known becliuse of news cover-age and historical importance the-Moon Walk and the experience of the DonnerParty, as examples. These would relate to works of art. Worldwide issues such asecology and the problem of human survival might also be important parts of theProject.

a

Mythology and Literature

To dream of adventure, to imagine an event, to 'give fanciful actionto the impossible these are within' the experience of every student and are a part ofcultural fabric of every civilization. In Hero With a Thousand Faces, JosephCampbell explores a universal concept that everyorpawants a hero or heroine todo great deeds and to return from the journey, of conquest withspecial ,gifts andpowers for ,the tribe. The author presents numerous examples from literature andmythology to make hi's point. In addition, there are Several examples of this themeunder-the previous section. .

The use of the examples in the classroom,,is most important. TO travelwith Joseph Conrad to the past or with Ray Bradbury to the future is to extend one'sworld. But the most significapt aspect of this topic is its power to develop the stu-dents' own mythology or philosophy through experiencing the arts. 'This is a growthprocess rather than a fixed end.
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A multi-media light show is one type of activitytiwhich can be
built around materials drawn from mythology and literature. gxcerpts'from
such Works as Cry, the Beloved Country, Lost in the Stars, The Journey to
Johannesburg, and Camino Real could be presence usic as a background
or foreground (tapes, phonograph records, or a live group), with art set
designs (painted Cardboard boxes), or with illUStrations, paintings on plastic,
or a transparency made from--a photograph (on an'electronie duplicating machine)
that can be projected with a slide or'overhead projector. In a darkened room,
projections (8 and 16 mm movie, overhead and slides) might be shown on a
central screen (regular, sheet, paint&I large cardboard, or the walls them-
selves). In addition, any surface iii the room can be used as a screen; for is
example, when dramatically Called for, other walls (History: the Donner Party
would imagine the distant town of Sacram;ento on one wall and remember its
place of origin projected on another wall)\or the ceiling (Icarus or the Wright.
brothers' flight): Junior high school' students are "tuned into" the\electric media;
therefore, multi-media represent a good vehicle of communication\for them.
Examples of possible themes (individual or eoup)'for multi-media shows include
the following:

1. "The Longest Journey I've Ever Taken" (in log form,
like Two Years Before the Mast, illustrated)

2. "A Journey that I'd Like to Take When I'm Twice My Age"
(Science fiction. style, or as a third-person newspaper
account or TV dramatization using'push puppets, a collage,
or cut-outs in an emptied TV setAs a stage)

3. A journey that (hero's or heroine's name) should take (a wish-
, fulfilling myth7-written as a.m5fth). It Could be extended to
become a radio or TV fantasy, with'musiCal accompaniment
(See,above)

4. Journey involving a.ticket office--a game, in which students take
turns receiving a ticket that directs them to act. out a monologue,
write a story, or the like, about a journey

Art and Industrial Arts

Many works of art depiCt journeys -The Raft of the Medusa"(Gericault),
Dante and Virgil in Hell (Delacrptx),. Parade (Leger Icarus (Breughel)--to
name a few. -Reproductions of paintings° and photographs of journeys are collected
and used for visual reference (rather than for non interpretive copying). 'Through
this source and through students', memories and imag''ative illustrations, sequen-
tial "comic strips," dioramas, and sculpture are cr ated.

°
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Mobileand kinetic 'sculpture, with the dimension .of m.werrfent, lend'
themselves to ,the concept of travel. In an abstract form, a mobile of thin woods
cardboard,, or construction, paper might suggest restlesg wandering, or, using a more
realistic style, might represent an exploration of the moon. Carved, modeled,
cast jewelry or small sculpture-would have design motifs relatable to literature or
to personal 'Symbolism. 'Weaving or macrame can `resent measured accounts of
sequential travel. Applique, .stitchery, and textile design offer similar opportuni4
ties in abstract design. Boys and girls who like to work with their hands might find
that these skills. open up creative channels they never knew existed.

frintrnaking is adaptable to geographical relationships and to sequential
progression, which are elements in design and.story travel. Cartoons ornillustratiom
offer students opportunities to visualize science fiction, mythology, and their ownstories. This activity would accompany the study of illustrations in folk art, hooks,
and comic books; Rubbings of the lettering on historical markers (with the side of an
unwrapped crayon or. with graphite)7cin typingaper or shelf paper, or or some
remaining element of a historical'sit6.0art of an adobe building). The nubbin g can
be direct records/or can be elaboratedlipon with illustratnns and interpretationS.
Collage can combine photOgraphs or reProddetions of journey, themes and cakt
expanded into a complete artistic statement. ,,

Modeli ig material clay, wheatpaste plus sawdust, or whekpaste plu,s
sand) may be formed into small busts of actual or imaginary heroines or heroes.
A drawing in the form of a spiral allows for a:sequential illustration of a journey..
There'are existing forms of this nature in folk art which could.be adapted (e.
American Indian drawing of a battle). Felt pen ,(or' w.aercolor) illustrations of a
TV-sh4ped news clipping' of an important journey..4,flip-page bOoklei .t an
abstract journey (movement of a dot across the page) orla, visually mere sophisticated
of realistic subject. A,scroiFwith frames for cornPleti in by different students can
illustrate the sequence of a -journey.

Music

With music that is not prograMmaeic, the teacher must iely on aesthetic
journeys. 'The sequence from one theme to another can have as much human and
artistic significance as program` music. ,More often,' music is used only as a badk-
ground for other arts. Using the journey theme can offer a' new point of vision for
music appreciation.

There is much in Opera, folk songs,' tone poems, and popular music that
fits into the theme. A few examples are Dance Macabre (Saint-Saens), Siegfried's
Rhine Journey (Wagner),,Prokofiev's music for the film "Alexander Nevsky," The
Flight of the Bumblebee (Ilimsky-korsakov), Harold in Italy (Berlioz), An American',
in Paris (Gershwin), ape Abduction from the Seraglio (Mozart), e1812 Overture
r(Tchaikdvskyy, Madame Butterfly,(Pucc4ii), A Hero's Life (R. Strauss), Don Gio-
Vanni (Mozart),. Faust (Gounod), and Orpheusand Eurydice (Gllick). l:Olk songs
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can extend the experience of "going down the road feeling blue," or "sailing down
to Rio." Group folk-singing is within the ability of every student, and there will
be some students who are able to sing solo. Popular music is loud and close to
the ears of teenagers and should certainly not be ignored. Students can bring phono-
graph records and can tape from radio examples within the journey theme. This
source can be used as it was in Godspella modern adaptation of an old theme.

. History

History can be made t come to life through the journey theme and
through challenging educational for ats. Harold and the Norman Invasion might
have more -humanistic meaning afte seeing a reproduction and reading notes about
the Bayeux Tap.!stLy. (One source i English Historical Documents, Volume II, ed.
Douglas and Greenaway (Oxfor. Oxford Univ. Press, 1953). An account of the
Donner Party is a dramatic source for literary, artistic, or possibly musical interpre-
tation, particularly on the subject, of tenacity and failure.

There are many artworks, varying in historical accuracy, that serve
as bridges betv,ieen the arts and history, e.g. , The Raft of the Medusa, A Tale of
Two Cities, Mutiny on the Bounty; Two Years Before me Mast, #0 Captain My Captain,
Saint Joan, The Canterbury Tales, The Moon and Sixpence, A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court, For Whom the Bell To111, and On What A Lovely War.

Goals

The following list will, provide an idea of the goals that m;ght -be

achieved in relation to the journey theme:
,

To become aware of motives for action in others and oneself

To savor vicariously the pains and joys of decision-making

To become aware of one's sensibilities in the course of action
taken by others and oneself.

To become aware of group cooperation aE well as individual
creators; and of the interlocking expression in team-produced
arts (TV, dance, opera)", *to enjoy the. interpretive aspects, of these
arts and to relish the artistic process of converting raw materials
into a significant art form
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Placing LimitsontheT Topic

Each teacher should, push or retreat from limits according to circum-stances. The theme "journey" was chosen because of its limitlessness. Its poten-tial variety makes it more difficult to cope with-. Alone, or with the class, the
teacher can either tailor-make the curriculum or can be guided by the followingliin'ts:

The arts should be enjoyed for themselves. Works of art, Music,
. and literature probably cannot b:,: used in their entirety or in their

original form; but the artistic integrity of a work should not be
violated Wien selected portions of its work are used. It is assumed
that ,tne teacher is a.competent judge in this respect.

2. Tne students snouid be helped to respond to examples through the
most Captivating aspects of the works. This does not mean, how-
ever, that sensationalism is to be sought.. Exterisive footnotes and
other details that tend to overload the attention should be
avoided.

(The theme should hot be studied for its own sake alone; that is to
say, the purpose of the numanities is to establisn valid interrela-
tionships, not to ponder themes in isolation.

4. Examples that are prejudicial to ethnic, sex, or other frequently
stereotyped groups (e. g. , certain folk songs) should not be used.

Organization and Staffing

It would be difficult for teachers to work together as a team in the junior
high school as it is traditionally organized. However, this might be accomplisne
through a team-teaching arrangement with abase class; e.g. , English, art, music,
or social sciences,, and other'teachers and resources used as available and needed.
One such format could be established by means of the alternative schools, using the"school within a school concept. Another approach might be he open lab.

In the art-ce tered junior high school in Oakland (Renaissance School),
inter-disciplinary units are taught by a combined staff of. three teachers and student
teachers. If it were possible to hold a class (or a series of classes) in media
resource room or a theater arts center, students would be able to use audiovisual
equipment'to make interdisciplinary prentations. For example, the Original
Journal of the Lewisewis and Clark Expedition could be reinterpreted ntg a light-show
dramatization or push-puppet (with rear- view projection slides) presentation.

Whatever the teaching style, it is important for each class to collect
and produce a "bank" of resources (pictures, slides, tapes, phonograph records,
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books, and so on). This can be used for reference, as a 'grab-bag" Of
neutral mosaic pieces that can be assembled into teaching sequences (e. g. ,
the world of Dante and The Divine Comedy as it relates to the world of
Rauschenberg andhis series of rubbings on the "Inferno") or into'humanities
productions ,by one or more students. An "on-the-spot" journey through time
might be presented about the history of the school through dramatizations in
a frieze or cartoon strip. In general, the resource bank would provide basic,
material in the arts and history.

Selected References

For the Teacher

Edmund Feldman, Varieties of Visual Experience (Englewood Cliffs, N J:
Prentice-Hall, 197 . Fine, popu ar, and industrial arts as they
relate to aesthetics and societal phenomena.

James Jarrett, The Humanities and Humanistic Education (Menlo Park, CA:
Addison-Wesley Publishing Co. , 197 . Phigsophy and practice
in the teaching of the huinanities. .

Mark Luca, Teaching Gifted' Students Art in Grades Ten Through Twelve
(SaCramento: California State Department of EalTaTion, 1973).

Michigan State University Press, 1950. An Introduction to Literature and the
Fine Art's.' Interdisciplinary examples that can by used in teaching
the humanities.

Henning Rischbieter, Art and the Stage -- Painters and Sculptors Work for the
Theatre (New York: New York Graphic Society, 1969). Stage sets,
costumes, and puppets by twentieth-century artists.

For the Student

Elton Davies, Arts and Cultures of Mair (New York: Intext Educational PO-
lishers, 1972). (Teachers' projects manual.available.) The arts ,
especially visual, as they relate to simple and sophisticated societies.

New York Graphic Society, Man Through His Art series: Vol. I, War and Peace;
Vol. II, Music; Vol. III, Man and Animal; Vol. IV, Education.
Examples art within various themes.

Time-Life, Great Ages of Man series: Cradle of Civilization, Early Islam,
Historic India,- Ancient Egypt, Imperial Rome, Byzantium, The Age
ofProgressAfrican Kingdoms. History and the arts with photographs

. and drawings)of various civilizations.
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PART EIGHT

The Education of Teachers in Humanities
arid Interdiscliplinary Programs

This framework, like every other document of its kind, needs well-
educated teachers to implement it. Unless such individuals bring-this pdblication
to life in their classrooms, it will become just another dead report. Many exam-
ples of the type are,preserved in official ,files up and down the state; Their fate
should warn those who are interested in tile humanities that outside agencies will
not perform the tasks that teachers.neglect and that mere, recommendations are
not enough to arouse teachers and administrators to repair the system that
granted them their credentials. 'How, then, can this framework be realistically
expected: to improve established curricula, not to mention introduce models for
whole new sets of them? The 'answer is that it cannot, unless a great change
occurs in the education of the teachem.who rare to put the models into action.

The SCOPE report, prepared by a citizens' advisory-committee,
expiesses concern about the quality of eeacher education in California. Its language
is pointed:

Teachers may appear to be dedicated and are likely' to believe that
they are promoting the best kinds of self-propelled inquiry and dis-
covery -based learning. The conclusion is thal they have not been
'trained adequately in modern methods, or that something .in the
school environment inhibits their performance.1

-

More than a ge ration of tal and writing about teacher training
appears to be coming to a hea . A seng"e'Of, urgency and a proper impatience
with ineffective training methods have hint up energies that can be released in
significant refOrms. The programs reCommended,here are directed toward speci-
fic practical ends to create condftiOns that will be favorable to the implementa-
tion of the Humanities Framework.

There are hopeful signs that some of the most talented young people
in the Country are showing an interest in teaching or are alreatly preparing

1

Citizens for the 21st Century (Sacramento: California State
Department of Education, 1969), p. 19. The wshQle of Chapter 6, "The
Teacher," should be studied by everyone who-wants`to improve the.education
of teachers. (
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themselves, directly and indirectly, to become teachers. They enlist in the
Peace Corps and other government-sponsored projects; they serve as tutors and
aides in volunteer programs; they work with children in summer camps-and
recreation classes; they create courses in the philosophy of education; they
study` the exciting new books about schools that were published in the 50s and
oOs and that continue to appear; they are participants in and critical spectators
of the great public debate about education that is one of the most significant
events of our times. Practicing teachers are fortunate that their profession still
has such power to engage the imaginations of the young. All of us should help
prepare the way for. them to enter our schools as teachers and find satisfyingwork there.

o

Preservice Educhtion for all Teachers
C.

Academic Requirements for
Teaching Candidates

The responsibility for preservice training of teachers 'should be returned
to the academic departments of colleges and universities. For example, science
majors who wish to become teachers in any school or college in this state shouldbe trained by instructors in science, who can be aided by lay and professionalconsultants. This procedure should be applied to all future teachers, whatever
their'subject area.

To keep the training steadily related,to schools and classrooms, everydepartment in colleges and universities should examine its curriculum to see thatit meets the specific needs of elementary and high school teachers. For exam-ple, an English department should offer coursework in the teaching of readingand children's literature for all English majors who are teaching ,candidates,secondary as well as elementary. Future teachers who are majoring in subjectsother than English should also.take their reading coursework in the English depart-ment, just as all reaching candidates should take their educational psychology and
learning-theory coursework in the psychology department.

instruction should include both theory and practice, and it should bebased on the subject matter of the major. Theory is defined here as a body of
doctrine, research, and information that is relevaht to the art of teaching and tdthe specific work and subject matter that teachers are expected-to deal withinthe classroom. Practice should consist of at least one academic year (and prefer-ably two) of classroom teaching under the joint supervision of members'of the
appropriate department and of teachers in the field. , Present law and customs shouldbe changed to allow practice teachers to conduct classes on their own whenever
they and their supervisors think it best to do-so. However, they should not be put4in sole chase. of their classes at the beginning of the term, thus becoming substi-tutes rather than apprentices, teaching assistants, or members of the student/master-teacher teams.

73 6
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When academic Courgework and practice teaching have been com-
pleted, candidates should demonstrate in both written and oral forms that they
know, the subjects they are going to teach. They should also be tested by means
of personal interviews and frequent informal classroom visits by members of the
teacher;; training staff. The staff members should learn something about the
candidates'-personalities and temperaments and about their capacities to deal
with young human beings.

.The;-Teacher Training Staff ,

The-teacher training staff should comprise members of the appropriate
college or university department or division; high school and elementary school
teachers from the appropriate grade, level, or division .of instruction; and princi-
pals 17'ho regularly do classroom teaching. The staff members shoUld be assisted
by exi,erts in pepgogy'serving as consultants, practitioners of the arts and sciences,
students, and any other individuals,, whatever their schooling, who can help pre-
pare the candidates for teaching. A corps of master teachers should be formed in
every school to serve on the joint teaching staff. These teachers should be given
released time for classroom supervision, for consultation with the practice teach-
ers, and for regular attendance at the training seminars that will be described
below.

The various departments of colleges and universities should devise
methods.to ensure the enlistment of i structors who are capable of directing teacher,
training. GOod college teaching sh uld be rewarded just as good research-is,
Instructors in each department's teac er training program should study learning
theory and the instructional techniques and materials particularly suited to their
discipline. They should not, however, be seen as a special corps of teacher
trainers who are isolated from the other concerns of the department, or as making
up a "school of education" within a deparLment. The education of teachers must
simply come to be an important function of every discipline and every department.'

Practicing teachers from kindergarten through twelfth grade who serve
as instructors at the college level should be just as carefully recruited and trained
as regular members of departmental staffs and shOuld participate with them on an
equal basis. These teachers should be given released time and ample credit for
professional advancement.

1' .

See Kenneth E. -Eble, "Preparing College Teachers of English,"
Callege`English (January, 1972), pp. 385-406. See also the English Language
Framework (Sacramento: California State Department Of Education, 1968).
See also Kenneth E. Eble, Professors as Teachers (San FrancisCo: Jossey-Bass,
Inc., 1974).

49-8:1929
c-
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The professional staff described above should find ways of recruiting
instructors outside the usual academic categories. Administrators of every rankought to serve as consultants, because student,,teacherS should have a chance totalk with them long before the hiring interview. It is equally importdnt that
teaching candidates meet practitioners of the arts, trades, and sciences in their
communities and retired people in these fields, all of whom may also act asconsultants in the training clasies. Several junior and senior high school studentsshould participate as observers and consultants.at the appropriate levels ofinstruction.

A schedule of consultants' fees should be set up. All visiting experts,including students, should be paid modest honoraria.

A liaison staff should be organized to coordinate practice teachingin-the schools with classwork in the academic departments of the trainingAnstitu-
tions. ,The members of this staff might be drawn from the teacher-training staff;they might be treache
be a mixture of prese
a continuous circulati
varsities. This exeha
now keep teachers ap.

Internship

An intern (or teaching candidate) is anyone undergraduate student,graduate with a B. A. d M.A. , or Ph. D. , or special applicant who is admittedby his or her college or university department or division to a departmental or
divisional, program in teaching and who intends to teach anywhere in Californiaschools and colleges,, from kindergarten to the university level. Graduates withPh.D. 's must be included because (1) they often go to their first jobs without havin?,had sufficient, if indeed any, classroom experience; (2) they occasionally teach.in high schools, with little or no knoWledge of the work and the students they Willencounter there; (3) they conduct the collegiate and graduate courses that aspir-ing teachers take and become models, good or bad, .for their students; (4) despitethe lip 'service given 'to teaching; research is still emphasized in Ph. D. programsrather than the art of translating research'into teaching.

s who have already served in the program; or they might
t and forrnar staff members. There should be at all times
n of teachers among the schools and the colleges and uni-
ge alone would do much to wear dawn the barriers,thatrt.

Teaching interns should be placed in cooperating institutions at thelevel or levels at which they expect to teach. M, A, candidates who seek-boththe.secondary and Community college credentials should have<wportunities toteach in both high schools and colleges. Ph. D. candidate's should be able to teachin university and community college classes in accordance With tyeir estimates oftheir future needs.

Teaching candidates should be paid a .prorated fraction of the minimumsalary in the training institution or receiving district. They should not be'
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considered volunteers or teachers' aides and should share the regular teachers'
responsibilities for paperwork, laboratory supervision, committee attendance,
student counseling, and the like.

9

Training Seminars

As soon as possible after they have been admitted to the training pro-
gram, the teacher interns should enter preparatOry departmental seminars of one
semester or the quarter equivalent. These seminars should be conducted by
members of the teaching staffs of colleges, universities, and elementary and
high schools, perhaps serving in groups by rotation.. They should be attended by
other faculty members, special consultants, and visiting lecturers whenever their
help is needed.

The seminar participants should'discuss any, Assigned readings in books
or journals; examine dittoed papers, artwork, or other student productions provided
by the staff; discuss ways of conducting classes and establishing rapport with stu-
dents; and get into the habit of asking and attempting to answer questions about
teaching.

At suitable times during the term, the teaching candidates should visit
some classrooms and meet the cooperating master teachers, in the receiving schools
and community colleges.

By the end -of the term, the interns should.have met and talked to the
classroom teachers they wilLbe working with during the training year(s). The
teaching candidates should be given plenty of time to observe these teachers; to
study the boas and other materials they use; to help prepare a syllabus, a lab
manual, or other large-scale plan of work;1 and to become familiar with the
classroom environment. The teaching candidates may even volunteer as aides
during ,this preliminary term if they and the teaching staff think they should.

Interns and-master teachers ought to be congenial; they should not be
pushed at one another according to some impersonal staffing plan. Upon success-
ful 'completion of the first term's work, the interns should move to full-time
management of a class; 1_ e. , practice teaching.

When the interns begin their regular year(s) as teaching assistants in
classrooms, they should be enrolled concurrently in an advanced seminar that
will meet weekly at the receiving institutions. (The departmental staffswill have
to travel to these schools and colleges.) The advanced seminars will bring the

1

,.The term "large-scale plan of work" is deliberately chosen to pre-
vent the requirement of ridiculously detailed busy-work in the form of "lesson
plans

7 4 .1
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teacher training staff and the interns together for discussion and mutual instruction.They form an essential feature of the training program; they are part of theinstructors'` normal teaching loads; and they are regarded-seriously by all con-cerned. Teachers need a setting in which they can talk freely about their work.

The role of members of the teacher training staff in all circum-stances is to serve as models, counselors, and supervisors. They direct the, class-room activities of the interns and give them every kind of assistance needed todevelop skill and pleasure in teachings Their own classrooms are open forobservation to the teaching candidates and to other instructors in the program.If surgeons can operate, lawyers plead, and clergymen preach before audiences,teachers should be enabled to practice their calling more openly than most ofthem 'do now. They have much to learn from one another and from theirassistants.

Programs in Humanities and
Interdisciplinary Studies

General Outline and Recommendations

A humanities major and a strong minor are recornmended for futureelementary and high school teachers.' The humanities major should include the.following items: .

1. Coursework or other studies in English, foreign langtfages, the
social sciences, music, the visual and tactile , body education,the, natural and physical sciences,. mathematics, philosophy, andreligion leading to a B.A. or M.A.

2. Planning that will draw the various studies into interdisciplinaryprograins schoolwide in. scope

3. Awareness of and respect for the methodS by which people are
taught things and the effect that teaching has upon the thingbeing taught

"4. Commanication among humanities teachers so that they may developa sense of a coherent plan to guide their efforts, will be able to make'the plan clear to students wanting to major in the humanities, andcan guide the students through the plan
1

See guidelines for a major program leading to the B.A.: degree inaesthetic studies in Allan Shields, "Aesthetic Studies: A College Curriculum,"journal of Aesthetic. Education (April'1970)., pp. 133-143.
n

L1
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5. Worlothat is worthy of the worker, significant in,the classroom
arid,in the world outside

Training institutions that already have a humanities Program or
department should coordinate the work-of the humanities instructors with that
the training staffs in the schools so that instruction in team teaching, allied
arts teaching, and the like may be offered;. A humanities department teaching
corps should be set 'up to train interns. Once the corps hp.s.been established, it

.should follow the principles of the general plan :1 A general ,education in the
fine arts, with technical proficiency in one of them, is also essential and is an
integral part of a complete humanities program.

Internship

CoUrsework for future elementary and high school teachers in 'a humani-
ties major should be the same and equally rigoious. One group should not be seen
as needing to know "more" or "less" than the other; one is neither more nor less
-important than the other. Both should be as well educated as possible to be fit
to instruct the young. The hierarchy of values=that now accords more status to
college and high school teacherg than to tlementary teachers should be sOrapped.

During the internship period, however, the teaching functions of
the elementary and secondary candidates are properly diffeientiated. Then, the
interns will naturally concentrate on the students they ar meeting every day,
and will develop an interest in a specific age or grade level.

Elementary, Elementary-school teaching candidatc.;:?s, °whatever their
majors,, should give particular attention during their inter hip to the following
studies and activities,' which affect all childien: '',--

1. Courses in learning theory
i .

2. Courses in learning to read, .abing with practice teachiniin read-
ing classes' (Considering the need for improved instruction in
reading, such courses should be required for every single ele-
mentary teacher, whatever his Major or minor, )2

See the "P.reservice Education for Al/ Teachers" section above:
"Academic Requirements for Teaching Candidates," "The Teacher Training
Staff," and "Internship."

2
See the drama/ language arts chapters in Parts One and Two of this

framework for additional recommendations.

7400`
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3. Workshops in compoSitionl

4; Improved courses in literature, to include writings about all the
subject matters represented in a humanitiesm,ajor (The best of
literature is required for the teaching of reading, for children"
cannot read instructional reading materials.)

5; Courses in the history and structure Of t English language and
its American dialects to prepare teach rs,for dealing intelli-
gently with literacy instruction, biling 1 or multilingual stu-

. dents, region'al and local dialects, ethni literatures,,,and the likera

6. - Extensive p dice in interdisciplinary and am teaching for all
teachers (They are not going to remain fore ear in boxy classrooms.
teaching isolated "subjects.")

As their work is now conceived, secondary teachs tendto be specialists. Even the humanities majors among them will be mambas of
departments or will be clustered in interdisciplinary' or humanities programs of adistinct character. Each ofthem will.probably have a minor in a special field.
Yet they must expect to be working within Iguidelines that encompass entire stu-
dent bodies, not just honors classes arid college-bouRzi,students. Therefore, they
should give special attention during their internship to the 'following studies andactivities:

Learning theory:,

2. Team teaching and cooperative techniques (Like their col-
leagues in the elementary schools and the four-year institu-
tions, they will be crossing disciplinary lines and working
within new time- and -space relat nships.)

3. Coursework in American history, linguistics- , and literature,
designed to meet the needs of ethnic studies programs and other
crass- cultural offerings, an&of, minority students in compre-
hensive humanities programs

4. Workshops in composition2 and in reading

See Francis Christensen,."The Course in Advanced Compositionfor Teachers,"colLegegon'apd Communication (June 1973), pp.163-170X
\ 2

Ibid. All teachers, whether elementary or secondary, will profit
from reading Christensen'S article.

a
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5. Training in meeting the psychological and social, as well as
the intellectual and pedagogical; problems that will be
encountered when all high school students participate in
humanities programs, as recommended by this framework
for every school from kindergarten through the twelfth grade

InservicJ Training

The greatest number of teachers for some time to come will be those
at work in the schools, most of whom:have bachebr'S or master's degrees in
distinct majors and no training whatever In the humanities as a discipline or
sch lwide program. These teachers must be provided /or, Very few can afford
to re ucate themselves on a full-time basis. Summer courses and workshops .
are scattered and are seldom, addressed to-humanities teaching of the type proposed
in this framework, and inservice salary-point classes and other incentives have
failed to raise standards and achievement sufficiently to affect whole faculties.

It is necessary to insist, therefore, on formal, regular, released-time
classes for all inservice teachers and for principals,. coordinators, and supervisors
as well. Results can probably be produced faster in the schools than in the
training institutions, because inservice education does exist-now in every district,

-even though in a disjointed form. There are at least a traditkon and a structure
of sorts to begin with. Continuing education during the school.' year should be
conducted as follows:

1. During the academic year, all elementary and high school
teachers should be given a half-day per week of.released time to
participate in training seminars. Released time can be provided
by flexible scheduling and use of teachers' aides, teaching
interns, and visiting lecturers from the' community. No addition
to the regular teaching load should be imposed on 'participants
in these continuing education classes.,

2. The school districts should plan and conduct such classes in coopera-
tion with classroom teachers and the staffs of nearby colleges and
universities, including community colleges.

3. The seminars should be regularly constituted and .should be held
during the one-half day allowed by- the schools. Attendance
should be required; -The first two weeks of any inservice seminar
should be a session in planning the work of the seminar, which
should include'readings, films, written assignynents, and other
materials.

7 4 5
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- 4. The classes should be taught by instructors Who conceive them
as part of an ongoing academic and professional education.'
These classes are intended to supersede the feeble institutes
and salary-point courses now imposed on exhausted teachers
during after-school hours.

5., Master teachers who supervise interns should use a portion of
their inservice time to confer with the interns and other super-
vising teacher's, including those from the teacher training insti-
tutions.

6. All school administrators should e required to take inservice
courses on the same terms and for the same reasons as the class-
room teachers. School principals should be considered "princi-
pal teachers" and should reenter classroom teaching for part of
the school day. This means they must be relieved' of the rton-
essential duties that get in the way of their teaching function,
which they should never have been forced to relinquish in the
first place. It also means that the, teaching staff and the prin-
cipal will work together far more closely than they now do to
organize and run the school in which they teach.

0

I,
See the recommendations under, the "Preservice Education for 11

Teachers" section above.
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PART NINE
Appendices

APPENDIX A GLOSSARY

aesthetic activities Guided exploration and experience in
touching, tastinerking, feeling, seeing, and smelling, which stimulate
curiosity, aWareness, and perception, and form- the basis for critical
evaluation and delight in learning.

aesthetic education: Zoordinatdd instruction in the practiCe
and theory of the arts, inextricably bound into the curriculum; learning to
think or feel or imagine in several of the modes available to rnembef's, of
our culture.; helping students learn to value arulto exert courage of mind and
imagination.

aesthetic. detachment: The frame of mjnd in which the sensory
qualities of any object are cre 1.--filiTexamined"with curiosity but no pejrift,tivu
judgment.

aesthetic development: Growth in feeling. perceiving, and
communicating in the use of the senses, the imagination, and the mind.

aesthetic discrimination::. Looking critically at what presges
upon the 'visionTErid other ,senses; making judgments. based on careful examina-
tion, coMparison,, and other study of works of art.

affective domain: The field of emotional and aesthetic judgMents,
activities, skills, topics, and processes; the phrase assumes the existence..of

4an hiera,rehy of skills,

behavioral definition: Identifying and describing the processes
of observing, defining, and, comparing, in order to see the relationships among
aspects of particular cultures.

bilingual education: Instruction in the native, tongue oral
students at least part of the ay, combined with instruction in.standard

cognitive doMain: A term used to identify the field of intellectual
,activities, skills, topics, and processes; assumes the existence of a hierarchy
of skills.

cooperative teaching: Any kind of teaching that involves cooper°,
tion among teachers including .raising matters in one course that are being
studied in' another, develoPing related courses enrolling the same group Of

students, and team-teaching.
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cative dance. Dance that emphasizes"creative expression,
especially among children, after some basic study of movement sequences
and of the safeNirnits of bodily movements. "Creative" is not :wised in contrast
toy "modern "; see "modern dance" below. h.

cross-teaching: Students teaching one another incidentally in a
variety of disci-Fir-1es through interdisciplinary projects and activities and the .
accompanying discussion.

cultural grOupi: In this framework used sometimes to refer to
cultural groups such as Mexican-American, Filipino, Black, Japanese, Middle,.
western Caucasian, or-others, which may elxist,in a given community; or to
refer to speech groups such as Japanese-American or Southern or national
groups, or t6 religious or political groups, or to classes of people of a given
economic, educatidnal, orage level who may share certain characteristics.

cultural studies cluster: A student program designed so that
Courses in various will provide concentration and depth in one
cultural area -- Latin- American studies, for example.

cumulative autobiography: A file maintained i each stub
containing his or her best work, chosen by the student with auvice from teachers
and others, and cumulative from kindergarten through high school. The file is
for the 'student's reference, to See patterns of growth and improvement; so long
as the student consols its contents, the autobiographic file should also be part
of school records and serve as a resource for teachers.

decoding: Figuring out the meaning of written symbols,like
letters and combinations of letters; used in this framework primarily in discus-

, sions of language arts instruction.,2

directed exploration: The technique of discovery, sometimes
called the "inquiry method," encouraging students to explore their situations
and acquire k!iowledge through intelligent questioning and with adult guidance,
to-engage in divergent, imaginative thinking as one especially productive means
of making discoveries; to analyze the discoveries they make and to feel at home
in all the domains of learning.

(''7a1 credit: credit in two subjects when both are taught in one
cd-hrse; for a hst.yry course taught in a foreign language would
provide both history and foreign language instruction and credit.

elective: Used,for elective activities add programs as well as
courses.

ethnic studies: Studies of the visual and tactile arts, music,
speech, folklore, family and other social organizations, political structures,
or other characteristics of the different groups of people found in the community,
the state, the country, or the world, depending oh the focus of investigation.
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faculty seminar Used occasiopally for "inserviCe seminar";
see entry below.

0

r

flexible groupings: Usually, small groups changing frequently
as interests and abilities- chanfe, allowing students latitude in their choices
of what to do and with whom to do it.

focused listening: Listening in which the teacher directs
children's attention to some specific, readily detectable aspect of the music
or the literature that is the object of study.

found history: History discovered in street names, building
styles, symbols, flags, parks, gardens, recreation centers, statuary,
memorials, attics, basements, cemeteries. For example, what do the head-
stones in a cemetery tell about the history of the community?

free improvisation: Free in the sense that students are given
freedom to build upon agreed basic ideas or actions, but disciplined in the
sense that students must be taught how to improvise and what raw material
to use in speech, drama, dance, music, ,or any other art. Students usually
need to know what elements exist before they can recombine them. Repertories
of movements, gestures, steps, forms are necessary` for improvisation and can
be built up ip the classroom.

gender roles: Roles assi ned traditionally to one of the sexes,
based frequently on prejudicial ideas ab utlemininity and masculinity. Gender
is concerned with ideasabout what is c nsidered feminine and masculine. Sex
is concerned with thee physical reality of sexual differences between males and
females.

humanities:- In the int oduction to this framework, the humani-
ties are listed as the visual and tact le arts, body education; music, drama,
the language arts, the social scienc s, foreign languages, mathematics, science,
the industrial arts, the household rts, philosophy, an_ d religion-7a definition
that obviously expands the-numero s traditional ones, about which there has
never been perfect agreement. For example, the trivium were the three
liberal arts of grammar, rhetoric, and logic, foriiiing the elementary division
of the seven liberal arts in medieval schools and,required of all who ,would obtain

abachelor's
status. The quadril,iruhm added arithmetie

humanities--a tern emerged during the
wsib,, geometry, and

astronomy to the curriculum. /
Renaissance--are the brancheS of learning regarded as having primarily a
cultural character and usually' including languages, lit rature, history, mathe-
matics,and philosophy. Recent definitions almost alwa eAnclude music and
other fine arts, which are considered to carry the imaginati,:aesthetic, kind
expressive parts of human nature, now thought equal in value the intellectual.
Most present-day theory holds that all parts of our nature are invO -4
everything we do, that body and Mind are indivisible, and that we are not
neatly divided'into cognitive, affective, and psycho-=motor domains. The

ects or diSciplines in this framework are called humanities when they
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are taught in their conceptual, aesthetic, expressive, and moral aspects,
rather than in their strictly technical oneS,.'and when they are coordinated
in interdisciplinary programs, That is, students requiring basic instruction
in physics, reading, harmony, mechanical drawing, gymnastics, set theory,
constitutional history, and so on, will find it in individual disciplines where
suchthings are properly taught. In a humanities curriculum, the students
will apply and further develop these abilities in projects that bring the discip-
lines together and require a synthesizing power beyond that which can be
taught in and through individual disciplines.

0

humanities ,curriculum: Integrated instru tion.in the arts and
sciences, making full use of thd resources of all contr.* uting disciplines.

humanities education (or pedagogy): Integrating Manual,
sensory, imaginative, phySical, academic, vocational, artistic, and athletic
activities to make children happy to be learning; emphasis on establishing a
community in the clasSroom in which relations among students and teachers
are courteous, warm, and friendly as well as intellectually stimulating.

. humanities faculty: All teachers in elementary, junior, and
senior high sCEOZTTATEF)coot---5e) in a' humanities program, and who participate
in the study and inservice training seminars.thatsupport the program and lead
to improvement in teaching all discipline's. (Spd'Part Three, Chapter I and Part
Four, Chapter I.) ,

Humanities. Planning Coirimittee: A perrnakent,body in elementary,
junior, and senior ig gcEmposed of selected teachers with interdiscip-
linary interests. The major responsibilities of th6 Committee are to help
develop an interdisciplinary hutharkities 'curriculum fo'r the school; help organize
interdiscipfinary teaching throughoUt the schocYL ,help humanitie teams plan,
review, and evaluate their courses; and aSseSs'the effect of the 'humanities
curriculum on the students.

humanities plannftig groups: Shialt groups of teachers in element
tary, junior, an senior planning interdisciplinary activities,
courses, or programs, and working under the aegis of the Hilmanities Planning
Committee.

humanities program: A program which brings together the
widest possible variety of the arm and sciences in an organized curriculum.

inservice seminars: Weekly seminars in which all eleinentary,
junior, and senior high schobl teachers and principals participate and for which
a half-day a week is provided for each teacher through flexible scheduling. Semi-
nars are to belield in the schools' whereteachers work, with instructors and
consultants ,brought to the school.- 'Semipars are planned mainly by the group of
participating teachers and administators and may include further instruction in
their own fields, study in new fields or of new teAchingmetho s, preparation of
new courses, and examination of 'special problems in the sc ool.*(See Part Eight

U
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ti interdisciplinary study groups: Small groups of tekchers in
elementary,, junior, an senior ig sc oo studying particular programs and
courses or special problems in the curriculum.

interdisciplinary topics:- Ideas, themes, and settings around
which interdisciplinary activities, course work, and teaching can be organized.
Every.chapter contains many such topics; Part Seven offers,several more.

intern: A student or graduate admitted by his .or her college.
or university to a departmental or divisional program in teaching, and intending,
to teach anywhere in California schools, colleges, or universities.

manual judgment: Judgment derived from feeling, touching, and
holding, which teaches facts about volume, weight;,solid dimensions, surface
details, grain. texture, and skills of manual dexterity.

master teachers: The corps of teachers in every school who
serve on the joint staff to prepare candidates for, teaching. These
teachers have released time for classroom supervision, consultation with
practice teachers, and regular Attendance at training seminars.

mediated observation: Observation by means of media such as
books, films, pictures, television, and radio.

modern dance: An approach to dance that explores new ways of
moving and presenting the body aesthetically, as opposed to the tradition of
elegant ballet patterns. As the phrase is ordinarily used. it presuppoks that
practitioners haVe considerable training in movement sequences and that
dancers participate in the composition of the total lance.

parallel play: Play by oneself but in close proximity to another,
in which each is aware o-r-7-c-hv at the other is doing.but is not participating:
characteristic of many young-and older children before they 'are ready to play
with someone else.

parallel teaching: Occurring in separat6 courses taught to the
o same group of saelItSaiid71-ained by the teachers to complement one another.

play: Informal, Spontaneous, self-chosen, pleasurable activity
very important to humanities education, much of it instructive to participants,

' who use play to practice what they, have learned, are learning, dr wish to learn:
recreational activities essefitiat-to mental and physical health: a'gobd diagndstic
tool to determine to what extent students .tre incorporating what they learn into
their behavior.
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points of concentration: Places and times in human history that
teachers and pupils consider significant and exciting enough for close examina-tion, enlisting as many of the humanities as possible in a proportion and a
manner appropriate to each set of circumstances. Settings, may be chosen to
illustrate or illuminate a particular idea or theme or concept; for example.
a study of California Indians may be chosen to teach the variety of languages.
social organization, or art and music which existed in a certain geographical
area at one time. u),ettings" is sometimes used with the same meaning.

in quo
popular music: Popular is used in its precise sense when not

tation marks, indicating simply what people like; the people may be
students. parents, or, teachers. The word is not pejorative in this frameworkunless the context indicates otherwise.

regular program: "Regular" in the sense that it is the program,for all students. At the junior and senior high school levels, opportunities
for greater concentration in particular subjects would be offered in addition tothe regular prograrn.

school-Within-a-school: A plan whereby a school may be sub-divided into. smallenadministrative and instructional units or schools conducive
to interdisciplinary study.

seeing: Noticing and discerning, an art which needs much
practice, development, and encouragement and, is fundame,...A.1 to all education.

sensory range: The variety and ntImber of things seen, heard,
touched, felt, FaTtedWe7rwise perceived by the senses; used continuously
in humanities education to increase. vocabulary and to provide experiences that
serve as(subject matter, for performing in all subjects in the curriculum.

settings: "Points of conCentra,tiOn"; see above.

sex education: Nor a single course in'this framework, but an
integrated, ongoing, planned program taught throughout junior and senior high
school and involving teachers from many disciplines. The program varies
according to student needs and community and parental attitudes but includes-
moral, medical, psychological, and sociological implications of sex as well asits physiology.

small -group activities: Groups of two to six or seven students
working' together long enough to learn to know one another and work well together,
essential to building a good and constructive classroom society or culture; source
of much of the feeling of belonging and trust essential to effective humanities
education. Both James Moffett and. Elwyn Richardson give specific instructions
for teaching students to work in small groups. Time, practice. evaldation, and
instruction are usually necessary to enable students to work effectively in this
manner.

zi
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special subjects: "Special" only in the sense that the subjects
require specia.pment anti- locations, like shops and g The
term is used in this sense in Chapter II of Part Five.

street art: Painting and writing On walls or , idewalks, decorated
cars, store fronts, advertisements: handbills, signs, or w atever else appears
on the streets giving indication of the emotions and ideas of\the people living
there or passing through.

studio art: Art instruction in which students i/vork under the
supervision of a teacher in small groups on one process or Medium for an
extended period of time:

c7z study group or seminar: A form of:humanities planning and
inservice training; seminar" above.

teacher training seminars: Seminars conducted by the teacher
training staff (see below) to prepare interns for classroom teaching. In these
seminars students observe the teachers they will be working with, prepare a -

syllabus or teaching plan, and become familiar with the:materials they will be
using and, with the classroom environment. When interns actually start teaching,
advanced seminars meet weekly at.the schools where they work. All members
of the joint teaching staff participate in these seminars. (See Part Eight.)

teacher training staff: For preservice education (A teaching
candidates or interns, the staff includes' college and university faculty members
from the candidates' areas of concentration and high school and elementary
teachers from the appropriate level or division of instruction, including prin-
cipals who regularly do classroom teaching. These staff members should be
assisted by experts in pedagogy, by students, or by any other people, whatever
their scanoling, who can help prepare candidates'fbr teachirlig. . .

vertical groupings:. Either temporary or semi-permanent groups
of students of various ages arranged for mutual support, interest, and instruc-
tion; "family" groupings, so-called because group members show the same
variety of ages to be expected in human families.

vocational education: Any learning that may lead to jobs or
careers. In this framework it is assumed that .all humanities education is
vocational because humanities teachers will continually suggest to students the
vocational possibilities inherent in every area of study.

workshop: An interdisciplinary classroom and laboratory where
studehts may be involved in small-group, whale- group, or individual learning
activities.

work-study: Programs involving students in actual employment;
while they work outside the school they also study in the classroom their
experiences at work, the theory and economics of their job,. and the skills
and information needed for 'success. (The term as used in this framework is
not related to past or present federal programs of student assistanee.)

4
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APPENDIX B CALIFORNIA ACADEMY

FOR TEACHING IN THE HUMANITIES'

July 9, 1970

TO: Members of the State Board of Education

FROM: The Planning Committee for the California Academy
for Teaching in the Humanities

SUBJECT: . Revision of the Proposal for Establishment of a' .
California Academy for Teaching in the Humanities

Revisions of the proposal for establishing this academy
were requested by members of the State Board of Education
at th'e June 11, 1970, meeting in San Diego. The revised
document is attached. Your attention is called to these
specific revisions:

Selection of Staff Fellows

Selection of Student Fellows

Provisional.Course of Study

Composition of Governing Board

The Planning Committee thank's the Bpard for the attention
and encouragement the Board has given to its efforts. Although
the committee understands that the'Board cannot finance this
endeavor, it still seeks the Board's endorsement and continued
interest.

*Readers of the framework should realize that this academy plan has not been
revised since the date above; therefore, some anachronisms' may appear,
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`PROPOSAL

for the. Establishment of the

. CALIFORNIA ACADEMY FOR TEACHING IN THE HUMANITIES

Co
6'1}

The concepts of this proposal were adopted by the
California State Board of Education on July 9, 1970

Prepared by

The Humanities Subcommittee

of the,

Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities Framework C6mmittee

July 1970

IM.-84929
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INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The idea fdr an Academy for Teaching In the Ifumanities was born
at a meeting of the Humanities Subcommittee of the Statewide Fine Arts and
Humanities Framework Committee °in Sacramento in January 1969, during which
the topic of discussion was inservice training of teachers in interdisciplinary
humanities education. Since then the subcommitteehas spent considerable
time and thought on translating the idea' into a workable form.

Members of the Humanities Subcommittee were responsibl for the
preparation of the document: John Calm, Mrs. Nancy Lofton, Peter Ly n, Roger
O'Connor, Richard Trapp, and Mrs. Jean Wilkinson. Valuable assis n e was
given by James Stone, Professor of English and Humanities, SanFranci co State
College, and Richard Kalkman; Dean of Studies, St. Patyiek's College, ountain
Vie& Barbara Nottingham, Executive Secretary of the Statewide Fine A is and
Humanities Framework Committee, has given continuing encouragement and help
to the subCommittee.

The subcommittee has consulted a number of people about the-academy,
and wishes to express its appreciation to:

Dr. Eugene Gonzales, Associate Superintendent of Public
Instruction, California State Department of Education

Dr. Mitchell L. Voydat, Chief, Bureau of Elementary and
Secondary Education, California State Department of
Education

Dr.. Alex Sheriffs, AdviSer to the Governor on Higher Education
Mr. Charles D. Perlee, Chairman, Fine Arts and HumanitieS

Study Committee, and to the Study Committee
Dr. James N. Tidwell, former Chairman, Arts and Humanities
\ Committee, California State Curriculum Commission

Dr. Mary DuFort, former Member, California State Curriculum
Commission

Dr. James Crandall, Chief, Bureau of Evaluation, and Instruc-
tional Research, California State Department of Education

Dr. Kenneth Bailey, Director of Teacher Education, University
of California, Irvine

Dr. James Dunning, Assistant Director, Relations with Schools,
University of California, Irvine
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THE NEED FOR HUMANITIES EDUCATION

Everyone knows that the schools are in trouble and must change if
they are Co su-rvive. Such a statement is'a truism today, requiring no documen-
tation to-support it. However, if a realization of the crisis is not/to paralyze
us, we must find ways to overcome our difficulties and to effect change. One'
such way is to ally ourselves with the nationwide movement for'humanities educaL
tion, which seeks to make every school a place where children can satisfy their
desires to learn.

A humanities curriculum, sufficiently broad and properly taught,
fills many of these needs, because it conceives of learning as a whole process
transcending its several parts. It unites subjects which have too long been
studied in isolation. Music, language and literature, religion, philosophy and
mythology, the graphic and plastic arts, the natural and social sciences, the
dramatic artsall these can be brought together in such ways that children can
move among them confidently, enriched in mind' and spirit by everything they do.

The enabling language of the Dine _Pins and Humanities Framework.
which can be seen now as prophetic, assumes that this feat of uniting whole'
fields of study can be accomplished. Eventually, according to the original charge,
the humanities Framework Subcommittee will have to devise a set of guidelines
to coordinate the separate art, music, drama, English. social sciences, and
humanities frameworks frit° a single plan:

The authors of the charge recognized that the unprecedented scope
and interdisciplinary nature of a full humanities framework will require an .

entirely-new conception of humanities education. Eventually,, every child,in ,

California, from kindergarten through high school, will be engaged to some
extent in courses of. study which combine subject matters and modes of expres-
sion in a mann& never attempted before,on so large a scale. These humanities
programs will not be restricted, as .they usually have been, to a select group of
college-bound students, nor can they be taught by two or three volunteers trying
to cross disciplinary lines.

What constitutes a humanities curriculum and what are the best means.
for teaching the humanities and interdisciplinary subjects 'are matters about which
little is known. TO fill this need, an Academy for Teaching in the Humanities is
proposed. This academy will be an independett, teacher retraining institution
devoted to the formation of new humanities subject matter and pedagogy.

==.

On a pilot-basis, the academy will bring together seven faculty
members and forty-two experienced teacherS as students. The faculty will
represenppecialization in various aspects of the humanities in order that inter-
disciplinary relationships can be explored and exemplary courses of study in the
humanities can be developed. Teaching,practice and method will be closely
related. Faculty will use those methods in their teaching which they propose for
students. Instructors and students Will be required to engage in practice teaching
in the humanities in the'public schools duiing their academy year
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II. THE INTEREST OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA IN

HUMANITIES EDUCATION

In January 1966, the Board of Education of the State of CaLifornia
authorized a planning study to strengthen the curriculum in the fine arts and
humanities. Subsequently, the Board adopted a supporting resolution and
asked the Curriculum Commission to consider the desirability of statewide
frarnewbrks in the fine arts. In March 1967, the Board extended the Fine Arts
and HumanitieS Project into 1967-68 andpfported,a planned,life of five years
for the project.,

In April 1967,the Curriculum Commission made a report to the
Bbard of Education, which the Board adopted, establishing a Statewide Fine Arts
and Humanities Framework Committee. Among the charges to the Committee
was that it prepare:

A report bf recommendations and findings concerning
patterns of interrelationship among the various
frameworks being developed in the fine arts,' English.
and the social sciences, to show how the humanities
may be preserved as interdisciplinary studies, along
with recommendations about preservice and inservice
preparation of teachers of the humanities for hunianities
courses.

,Statewide curriculum frameworks already completed have urged
better inservice training of teacheis.or have insisted, as the proposed social
sciences framework does, on inservice training as a condition for the final
adoption of the framework. The humanities curriculum framework, now under
development, will also emphasize the necessity of inservice training programs
for humanities teachers.

Professlonal organizations connected With the arts and humanities
have expressed the same'concern. These organizations =include the California
Music Educators Association, the California Art Edtication Association, the
California Educational Theatre Association, and the California Humanities
Association.

THE CONCERN OF TEACHERS FOR HUMANITIES EDUCATION

. Teachers recognize that it is impossible to study man's relationship
to the worlds he lives in by means of a single discipline taught in virtual isola
tion: While the separate-subject approach has its place, it is not adequate for
gaining the more comprehensive understanding of man which the complexity of
modern _civilization requires. Interdisciplinary humanities learning, however,
can help students satisfy their need to study and understand their cultural heritage
while participaang'in its development.
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Our society is attempting to recreate its social and technological
institutions so that theymay reflect our highest values rather than our worst.
This search for excellence is proceeding in all the expressions of civilization:,.
politics, literature; the arts, philosophy. science, and religion. Education in
the humanities helps prepare the young to engage in the search,, to judge the
values that it discovers, and to live by those which/time has tested and judgment
and experience validate. Schools should create programs that answer directly sthe human need for dignity, health. and beauty.

There is widespread agreement among teachers that one reason why
California school children are not receiving adequate instruction in the arts and
humanities is that thee are almost no trained teachers to staff,the classrooms
Where such subjects might be taught. Another is that the schools do not yet have
a humanitiesframework to guide construction of new courses of study and new
patterns of teaching. When they dO possess such a document, hOwever, it will
be nearly useleSs until teachers have been trained to develop and teach the ititer-
disciplinary programs that it will recommend.

171 -
IV. THE NATURE OF THE ACADEMY FOR TEACHING IN THE

FIUMWMES

In order to explore interdisciplinary re ttionships, develop exemplary_
courses of study. sand assess the effect of humanities programs on' students,' an
academy devoted to intensive study and teaching is proposed. On a pilot basis.
the academy will bring together a faculty of seven and a student body of forty 'twoteachers. This student-staff ratio is similar to the formula for student-teacher
supervision in California state colleges. The faculty of the academy will be

.drawn from public or, private schools, and from colleges and universities; the
students will be experienced teachers selected from grades K-12 in public schools.
The staff fellows will represent various specialities in the arts and humanities..
They will use,those methods in their reaching which they propose for use in their
classrooms. Staff and student fellows will be requii-ed during the academy year
to put into practice in a public schooiclassroom the ideas and methods which are
discussed and developed in the academy.

The academy will enter into an agreement with a public School.system.
Known as the host school system, it will accept academy fellows as teachers
during part of the year and will appoint the teachers 'who are to work in the
cooperative arrangement 'with the academy. Academy staff And 'student fellows
will be working directly with classroom teachers, administrators, and curriculum
advisers in the host district' It is assumed that the academy will be located in a

'new host district. each year of the pilot operation. .

The academy will develop models for teacher education in the humani--

-7-ties which can be applied in school-districts and in undergraduate 'and graduate
institutions. It will also offer service to schobls in the state by developing and
testing model humanities curricula which can implement the Humanities Framework,

7 )
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now under development by the Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities Framework
Committee, which is to be presented to the State Board of Education by June 34),
1971.

In order to attract capable staff and student.fellows, the academy
will finance a year's attendance, so that no person will suffer a loss of salary.
rank, or benefits in his own district. The pilot program will require four
years--one year for planning and organization and three for operation. Planned
evaluation will take place continuously during the whole pilot project. Oral and
written reports will be required frttrn staff and student fellows, and school dis-
tricts whose teachers have been fellows will be asked.td submit evaluations of
the effect of academy fellows on curriculum and teaching practices within the
district. A final .evaluation of the whole pilot project will bea major responsi-
bility of the academy.

V. QF THE ACADEMY.

The pritnary task of the academy is to train experienced teachers
in interdisciplinary arts and humanitieS subject-matter and pedagogy. The
curricu turn is based on two main assumPtions. FirSt; humanities edUcation
primarily an attitude toward students and their learning...-11 requires individual
attention t8 students so that their education may beconie 'a process wOli meaning
and direction., not a series-of isolated exercises.--,--.Second, course_ s in' the humani
ties will be organized to achieve clear goals. "Skills, capacitieS, information, and
values to be developed by seqiiential courses or prograths Will be specgied in such
a ,way that they can be described to-AIL:Concerned persons:: stiurents. teachers.
adthinistfators. and 'members of the community. .\

..,' The academy will undertake a number'of ad itlorial r.al curricula tasks.
For example, it,will develcip humanities courses 'of 'stu y suitable for tudents
in'various types of school's, of different.age'leVels, an from various economic
and ethnit backgrounds. ' ith respect,to the Statewide umanities framework
cited above) the academy w11. test framework assunipti ns.about sequentes of
learning in. the humanities, he age levels at which vari us types of:interdiscip-
linary concepts are effective and ways of organizing cOurse'S'of g'tudy, in the
humanities.. 'The academy' will develop models and guidelines'for preset-Vice and
inser-vice teacher .training in the.htimanities and will,publish,and distribute writin s
on humanities content and pedagogy: .

Vl. STAFF AND STUDENTS OF THE ACADEMY .

Staff'fellows will represent, seven general disciplines: music,
language and literature philosophy-mythology-religion, graphiCand plastic
arts, dramatic, arts, natural sciences, 4nd socialsciences., Staff fellows are to
serve as demOnstration teachers and as *sources rfor humanities content and
.techniques of effecting change in people and`programs.
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A. Qualifications of Staff Fellows: Staff fellows selected for
the academy wil :

I. have taught at least three years in any California
institution of learning,

2. be tenured,

3- have distinguished themselves as teachers. administrators,,
scholars, or creative artists, and

4. have demonstrated interest in or capacity for developing
interdisciplinary programs.

V

B. Procedures for Selection of Staff: Selection of staff for the
academy will include the following procedures:

1. Notification.of open staff positions will be sent to all
institutions of higher education in the state, to every
county and district' superintendent of schools, and to
professional organizations.

2. Applicants will be asked to supply the Board of
Governors, with information showing that they meet
the basic requirements stated aboVe.

3. The. Board will read all the applications and select
candidates for interviews and further screening.

4. Interviews will be conducted by the Board or its
committees.

5. Final decisions on staff appointments will be made by
the full Board. `c

C. Qualifications of Student Fellows: In order to qualify as a
student fellow in th academy, a candidate must:

1. be a practicing teacher or administrator,

2. be tenu red,

3. have a minimum of three years teaching experience,

4. be under sixty years of age,

5. agree to return to teaching or administration In the
district from which he came,
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6. demonstrate some interest or ability in course
development, use of new texts and materials, inter-'
disciplinary studies, and research related to teaching

7. Write well enough to submit acceptable reports and
research papers. N,

D. Procedures for Selecting Stunt Fellows: Detailed procedures
for selecting,students will be worked out by the 's ff. Generally the procedures
will follow the form of those for selecting staff m mbers, as outlined above.

Student fellows will need time to rea 5 write, reflect, and develOP
curriculum. They will come from districts willi g to support interdisciplinary
humanities education and they will need jtime to maintain communication with
their parent schools airing their academy year.

Teachers and administrators in host districts will 'mke certain commit=
ments. They will agree to work with teams of student and staff fellows, probably
not exceeding four in number. Those whom the host district designates as
teachers who are to work in a cooperatipe arrangement, with the academy will be
given sufficient released time to make.ctommunication. with.staff and student,
fellows profitable. The-academy and the receiving school. Will work only on .

programs which are replicable within,the school. Parents, students, and com-
munity- interests Will be considered in curriculum development for the-receiving
school.

VII. THE ACADEMY CALENDAR

Human rather than institutional needs have shaped the academy
calendar. Staff and studerit,fellows will-be free to modify the calendar to suit
whatever objectives arise front cooperative planning.

During the academy year, the, fellows will carry on independent and
cooperative study by means of tutorials and seminars to increase their knowledge
of humanities content and pedagogy. They will also develop, teach, and evaluate
interdisciplinary courses of study. The academy year will be divided into four
phases as described below.

Introductory Phase August 1 to September 1.

The staff fellows will arrive at the academy by the first of August
arid will use the first two weeks to plan seminar work for the
first semester. The student fellOws will arrive by the 'fifteenth
of August and will use two weeks to plan seminar and tutorial
work with the staff.
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First. Semester -- September 1 to February.1

The student fellows will have this time available for readingand reflecting, planning courses of study, and doing seminar -and tutorial 'Work in the humankties. Based upon the. needs:
abilities, andinterests ofsthe staff and student fellows and thecooperating teachers and'their students, teaching teams willbe formed dUring the first semester. Planning activit'es,
including observation of classes to be taught, will be scheduledin the mornings at times agreed to by the team involved. The .rest of the morning hong s during the first semester will befree for the fellows to t as they desire for reading. reflection,and discussion. During the afternoons, seminars and tutorialswill be scheduled. Table I below shows a typical day during.the first semester.

Table I -- General Daily Schedule During First Semester

9-12 ,:12 -1 ,. 1-3 3:30-5

Free time for
reading, ob-
serving, or
planning

Lunch. together,
if possible .

Seminars,
short courses

/

Office hours ,

research, and
individual
projects .

Second Semester: February 1.tojune 15

The free ti me spent during the first semester:should now bear fruit.
The teaching teams will have developed units or courses of study tobe taught in the receiving schools. For example, during the, firsthalf of this semester a teaching team composed of one staff member
and three student fellows will teach while three other student fellowsobserve; criticize,'and evaluate. During the second half of the
semester .the staff member and the three other ,student fellows will
teach while the first group of student fellows observes. The studentfellows will, in this case, teach only a 'half semester and have timefor general evaluation.,and refinement of their courses of study.

Teams will teach during the morning. Afternoons, the teams will
meet for evaluation of the morning's work: At least once a week
the entire academy should meet for general discussion and evalua-tion. Such activities will reduce, the time previously allotted for
seminars, and slightly reducepgtaff office hours. Table II below
shows a typical day during tfie second semester.
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( 'fable II -- General Daily Schedule During Second Semester

9-12 12-1 1-3 3:30-5

Teams teach
in the
receiving
schools

Lunch together
if possible

,

,
,

Seminars,
'short courses

Office hours.
research, and
individual
projects

Evaluation Phase, -- June 15 to30

Staff and student fellows Will finish refining and evaluating; their
courses of study. They will also prepare an evaluation of the work
of the 'academy, including recommendations for the next year's
efforts. The academy will invite cooperating teachers to attend
these evaluation sessions, and ask their districts to give, credit
for such attendance.

VIII. PROVISIONAL COURSE OF STULA'r

A provisional course of study, in much greater detail but something
like the following, will be presented by staff fellows, to'student fellows at the
opening, of the year on August 15. Together student and staff fellows Willexamine
Or modify the course of study, its assumptiods, and its objectives.

A. First Semester fbeginning,September 1)

1. Observation. Student fellows will observe cooperating
teachers in the hoSt district on.a daily basis, following
one class or prdgram throughout the semester, and
others for shorter periods. .

Daily seminars will 136 held with itaff fellows and
cooperating teachers to discuss classroom observations.

Among the specific aims of the observation will be
analysis and evaluation of: .

(a) all texts and instructional materials

(1:) courses of study andturriculum.guicies, and

(c) relationships of the teaching to frameworks-
and to the expressed :policies and philosophy
of the schodl.
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2. Short Courses. Short courses lasting anywhere from a
.week to several weeks will be formed to elucidate or
solve specific problems .like thy: following:

(a) use of frameworks,

.(b) use of community resources,

(c) forming interdisciplinary teams and courses
of study,

(d) scheduling,

(e) administration, and .

(f) evaluation of texts and materials.

3. Core Seminars. All student fellows will be enrolled in
semester-long seminars offered by the staff fellows on:

(a) humanities 5chol: :ship and

(b) the integration of the humanities.

B: Second Semester

O

1. Teaching and Observation. Teams formed during the first
semester will tedihs of study planned during that
time. Two teams wilt alternate between teaching and
observing in the same. classrbom Or program. Both teams
will plan and evaluate jointly.

In daily,sEminars: with staff fellows and cooperating teachers.
-student fellows will discuss classroom activities; as they
did during the preceding se4tester.

Short Coursbs and Core Seminars. These will continue from
the first semester, with shifts in emphasis dictated by clas.$1-
rooi-n needs. These couses and seminars will be directed
later in the semester to:

(a) evaluation of the academy program,

(b) recommendations for changes the frameworks, and

(c) planning for implementation of courses of study and
inservice training programs in the home distridtS
of `the student fellows.
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IX. SITE SELECTION.

ri Academy planners have investigated locations for the academy in
thq San. Francisco Bay ,A'rea and in Los Angeles. The academy will rent facili-
ties on or near a college campus and arrange to use the college's general
:educational resources. At no time willit become involved in 'a building program.
'The academy will be established so that its headquarters can be moved to a new

° ;geographical area during each year of its pilot operation. Urban areas are more
'suitable than rural because urban school districts offer a larger range of school
conditions in which to test teaching methods and curricula.,

Sites iii-Santa Clara County appear at this time to offer a slight
advantage in rental charges; however, this advantage is offset by the richer
college and cultural resources-and larger school districts in cities such as San
Francisco and Los Angeles. A complete report on site selection is in preparation.

X. GOVERNANCE OF TETE ACADEMY

The authority and stricture for governing,the academy as a pilot
project will depend upon whether it is constituted as a public or a private insti-
tution: As a public institution, the academy would have to be governed in a
manner consistent with the laws and codes which control public educational
institutions offering pokgradUate courses taught by a faculty with college teaching
qualifications. The specific-nature of the governing structure of the academy as
a public institution would have to be decided by consultation with legal. legislative,
and administrAtive specialists.

As a private educational institution during the four years'of its pilot
existence; the academy-would be incorporated as a specialized educational
institution under Division 21, Chapter 1, Article 1, of theEducation Code of the
State of California. Section 29003 of the code states:

A corporation may be _formed pursdant to this article
for the purpose of establishing, conducting, and
trtaintaining.an educational institution offering courses
of instruction beyond high.sehool, and issuing or
conferring diplofna. Such institutions shall include,
but not be limited to seminars of learning, specialized
educationalanstitutions, jdnior colleges, colleges, and`'
universities,offiering courses beyond high school.

The Board of "Gdyernors'of the academy will have the,power to
establish policies and procedures for conducting the pilot project; screen and
select' felloWS;.develop' courses of study; establish standards for evaluation;

"appoint an administrator and, all other personnel necessary to carry out the
project; "and. enter into contractual agreements. The management of the academy
will'be under:the dire6tion of a full:-time Administrator who will have authorityto
cdndu-ct the affairs arkol'business of the academy within the policies set by the
Board of GoNierribrs.
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The Board of GOver tors will report to the California State Board of
Education and to any other agency designated by the Board of Education. The
Board of Governors will also be responsible to the State Board of Education if
the academy is supported by public funds. ,

The planning committee of the academy is in the process 'of incorpo-
rating itself in order to establish a Board of Governors. The Board of Governors
will consist of the six members of the planning committee, one member of theState Board pf Education, one member of the California Curriculum, Commission.
and one merriber of the California, Humanities Association.

XL THE BUDGET OF THE ACADEMY

In the academy budget; costs are projected for a four-year period,
extending from June 1970 to June 1974. Should the pilot project-begin later than
June 1970. costs would have to be adjusted accordingly. Major costs will be
incurred during the second, third, and fourth years--the actual operational years
during which student fellows will be in attendance at the academy. The fact that
the academy is expected to be located in a different geographical area during each
of its operational years (in- order to demonstrate its mobility and flexibility)
necessitates a higher estimate for operatsional and equipment rental expenses
than wouldsbe the case if a single location were rented for the whole fon r-
period.

A cardinal principle of the academy is that no staff or student fellow
will be expected to suffer financial loss in order to attend. No fellow shall have
to worry about his salary, rank, or status in his home college or district because

he is on leave to the academy. All fellows will be paid directly or their colleges
or districts will be reimbursed in threa:amount necessary to ensure the corripensa-
tion of each fellow according to the sala y he would have receivedhad he remained,
in his college or district.

The academy will appeal to districts to make full use of sabbatical
andother paid-leave policies to help finance attendance at the academy. The
academy and the governing boards will agree on the amount and manner of com-
pensation for fring-e benefits which the fellows enjoy in their regular contracts.

A modest amount for travel of staff and student fellows from home to
the academyheadquarters will be allowed. Student fellows will pay the Cost of
tuition or extension credit, charged by the campus at which the academy is located.
It is antiapated that the equivalent of two full semesters of credit WH1 be offered.

Staff fellows will be on an 11-month, and student fellows on a 10-1/2
month contract. The salafy that the fellow would have received in his-own district
or institutiorLwill be adjusted to compensate. him for the increased contract time
under the academy such, is his case.
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The largest single budget item is reimbursement of student fellows:
the next highest is for salaries of staff fellows. The -standard used for deter-
mining the budget estiMate for student fellows is the average compensation for
a teacher possessing an M. A. degree or a B.A. plus 30 hours, and having eight
years of experience. The standard used for determining the budget estimates
for staff fellows is, in the case of college instructors, the average compensa-
tion for an instructor in the State college system with ten year's experience who
ranks toward the top of the associate professor level and, in the case of the
public school teacher, the average compensation for a teacher with ten years'
experience who is on the M. A. plus30 hours salary schedule.

In order to fill special instructional needs not covered by the compe-
tencies of the seven staff fellows and to attract highly qualified guest teachers
for limited periods, a budget item for consultant fees is included. This item
also extends to cost estimate for evaluation and legal assistance.

A budget for the four-year pilot project has been prepared by 'Robert
Fifield, 'Assistant Superintendent, Business Services, Contra Costa County
Department of Education, who has served as Consultant to the Humanities Frame-
work Subcommittee.

Budget Summary 1970-1974 is shown below.

BUDGET SUMMARY 1970-1974 c,

Planning
Year . 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year Totals

Professional Salaries $74, 000 $132,000 $141,170 $150,980 $ 498,150

Non-Prof. Salaries 19,085 20,039 21,041 21,988, 82,153

Travel 13,400 18,200 19,950 1 20,650 , 73,200

Operating Expenses 20,336 475,223 505,668 542,653 1;543,880

Employmegt Benefits 15,639 26,150 29,847 32,518 104,154

Equipment 12,036 12,036

Regerve 35,060 37,513 40,139
.

112,712

Totals $154,496 $707,6.72 $755,189 $808,928 $ 2,426.285

61
1.3
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XII. BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Dr. John A. Cairn -- Associate Professor of English, San Jose Stake College;
member, Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities Framework
Committee. PhD, 1962: Yale; Fu lbright Scholar; Danforth Fellow.
Publications include poetry, ei-anslations4from Provencal, and
essays on education.

Mrs. Nancy Lofton -- Elernentkiry classroom teacher, Monterey Peninsula
Unified School District; member, Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities
Framework Committee;. member, Statewide Subcommittee to Impie -.

merit. Fisher Bill; member, California Curriculum Commission,
1964-1969. AB, English, University of North Carolina; PhD program

(--) in education, University of California, Berkeley.

Mr. Peter M. Lyon -- Instructor,inr umanities and social 'sciences, and Chair--
--man, Social SciencesPapartrnent,..Carmel High School; member,

Statewide Fine Arts and fliiipapities Framework Committee; member,
Interim Board of cioViertiOrs,`;.Califopiaqiumanities Association.
'MA; Carnegie Int-ittitel;01:in;liallo4Eiperienced Teacher Fellow
in history, Carnegie IhStitt4e.OfTechno,,fogy. Co-editor of NCSS

'Bulletin on inquiry in social studied,

Dr. Roger D. O'Connor Coordinator of humanities and foreign languages,
Contra Costa County peioartment of Education; elementary and
secondary teacher and elementary principal, `Grosse Pointe Public.,
School System, Grosse Pointe, Michigan; member, 'Statewide Fine
Arts and H'umanities Framework Committee; chairman, Interim Board'
of Governors, California- Humanities Association. BA, University of
Pittsburgh; MA, history, Columbia; Fulbright Scholar; EdD. 1967,.

,Wayne State University.
t

Dr, Richard L. Trapp -- Chairman, Department of Classics, Associate Dean,
School of Huipanities, Associate Professor of Classics and World
Literature,' San Francisco State College; chairman, Statewide Fine
Arts and _Humanities Framework Committee; member. Interim Board
of-Governors, California Humanities Association; men)I5er, Executive
Council, California Council of Foreign Language Teachers Association;
secretary-treasurer, Classical Association of the.P4,ific States. PhD,
1959, University of California, Berkeley; Kofaid Fellow: Publications
include articles and reviews in classical and modern language journals

Mrs. Jean M. ,Wilkinson -- English instructor, PierOe College, Woodland Hills;
member, Statewide Fine Arts and Humanities Framework ,Committee;
member, Phi Beta Kappa. MA, English, University of California, Los
Angeles; Woodrow Wilson Fellow. Published are article, "How to
Improve the Education of Junior College English Teachers," College
Composition' and CommOnication, May 1968; co-editor of two anthologies
for junior college English' and humanities classe , Canfield Press, 1970.
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